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THE high esteem in which Mr Ricardo's works are held,
and their increasing scarcity, have occasioned their being
collected, and published in this volume.
It contains, in
addition to the " Principles of Political Economy and Taxation," and his detached Tracts, his Essays on the Funding
System and on Parliamentary
Reform, and his Speech on
the Ballot, originally published in the Supplement to the
Encyclopaedia Britannica and in the Scotsman.
A short
Sketch of his Life and Writings is prefixed to the work;
and an Index is subjoined to facilitate its consultation.
Lo._J_o_, April _,4_.
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LIFE

AND WRITING8
OF

MR RICARD0.

MR RICARDOwas placed, in early life, under circumstances
apparently the least favourable for the formation of those
habits of patient and comprehensive investigation, which
afterwards raised him to a high rank among political philosophers.
He was the third of a numerous family, and was born on
the 19th of April 1772.
His father, a native of Holland,
and of the Jewish persuasion, settled in this country early
in life. He is said to have been a man of good talents and of
the strictest integrity; and having become a member of the
Stock Exchange, he acquired a respectable fortune, and
possessed considerable influence in his circle.
David, the
subject of the present memoir, was destined for the same
line of business as his father; and received, partly in England, and partly at a school in Holland, where he resided
two years, such an education as is usually given to young
men intended for the mercantile
profession.
Classical
learning formed no part of his early instruction ; and it has
been questioned, with how much justice we shall not undertake to decide, whether its acquisition would have done
him service; and whether it might not probably have made
him seek for relaxation in the study of elegant literature
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rathel than in the severer exercises of the understanding;
and prompted him to adopt opinions sanctioned by authority,
without inquiring very anxiously into the grounds on which
they rested.
Mr Ricardo began to be confidentially employed by his
father in the business of the Stock Exchange, when he was
only fourteen years of age.
Neither then, however, nor at
any subsequent period, was he wholly engrossed by the
details of his profession.
From his earliest years he evinced
a taste for abstract reasoning;
and manifested that determination to probe every subject of interest to the bottom,
and to form his opinion upon it according" to the conviction of his mind, which was a distinguishing feature of his
character.
Mr Ricardo, senior, had been accustomed to subscribe,
without investigation, to the opinions of his ancestors, on
all questions connected with religion and politics; and he
was desirous that his children should do the same.
But
this system of passive obedience, and of blind submission to the dictates of authority,
was quite repugnant
to the principles of young Ricardo, who, at the same time
that he never failed to testify the sincerest affection and
respect for his father, found reason to differ from him oa
many important points, and even to secede from the Hebrew
faith.
Not long after this event, and shortly after he had attained
the age of majority, Mr Ricardo formed an union, productive of unalloyed domestic happiness, with bliss Wilkinson
Having been separated from his father, he was now thrown
on his own resources ; and commenced business for himself
At this important epoch of his history, the oldest and most
respectable members of the Stock Exchange gave a striking
proof of the esteem entertained by them for his talents and
character, by voluntarily coming forward to support him in
his undertakin G . His success exceeded the most sanguine
expectations of his friends, and in a few years he realised an
ample fortune.
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" The talent for obtaining
wealth," says one of Mr
Ricardo's near relations, from whose account of his life
we have borrowed these particulars,
"is not held in much
estimation; but perhaps in nothing did Mr R. more evince
his extraordinary
powers, than he did in his business.
His
complete knowledge of all its intricacies;
his surprising
quickness at figures and calculation ; his capability of getting
through, without any apparent exertion, the immense transactions in which he was concerned ; his coolness and judgment, combined certainly with (for him) a fortunate tissue
of public events, enabled him to leave all his contemporaries
at the Stock Exchange far behind, and to raise himself
infinitely higher, not only in fortune, but in general character
and estimation, than any man had ever done before in that
house.
Such was the impression
which these qualities
had made oll his competitors, that sevelH of the most discerning among them, long before he had emerged into
public notoriety,
prog'nosticated in their admiration, that
he would live to fill some of the highest stations in the
state." _
,, According as his solicitude about his success in life
"declined, Mr Ricardo devoted a greater portion of his time
to scientific and literary pursuits.
When about twentyfive years of age, he beg_an the study of some branches of
mathematical
science, and made considerable progress in
chemistry and mineralogy.
He fitted up a laboratory,
formed a collection of minerals, and was one of the original
members of the Geological Society.
But he never entered
warmly into the study of these sciences.
They were not
adapted to the peculiar cast of his mind; and he abandoned them entirely, as soon as his attention was directed
to the more congenial study of PoliticM Economy.
Mr Ricardo is stated to have first become acquainted with
the Wealth of Nations in 1799, while on a visit at Bath, to
_'hich he had accompanied
Mrs Ricardo for the benefit
* See an Account of the Life ofMr Ricardo in the Annual
to be written by one of his brothers.

_d

Obituary for 1823, sup.

b
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of her health.
He was highly gratified by its perusal ; and
it is most probable that the inquiries about which it is coilversant, continued henceforth to engage a considerable share
of his attention, though it was not till a later period that
his spare time was almost exclusively occupied with their
study.
Mr Ricardo came, for the first time, before the public as
an author in 1809.
The rise in the market price of bullion,
and the fall of the exchange that had taken place in the
course of that year, had excited a good deal of attention.
Mr Ricardo applied himself to the consideration of the subject; and the studies in which he had latterly been engaged, combined with the experience he had derived fi'om
his moneyed transactions, enabled him not only to perceive
the true causes of the phenomena in question, but to trace
and exhibit their practical bearing and real effect.
He
began this investigation
without
intending
to lay the
result of his researches before the public.
But having
shown his mamlscript to the late Mr Perry, the proprietor
and editor of the d]lor72iT_
9 Chronicle, the latter prevailed
upon him, though not without considerable difficulty, to
consent to its publication,
in the shape of letters, in
that journal.
The first of these letters appeared on the
6th of September
1809.
They made a considerable impression, and elicited _'arious answers.
This success, and
the increasing interest of the subject, }nduced Mr Ricardo
to commit his ol)inions upon it to the judgment
of the
public, in a more enlarged and systematic form, in the
tract entitled
" The Hi.qh Price of JBullioTt a Proof
of the Depreciation of BaTik Notes."
This tract led the
way in the far-famed bullion controversy.
It issued from
the press several months previously to the appointment of
the Bullion Committee;
and is believed to have had no
inconsiderable effect in forwarding that important measure.
In this tract Mr Ricardo showed that redundancy and deftciency of currency are only relative terms ; and that so long
_ the currency of any particular country consists exclusively
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of gold and silver coins, or of paper immediately convertible
iuto such coins, its value can neither rise above nor fall below
the _'alue of the metallic currencies of other countries, by a
greater sum than will suffice to defray the expense of importing foreign coin or bullion, if the currency be deficient ; or of
exporting a portion of the existing supply, if it be redundant. But when a country issues inconvertible paper notes,
(as was then the case in Ent_and ), they cannot be exported to other countries in the event of their becoming
redundant at home; and whenever, under such circumstances,
the exchange with foreign states is depressed below, or the
price of bullion rises above, its mint price, more than the
cost of sending coin or bullion abroad, it shows conclusively
that too much paper has been issued, and that its _alue is
depreciated from excess. The principles which pervade the
Report of the Bullion Committee, are substantially the same
with those established by Mr Pdcardo in this pamphlet,
but the more comprehensive and popular manner in which
they are illustrated
iu the Report, and the circumstance
of their being recommended by a Committee composed of
some of the ablest men in the country, gave them a weight
and authority which they could not otherwise havc obtained.
And though the prejudices and ignorance of some, and the
itlterested, and therefore determined, opposition of others,
prevented for a while the adoption of the measures proposed
by Mr Ricardo and the Committee for restoring the currencv to a sound and healthy state, they were afterwards
caL'ried into full effect ; and afibrd one of the most memorable examples in our history, of the triumph of principle
over selfishness, sophistry, and error.
The fourth edition of this tract is the most valuable.
An Appendix addcd to it has some acute observations on
some difficult questions in the theory of exchange ; and it
also contains the first germ of the original idea of making
bank notes exchangeable for bars of gold bullion.
Among those who entered the lists in opposition to the
principles laid down, and the practical measures suggested
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in Mr Ricardo's tract, and in the .Report of the Bullion
Committee, a prominent place is due to Mr Bosanquet. This
gentleman had great experience as a merchant;
and as
he professed that the statements and conclusions embodied
in his "Practical
Observations," which are completely at
variance with those in the Report, were the result of a
careful examination of the theoretical opinions of the Committee by the test of fact and experiment, they were well
fitted to make, and did make, a very considerable impression. The triumph of Mr Bosanquet was, however, of very
short duration.
Mr Ricardo did not hesitate to attack this
formidable adversary in his stronghold.
His tract, entitled, "Reply
to 3It Bosanquet's Practical Observations
on the .Report of t/_e Bullion Committee," was published
in 1811, and is one of the best es_ys that has appeared
on any disputed question of Political Economy.
In this
pamphlet, Mr Ricardo met Mr Bosanquet
on his o_
ground, and overthrew him witil his own weapons.
He
examined all the proofs which Mr Bosanquet had brought
forward, of the pretended discrepancy between the facts
stated in his own tract, which he said were consistent with
experience, and the theory laid down in the Bullion Report ;
and showed that Mr B. had either mistaken the cases bv
which he proposed to test the theory, or that the discrepancy
was only apparent, and was entirely a consequence of his
inability to apply the theory, and not of any thing erroneous
or deficient in it. The victory of Mr Ricardo was perfect
and complete ; and the elaborate errors and mis-statements
of Mr Bosanquet served only, to use the words of Dr
Coppleston, "to illustrate the abilities of the _Titer who
stepped forward to vindicate the truth. ''_
This tract affords a striking example of the ascendency
which those who possess a knowledge both of principle and
practice, have over those who a_e familiar only with the
[atter ; and though the interest of the question which led to
"First

ltett_r to the Right lion. Robert Peel_ by one of his Constituents_ p. 6L
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its publication has now subsided, it will always be read with
delight by such as are not insensible of the high gratification which all ingenuous minds must feel in observing
the ease u_ith which a superior intellect clears away the
irrelevant
matter with which a question has been designedly embarrassed, reduces false facts to their just value,
and traces and exhibits the constant operation of the same
general principle through all the mazy intricacies of practical detail.
The merit of these pamphlets was duly appreciated ; and
Mr Ricardo's society was, in consequence, courted by men
of the first eminence, who were not less pleased with his
modcsty, and unassuming manners, than with the vigour of
his undemtanding.
He formed, about this time, that intimacy
with Mr Malthus, and Mr Mill, the historian of British
India, which ended only with his death.
To the latter he
was particularly
attached, and readily acknowledged
tlow
much he owed to his friendship.
Mr Ricardo next appeared as an author in 1815, during
the discussions on the bill, afterwards passed into a law, for
raising the limit at which foreign corn might be imported for
consumption, to 80s. Mr Malthus, and a "Fellow of University College, Oxford," (afterwards Sir Edward West), had, by
a curious coincidence, in tracts published almost consentaneously, elucidated the true theory of rent, which, though
discovered by Dr Anderson as early as 1777, appears to have
been entirely forgotten.
But neither of these gentlemen
perceived the bearing of the theory on the question ir/r%o_ard
to the restriction of the importation of foreiga_ corn.
This
was reserved for Mr Rieardo, who, in his " JEssay on the
l_ue_zce of a 1,ow Price of Ctn'n on the Profits of Stock,"
showed the effect of an increase in the price of raw produce
on wages and profits; and founded a strong argument iu
favour of the freedom of the corn trade, on the very grounds
on which Mr Malthus had endeavoured to show the propriety
of subjecting it to fresh restrictions.
In 1816, Mr Ricardo published his "P, oposals for an
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Economical and Secure Currencv, with Observations on the
Profits of the Bank qf England."
In this pamphlet he
examined tlle circumstances
which determine
tile value
of money, when every individual has the power to supply
it, and when that power is restricted or placed under a
monopoly;
and he showed that, in the former case, its
value will depend, like that of all other freely supplied
articles, on its cost; while in the latter, it will be unaffected
by that eircumstanee,
and will depend on the extent to
which it may be issued compared with the demand.
This
is a principle of great importance ; for, it shows that intrinsic
worth is not necessary to a currency, and that, provided the
SUl)ply of paper notes, declared to be legal tender, be
sufficiently limited, their value may be maintained on a par
with the value of gold, or raised to any higher level.
It:
therefore, it were practicable to devise a plan for preserving
the value of paper on a level with that of gold, without
making it convertible into coin at the pleasure of the holder,
the heavy expense of a metallic currency would be saved.
To effect this desirable object, Mr Rieardo proposed that,
instead of being made exchangeable for gold coins, bank
notes should be made exchangeable for bars of gold bullion
of the standard weiqht and purity.
This plan, than which
nothing can be more simple, was obviously fitted to cheek
the over-issue of paper quite as effectually as it is checked
by making it convertible into coin; while, as bars could not
be used as currency, it prevented any gold from getting
into circulation, and consequently saved the expenses of
coinage, and the wear and tear, and loss of coins.
Mr
l_ieardo's proposal was recommended
by the Committees
of the Houses of Lords and Commons appointed, in 1819,
to consider the expediency of the Bank of England resuming cash payments;
and was afterwards adopted in the
bill for their resumption introduced by Mr (now Sir Robert)
Peel.
In practice it was found completely to answer the
object of eheeking over-issue.
But inasmuch as it required
that the place of sovereigns should be filled with one pound

.°l
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notes, the forgery of the latter began to be extensively
carried on; and it was wisely judged better to incur the
expense of recurring to and keeping up a mixed currency, than to continue a plan which, 'though productive
of a large saving, held out an all but irresistible temptation
to crime.
At length, in 1817, Mr Ricardo published his great work
on the " :PRINCIPLES OF :POLITICAL ECONO-_IY AND TAXATION."
This was a step which he did not take without much hesitation.
He was no£, and did not affect to be, insensible of
the value of literary and philosophical reputation ; but his
modesty always led him to undervalue his o_ul powers ; and
having acquired a very high degree of celebrity as a writer
on currency, he was unwilling to risk what he already
possessed, by attempting to gain more.
Ultimately, however, he was prevailed upon, by the entreaties of his fl'iends,
to allow his work to be sent to press. Its appearance forms
a memorable tara in the history of political science.
Exclusive of many valuable subsidiary inquiries, Mr Ricardo
has pointed out, in this work, the source and limiting principle of exchangeable
value, and has traced the laws
which determine
the distribution
of wealth among" the
various ranks and orders of society.
The powers of mind
displayed in these investigations, the dexterity with which
the most abstruse questions are unravelled, the sagacity
displayed in tracing the operation
of general principles,
in disentangling them fl'om such as are of a secondary and
accidental nature, and in perceiving and estimating
their
remote consequences, have never been surpassed ; and will
for ever secure the name of Ricardo a conspicuous place
among those who have done most to unfold the mechanism
of society, and to discover the circumstances
on which
the well-being of its various orders must always mainly
depend.
Mr Ricardo maintains, in this work, the fundamental
principle, that the exchangeable
value of commodities or
their relative worth, as compared with each other, de-
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peuds exclusively on the quantities of labour necessarily
required to produce them, and bring them to market.
Smith had shown that this principle determined the value
of commodities in the earlier stages of society, before land
had been appropriated
and capital accumulated;
but he
supposed that, after land had become property and rent
began to be paid, and after capital had been amassed and
workmen began to be hired by capitalists, the value of
commodities fluctuated not only according to variations in
the labour required to produce and bring them to market,
but also according to variations of rents and wages.
But ]VIr
Ricardo has shown that this theory is erroneous, and that
the value of commodities is determined in all statesof society
by the same principle, or by the quantity of labour required for their production.
He showed that variations of
profits or wages, by affecting different commodities to the
same, or nearly the same, extent, would either have no
influence over their exchangeable value, or if they had an)',
it would depend upon the degree in which they occasionally
affect some products more than others. And Dr Anderson and
others having ah'eady shown that rent is not an element of
cost or value, it follows that the cost or value of all freely
produced commodities, the supply of which may be indefinitely increased (abstracting from temporary variations of
supply and demand), depends wholly on the quantity of
labour required for their production, and not upon the rate
at which that labour may be paid; so that, supposing the
labour required to produce any number of commodities to
remain constant, their cost and value will also remain constant, whether wages fall from 3s. to ls., or rise from 3s. to
5s. or 7s. a-day.
This is the fundamental theorem of the
science of value, and the clue which unravels the intricate
labyrinth of the laws which regulate the distribution
of
wealth.
Its discovery has shed a flood of light on what
was previously shrouded in all but impenetrable
mystery,
and the apparently knotty and hitherto insoluble questions
regarding the action of wages and profits on each other and
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ou prices, have since ceased to present any insuperable difficulties.
What the rescarches of Locke and Smith did for
the production of wealth, those of Ricardo have done for its
vat_m and distribution.
The establishment of general principles being Mr Ricardo's
great object, he has paid comparatively little attention to
their practical application, and sometimes, indeed, he has in
great measure overlooked the circumstances
by which they
are occasionally countervailed.
In illustration of this we
may mention, that society being laid under the necessity of
constantly resorting to inferior soils to obtain additional
supplies of food, Mr Ricardo lays it down that, in the progress of society, raw produce and wages have a constant tendency to rise and profits to fall. And this, no doubt, is ill
the abstract true.
But it must at the same time be observed, that while on the one hand society is obliged constantly to resort to inferior soils, agriculture
is on the
other hand susceptible of indefinite improvement ; and this
improvement necessarily in so far countervails the decreasing
fertility of the soil ; and may, and in fact very frequently
does, more than countervail it. Mr Ricardo has also very
generally overlooked the influence of increased prices ill
diminishing consumption and stimulating industry, so that
his conclusions, though true according to his assumptions,
do not always harmonise with what really takes place. :But
his is not a practical work; and it did not enter into his
plan to exhibit the circumstances
that give rise to the
discrepancies in question.
The " _)rinciples of Political
Economy and Taxation" is not even a systematic treatise,
but is principally an inquiry respecting certain fundamental
principles, most of which had previously been undiscovered.
And though it be often exceedingly difficult, or, it may be,
all but impossible, to estimate the extent to which these
principles may in certain cases be modified by other prin'ciples and combinations
of circumstances, it is obviously
of the greatest importance to have ascertained their existence.
They are so many land-marks to which to refer
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and can never be lost sight of even in matters most essentially practical.
That part of Mr Ricardo's work, in which he applies his
principles to discover the incidence of taxes on rent, profit,
wages, and raw produce, is more practical than the others;
and must always be a subject of careful study to those who
wish to make themselves well acquainted with this department of politica! science.
Mr Ricardo had now become an extensive landed proprietor, and had wholly retired fi'om business, with a fortune
acquired with the universal respect and esteem of his competitors.
:But he did not retire from the bustle of active
lif_, to the mere enjoyment of his acres--Nonfuit
consilium
socordia atque dcsidia bonum otium conterere_he
had other
objects in view; and while his leisure hours, when in the
country, were chiefly devoted to inquiries connected with
that science, of which he was now confessedly at the head.
he determined
to extend the sphere of his usefulness, by
entering the House of Commons.
In 1819 he took his seat
as member for Portarlington.
His diffidence in his own
powers had, however, nearly deprived the public of the
services which he rendered in this situation.
In a letter
to one of his friends, dated the 7th of April 1819, he says :
"You will have seen that I have taken my seat in the
House of Commons. I fear that I shall be of little use there.
I have twice attempted to speak ; but I proceeded in the
most embarrassed manner ; and I have no hope of conquering the alarm with which I am assailed the moment I hear
the sound of my own _'oice." And in a letter to the same
gentleman, dated the 2"2d of June 1819, he says : " I thank
you for your endeavours to inspire me with confidence on
the occasion of my addressing the House.
Their indulgent
reception of me has, in some degree, made the task of speaking more easy to me ; but there are yet so many formidable
obstacles to my success, and some, I fear, of a nature nearly
insurmountable,
that I apprehend it will be wisdom and
sound discretion in me to content myself with giving silent
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votes."
Fortunately he did not adopt this resolution.
The
difficulties with which he had at first to struggle, arid his
diffidence in himself, gradually subsided ; while the mildness
of his manners, the mastery which he possessed over the
subjects on which he spoke, and the purity of his intentions, speedily secured him a very extensive influence both
in the House and the country, and gave great weight to his
opinions.
Mr Ricardo was not one of those who make speeches to
suit the ephemeral circumstances and politics of the day: he
spoke only from principle, and with a fixed resolution ne_'er
to diverge in any degree from tile path which it pointed
out; he neither concealed nor modified an opinion for the
purpose of conciliating the favour, or of disarming the prejudices or hostility, of any man or set of men; nor did he
ever make a speech or give a _'ote which he was not
well convinced was founded on just principles, and calculated to promote the lasting interests of the public. Trained
to habits of profound thinking, independent in his fortune,
and inflexible in his principles, Mr Ricardo had little in
common with mere party politicians.
The public good
w_s the grand object of his parliamentary exertions;
and
he laboured to promote it, not by engaging in party combinations, but by supporting the rights and liberties oi" all
classes, and by unfolding the true sources of national wealth
and general prosperity.
The change that has taken place in the public opinion
respecting the financial and commercial policy of the coun- •
try, since the period when Mr Ricardo obtained a seat in
the House of Commons, is as complete as it is gratifying.
Not only are the most enlarged 1)rinciples advocated by all
the leading members of both Houses; not only are they
now ready to admit that the exclusive system is founded on
vicious principles, and that it is sound policy to admit the
freest competition in every branch of industry, and to deal
with all the world on fair and liberal principles ; but they are
about to make these doctrines a part of the law of the land,
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and to give them the sanction of parliamentary authority.
Sir Robert Peel has the signal merit of having, despite the
most formidable obstacles, carried out and established in
their fullest extent the great principles of commercial freedom developed by Smith and his followers. And we believe
that that distinguished statesman would readily admit that
the writings and speeches of Mr Ricardo have powerfully contributed to pave the wayfor this most desirable consummation.
As he was known to be a master in "the master-science of civil
life," his opinion, from the moment he entered the House
of Commons, was referred to oll all important occasions;*
and he acquired additional
influence and consideration.
according as exl)erience served to render the House and
the country better acquainted
with his talents, and his
singleness of purpose.
In 1820, Mr Ricardo contributed
an article on the
" Fundin.q STdstem," to tile Supplement to the " Encyclopvedia :Britannica."
This tract, though somewhat confused
in its arrangement,
embraces many valuable discussions.
He was a decided friend to the plan for raising the supplies
for a war within the )'ear, by an equivalent increase of
taxation ; and he also thought (in which opinion few probably
will be disposed to concur), that it would be not only expedient but practicable to pay off the public debt by an
assessment on capital.
In 1822, Mr Ricardo published, during the parliamentary
discussions on the subject of the corn laws, his tract on "Pro" tection to A.qricultu:'e."
This is the best of all his pamphlets,
and is, indeed, a chef-d'a, uvre. The important
questions
respecting remunerating
price, the influence of a low and
high value of corn over wages and profits, the influence of
taxation over agTiculture and manufactures, and many other
topics of equal difficulty and interest, are all discussed in
* Mr Rieardo made the first of his prominent appearances on the 24th of May
I819, in the debate on the resolutions proposed by Mr (now Sir Robert) Peel respect°
Lug the resumption of cash payments. He did not rise until he was loudly ca[leA upon
_om all sides of the House.
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the short compass of eighty or ninety pages, with a precision and clearness that leaves nothing to be desired.
IIad Mr Ricardo never written any thing else, this pamphlet
would have placed him in the first rank of political economists.
Though not robust, Mr Ricardo's constitution was apparently good, and his health such as to promise a long life of
usefulness.
He had, indeed, been subject, for several years,
to an affection in one of his ears; but as it had not given
him any serious inconvenience, he paid it but little attention
Whenheretiredto
his seatinGloucestershire
(Gatcomb Park),
subsequently to the close of the session of 1823, he was ill
excellent health and spirits ; and, besides completing a tract,
containing a plan for the establishment
of a National Bank,
he en_o_aged, with his usual ardour, in elaborate inquiries
r%o_rding some of the more abstruse economical doctrines.
But he was not destined to bring these inquiries to a close !
Early ill September he was suddenly seized with a violent
pain in the diseased ear: the symptoms were not, however, considered unfavourable;
and the breaking
of an
imposthume that had been formed within the ear contributed greatly to his relief.
But the amendment was only
transitory;
within two days, inflammation
recommenced;
"and after a period of the greatest agony, pressure on the
brain ensued, which produced a stupor that continued until
death terminated his suffering, on the 11th September, in
his 52d year.
In private hfe, Mr Ricardo was most amiable.
Hc
was an indulgent _ather and husband; and an affectionate.
and zealous friend.
No man was ever more thoroughly free
from every species of artifice and pretension;
more sincere,
plain, and unassuming.
He was particularly fond of assembling intelligent men around him, and of conversing in the
most unrestrained manner on all topics of interest, but more
especially on those connected with his favourite science. On
these as on all occasions, he readily gave way to others, and
never discovered the least impatience to speak ; but when
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he did speak, the solidity of his judg'rnent,
his candour,
and his extraordinary
talent for resolving a question into
its elements, and for setting the most difficult and complicated subjects in the most striking point of view, arrested
the attention
of every one, and delighted all who heard
him. He never entered into an argument, whetherin public
or private, for the sake of displaying ingenuity, of baffling all
opponent, or of'gaining a victory.
The discovery of truth
was his exclusive object.
He was ever open to conviction;
and if he were satisfied he had either advanced or supported
au erroneous opinion, he was the first to acknowledge his
error, and to caution others against it.
Few men have possessed in a higher degree than Mr
Ricardo, the talent of Sl)cakiug and conversing with clearness
and facility on the abstrusest topics.
In this respect, his
speeches were greatly superior to his publications.
The latter
cannot be readily understood alld followed without considerable attention ; but nothing could exceed the ease and felicity
with which he illustrated and explained the lnost difficult
questions of Political Economy, both in private conversation
and in his speeches.
Without being forcible, his style of
si)eaking was easy, fluent, and agreeable.
It was impossible
to take him off'his guard.
To th_se who were not familiar
with his speculations, some of his position._ were apt to appear
paradoxical; but tile paradox was only in appeara_lce.
He
rarely advanced an opinion on which he had not deeply reflected, and without examining it in every point of view ; and
the readiness with which he overthrew the most specious
objections that the ablest men in the House could make to
his doctrines, is the be._t proof of their correctness, and
of the superiority of his understanding.
That there were
greater orators, and men of more varied and general ac(tuirements
in Parliament
than Mr Ricardo, we readily
allow;
but we are bold to say, that in point ,7t" deel_,
clear, and comprehensive
intellect, he had no superior.-_,
and very few, if any, equals, either in Parliament or in tho
country.
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He was not less generous than intelligent;
he was never
slow to come forward to the relief of the poor and the distressed ; and while he contributed to almost every charitablo
institution in the metropolis, he supported, at his 0x_ll exl:ense, an alms-house for tile poor, and two schools for the
instruction of the young ill the vicinity of his seat ill the
country.

Besides the publications previously enumerated,
Mr Ricardo left one or two manuscripts.
Among others, a " Plan
fen" the Establishment of a National Bank" was found ill a
finished state, and was soon after published.
He also left "Notes" on Mr Malthus's Principles of Political Economy ; containing a vindication of his own doctrines
fi'om the objections of Mr Malthus, and showing the ntistakes into which he conceives Mr M. had fallen.
But we
doubt whether they have sufficient interest to warrant their
publication.
Though not properly belonging to the Whig party, Mr
Ricardo voted almost uniformly with the 01)position.
He
was impressed with the conviction, that many advantages
would result from giving the people a greater influence over
the choice of their representatives in the House of Commons
than they then possessed ; and he was so far a friend to the
system of the radical reformers, as to give his cordial support
to the plan of voting by ballot ; which he considered as the
best means for securing the ma.ss of the electors against improper solicitations, and for enabling them to vote in favour
of the candidates whom they really approved.
He did not,
however, agree with the radical reformers in their plan of
univemal sutfrage ; he thought the elective franchise should
be given to all who possessed a certain amount of property ;
but he was of opinion, that while it would be a very hazardous
experiment, no practical good would result fi'om giving the
franchise indiscriminately
to all. His opinions on these
subjects are fully stated in the Essay on Parliamentar5
Reform, and in thA Speech on the Ballot, in this edition of
tris works.
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Of the value of the services rendered by Mr Ricardo
to Political
Economy, there can be, among intelligent
men, only one opinion.
His works have made a very
great addition to the mass of useful and universally interesting troths, and afford some of the finest examples to
be met with of discriminating
analysis, and of profound
and refined discussion.
The brevity with which he has
stated some of his most important
propositions;
their
intimate dependence
on each other;
the fewness of his
illustrations ; and the mathematical
cast he has given to his
reasoning, render it sometimes a little difficult for readers,
unaccustomed to such investigations, readily to follow him.
But we can venture to affirm, that those who will give to
his works the attention of which they are so worthy, _il]
find them to be as lo_cal and conclusive as they are profound and important.
It was the opinion of Quintilian, that
the students of eloquence who were highly delighted with
Cicero, had made no inconsiderable progress in their art:
and the same may, without hesitation, be said of the
students of Political Economy who find pleasure in the works
of Mr Ricardo: Ille se profecisse sciat, cui I_icardo valde
placebit.
When the circumstances
under which Mr Ricardo spent
zhe greater part of his life are brought under view; and
when it is also recollected that he died at the early age ot:
fifty-one, it may be truly said that very few have ever achieved
so much.
His industry was as remarkable
as his sagacity
and his candour.
" The history of Mr Ricardo," to use the words of Mr
_lill, " holds out a bright and inspiring example.
Mr
Ricardo had every thing to do for himself; and he did
every thing. Let not the generous youth, whose aspirations
are higher than his circumstances, despair of attaining either
the highest intellectual excellence, or the highest influence
in the welfare of his species, when he recollects in what
circumstances
Mr Ricardo opened, and in what he closed,
his memorable life. ]_e had his fortune to make ; his mind
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to ibrm ; he had even his education to commence and conduct. In a field of the most intense competition, he realized
a large fortune, with the universal esteem and affection of
those who could best judge of the honour and 1)urity of his
acts. Amid this scene of active exertion and practical
detail, he cultivated and he acquired habits of intense, and
patient, and comprehensive thinking; such as have been
z_t,'clyequalled, and never excelled."
Mr Ricardo left a widow, three soils, and four daughters.
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ADVERTISE_IENT TO THE THIRD EDITION.

I,_ this Edition I have endeavoured to explain more fully than in
the last_ my opinion on the difficult subject of VALUE, and for that
pm_oose have made a few additions to the first chapter.
I have
also inserted a new chapter on the subject of MACRI_,_Er_:¢,and on
the effects of its improvement
on the interests of the different
classes of the State.
In the chapter on the DISTINCTIVE
1)RO PERTIES Of VALUE
and RICHES t I have examined the doctrines of
M. Say on that important question, as amended in the fourth and
last edition of his work. I have in the last chapter endeavoured
to place in a stronger point of view than before the doctrine of the
ability of a country to pay additional money taxes, although the
,qg_cgate money value of the mass of its commodities should fall,
in consequence either of the diminished quantity of labour required
to produce its corn at home, by improvements in its husbandry, or
from its obtaining a part of its corn at a cheaper price from abroad,
by means of the exportation
of its manufactured
commodities.
This consideration is of great importancc_ as it regards the question
of the policy of leaving unrestricted the importation of foreign corn_
particularly in a country burthened with a heavy fixed money
taxation, the consequence of an immense National Debt.
I have
endeavoured to show that the ability to pay taxes depends_ not on
the gross money value of the mass of commoditles_ nor on the net
money value of the revenues of capitalists and landlords_ but on the
money value of each man's revenue_ compared to the money value
of the commodities which lie usually consumes.
_arch

26, 1821.

PREFACE,

Trim produce of the earth--all
that is derived fi'om its surface bv
the united application of labour_ machinery, and capital, is divided
among three classes of the community, namely, the proprietor of
the land, the owner of the stock or capital necessary for its cultivatlon, and the labourers by whose industry it is cultivated.
But in different stages of society, the proportions of the whole
produce of the earth which will be allotted to each of these classes,
under the names of rent, profit, and wages, will be essentially
different; depending mainly on the actual fertility of the soil, on
tile accumulation
of capital and population, and on the skill,
ingenuity, and instruments employed in agriculture.
To determine the laws which regulate this distribution,
is tl',e
principal problem in Political Economy:
much as the science has
been improved by the writings of Turgot, Stuart, Smith, Say,
Sismondi, and others, they afford very little satist_actory information respecting the natural course of rent, profit, and wages.
In 1815, Mr Malthus, in his " Inquiry into the Nature and
Progress of Rent," and a Fellow ,.f University College, Oxford, in
his " Essay on tile Application oi Capital to Land," presented to
tile world, nearly at the same moment, the true doctrine of rent ;
without a knowledge of which, it is impossible to understand the
effect of the progress of wealth on profits and wages, or to trace
satisfactorily the influence of taxation on different classes of the
community;
particularly
when the commodities taxed are the
productions immediately derived from the surface of the earth.
Adam Smith_ and the other able writers to whom I have alluded,
not having viewed correctly the principles of rent, have, it appears
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to me, overlooked many important truths, which can only be discovered after the subject of rent is thoroughly understood.
To supply this deficiency, abilities are required of a far superior
cast to any possessed by the writer of the following pages ; yet,
after ]laving given to this subject his best consideration--after
the
aid which lie has derived from the works of the above-mentioned
eminent writers--and
after the valuable experience which a few
late years, abounding in facts, have yielded to the present generalion--it
will not, lie trusts, be deemed presumptuous in him to
state his opinions oil tile laws of profits and wages, and oll the
operation of taxes.
:If the principles which he deems correct,
should be found to be so, it will be for others, more able than
hinlself, to trace them to all their important consequences.
The writer, in combating received opinions, has found it necessary to advert more particularly to those passages in the writings
of Adam Smith from which lie sees reason to differ; but lie hopes
it will not, on that account, be suspected that he does not, in common with all those who acknowledge the importance of the science
of :Political Economy, participate in the admiration which the profound work of this celebrated author so justly excites.
The same remark may be applied to the excellent works of hi.
Say, who not only was the first, or among the first, of continental
writers, who justly appreciated and applied the principles of Smith,
and who has done more than all other continental writers taken
together, to recommend the principles of that enlightened and
beneficial system to the nations of Europe ; but who has succeeded
in placing the science in a more logical and more instructive order ;
and has enriched it by several discussions, original, accurate, and
profound.*
The respect, however, which the author entertains for
the writings of this gentleman, has not prevented him fi'om commenting with that freedom which he thinks the interests of science
require, on such passages of the " Economic Politique" as appeared
at variance with his own ideas.
* Chap. xv./)art i., "Des Ddbouchd_," contains, in particular, some very importaat
prineiplea, which I believe were first ez_lained by this distinguished writer
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I.

The value of a commodity, or the quantity of any other commodity for which it _'ill
exchange, depends on the relative quantity of labour which is neces._rv for its produetion_ and not on the greater or less eompensation which is paid fol:th,_t labour.

]:r has been observed by Adam Smith, that " the word Value has
two different meanings_ and sometimes expresscs the utility of some
lmrtieular object, and sometimes the power of purchasing other
goods which the possession of that object conveys.
The one may
be called value in use; the other value in ex_.l_a_qe. The things,"
hc continues, "which have the greatest value in use, have frequently
little or no value in exchange; and, on the contrary, those whlcil
ha_ c the _.reatest value m exchange, have httle or no value in use.
Water and air are abundantly uscful; thcy are indeed indispensable
to existence, yet, under ordinary circumstances, nothing can be obtained in exchange for them. Gold, on the contrary, though of little
use compared with air or w'.xtcr, will exchange for a great quantity
of other goods.
Utility then is not the measure of exchangeable value, although
it is absolutely essential to it. If a commodity were in no way
usefifl,_in other words, if' it could in no way contribute to our
gratification,---it
would be destitute of exchangeable value, however scarce it might be, or whatever quantity of labour might be
necessary to procure it.
Possessing utility, commodities derive their exchangeable value
from two sources: from their scarcity, and from the quantity of
labour required to obtain them.
There arc some commodities, the value of which is determined
h
°
-r
•
y their° scarcity
alone. :No
labour can •increase the quantity
of
_uch goods, and therefore their value cannot be lowered by an in-
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creased supply.
Some rare statues and pictures, scarce books and
coins, wines of a peculiar quality, which can be made only from
grapes grown on a particular soil, of which there is a very limited
quantity, arc all of this description.
Their value is wholly independent of the quantity of labour originally necessary to produce them,
and varies with the varying wcalth and inclinations of those who
are desirous to possess them.
These commodities, however, form a very small part of the mass
of commodities daily exchanged in the market.
By far the greatest
part of those goods which arc the objects of"desire, are procured by
labour; and they may be multiplied, not in one country alone, but
in many, almost without any asslgnablc limit, if we are disposed to
bestow the labour necessary to obtain them.
In speaking, then, of commodities, of their exchangeable value,
and of the laws which reguhtte their relative prices, we mean ahvays
such commodities only as can bc increased in quantity by the exertion of human industry, and on the production of"which competition
operates without restraint.
In the early stages of soclety, the exchangeable value of these
commodities, or the rule which determines how much of one shall
be given in exchange for another, depends almost exclusively on
the comparative quantity of labour expended on each.
" The real plqce of every thing," says Adam Smith, " what
every thing really costs to thc man who wants to acquire it, is the
toll and trouble of acquiring it. What every thing is really worth
to the man who has acquired it, and who wants to dispose of it, or
exchange it for something else, is the toil and troublc which it can
save to himself, and which it can impose upon other people."
" Labour was the first prlce_the
original purchase-money that was
paid for all things." Again, "in that early and rude state of society,
which precedes both the accumulation of stock and the appropriation
of land, the proportion between the quantities of labour necessary
ibr acquiring different objects seems to be the only circumstance
which can aflbrd any rule for exchanging them for one another..if,
among a nation of hunters, for example, it usually cost twice the
labour to kill a beaver which it does to kill a deer_ one beaver should
naturally exchange for, or be worth two deer. It is natural that
what is usutdly the produce of two days', or two hours' labour,
should be worth double of what is usually the produce of one day's,
or one hour's labour."*
That this is really the foundation of the exchangeable value of
all thln_s, excepting those which cannot be increased by human industry, _s a doctrine of the utmost importance in political economy ;
for from no source do so many errors, and so much difference of
opinion in that science proceed, as from the vague ideas which are
attached to the word value.
_' Book L chap.5.
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If the quantity of labour realized in commodities regulate their
exchangcable value_ every increase of the quantity of labour nmst
augment the value of that commodity on which it is exercised_ as
cvery diminution must lower it.
Adam Smith, who so accurately defined the original source of
exchangeable value_ and who was bound in consistency to maintain,
_
that all things became more or less valuable in proportion as more
or less labour w_ bestowed on their production, has himself erected
another standard measure of value_ and speaks of things being more
or less valuable, in proportion as they will exchange for more or
less of this standard measure.
Sometimcs he speaks of corn, at
other times of labour, as a standard me_ure ; not the quantity of
labour bestowed on the production of any object, but the quantity
which it can command in the market: as if these werc two equivalcnt cxpressions, and as if, because a man's labour had become
doubly efficient, and he could therefore produce twice the quantity
of a commodity_ he would necessarily receive twicc the former
quantity in exchange for it.
If this indeed wcre true, if the reward of the labourer were
._lways in proportion to what he produced, the quantity of labour
bestowed on a commodity, and the quantity of labour which that
commodity would purchase, would be equal, and cither might
accurately measure the variations of other things; but they are
ual; the first is under many circumstanccs
an invariable
_1_indicating correctly the variations of other things; the
lattcr is subject to as many fluctuations as the commodities compared with it. Adam Smith, after most ably showing the insufficiency of a variable medium, such as gold and silver, fbr the purpose
of determining the varying value of other things, has hlmsclf, by
fixing on corn or labour, chosen a medium no less variable.
Gold and silver are no doubt subject to fluctuations, from the
discovery of new and more abundant mines ; but such discoveries
arc rare, and their effccts_ though powerful, are limitcd to periods
of'comparatively
short duration.
They are subject also to fluctuation, f_om improvements in the skill and machinery with which the
mlncs may be worked ; as in consequence of such improvemcnts, ._
greater quantity may be obtained with the same labour.
Thev are
turther subject to fluctuation from the decreasing produce of the
n._ines, after they have yiehled a supply to the world, for a succession of ages. But from which of these sources of fluctuation is
corn exempted?
Does not that also vary, on one hand, fi'om improvements in agriculture, from improved machinery and implements
us_d in husbandry, as well as iYom the discovery of new tracts of
fertile land_ which in other countries may be taken into cultivation,
and which will affect the value of corn in every market where
importation is free? Is it not on the other hand subject to be
enhanced in value from prohibitions of importation, from increasing
population and wealth_ and the greater difficulty of' obtaining the
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increased supplies, on account of the additional quantity of labour
which tile cultivation of inferior lands requires ? Is not the value
of labour equally variable;
being not only affected, as all other
things are, by the proportion between the supply and demand,
which uniformly varies with every change in the condition of the
community, but also by the varying price of food and other necessaries, on which the wages of labour are expenaed ?
In tile same country double the quantity of labour may be
required to produce a given quantity of food and necessaries at
one time, that may be necessary at another, and a distant time;
vet the labourer's reward may possibly be very little diminished.
If the labourer's wages at the former period were a certain quantity of food and necessaries, he probably could not have subsisted
if "that quantity had been reduced.
Food and necessaries in this
case will have risen 100 per cent. if estimated by the quantity of
labour nccessary to their production_ while they will scarcely have
increased in value, if measured by the quantlty of labour for which
they will exchange.
] he same remark may be made respecting two or more countries.
In America and :Poland, on the land last taken into cuhivation_ :t
yeaffs labour of any given number of men, will produce much more
corn than on land similarly circumstanced
in :England.
Now.
supposing all other neccssaries to be equally cheap in those three
countries, would it not be a great mistake to conclude_ that the
quantity of corn awarded to the labourer, would in each country
bc in proportion to the facility of production ?
If the shoes and clothing of the labourer could, by improvements
in machinery, be produced by one-_burth of the labour now necess;try to their production, they would probably fall 75 per cent.;
but so t_aris it from being true, that the labourer would thereby be
enabled permanently to consume four coats, or four pair of shoes,
instead of one, that it is probable his wages would in no long time
be adjusted by the effects of competition, and the stimulus to
population, to the new value of the necessaries on which they were
expended.
If these improvements
extended to all the objects of
the labourer's consumption, we should find him probably, at the end
of a very few years, in possession of only a small, if any, addition
to his enjoyments, although the exchangeable value of those commodities, compared with any other commodity, in the manufacture
of which no suoh improvement
were made, had sustained a very
considerable reduction;
and though they were the produce of a
very considerably diminished quantity of labour.
It cannot then be correct, to say with Adam Smith, " thatQas
labour may sometimes purchase a greater, and sometimes a smaller
quantity of goods, it is their value which varies, not that of the
labour which purchases them ;" and therefore, " that labour alone
never varying in its own value, is alone the uhimate and real standard
by which the value of all commodities can at _,I1 times and places
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be estimated and compared ;"--but it is correct to say, as Adam
Smith had previously said, " that the proportion between the
quantities of labour necessary for acquiring different objects seems
to be the only circumstance which can afford any rule for exchanging them for one another ;" or in other words, that. it is the comparative quantity 6f commodities which 1.'_bourwill produce, that
determines their present or past relative value, and not the comparative quantities of commodities, which are given to the labourer
ill exchange for his labour.
Two commodities vary in relative value, and we wish to know
in which the variation has really taken place. If we compare the
present value of one, with shoes, stockings, hats_ iron, sugar, and
all other commodities, we find that it will exchange for precisely
the sam_tquantity of all these things as before. If"we compare tile
other with the same commodities, we find it has varied with respect
to them all: we may then with great probability infer that the
variation has been in this commodity, and not in the commodities
with which wc have compared it. If on examining still more
particularly into all the circumstances connected with the production of these various commodities, we find that precisely the same
quantity of labour and capital are necessary to the production of
the shoes, stockinz,s,--hats-, iron, sugar, &c. ; but that the same
quantity as beibre is not necessary to produce the single commodity
whose relative value is altered, probability is changed into certainty,
and we are sure that the variation is in the single commodity : we
then discover also the cause of its variation.
If I found that an ounce of zold would exchan__e for a less
quanUty of all the commodities above enumerated, and many
others; and if, moreover, I found that by the discovery of a new
and more fertile mine, or by the employment of machinery to great
advantage, a given quantity of gold could be obtained with a less
quantity of labour, i should be justified in saying that the cause of
the alteration in the value of gold relatively to other commodities,
was the greater thcility of its production, or the smaller quantity
of labour necessary to obtain it. In like manner, if labour feU very
considerably in value, relatively to all otherthings, and if I found
that its fall was in consequence of an abundant supply, encouraged
by the great fitcility with which corn, and the other necessaries of
the labourer, were produced, it would, I apprehend, be correct for
me to say that corn and necessaries had i:allen in value in consequence of less quantity of labour being necessary to produce them,
and that this fixcility of providing, for the support of.the labourer
ha_. been followed by a fall m the value of labour. :No, say Adam
Smith and Mr Malthus, in the case of the gold you were correct in
calling its variati_o_a"a_faRof_its yal_ue,because corn and labour had
not then varied; and as gold would command a less quantity of
them, as well as of all other things, than before, it was correct to
say that all things had remained stationary, and that gold only had
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varied;but when corn and labourfall,
thingswhich we have
selected
to be ourstandardmeasure of value,notwithstand_gall
thevariations
to which we acknowledgetheyaresubject,
itwouhl
be highlyimproperto sayso; thecorrectlanguagewillbe to say,
that corn and labour have remained stationary, and all other things
have risen in value.
:Now it is against this language that I protest.
I find that precisely, as in the case of the gold, the cause of the variation between
corn and other things, is the smaller quantity of labour necessary
to produce it, and therefore, by all just re'Lsoning, I am bound to
call the variation of corn and labour a fall in their valuc_ and not a
rise in the value of the things with which they are compared.
If' I
have to hire a labourer for a week, and instead (,f ten shillings I pay
him eight, no _,'ariation having taken place in the value of money,
the labourer can probably obtain more tbod and necessaries, with
his eight shillings, than he before obtained for ten: but this is
owing, not to a rise in the real value of his wages, as stated by Adam
Smith, and more recently by Mr Malthus, but to a fitll in the value
of' the things on which his wages are expended, things perfectly
distinct ; and yet for calling this a fall in the real value of wages, I
am told that I adopt new and unusual hmguage, not reconcileable
with the true principles of the science.
To me it appears that the
unusual and, indeed, inconsistent language, is that used by my opponents.
Suppose a labourer to be paid a bushel of corn for a week's work,
when the price of corn is 80s. per quarter, and that he is paid a
bushel and a quarter when the price fails to 40s. Suppose, too,
that he consumes half a bushel of' corn a-week in his own family,
and exchanges the remainder _br other things, such as thel, soap,
candles, tea_ sugar, salt, &c. &c. ; if the three-fourths of a bushel
which will remain to him, in one case, cannot procure him as much
of the above commodities as half a bushel did in the other, which it
will not, will labour have risen or fidlen in value ? l{isen, Adam
Smith must say, because his standard is corn_ and the labourer receives more corn for a week's labour.
Fallen, must the same Adam
Smith say, "because the value of a thing depends on the power of
purchasing other __oods which the possession of that object conveys,"
and labour has a _ess power of purchasing such other goods.

SECTION

II.

Labourof differentqualities differentlyrewarded. This no causeof variation in the
relativevalue of commodities.
I__speaking, however, of labour, as being the foundation of all value,
and the relative quantity of labour as almost exclusively determining the relative value of eommodities_ I mus_ not be supposed to be

inattentive to the different qualities of labour, and the difficulty of
comparing an hour's or a day's labour, in one employment, with the
same duration of labour in another.
The estimation in which different qualities of labour are held, comes soon to be adjusted in the
market with sufficient precision for all practical purposes, and depends much on the comparative skill of the labourer, and intensity
of the labour performed.
The scale, when once formed, is liable to
little variation.
If a day's labour of a working jeweller be more
valuable than a day's labour of a common labourer, it has long ago
been adjusted, and placed in its proper position in the scale of value.*
In comparing, thercfbre, the wdue of the same commodity, "it
different periods of time, the consideration of the comparative skill
and intensity of labour, required for that particular commodity,
needs scarcely to be attended to, as it operates equally at both
periods.
One description of labour at one time is compared with
the same description of labour at another ; if a tenth, a fifth, or a
fourth, has been added or taken away, an effect proportioned to the
cause will be produced on the relative value of the commodity.
If a piece of cloth be now of the value of two pieces of linen, and
if, in ten years hence, the ordinary value of a piece of cloth should
be four pieces of linen, we may safhly conclude, that either nmrc
labour is required to make the cloth, or less to make the linen, or
that both causes have operated.
As the inquiry to which I wish to draw the reader's attention,
relates to the effect of the variations in the relative value of commodities, and not in their absolute value, it will be of little importance to examine into the comparative degree of estimation in which
the different kinds of human labour are held. _Ve may fairly conclude, that whatever inequality there might originally have been in
them, whatever the ingenuity, skill, or time necessary for the acquirement of one species of manual dexterity more than another, it continues nearly the same from one generation to another ; or at least,
that the variation is very inconsiderable
fi'om year to year, and
therefore, can have little effect, for short periods, on the relative
value of commodities.
"The proportion between the different rates both of wages and
'* "But though labour be the real measure of the exchangeable value of all cornmodifies, it is not that by which their value is commonly estimated.
It ts often difficult to ascertain the proportion between two different quantities of labour.
The time
spent in two different sorts of work will not always alone determine this proportion.
The different degrees of hardship endured; and of ingenuity exercised, must likewise
be taken into account.
There may be more labour in an hour's hard work, than in
two hours' easy business ; or, in an hour's application to a trade, which it costs tc_
years' labour to learn, than in a month's industry at an ordinary and obvious employment. But it is not easy to find any accurate measure, either of hardship or ingenuity.
In exchanging, indeed, the different productions of different sorts of labour for one
another, some allowance is commonly made for both.
It is adjusted, however, not by
any accurate measure, but by the higgling and bargaining of the market, according to
that sort of rough equality, which, though no_ exact, is sufficient for carrying on the
business of commou life.'--U_ealth of Natiolu% book i. chap. 10.
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profit in the different employments of labour and stock, seems not
to be much affected, as has already been observed, by the riches or
poverty, the advancing, stationary, or declining state of'the society.
Such revolutions in the public welthre, thouzh,_,they affect the general rates both of wages and profit, must re.the end affect them
equally in all different employments. The proportion between them
therefore must remain the same, and cannot well be altered, at least
For any considerable time, by any such revolutions."'*

SECTION III.
Not only the labour applied immediately to commodities affect their value, but the
labour also which is bestowed on tile imiflcmcnts, tools, and buildings, _ith which
such labour is assisted.
EvE_," in that early state to which Adam Smith refers, some capital,
though possibly made and accumulated
by the hunter himsel_ would
be necessary to enable him to kill his game.
Without some weapon,
neither the beaver nor the deer could be destroyed,
and therefore
the value of these animals
would be regulated,
not solely by the
time and labour necessary
to their destruction,,
but also by the time
•rod labour necessary
for providing, the hunter s capital, the wca'p--_,
by the aid of which their destruction
was effccted.
Suppose the weapon necessary to kill the beaver, was constructed
with much more labour
than that necessary to kill the deer, on
qccount of the greater difficulty of approaching
near to the fbrmer
animal, and the consequent
necessity
of' its being more true to its
mark ; one beaver would naturally
be of more value than two deer,
and precisely for this reason, that more labour would, on the whole,
be necessary
to its destruction.
.Ol:suppose
that the same quantity
of labour was necessary
to make both weapons,
but that they were
of very unequal durability
; of the durable
implement
only a small
portion of its value would be transferred
to the commodity,
a much
greater portion of' the value of the less durable implement
would be
realized in the commodity
which it contributed
to produce.
All the implements
necessary
to kill the beaver and deer might
hclong to one class of men, and the labour
employed
in their
destruction
might be fhrnished
by another
class;
still, tbeir comparative prices would be in proportion
to the actual labour bestowed,
both on the formation
of the capital, and on the destruction
of the
•mimals.
Under
diflbrent
circumstances
of plenty
or scarcity
of
capital, as compared
with labour, under different
circumstances
of
plenty or scarcity of the food and necessaries
essential
to the support of men, those who furnished an equal value of capital for either
one employment
or for the otber, might have a half, a fourth, or
* Weahh of Nations, book i. chap. 10.
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an eighth of the produce obtained, the remainder being paid as
wages to those who furnished the labour; yet this division could
not affect the relative value of these commodities, since whether
tlle profits of capital were greater or less, whether they were 50,
20, or 10 per cent., or whether the wages of labour were high or
low, they would operate equally on both emplo):ments.
If we suppose the occupations of the society extended, that some
provide canoes and tackle necessary fbr fishing, others tile seed
and rude machinery first used in agriculture, still the same principle
would hold tam, that tlle exchangeable value of the commodities
produced would be in proportion to the labour bestowed on their
production; not on their immediate production only, but on all
those implements or machines required to give effect to the particular labour to _hieh they were applied.
If we look to a state of society in which greater improvements
have been made, and in which arts and commerce flourish, we shall
still find that commodities vary in value conformably with this
principle: in estimating the exchangeable value of stockings, for
example, we shall find that their value, comparatively with other
things, depends on the total quantity of' labour necessary to manu-.
thcture them, and bring them to market.
First, there is the lahour
necessary to cultivate the land on which the raw cotton is grown :
secondly, the labour of conveying the cotton to the country where
the stockings are to be manufactured, which includes a portion of
the labour bestowed in building the ship in wtfich it is conveyed,
and which is charged in the freight of the goods; thirdly, the
labour of the spinner and weaver ; fourthly, a portion of' the labour
of the engineer, smith, and carpenter, wlm erected tile buildings
and machinery, by the help of which they are made ; fifthly, the
labour of' the retail dealer_ and of' many others, whom it is unne.eessarv further to particularize.
The ag_egate
sum of these
various kinds of labour, determines the quantity of other things for
which these stockings will exchange, while the same consideration
of the various quantities of labour which have been bestowed on
those other things, will equally govern the portion of them which
will be given ibr the stockings.
To convince ourselves that this is the real foundation of exchangeable value, let us suppose any iml)rovement to be made in
the means of abridging labour m any one of the various processes
through which the raw cotton must pass, before the manufactured
stockings come to the market, to be exchanged for other things ;
•rod observe the effects which will follow. If fewer men were
required to cultivate the raw cotton, or if fewer sailors were employed in navigating, or shipwrights in constructing
the ship, in
which it was conveyed to us; if fewer hands were employed in
raising the buildings and machinery, or if these, when raised, were
rendered more efficient, the stockings would inevitahly t_all in value,
and consequently command less of other things.
They would l_all,
R
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because a less quantity of labour was necessary to their production_
and would therefbre exchange for a smaller quantity of those things
in which no such abridgment of labour had been made.
:Economy in the use of labour never fails to reduce the relative
value of a commodity, whether the saving be in the labour necessary to the manufilcture of the commodity itself, or in that necessary to the formation of the capital, by the aid of which it is
produced.
In either case the price of stockings would thll, whether
there were fewer men employed as bleachers, spinners, and weavers,
persons immedi._tcly necessary to their manufacture ; or as sailors,
carriers, engineers, and smiths, persons more indirectly concerned.
In the one case, the whole saving of labour would t_all on the
stockings, because that portion of labour was wholly confined to
the stockings;
in the other, a portion only would fhll on the
stockings, the remainder being applied to all those other conmmditics, to the production of which the buildings, machinery, and
carriage were subservient
Suppose that, in the early stages of society, the bows and arrows
of the hunter were of equal value, and of equal durability, with the
canoe and if,plements of'the fisherm'm, both being the produce of
the same quantity of labour.
Under such circumstances the value
of the dcel; the produce of the hunter's day's labour, wouhl be
exactly equal to the value of the fish, the produce of the fisherman's
day's labour.
The comparative value of the fish and the game
would be entirely regulated by the quantity of l.tbour realized ia
each ; whatever might be the quantity of production, or however
high or low general wages or profits might be. If_ ibr example, the
canoes and implements of the fisherman were of the value of IOOL,
:rod were calculated to last fbr ten years, and he employed ten men,
whose ammal labour cost lOOl., and who in one day obtained by
their labour twenty salmon : If the weapons employed by the
hunter were also of" 100/. value, and calculated to last ten years,
and if he "dso employed ten men, whose annual labour cost lOOL,
and who in one day procured him ten deer ; then the natural price
of a deer would be two sahnon, whether the proportion of the
whole produce bestowed on the men who obtained it were large
or small. The proportion which might be paid for wages is of the
utmost importance in the question of profits ; fbr it must at once
be seen, that profits would be high or low, exactly in proportion as
wages were low or high ; but it could not in the least aflhct the
relative value of fish and gmne, as wages would be high or low at
the same time in both occupations,
if' the hunter urged the plea
of his paying a large proportion, or the value of a large proportion
of his game tbr wages, as an inducement to the fisherman to give
him more fish in exchange for his game, the latter would state that
he was equally affected by the same cause ; and therefore, under all
variations of wages and profits, under all the effects of' accumulation of capital, as long as they continued by a day s labour to
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obtain respectively the same quantity of fish, and the same quantity
of game_ the natural rate of exchange would be one deer for two
salnlon.

If' with the same quantity of labour a less quantity of fish, or a
greater quantity of game were obtained, the value of fish would
rise in comparison with that of game.
If, on the contrary, with
the same quantity of labour a less quantity of game, or a greater
quantity of fish was obtained, game would rise in comparison
with fish.
If there were any other commodity which was invariable in its
value, we should be able to ascertain, by comparing the value of
fish and game with this commodity, how much ot' the variation
was to be attributed to a cause which affected the value of fish, and
how much to a cause which affected the value of _ame.
buppose money to be that eommodity.
If a salmon were worth
ll. and a deer 21., one deer would be worth two salmon.
But
a deer might become of the value of three salmon, for more labour
might be required to obtain the deer, or less to get the sahnon, or
both these causes might operate at the same time.
if we had this
invariable standard, we might easily ascertain in wlmt degree either
of these causes operated.
If sa'lmon continued to sell for 1L
whilst deer rose to 3l, we might eonelude that more labour winrequired to obtain the deer. If deer continued at the same price
of 2l. and salnmn sold tbr 1 3s. 4d., we might then be sure that
less labour was required to obtain the salmon; and if deer rose
to 2l. 10s. and sahnon fell to 16s. 8d, we should be convinced tlmt
both causes had operated in producing the alteration of the relative
value of these commodities.
No alteration in the wages of labour could produce any alteration
in the relative value of these commodities;
tbr suppose them to
rise, no greater quantity of labour would be required in any of these
occupations, but it would be paid tbr at a higher price, and the same
reasons which should make the hunter and fisherman endeavour to
raise the value of their game and fish, would cause the owner of the
mine to raise the value of his gold.
This inducement acting with
the same force on all these three oecupations, and the relative
situation of those engaged in them being the same before and after
llle rise of wages, the relative value of game, fish, and g01d wouhl
continue unaltered.
Wages might rise twenty per cent., and profits
consequently tkll in a greater or less proportion, without occasioning
tile least alteration in the relative value of these commodities.
Now suppose that, with the same labour and fixed capital, more
llsh could be produced, but no more gold or game, the relative value
of fish would fall in comparison with gold or game.
If, instead of
twenty salmon_ twenty-five were the produce of one day's labour,
the price of a salmon would be sixteen shillin__s instead of a pound,
and two salmon and a half, instead of two salmon, would be _ven
in exchange for one deer_ but the price of deer would continue at
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21. as before. In the same manner, if fewer fish could be obtained
with the same capital and labour, fish would rise in comparative
value. :Fish then would rise or fall in exchangdable value, only
because more or less labour was required to obtain a given quantity ;
and it never could rise or t_all beyond tlle proportion of the increased
or diminished quantity of labour required.
If we had then an invariable standard, by which we could measure the variation in other commodities, we should find that the
utmost limit to which they could permanently
rise, if produced
under the circumstances supposed_ was proportioned to the additional quantity of labour required for their production ; and that
unless more labour were required for their production, they could
not rise in ,qny degree whatever.
A rise of wages would not raise
them in money value, nor relatively to any other commodities, the
production of which required no additiontd quantity of labour, which
employed the same proportion of fixed and circulating capital_ and
fixed capital of the same durability.
:If' more or less labour were
required in the production of the other commodity_ we have already
stated that this will immediately occasion an alteration in its relative
value, but such alteration is owing to the altered quantity of requisite labour_ and not to the rise of wages.

SECTION

IV.

The principle that the quantity of labour bestowed on the production of eommodlt_e;
regulates their relative value, considerably modified by the employment of machinery
and other fixed and durable ca_pital.

L'_ the former section we have supposed the implements and weapons
necessary to kill the deer and salmon to be equally durable, and to
be the result of the same quantity of labour, and we have seen that
the variations in tim relative value of deer and salmon depended
solely on tim varying quantities of labour necessary to obtain them,
--but in every state of society, the tools, implements, buildings,
and machinery employed in different trades may be of vmqous
degrees of durability, and may require different portions of labour
to produce them.
The proportions, too, in which the capital that
is to support labom,, and the capital that is invested in tools, machinery, and buildings, may bc variously combined.
This difference
in the deg-ree of durability of fixed capital, and this variety in the
proportions in which the two sorts of capital may be eombined_
introduce another cause, besides the greater or less quantity of
labour necessary to produce commodities, for the variations in their
relative value--this
cause is the rise or fall in the value of labour.
The food and clothing consumed by the labourer, the buildings
in which he works, the implements with which his labour is assisted,
are all of a perishable nature
There is_ however, a vast difference
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in the time for which these different capitals will endure : a steamengine will last longer titan a ship, a ship than the clothing of tile
labourer, and the clothing of the labourer longer than the food
which he consumes.
According as capital is rapidly perishable, and requires to be
fi'equently reproduced, or is of' slow eonsuml)tion _ it is classed under
tile heads of' circulating, or of fixed capital.*
A brewer, whose
buildings and machinery are valuable and durable, is said to employ
a lar.ffc portion of fixed capital : on the contrary, a shoemaker, whose
capital !s chiefly employed in the payment of wages, which are
expended on food and clothing, commodities more perishable than
buildings and machinery, is said to employ a large proportion of his
capital as circulating capital.
It is also to be observed that the circldating capital may circulate,
or be returned to its employer, in very unequal times.
The wheat
bought by a farmer to sow is comparatively a fixed capital to the
wheat purchased by a baker to make into loaves.
One leaves it in
the ground, and can obtain no return for a year ; the other can get
it ground into flour, sell it as bread to his customers, and have his
.capital free to renew the same_ or commence any other employmeilt
in a week.

Two trades then may employ the same amount of capital ; but it
may be very differently divided with respect to the portion which
is t_xed, and that which is circulating.
In one trade very little capital may be employed as circulating
capital, that is to s'ty, in the support of labour--it
may be principally invested in machinery, implements, buildings, &c., capital of
a cotnparatively fixed and durable character.
In another trade the
same amount of capital may be used, but it may bc chiefly employed
in the support of labour, and very little may be invested in implements, machines, and buildings.
A rise in the wages of labour
cannot fail to affect unequally commodities produced under such
difli_rent circumstances.
Again, two .manuilxcturers may employ the same amount of fixed,
and the same amount of circulating capital ; but the durability of
their fixed capitals may be very unequal.
One may have steamen_crinesof the value of 10,000/., the other, ships of the same value.
_f men employed no machinery in production but labour on!y,
and were all the same length of time before they brought their
commodities to market, the exchangeable v.due of their goods would
be precisely in proportion to the quantity of labour employed.
If they employed fixed capital of the same value and of the same
durabil;tv, then, too, the value of the commodities produced would
be the s.,,ne, and thev would vary with the greater or less quantity
of labour employed on their production.
But although commodities produced under similar circumstances
* A division uot essential,
rately drawn.

and in which the line of dentareation

cannot be accu-
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would not vary with respect to each other, from any cause but an
addition or diminution of the quantity of labour necessary to produce
one or other of them, yet, compared with others not produced with
the same proportionate
quantity of fixed capital_ they would vary
from the other cause also which I have before mentioned, namely, a
rise in the value of labour, although neither more nor less labour
were employed in the production of either of them.
Barley and
oats would continue to bear the same relation to each other under
any variation of wages.
Cotton goods and cloth would do the
same, if they also were produced under circumstances precisely
similar to each other, but yet with a rise or _.lll of wages, barley
might be more or less valuable compared with cotton goods, and
oats compared with cloth.
Suppose two men employ one hundred men each for a year in the
construction of two machine8_ and another man employs the same
numbcr of men in cultivating corn, each of"the machines at the end
of the year will be of the same value as the corn, for they will each
be produced by the same quantity of labour.
Suppose one of the
owners of one of the machines to employ it, with the assistance of
one hundred men, the following year in making cloth_ and the owner
of the other machine to employ his also, with the assistance likewise
of one hundred men, in making cotton goods_ while the farmer
continues to employ one hundred men as befbre in the cuhlvation
of corn.
During the second year they will all have employed the
same quantity of labour, but the goods and machine together of the
clothier, and also of the cotton nmnufilcturer, will be the result of
the labour of two hundred men, cmployetl fo_.-y_ar ; or_ rather, of
the labour of one hundred men for two years; whereas the corn
will be produced by the labour of one hundred men for one year,
consequently if the corn be of the value of 500/., the machine and
cloth of the clothier together ought to be of the value of 1000/.,
and the machine and cotton goods of the cotton manufacturer ought
to be also of twice the valuc of the corn. But they will be of more
than twice the value of the corn, for _..__profit on the clothlel:s and
cotton manufiacturer's capital for the first year has been added to
their capitals, while that of the farmer has been expended and
enjoyed.
On account then of the different degrees of durability of
their capitals, or, which is the same thing, on account of the time
which must elapse before one set of commodities can be brought to
market, they will be valuable, not exactly in proportion to the
quantity of labour bestowed on them,--they
will not be as two to
one, but something more, to compensate for the greater length of
time which must elapse before the most valuable can be brought to
market.
Suppose that for the labour of each workman 50/. per annum
were paid_ or that 5000/. capital were employed and profits were
10 per cent., the value of each of the machines as well as of the
eorn_ at the end of the first year_ would be 5_500/. The second
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year the manufimturers and farmer will again employ 5000l. each
in the support of labour, and will therefore again sell their goods for
5,500/. ; but the men using the machines, to be on a par with the
£u'mer, must not only obtain 5,500l. for the equal capitals of
5000/. employed on labour, but they must obtain a further sum of
550l. tbr the profit on 5,500l.,,which
they have invested in
machinery, and consequently
their goods must sell for 6,050l.
Here, then, are capitalists employing precisely the same quantity
of labour annually on the production of their commodities, and yet
the goods they produce differ in value on account of the different
quantities of fixed capital, or accumulated labour, employed by each
respectively.
The cloth and cotton goods are of the same value,
because they are the produce of equal quantities of labour, and
equal quantities of fixed capital ; but corn is not of the same value
as these commodities, because it is produced, as far as regards fixed
capital, under different circumstances.
But how will their relative value be affected by a rise in the
value of labour ? It is evident that the relative values of cloth and
cotton goods will undergo no change, for what afl_ctc one must
equally affect the other, under the c_rcumstances supposed ; neither
will the relative values of wheat and barley undergo any change, for
they are produced under the same circumstances as far as fixed and
circulating capital are concerned ; but the relative value of corn to
cloth, or to cotton goods, must be altered by a rise of labour.
There can be no rise in the value of labour without a ]:all of
profits. If the corn is to be divided between the farmer and the
labourer, the larger the proportion that is given to the latter, the
less will remain for the former.
So, if cloth or cotton goods be
divided between the workman and his employer, the larger the
proportion given to the former, the less remains for the latter.
Suppose then, that owing to a rise of wages, profits fall from 10 to
9 per cent., instead of adding 550/. to the common price of their
goods (to 5,500/.) for the profits on their fixed capital, the manufimturers would add only 9 per cent. on that sum, or 495/._ consequently the price would be 5,995/., instead of 6,050/.
As the
corn would continue to sell for 5,500/., the manufactured
goods in
whichmore fixed capital was employed, would fall relatively to corn
or to any other goods in which ,_ less portion of fixed capital
entered.
The degree of alteration in the relative value of goods, on
account of a rise or t_tll of labour, would depend on the proportion
which the fixed capital bore to the whole capital employed.
All
commodities which are produced by very valuable machinery, or in
very valuable buildings, or which require a great length of time
bo{bre they can be brought to market, would fidl in relative value_
while all those which were chiefly produced by labour, or which
would be speedily brought to market, would rise in relative value.
The reader_ however, should remark, that this cause of the
variation of commodities is comparatively
slight in its effceta-

With such a rise of wages as should occasion a fall of 1 per cent.
in profits, goods produced under the circumstances I have supposed, vary in relative value only 1 per cent:; they fall with so
great a fall of p-_t)fitsf_o-_-l_,050l,to 5,995/. /'he greatest effects
which could be produced on the relative prices of these goods from
a rise of wages, could not exceed 6 or 7 per cent; ibr profits
could not, probably, under any circumstances, admit of a greater
general and T)ermanent depression than to that amount.
:Not so with the other great cause of the variation m the value
of commodities, namely, the increase or diminution in the qu.'mtity
of labour necessary to produce them. If to produce the corn,
eighty, instead of" one hundred men, should be required, the value
of the corn would fitll 20 per cent., or fi'om 5,500/. to 4,400/. If
to produce the cloth, the labour of eighty instead of one hundred
men would suffice, cloth would fall from 6,050/. to 4,950/. .An
alteration in the permanent rate of profits, to any great :unount, is
the efi_ct of causes which do not operate but in the course of'years,
whereas alterations in the quantity of labour necessary to produce
commodities are of daily occurrence. 'Every i,nl_rovement in
machinery, in tools, in buildings, in raising the raw material, saves
labour, and enables us to produce the commodity to which the
improvement is applied with more facility, and consequently its
value alters. In estimating, then, the causes of the variations iu
the value of commodities, although it wouhl be wrong wholly to
omit the consideration of the effect produced by a rise or fall of
labour, it would be equally incorrect to attach much importance tt_
it ; and consequently, in the subsequent part of this work, though
I shall occasionally refhr to this cause of variation, I shaU consider
all the great variations which take place in the relative value ofcommodities to be produced by tile greater or less quantity of labour
which may be required from time to time to produce them.
It is hardly necessary to say, that commodities which have the
same quantity of labour bestowed on their production, will dif_hrin
exchangeable value, if they cannot be brought to market in tile
same time.
Suppose I employ twenty men at an expense of 1000/. for a
year in ttle production of a commodity, and at the end of ttle year
i employ twenty men again for another year, at a thrther expense
of 1000/. in finishing or perfecting the same commodity, and that
I bring it to market at the end of two years, if profits be 10 per
cent., my commodity must sell for 2,310/. ; for I have employed
1000/. capital for one year, and 2,100/. capital for one year more.
Another man employs precisely the same quantity of labour, but
he employs it all in the first year; he employs forty men at an
expense of 2000l., and at ttle end of the first year he sells it with
10 per cent. profit, or for 2200/. Here, then, are two commodities havin__ precisely the same quantity of labour bestowed on
them_ one o_which sells ibr 2,310/.--the other for 2,200/.
T
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This case appears to differ from the last_ but is, in fact, the same.
In both cases the superior price of one commodity is owing to the
greater length of time which must elapse before it can be brought
to market.
In the former case the machinery and cloth were more
than double the value of the corn, although only double the quantity of labour was bestowed on them.
In the second case, one
commodity is more valuable than the other, although no more
labour was employed on its production.
The difference in value
arises in both eases from the profits being accumulated as capital,
and is only a just compensation ibr the time that the profits were
_¢ithheld.
It appears, then, that the division of capital into diffcrcnt proportions of fixcd and circulating capital, employed in diftbrent trades,
introduces a considerable
modificatior_ to the rule, which is of
tii_'er-sal application when labour is almost cxclusively employed
in production;
namely, that commodities never vary in value,
unless a greater or less quantity of labour be bestowed on their
productmn, it be,ng shown in this section that, without any variation in the quantity of labour, the risc of its value merely will
occasion a fall in the exchangeable value of those goods in the
uroduction of"which fixed capital is employed; the larger the amount
of fixed capital, the greater will be the fall.

SECTION

V.

Tile principle that value does not vary with the rise or fall of wages, modified also
by the unequal durability of capital, and by the unequal rapidity with which it is
returned to its employer.

l._ the last section we have supposed that, of two equal capitals, in
two different occupations, the proportions of fixed and circulating
capitals were unequal; now let us supposc them to be in the same
proportion, but of unequal durability.
In proportion as fixed capital is less durable, it approaches to the nature of circulating capital.
It will be consumed and its value reproduced in a shorter ti,ne, in
order to preserve the capital of the manufacturer.
V_re have just
seen, that in propoi'tion as fixed capital preponderates
in a manufacture, when wages rise, the value of commodities produced iu
that manui_,tcture, is relatively lower than that of commodities pr4,duced in manufactures where circulating capital preponderates.
In
proportion to the less durability of fixed capital, and its approach
to the nature of circulating capital, the same effect will be produced
by the same cause.
If fixed capital be not of a durable nature, it will require a great
quantity of labour annually to keep it in its original state of efficiency; but the labour so bestowed may be considered as really
expended on the commodity manut;ictured, which must bcar a value
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in proportion to such labour.
If I had a machine worth 20,O00L
which with very little labour was efficient to the production of
commodities, and if the wear and tear of such machine were of
trifling amount, and the general rate of profit 10 per cent., I should
not require much more than 2000L to be added to the price of the
goods, on account of the employment of my machine; but if the
wear and tear of tile machine were great, if the quantity of labour
requisite to keep it in an efficient state were that of fifty men
annually, I should rcquire an addition.d price for my goods, equal
to that which would be obtained by any other manuthcturer who
employed fifty men in the production of"other goods, and who used
no machinery at all.
But a rise in the wages of labour would not equally affect
commodities produced with machinery quickly consumed, and
commodities produced with machinery slowly consumed.
In the
production of the one, a great deal of labour would be continually
transferred to the commodity produced--in
the other very little
would be so transferred.
Every rise of wages, therefore, or, which
is the same thing, every fall of profits, would lower the relat.ive
value of those commodities which were produced with a _6al)ital of
a ¢-lu'rable nature, and would proportionally
elevate those which
were produced with capital more perishable.
A i_allof wages would
have precisely the eontrar, y effect.
I have already stud that fixed capital is of various degrees of
durability--suppose
now a machine which could in any particular
trade be employed to do the work of one hundred men for a year,
and that it would last only for one year.
Suppose, too, the machine
to cost 5000/., and the wages annually paid to one hundred men to
be 5000L, it is evident that it would be a matter of indifference to
the manufacturer whether he bought the machine or employed the
men. But suppose labour to rise, and consequently the wages of
one hundred men for a year to amount to 5,500/., it is obvious that
the manufacturer would now no longer hesitate, it would be for his
interest to buy the machine and get his work done for 5000/.
But
will not the machine rise in price_ will not that also be worth 5,500l.
in consequence of the rise of labour ? It would rise in price if there
were no stock employed on its construction,
and no profits to be
"" "_aoid to the maker of it. If_ for example, the machine were the
prbduce of the labour of one hundred men, working One year upon
it wl_'_hwages of 50/. each, and its price were consequently 5000l. ;
should, those wages rise to 55l., its price would be 5,500l., but this
cannot, be the case; less than one hundred men are employed or it
could riot be sold for 5000/., for out of the 5000l. must be paid the
profits of stock which employed the men. Suppose then that only
eighty-five men were employed at an expense of' 50/. each, or 4,250L
per annum, and that the 750L which the sale of the machine would
produce over and above the wages advanced to the men, constituted
the profits of the engineer's stock.
When wages rose 10 per cent._
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he would be obliged to employ an additional capital of 425/., and
would therefore employ 4,675l. instead of 4,250L, on which capital
he would only get a profit of 82M. if he continued to sell his machine
tbr 5000L ; but this is precisely the ease of all manufhcturers
and
capitalists; the rise of wages affects them all. If therefore the
maker of the machine should raise the price of it in consequence of
a rise of wages, an unusual quantity of capital would be employed
in the construction of such machines, till their price afforded only
the common rate of profits. * We see then that machines would
not rise in price, in consequence of' a rise of wages.
The manufacturer, however, who in a general rise of wages can
have recourse to a machine which shall not increase the charge .f
production on his commodity, would enjoy peculiar advantages if
he could continue to charge the same price tbr his goods ; but he,
as we have already seen, would be obliged to lo_'er the price of his
commodities, or capital would flow to his trade tiU lfis profits had
sunk to the general level. Thus then is the public benefited by
machinery:
these mute agents are always the produce of much
less labour than that Whic!l_hey displace,_ even when they are of'
the same m_ey-_due7rhrougi_--th-e_r influence, an increase in
the price of provisions which raises wages will affect fewer persons ;
it will reach, as in the above instance, elghty-five men instead of
a hundred, and the saving which is the eonsequenee shows itself
in the reduced price of the commodity manufactured.
:Neither
machines, nor the commodities made by them, rise in real value_
but all commodities made by machines tMl, and fall in proportion to their durability.
:It will be seen then, that in the early stages of society, before
mtlch machinery or durable capital is used, the commodities produeed by equal capitals will be nearly of equal value, and will rise
or thll only rel,ttively to each other on account of more or less
labour being required for their production ; but. after the introduction of these expensive and durable instruments, the commodities
produced by the employment
of equal capitals will be of very
unequal value, and although they will still be liable to rise or tall
relatively to each other, as more or less labour becomes necessary
to their production, they wiU be subject to another, though a minor
variation, also from the rise or fidl of wages and profits.
Since
goods which sell for 50110/. may be the produce of a capital equal
in amount to that from which are produced other goods which sell
for 10_000L_ the profits on their manufacture will be the same;
• We here seewhy it is that old eotmt#.esare constantly impelled to employ
machinery,and new countriesto employlabour. With every difficultyof providing
forthe maintenanceof men, labour necessarilyrises, and with every,rise in the price
of labour, ne\v_.._mp_tat.io.ns
are off-ere
d to the use of machinery. This difficultyof
providingfo-Tthemaintenance-ofmen is in constantoperationin;oldcountries,in new
onesa verygreat increasein the populationmay take placewithout the least rise in
the wagesof labour. It may be as easyto providefor the 7th, 8th, and 9th millioa
Dfmenas forthe 2d,3d, and'4th.
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but those profits would be unequal, if the prices of the goods did
not vary with a rise or fidl in the rate of profits.
It appears, too, that in proportion to the durability of capital
employed in any kind of production, the relative prices of those
commodites on which such durable capital is employed, will vary
inversely as wages; they will fall as wages rise_ and rise as wages
_Call; and, on the contrary, those which are produced chiefly by
labour with less fixed capital, or with fixed capital of a less durable character than the medium in which price is estimated_ will
rise as wages rise, and tldl as wages fldl.

SECTION
On an invariable

VI.

measure

of value.

3,VHEa" commodities varied in rclatlve value, it would be desirable to have tim means of ascertaining
which of them fell and
which rose in real value, and this could be effccted only by comparing them one after another with some invariable standard measure
of value, which should itself be subject to none of the fluctuations
to which other commodities are exposed.
Of such a measurc it is
impossible to be possessed, because there is no commodity which
is not itself exposed to the same variations as the things the value
of which is to be ascertained ; that is, there is none which is not
subject to require more or less labour for its production.
But if
this cause of wtriation in the value of a medium could be removed
--if it were possible that in the production of our money, fbr
instance, the sam_ quantity of labour should at all times be required,
still it would not be a l)erf_ct standard or invariable measure of
value, because, as I have already endeavoured to explain, it would
be subject to relative variations fl'om a rise or fidl of wages, on
account of the different proportions of fixed capital which might
be necessary to produce it, and to produce those other commodities
whose alteration of value we wished to ascertain.
It might be
subject to variations, too, from the same cause, on account of the
different degrees of durability of the fixed capital employed on it,
and the commodities to be compared with it--or the time necessary to bring the one to market, might be longer or shorter than
the time necessary to bring the other commodities to market, the
variations of which were to be det_rmlned ; all which circumstances
disqnalify any commodity that can be thought of from being a
perfectly accurate measure of value.
If, for example_ we were to fix on gold as a standard, it is evident that it is but a commodity obtained under the same contingencies as every other commodity, and requiring labour and fixed
eal)ital to produce it. Like every other eommodity_ improvements
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in the saving of labour might be applied to its production, and
consequently it might fall in relative value to other things merely
on account of the greater facility of producing it.
If we" suppose this cause of variation t,* be removed, and the
same quantity of labour to be always required to obtain the same
quantity of gold, still gold would not be a pelaeect measure of"value,
by _.hich we could accurately ascertain tile variations in all other
things, because it would not be produced with precisely the same
combinations of' fixed and circulating capital as all other things ;
nor with fixed capital of the san,e durability ; nor would it require
precisely the same length of time, before it could be brought to
market.
It would be a perfect measure of value for all things produced under the same circumstances precisely as itself, but for no
others.
If, for example, it were produced under the same circumstances as we have supposed necessary to produce cloth and cotton
goods, it would be a perfect measure of value for those things, but
not so for corn, for coals, and other commodities produced with either
a less or a greater proportion of fixed capit_l, because, as we have
shown, every alteration in the permanent rate of' profits would have
some effect on the relative value of all these goods, independently of
any alteration in the quantity of labour employed on their production.
If gold were produced under tile same circumstances as corn, even
if they never changed, it would not, for the same reasons, be at all
times a perfect measure of the value of cloth and cotton goods.
Neither gold, then, nor any other commodity, can ever be a perfect
measure of value for all things;
but I have already remarked,
that the effect on tile relative prices of things, from a variation
in profits, is comparatively
slight; that by far the most important effects are produced by the varying quantities of labour
required for production ; and therefore, if we suppose this important
cause of variation removed from the production of gold, we sh;dl
probably possess as near an approximation to a standard measure
of value as can be theoretically conceived.
5lay not gold be conMdered as a commodity produced with such proportions of the two
kinds of calfital as approach nearest to the average quantity
employed in the production of most commodities ? May not these
proportions be so nearly equally distant fi'om the two extremes, the
one where little fixed capital is used, the other where little labour
is employed, as to fbrm a just mean between them ?
If_ then, I may suppose myself to be possessed of a standard so
nearly approaching to an invariable one. tile advantage is, that I
shall be enabled to speak of the variations of"other things, without
embarrassing myself on every occasion with the considcr'ltion of the
possible ,alteration in the value of the medium in which price and
value are estimated.
To ficilitate_ then_ the object of this enquiry, although I fillly
allow that money made of gold is subject to nmst of the variations
of other things_ I shall suppose it to be invariable, and therefore all
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alterations in price to be occasioned by some alteration in the value
of the commodity of which I may be speaking.
Before I quit this subject, it may be proper to observe, that
Adam Smith, and all the writers who have tbllowed hhn, have,
without one exception that I know of_ maintained that a rise in tile
price of labour would be uniformly followed hy a rise in the price
of all commodities.
I hope I have succeeded in showing, that there
are no grounds for such an opinion, and that only those commodities would rise which had less fixed c'q)it'd employed upon them
than tile medium in which price was estimated, and that all those
which ]lad more, would positively fidl in price when wages rose.
On the contrary, if wages fbll, those commodities only would fall,
which had a less proportion of fixed capital employed on them,
than tile medium in which price was estimated;
all those which
h..td more, would positively rise in price.
It is necessary tbr me also to remark, that I have not said, because one commodity has so much labour bestowed upon it as will
cost 1000L, and another so much as will cost 2000l., that theretbre one would be of the value of 10001., and the other of"the value
of"2000l. ; but I have said that their value will be to each other as
two to one, and that in those proportions they will be exchanged.
It is of no importance to the truth of this doctrine, whether one o._
these commodities sells for 1,100l. and the other for 2,200l., or one
tbr 1,500L and the other for 3000/. ; into that question I do not
at present enquire ; I affirm only, that their relative values will be
governed by tile relative quantities of labour bestowed on their
production.;
SECTION

VII.

Differenteffectsfromthe alteration in the valueof money,the mediumin whichPaIcB
is alwaysexpressed,or from the alteration in tl_e_alueof the commoditieswhich
moaey purch&_es.
ALTHOUGH I shall, as I have "dready explained, have occasion to
consider money as invariable in value, tbr the purpose of more distinctly pointing out the causes of relative variations in the value of
other things, it may be useful to notice the diffhrent effects which
_ill follow fi'om the prices of goods being altered by the causes to
which I have already adverted, namely, the different quantities of
* Mr Malthus remarks on this doetrlne, " We have the power indeed, arbitrarily,
to call the labour which ha._ been employed upon a commodity its real value, but in
so doing, we use word_ in a diftbrent sense from that in which they are'_:ustomarilv
used ; we confound at once the vel_" important distinction between cost and value';
aud render it almost impossible to e'xplaiu with clearness the main st]-mulfis to'-t-he
production of wealth, which in Pact depends upon this distinction."
Mr _lalthus
appears to think that it is a part of my doctrine, that the east and
value of a thing should be the same ; it is, if he means by cost, " cost of production"
including profits.
In the above passage, this is what he dots not mean, and theretbr_
he has not clearly understood me.
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labour required to produce them, and their being altered by a varlao
tion in the value of money itself.
Money being u variable commodity, the rise of money-wages will
be frequently occasioned by a fall in the value of money. A rise
of wages fi'om this cause will, indeed, be invariably accompanied
by a rise in the price of commodities ; but in such cases, it will be
ibund that labour and all commodities have not varied in regard to
each other, and that tile variation has been confined to money.
Money, f_om its being a commodity obtained fi'om a 1breign
country, fi'om'its being the general medium of' exchange between
all civilized countries, and fi'om its being also distributed among
those countries in proportions which are ever changing with every
improvement in commerce and machinery, and with every increasing
difficulty of obtaining ibod and necessaries for an increasing pol)ulation, is subject to incessant _'ar]ations.
In stating the principles
which regulate
exchangeable
value and
we toshould
carefull!i
distinguls-h
between
those variations
whichprice,
belong
the commodlt)
itself, and those which are occasioned by a variation in the medium
in which value is estimated, or price expressed.
A rise in wages, from an alteration in the value of money, produces a general effect on l)ricc) and for that reason it produces no
real effect whatever on profits.
On the contrary, a rise of wages,
fi'om the circumstance of the labourer being more liberally rewarded,
or from a difficulty of procuring the necessaries on which wages are
expended, does not, except in some instances, produce the effect of
raising price, but has a great efth_t in lowering profits,
in the one
ease, no greater proportion of the annual labour of the country is
devoted to the support of the labourers ; in the other ease, a larger
portion is so devoted.
It is according to the division of the whole produce of" the land
of any particular farm, between the three classes, of landlord, Cal)italist, and labourer, that we are to judge of the rise or fall of' rent,
profit, and wages, and not according to the value at which that
produce may be estimated in a medium which is coni_ssedly n'ariable.
It is not by the absolute quantity of produce obtained by either
class, that we can correctly judge of the rate of profit, rent, and
wages_ but by the qudntity of labour required to obtain that produce.
By improvements in machinery and agriculture_ the whole
produce may be doubled; but if wages, rent, and profit be also
doubled, these three will bear the same proportions to one another
as before, and neither could be said to have relatively varied.
But
if wages partook not of the whole of this increase ; if they, instead
of being doubled, were only increased one-half; if rent, instead of
being doubled, were only increased three-fourths, and the remaining increase went to profit, it would, I apprehend, be correct ibr
me to say, that rent and wages had flfllen while profits had risen ;
for if we had an invariable standard by which to measure the value
of this produce, we should find that a less value had £dlen to the
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CI_S Of labourers and landlords, and a greater to the class o£ eapi°
mllsts, than bad been given before. We might find, for example_
that though the absolute quantity of commodities had been doubled,
they were the produce of precisely the _brmer quantity o7 labour.
Of every hundred hats, eoats_ and quarters of corn produced, if
The labourers had before
The landlords . . _....
And thc capitalists
....

25
25
50
100 :

And if, after these commodities were double the quantity,
100
The labourers had only .
22
The landlords ......
22
And the capitalists
....
5(;

of every

I00 :
In that case I should say, that wages and rent had fi_llen and profits risen ; though, in consequence of the abundance of commodities,
the quantity paid to the labourer and landlord would have increased
in the proportion of 25 to 44. Wages are to be estimated bv their
real value_ viz. by the quantity of labour and capital employed in
producing them, and not by their nominal value either in coats, hats,
money, or corn. Under the circumstances I have just supposed,
commodities would have ihllcu to half their former value, and if
money had not varied, to half thelr former price also. If then in
this medium, which had not varied in value, the wages of the
labourer should be found to have fallen, it will not the less be a real
fidl, because they might furnish him with a greater quantity of cheap
commodities than his former wages.
The variation in the yalue of money, however _eat, makes no
difference in the rate of profits ; ibr suppose the goods of the manu£tcturer to rise fi'om 1000/. to 2000/., or 100 per cent., if his
capital, on which the variations of money have as much effect as
on the value of produce, if his machinery, buildings, and stock in
trade rise also a 100 per cent, his rate of profits will be the same,
and he will have the same quantity, and no more, of the produce
of the labour of the country at his command.
If_ with a capital of a given value, he can, by economy in labour,
double the quantity of produce, and it fall to half its former price,
it will bear the same proportion to the capital that produced it which
it did befbre_ and consequently profits will still be at the same rate.
If, at the same time that he doubles the quantity of produce by
the employment of the same capital, the value of money is by any
accident lowered one half, the produce will sell for twice the money
value that it did before; but the capital employed to produce it
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will also be of twlee its former money value ; and therefi)re in this
case to% the value of' the produce will bear the samc proportion to
the value of thc capital as it did before ; and although thc produce
be doubled, rcnt, wages, and profits will only vary as thc proportions vary, in which this double producc may be divided among
the three classes that sharc it.

c,
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ii.

ON RENT.
IT rein.fins however to be considered, whether the appropriation o{
land, and thc consequent creation of rent, will occasion any vari'ttlon
in the relative value ot' connnoditics, independently of the quantity
of labour necessary to production.
In order to understand
this
part ot' the sub.icct , wc must enquire into the nature of rent, and
the laws bv which its rise or fitll is regulated.
]lent is that portion of' the produce of the carth which is paid to
the landlord for the use of the original and indestruetlblc
powers
of the toil.
_[t is often, howcver, confounded with the interest and
profit of capital, and, in popular language, the term is applied to
whatever is annually paid by _Lfn'mcr to his landlord.
If, of two
adjoining farms of the same cxtent, and of the same natural fertility,
one had .dl the conveniences of farming buildings, and, besides,
were properly draincd and manured, and advantageously
divided
by hedges, fences and walls, while the other had none of these
advantages, more remuneration would naturally bc paid for the use
of' one, than tbr the use of' the other; yet in both cases this remuneration would be called rent. But it is cvident, that a portion only
of"the money annually to be paid for the improved _arm, would bc
given for the original and indestructible
powers of the soil; the
other portion would be paid ibr the use of the capital which had
bccn employed in ameliorating
the quality of the land, and in
erecting such buildings as were necessary to secure and preserve
the produce.
Adam Smith sometimes speaks of rent, in the strict
sense to which I am desirous of confinin_o"it, but morc often in the
popular sense, in which the term is usually employed.
Hc tells us,
that the demand for timber, and its consequent high price, in the
more southern countries of Europe, caused a rent to bc paid for
tbrests in Norway, which could before afibrd no rent.
Is it not,
however, evident, that the person who paid what hc thus calls rent,
paid it in consideration of the valuable commodity which was thcn
._tanding ou thc land, and that he actually repaid himself with a
profit, by the sale of the timber _. If, indeed, after the timber was
removed, any compensation were paid to the landlord for the uso
of t!m land, ibr the purpose of growing timbcr or any other produce,
with a view to iuture demand, such compensation might ju_lv be
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called rent, because it would be paid for the productive powers of
the land ; but in the case stated by Adam Smith, the compensation
was paid for the liberty of removing and selling the timber, and not
for the libel_y of growing it. He speaks also of the rent of coal
mines, and of stone quarries, to which the same observation applies
--that the compensation given for tile mine or quarry, is paid fbr
the value of the coal or stone which can be removed from them,
mad has no connexion with the original and indestructible
powers
of the land.
This is a distinction of great importance, in an
enquiry concerning rent and profits ; for it is tbund, that tile laws
which regulate the progress of' rent, are widely different fi'om those
which regulate the progress of profits, mad seldom operate in the
same direction.
In all improved countries, that which is annuMly
paid to the landlord, partaking of both characters, rent and profit,
is sometimes kept stationary by the ettScts of opposing causes; at
other times advances or recedes, as one or the other of these causes
preponderates.
In the future pages of this work, then_ whenever I
speak of the rent of land, I wish to be understood as speaking of
that compensation, which is paid to the owner of land fbr the use
of its original and indestructible powers.
On the first settling of a country, in which there is an abundance
of rich and fertile land, a very small proportion of which is required
to be cultivated for the support of the actual population, or indeed
can be cultivated with the capital which the population cml command, there will be no rent; ibr no one would pay for the use of
land, when there was an -tbundant quantity not yet appropriated.
and, therefore, at the dispos:ll of whosoever might choose to cultivate it.
On the common principles of supply and demand, no rent couhl
be paid fbr such land, tbr the reason stated why nothina_ is given
for the use of air and water, or for any other of the giftsof n._ture
which exist in boundless quantity.
Witl" a given quantity of
materials, and with the assistance of the pressure of the atmosphere,
and the elasticity of steam, engines may perfomn work, and abridge
human labour to a very great extent; but no charge is made tbr
the use of these natural aids, because they are inexhaustible, and
at every man's disposal.
In the same manner, the brewer, the
distiller, the dyer, make incessant use of the air and water for the
production of their commodities; but as the supply is boundless,
they bear no price.* If all land had the same properties, if it were
* "' The earth, as we have already seen, is not the only agent of nature _hieh ha_
a productive power ; but it is the only one, or nearly so, that one set of men take to
themselves, to the exclusion of others ; and of which, consequently, they can appropriate the benefits.
The waters of rivers, and of the sea, by the power wtfieh they
have of giving movement to our machines, carrying our boats, nourishing our fish,
have also a productive power ; the wind which turns our mills, and even the heat of
the s,an, work for us ; but happily no one has yet been able to say, the ' wind and
the sun are mine, and the service which they render must be paid for.' "_Eccmomie
Politique, par .L B. Sau, vol. ii. p. 124.
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unlinlited in quantity, and uniform in quality, no charge could be
made Ibr its use, unless where it possessed peculiar advantages of
situation.
It is only, then, because land is not-unlimited
ill
quantity and uniform in qu:dity_ and because, in the progress of
population, land of all infbrior quality, or less advantageously
situated, is called into cultivation, that rent is ever paid for the use
of it. When, in the progress of society, land of the second degrce
of' fertility is taken into cultivation, rent immediately commences
on that oi_the first quality, and the "tmount of' that rent will depend
on the difference in tile quality of these two portions of land.
]Vheu land of the third quality is taken into cultivation, rent
immediately commences on the second, and it is reguhtted as bet"ore,
by the difl_rence in their productive powers.
At the same time,
tl]e rent of the first quality will rise, ibr that must always be above
tile rent of the second, by the difference between the produce
which they yield with a given quantity of capital and labour.
)Vith every step in the progress of population, which shall oblige a
country to have recourse to land of a worse quality, to enable it to
raise its supply of food, rent, on all the more fertile laud, will rise.
Thus suppose land--No.
1, 2, 3,--to yield, _ith 'm equal
employment of capital mad labour: a net produce of 100, 90, and 80
quarters of corn.
:In a new country, where there is an abundance
of ibrtile land comp'tred with the ptq_ul.ltion. "rod where therefore
it is only necessary to cuhiwtte _'o. l, tile whole net produce will
belong to the cultivator, and will be the profits of' the stock which
he advances.
As soon as population had so far increased as to
make it necessary to cultivate No. 2, from which ninety quarters
c,nly can be obtained after supporting thc labourers, rent would
commence on :No. 1 ; for eithcr there must be two rates of profit
on agricultural capital, or ten quarters, or the value of ten quarters
must be withdrawn from the produce of .,No. 1, _br some other
purpose. Whether the proprietor of the land, or any other person,
cultivated No. 1, these ten quarters would equally constitute rent;
for the cultivator of No. 2 wouhl get the same resuh with his
capital, whether hc cultivated _No. 1, paying ten quarters for rent,
or continued to cultivate _No. 2, paying no rent.
In the same
manner it might be shown that when iNo. 3 is brought into cultivation, the rent of No. 2 must be ten quarters, or the value of ten
quarters_ whilst the rent of No. 1 would rise to twenty quarters;
ibr the cultivator of-No. 3 would have the s:tme profits whether he
paid twenty quarters ibr the rent of' No. 1, ten quarters for the
rent of :No. 2, or cultivated No. 3 fi'ee of all rent.
It often, and, indeed, commonly happens_ tlmt before _'o. 2_ 3,
4, or 5, or the inferior lands are cultivated, capital can be employed
more productively on those lands which are already in cultivation.
It may perhaps be found_ that by doubling the original capital
employed on :No. l, though the produce will not bc doubled, will
not be increased by 100 quarters, it :nay bc increased by eiglrty-five
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qual_ers, and that this quantity exceeds what could be obtained by
employing the s.'xme capital on land :No. 3.
in such cage, capital will bc preferably employed on the old land,
and will equally create ,_ rent; fi)r rent is always the diffcrcm:e
between the produce obtained by the employment of two equ:d
quantities of capital and labour.
If, with a capital of 1000l. a
tenant obtain 100 quarters of wheat fi'om his land, and by the employment of a second capital of 1000/., he obtain a further return
of elghty-five, his landlord would have the power, at the exl)iratlon
of his lease, of obliging him to pay fifteen quarters, or "m equivalent value for additional rent; for there cannot be two rates of
profit.
:If he is satisfied with a diminution of fifteen qu.trters in the
return for Iris second 1000/., it is because no employment more
profitable can be found for it. The common rate of profit would
I)e in tlmt proportion, and if the original tenant rcfascd, some other
person would be tbund willing to give all which exceeded that rate
'of profit to the owner of the land from which he derived it.
in this case, as well as in the other, the capital last employed pays
no rent.
]?or the greater productive powers of the first 1000/.,
fifteen quarters is paid ibr rent, for the employment of the ,_ccon(t
1000/._ no rent whateveris paid. Ifa third 1000/. be employed on
the same land_ with ._ return of seventy-five quarters, rent will the'.1
be paid for the second 1000/., and will be equal to the difference
between the produce of' these two, or ten quarters ; and at the same
time the rent of the first 1000/. will rise fi'om fifteen to twentytire quarters ; while the last 1000/. will pay no rent whatever.
If, then_ good land existed in a quantity nmch more abundant
tlmn the production of food for an increasing population required,
or if capital could be indefinitely employed without a dlnfinished
return on the old land, there could bc no rise of rent ; tbr rent invariably proceeds tkom the employment of an additional quantity of
labour with a proportionally less return.
The most fertile and most _kvourably situated land w,-'llbe first cultivated, and the exclmngeable value of its produce will be adjusted
in the same manner as the exchangeable value of all other commodities, by the total quantity oflnbonr necessary in various 1brms, ti'om
first to last, to produce it and bring it to market.
_Yhen land of:m
inferior quality is taken into cultivation, the excb'mgeablc value of
raw produce will rise, be_'ausc more labour is required to produce it.
The exchangeable
value of all commodities, whether they be
manufactured, or the produce of the mines, or the produce of land,
is always regulated, not by the less quantity of labour that will
suffice tbr their production under circumstances highly ]hvourable,
and exclusively enjoyed by those who have peculiar _hcilities of
production ; but by the greater quantity of labour necessarily bestowed on their production by those who have no such facilities ;
by those who continue to produce them under the most unfavourable
circumstances ; meaning--by
the most unfavourable circmnstanccs,
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the most unfavourable under which the quantity of produce reqmrcd,
renders it necessary to carry on the production.
Thus, in a charitable institution, where the poor are set to work
with the funds of benefactors, the general prices of the commodities, which are the produce of such work, will not be governed by
the 1)ecuhar facilities afforded to these workmen, but by the common,
usual, and natural difficulties, which every other manufacturer will
have to encounter.
The manufacturer enjoying none of these thcilitics might indeed be driven altogether fi'om the market, if the
supply aftbrded by these fi_voured workmen were equal to "tll the
w'mts of the comnmnity ; but if hc continued thc trad% it would
be only on condition that he should derive fi'om it the usual and
general rate of' profits on stock ; and that could oi,ly happen when
his commodity sold for a price proportioned
to the quantity of
labour bestowed on its production. *
It is true, that on the best land, the s:lme produce would still be
obtaincd with the same labour as before, but its value would be enhanced in consequence of the diminished returns obtained by those
who employed fi'esh labour and stock on the less fertile land. Notwitl.lstanding, then, that the advantages of fertile over inferior hmds
are in no case lost, but only transferred from the cultivator, or consumer, to the landlord, yet, since more labour is requlrcd on the
inferior lands, and since it is from such land only that we are
enabled to furnish oursch'es with thc additional supply of raw
producc, the comparative value of that produce will continue permanently above its former level, and make it exchange for more hats,
cloth, shoes, &c., &c., in the production of' which no such additional
,ltvmtity of labour is required.
The reason then, why raw produce rises in comparative value, is
i)ec.'msc more labour is employed in thc production of the last
p(_l'tion obtained, and not because a rent is paid to the landlord.
The valuc of corn is regulated by the quantity of labour bestowed
on its production on that quality of land, or with that 1)ortion of
* lIas not 5f. Say forgotten, iu the following passage, that it i_ the eo_t of productit,n which ultimatcl_ - regulates price ? " The produce of labour employed on the land
has this peculiar property, that it does not bccomc more dcar by becomi_Jg more scarce,
because population
always diminishes at the same time that food diminishes, and
eo,scquently
the quantity of tllesc products dema_dcd, diminishes at the same time
a¢ the quantity supplied.
Besides, it is not observed that corn is more dear in those
places where there is pleat s- of uucuhivated land, than in completely cultivated countries.
]England and Franccwere
much more imperlbctly cnltivatcd in the middle
ages th'm they arc now ; they produced much less raw produce : nevertheless, from
all that we can judge by a compari<on with the value of other things, corn was not
.,old at a dearer price. :If thc produce was less, so was the population ; the weakness of
thc demand compensated the feebleness of the supply."
Vol. ii. 33S. _i'. Say being
iml)ressed _ith the opinion that the price of commodities is rcgnlated bv the price of
labour,, and justly supposing that charitable institutions of all sorts tend to increase the
population
beyond what it otherwise would be, and theretore to h)wer wage_ sa "s
"" I su-peet that the cheapness of the goods which come fi'om England is partly
cau_-ed by the numerous charitable institutions which exist in tlmt country."
Yol,
ii. 277. ;/'his is a consistent opinion in one who maintain., that wages regulate price.
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capital, which pays no rent.
Corn is not high because a rent is
paid, but a rent is paid because corn is high ; and it has been justly
observed, that no reduction would take place in the price of corn,
although hmdlords should fbrego the whole of their rent.
Such a
measure would only enable some farmers to live like gentlemen,
but would not diminish the quantity of labour necessary to raise
mw produce on the least productivc l'md in cultivation.
Nothing is more common than to hear of the advantages which
the land possesses over every other source of' useful produce, on
account of the surplus which it yields in the fbrm of rent.
Yet
when land is most abundant, when most productive, and most
fertile, it yields no rent ; and it is only when its powers decay, and
less is yiclded in return for labour, that a share of the original
produce of' the more fertile portions is set apart fbr rent.
It is
singular that this quality in the land, which should have been
noticed as an imperibction, COml)ared with the natural agents by
which manufacturers
are assisted, should have been pointed ou_ as
constituting its pcculla," pre-eminencc.
If air, water, the elasticity
of steam, and the pressure of the atmosphere, were of' various qualities ; if they could be appropriated, and cach qu'flity cxisted only
in moderate abundance, thcy, as well as the land, would aflbrd a
rent, as the successive qualities were brought into use. Y_rith every
worse quality cn|ployed, thc value oi" the commodities i_ the mannfitcture of which they were used, would rise, because equal quantities of labour would be less productive.
Man would do more by
the sweat of his brow, and nature perform less ; and the land woul_l
be no longer prc-enfinent fi)r its limited powers.
If the surplus produce which land atlbrds in the form of rent bc
an adv'mtage, it is desirable that, evcry year, thc machinery newly
constructed
should be less cfficicnt than the old, as that would
undoubtedly give a greater exchangeable value to the goods manufi_ctured, not only by that machinery but by all the other machinery
in the kingdom ; and a rent would be paid to all those who possesscd
the most productive machinery. *

.

• '" In "|griculture. to()," says Adam Smith, " llature labours along with man ; and
though her labour costs no expense, its produce ha_ its v.'fluc, as well as that of the
most expensive workman."
The labour of nature is paid, not because she does much, t
but because she does little. In proportion as she becomes niggardly in her gift.s, she ;
exacts a greater price for her work. V,rhere Silo is munificently beneficent, she alway_
works gr.ttis. " The labouring cattle employed in agriculture, not only occasion, like
the _orkmen in manufactures, the reproduction of a value equal to their own con._umption. or to the capital which employs them, to_ether with it_owner'., profits, 1)ut
of a much greater value.
Over and above the capital of the farmhr and all its profits,
they regularly occasion the reproduction of the rent of the landlord.
This rent may
be considered as the produce of those powers of nature, the use of which the landlmd
lends to the farmer. It is greater or smaller according to the supposed extent of tho_e
powers, or, in other words, aecording to the supposed natural or improved thrtilit.v of
the land.
It is the work of nature which remains, after deducting or compensating
every thing which can be regarded as the work of man. It is seldom less than a
fourth, and frequently more than a third of the whole produce.
.No equal quantity of
productive labour employed in manufactures,
can ever occasion so great a rcprodue-
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Thc rise of rent-is always the effect of the increasing wealth of
the country, and of the difficulty of providing food for its augmented
population.
It is a symptom, but it is never a cause of wealth ; for
wealth often increases most rapidly while rent is either stationary,
or even _lling.• . Rent increases most rapidly, as the disposable
hind decreases m its productive powers.
Wealth increases most
rapidly in those countries where the disposable land is most fertile,
where importation is least restricted, and where, through agricultural improvements,
productions can be multiplied without any
increase in the proportional quantity of labour_ and where consequently the progress of rent is slow.
If the high price of corn were the effect, and not the cause of
rent_ price would be proportionally influenced as rents were high or
low, and rent would be a component part of price.
But that corn
which is produced by the greatest quantity of" labour is the regulator of'the price of corn ; and rent does not and emmet enter in
the least degree as a component part of its price. _" Adam Smith,
therefbre, ca(mot be correct in supposing that thc original rule
which regulated the exchangeable value of commodities, namely,
the comparative quantity of labour by which they were produced,
can be at all altered by the appropriation of land and the payment
of rent.
Raw material cntcrs into the composition of most commodities, bt_t the v:tlue of that raw m'tterial, as well as corn, is
regulated
by the productiveness
of the 1)ortlou of capital last
lion. fn tl_em nature does notl_b2.q,man does all; "Ind tile reproduction must always he
in proportion to the strength of the agents that occasion it. The capital cmploy'ed in
agriculture,
theref,_re, not only" puts into motion a greater quantity of' productive
labour than ant equal capital e_aplosed in manufaeture_, hut ill llroportion too, to the
quantity of tile productive labour which it employs, it adds- a nluch'greater
value t.
the annual pl'odtwe of the land and labour of the country, to the r¢,l weulth and
revenue of its inhabitants.
Of all the ways in which a capital cml b_ eml)loycd , it is
by far the me-,( a(lr_mtageous to ttle societ-y."--Book/L
chap. v. p. 15.
Does nature nothing tbr man in manufhctures ? Are tile l)owers of wind and water.
which nlove our machitlery, and assist navigation, notlling ? The pressure of" the
atnlosphcre and (lie elasticity of steam, w/rich enable us to work the most stupendon,
engines--are
they not the gifts of nature ? To say nothing of the eflhcts of the m,ltt,er
ot"heat in softening and melting metals, of tile decomposition of tlle atmosphere in tim
process of dyeing and fcrment,ttion.
Tlmre is not a manufacture whieil can be mentioned, in whiet_ nature does not give her assistance to man, and give it too, generously
and gratuitously.
In remarking on the passage whicll I have copied from Adam Smith, 5It Buchanmt
_bserves, " I have endeavoured
to show, in the observations on productive and
unproductive
labour, cent.tined in the fourth volume, that agriculture adds no more
to tile national stock than any other sort of industry. In dwelling on the reproduction
of rent as so great an advantage to society, Dr Smith does not reflect that rent is the
effect of high price, and that what tile landlord gains in this way, he gains at the
expense of the commm_itv at large. There is no absolute gain to the society t)3"the
reproduction of rent ; it _.-,only one class profiting at the expense of another class.
The notion of" a_zricultnrc yichling a prodfice, and a rent in consequence, because
nature coueul'S _ith ]tUmlln industl T in tile process of cultivation, is a mere timeS.
It is not fi'om tile produce, but ti'om the price at which tim produce is sold, that (lie
_ent is derived ; .md tills in'ice is got not because nature assists in the production, but
because it is tile price which suits tile consumption to tlle supply.
* The clearly under, lauding this principle i.,,,I anl persuaded, of the utmost importance to the _cience of political ec,)nom:'.
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employed on the land, and paying no _'ent ; and therefore rent is
not a component part of the price of commodities.
We have been hitherto considering the effects of the natural progress of wealth and population on rent, in a country in which thc
land is of variously productive powers; and we have seen, that
with every portion of additional capital which it becomes necessary
to employ on the land with a less productive return, rent would
rise. It follows fi'om the same principles, that any circumstances
in the society which should make it unneccssary to employ the
same amount of capital on the land, and which should therefore
make the portion last employed more productive, would lower rent.
Any great reduction in the capital of a country, which should
materially diminish the funds destined for the maintenance of labour,
would naturally have this effect. Population regulates itself by the
funds which are to employ it, and therefore always increases or
diminishes with the increase or diminution of capital.
Every reduction of capital is therefbre necessarily followed by u" less
effective demand for corn, by ,_ fall of price, and by diminished cultivation.
In the rcvcrsc order to that in which the accumulation
of capital raises rent, will the diminution of it lower rent.
Land
of a less unproductive
quality \rill be in succession relinquished,
the exchangeable value of produce will fall, and land of a superior
quality will be the land last cultivated, and that which will then
pay no rent.
The same cflhcts may, however_ be produced, when the wealth
and population of a country are increased, if that increase is accompanied by such marked ilnprovements in agriculture, as shall have
the same effect of diminishing the necessity of cultivating the poorer
lands, or of expending the same amount of' capital on the cultivation
of"thc more i_rtilc portions.
if a million of quarters of' corn be necessary for the support of a
given population, and it be raised on lan'd of the qualities of
. No. 1_ 2,.3; and if an improvement be afterwqrds discovered by
which it can be raised on h'o. 1 and 2, without employing No. 3,
it is evident that the immediate effect must be a thll of rent ; for
_No. 2, instead of h_o. 3, will then be cultivated without paying any
rent ; and the rent of :No. 1, instead of being tlle diflbrence between
the produce of No. 3 and :No. 1, will be the diftbrence only between
No. 2 and 1. With the same population, and no more, there can
be no demand for any additional quantity of corn ; the capital and
labour employed on _No. 3 will be devoted to the production of
other commodities desirable to the community, al_d can have no
effect in raising rent, unless the raw material f_om _hich they are
made cannot be obtained without employing capital less advantageously on the land, in which case _No. 3 must again be cultivated.
It is undoubtedly true, that tile fall in the relative price of raw
produce, in consequence of' the improvement in agriculture, or rather
in consequence of less labour being bestowed on its productiouj
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would naturally lead to increased accumulation ; for the profits of
stock would be gTeatly augmented.
This accumulation would lead
to an increased demand fbr labour, to higher wages, to an increased
population, to a ihrthcr dcmand for raw produce, and to an
increased cultivation.
It is only, however, after the increase in the
populat!on, that rcnt would be as high as before ; that is to say,
after No. 3 was taken into cultivation.
_ considerable period
would have clapscd, attcnded with a positive diminution of rent.
But improvements in agriculturc are of two kinds : those which
increase the productive powers of the land, and those which enable
us, by improving our machinery, to obtain its produce with less
labour.
Thcy both lead to a f,tll in the price of raw produce ; they
both affect rent, but they do not affect it equally,
if they did not
occasion a fill in the price of raw produce, thcy would not be
improvements ; for it is the essential quality of an improvemcnt to
diminish the quantity of labour before required to produce a commodlty; :rod this diminution cannot take place without a t_all of
its price or rclativc value.
The iml)rovcments which increased the productivc powers of tile
land, are such as thc more skilfid rotation of crops_ or the better
choicc of mtmurc.
These improvements
absolutely cnablc us to
obtain the s:m_e produce fi'om a smaller quantity of land. ]f_ by the
introduction
of a course of turnips, I can fccd my sheep besides
raising my corn, the land on uhich thc sheep were bcfbre fbd
becomes unneces.,ary, and the same quantity of raw produce is
raised by the employment of a less quantity of land.
If l discover
a manure which will enable me to make a piece of land produce 20
per cent. more con b I may withdraw at lcast a- portion of m_"
capital fi'om the most unproductive
part of' my flu're. But, as "]
before observed, it is not nccessary that land should, be thrown out
of' cultivation in order to reduce rent : to produce this effect, it is
sufficient that successive portions of capital arc employed on the
same hind with diffcrent results, and that the portion which gives
the least result should be withdrawn.
If_ by the introduction
of
the turnip lmsbandry, or by the use of a more invigorating manure,
can obtain the same produce with less capital, and without disturbing
the diffcrence between tile productivc
powers of tim
successive portions of' capital, I shall lower rent ; for a different and
more productive portion will be that which will form the standard
from which every other will be reckoned.
It_ for example, tile successive portions of capital yielded 100, 90, 80, 70; whilst 1
employed these ibur portions, my rent would be 60, or the differ
ence between
"rod 100
70 and
90_ _

30
2{)

70 and

10

SO =

(;0

uhilst

thc produce

would

be 340

]

90

|

SO

(1o,)
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and wlnle I employed th_se portions, the rent would remain the
same, although the produce oi' each should have an equal augmentation.
:If, instead of 100, 90, 80, 70, the produce should be
increased to 125, 115, 1057 957 the rent would still be 60_ or tile
tliffcrencc between
95 and 125 _
95 and 115 _
95 aud 105 _

30_
20
10}

(125
whilst the produce would be
increased to 440

0oj

| 105
_[115
95

But with such an increase of produce, without an increase of
demand,* there could bc no motive ibr employing so much capital
on the land; one portion would be withdrawn, and consequently
the last portion of capital would yield 105 instead of 95, and rent
would fall to 30; or the difference between
105 and 125 = o0
105and 115
_0 .
_Oj

whilst the produce _ill be still
adequate
to the wants of the

1115
f1__5
105

population, or ibritwuuldbe345
quarters,

J--345
[.

the demand being only for 340 quarters.--But
there are improvements which may lower the relative value of produce without
lowering the corn rcn b though they will lower the moneyrent of land.
Such improvements
do not increase the productive powers of the
land ; but they enable us to obtain its produce with less l'tbour. They
are rather dlrectcd to the formation of the capital applied to the land,
th'm to the cultivation of the land itself." Impt:ovements in agricultural implements, such as the plough and the-thrashing
machine,
economy in the use of horses employcd in husbandry, and a better
knowledge of the vctel_inary art, "ire of this nature.
Less capha],
which is the same thing as less labour, will be employed on the land ;
but to obtain the same produce, less land cannot be cultivated.
"Whether hnprovements of this kind, however, affect corn rent, nmst
depend on the question_ whether the difference between the produce
obtained by the employntent of different portions of capital bc
increased, station'try, or diminished.
:If four portions of capital,
50, 60, 70, 80, bc employed on the hind, giving each the same
results_ and any improvcmcnt in the ibrmation of such capital
should enable me to withdraw 5 from eaci b so that they should bc
45_ 55_ 65, and 75_ no alteration would take place in the corn rent ;
I)ut if the improvcmcnts were such as to enable mc to make the
u hole saving on that portion of capital, which is lc_t productively
employed, corn rent would hnmediately fall, because the diflbrencc
I)_twccn the capital most productive, and the capital Icast produc* I hope I am not understood as undervaluing the importance
of all sorts of improvements in agriculture to landlords--their
immediate effect is to lower rent; but as
they give u great stimulus to population, and at the same time enable us to cultivate
poorer lands with less labour, they arc ultimately of immense advantage to 1.mdlords,
A period, however, must elai'se, during which they are positivel.v injuri_nts to him.
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th% would be diminished ; "rod it is this difference which constitutes
rent.
V,rithout multiplying instanees_ I hope enough has beeu said to
show, that whatever diminishes the inequality in the produce
obtained fi'om successive portions of capital employed on the same
or on new land, tends to lower rent; and that whatever increases
that .inequality, necessarily produces an opposite effect, and tends
to raise it.
In speaking of the rent of the landlord, we have rather considered
it as the prol)ortion of the produce, obtained with a given capital
on any given farm, without any reference to its exchangeable value ;
but since the same cause., the difficulty of' production, raises the
exchangeable value of raw produce, and raises also the proportion
,)f raw produce paid to the landlord for rent, it is obvious that the
]'mdlord is doubly benefited by difficulty of production.
First, he
,)btains a greater share, and_ secondly, the commodity in which he
is paid is of"greater value. *
• To nmke this obvious, "rod to show the degrees in which corn and money rent will
var.v, let u_ suppose that the labour of ten men will, on land of a certain, quality, obtain
180 quarters of wheat, and its value to be 4/. per quarter, or 720/. ; and th-tt the labour
,f ten additional men x_ill, on thc same or any other laud, produce only 170 quarters
in addition; whe.tt would ri.-e fi'om 4/. to 4/. 4s. Sd. for 170 : 180 : : 4/. : 47.4s. 8d. ; or.
as in the production of 170 quarters, thc labour of 10 men is necessary in one ease, and
only of 9'44 in the other, the rise would be as 9"44 to 10_ or us 4/. to 4/. 4s. 8d. If 10
men be thrther employed, and the return be
160 the price _ill rise to £4 10 0
150
4 16 o
140
5 '210
NOW, if no rent x_as paid for the land which yielded 180 quarters,

when con_ was at

4/. per quarter, tile valuc of I 0 quarters '_ ould be paid as icnt x_;hen onh- 170 could be
" roeured, _ hich, at 4/.-4_. 8d- would be 42/. 7s. 6d.
20 qu,trters _hen 160 were produced,
30 quarters
150
........
40 ¢lWU'ters
140
........
Corn rent uould

increase

proportion

of

in the

_hieh at £4 I0 0 wouhl be £90
0
4 16 0
1t4 0
5 2 I0
. °05 13
200 (.

ji 400:1{m
loot

and money rent in the
proportion

of

212

0
0
4
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CHAPTER

OS THE RENT

Ill.

OF MINES.

THE metals, like othcr things, are obtained by labour,
i_ature_
indccd, produces them ; but it is the labour of man which extracts
them fi'om the bowels of the earth, and prepares them for our
scrvlce.
Mines, as well as land, generally pay a rent to their owner; and
this rent, as well as the rent of land, is the eflhct_ and ncver the
cause of the high value of their produce.
If there wcrc abundance of equally fertile mines, which any one
might appropriate, they could yield no rent; the value of their
produce would dcpcnd on the quantity of labour nccessary to
extract the metal from the mine and bring it to market.
But there arc mines of various qualifies, affording very different
results, with equal quantities of labour.
The metal produced ii'om
the poorest mine that is worked, must at least have an exchangeable
value, not only sufficicnt to procure all the ch_thes, food, and other
necessaries consumed by those employed in working it, and bringing
the produce to nmrket, but also to afford the common and ordinary
profits to him who advances the stock necessary to carry on the
undertaking.
The return for capital fi'om the poorcst mine paying
no rent, would regulate the rent of all the other more productive
mines.
This mine is supposed to yield the usual profits of stock.
All tlmt the other mines produce more than this, will necessarih"
be paid to the owners for rent.
Since this principle is precisel3"
the same "Is that which we have already laid down respecting land.
it will not be necessary fhrther to enlarge on it.
It will be sufficient to remark, that the same general rule which
regulates the value of raw produce and manufilctured commodities,
i, :tpplicable also to the metals ; their value depending not on tile
rate of profits, nor on tile rate of wages, nor on the rent paid for
mines, but on the total quantity of labour necessary to obtain the
metal, and to bring it to market.
Like every other commodity, the value of the metals is subject
to variation.
Improvements may be made ira the implements -rod
machinery used in mining, which may considerably abridge labour ;
new and more productive mines may be discovered, in which, with
the same labour_ more metal may be obtained ; or the thcilities of
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bringing it to market may be increased.
In eithcr of these cases
the metals would fall in value, and would therefore exchange for
a less quantity of' othcr things.
On the other hand, fi'om the increasing difficulty of obtaining the metal, occasioned by the greater
depth .tt which tile mine must be worked, and the accumulation of
water, or any other contingency, its value compared with that of'
other things, might be considerably increased.
It has thcrcforc bccn justly observed, that however honestly the
coin of a country may conform to its standard, money made of gold
and silvcr is still liable to fluctuations in value, not only to accidental and temporary, but to permancnt and natural v'_riations, in
the same manner as other commodities.
By the discovery of America, and thc rich mines in which it
abonnds, a very great effect was produced on the natural price of
the precious metals.
This effect is by many supposed not yet to
have terminated.
It is probable, however, that all the eft_cts on
the value of the metals, resulting from the discovery of America
have long ceascd; and if any _all has of late years taken place in
their value, it is to be attributed
to improvements in the mode of
working the mines.
From whatever cause it may have proceeded, the effect has been
so slow and gradual, that little practical inconvenience has been "
t_tt ft'om gold and silver being the general medium in which the
value of all other things is estimated.
Though undoubtedly a
variable measure of value, there is probably no commodity subject
to fewer variations.
This and the other advantages which these
metals possess, such as their hardness, their malleabilty_ their divisibility, and many more, have justly secured the preference every
where given to them, as a standard tbr the money of civ_llzed
countries.
If equal quantities of inborn,, with equal quantities of fixed capital,
could at all times obtain, from that mine which paid no rent,
equal quantities of gold, gold would be as nearly an invariable
measure of value, as we could in the natm'e of things possess.
The
quantity indeed would enlargc with the demand, but its value
would be invari:_ble, and it would be eminently well calculated to
measure the v-trying value of all other things.
1 have ah'cady in
a tbrmer part of this work considered gold as endowed with this
uniformity, and in the following chapter I shall continue the supposition. In speaking therefore of varying price, the variation will be
always considered as being in the commodity, and never in the
medium in which it is estinmte,l
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IN making labour tile £oundatiou of the value of commoditic.-, and
the comparative quantity of" laboltr which is ncccs.-.:lry r_, their
production, the rule which dctcrmif_es thc rc_-l,ectivc ,luantitic._ of
goods which shall bc given in cxch'mgc fbr each other, wc must not
bc supposed to deny the accidental and temporary deviations of the
actual or market pricc of comnmdities from this, their primary and
natural price.
In the ordinary com'se of events, there is no commodity which
continues for any length of time to be st,1)plied prccisely in that
degree of abundance, which the wants 'md wishes of mankind
require, and therefore there is none which is not subject to accidental and temporary variations of price.
It is only in consequence of such variations, that capital is
apportioned precisely, in the requisite "tbundance :rod no more, to
the production of the different commodities which happen to be in
demand.
With the rise or ihll of price, proftts are elevated above,
or depressed below, their general level ; and capital is either encouraged to enter into, or is warned to depart from, the particular employment in which thc variation has taken place.
Whilst every man is frce to employ his capital where hc pleases,
hc will naturally seek for it that employment which is most ad_antageous; he will naturally be dissatisfied with a profit of 10 per ccnt.,
if by removing his capital he can obtaiu a profit of 15 per cent.
This restless desire on the p_u't of all the employers of stock, to
quit a less profitable for a more advantagcous
business, has a
strong tendency to equalize the rate of profits of all, or to fix
them in such proportions as may, in tim estimation of the parties,
compensate for any advantage which one may havc_ or may appear
to have, over the other. It is perhaps vcry difficult to trace the
steps by which this change is cffccted : it is probably eflhctcd, by
a manufacturer not absolutely changing his employment, but only
lessening thc quantity of capital he has in that employment.
In
all rich countries, there is a number of men forming what is called
the monied class ; these men are engaged in no trade, but live on
the interest of their money, which is employcd in discounting bills,
or in loans to the more industrious part of the community.
The
bankers too employ a large capital on the same objects.
The capital
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so employed forms a circulating capital of a large amount, and is
employcd_ in larger or smaller proportions, by all the different
trades ,£ a country.
There is perhaps no manuihcturer, however
rich, who limits his business to the extent that his own funds alonc
will allow: he has ahvays some portion of this floating capital,
increasing or diminishing according to the activity of the demand
tbr his commodities.
When tile demand tbr silks incrcases_ and
that for cloth diminishes, the clothier does not remove with his
('apital to the silk trade, but he dismisses some of his workmen, he
discontinues his demand fbr the loan from bankers and monied men ;
while the case of thc silk manufacturer is the reverse : tie wishes
to employ more workmen, and thus his motive for borrowing is
increased ; tie borrows more, and thus capital is transferred fi'om
one employment to another, without the necessity of a manufacturcr discontinuing his usual occupation.
When we look to the
markets of a large town, and obscrvc how regularly they are
supplied both with home and forcign commodities, if: the quantity
in which they are required, under all the circumstances of varying
demand, arising from the caprice of taste_ or a change in the amount
of population, without often producing either the effects of a gluz
fi'om a too abundant supply, or an enormously high price fi'om the
supply being unequal to the demand, we must confess that the
principle which apportions capital to each trade in the precisc
amount that it is required, is more active than is generally supposed.
A capitalist/in seeking profitable employment for his funds, will
naturally take into consideration
all the advantages
which one
occupation possesscs over another.
He may therefbre be willing
to forego a part of his money profit, in consideration of the security,
cleanliness, ease, or any other rcal or fimcicd advantagc which one
employment nmy possess over another.
If from a consideration of these circumstanccs_ the profits of stock
should be so adiusted , that in one trade they were 20, in another
25, and in another 30 per cent., they would probably continue permanently with that relative difference_ and with that difference only;
_br if any cause should elevate the profits of one of these trades 10
per cent., either these profits would be tcmporary_ and would soon
again fidl back to their usual station_ or the profits of thc others
would be elevated in the same proportion.
The present time appears to be one of the exceptions to thejustncss of this remark.
The termination of the war has so deranged
the division which before existed of employments in Europe, that
every capitalist has not yet found his place in the new division
which has now bccome necessary.
Let us suppose that all comn_odities are at their natural price,
and consequently that the profits of capital in all employments arc
exactly at the same rate, or differ only so much as, in the estimation
of the parties_ is equivalent to any rc:d or _hncied advantagc which
they possess or forego.
Suppose now that a change of fashion
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should increase the demand for sil];,_, and lessen that for woollens,
their natural price, the quanthy of labour nccessary to their production, _vouhl continue unahercd, but the market price of _ilks
would rise, and that of _voollens would thll ; and consequently the
profits of tile silk m'mufi_cturcr would be "tbovc, whilst those of the
woollen manufacturer would bc below, the general and adjustcd rate
of profits.
Not only the profits, but the wages of the workmen,
would bc aflb,cted in these employments.
This increased demand
fbr silks would, however, soon 1)c SUl)plied, by the transfbrencc of
capital and labour from the woollen to the silk manufacture ; _vhen
the market prices of silks and _ oollens would again approach their
natural prices, and then the u,_ual profits would bc obtained by the
respective manutZacturcrs of those commodities.
It is then the desire, which every capitalist has, of diverting his
fimds ti_om a less to a more profitable employment, that prevents
the nmrket price of commodities fl'om continuing for any length of
time either much above, or much below their n'ltural price.
It is
this competition which so adjusts the changeable value of colnnmdities, that after p'lying the _v:_gcs for the labour necessary to their
production, and all other expenses required to put the capital employed in its original state of cmciency, the remaining _alue or
overplus will in each trade be in proportion to the v_flue o1' the
capital employed.
In the 7th chap. of the Wealth of Nations, all that concerns tiffs
question is most ably treated.
IIaving flflly acknowlcdgcd the
temporary effects which, in particular employments of capita], may
be produced on the prices of' commodities, as_we]l as on the wages
of labour, and. the profits of stock, by accidental causes, without
influencing the general In'ice of commodities, wages, or profits, since
these effects are equally operative in all stages of society, we _ill
leave them entirely out of our consideration, whilst we arc treating
of the laws which regulate natm'al prices, natural wages, and natural
profits, effects totalh" independent of these accidental causes. In
speaking, then, of tile exchangeable value of commodities, or the
power of purclmsing possessed by any one commodity, I mc;m ahvays
that power which it would possess, if not disturbed by any temporary or accidental cause, and which is its natural price.
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CHAPTER

V.

ON WAGES.
LABOmb like all other things which arc purchased and sold_ and
which may be increased or diminished in quantity, has its natural
and its market pace.
The natural price of labour is that price
which is necessary to enable the labourers, one with another, to
:ubsist and to perpetuate their race, without either increase or
diminution.
The power of the labourer to support himself, and the _kmily
which may be necessary to keep up the number of' labourers, does
not depend on the quantity of money which he may receivd--for
wages, but on the quantity of fi_od, necessaries, and conveniences
beeome essential to him fi'om habit, which that nmney will purchase.
The natural price of labour, theretbre, depends on the price of the
tbod, necessaries, and conveniences required for the support of the
labourer and his family. With a lqse in the price of food and
necessaries, the natural price of labour will rise ; with the fall in
their price, the natural price of labour will fidl.
With the progress of society the natural prlee of labour has ahvays
•t tendency to rise, because one of the prlnelpal commodities by
which its natural price is regulated, has a tendency to become dearer,
from the greater difficulty of producing it.
As, however, the
improvements in agriculture, the discovery of new markets, whence
provisions may be imported, may for a time counteract the tendency
to a rise in the price of necessaries, and nmy even occasion their
wltural price to thll, so will the same causes produce the correspondent efI_ets on the natural priee of labour.
The natural price of all commodities, excepting raw produce and
labour, has a tendency to fall, in the progress of wealth and popu!afion ; for though, on one hand, they are enhanced in real value,
from the rlse in the natural price of the raw material of which they
are made, this is more than counterbalanced
by the improvements
in machinery, by the better division and distribution of labour, and
by the increasing skill, both in science and art, of the producers.
The market price of labour is the price which is really paid for it,
fi'om the natural operation of the proportion of the supply to the
demand; labour is dear when it is scarce, and eheap when it is
plentiflfl.
IIowever much the market price of labour may deviate
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from its natural price_ it h,as_ like commodities, a ten(Icncy to con_brm to it.
It is when thc market price of labour cxceeds its natural price,
that the condition of the labourer is ilourishlng and happy, that hc
has it in his power to connnand a gre,_ter proportion of the nccessaries and enjoyments of life, and tberefbrc to rear a hcalthy and
numerous t_amily. When, howeve5 by the encouragement which
high wages give to the increase of population, the number o_.
labourers is increased, wages again fitll to their natural pric% and
indeed from a reaction sometimes fifll below it.
When the market price of labour is below its natural pricc, the
condition of the labourers is most wretched : then povcrty deprives
them of those comforts which custom renders absolute necessaries.
It is only after their privations have reduced their nmnber, or the
demand for labour has increascd, tlmt the markct price of labour
will rise to its natural prlcc, and that the labourer will have t],.
moderate comforts which the natural ratc of wages will afibrd.
_Notwlthstanding
the tcndency of wages to conform to their
natural rate, their market rate may, in an improving society, for :m
indefinite period, be constantly above it; fbr no sooner m'lv tl,.c
impulse, which an increased capital gives to a new deumn_l tbr
labour_ bc obeycd_ than another increase of capital may produce th_
same effect ; and thus_ if the increase of capital be gradual and col_stant_ the demand for labour may give a continued stimulus to :l:_
increase of people.
Capital is that part of the wealth of a couutry _ hieh is employed
in production_ 'rod consists of food, clothing, tools_ raw materials_
machinery, &c., necessary to givc e_ibct to labour.
Capital may increasc in quantity'at
the samc time that its value
rises. An -_ddition may be made to the tbod and clothing of a
country_ at the same time that more labour may be required to
produce the additional quantity than bcibre ; in tl_at case not only
the quantity, but the value of capital will rise.
Or capital may increase without its value increasing, and even
while its value is "mtually dlminiAfil_g; not only may an addition
be made to the food and clothing of a country, but the addition may
be made by the aid of machinery_ without a_y increase_ and even
with an absolute diminution in the proportional quantity of labour
required to produce them.
The quantity of capital may increase,
while neither the whole together, nor any part of it singly, will have
a gre'ltcr value than bcfor% but nmy actually have a less.
In the first case. the natural price oflabour_ which always dcpends
on the price of food_ clotlSng, and other nccessaries, will rise ; in
the second, it will rcmah_ stationary_ or i_all; but in both cases the
market rate of wages will Hsc, for in proportion to the increase of
capital will bc the increase in the demand for labour ; in proportio:_
to the work to be done will be the demand for thosc who arc to
do it.
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In both cases,
too,themarket priceof labourwillriseaboveits
naturalprice; and in bothcasesitwillhave a tendencytoconform
to itsnaturalprice,
butinthefirst
casethisagreementwillbc mos_
speedily
effected.The situation
of thelabourerwillbe improved,
but notmuch hnproved; fortheincreased
priceof foodand necessaries
willabsorba largeportionof hisincreasedwages; consequentlya smallsupplyof]'tbour,
or a trifling
increase
in thepopulation,
willsoon reduce the market priceto the then increased
naturalpriceoflabour.
In the secondcase,the condition
of thc labourerwillbe very
greatlyimproved; he willreceive
increased
money wages,without
havingtopay any increased
price,
and perhapseven a diminished
priceforthe commoditieswhich he and hisfamilyconsume ; and
itwillnot be till
aftera greataddition
has been made tothepolm]ation,
tlmtthe market priceof labourwillagainsinkto itsthcn
low and reducednatural
price.
Thus, then_with everyimprovementof soclcty,
with everyincreaseinitscapital,
themarkct wages of labourwillrise; but the
permanenceof theirrisewilldepend on the qucstlon,
whetherthe
naturalpriceof labourhas alsorisen-;
and thisagainwilldepend
on therisein the naturalpriceof those necessaries
on which the
wages oflabourarcexpended.
It isnotto bc understoodthatthe naturalpriceof labour,
estimated even in foodand necessaries,
isabsolutely
fixedand constant.
It variesat different
timesinthes'unecountry,
and verymaterially
differs
indifferent
countries.
_ Itessentially
dependson thehabits
and customsof the people. An Englishlabourerwould consider
his wages under theirnatm'alrate,and too scantyto supporta
family, if they enabled him to purchase no other food than potatoes,
and to live iu no better habitation than a mud cabin; yet thcse
moder.ttc dcmauds of"nature are often deemed sufficient in countries
where "man's life is cheap," and his wants easily satisfied.
Many
,)f the conveniences now cnjoyed in an English cottage, would have
been thought luxuries at an earlier period of our history.
From nmnufactured commodities always fhlling_ "md raw produce
always ri_in--, with the progress of society, such a disproportion in
then" relative vahte is at length created, that in rich countries a
labourer, by tim sacrifice of a very small quantity only of his food,
is able to provide liberally for all his other wants.
Independently
of the variations in the value of money, which
necessarily aft_ct money wages, but which we have here supposed
* "The shelter :rod the clothing which are indispensable in one country may be no
way necessar.v in auother ; and a labourer in tlindostan
may continue to work with
perfect vigour, though receiving, as lus natural wages, only such a supply of covering
as would be insufficient to preserve a labourer in Russia from l)eri.-hing.
Even in
countries situated in the same climate, difl'erent habits of living will ohen occasion
variations in the natural price of labour, as considerable as those which are produced
by natural causes."---P. 68. An .Essa!! on t],e l£.rtcrnal Corn T_'ade, I)!/1L Torrens: Esq.
The whole of this subject is most ably illu..tratcd by Colonel Tm'rcns.
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to have no operation, as we have considered money to be unlibl'm]y
of the same value, it appears then that wages are subject to a rise
or l_all fi'om two causes :1st, The supply and demand of labourers.
idly, The price of the commodities on which the wages of labour
are expended.
In different stages of"society, the accuInulation of capital, or of
the means of employing lahore', is more or less rapid_ and must in
all eases depend on tile productive powers of labour.
The productive powers of labour are generally greatest when there is an abundance of fertile land: at such periods accumulation
is often so
rapid, that labourers cannot be supplied with the same rapidity as
capital.
It has been calculated, that under favourable circumstances popultttion may be doubled in twenty-five ye_,rs ; but under the same
fltvourable circumstances the whole capital of a country might possibly be doubled in a shorter period.
In that case_ wages during
the whole period would have a tendency
to rise, because the
demand for labour would increase still faster than the supply.
In new settlements, where the arts and knowledge of countries
£qr advanced.in refincinent are introduced, it is probable that capital
has a tendency to increase filstcr than mankind ; and if the deficiency of labom'ers were nor SUl)plied by more populous countries,
this tendency would very much raise the price of labour.
In prol)ortio,, as tl_ese countries become populous, and land of a worse
quality is taken into cultivation, the tendency to an increase of'
capital diminishes ; for the surplus producu reumining, after satis- f
i)'ing the wants of the existing population, must necessarily bc in
proportion to thc facility of production, viz. to thc smaller numl)cr
of persons employed in production.
Althougl b then, it is probable,
that under the most favourable ch'cumstances, the power of production is still greater than that of population, it u,ill not long continue so ; for the land being limited in quantity, and diflbring in
quality, with every increased portion of capital employed on it,
there will be a decreased rate of production, whilst the power of
population continues always the salnc.
In those countries where therc is abundance of fertile land, but
where, fi'om the ignorance, indolence, and barbarism of the inhabitants, they are exposed to all the evils of want and famine: and
where it has been said that population presses against the means of
subsistence, a very different remedy should be applied from that
which is necessary in long settled countries, where, from the diminishing rate of the supply of raw produce, all the evils of a crowded
population are experienced.
In the one case, the evil proceeds
fi'om bad government, from the insecurity of property, and from a
want of education in all r.'mks of the people.
To be made happier
_hey require only to be better governed and instructed, as the augmentation of capital, beyond the augmentation of people, would be
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the inevitable result.
No increase in the pol)ulatlon can bc too
g'reat, as the powers of production are still grcater.
In the other
case, the population increases faster than the funds required fbr its
support.
Every exertion of' industry, unless accompanied by a
diminished rate of increase in the population, will add to the evil,
for production c'mnot keep pace with it.
With a population pressing against the means of subsistcncc,
the only remedies are either a reduction of"people, or a more rapid
accumulation of capital.
In rich countries, where all the fertile
land ig already cultivated, the latter remedy is nclther very practicable nor very desirable, because its eflbct would be, if pushed
very far, to render all classes equally poor. But in poor countries,
where there arc abundant means of production in store, fi'om fertile
land not yet brought into cultivation, it is the only saf_ and efficacious means of removing the evil, particularly as its effect would be
:o elevate all classes of the people.
The fi'iends of humanity cannot but wish that in all countrlcs the
labouring classes should have a taste for comforts and enjoyments,
and that they should be stimulated by all legal means in their
exertions to procure them.
There cannot be a better security
against :_ superabundant
population.
In those countries, wherc
the labouring classes have the fewest wants, and are contented
with the chc'q)cst food, the people arc exposed to the greatest
vicissitudes and miseries.
They have no place of rcfllge from
calamity; they cannot seek safety in a lower station; they are
already so low, that they can fall no lower. On any dcficicncy of
the chief article of their subsistence, there are few substitutes of
which they can avail themselves, and dearth to flmm is attended
with ahnost all the evils of famine.
In the natural advance of society, the wages of labour will have
a tendency to fall, as far as they are regulated by supply and
demand; fbr the supply of labourers x_"illcontinue to i_acrease at
the same rate, whilst the demand fbr them will increase at a slower
rate. ]f; fbr instance, wages were regulated by a yearly increase
of capital, at the rate of 2 per cent., they would fall when it accumulated only at the rate of 1½ per cent.
They would fall still
_ower when it increased only at the rate of 1, or } per cent., and
would continue to do so until the capital became stationary, when
wages also would become stationary, and be only sufficient to keep
up the numbers of the actual population.
I say that, under these
circumstances, wages would fall, if they were regulated only by the
supply and demand of labourers;
but we must not forget that
wages are also regulated by tlm prices of the commodities on which
they are expended.
As population increases, these necessaries will be constantly
rising in price, because more labour will be necessary to produce
them.
If_ then, the money wages of labour should fall, whilst
every commodity on which the wages of labour were expended
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rose, tile labourer would be doubly affected, and would be soon
totally deprived of subsistence.
Instead, there/bre, of the money
wages of labour l_alling, fl_ey would rise ; but they would not ri_e
sufficiently to enable the labourer to purchase as many comforts
and necessaries as lie did before the rise in the price of those commodities.
If his annual wages were before 24l., or six quarters of
corn when the price was 4l. per quazter, lie would probably receive
only the value of five quarters when corn rose to 5l. per quarter.
:But five quarters would cost 25l. ; he would, therefore, receive an
addition in his money wages, though with that addition he would
be unable to furnish himself with the same quantity of corn and
other commodities which he had beibre consumed in his family.
Notwithstanding,
then, that the labourer would be really worse
paid, yet this increase in his wages would necessarily diminish the
profits of the manufacturer ; for his goods wouhl sell at no higher
price, and yet the expense of producing them would bc incrcased.
This, however, will bc considercd in our examination into the
principles which regulate profits.
It appears, then, that the same cause which raises rent_ namely,
the increasing difficulty of providing an "ldditional quantity of food
with the same proportional
quantity of l'lbour, will also raise
wages ; and therefore, if money bc of :m unvaryhlg v'tlue: both
rent and wages will have a tendency to ri_c _ith the progress of
wealth and population.
But there is this essential difIi_rcnce between the rise of' rcnt and
the rise of wages.
Tile ri_e in the money value of rent is accompanied by an increased _harc of tile 1,rodu_e ; not only is the landlord's money rent zre.lter, but his corn rent also; he will have
more corn_ and each defineu measure oi' that corn will exchange for
a greater quantity of all other goods which have not been raised in
value. The fate of the labourer will be less happy ; he will receive
more money wages, it is true, but his corn wages will be reduced ;
and not only his command of corn, but his general condition will
be deteriorated,
by his finding it more difficult to maintain the
market l_ltc (,f wages above their natural ratc.
While the price of
corn rises 10 per cent, wages will ahvays rise less than 10 per
cent, but rent will always rise more ;thc condition of the labourer
will generally decline, and that of the landlord will always be
improved.
When wheat was at 4l. per quarte5 suppose the labourer's wages
to be 24l. per annum_ or the value of six quarters of wheat, and
suppose half his wages to be expended on wheat, and the other
half_' or 12l., on other things.
He would receive
.)4/. 10s.
(.
5.66 quarters.
26/.
25/. 8s.
I0s.
when wheat was at )41. 16s.
t or the value of
5"50 quarters.
24L 8s.
14s.6d. 1
(4/. 2a.
4s. 10d.J
8d. ")
I 5.33
5.83 quarters.
quarters.
27/.
!.5/.

He would receive these wages to enable him to live just as well,
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and no better, than before ; for when corn was at 4/. per quarter,
he would expend for three quarters of corn, at 4/. per qr.
12L
and on other thlngs ..............
121.
.'24£
When wheat was 4/. 4s. 8d., three quarters,
family consumed, would cost him
.......
other things not altcrcd ill pricc ........

which he and his
12l. 14s.
12l.
24l. 14s.

When at 4l. los., three quarters
and other things
.............

of wheat would cost

13/. lOs.
12l.
25/. los.

Y_rhen at 4l. 16s., three quarters of wheat
other things
..............

.....

14/. 8s.
1:?l.
26/. 8s.

_Yhen at 5/. 2s. lOd., three qrs. of' whcat would cost
other things
.............

15l. Ss. 6d
] 21.
27/. 8s. 6d.

In proportion as corn became dear, hc wouhl receive less corn
wages, but his money wages would always increase, whilst his
enjoyments, on the abovc supposition, would bc precisely the same.
But as other commodities would bc raised in price in proportion as
raw produce entered into their composition, he would have more to
pay for some of them.
Although his tea, sugar_ soap_ candle% and
house rent_ would probably be no deare 5 hc would pay more for
his bacon, cheese, butter, linen, shoes_ and cloth; and therefore,
cven with the above increase of wages, his situ'ttion would be comparatively worse. But it may be said that I have been considering
the effect of wages on price, on the supposition that gold, or the
metal from which money is made, is the produce of' the country in
which wages varied; and that the consequences which I have
deduced agree little with the actual state of things, because gold is
a metal of tbrcign production.
The circumstance, however, of gold
being a ibreigu production, will not invalldatc the truth of the
argument, because it nmy be shown, that whether it were found at
home, or were imported ii'om abroad, the effects uhimately_ and,
indeed, imwediately, would be the same.
When wages rise, it is generally because the increase of wealt]:
and capital have occasioned a new demand For labour, _vh]ch will
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infallibly be attended with an increased production of connnoditics.
To circulate these additional commodities, even at the
same prices as before, more money is required, more of this foreign
commodity ii'om which money is made, and which can only be
obtained by importation.
Whenever a commodity is required in
_eater
abundance than bcfbre, its relative value rises comparatively with those commodities with which its purchase is made. :If
more hats were wanted, their price would rise, and more gold
would be given for them.
If more gold were required, gold would
rise, and hats would fall in price, :is t_ greater quantity of hats and
of all other things would then be necessary to purchase the same
quantity of gold.
But in the case supposed, to say that commodities will risk, because wages rise, is to affirm a positive contradiction ; fbr we, first, say that gold will rise ill relative value in
consequence of demand, and, secondly, that it will fall in relative
value because prices will rise, two effects which qrc totally incompatible with each other.
To .-ay that commodities -tre raised in
price, is the same thing as to say that money is lowered in relative
value ; for it is by commodities that the relative v.'duc of gold is
estimated.
If, then_ all commodities rose in price, gold could not
come fi'om abroad to purchase those dcar commodities_ but it would
go fi'om home to bc cmploycd with advantage in purchasing the
comparatively cheaper foreign commodities.
It appears, then, that
the rlsc of wages will not raise the prices of commodities, whether
the metal fi'om which money is mttde be produced 'it holnc or in a
foreign country.
All commodities cannot rise at the same time
without an addition to the quantity ot',4noncv.
This addition
could not be obtained at home, as we have al_rcady shown; nor
could it be imported fi'om abroad.
To lmrehase any addition:d
quantity of gold fi'om abroad, commoditics at home must be cheap,
not dear. The importation of gold, and a rise in the price of all
home-made commodities with which gold is purchased or paid for,
are eflhcts absolutely incompatible.
The extensive use of paper
money does not alter this question, for paper money contbrms, or
ought to conform, to the value of gold, and thereibrc its value is
influenced by such c:mses only as inftucnce thc value of that
metal.
These, then, are the laws by which wages arc regulated, and by
which the happiness of fltr tile greatest part of every community is
governed.
Like all other contracts, wages should be left to the
thir and free competition of the market, and should never bc controlled by the iaterference of the legislature.
The dear and direct tendency of the poor laws is in direct
opposition to these obvious principles : it is not, as the legislature
benevolently intended, to amend the condition of the l)OOr_but to
deteriorate the condition of both poor and rich; instead of making
¢lle poor rich, they arc calculated to make the rich poor; and
whilst the 1)resent l'_ws -Ire in ]brcc, it is quite in tile l_atural order
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of things thatthe fhnd Ibrthe maintenance of'the poor should progressivelyincreasetillit has absorbed allthe net revenue of the
country,or at leastso much of itas the stateshallleave to us,after
sati._f),ing its own never-l_ailing
demands
for the public expenditure.*
This pernicious
tendency
of these laws is no longer a mystery,
since it has been fully developed
by the able hand of Mr Malthus ;
and every friend to the poor must ardcntly wish for their abolition.
Unfortunately,
however, they have bccn so long established,
and
the habits of the poor have been so formed upon their operation,
that to eradicate
them
with safety
from our political
system,
requires the most cautious
and skilful management.
It is agreed
by all who are most friendly to a repeal of these laws, that if it be
desirable
to prevent
the most ovcrwhclmlng
distress
to those for
whose benefit they were erroneously
enacted,
their abolition should
be cffcctcd by the most gradual
steps.
It is a truth which admits not a doubt, that the comforts and
well-being
of the poor cannot be permanently
secured without some
regard on their p'trt, or some cftbrt on the part of' the legislature_
to regulate
the increase of their numbers_ and to render less frequent
among them curly and improvident
marriages.
The operation
of
the system of poor laws has been directly contrary
to this.
They
have rendered
restraint
superfluous,
and have invited imprudence,
by offering it a portion of the wages of prudence
and industry.t
The nature of' the evil points out the remedy.
By gradually
contracting
the sphere
of the poor laws; by impressing
on the
poor the value of independence,
by teaching
them that they must
look not to systematic
or casual charity, but to their own exertions
for support, that prudence
and fore-thought
arc neither unnecessary
nor unprofitable
virtues, we shall by degrees
approach
a sounder
:rod more healthful
state.
No scheme for the amendment
of thc poor laws merits the least
attention,
which has not their abolition for its ultimate
object ; and
he is the best friend to the poor_ and to the cause of humanity_ who
* With _Ir Buchanan, in the following passage, if it refers to temporary states of
miscr_', I so far agree, that "'the great evil of the labourer's condition ispoverty, arising
either fi'om a scarcity of food or of work ; and in all countries, laws without number
have bccn enacted for his relief. :But there are miseries in the social statewhich legislation cannot relieve ; and it is useful therefore to know its limits, that we may not,
by aiming at what i_impracticable, miss the good which is rcal]y in our power."-I_ucltanan,
p.61.
j"
The progress
ofknowledge
manifested
uponthis
subject
intheHouseofCommons
eince1796,
hashappily
notbeenverysmall,
as may be seenby contrasting
thelate
report
ofthecommittee
onthepoorlaws,
andthefollowing
sentiments
ofMr Pitt,
in
that year :--" :Let us," said he, "make relief in cases where there are a number of
children a matter of right and houour_ instead of a ground of opprobrium and contempt. This will make a large family a blessing, and not a curse ; and this will draw
a proper line of distinction between those who arc able to provide for themselves by
theh"labour, and those who, after having enriched their country with a number of
children, have a claim upon its assistance for support."_Hansards .Parliameata_
tti_tory, vol. xxxii, p. 710.
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can point out how this end can be attained with the most security,
and at the same time with the least violence.
It is not by raising
in an), manner different from the prescnt_ the fund from which tl_c
poor are supported, that the evil can be mitigated.
It would not
only be no improvement, but it would be an aggravation of the
distress which we wish to sec removed, if thc fired were increased
in amount, or were levied according to sonic late proposals, as "t
general ihnd fi'om thc country at large.
The present mode of' its
collection and application has served to mitigate its pernicious effects.
Each parish raises a separate fund ibr the support of its own poor.
Hence it becomes an object of more interest and more practicability
to keep the rates low, than if one general fund were raised tbr the
relief of the poor of the whole ldngdom.
A parish is nmch morc
interested in an economical collection of the rate, and a sparing distribution of relief, when the whole saving will be for its own benefit,
than if hundreds of other parishes were to partake of it.
it is to this cause, that we nmst ascribe the ihct of the poor laws
not having yet absorbed all the net revenue of the country ; it is
to the rigour with which they are applied, that we sire indebted for
their not having become ovcrwhelmingly oppressive,
if by law
every human being wanting support could be sure to obtain i}, and
obtain it in such a degree as to make life. tolerably eomibrtable,
theory would lead us to expect that all other taxes together wouhl
be light compared with the single one of' poor rates.
Thc princil)le
of gravitation is not more certain than the tendency of such laws
to change wealth and power into misery and weakness; to call
away the exertions of labour from every obNet, except that of providing mere subsistence;
to confound all intellectual distinction:
to busy the mind continually in supplying the body's wants; until
at last all classes should be intheted with the plague of univers'fl
poverty.
Happily these laws have been in operation during a period
of progressive prosperity, when the funds for the maintenance of
labour have regularly increased_ and when an increase of population
would be naturally called for. But if our progress should become
more slow; if we should attain the station_y state, fi'om which I
trust we are yet far distant, then will the pernicious nature of these
laws become more manifest and alarming"
and then, too, will their
. ,
_
removal be obstructed bv many addmonal difficulties.
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Vl.

ON PROFITS.
TuE profits of stock, in different employments, having been shown
to bear a proportion to each other, and to have a tendency to vary
all in the same degree and in thc same direction, it renmins fbr us
to consider what is the cause of the permanent variations in the
rate of profit, and the consequent 1)crmanent alterations in the ratc
of interest.
We lmve seen that the price* of corn is regulated by the quantity
of labour necessary to produce it, with that portion ot' capital which
pays no rent.
_Ve have seen, too, that all manufhctul'cd commodities rise and thll in price, in proportion as more or less labour
becomes necessary to their production.
Neither the thrmer who
cultivates that quantity of' land_ which regulates price, nor the
manulqacturer, who manui:acturcs goods, sacrifice an), portion of the
1)i'oduce tbr rent.
The whole value of their commodities is divided
into two portions only: one constitutes the profits of stock, the
other the wages of labour.
Sul)posing corn and manufactured goods always to sell at the same
in'ice, l)rotlts wouhl be high or low in proportion as wages were low
or high.
But suppose corn to rise in price because more labour is
necessary to produce it ; that cause will not raise the price of manuihetured goods in the production of which no additional quantity of
labour is required.
It; then, wages continued the same, the profits
of manufitcturers would remain the same; but if_ as is absolutely
certain, wages should rise with the rise oI' corn_ then their profits
would necessarily Fall.
If a manufheturer ahvays sold his goods for the same money, for
1000l., for cxaml)le , his profits would depend on the prick of the
labour necessary to manufacture those goods.
Ilis profits would
bc less when wages amounted to 800l. than when he paid only 600/.
In proportion then as wages rose_ would profits fall. But if the
* The reader is desiredto bear in mind,that for the purp-sc of making thc subject
more clear. I considernmneyto bc invariablein value,and thereforeevc_' vmiatiou
of prlcc to be rcfcr.tbleto an alteration in thc vah:c ofthe ¢ommodit)'.
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price of raw produce would increase, it nmy be asked, whether the
farmer at least would not have the same rate of profits, although
he should pay an additional sum for wages?
Certainly not: tot
he will not only have to pay, in common with the manufhcturer, an
increase of wages to each labourer he employs, but he will be
obliged either to Iiay rent, or to employ an additional number of
labourers to obtain the same produce; and the rise ill the price
of raw produce will be proportioned
only to that rent, or that
additional number_ and will not compensate him for tlle rise of
wages.
If both the manufacturer and farmer employed ten men, on wages,
rising fi'om 24l. to 25l. per annuna per man, the whole sum paid by
each would be 250l. instead of 240l. Tiffs is, however, the whole
addition that would be paid by tile mmmfaeturer to obtain the same
quantity of commodities ; but the thrmer on new land would probably be obliged to employ an additional man, and therefore to pay
an additional sum of 25l. ibr wages ; "rod the thrmer on the old land
would be obliged to pay l)recisely the same additional suln of 25L
for rcnt; without which additional labour, corn wouht not have
risen, nor rent have been increased.
One _ill therefbre have to
pay 2751. ibr wages alone, the other_ for wages and rent together;
each 25/. more than the manufacturer:
_br this latter 25l. the
fhrmcr is compensated by the addition to the price of raw produce,
and therefore his profits still conform to the profits of tim manufacturer.
As this proposition is important, I will endeavour still
further to elucidate it.
We have shown that in early stages of society, both the landlord's
and the labourer's share of the v(:lue of' the produce of the earth
would be but small; m__dthat it _ould increase in prol)ortion to
the progress of wealth, and the difficulty of procuring ibod. We
have shown, too, that ahhough the value of the labourer's portion
will be increased by the high value of food, his real s]mrc will bc
diminished; whilst that of the landlord will not only be raised iu
value, but will also be increased in quantity.
The remaining quantity of the produce of the land, after the
landlord and labourer arc paid, necessarily belongs to the fhrmcr,
and constitutes the profits of his stock.
But it may bc alleged,
that though, as society advances, his proportion of the whole produce will be diminished, yet as it will rise in value, he, as well .as
the landlord and labourer, may, notwithstanding,
receive a greater
wllue.
It may be slid, for example, that wlmn corn rose fi'om 4l. to 10l.,
the 180 quarters obtained from the best land would sell for 1800/.
instead of 720L; and, therefore, though the landlord and labourer
be proved to have a greater wdue for rent and wages, still the value
of the farmer's profit might also be augmented.
This, however, is
impossible, as I shall now endeavour to show.
In the first place, the price of corn would rise only in propor-
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tionto thc incrcaseddifficulty
of growing it on hind of a worse
quality.
:It has been already remarked, that if"the labour of tea men will,
on l:md of a certain quality, obtain 180 quarters of wheat, and its
value be 4l. per quarter, or 720/.; and if the labour of ten additional men will, on tile same or any other land, produce only 170
quarters in addition, wheat would rise from 4l. to 41. 4s. 8d. ; tbr
170 : 180 : : 4l. : 4l. 4s. 8d. In other words, as ibr the production
of 170 quarters, the labour of ten men is necessary, in the one case,
and only that of' 9.44 in the other, the rise would bc as 9.44 to 10,
or, as 41. to 4l. 4s. 8d. In the same manner it might bc shown,
that if the labour of ten additional men would only produce 160
quarters, the price would further rise to 41. 10s. ; if 150, to 4l. 16s.,
&c. &c.
But when 180 quarters wcrc produced on the land paying no rent.
and its price was 4l. per quarter_ it is sold for ....
£720
And when 170 quarters were produced on the land paying
no rent, mad the price rose to 4L 4s. 8d., it still sold ibr .
720
So 160 quarters at 4l. 10s. produce
........
720
And 150 quarters :tt 4l. 16s. produce the same sum of' .
720
Now, it is evident, that if, out of these equal values, thc fitrmcr is
at one tilnC obliged to pay wages regulated by the price of wheat
at 4l., and at other times at highcr prices, the rate of his profits
will diminish in pl'oportion to the rise in tim price of corn.
In this case, therefore, I think it is clearly demonstrated that a
rise in the price of corn, which increases the money wages of the
labourer, diminishes the money value of the filrmer s profit,.
But the case of the farmer of tim old and better land will be in
no way different; he also will have increased wages to pay, and
will never retain more of the value of the produce, however high
may be its price, than 720l. to be divided between himself and hi,
ulways equal number of labourers; in proportion therefore as they
get more, he must retain less.
When the price of corn was at 4l., the whole 180 quarters
belonged to the cultivator, and bc sold it for 720/. When corn
rose to 4l. 4s. 8d., he was obliged to pay the value of ten quarters out of his 180 for rent, consequently
the remaining
170
yleldcd him no more than 720L : when it rose further to 4l. 10s.,
he paid twenty quarters, or their value, for rent, and consequently only retained 160 quarters, which yielded the same sum of
7201.
It will be seen, then, that whatever rise may take place in the
price of corn_ in consequence of the necessity of employing more
labour and capital to obtain a _-iven additional mmntity of produce, such rise will ahvays bc en'ualled in value b[" the additionM
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rent, or additional labour employed; so that whether corn sells
for 4l., 4l. 10s., or 5l. 2s. 10d., the/briner will obtain for that which
remains to him, after paying rent, the same real value.
Thus
we see, that whether the produce belonging to the i_armer be 180_
170, 160, or 150 quarters, lie always obtains the same sum of
720/. for it; the price increasing in an inverse proportion to the
quantity.
Rent, then, it appears, always £_lls on the consumer, and never
on the farmer; for if the produce of his thrm should uniformly be
180 quarters, with the rise of' priee_ he would retain the value of
less quantity for himself, and give the value of a larger quantity
to his landlord; but the deduction would be such as to leave him
always the same sum of 720l.
It will be _cn to(i; tlmt, in all cases, the same sum of 720/. nmst
bc divided between wages and profits.
If the value of the raw
produce from the land exceed this value, it belongs to rent, whatcvcr may be its amount.
If there bc no excess, there will be no
rent.
_rhether wages or profits rlsc or fifll, it is this sum of 720/.
from which they must both be provided.
On thc one hand, profits
cau never rise so high as to absorb so much of this 720/. that
enough will not be left to furnish the labourcrs with absolutc
ncccssarles ; on the other hand, wages can never rise so high -_s to
leave no portion of this sum for profits.
Thus in every case, agricultural, as well as manuthcturing
profits
are lowered by a rise in the price of raw produce, if it be accompanied by a rise of wages.*
If the farmch" gets no additional value
ibr the corn which remains to him after paying rent, if the
manui_acturcr gets no additional value tbr the goods which he
manufhctures, and if both are obliged to pay a greater value in
wages, can an)" point be more clearly established titan that profits
must/:all, with a rise of wages ?
The iklaner, then, although he pays no part of his landlord's rent,
that being ahvays regulated by the price of produce, and invariabl):
fidling on the consumers, has however :_very decided interest_ in
keeping rent low, or rather in keepiug the natural price of produce
low. As a consmncr of"raw produce, and of"those things into which
raw produce enters as a component pal% he will, in common with
all other consumers, be interested in keeping the price low. But lie
is most materially concerned with the high price of corn as it affects
wages. With every rise in the price of corn, he will have to pay.
out of an equal and unvarying sum of' 720/., an additional sun'. fbr
wages to the ten men whom he is supposed constantly to employ.
AVe have seen, in treating on wages, that they invariably rise with
the rise in the price of raw produce.
On a basis assumed for the
* The reader is aware, tl,at we arc leaving out of our consideration the accidental
_ariations arising from bad and good seasons, or fi'om the demand increasing
or
diminishing by any sudden effect on the state of t_opalation.
We are speaking of tim
natural and const.:mt, not of the sccideutal and fl_mtuating, price of corn.
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purpose of calculation, page 56, it will be seen that if when wheal
is at 4l. per quarter, wages should be 24/. per annmn,
£

When

"Wheat

is at

s.

_.

i6
2 10

£

,,'ages

_25
bc _26
27

wou]d

s.

I).

10
8
S

0
0
6

Now, of the unwu'y;_ng fired of 720l. to be distributed
labourers and ihrmcrs,
£

"_rhon

the price

_i
'

s

D.

£

40

8 |
O"

_/240
"-)47

000_ 0

\u74

5

2 10/

s.

between

l).

£

s.

r,,
0
£

the mrmer

• 473
(480 .

0
0

•

<I
46_
k445

150

O_
0

(,
*

And supposing that the original capital of the £trmer was 3000/.,
the profits of his stock bcin_ in the first instance 480/., would be at
the rate of 16 per cent.
_,Vhe,l his profits fell to 473/., they would
bc at the rate of 15.7 per cent.
465l ..........
456/ ..........
4451 ..........

15.5
15.2
14.8

But the _'ate of profits will fifll still more, because the capital ot
the farmer, it nmst he rccollceted, consists in a great measure of
raw produce, such as his corn and hay-ricks, his unthreshed wheat
and barley, his horses and cows, which wouhl all rise in price in
consequence of the rise of produce,
lIis absolute profits would fall
fi'om 480/. to 445/. 15s. ; but if, fi'om the cause which I have just
stated, his capital 8houhl rise fi'om 3000/. to 3,200/., the rate of his
profits would, when corn was at 5L "2s. 10d., be under 14 per cent.
Ira manufhcturer
had also employed 3000/. in his business, he
would be obligcd, in consequence of the rise of wages, to increase
• The

180 quarters
of corn wouhl be (li_ idcd in the
|'tti']|lel'._,
and hbourers,
with the abo,,e-namcd

hmdlord%

Price per qr.
.._ s. D.
4
0
0
4
4
8
4 10
0
4 16
0
5
2 10
and: trader

the same

Price per qr.
£ s. I).
4
0
0
4
4
8
4 10
0
4 16
0
5
2 10

Rent.
In Wire.it.

Profit.
In "_Vheat.

.None.
lO qrs.
20
30
40
circumstances,
Rent.
£
s.D.
.None.
42
7
90
0
144
0
205 13

6
0
0
4

rent,

Profit.
£
S. I_.
480
0 0
473
0
0
465
0
0
456
0
0
445 15
0

proportions
betwecu
m the value of corn.

Wages.
In 'W/lear.

120 qns.
111.7
103.4
95
86.7
money

following
variations

60 qrs.
58.3
56.6
55
53.3

wages,

and 1)rolit,

Wuges.
£
S. I).
'240 0
0
247
0
0
255
0
D
264
0
0
274
5
0

Total.
"_
180

would

be as follows

Total.
£
S, D.
720
0 0
762
7
6
810
0 0
$64
0
0
995 13
4

:
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ins capital, in order to be enabled to carry on the same business.
If his commodities sold before for 720l. they would continue to sell
at tile same price ; but the wages of labour_ which were before 240l.,
would rise, when corn was at 5l. 2s. lOd., to 274l. 5s. In tile first
ease he would have a balance of 480l. as profit oil 3000l., in the
second he would have a profit only of 445l. 15s., on an increased
capital, and thercfbre his profits would conform to the altered rate
of those of the t_mncr.
There :ire few commodities which arc not more or le_s "lffected
in their price by the rise of raw produce, because some raw materi'd
fi'om the hind enters into the compodtion of nmst cmnmodities.
Cotton goods, linen, and cloth, will all rise in price with the rise of
whcat; but they rise on account of the greater quantity of labour
expended on thc raw material from which they arc made, and not
because more was paid by tim manuf_tcturer to tlm labourers whom
he cml)lo)-ed on those commodities.
In all cases, commodities rise because more labour is expended
on them, and not because the labour which is cxpendcd on them iat a higher value. Articles of' jewellc,'y, of iron, of plate, and of
COl)per, would not rise, because none of" the raw 1)roduce ii'om the
surthce of the earth enters into their composition.
It may be s:dd that I have taken it for granted, that money wage.
would r_se x_ith a rise in the price of raw produce, but that this i._
by no means a necessary eonscqlmnce, "is the labourer may be contented with fewer enjo3;mcnts.
It is true, that the wages of labour
may previously have been at a high level, and that they may bear
somc reduction.
]f so, the Pall of profits will bc checke'd ; but it i.impossible to conceive that the money price of wages shouhl fidl, or
remain stationary with a gradually increasing price of necessaries ;
and tlmretbrc it may be taken tbr granted that, under ordinary
circumstances, no permanent rise takes place in the price of necessaries, without occasioning, or having been preceded by, a rise iu
wages.
The efi_ets produced on profits would h'tve been the same, or
nearly the same, if there had been any rise in the price of those
other necessaries, besides food, on which the wages of labour a,re
expended.
The necessity which the labourer wouhl be under of
paying an increased price for such necessaries, would oblige him to
demand more wages ; and whatever increases wages, neeessm_lv
reduces profits.
But suppose the price of silks, velvets, fhrnitnre,
and any other commodities, not required by the laboure 5 to rise in
consequence of more labour being expended on them, would not
that atI_ct profits ? Certainly not : ibr nothing can affect profits
but a rise in wages; silks and velvets are not consumed by the
labourer, and therefore cannot l_tise wages.
It is to be understood that I am speaking of profits generally.
I have already remarked, that the market price of a commodity
may exceed its natural or necessary price, as it may be produced
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ill less abundance than the new demand for it requires.
This, how
ever, is but a temporary eftbet. The high profits on capita'l eml)lo.ved
in producing that commodity, will naturally attract capital to that
trade ; and as soon as the requisite tlmds are SUpl)lied, and the
quantity of the e,mmmditv is duly increased, its price will titll, and
:he profits of the tr:ule _'ill eontbrm to the general level. A thll
in the general rate of profits is by no means incompatible with a
l)::rtial rise of profits in particular employments.
It is through the
h,,equality of' profits, that capital is moved ti'om one employment to
.wether.
Whilst, then, general profits are thllin% and ,,raduqllv
-cttling at a lower level in consequence of the rise of wages, and
the increasing difficulty of supplying the increasing population witl:
nccessaries_ the profits of the fhrmcr may, for an interval of some
little duration, be above the fbrlner level. An extraordinary sti-.
mulus may be also given for a certain tinm, to a particular branch
of foreign and colonial tr'tdc ; but the admission of this f_act by no
means invalidates the theory, that profits depend on high or low
wages, _'tges on the price of necessaries_ and the price of necessaries chiefly on the plice of food, because all other requisites may
bc increased almost without limit.
It should be recollected that prices always vary in the market,
an(1 in the first instance, through the eoml)a_'ativc state of demand
and supply.
3_lthough cloth couhl be fhrnished at 40s. per yard,
and give the usual profits of stock_ it may rise to 60s. or 80s. fi'om
a general change of"fitshion, or fi'om any other cause which should
suddenly and unexpectedly increase the demand, or diminish the
supply of it. The makers of cloth will for a time have unusual
profits_ but capital will naturally flow to tlmt manufacture, till the
supply .rod demand are again at their tkir level, when the price of
cloth will again sink to _0s., its natural or nccess'try price. In the
same manner_ with every increased demand for corn, it may rise
so high as to afford more than the general profits to the fimner.
If
there be plenty of tbrtile land, the price of corn will again thll to
its tbrmer standard_ after the requisite quantity of capital has bccn
cmt)loyed in producing it, and profits will be as bcibrc ; but if' there
bc not plenty of fi_rtile land, if, to produce this additional quantity,
more than the usual quantity of capital and labour be required, corn
will not fidl to its former le_'el. Its natural pi'icc will be raised,
•rod the _armer, instead of obtaining permanently larger profits, will
find himself obliged to be satisfied with the diminished rate which
is'the inevitable consequence of the rise of wages, produced by the
rise of necessaries.
The natural tendency of profits then is to thll ; tbr, in the pro._.'tessof society and wealth, the additional quantity of tbod required
i_ obtained by the sacrifice of more and more labour.
This tendcncv this _ravitation as it were of profits, is happily checked at
repeated intervals by the _mprovements m machinery connected
with the production of necessaries, as well as by discoveries in the
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science of agriculture, which enable us to relinquish a portion of
labour befbre requh'ed, and therefbre to lower the price of the prime.
necessary of the labourer.
The rise in the prlee of neeessarles and
in the wages of' labour is_ however, limited ; for as soon as wages
should be equal (as in the ease formerly stated) to 7;20l., the whole
receipts of tile fhrmer, there must be an end of" accumulation ; fbi
no capital can then yield any profit whatever, and no additiona!
labour can be demanded, and consequently population will haw
reached its highest point.
Long, indeed, be%re this perlod, thL
very low rate of profits will have arrested all accumulation,
am.
ahnost the whole produce of tile country, after paying the labourer:
will be the property of the owners of land and tile receivers of tithe
and taxes.
'l']m_-_taking tile ibrmer very imperfhct bask- a_ the grounds o.
my e'deulation, it would appear that when corn was at 20l. pc.
quarter, the whole net income of the country would belong to tile
landlords, _br then tile same quantity of labour that was originally
necessary to produce 181) qtmrters, would be necessary to produce
3ti; since :?0l. : 4l. : : 180 : 3(;. The thrmer, then, who produced
180 quarters, (if any such there were, tbr the old and new capita!
employed on the land would be so blended, that it could in no way
be distinguished),
would sell the
180 qrs. "it 20/. per qr. or
(to hmdlord
the value of 144 qrs. -_,

.....

tbr rent, beillg t@ (litthrcncc
and 180 qrs.

L.360o
between

36 qrs.
thc _'tlue of 36 qrs. to htbourers_ ten in number,

leaving nothing

whatever

36)
)

.)au(.
-_
720
72o

;[or profit.

I ha_ e supposed that at this price of 20/. the labourers would continue
three quarters each pot "nllllIIl_
or
.
.
.
.
L.{_0
And that on the other commoditieq they wouhl expend
12

to consume

72 for each labourer.
And lheretbre

ten labourers

w_mld cobt 720/. per ,'mnum.

In all these calculations I h'tve been desirous only to elucidate the
principle, and it is scarcely necessary to observe, tlmt my whole
b.tsis is assumed at random, and merely for the purpose of exemplification.
TILe results, though different in degree, would have been
the same in principle, however accurately I might have set out in
.,rating the difference in the number of' labourers nceessary to obtain
the successive quantities of corn required by an increasing population, the quantity eonsmned by the labourer's family, &e. &e. Mv
object has been to simplify the subject, and I have therefore made
no allowance fbr the increasing prlee of the other necessaries,
besides food of the labourer ; an increase which would be the consequence of the inereascd value of the raw materials fi'om which
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they are made, and which would of course further increase wages_
and lower profits.
I have already said, that long before this state of prices was become permanent, there would be no motive |br accumulation ; tbr
no one accumulates but with a view to make his accumulation productive, and it is only when so employed that it operates on profits.
Without a motive there could be no accumulation,
and consequently such a state of prices never could take place.
The ihrmer
and manui_acturer can no more live without profit, than the labourer
_itt_out wages. Their motive for accumulation will diminish with
every diminution of profit, and will cease altogether when their
profits are so low as not to afford them an adequate compensation
ibr their trouble_ and the risk which they must necessarily encounter
iu employing their capital productively.
I must again observe, that the rate of profits would fldl much
_ore rapidly th.'m I have estimated in my calculation ; tbr tile v.'due
_jt'the produce being what I have stated'it under the circumstances
:.upposcd, the value of the i_armcr's stock would be greatly increased
i'r(,m its necessarily consisting of many of the commodities which
had risen in value. Before corn cou'ld rise fl'om 4l. to 12l., his
capital would probabl_" be doubled in exchangeable value, and be
worth 6000/. instead of 3000/. If then his profit were 180l., or 6
l,cr cent. on his original c'tpital, profits would not at that time be
really at a higher rate than 3 per cent.; for 6000/. at 3 per cent.
gives 180/.; and on those terms only could a new fhrmer with
_;0001. money in his pocket enter into the filrming business.
Many tra_lcs would derive some "advantage, more or less, from
the same source. The brewer, the distiller, the clothier, the linen
manufacturer_ would be partly coml)eusated for tile diminution of
their profits_ by the rise in the value of their stock of raw and
finished materials ; but a m.mut_acturer of hardware, of jewellery,
:rod of mauy other commoditie.-, as welt as those whose capitals
uniibrmly consisted ot' money, would be subject to tile whole fidl iu
the rate of profits, without any eomt)ensation whatever.
We should also expect that, however the rate of the profits of
stock might diminish in consequence of tile aecumuhttion of capital
on thc land, and tile rise of wages_ yet that the aggregate amount of
profits would increase.
Thus, supposing that, with repeated accumuiations of 100,000l., the rate of profit should fall from 20 to 19,
to 18, to 17 per cent., a constantly diminishing rate, we shouhl
expect that the whole amount of profits received by those successave owners of capital would be always progressive ; that it would
be greater when the capital was 200,000l., than when 100,000l. ;
still ffreater when 300_000/. : and so on_ increasing, though at a
_diminishing rate, with every "increase of capital.
This proffression,
however, is only true for a certain time; thus, 19 per cent. on
200,000l. is more than 20 on 100_000/.; again, 18 per cent. on
300,000l. is more than 19 per cent. on 200_000l. ; but after capital
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has accumulated
to a large amount, and profits lmve _allen, tile
filrther accumulation diminishes the aggregate of" profits. '.t'hus,
suppose tim accumulation should be 1,000,000l., and the profits 7
per cent., the whole anaount of profits will be 70,000l. ; now if an
addition of 100,000l. capital be made to the million, and profits
should fall to 6 per cent., 66,000L or a diminution of' 40001. will
be received by the owners of stock, although the whole amount of
stock will be increased fi'om 1,O00,O00L to I_IO0,O00L
There can, however, be no accumulation
of capital, so long as
stock yields any profit at all, without its yielding not only an increase of produce, but an increase of value. By employing 100,0001.
additional capital, no part of the tbrmer capital will be rendered less
productive.
The produce of the land and labour of the country
must increase, and its value will be raised, not only by the v.due ok'
the addition which is made to tim former quantity of productions,
but by the new value which is given to the whole produce of the land,
bY the increased difficulty of producing the last portion of it. When
the accumulation of capital, howcvcr, becomes very great, notwithstanding this increased value, it will bc so distributed that a less
value than before will be appropriated
to profits, while that which
is devoted to rent and wages will bc increased.
Thus with succcssivc additions of 100_000/. to c'apital, with a £dl in the rate of
profits, fi'om 20 to 19, to 18, to 17 per cent., &c, the productions
ammally obtaiped will increase in quanti_ty, and bc of more tlmt
the whole additional value, which tim additional capital is calcuhted to produce.
From 20,000l. it willrisc to more titan 39_000/.,
and then to more than 57,000l., and when tim capital employed is a
million, as we befbre supposed, if 100,000/. more bc added to it,
and the aggregate of profits is actually lower than bcfi)rc, more than
I;000/. will nevertheless
be added to thc revenue of the country,
but it will be to the revenue of the landlords and labourers; they
will obtain more than the additional produce, and will from their
situation be enabled to encroach cvcn on the tbrmer gains of the
capitalist.
Thus, suppose the price of corn to be 4l. per quarter,
and that therefore, "Lswc betbrc calculated, ok' every 720l. remaining to thc farmer after payment of' his rent, 480L were retained by
him, and 240l. were paid to his labourers ; when the price rose to
Iil. per quarter, he would be obliged to pay his labourers 300/. and
retain only 420L for profits: he would be obliged to pay them
300l. to enable thcm to consume thc same quantity of necessarics
as bck'ore, and no more. _ow if the capital employed were so large :as
to yield a hundred thousand times 720L or 72,000,000l., the aggregate of profits would be 48,000,000l. when wheat was at 4l. per
quarter ; and if by employing a larger capital, 105,000 timcs 720L
were obtaiucd when wheat was at 6/., or 75,C)00,000l., profits woul(1
actually fall fi'om 48,000,000L to 44,100,000/. or 105,000 times 420/.,
and wages would rise fi'om 24,000,000l. to 31.500,000l.
Wages
would rise because more labourers would be cmployed_ in propor-
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tlon to capital ; and each labourer would receive more money wages ;
but the condition of the labourer, as we havc already shown, would
be worse, inasmuch as he would be able to command a less quantity of the produce of the country.
The only real gainers would
be tile landlords; they would receive highcr rents, first_ because
produce would be of :t higher value, and secondly, becausc they
would have a greatly increased proportion of that produce.
Although a greater value is produced, a gl;eater proportion of
what remains of thnt value, after t)avmg rent. 1.-c(m.-mncd by the
producers_ and it is thi-, and this ah,nt,, uhich regulates l)roJi.'ts.
Whilst the land yiehls .Ll,tmdantly; wages may tcml)orarily rise, and
the producers may consume more than thei]" accustomed proportion ; but the stimulus which will thus be given to population, will
_peedily reduce the labourers to their usu'tl consumption.
But
when poor lands are taken into cultivation; or when more capital
and labour arc expended on the old land, with a less return of produce, the cft?ct must be permanent.
_\ gv(,arcr proportion of that
part of tim produee which remain.-to hc divided, aiicr paying" rent,
between the owners of _-toek and tim labourers, will be apportioned
to the latter.
Each man may, and 1)robably will, have :_ less absolute quantity;
but as more labourers 'u'c employed in proportlon to
the whole produce retained by the tZarmcr, the value ,)f a greater
proportion of the whole produce will bc absorbed by wages, and
consequently the valuc of a smaller 1)roportion will be devoted to
profits.
This will necessarily bc rendered permanent by the laws
,)fnature_ which have limited the productive powers of the land.
Thus we again arrive at the same conchMon which we have
')eforc attempted to establish :--*lint in ;,.ll ('onntrlcs, and all times,
•:,'ofits depend on the quantity of lal)our requisite to provide n cccs-'tries for the labourcrs_ on tlmt land or with that capital which
ields no rent.
The effects then of acemnulation will bc different
._ different countries, and will depend chiefly on the fertilitr of' tlw
i.md. However extcnsivc a country may b(_ where the lan(1 is of't
','.;or quality, and where the importation of tbod is prohiblted_ the
aost moderate accumulations of c:rpital will be attended widl great
.'eductions in the rate of profit, and a rapid rise in rent ; and on the
,'ontrary a small but fertile country_ particularly if it fi'eely permits
zhe importation of ibod, may accumulate a large stock of capital
without any great diminution in the rate of profits, or any great
increase in the rent of'hind.
In the Chapter on Wages; wc have
endeavoured to show that the money price of" commodities wouhl
not be raised by a rise of wages, either on the supposition that
gold, the standard of"money_ was the produce of this country, or
that it was imported from abroad.
But if it were otherwisc_ if
the prices of cmnmodities were permancntly raised by high wages,
the proposition would not be less trite, which asserts that high
wages invariably affect the emp]oyers of labour, by depriving them
of a portion of their real profits.
Supposing the hatter, the hosier,
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and the shoemaker, each paid 10/. more wages ill the manufacture
of a particular quantity of' thch" commodities, and that the price of
hats, stockings, and shoes, rose by a sum sufficient to repay the
manufacturcr
the 10/. ; their situation would be no better than if
no such rise took place.
If the hosicr sold his stockings for 110l.
instead of 100/., his profits would be precisely the same money
amount as before; but as he would obtain in exchange for thi's
equal sum, one-tenth less of bats, shoes_ and every other commodity,
and as he could with his tbrmer amount or' savings employ ibwer
labourers at the increased wages, and purchase fewer raw material..
at the increased prices, he would be in no better situation than if
his money profits had bccn really diminished in amount, and cverv
thing had remained at its tbrmer price.
'l'hus, then, I have endc:{vourcd to show_ first, that a rise of wages would not ralsc the price
of commodities, but would invariably lower profits ; and secondly,
that if the prices of all commodities could be rai.-ed, still the cttbct
on profits would be the same ; and that, in fi_ct, the value of thc
medium only in which prices and profits arc estimated wouid be
lowered.
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CHAPTER VII.
ON FOREIGN

TRADE.

NO extension of fbreign trade will immediately increasc ttle amount
of value in a country, although it will very powerfully contribute
to increase tile mass of commodities, and therefore the sum of
enjoyments.
As the value of all foreign goods is measured by tlle
quantity of tlre produce of our land and l'tbour, which is given in
exchange for" then b we should have no greater value, i( by the
discovery of new markets, we obtained double the quantity of
foreign goods in exch'mge fbr a given quantity of ours. , If by the
purchase of ]_nglish goods to the "mmm_t of 1000/., :t m,.rehant can
obtain a quantity of fbrcign goods, which he can sell ia the English
market :[br 1;200/., he will obtain 20 per ccnt. profit by such "m
cmployrncnt of" his capital ; but lleither his gains, nor the value of
the commodities imported, will be increase,1 or diminished by tim
greater or sm-dlcr quantity of foreign goods obtainc(l.
Whether,
tbr example, he imports twcntvdi_e
or fifty pipes of wine, his
interest can be m) w,qv aflbcted. _{'at one time the t',_ent)'-five pipes,
:m(l at :mother tire fifty pipes, equally sell for 1,200/. Ira clthcr
case his profit will be limited to 200/., or 20 l)cr cent. on hi._
capital; and in either case the same value will be imported i::to
England.
If tlw fifty pil)cs sold fi)r more than 1,2001., the profits
,,!"this individual merchant would exceed the general rate of profits,
and capital wouhl naturally flow into this advantageous trade, till
the fall of the l)rice of wine had brought every thing to the fbrmer
level.
It has indeed been contended, that the great profits which are
sometimes made by particular
merchants in fbrcign trade, will
elevatc the general" rate of profits in the country_ and that the
abstraction
of capital fi'om other employments, to partake of the
new and benefiei:d _breign commerce, will raise prices generally,
and thereby increase profits. :It has been said, by high authority,
that less capital being necessarily devoted to the growfla of' corn, to
the manufilcture of cloth, hats, _hoes, &c., while the demand continues the same, the price of the_e commodities will be so increased,
that the farmer, hatter, clothier, "rod shoenlakcr, will have au
increase of profits, as well as the fbreign merchant. _
* Scc

Adam
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They who hold tins argument agree with me, that the profits of
different employments have a tendency to conform to one another ;
to advance and recede together.
Our variance consists in this:
They contend that the equality of profits will be brought about by
tile general rise of profits ; and I am of opinion, that the profits of
the favoured trade will speedily subside to the general level.
For, first, I deny that less capital will necessarily be devoted to
the growth of corn, to the manufi_cture of cloth, hats, shoes, &c.,
unless the demand for these commodities be diminished ; and if so,
their price will not rise. In the purchase of foreign commodities,
either the same, a larger, or a less portion of' the produce of" the
land and labour of England will be employed, if the same portion be
so employed, then will the same demand exist tbr cloth, shoe% colul,
and hats as before, and the same portion of capital will be devoted
to their production.
If_ in consequence of' the 1)rice of tbreign
commodities being clmapel', a less portion of the annual produce of
the land and labour of England is employed in the purchase of
tbreign commodities, more will remain for the purchase of other
things. If there be a greater demand for hats, shoes, corn, &c., than
before, which there may be, the consmners of foreign colnmoditles
having an additional
portion of their revenue disposable_ the
capital is also disposable with which the greater value of tbrcigu
colnmodities was befbre purchased;
so th:_t with tile increased de:nand ibr corn, shoes, &c., there exists also tile means of procuring an increased supply, and therefore neither prices nor profits
C;I,l permanently rise. If more of tile produce of the land and
labour of England be elnployed in the l)urchase of foreign co,nmodlties, less can be employed in the purchase of other things, an(l
therefbre fewer hats, shoes, &c. will be required.
At the ._aluc time
that capital is liberated fi'Oln the production of shoes, hats, &c.,
more must be employed in manufhcturing those COmlnodities with
which foreign commodities are purchased ; and, consequently, in all
eases the demand for foreign and home commodities together, as tar
as regards value, is limited by tile revenue and capittll of the countlT . If one increases tile other must diminish.
If the quantity of
wine, imported in exchange fbr tile same quantity of English comulodities, be doubled, the people of England can either consume
double the quantity of wine that they did before, or the same
quantity of wine and a greater quantity of English commodities.
If my revenue had been 1000l., with which I purchased annually
one pipe of wine for 100/., and a certain quantity of Englisll commodities for 900/. ; when wine fell to 50l. per pq)e, I might lay ont
the 50/. saved, either in the purchase of an additional pipe of wine,
or in the purchase of lnore English commodities.
If I bought
luore wine, and every wine-drinker did the sanle_ the foreign trade
would not be in the least disturbed ; the same quantity of English
commodities would be exported in exchange for wine, and we should
receive double the quantity, though not double the value of wirle.
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But ifI,and others,
contentedourselves
withthesame quantityof
wine as before,
fewerEnglishcommoditieswould be exported,
and
tile
wine-drinkers
might cltherconsume the commoditieswhich
were beforecxported,
or any othersforwhich they had an incllnation. The capital
required'for
theirproduction
would be supplied
by thecapital
liberated
fi'omtheforeign
trade.
There "ire
two ways in which capitalmay be accumulated;it
may be saved eitherin conscquenceof increasedrevenue,or of
dinfinished
consumption. If my profits
areraisedfi'om1000/.to
1,200l.,
whilemy expenditure
continues
thesame,I accumulatemlnually_)001.
more than I didbefore. If I save 200l.outof my
expenditure,
wlfilemy profits
continuethe same_the same eflbct
willbe produced;200/.perannum willbe added to my capital.
The merch'mtwho importedwineafterprofits
had been raised
fi'om
20 per cent. to 40 per cent., instead of purchasing Iris English goods
fbr 1000l., must purchase them for 857/. 2s. 10d., still selling the
wine which he imports in return for those goods fbr 1,200/. ; or, if
he continued to purchase his English goods ibr !000l., must raise
the price oI' his wine to 1,400/. ; he would thus obtain 40 instead of
20 per cent. profit on his capital; but if_ in consequence of the
cheapness of all the commodities on v'hieh his revenue w'_s expended, he and all other consumers could save the value of 200l.
out of every 10001. they be.%re expended, they would more eflbctuallv add to the real wealth of the country'; in one ease, the savings
would be made in consequence of an increase of reventle, in the
other, in consequence 6f diminished exl)enditure.
If, by the introduction of machineu" , the generality of the commoditie,_ on which revenue w'ts expended tbll 20 per cent. in wdue,
1 shotdd be enabled to s'tve as cffeetu'dly as if my revenue had
been raised 20 per cent.; but in one case the rate of profits is
stationary, in the other it is raised 20 per cent.--It;
by the introduction of cheap Ibreign goods, I can save 20 per cent. fi'om my
expenditure, the effbct will be precisely the same as if machinel T
had lowered the expense of their production, but profits would not
be raised.
It is not, therefore, in consequence of the extension of the market
that the rate of profit is raised, although such extension may be
equally efficacious in increasing the mass of commodities, and may
thereby enable us to augment the funds destined for thc maintenance of'lal)our, and the materials on which labour maybe employed.
It is quite :ts important to the happiness of mankind, that our enjoyments should be increased by the better distribution of l;tbom',
by each eourm T producing those commodities fbr which by it_
situation, its climate, "rod its other natm'al or artificial adwmtages,
it is adapted, and by their exchanging them tbr the commodities ot
other countries, as that they _,hould be augmented by a rise in the
Tare of profits.
It lms been m3-ende'n'our to show throughout this work, that
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tile rate of profits can never be increased but by a fall in wages,
and that there can be no permanent t_,dlof wages but in consequence
o,_"a ,_kllof tile necessaries on which wages are.expended.
If, therefi)re, by the extension of foreign trade, or by improvements
in
machinery, the food and necessaries of the labourer can be brought
it) market, at a reduced price, profits will rise. If_ instead of growing our own corn, or manufilcturing
the clothing and other neces-aries of the labourer, we dlseover a new market fi-om which we
can supl)ly ourseh'es with these commodities at :r cheaper price,
_v.'tges will fall and profits rise ; but if the commodities obtained at
:_ cheaper rate, by the extension of foreign commerce, or by the
improvement
of machinery, be exclusively the commodities con.-umed by the rich, no :fltcr.'tfion will take lflacc in the rate of profits.
The rate of wages would not be afi_ctcd, although wine, velvets,
,ilks, and other expensive commodities should f:all 50 per cent.,
and consequently profits would continue unallcred.
ICoreign trade, then, though highly beneficial to :t country, as it
increases the amount and _ariet)" of tile objects on which revenue
may be expended, and aftbrds, by the abundance and cheapness
of commodities, incentives to saving, and to the aceumuhltion of
eapltal, has no tendency to raise the profits of stock, unless the
vommodities imported be of that descri_)tion on which the wages
(,f l:tbour are expended.
_t'hc remarks wlfich have been made respecting foreign trade,
al)ply equally to home trade.
The rate of profits is never increased
by a better distribution of labour, by the invention of machinery,
b'v. tile establishment
of roads and canals, or by any means of
abridging labour either in the manuf:acture or in the conveyance
of goods. These are causes which operate on price, and never fail
to be highly beneficial to consumers; since they enable them, with
the _amc labour, or with the value of' the produce of the same
labour, to obtain in exchange a greater quantity of the commodity
to which the improvement
is applied;
but they have no effect
wh:dever on profit.
On the other hand, every [llminution in the
wages of labour raises profits, but produces no etIi_ct on the prieof commodities.
One is advantageous
to all classes, for all classe.are consumers;
the other is beneficial only to producers;
they
gain more, but every thing remains at its former price. In th'c
first case they get the same as before ; but every thing on which
their gains arc expended, is diminished in exchangeable value.
The same rifle which regulates the relative value of commodities
in one country, does not regulate the relative value of the com,.noditles exchanged between two or more countries.
['nder a systcin of perfectly fi'cc commerce, each country naturally devotes its capital and labour to such employments as arc
most beneficial to each. This pursuit of individual advantage i,
admirably connected with the universal good of the whole. ]37"
stimulating industry, by rewarding ingenuity, and by using most
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efllcaclouslv the pcculiar powcrs bestowed by nature, it distributes
labour most eflhctlvely and most economically : while, by increasing the general mass of productions, it diffnses gcneral benefit, and
binds together, by one common tie of intercst and intercoursc_ the
universal society of nations throughout the civilized world.
It is
this principle which determines that wine shall bc made in France
and Portugal, that corn shall be grown in America and :Poland,
and that hardware and other goods shall bc manufilctured
in
England.
In one and the same country, profits arc, gencrally speaking,
ahvays on the same ]cvel; or differ only as the cmplovment
of
capital lnay be more or less secure and agreeable.
It "is not so
hetween different countrlcs.
If the profits of capital employed in
Yorkshire, should exceed those of' capital employed in London,
capital would spcedily move fi'om London to Yorkshire, and an
equality of profits would be cffectcd ; but if in consequence of the
diminished rate of` production in the lands of England, fl'om the
increase of capital and population, wages should rise, and profils
_hll, it would not ]bllow that capital and population would necessarily move from England to IIolland, or Spain, or Russia, where
profits might bc higher.
If'Portugal
had no commercFfl conncxion with other countries,
instead of employing a great part of her capital and industry in
the production of wines, with wlfich she purchases for hcr own use
the cloth "rod hardware of other countries, shc would be obliged to
devote a part of` that capital to the manut:acturc of"those commodities, which she would thus obtain probably infcrior in quality as
well as quantity.
The quantity of wine which she shall give in exchange tbr the
cloth of England_ is not determined by the respective quantities of
labour devoted to the production of each, as it would be, if" both
commoditle_ were manufhcturcd in England, or both in :Portugal.
England may be so circumstanced,
that to produce the cloth
may require the labour of' 100 men for one year; and if she
attempted to make tim wine, it might require the labour of120
men _br the same time.
England would therefore find it her
interest to import wine, and to purchase it by the exportation of
cloth.
To produce the wine in Portugal, might require only the labour
of 80 men ibr one year, and to produce the cloth in the same
country_ might rcqulre the labour of 90 men for the same time.
It
would therefbrc bc advantageous tbr her to cxport wine in exchange
ibr cloth.
_t'his exchange might even take ])lace, notwithstanding
that the commodity iml)orted by :portugal could be produced there
with less labour than in England.
'l'hough she eouhl make the
cloth with the labour of" 90 men, she would import it fi'om a
country where it required the labour of 100 men to produce it,
because it would be advantageous
to her rather to employ h(_r
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cal)ital in the production of wine, fbr which she wouhl obt.fin more
cloth fi'om England, than she could produce by diverting a portion
of her capital from the cuhivation of vines to the manufiteture of
cloth.
Thus Eng.ltmd would give the produce of the labour of 100 men,
tbr the produce of the labou," ot'80.
Such an exchange could not
take place between the individuals of the same cotmtrv.
The
labour of 100 Englishmen cannot be given fro" that of 80 Engli.'hmen, but the produce of the labour of" 100 lgnglishmen may lm
given ibr the produce of the labour of 80 I'ortuguese, (;0 l_ussiam-,
or 120 East Indians.
The dittbrence in tiffs respect, between ;t
_-ingle country and many, is easily accounted for, by eonslderil,g
tim difficulty with which c'q)ital moves ti'om one country
to
another, to seek a more profitable eml)loyment , and the ,mtivitv
with which it invariably passes fi'om one province to another in th'c
_ame country.'*
It wouhl undoubtedly
be advantageous
to the capitalists
of
Enghmd, and to the consumers in both countries, that under such
eireumst;tnees, tim wine and the cloth should both be made in
l_m_ugal, "rod thcrefbre that tim capital atnd labour of England
eml)loyed in making cloth, should bc removed to Portugal tbr tlmt
1Jurpose. In that case, thc rclativc vakae of these commodities
would be regulated by the same priuciple, as if one were the produee of Yorkshire_ and the other of London: and in every other
case, if capital freely flowed towards those countries where it couhl
be most profitably employed, there could be no difference in tim
rate of' profit, and no other diflSrcncc in the real or labour price of
commodities, than the additional quantity of labour required Io
convey them to the various markets where they were to be sold.
Experience, however, shows, that the fimcicd or real insecurity
of capital, when not under the immediate control of its owner,
together with the natural disinclination which every man has to
qmt the country of his birth and conncxions, and intrust himself,
with all his habits fixed, to a strange government mad new htws,
check the emigration of capital.
These t}clings, which i should be
sorry to sec weakencdr induce most men of property to be satisfied
witl_ a low rate of profits in their own country, rather than seek 't
more advantageous employment for their wealth in tb,'cign nations.
Gold and sih'er having bccn chosen ibr the general medium of
circulation, they arc, by tim competition of commerce, distributed
* It _ill a)Ipcar, then, that, a country, possessing. _'erv. eonsidcrable advantages in
m_u'hinery and skill, and which may therefore be enabled to manufacture
commodities with much less labour than her neighbours, may, in return for such commodities.
import a portion of the corn required tbr its consumption, even if its laud were more
fertile, and corn could be grown with less labour titan in the country from which it
_xas imported.
Two men can both make shoes and hats, and one is superior to the
otlmr in both employments ; but in m..tklng hats, he can only exceed his competitor
by one-fifth or -°0 per cent., and in making shoes he can excel him by oue-third or 33
per cent. ;--will it not bc for the interest of both, that the superior man should employ
himself exclusively in making shoes, and the inferior man in making lmts ?
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in such proportions amongst the different countries of the world, as
to accommodate themselves to the natural traffic wllieh would take
place if no such metals existed_ and the trade between countries
were purely a trade of barter.
Thus, cloth cannot be imported into Portugal, unless it sell there
for more gold than it cost in the country ti'om which it was imported ; and wine cannot be imported into England, unless it will
sell for more there than it cost in Portugal.
If the trade wcrc
purely a trade of bartcr, it could only continue whilst Engl'md
could makc cloth so chea I) as to obtain :_ greater quantity of' wine
with a given quantity of' labour, by nmnui_acturing cloth th:m by
growing vines; and "also whilst tim industLv of Portugal were
attended by the reverse effects. Now suppose England to discover
a process for maldng wine, so that it should become her interest
rather to grow it than import it ; she would naturally divert a portion of her capital from the foreign trade to the home trade ; she
wouhl cease to manufacture cloth ibr exportation, and would grow
wine for herself.
The money price of these commodities would be
regulated accordingly ; wine would _all here while cloth continued
at its former price, and in I)ortugal no alteration would take place
in the price of either commodity.
Cloth would continue for some
time to be exported fi'om this country_ because its price would continuc to bc higher in Portugal than here; but money instead of
wine would bc given in exchange for it, till the accunmlation of
money here, and its din_inutlon abroad_ should so operatc on the
relative value of cloth in the two countries, that it would cease to
be profitable to export it. If' the improvement in making wine wcrc
of a very important description, it might become profitable for the
two countries to exchange employments;
ibr England to nmkc all
the wine, and Portugal M1 the cloth consumed by them ; but thi_
could be etihcted only by a new distribution of the precious metals.
which should raise the price of cloth in England, and lower it in
Portugal.
The relative price of wine would fhll in England in
consequence of the real advantage iYom the improvement of' its
m:muihcture ; that is to say, its natural pl-lcc would fall ; the rclativc price of cloth would rise thcre from the accumulation of money.
Thus, suppose before the improvement in making wine in England, the price of wine here were 50/. per pipe, and the price of' a
certain quantity of cloth were 45/., whilst in Portugal the price of'
the samc quantity of wine was 45l, and that of the same quantity
of cloth 50/. ; wine would be exported from Portugal with a profit
of 5l, and cloth from England with a profit of the same amount.
Suppose that, after the improvement, wine falls to 45/. in Eng]and_ the cloth continuing at the same price.
Every transaction in
commerce is an independent transaction.
Whilst a merchant can
buy cloth in England for 451., and sell it with the usual profit in
Portugal, he will continue to export it from England.
His business
is simply to purchase English cloth, and to pny fi)r it by a bill of
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exchange, which hc purchases with Portuguese money.
It is to
him of no importance what becomes of tl_is nloney:'lm
has di_charged his debt by the remittance of the bill. His tmnsactlon is
undoubtedly regulated by the teruls oil which he can obtain thi._
bill, but they are known to him at the time ; and the vau_-es which
may influence the market price or' bills, or the rate of exch:mge, is
no consideration of his.
If the markets be fitvourable for the exportation of wine from
Portugal to England, the exporter of the wine will bc a seller of a
bill, which will be purchased either by the importer of the cloth, or
by the person who sold him his bill ; and thus, without the necessity
of money passing fl'om either country, the exporters in each country
will be paid ibr their goods. Without having any direct transaction with each other, the nmuey paid in Portugal by the importer
of cloth will be paid to the Portuguese
exporter of wine; and
in England bs- the negotiation of the same bill, the exporter of
the cloth will "be authorised to receive its value from the importer
of wine.
But if the prices of wine were such that no wine could be exported to Enghmd, the importer of' cloth would equally pureha_ a
bill ; but the price of that bill would be higher, t'rom the knowledge
which the seller of it would possess, that there was no counter bill
in the market by which lie could ultima[*ely settle the transactions
between the two countries ; he might know that the gold or sih'er
money which he received in exchange for his bill, nmst be actually
exported to his correspondent
in _Englaud, to enable him to pay
the demand wlfich lie lind authorised to be made upon him, and he
might thercfbre charge in the price of his bill all the expenses to
bc incurred, together with his fair and usual profit.
If then this premimn for a bill on England should be equal to
the profit on importing cloth, the importation would of course
cease; but if the premium on the bill were only 2 per cent., if to
be enabled to pay a debt in England of' 100/., 102/. should be paid
iu Portugal, whilst cloth which cost 45/. would sell for 50/., cloth
would be imported, bills would be bought, and money would be
exported, till the diminution of' money in Portugal, and its accumulation in England, had produced such a state of prices as wouhl
make it no longer profitable to continue these transactions.
But the diminution of money in one country, and its increase in
another, do not operate on the In'ice of one commodity only, but.
on the prices of all, and therefore the price of wine and cloth will
be both raised in England, and both lowered in Portugal.
The
price of"cloth, from being 451. in one country and 50/. in the other,
would probably fall to 49l. or 48l. in Portugal, and rise to 46l. or
47l. in England, and not afford a sumcicnt profit after paying a
premium for a bill to induce any merchant to import that commodity.
It is thus that the money of' each country is apportioned to it in
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such quantities only "is may be necessary to regulate a profitable
trade of barter.
England exported cloth iu exchange for wine,
because, by so doing, her industry was rendered more produetivc
to her ; she h.td more cloth and wine than if she had manufactured
both for herself; and Portugal imported cloth and exported wine,
because the industry of Portugal
could be more beneficially
employed tbr botil countries in producing wine. Let there be
more di_culty in England in producing
cloth, or in Portugal ia
producing wine: or let _here be more ihcility in England in producing wine, or in Portugal in producing cloth, and the trade must
immediately <..ease.
No change whatever takes place in the ch'cumstances of Portugal; but England finds that she can employ her labour more
oroductively in the manufhcture of wine, and instantly the trade
of barter between the two countries changcs.
_o*_ only is the
exportation of wine from Portugal stopped, but a new distribution
of the prccious metals takes place, and her importatio)_ of cloth i_
also prevented.
Both countries would probably find it their interest to make
their own wine and their own cloth; but this singular rcsult would
take place: in England, though wine would be chcaper, cloth
would be elev:tted in price, more would bc paid for it by the consumer;
while in Portugal the consumers, both of cloth and of
wine, would be able to purchase those commodities cheaper.
In
tim country where the improvcmcnt
was made, prices would bc
enhanccd ; in that where no change had taken place, but wherc
they had been deprived of a profitable branch of ibreigu trade,
prices would fall.
This, however, is only a seeming advantage to Portugal, for the
quantity of cloth and wine together produced in that country'
would be diminished, while the quantity produced in Englan_l
would be increased.
Money would in some. degree have changed
its value in the two count_'ies; it would be lowered in England
andraised in Portugal.
Estimated
in money, the whole revenue
of Portugal would be dlminishcd; estimated in the same medium,
the whole revenue of England would bc increased.
Thus, then, it "tppears that the improvement of '_ marmfacture in
any country tends to alter the distribution of the precious metals
amongst the nations of the world : it tends to increase the quantity
of"commodities, at the same time that it raises general priccs in the
country
where the improvement takes place.
To simplii_ the question, I have been supposing the trade
between two countries to be confined to two commoditics--t¢,
wine and cloth; but it is well known that many and various
articles enter into the list of exports and imports.
By the abstraction of" money from one country, and the accumulation
of it in
•":nother_ all commodities are affccted in price, and consequently
encouragement
is given to the exportation of many morc commo
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ditles besides money, which will therc_bre l'revent so great a_
effcct fi'om taking place on the value of money in the two countries
as might otherwise be cxpected.
Beside the improvemcuts
in arts and machinery,
there are
various
other causes which are constantlv operating on the nattn'_d
course of trade, and which interfere witl] the equilibrium, and the
relative value of money.
Bounties on exportation or importation,
ncw taxes on commodities, sometimes by their direct, and at other
times by their indirect operation, disturb the natural trade of
bartcr, and produce a consequent necessity of importing or exporting money, m order that prices may be accommodated
to the
natur'd course of'commerce;
and this cfl'cct is produced not onh"
in the country where the disturbing cause takes place, but, in a
greater or les.-: degree, in every country of' the commercial world.
This will in some measure "lccom[t for the different value of
money in difihrcnt countries;
it will explain to us why the price.of"home commodities, and those of' great bulk, though of COml)aratively small value, are, independently
of other causes, higher in
those countries where m'mnfhctm'es flourish.
Of two countrie_
having precisely the same population, and the same qu'mtity ot
land of"equal ihrtility in cultivation, _ :th the same knowledge too
of agriculture, the prices of' r'lw 1)rodt_ze will bc hlo'hcst ill that
where the greater skill, and the better machinel T is used in the
manufilctm'e of' exportable connnodities.
The rate of' profits wiil
probably differ but little; fbr wages, or the real reward of' the
l.tbourer, may be the same in both; but those wages, as well a._
raw produce, will bc rated higher in money in that country, into
which, {i'om the advantages attending their skill and machinery,
an abundance of money is imported in exchange for their goods.
Of these two countrics, if" one had the advantage in the manui_acture of goods o$' one qua]it)', and the other in the manufacture
of goods of' another quality, there would be no decided influx of the
precious metals into either ; but if the advantage very heavily preponderated in _vour of eithe2; that cfi_ct would be inevitable.
In the former part of this work, we have assumed_ for the purpose
of argument, that money always continued of the same value ; we
are now endeavouring to show that, besides the ordhmry variations
in the value of money, and those which are common to the whole
commercial world, there are also partial v.u'iations to which money
is subject in particular countries ; and to the filet, that thc value of
money is never tim same in any two countries, depending as it does
on reiative taxation, on nmnufimturing skill, on the advantages of'
climate, natm'al productions, and ninny other causes.
:klthough, however, money is subject to such perpetual variations,
and consequently the prices of` the commodities which are common
to most countries, arc also subject to considerable difference, yet no
effect will be produced on the rate of profits, either ti'om the influx
or effiux of money.
Capital will not bc increased, because the cirF
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culating nmdium is augmented.
If the rent paid 1)y the thrmer to
his landlord, and the wages to his labourers, be 20 per cent. higher
in one country than another, m_d if at the same time the nominal
value of the tlmner's capital be 20 per cent. more, he will receive
precisely the same rate of profits, although lit. should sell his raw
produce 20 per cent. higher.
Profits, it cannot l)e too often repeated, depend on wages; not
on nominal, but real wages ; not on the number of pounds that may
be annually paid to the labourer, but on the number of days' wori_
neecssaLv to obtain those pounds.
Wages may therefore be precisely the same in two countries; they may bear, too, the same
proportion to rent, and to the whole prodt[ee obtained ti'om the
land, althongh in one of those countries the labourer should receive
ten shillings per week, and in the other twelve.
In the early states of society, when manuf-u:tures have made little
progress, and the produce of all countries is nearly similar, consisting of the bulky and most useN1 commodities, the value of money
in diffhrent countries will be chiefly regulated by their distance
fi'om the mines which supply the prccious metals; but as the arts
and iml)rovements of society advanee, and different nations excel
in l)artieular manuthetures,'although
distance will still enter into
the ealcuhttion, the value of the precious metals will be chiefly
regulated by the superiority of those manufactures.
Suppose all nations to produce corn, cattle, and coarse clothing
only, and that it was by the exportation of' such commodities that
gold could be obtained from the countries which produced them,
or ti'om those who held them in subjection; gold would naturally
be of greater exchangeable value in Poland than in England, on
account of the greater expense of sending such a bulky commodity
as corn the more distant voyage, and also the greater expense
attending the conveying of gold to Poland.
This difference in _he _-alue of gold, or, which is the same thing,
this difference in the price of corn in the two countries, would exist.
although the ihcilities of producing corn in England should _hr
execed those of Poland, from the greater fi_rtility of the land, and
the superiority in the skill and implements of the labourer.
If, however, Poland should be the first to improve her manu._hctures, if she should succeed in making a commodity which was
generally desirable, including great _-aluc in little bulk, or if she
should be exclusively blessed with sonic natural 1)roduetion, generally desirable, and not possessed by other countries, she would
obtain an additional quantity of gold in exchange for this commodity_ which would operate on the price of her corn, cattle, and
coarse clothing.
The disadvantage of distance would probably be
more than compensated by the advantage of having an exportable
commodity of great value, and money would be permanently, of
lower value in Poland than in England.
It; on the contrary, the
advantage
of skill and machinery
were possessed by England,
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another reasoa would be added to that .which before existed, why
,_u_ldshould be less valuable in England than in Poland, :rod wh\"
corn, cattl% aml clothing, should be at a higher price in the ibrmcr
country.
These I believe to be the only two causes which regulate the
comparative value of money in the differcnt countries of the worhl ;
f_r although taxation occasions a distm'bance of the equilibrium of
money, it does so by depriving the country in which it is imposed
of some of the advantages attending skill, _ndustry, and climate.
It has been "my cndcavour carefully to distinguish between a low
v'due of money, and a high value of corn, or any othcr commodity
with which money may be compared.
These have been gener'fl] i
considered as meaning the same thing; but it is evident, that when
corn rises from five to ten shillings ._ bushel, it may be owing either
to a i_allin the value of money, or to u rise in tim value of corm
Thus we have sccn, that from the ncccssity of having recourse stweessively to land of a worse and worse qualltv, in order to ibed an
increasing population, corn-must rise in rclativc value to other
things.
If' therefore money continue permanently
of the .-.amc
value, corn will exchange for more oQsuch money, that is to say; it
will rise in prlcc.
The same rlse in the price of corn will be produced by such improvement of machinery in manufhcturcs, as shall
enablc us to manuihcturc commodities with peculiar advantages :
tbr the influx of money will be the consequence;
it will fill ia
value, and thcre_brc exchange tbr less corn. l_ut the effects resulting f'rom a high price of corn when produced by the rise in the
wduc of corn, and when caused by :r fall in the value of nmucy,
arc totally different.
In both cases the money price of wages will
rise, but if it bc in consequence of the fall in the value of money,
not only w,lges and corn_ but all other commodities will rise. It'
the manufilcturer has more to pay for wages, he well receive more
tbr his manufactured
goods, "rod the rote of profits will remain
unaffected.
But when the rise in the price of corn is the eflhet
of the difficulty of production, profits will tidl ; fbr the mauufheturer
will be obliged to pay more wagcs_ and will nat be enabled to remunerate himself by raising the price of his manui}tctured commodity.
Any improvement in the ftcility of working the mines, by which
the precious metals may be produced with a less quantity of labou 5
will sink the value of money generally.
It will then exchange for
tbwer commodities in all countries ; but when an), particular country
excels in nmnufacturcs, so as to occasion an influx of"money towards
it, the value of moncy will be lowe 5 and the prices of corn and
labour will be relatively higher in that country than in any other.
This higher value of money will not be indicated by the exchange; bills may continue to bc negotiatcd at par, although the
.paces of corn and labour should he 10, 20, or 30 per cent. Mgher
m one country than another.
Under thc circumstanccs
supposcd,
such a difference of prices is t,h,'.,nat,n'a] order of things, and the
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exchange can only be at par, when a sufficient quantity of money
is introduced into thc cmmtry cxcdling in manufimturcs, so as to
raise the price of its corn and labour.
If foreign countries should
prohibit .the exportation of money, and could successthlly enforce
obedience to such a law, they might indeed prevent the rise in the
prices of the corn and labour of the manutlmturing country ; fbr
such rise can only take place a_icr the influx of"the precious metals,
supposing paper money not to be used ; but they could not prevent
the exchange from being very unikvourable to them.
If England
were the manufhcturing
eountry_ and it were possible to prevent
the importation of moncy_ the exchange with France, Holland, {rod
Spain, might_ be 5, 10, or 20 per cent. against those countries.
_,Vhenevcr the current of money is t})reibly stopped, and whel'L
money is prevented from scttling 'tt its just level, there are nu
limits to the possible variations of the exchange.
The cithcts arc
.-imilar to _hosc which tbllow, when a paper money, not exchangeable for specie at the will of the holder, is tbreed into circulation.
Such a currency is necessarily confined to the country where it is
issued: it cannot_ when too abundant, diffuse itself generally anmngst
other countries.
The level of circulation is destroycd_ and the exchange will inevitably be unfitvourable to the country where it is
excessive in quantity : just so wm,ld 1)e the effects of a metallic
circulation, if by tbrciblc means, by laws which could not be evaded,
money should bc detained in a country_ when the stream of trade
gave ]t an impetus towards other countries.
When each country has precisely the quantity of money which
it ought to have, inoney will not indeed be of' the same value in
each_ for with rcspcct to many commodities it may differ 5, 10, or
even 20 per cent._ but the exchange will be at par. One hundred
pounds in England_ or the silver which is in 100/., will purchase
a bill of 100/, or an equal quantity of silver in France_ Spain, or
Holland.
In speaking of the exchange and the comparative value of money
in difI_rcnt countries_ wc must not in the least refer to the value of
money estimated in commodities_ in either country.
The exch'mge
is never ascertained by estimating the comparative value of money
in corn, cloth, or any commodity whatever, but by estimating the
value of the currency of one country, in the currency of another.
It may also be ascertained by comparing it with some standm'd
common to both countries.
If a bill on England for 100/. will
purchase the same quantity of goods in ]?rancc or Spain, that a bill
on Hamburgh
for the stone sum will do, the exchange between
Hamburgh mad England is at par; but if a bill on England for
130/. will purchase no more than a bill on Hamburgh for 100l., the
exchange is 30 per cent. against England.
In England 100/. may purchase a bill, or the right of receiving
101/. in Holland_ 102/. in France, and 105/. in Spain.
The exchange with England is: in that eas% said to be 1 per cent. against
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llolland. 2 per cent. against France. and 5 per cent. against Spain.
It indicates that the level of" currency is higher than it should be
in those countries, and the comparative value of" their currencies_
and that of England, would be immediately restored to 1)ar_ by extracting fi'om theirs, or by adding to th'tt of England.
Those who maintain that our currency was depreciated during
the last ten years, when the exchange vm'icd fi'om 20 to 30 per
cent. against this country, have ncvcr contcndcd, as thcy have been
accused of doing, that money could not be more valuable in one
country than another, as compared with vm'ious commodities ; but
they did contend, that 130l. could not bc detained in England,
unless it was depreciated, when it was of no more wduc, cstlmatcd
in the money of Hamburgh, or of Ilolland, than the bullion in 100/.
]_y sending 130 good English pounds sterling to Iiandmrgh,
even at an expense of 5l., I shonld be possessed there of 125/. ;
what then eouhl nmke me cmlsent to give 130l. for a bill which
would give me 100/. in Hamburgh, but that my pomlds were not
good pounds sterling ?--they wcrc deteriorated, were degraded in
intrinsic value below the pounds sterling of l-Iamburgh, and if
actually sent there, at an expcnsc of.S/., would sell only for 100/.
_I, lth metalhc pounds sterhng, _t is not demed that my loOl. wouhl
procure me 125l. in Itambnrgl.', but with paper pomlds sterli,g I
can only obtain 100l. ; "rod yet it was m'fintaiucd that 130l. in
p'tper, was of cqual value with 130/. in silver or gold.
Some indeed more reasonably maintained, that 130/. in paper
was not of equal vah, e with ]30l. in metallic moncy; but they
said that it was the metallic money which had changed its value,
and not the paper money.
They wished to confine the meaning
of the word depreciation" to an actual £dl of value, and 11ot to t_
comparative difference between the value of money, and the standard by which by law it is regulatcd.
One hundred pounds of
English money was formerly of equal value witl b and Gould lmrchase
100/.
of Hamburgh
money: ineoul'd
any other
country
p bill the
of
100l. on
England,
or on IIamburgh,
purchase
precisely
same quantity of commodities.
To obtain the same things, 1 was
lately ohllged to give 130/. English money, when tIamburgh could
obtain them for 100l. IIamburgh
money.
If' English money was
of the same value then as before, ltambur,_,ll money, must lmve
risen in value. But where is the proof of this?
How is it to be
asccrtaincd whether English money has £dlen, or Hamburgh money
has riscn .9 there is no standard by which this can be determined.
It is a plea which admits of no proof, and can ncither bc positively
affirmed, nor posltivcly contradicted.
The nations of the world
nmst have been early convinced, that there was no standard of
value in natur% to which they might unerringly refer_ and therefore chose a medimn, which on the whole appeared to them less
variable than any other commodityTo this standard we must conform till the law is ehanged_ and

till some other commodity is discovered, by tile use o£ which we
shall obtain :_ more perfhct standard than that which we have
established.
V(hile gold is exclusively the standard in this country,
money will be depreciated, when a pound sterling is not of equal
value with 5 dwts. and 3 grs. of standard gold, aI)d that, whetl_er
gold rises or _hlls in general value.

CHAPTER VIII.

ON TAX_ES.
TAXES are a portion of the produce
of the land and labour of a
countr)3
placed at the disposal of the government
; and are ahvays
ultimately
paid_ either fi'om the caplt,_l_ or fi'om the revenue of the
country.
_Vc have already shown how the capital of a country
is either
fixed or circulating,
according
as it is of a more o1"of a less durable
nature.
It is difficult
to define
strictly,
where the distinction
between circulating
and fixed capital begins ; for there are almost
infinite degrees in the durability
of c_apital.
The food oI'a country
.
is consumed
and reproduced
at ¢lea_t __ once m
cvcry year ;thc
clothing of the labourer
is probably
not consume4
and reproduced
in
le_s than two years ; wlfilst his house and furniturc
arc calculated
to endure for a period of ten or twenty years.
_,_Then thc annual productions
of a country more than replace its
annual
consumptlon_
it is said to increase
its capital;
when it_
anmml eonsmnption
is not 'tt least replaced
by its annual production, it is said to diminish
its capital.
Capital may therefore
bc
mcrc_ed
by an increased
produetion_
or by a diminished
unproductive consumption.
If the consumption
of the government,
when increased
by the
levv of additional
taxes_ be met either by an increased
production_
or [)y a diminished
consumption
on the part of the people_ the taxes
will £all upon revenue_
and the national
capital will remain unim[)aired;
but if there be no increased
production
or diminished
unproductive
consumption
on the part of the people_ the taxes will
uccessarily
fall on capital_ that is to say: they will impair the fund
allotted to productive
consumption.
*
:In proportion
as the capital
of a country
is dimlnished_
its productions will be necessarily
diminished
; and_ therefore_ if the same
• It must be understood that all the productions of a country ore consumed ; but
i_ makes the greatest difference imaginable whether the)" are consumed by those _ho
reproduce, or by those who do not reproduce another value. When we say that
_'evenueis saved, and added to capital, what we mean is, that tim portion of revenue,
,o said to be added to capital, is consumed by productive instead of unproductiye
labourers. There can be no greater error than in supposing that capital is increased
hy non-consumption, if the price of labour should rise so high, that not_'ithstanding
the increase of capital, no more could be employed_ I should say that such increase
of capital would be still unproductiveiv consume_
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unproductive
expenditure
on the part of tile people and of the
govermnent
continue, with a constantly diminishing annual reproduction, tile resources of the people and tile state will fidl away
with increasing rapidity, and distress and ruin will follow.
Notwithstanding
the immense expenditure of the _English government during the htst twenty )'ears, there e:m be tittle doubt but
that the increased production on the Fart of the people has more
lhan compensated fbr it. The national capital Ires not merely been
unimpaired, it has been greatly increased, and the annual revenue
of the people, even after the payment of their taxes, is probably
greater "it the prc._ent time than at any former period of' our history.
For the proof of tiffs, we might refer to the increase of population
--to the extension of' a_'iculture--to
tim increase of shipping and
manut:aetm'es--to the building of'docks--to the opening of numerous
canals, as well as to many other expensive undertakings;
all denoting an increase both of capit'tl and of annual production.
Still, however, it is ecrt'fin, that but _br taxation, this increase
of capital would have been much greater.
There are no taxes
which have not a tendency to lessen the t)ower to accumulate.
All
taxes must either t_all on'capital or revenue.
If they encroach on
capital, they must proportional)ly
diminish tlmt fund by whose
extent the extent of the productive industry of the countu_, nmst
ahvavs be regulated;
and if they tall on revenue, they nmst either
lessen "meunmlation, or fbi'ee the contributors
to save the anmunt
of the tax, by making a corresponding diminution of their former
unproductive
consumption of the necessaries and luxuries of lifb.
Some taxes will produce these eftbcts in a much greater degree
than others; but the gre_t evil of taxation is to be _bund, not _
much in any selection of its objects, as in the general amount of
its effhets taken collectively.
Taxes arc not necessarily taxes on capital, bee'mse they are laid
on capital; nor on ineome] because they are laid on income.
If
fl'om my income of 1000l. per annum, I'am required to pay 100l.,
it will _:ealh" be a tax on nay income, should I be content with the
expenditure of the remaining 900l. ; but it will be a tax on capital,
if I continue to spend 1000l.
The capital fi'om which nay income of 1000l. is derived, may be
of the value of 10,000/.; a tax of one per cent. on such capital
would be 100l. ; but my capital would be unaftbeted, if, after paying
this tax, I in like manner contented myself with the expenditure
of 900/.
The desire which every m'm lms to keep his station in life, and
to maintain Iris wealth at the height which it has once attained,
occasions most taxes, whether laid on capital or on income, to be
paid from income: and, therefore, as taxation proceeds, or as
government increases its expenditure, the annual enjoyments of the
people must be diminished, unless they are enabled proportionally
to increase their capitals and income.
It should be the policy of
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governments
to encore'age a disposition to do this in the people:
and never to lay such taxes as will inevitably t,dl on eapital ; since,
by so doing, they iml)air the fimds tbr the mainten.ume of labour;
and thereby diminish the thture ln'oduetion of the country.
In England tlfis policy has been neglected, in taxing thc probates of wills, in the legacy duty, and in all taxes aftbeting the
transfbrence of property ti'om the dead to the living.
If a legacy
of 1000/. be subject to -t tax of 100/., the legatee con_idcrs his
legacy as only 900L and tbels no particul'tr motive to s'tve the 100l.
duty fi'om his cxpcnditure, and thus the capital of the country i_
diminished;
but if lie had re.dly received 1000/., and lind been
rcquired to 1):_y100l. as a tax on income, on wine, on horses, or on
servants, he would probably have diminished, or rather not increased Iris expenditure by that ,-urn, and the capital of tile country
would have been unimpail'ed.
"Taxes Ul)on tim transference of ln'Ol)erty from the dead to the
living," says Adam S,nith, " fhll finally, as well as immedlately_
upon the persons to whom the property is transf?rred.
Taxes on
the sale of land fitll altogether upon the _eller. The seller is almost
ahvays under the necessity of selling, :_pd must, therefbre, take such
a prlee as lie can _,,'et. The buyer is seai'ee ever under the necessity of lmying, and will, theretbre, only give such a price ,as lie
likes.
Ite c.onsiders what the land will cost him in tax and price
together.
The more lie is obliged to pay in the way of' tax, the
less lie will be disposed to give in the way of price.
Such taxes,
therefore, fidl ahnost ahvays upon ,'t neeessltous person, and must,
theretbre, be very cruel and oppressive."
'"Stamp duties, "md
duties upon the registration of bonds and contracts for borrowed
money, fidl altogether upon the borrowea', and in filet are ahvav,
paid by him. Duties of tim same kind upon law proceedings _tli
upon tim suitors.
They reduce to both the capital value of the
subject in dispute.
The more it costs to acquire any property, the
less must be the neat value of it when acquired.
All taxes upon
ttle transli_renee of i_rol_ert.v of every kind, so fitr as they diminish
the capital value of that property, t'end to diminish the'fimds destined tbr the maintenance
of labour.
They are all more or less
unthrifty taxes, that increase the revenue of the sovereign, wlfich
seldom m,fintains any but unproductive
l'lbourers, .it the expense
of the capital of' the imople, which maintains none but productive."
But this is not the only objection to taxes on the tl'anstbrcnee of
property;
they l)revent the national capital fi'om being distributed
in tile way anost beneficial to the community.
For the general
prosperity, there cannot be too much facility given to the conveyance and exchange of all Mnds of property, as it is by such means
that capital of every species is likely to find its way into the bands
of those who will best employ it in increasing the productions ot
the eountrr.
"Why,"
:asks M. Say, "does an individual wish to
sell his land ? it is t)eeau..c he has another emlfloyment in view in
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which his funds will be more productive.
Why does another wish
to purchase this same land ? it is to employ a capital which bl-ings
him in too little, which was unemployed, or the use of which he
thinks susceptlblc of improvement.
This exchange will increase
the general incom% since it increases the income of these parties.
But if the charges arc so exorbitant as to prevent the exchange,
the)" arc an obstacle to this increase of the general income."
Those
taxes, however, are easily collected; and this by many may he
thought to afford some compensation for their injurious effects.
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IX.

ON RAW PRODUCE.

HAvxNo in a former part of this work established, I hope satlsfac.
torily, the principle, that the prlcc of corn is regulated by the cost
of its production on that land excluslvcly, o1" rather with that
capittd exclusively, which pays no rent, it will follow that whatevcr may increase thc cost of production will increase the price ;
whatever may reduce it will lower the price.
The necessity of
cultivating poorer ]_md, or of obtaining a less return with a given
addit_,onal capital on land already i_. cultiv-ttion, u ill inevitabhr,_ise the exchangeable value of raw produce.
The discovery of
machinery, which will cnablc the cultivator to obtain his corn at a
less cost of production,
will necessarily lower its exchangeable.
value. Any tax which m:_y bc imposed on the cultivator, whether
in the _hape of land-tax, tithes, or a tax on the produce when obtained, will increase the cost of production_ and will therefore raise
the price of raw produce.
If the price of raw produce did not rlsc so as to compensate the
cultivator for the tax, he would naturally quit a trade where hi.profits wcre reduced below the general Icvcl of profits ; this wouhl
occasion a diminution of supply, until the unabated dcmand shouhl
have produced such a rise in the price of raw produce, as to make
thc cultivation of it equally profitable with the investment ofcapital
iu any other trade.
A rise of price is the only means by which he could pay the tax,
and continue to derive the usual and general profits from this cmploymcnt of his capital.
Hc could not deduct the t_lx from his
rent, and oblige his landlord to pay it, for he pays no rent.
Hc,
would not deduct it ti'om his profits, fbr thcrc is no reason why he
should continue in an emlfloyment which yields small pr¢,fits, when
all other employments arc yielding greater.
Thcre cau then he no
question_ but that hc will havc the power of raising thc price of
raw produce by a stun equ_fl to the tax.
A tax on raw produce would not bc paid by the landlord; it
would not be paid by the farmer; but it would be paid_ in an increased price, by the consmncr.
Rent, it should be remembered, is the difference between the
produce obtained by equal portions of labour and capital employed
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o11land of the same or different qualities. It should be remembered,
too. that the money rent of' land_ and tile corn rent of land, do not
vary in the same proportion.
In the ease of a tax on raw produce, of a land-tax_ or tithes, the
corn rent of land will vary, while the money rent will remain am
before.
If, a._ we have before supposed, the land in cultivation were of
threc qualities, and that with an eqnal amount of capital,
1.S0 qrs. of corn were obtained fi'om land No. 1.
170
.....
fi'om
.....
2.
160
.....
fi'om
.....
3.
the rent of No. 1 would be 20 quarters, the dittln'ence between that
of No. 3 and No. 1 ; and of No. 2, 10 quarters, the difference between that of No. 3 and No. 2; while No. 3 would pay no rent
_ hatever.
Now, if the price of corn were 41. per quarter, the money rent of
No. 1 wouhl be 80/., and that of No. 2, 40l.
Suppose a tax of 8s. per quarter to be imposed on corn ; then
the price would rise to 4l. 8s. ; and if the landlords obtained the
same corn rent as before, thc rent of No. 1 would be 88/. and that
of No. 2, 44/. But they would not obtain the same corn rent ; the
tax would fall heavier on No. 1 than on No. 2, and on No. _'2than
on No. 3, because it would be levied on :_greater quantity of corn.
It iv the difficult)" of production on No. 3 which regulates price ;
and corn rises to ,1L 8s., that the profits of the capital employed on
No. 3 may be on a level with the general profits of stock.
The produce and tax on the three qualities of land will be as
follows :
No. 1, yielding
180 qrs at 4l. 8s. per qr.
Deduct the value of 16.3 or 8s. per qr. on lS0 qrs..
Net corn produce

163.7

.N-c_.2, yielding
Deductthcvalucofl5.4

170

Set con_ produce

154.6

No. 3, yielding

160

Deduct the value of 14.5
Net eon_ produce

145.5

.
.

L.792
72

Net money produce

qrs. at 41. 8s. per qr.
._qrs. at 41. Ss. or8s.
(
on 170qrs .....

. . .
pcrqr._.

L.720

._

_'et _poney prodncc
qrs. at 4L 8_-.......
_ qrs. at 4L 8._. or 8s. per qr.[
( on 160
.....
)
:Net money produce

L.748
68
L.6S0
L.704
64
L.640

The money rent of No. 1 would continue to be 80/., or the differenee between 640/.and 720/.; and that of No.2, 40/.,or the difference
between 640/. and 680L, precisely the same am before ; but the corn
rent will be reduced from 20 quarters on No. 1, to 18.2 quarters, the
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difference between 145.5 and 1(;3.7 quarters, and that o11No. 2 fi'om
10 to 9.1 quarters, the difference between 145.5 and 154.6 quarters.
A tax on corn, then, would fidl on the consumers of corn, and
would raise its value, as compared with all other commodities, in a
degree proportioned
to the tax. In proportion as raw produce
entered into the composition of other commodities, would their
value also be raised, unless the tax were countervailed
by othcr
causes. 'J'hey would in i_:ct be indirectly taxeil, and their value
would rise in proportion to the tax.
A tax, however, on raw produce, and on the necessaries of the
labourer, would have another cfl_et--it would raise wages. From
the effect of the I)rinciple of population on the increase of mankind,
wages of the lowest kind never continue much above that rate
which nature and lmbit demand tbr the support of'the labourers. This
class is never able to bear any considerablc proportion oi' taxation :
and, consequently, if they had to p'ty 8s. per quarter in addition for
wheat, and in some smaller proportion for other necessaries, they
would not be able to subsist on the same wages as before, and to
kee l) up the race of labourers.
V_'ages would inevitably and necessarily rise ; .rod, in proportion as thcy,'ose, profits would Lfll. Government would receive a tax of 8s. 1)er quarter on all the corn
consumed in the country, a part of which would be paid directly by
the consumers of corn ; the other part would be paid indirectly
by those who employed labour, and would aflbet profits in the same
manner as if wages had been raised fi'om tim increased demand for
labour compared with the supply, or fi'om an increasing" difficulty
of obtaining" the food and necessaries required by the labourer.
In as ]itr as the tax might affect consmners_ it would be an equal
tax, but in as tilt as it would affect profits, it would be a partial
tax ; for it would neither operate on the landlord nor on the stockholde 5 since they would continue to receive, the one the same money
rent_ the other the same money dividends as before. A tax on
the produce of the land then would operate as fi)llows :-1st, It would raise the price of raw produce by a suln equal to
the tax, and would thereibre fifll on each consumer ia
proportion to his consumption.
2dly, It would raise the wages of lzlootu3 and lower profits.
It may then be objected against such a tax,
I st, That by raising the wages of labour, and lowering profits, i_
is anunequal
tax, as affects the income of the farmer,
trader, and manufitcturer, and leaves untaxed the income
of the landlord, stoekholde5 and others enjoying fixed
incomes.
2dly, That there would be a considerable interval between the rise
in the price of corn and the rise of wages, during which
much distress would he experienced by the labourer.
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3dl.v, That raL-ing wages and lowering profits is a discouragement to accumulation, and acts in the same way as a
natural poverty of soil.
4thlv, That b.v raising the ln'iec of raw produce, the prices of all
commodities into which raw produce enters_ would be
raised, and that therefore we should not meet the _breign
nmnufileturer on equal terms in the general market.
With re_-pect to tile first objection, that by raising the wages of
lahore" and lowering profits, it acts unequally, as it at_ets the income of tile £_rmer, trader, and manufimturer_ and leaves untaxed
the income of the hmdlord, stockholder, and others enjoying fixed
ineomcs,--it
may be answered, tlmt if' the operation of the tax b(.
unequal it is for the legislature to nmke it equal, l)y taxing directly
the rent of land, "rod the dividends from stock.
Bv so doing,
all the objects (,f an income tax would be obtained, without the inconvenience of havirg recourse to the obnoxious measure of prying
into every nmn's coneerns_ and "u'ming commissioners with i)owers
rclm?_.'nant to the habits and feelings of a free country.
With respect to the second objection, that there would bca considerable interval between the rise of the price of corn and the rise
of wages, during which much distress would be experienced by the
lower cl'lsscs.--I answer, that under dit|hrcnt circumstances, wages
tbllow the price, of raw produce with very different degrees of celerity;, thal in some cases no eflbct whatever is produced on wages
by. a rise of corn : in others, the rise of wages precedes the rise in the
price of corn; agail b in some the ¢.'ff_ct oll wages is slow, and in
others rapid.
Those who maintain that it is the price of necessaries which regt, lates the price of labour, always allowing ibr the particular state
of progression in which the society mqy be, seem to have conceded
too readily, that a rise or fall in the price of necessaries will bc
very slowh- succeeded by a rise or tidl of wages.
A high price of
provisions may arise fi'o'm very difibrent causes_ and may accordingly produce'very difthrcnt effects.
It may arise from
l_-t, A deficient supply.
2d, From a gradually increasing demand, whict, may be uhimutely attended with an increased cost of production.
3dly. l#rom a t_allin the value of nmney.
4thly, 1;'rom taxes on necessaries.
These four causes have not been sufl'iciently distinguished
an,'l
separated by those who have inquired, into the influence of a high
price of ncccssarles on wages.
We will cx'mfine them severally.
A bad harvest will produce a high price of provisions, and the high
price is the only means by which the consumption is compelled to
con_brm to the state of the supply.
]f all the purchasers of corn
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were rich, the price might rise to any degree, but the result _ ould
remain unaltered ; the pricc would at last be so high, that the least
rich would be obliged to forego the use of a part of the quantity
which they usually consumed, as by diminished consumption alone
the demand could bc brought down to the limits of the supply.
Under such circumstances no policy can be more ,_bsurd, than that
of forcibly regulating money wages by the price of food_ as is frequcntly done, by misapplication of the poor laws. Such a measur(,
affords no real relief to the labourer, because its efibct is to raise
still higher thc price of corn, and at last he must be obliged to linfit
his consumption in proportion to the limited supply.
In the natural
course of af_,tirs a deficient supply from bad seasons, without any
pernicious and unwise interi_erence_ would not be followed by ,1.rise
_)f'wages. The ralsin_ of wages is merely nominal to those who
receive them ; it increases the competition in the corn market, and
its ultimate effect is to raise the profits of the growers and deaicrs
in corn.
The wages of labour arc really regulated by the proportion between the supply and demand of necessaries, and the supply
:rod demand oflabom';
and money _ merely the medium, or mea:ure, in which wages are expressed. -In this case, then, the distress
of dm labourer is unavoidable, and no legislation can afford a remedy, except by the importation of additional food, or by adopting
the most useful substitutes.
When a high price of corn is tim cffbct of an increasing denmnd,
it is always preceded by an increase of wages, ibr demand cannot
incrcase_ without _,n increase of means in the people to pay for that
whicb thcy desire.
An accumulation of capital naturally produces
an increased competition among the employers of labour, and a
consequent rise in its price.
Thc increased wages arc not always
immediately expended on food_ but are first made to contribute, "to
the other enjoyments of the labom'er. His improved condition, ho_vever, induces, and cnables him to marry, and then tl,e demand for
tbod for the support of his family naturally supersedes that of those
other enjoyments oi, which his w:tges werc temporarily expended.
Corn rises, thcn_ because the demand tbr it incrcases, bee,rose there
arc those in the society who have improved means of paying for it ;
and the profits of the firmer will be raised above the general level
of profits, till the requisite quantity of capital has been employed on
its production.
Whether, after this has taken place, corn shall
again £_1l to its former price, or shall continue permanently higher,
will depend on thc quality of the land fi'om which the i'ncrensed
quantity of corn has been supplied.
If it be obtained ti'om land of
the same fertility as that which was last in cultivation,, and with nc
greater cost of labour, the price will t:all to its former state ; if ti'om
poorer land_ it will continue permanently higher.
The high wages
in the first instance proceeded from an increase in the demand ibr
labour: inasmuch as it encouraged marriage, and supported chddren, it produced the effect of increasing the _upply._ of labour,
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But when the supply is obtained, wages will agaln fall to their tbrmer price, if' corn has tkllen to its tbrmer price: to a higher than
the ibrmer price, if'tim increased supply of corn has been produced
fi'om hmd of' an infi,rior quality.
A high price is bv no means
incompatible with :m abundant supply : the price is l_ermanently
high, not because the, quantity is deficient, but because there has
been an increased co_t in producing it. It generally lmppens,
indeed, that when :t stimulus has been given to polmlatlon , an effect
is produced beyond, what the ease requires ; the population nmy be,
•rod generally is, so much increased as, not_ ithstandlng the increased
denmml for labour, to bear a greater proportion to the fimds for
maintaining labourers than betbre the iuerease of capital.
In this
case a reaction will take place, wages will be below their natural level,
and will continue so, till the ttsu_d proportion between the supply
'.rod demand has been restored.
In this ease, then, the rise in the
price of' corn is preceded by a rise of" wages, and thercfbre entails
no distress on the labourel¼
A fidl in the v.due of money, in consequence of an influx of the
precious metals from the miues, or ti'om the .tbuse of the privileges
of banking, is another cause fin" the rise of the price of tbod ; but
it will make no alteration in the quantity produced.
It leaves
undisturbed too the number of labourers, as well as the demand for
them ; tbr there will be neither an increase nor a diminution of
capital.
The quantity of"necessaries to be allotted to the labourer,
depends on the comparative demand and supply of necessaries,
with the compar'ttive demand and sul)lfly of labour; money being
only the medium in which the quantity is expressed ; and as neither
of these is altered, the real reward of the labourer will not alter.
.-Money wages will rise, but they will only enable him to thrnish
himself with the same quantity of necessaries as befbre.
Those
who dispute this principle, are bound to show why an increase of
money should not have the same effect in raising the price of labour,
the quantity of wlfich has not been increased, as they acknowledge
it would have on the price of shoes, of hats, and of corn, if the
quantity of those commodities were not incrcascd.
The relative
market value of hats mid shoes is regulated by the denmnd and
supply of hats, comparcd with the demand and supply of shock-,
and money is but the medium in which their value is expressed.
If' shoes be doubled in price, hats will also be doubled in price, and
they yill rcttdn the same comp,trative value. So if corn and all
the necessaries of the labourer be doubled in price, labour will bc
doubled in price also; and while there is no interruption to the
usual demand and supply of necessaries and of labour, there can be
no reason why they should not preserve their relative value.
Neither a thll in the value of money, nor a tax on raw produe% though each will raise the price, will necessarily interfere with
the quantity of raw produce, or with the number of people, who
are both able to purchase, and willing to consume it. It is very
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easy to perceive why, when the capital of a country increases h'regularly_ wages should rise_ whilst the price of corn remains stationqry, or rises in a less proportion; and why, when the capital
of a conntry diminishes, wages shouhl fhll whilst corn remains
stationary, or falls in a much less proportion, and thls too fbr a
considerable ti_ae; the reason is, because labour is a commodity
which cannot be increased and diminished at pleasure.
If there
are too few hats in the market tbr the demaud, the price will rise,
but only for a short time; for in the course of' one year, by employing more capital in that trade, any reasonable addition nmy bc
,nade to the quantity of hats, and therctbre d_eir market In'ice
cannot long very much c=ceed their natural price ; but it is not so
with men ; you cannot increase their number in one or two years
when there'is an increase of capital, nor can you rapidly din_inish
their number when capital is in a retrograde state ; and, therefore,
the number of hands increasing or diminishing slowly, whilst the
funds for the maintenance
of labour increase or diminish rapidly,
there must be a considerable interval before the price of labour is
exactly regulated by the price of cor'h and necessaries; but in the
case of a fall in the value of money, or of a tax on corn, there is
not necessarily any excess in the supply of labour, nor any abatemerit of' demand, and therefore there can be no reason why the
labourer should sustain a real di,ninution of wages.
A tax on corn does not necessarily diminish the quantity of corn,
it only raises its money price; it do:'s not necessarily diminish the
demand compared with the supply of labour; why'then should it,
diminish the portion paid to the labourer ? St,piJose it true that
it did diminish the quar,tity given to the labourer, in other words,
that it did not raise lfis money wages in the same proportion as
the tax raised the pl'.;ee of the corn wlfich he consumed ; would not
the supply of corn exceed the demand ?--wouhl it not fall in price ?
and would not the labourer thus obtain his usual ptn'tion ? In such
case, indeed, capital would be withdrawn fi'om agriculture;
for if
the price were not increased bv the whole amount of the tax_
agricuhural profits would be lower than the general level of profits,
and capital would seek a more advantage.us
emldoyment.
In
regard, then, to a tax on raw produce, whic!l is the point under
discussion, it appears to me that no intcr_al which could bear
oppressively on the labonrer, would elapse between the rise in the
price of r'lw produce, and the rise in the wages of the lab_)urer:
and that therefore no other inconvenience would be sufii_re(l t)y this
class, than that which they would suflbr from any other mode of
taxation_ namely_ the risk th'tt the tax might infringe on the fimds
destined for the maintenance of labour_ and might therefbrc check
or abate the demand fbr it.
With respect to the third obiection against taxes on raw produc%
namel
that the raisin_,2 wa_es, and ]owerinff profits_ is a discoumgement to accumulatlon_ and acts in the same way as a natural
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povertyofsoll
;I haveendeavoured
toshowinanother
partofthi_*
work that savings may be as effectually made from expenditure as
from production ; fi'om a reduction in the value of commodities, as
from a rise in the rate of profits. By increasing my profits fi'om
1000/. to 1,200/., whilst prices continue the same, my power of increasing my capital by savings is increased, but it is not increased
so much as it wol,ld be if my profits continued as before, whilst
commodities were so lowered in price, that 800/. would procure me
as much as 1000/. purch'tsed before.
Now the stun required by the tax must be raised, and the question simply is, whether the same amount shall be taken from individuals by diminishing their profits, or by raising the prices of the
commodities on which their profits will be expended.
Taxation under every form presents but a choice of evils; if it
do not act on profit, or other sourcos of income, it must act on expenditure; aud provided the burthen be equally borne, and do not
repress reproduction, it is indifihrent on which it is laid. Taxes on
production, or on the profits of stock, whether applied immediately
to profits, or indirectly, by taxing the land or its produce, have th_s
adwmtage over other taxes; that, provided all other income be
taxed, no class of the community can escape them, and each contributes according to his means.
From taxes on expenditure a miser m'_y escape; he may have
an income of' 10,000/. per "mnum, and expend only 300/. ; but fi'om
taxes ou profits, whether direct or indirect, he cannot escape; he
will contribut'e to them either by giving up a part, or the value of
a part of his produce; or by the advanced prices of the necessaries
essential to production, he will be unable to continue to accumulate
at the same rate. He may, indeed, have an income of the same
value, but he will not have the same comm,md of labour, nor of an
equal quantity of materials on which such labour can be exercised.
If a country is insulated from all others, having no commerce
with any of its neighbours, it can in no way shift any portion of
its taxes from itself. A portion of the produce of its laud and
hbour will be devoted to the service of' the State; and I cannot
but think that, unless it presses unequally on that class which accumulates and saves, it will be of little importance whether the
taxes be levied on profits, on agricultural, or on manufactured commodities. If my revenue be 1000/. per annum, and I must pay
taxes to the amount of 100/., it is of little importance whether I
pay it from my revenue, leaving myself only 900/., or pay 100/. in
addition for nay agricultural commodities, or for my manuthctured
goods. If 100l. is my fair proportion of the expenses of the country,
the _'irtue of taxation consists in making sure that I shall pay that
100I., neither more nor less; and that cannot be ett_cted in any
manner so securely as by taxes on wages, profits, or raw produce.
The fourth and last objection which remains to be noticed is:
That by raising the price of raw produce, the prices of all commo-
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ditiesintowhich raw produce enterswillbe raised,
and that,
therefore,
we shall
notmeet theforeign
manufacturer
on equalterms
in tile general market.
In tile first place_ corn and all home commodities could not be
materially raised in price without an influx of the precious metals;
fi)r the same quantity of money could not circulate the same quantity of commodities at high as at low priees_ and the precious metals
never could be purchased with dear commodities.
When more
gold is required_ it must be obtained by giving more, and not fewer
commodities in exchange for it. Neither could the want of money
be supplied by paper, tbr it is not paper that regulates the value of
gold as a commodity, but gold that reg,llates the value of paper.
Unless, then, the value of gold could be Iowercd, no paper couht be
added to the circulation without being depreciated.
And that the
value of gold could not be lowered, appears clear, when we consider
that the wdue of gold as a commodity nmst be regulated by the
quantity of goods which must be given to foreigners in exchange
tbr it. When gold is cheap, commodities are dear; and when gold
is dear_ commodities are cheap, and/hll in price. :Now as no cause
is shown why foreigners should sell their gold cheaper than usual_
it does not appear probable that there.would be any influx of gold.
Without such an influx there can be no increase of quantity, no
fall in its value, no rise in the general price of goods.*
The probable effect of a tax on raw produce, would be to raise
the price of raw produce, and of all commodities in which raw
produce entered, but not in any degree proportioned to the tax ;
while other commoditie._ in which no raw produce entered, such as
articlcs made of the metals and the earths, would fall in price:
so that the same quantity of money as before would be adequate
to the whole circulation.
A tax which should have the effect of raising the price of all
home productions, would not discourage exportation, except during
a very limited time.
If they were raised in price at home, they
could not indeed immediately be profitably exported, because they
would be subject to a burthen here f?om which abroad they were
fi'ce. The tax would produce the same effect as an alteration in
the value of money, which was not general and common to all
countries_ but confined to a single one.
If :England were that
couutry, she might not be able to sell, but she would be able to
buy, because importable commodities would not be raised in price.
Under these circumstances nothing but money could be exported
in return for foreign eommodities_ but this is a trade which could
not long continue ; a nation cannot be exhausted of its money_ fbr
after a certain quantity has left it, the value of the remainder will
rise, and such a price of commodities will be the consequenee_ that
* It rna_, be doubted whether commodities, rinsed m price, merely by taxatiou.
_o_d require any more money for their -dbrculatioa. I believe they _ould nol.
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they will again 13(;cap'lblc of being profitably exported.
When
money had risen, therefbre, we should no longer export it in return
tbr goods, but we should export those manuihctures which had first
been raised in price, by tile rise in the p_*iceof the raw produce
from which they were made, aml then again lowered by the exportation of money.
But it may be objected, tlmt when money so rose in value, it
would rise w'ith respect to fbreign as well as home commodities, and
therefore th'tt all encouragement
to import tbreigu goods would
cease. Thus, suppose we imported goods which cost 100l. abroad,
mad whlch sold ibr 120/. here, we should cease to import them, when
lhe value of money had so risen in England, that they would only
_ell for 100/. here: this, however, could never happen.
Tile m(,tive which dctelanines us to import a commodity, is the discovery
of its relative cheapness abroad: it is the comparison of its price
'd)road with its price at home. If a country export hats, and import cloth, it does so because it can obtain more cloth by making
hats and exchanging them tbr cloth, than if it m'tde the cloth itself" If the rise of raw produce occasions any increased cost of
production in making hats, it would occasion also an increased cost
in making cloth,
lt; therefore, both commodities were made at
home, they would both rise.
One, however, being a commodity
which we'import,
would not rise, neither would it fall, when the
wdue of money rose; tbr by not £dling it would regain its natural
relation to th'e exported commodity.
The rise of raw produce
makes a hat rise from 30 to 33 shillings, or 10 per cent. : the same
cause, if we manufactured cloth, would make it rise ti'om 20s. to
22s. per yard.
This rise does not destroy the relation between cloth
and hats; :t hat was, and continues to be, worth one v.u'd and ahalf
ofeloth.
But if we import cloth, its price will continue uniformly at
20s. per yard, unaffected first by tile fall, amt then by tile rise in
the value of money ; whilst hats, which had risen from 30s. to g3s.,
will "lg:dn thll from 33s. to 30s., at which point the relation between
cloth and hats will bc restored.
To simplify the consideration of this subject_ I have been supposing that a rise in the value of' raw materials would affect, in an
equal proportion, ;dl home commodities;
that if the eft_ct on one
were to raise it 10 per cent, it would raise all 10 per cent. ; but as
tile value of commodities is very differently made nl) of raw material and labour; as some commodities, for instance, all those made
from the metals_ would be unaffected by the rise of raw produce
from the surlhce of the earth, it is evident that there would be the
greatest _'ariety in the effects produced on the value of commodities_ bv a tax on raw produce.
As far as this effect was produced,
it would stimulate or retard the exportation
of particular commodities_ and wouhl undoubtedly be attended with the same inconvenience that attends the taxing of commodities ; it would destroy
the natural relation between the value of each. Thus the natural
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price of a hat, instead of being the same as a yard and a half of
cloth, might only be of the value of a yard and a quarter, or it
might bc of the value of a yard and three quarters, and there.
tbre rather a different direction might be given to foreign trade.
All these inconveniences
would probably not interfere with the
value of the exports and imports; they would only prevent the
very best distribution of the capital of the whole world, which is
never so well regulated, as when every commodity is freely allowed
to settle at its natural price, unfettered by artiflclal restraints.
Although, then_ the rise in the price of most of our own commodities would for a time check exportation generally, and might
permanently prevent the exportation of a f_w commodities_ it couhl
not materially interfere with _breign trade, and would not place us
under any comparative disadvantage as far as regarded competition
in tbrelgn markets.

CHAPTER X.
TAXES

ON RENT.

A TAX on rent would affect rent only; it would fall wholly on
landlords, and could not be shifted to any class of consumers. The
landlord could not raise his rent, because hc would leave unaltered
the difference between the produce obtained from the least productive land in cultivation, and that obtained fi'om land of every" other
quality.
Three sorts of land, :No. 1, 2, and 3, are in cultivation,
and yield respectively, with the same labour, 180, 170, and 160
quarters of wheat ; but _'o. 3 pays no rent, and is therefore untaxed :
the rent then of _o. 2 cannot be made to exceed the value of ten,
nor _o. 1 of twenty, quarters.
Such a tax could not raise tile
price of raw produce, because, as the cultivator of No. 3 pays neither
rent nor tax, he would in no way be enabled to raise the price of
the commodity produced.
A tax on rent would not discourage the
cultivation of fresh land, for such land pays 11o rent, and would be
untaxed.
If' xNo. 4 were taken into cultivation, and yielded 150
quarters, no tax would be paid for such land ; but it would create
a rent of ten quartel-s on xNo. 3, which would then commence paying the tax.
A tax on rent, as rent is constituted, would discourage cultivation,
because it wouht be a tax on the profits of the landlord.
The term
rent of land, as I have elsewhere observed, is applied to the whole
amount of the value paid by the farmer to his landlord_ a part only
of which is strictly rent.
The buildings and fixtures, and other
expenses paid for by the landlord, form strictly a part of the stock
of the farm_ and must have been furnished by the tenant, if not
rovided by the landlord.
Rent is the sum paid to the landlord
r the use of the land_ and for the use of the land only. The
further sum that is paid to him under the name of rent, is for the
use of the buildings, &c., and is really the profits of the landlord's
stock.
In taxing rent, as no distinction would be made between
that part paid for the use of the land, and that paid for the use of
the landlord's stock, a portion of the tax would fall on the landlord's profits, and would, therctbre_ discourage cultivation, unless
the price of raw produce rose. On that land, for the use of which
no rent was paid, a compensation under that. name might be given
to the landlord for the use of his buildings.
These bu_lin_,s would
not be erected, nor would raw vroduce _e grown on such _and, till
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the price at which it sold would not only pay for all the usual
outgoin_s, but also this additional one of tile tax. This part of the
tax does not fall on the landlord_ nor on the farmer_ but on the
consumer of raw produce.
There can he little doubt but that if' a tax were lald on rent,
landlords would soon find a way to discriminate between that
which is paid to them for tile use of the laud, and that which is
paid for the use of tile buildings, and the improvements which are
made by the landlord's stock.
Tile latter wouht either be called
the rent of house and buildings, or on all new land taken into
cultivation, such buildings would be erected, and improvements
would be made by the tenant, and not by tile landlord.
The
landlord's capital might indeed be really employed ibr that purpose; it might be nominally expended by the tenant, the landlord
thrnlshing him with the means, either in tim shape of a loan, or in
the purchase of an annuity for the dm'atlon of the lease. VChether
distinguished or not, there is a real difference between the nature
of thc compensations which the landl_Jrd receives for these different
objects; and it is quite certain, that a tax on the rcal rent of land
_lls wholly on the landlord, hut that a tax on that rcnmneratiolt
which the hmdlord receives for the use of his stock ex|,ended on
the farm, fitlls_ in a progressive country, on the consumer of raw
produce.
If a tax were laid on rent, and no means of separating
the remuneration now paid by the tenant to the landlord under the
name of rent, were adopted, the tax, as fitr as it regarded the rent
on the buildings and other fixtures, would never fall fbr any length
of time on the landlord, but on the consumcr.
The capital expended on these buildings, &c., nmst afford the usual profit of
stock; but it would cease to afford this profit on the land last
cultivated, if the expenses of those buihlings, &e., did not fall on
the tenant; and if they did_ tile tenant would then cease to make
his usual profits of" stock, unless he could charge them on the consunler.
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TITHr.S are a tax on the gross produce of the land, and, like taxes
on raw produce, fall wholly on the consumer.
They differ from a
tax on rent, inasmuch as they affect land which such a tax would
not reach; and raise the |)rice of raw produce, which that tax
would not alter.
Lands of the worst quality, as well as of the best,
pay tithes, and exactly in proportion to the quantity of produce
obtained from them ; tithes are therefore an equal tax.
If' land of the last quality, or that which pays no rent_ and which
regulates the price of corn, yield a sufficient quantity to give the
fhrmer the usual profits of stock, when the price of wheat is 4/. per
quarter, the price must rise to 4/. 8s. befbre the same profits can bc
obtained after the tithes are imposed, because fbr every quarter of
_vheat the cultivator must pay eight shillings to the church_ and if
he does not obtain the same profits, there is no reason why he
should not quit his employment, when he can get them in other
trades.
The only difference between tithes and taxes on raw produce is,
that one is a variable money tax, the other a fixed money tax.
In
a stationary state of society, where thcre is neither increased nor
diminished facility of producing corn, they will be precisely the
same in their effects; fbr, in such a statc, corn will be at an invariable price, and the tax will therefore be also invariable.
In
either a retrograde state, or in "t state in which great improvements
are made in agriculture, and where consequently raw produce will
fhll in value comparatively with other things, tithes will be a lighter
tax than a permanent money tax ; for if the price of corn should
fil]l from 4/. to 3l., the tax _tould _all fi'om eight to six shilli,gs.
In a progressive state of' society, yct without any marked improvements in agriculture, thc price of corn would rise, and tithes would
be a heavier tax than a permanent money tax. If corn rose from
4l. to 5l., the tithes on the same land would advance from eight to
ten shillings.
Neither tithes nor a money tax will affect the money rent of
landlords, but both will materially affect corn rents.
_Vc have already observed how a money tax operates on corn rents, and it is
equally evident that a similar effect would be produced by tithes.
If the lands, No. 1_ 2_ 3_ respectively produced 150, 170, and 160
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q.,larters_, the rents might be on No. 1, twenty quarters, and on _No.
2, ten quarters ; but they would no longer preserve that proportion
after the payment of tithes : for if a tenth be taken from each_ the
remaining produce will be 162, 153_ 144_ and consequently the corn
rent of-No. 1 _-ill be reduced to eighteen_ and that of No. 2 to nine
quarters.
But the price of corn would rise from 4l. to 4l. 8s. 10._d. ;
tbr 144 quarters are to 4l. as 160 quarters to 4/. 8s. 10_d._ and consequently the money rent would continue unaltered ; ibr on No 1
it would be 80/,'* and on No. 2, 40/.1"
The chief objection against tithes is, that they are not a permanent
and fixed tax, but increase in value_ in proportion as the difficulty
of producing corn increases.
]f those difficulties should make the
price of corn 41, the tax is 8s. ; if they should increase it to 5l., the
tax is 10s. ; and at 6/. it is 12s. They not only rise in value_ but
they increase in amount: thus_ when _o. 1 was cultivated, the tax
was only levied on 180 quarters ; when h'o. 2 was cultivated, it was
levied on 180-4-170, or 350 quarters i and when ;No. 3 was cultivated_ on 180-_-lT0_t-lli0----r10quarters.
INot only is the
amount of tax increased f_'om 100_000 quarters to 200_000 quarters,
when the produce is increased from one to two millions of quarters ;
but, owing to the increased labour necessary to produce the second
rail/ion, the relative value of raw produce is so advanced, that the
200,000 quarters may be, though only twice in quantity_ yet in
*'alue three times that of the 100_000 quarters which were paid
betbre.
]f an equal value _yere raised for the church by any other means,
increasing in the same manner as tithes increase, proportionably
with the difficulty of cultivation_ the effect would be the same ; and
therefore it is a mistake to suppose that, because they are raised on
the land_ they discourage cultivation more than an equal amount
would do if raised in any other manner. The church would in both
cases be constantly obtaining an increased portion of the net produce of the ]and and labour of the country.
In an improving state
of soclety_ the net produce of land is always diminishing in proportion to its gross produce ; but it is from the net income of a country
that all taxes are ultimately paid, either in a progressive or in _
stationary country.
A tax increasing with the gross incom% and
filling on the net income_ must necessarily be a very burdensome,
and a very intolerable tax. Tithes are a tenth of the'gross._ and not
of the net produce of the land, and therefore a-s society improves
in wealtl b they must, though the same p_'oportion of the gTOSSproduce, become a larger and larger proportmn of the net produce.
Tithes_ however_ may be considered as injurious to landlords_
inasmuch as they act as a bounty on importation_ by taxing the
growth of home corn, while the importation of fbreign corn remains
unfettered.
And if_ in order to relieve the landlords fi'om the effects
* IS Quarters at 4/. 8s. l_,,tt.

*. ._Q'tarters

at 1.1._s. lOlck
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of the dlminished demand for land, which such a bounty must encourage, imported corn were also taxed, in an equal degree with
corn grown at home, and the produce paid to the State, no measure
could be more fair and equitable ; since whatever were paid to the
State by thls tax, wouhl go to diminish the other taxes which the
expenses of Government make necessary ; but if such a tax were
devoted only to increase the fund paid to the church, it might indeed on the whole increase the general mass of production, but it
would diminish the portion of that mass allotted to the productive
Classes.

If' the trade of cloth were left perfectly free, our manul_tcturers
might be able to sell cloth chcaper than we could import it. Ifa
tax were laid on the home manufitcturer, and not on the importer
of cloth, capital might be injuriously driven from the manufitcture
of cloth to the manufimture of some other commodity, as cloth
might then be imported cheaper than it could be made at home.
]f imported, cloth should also be taxed, cloth wouhl again be mannt_,ctured at home. The consumer first bought cloth at home,
because it was chcapcr than ibrelgn cloth; he then bought foreign
cloth, because it was cheaper untaxed than home cloth taxed : he
lastly bought it again at home, because it was cheaper when both
homc and tbreign cloth were taxed.
It is in the last case that hc
pays the greatest price for his cloth ; but all his additional payment
is gained by the State.
In the second case, he pays more than in
the first, but all he pays in addition is not recelvcct by the State,
it is an increased price caused by difficulty of production, which is
incurred, because the easiest means of production are taken away
t_om us_ by being fettered witl_ a taz.
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LA2_'D-TAX.
A LAND-TAX, levied in proportion to tile rent of land, and varying with every variation of rent, is in effect a tax on rent ; and as
such a tax will not apply to that land which yields no rent, nor to
the produce of that capital which is _mployed on the land with a
view to profit merely, and which never pays rent; it will not ia
any way aflbet tile price of raw produce, but will fall wholly on tile
landlords.
In no respect would such a tax differ fi'om "_tax on
rent.
But if a land-tax be "_mposed on all cultivated land, however
moderate that tax may be, it will be a t.tx on produce, and will
therefore raise the price of"produce.
If No. 3 be the land last cultivated, although it should pay no rent, it cannot, after the tax, be
cultivated, and afford the general rate of profit, unless the price of
produce rise to meet the tax.
Either capital will be withheld from
that employment until the price of corn shall have risen, in consequence of' demand, sufficiently to afford the usual profit; or if
already employed on such land, it will quit it, to seek a more
advanta__eous employment.
The tax cannot be removed to the
landlord, tbr by the supposmon he receives no rent.
Such a tax
may be proportioned to the quality of the land and the abundance
of its produce, and then it difthrs in no respect fi'om tithes; or it
may be a fixed tax per acre on all land eultivated_ whatever its
quality may be.
A land-tax of this latter description would be a very unequal
tax, and would be contrary to one of. the four maxims, with regard.
to taxes in general, to whmh, according to Adam Smith, all taxes
should conform.
The four maxims are as follow :-1. "The subjects of every state ought to contribute towards tile
support of the government, as nearly as possible in proportioa
to their respective abilities.
2. " The tax which each individual is bound to pay ought to be
certain, and not arbitrary.
3. " Every tax ought to be levied at the time, or in the manner in
which it is most likely to be convenient for the contributor to
pay it.
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4. " Every tax ought to be so contrived as both to take out and
to keep'out of" the pockets of the people as little as possible:
over and above what it brings into the public treasury of the
State."
An equal land-tax, imposed indiscriminately
and without any
regard to the distinction of its quality, on all land cultivated, will
raise the price of corn in proportion to the tax paid by the cultivator of the l'md of the worst quality.
Lands of different quality,
with the employment of the same capital, will yield very different
quantities of raw produce.
If on the land which yields a thousand
quarters of corn with a given capital, a tax of 100/. be l:fid, corn
will rise 2s. per quarter to compensate the farmer fbr the tax. But
with the same capital on land of a better quality_ 2000 quarters
may be produced, which at 2s. a quarter advance, would give 200L;
the tax, however, bearing equally on both lands, will be i00l. on
the better as well as on the inferior, and consequently the consumer
of corn will be taxed, not only to pay the exigencies of the State,
but also to We to the cultivator of' the better land 100l. per annum
during the period of his lease, and afterwards to raise the rent of
the landlord to that amount.
A tax of this description, then, would
be contrary to the fourth maxim of Adam Smith_--it would take
out and keep out of the pockets of the people more than what it
brought into the treasury of the State. The taille in France, befbre
the Revolution, w.ts a tax of this description ; those ]ands only were
taxed which were hehl by an ignoble tenure, the price of raw produce rose in proportion to the tax, and therefore they whose lands
were not taxed were benefited by the increase of their rent. Taxes
on raw produce, as well as tithes, are free fi'om this objection : they
raise the price of raw produce, but they take from each quality of
land a contribution in proportion to its actual produce, and not in
proportion to the produce of that which is the least productive.
From the peculiar view which Adam Smith :took of rent, from
his not having observed that much capital is expended in every
country, on the land for which no rent is paid, he concluded that
•dl taxes on the land, whether they were l.tid on the land itself in
the form of land-tax or tithes, or on the produce of the land: or
were taken fi'om the profits of the fitrmer, were all invariably paid
by the landlord, and that he was in all cases the real contributor,
ahhough the tax was, in general, nominally advanced by the tenant.
" Taxes uoon the produce of the land," be says, "are in reality
taxes upon the rent; and though they may be originally advance[l
by the Parmer, are finally paid by the landlord.
When a certain
portion of the produce is to be paid away for a tax, the fkrmer
computes as well as he can, what the value of this portion is, one
year with another, likely to amount to, and he makes a proportionable abatement in the rent which he agrees to pay to the landlord.
_rhere is no fhrmer who does not compute beforehand what the
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ehureb-tlthe, which is a land-tax of this kind is, one )'ear with
another_ likely to amount to."
It is undoubtedly
true, that the
_hrmer does calculate his p,'obable outgolngs of' all descriptions,
when agreeing _'ith his landlord tbr the rent of his fhrm ; and it;
fbr the tithe paid to the church, or for the tax on the produce of
the hind, he were not compensated by a rise in the relative value
of the produce of his titan, he would naturally ende:tvour to deduct
them f?om his rent.
But this is precisely the question in dispute :
whether he will eventually deduct them from his rent, or be compensated by a higher price of produce.
For the reasons whiek
have been already given, I cannot have the least doubt but that
they would raise the price of produce, and consequently that Adam
Smith has taken an incorrect view of this important question.
Dr Smith's view of this subject is probably the re.lson why he
'has described "the tithe, ;rod every other hind-tax of this kii,d,
under tile al)pearance of perfect equalitx5 as very unequal taxes ; a
certain portion of the produce being _'diflbrent" situations, equivalent to a very diftbrent portion of the rent."
1 lmve endeavoured
to show that such taxes do not. fall _ith unequal weight on the
different classes of fiu'mers or landlords, as they arc both compensated by the rise of raw produce, and only eontrilmte to the tax in
proportion as they are consumers of' raw produce.
Inasmuch indeed as wages, and through wages, the rate of profits are aflbcted,
l-mdlords_ instead of contributing their/hll share to such a tax, are
the class peculiarly exempted.
It is the profits of stock, ti'om
_hleh that portion of the tax is derived _xhleh thlls on tho_-e
labourers, who_ fi'om the insufficiency of their funds, are incapable
of paying taxes; this portion is exclusively borne by all those
whose income is derived fi'om the employnmnt of stoek_ and therefbre it in no degree nflbets landlords.
It is not to be infin'red from this view of tithes, and taxes on the
!'md and its produce, that they do not discourage cultivation.
Every thing which raises the exchangeable value of commodities
of any kind, which are in very gener;ll demand, tends to discourage
both eulth'ation and production ; but this is an evil inseparable fi'om
all taxation, and is not confined to the particular t'Lxes of which we
are now speaking.
This may be considered, indeed_ as the unavoidable disadvantage
attending all taxes received and expended by the State.
Ever).
new tax becomes a new charge on production, and raises natural
price.
A portion of tile labour of the cmmtry which was befbre at
the disposal of the contributor to the tax, is placed at the disposM
of the State_ and cannot therefore be employed productively.
This
portion may become so large, tlmt sufficient surplus produce may
not be left to stimulate the exertions of those who usually augment
by their savings the capital of the State.
Taxation has lmppily
never yet in any free country been carried so thr as constantly tkom
)tar to }'ear to diminish it_ capital. Such a state of taxation could
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not be long endured ; or if endured, it would be constantly absorbing so much of the annual produce of the country as to occasion
the most extensive scene of misery_ t_aminc, and depopulation.
" A land-tax," says Adam Smith, " which, like that of Great
:Britain, is assessed upon each district according to a certain invariable canon, though it should be equ.ll at the time of its first
establishment,
necessarily becomes unequal in process of time,
according to the unequal degrees of improvement or neglect in tile
cultivation of" the dift_rent parts of the country.
In Enghmd the
valuation according to which the different counties and par'is]ms
_vcrc assessed to the land-tax by the 4th, William and Mary, was
very unequal, even at its first establishment.
Thi._ tax, therefore,
so fltr otti_nds against the first of the fi)ur lnaxims above mentioned.
It is l)erf_ctly agreeable to the other three. It is perfectly certain.
The time of p_tyment for the tax being the same as that ibr the
rent, is as convenient as it can be to the contributor.
']?hough the
landlord is in all c'lscs thc real contributor, the t.tx is commonly
advanced by the tenant, to whom the landlord is obliged to allow it
ia the payment of the rent."
1t' the tax be shifted by the tenant not on the landlord but on the
consumer, then if it be not unequal at first, it c'm never become so ;
ibr the price of produce has been at once raised in 1,roportion to the
t'tx_ and will afterwards
vary no more on that account.
It may
offend_ if unequal, as I have attempted to show that it will, against
the fourth maxim above mentioned, but it will not offend against
the first. It may take more out of the pockets of the people than
it brings into the public treasury of the State_ but it will not fail
unequally on any particular class of contributors.
M. Say appears
to mc to have mistaken the nature and effbcts of the English !andtax, when he says, " Many persons attribute to this fixed valuation,
the great prosperity of English agriculture.
That it has very much
contributed to it there can bc no doubt. But what should we say to
a Government,
which, "tddrcssing itself to a small trader, should
hold this language : ' With a small capital you are carrying on a
limited trade, aml your dircct contribution is in consequence very
small. Borrow an(i accumulate capital ; extend your trade, so that
it may procure you immense profits; yet you shall never pay a
greater contribution.
Moreover, when your successors shall inimrit
your profits, aml shall have further increased them, they shall not
be valued higher to them than they are to you ; and your successors
shall not bear a greater portion of' the pulJlie burdens.'
" Without doubt this would be a _reat encouragement
given to
manut_actures and trade ; but wouhl it be just ? Could not their
advancement be obtained at anv other price ? In England itself_
has not manufacturing and commercial industry made even greater
progress, since the same period, without being distinguished with
so much partiality ? A landlord by his assiduity, economy, and skill,
increases his annual revenue by 5000 francs. If the State claim of
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him the fifth part of his augmented income, will there not remain
4000 francs of increase to stimulate his further exertions ?"
M. Say supposes_ "A landlord by his assiduity, economy, and
skill, to inereasd his annual revenue by 5000 fi'ancs ;" but a landlord has no means of employing his assiduity, economy, and _kill
on his land, unless lie farms it himself; arid then it is in quality ot
capitalist and farmcr that lie makes the improvement, and not in
quality of landlord.
It is not conceiv.tble that he eouhl so augment
tile produce of his £1rm by any peculiav skill on his part, without
first increasing the quantity of capital employed upon it. If he
inereased the eapltal, his larger revenue might bear the same proportion to his increased capital, as the revenue of all other farmers
to their capitals.
If M. Say's suggestion were followed, and the State were to
vlaim the fifth part of the augmented income of the thrmer, it would
be a partial tax on thrmers, acting on their profits, and not affecting
the profits of those in other employments.
The tax wot:ld be paid
by all lands, by those which yiehled scantily as well as by those
which yielded abundantly ; and on some lands there could be no
compensation for it by deduction from rent, _br no rent is paid. A
partial tax on profits never tldls on the trade on which it is laid, for
the trader will either quit his employment, or remunerate himself
tbr the tax.
Now, those who pay no rent could be recompensed
only by a rise in the price of produce, and thus wonld M. Say's
proposed tax thll on the consumer, and not either on the hmdlord
or thrmer.
If the proposed tax were increased in proportion to the increased
quantity or value of the gross produee obtained ti'om the land, it
would differ in nothing from tithes, and would equally be transtbrred to the consumer.
Whether then it fell on the gross or on the
net produce of land, it would be equally a t'tx on consumption,
•rod would only Mtbct the landlord mid t_armer in the same way as
other taxes on raw produce.
If no tax whatever had been lald on the land, and the same stun
had been raised by any other means, agriculture
would have
flourished at least as well as it has done ; tbr it is impossible that
any tax on land can he an encourageme_d to agriculture ; a moderate
tax may not, and probably does not, __reatly prevent, but it cannot
encourage production.
The I';nglish _3overnment has held no such
lan,maffee,
,, as M. Say has supposed.
It did not promise to exempt
the agricultural class and their successors from all thture taxation_
and to raise the further supplies which the State might require,
fi'om the other classes of society ; it said only, "in this modc we
will no further burthen the land ; but we retain to ourselves the
most perfect liberty of making you pay, under some other forln_
your full quota to the future exigeneles of the State."
Speaking of taxes in kind, or a tax of a certain proportion of the
prodacej which is precisely the same as tithes_ hi. Say says, "This
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mode of tnxatlon appears to be the most equltable ; there is, however, none which is less so : it totally leaves out of eonslderation
the advances made by tile producer ; it is proportioned to the gross,
and not to tile net revenue.
Two agriculturists cultivate diflbrent
ldnds of raw produce : one cultivates corn on middling land, his
expenses amounting annually on an average to 8000 fi'anes; the
raw produce from his lands sells ibr 12,000 ti'anes; he has then a
net revenue of 4000 fi,_nes.
" Itis neighbour has pasture or wood land, which brings in every
year a like sum of 12,000 fi'anes, but his expenses amount only to,
)000 fi'ancs. Ile has thcrelbre on an average a net revenue of
10.000 fi'ancs.
"A law ordains that a tu'elfth of the produce of all the frults of
the earth be levied in kind, whatever they may be. From the first
is taken, in consequence of this law, corn of' the value of 1000
ti'ancs; and fi'om the second, hay, cattle, or wood, of the same
value of 1000 fi'anes.
What has haplmned ? From the one, a
qu'_rter of his net income, 4000 francs, has been taken; fi'om the
othm 3 u hose income was 10,000 fi-ancs, a tenth only has been taken.
Income is the net profit which remains after replacing the capital
exactly in its tbnncr st:tte, llas "_merchant an iueoine equal to ,all
the sales which he makes in the course of a year ? certainly not;
his income only amounts to the excess of his sales above his advances, and it is on this excess only tlmt taxes on income should
tldl."
M. Say's error in the above passage lies in supposing th_tt because
the value of the produce of one of these two timns, after reinstating
the capital, is greater than the v:due of the produce of the other,
on that aeeotmt the net income of the cultivators u ill differ by the
same amount. The net income of the landlords and ten'rots together
of the wood land, may be much greater than the net income of the
landlords and tenants of the corn land ; but it is on account of the
difference of rent, and not an :u:count of the difference in the rate
r,t' profit.
M. Say has wholly omitted the consideration
of the
different amount of' rent, whleh'these cultivators would have to pay.
There cannot be two rates of profit in the same employment, and
therefbre when the value of produce is in different l_ropol'tions to
capital, it is the rent whiell will diflier, and not the profit.
Upon
what pretence would one man, with ._ capital of 2000 ti'ancs, be
allowed to obtain 'l net profit of 10,000 francs from its employment,
whilst another, with a capital of 8000 fi'ancs, would only obtain
4000 francs ? Let M. Say make a due allowance fbr rent ; let him
fhrther allow Ibr the effect which such a tax would have on the
prices of these different kinds of raw produce, and he wiU then pereeive that it is not an unequal tax, and, further, that the producers
lhemselres will no Otllerwise contribute to it, than any other class
of consumers.
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'_rE rise in the price of commodities, in consequence of taxation or
of difficulty of production, will in all cases uhimately ensue ; but the
duration of the interval, befbre the market price will conform to the
natural price, must depend on the nature of the commodity, and on
the tlmility with which it can be reduced in quantity.
It' the quantity of the commodity taxed could not be diminished, it"the capital
of the farmer or of the hatter, tbr instance, could not be _ ithdrawn
to other employments, it would be of no consequence that their
profits were reduced below the general level by means of a tax;
unless the demand for their commodities should increase, they wouhl
never be able to elevate the market price of corn and of hats up to
their increased natural price. Their threats to leave their employments, and remove their capitals to more tM'oured trades, would be
treated as an idle menace which could not be cari'ied into effect;
and consequently the prlee would not be raised by diminished production.
Commodities, however, of all descriptions, can be reduced
in quantity, and eal)ital can be removed fl'om trades which are less
profitable to those which are more s% but with different degrees of
rapidity. In proportion as the supply of a particular commodity can
be more easily reduced_ without inconvenience to the ln'oduee_", the
price of it will more quickly rise after the difficulty of its production
has been increased by taxation, or by any other means. Corn being
a commodity indispensably nccess'try to every one, little efl'eet will
be produced on the demand tbr it in consequence of a tax, and
therefore the supply would not probably be long excessive, even if
the producers had great difficulty in re,no;'ing their capitals from
the land. I_'or this reason, the price of'corn will speedily be raised
by taxation, and the farmer will be enabled to transfer the tax fl'om
himself to the consumer.
If the mines which supply us with gold were in this country, and
if' gold were taxed, it could not rise in relative value to other things,
till its quantity were reduced.
This would be more partieularly
the ease, if gold were used exclusively for money. It is true that
the least productive mincs_ those which paid _m rent, could no
longer be worked, as the5' could not aftbrd the general rate of profits
till the reletive value of gold rose, by a sum etlual to the tax. The
tt
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quantity of gold, and, therefore, tat quantity of money would be
slowly reduced : it would be a little diminished in one year, a little
more in another, and finally its value would be raised in proportion
to the tax ; but, in the interval, tile proprietors or holders, as they
would pay the tax, would be tile sufferers, and not those who used
money.
If' out of' every 1000 quarters of wheat in the countiT,
and ever)" 1000 produced in future, Government should exact 100
quarters as a tax, tlle rcmaining 900 quarters would exchange for
tile same quantity of other commodities that 1000 did before ; but
if the same thing took place with respect to gold, if of every 1000/.
money now in the country, or in future to be brought into it, Government cotlld exact ]00L as a tax, the remaining 900L would
purchase very little more than 900L purchased betbre.
The tax
would fidl upo,l him, whose property consisted of money, and would
continue to do so till its quantity were reduced in proportion to tile
increased cost of its production caused by the tax.
This, perhaps, would be more particuhrly
tlle case with respect
to a metal used for money, than any other commodity; because
the demand for money is not for a definite quantity, as is the demand for clothes, or tbr food. The demand for money is regulated
entirely by its value, and its value by its quantity.
If' gold were
of double the value, half the quantity would perform the same
functions in circulation, and if it were of half the value, double the
quantity would be required.
If the market value of corn be irJcreased one-tenth by taxation, or by difficult 3- of production, it is
doubtfill whether any eft'cot whatever would be produced on the
quantity consumed, because every man's want is for a definite
quantit); and, therefore, if he has the means of purchasing, he will
continue to consume as be_bre: but for money, the demand is
exactly proportioned to its value, lX'o man could consume twice
the quantity of corn which is usually neeess-try tbr his support, but
every man purchasing and selling only the same quantity _)fgoods_
may be obliged to employ twice_ thrice_ or any number of times
the same quantity of money.
The argument which I have just been using, applies only to those
states of society in which the precious metals are used for money,
ar.d where paper credit is not established.
The metal gold, like
all other commodities, has its value in the market ultimately regulated by the comparative t_acility or difficulty of producing it ; and
although, from its durable nature, and from the difficulty of reducing its quantity, it does not readily bend to variations in its market
value, yet that difficulty is much increased fi'om the circumstance
of its being used as money. If the quantity of gold in the market
for the purpose of commerce only, were 10,000 ounces, and the
consumptmn in our manufactures were 2000 ounces annually, it
might be raised one-fourth, or 25 per cent. in its value, in one year,
by withholding the annual supply; but if, in consequence of its
being used as money, the quautity employed were 100_000 ounces,
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tt would not be raised one-fourth in value in less than ten years.
As money made of paper may be readily reduced in quantity, its
value, though ifs standard were gold, would be increased as rapidly
as that of the metal itself would be increased, if the metal, by
tbrming a very small part of the circulation, had a very slight connexion with money.
If gold were the produce of one country only, and it were used
universally for money, a very considerable tax might be imposed on
it, which would not fall on any country, except in proportion as
they used it in manufactures, and fbr utensils; upon that portion
which was used for money, though a large tax might be received,
nobody would pay it. This is a quality peculiar to money. All
other commodities of which there exists a limited quantity, and
which cannot be increased by competition, are dependent for their
value on the tastes, the capl:ice, and the power of purchasers ; but
money is a commodity which no couutry has any wish or necessity
to increase : no more advantage results fi'om using twenty millions,
than from usinff ten millions of" currency.
A country might have
a monopoly of silk, or of wine, and yet the prices of silks and wine
might fall, because from caprice or fashion, or taste, cloth and
brandy might be pre_brred, and substituted ; the same eft_ct might
in a degree take pl._ce with gold, as tar as its use is confined to
manufactures : but while money is the general medium of exchange,
the demand for it is never a matter of choice, but always of necessity : you must take it in exchange for your goods, and, therefore,
there are no limits to the quantity which may be forced on you by
foreign trade, if it fidl in value ; and no reduction to which you
must not submit, if it rise. You may, indeed, substitute paper
money, but by this you do not, and cannot lessen the quantity of
money, for that is regulated by the value of the st'mdard for which
it is exchangeable ; it is only by the rise of the price of commodities, that you can prevent them from being exported fi'om a country
where they arc purchased with little money, to a country where
thc_- c.m bc sold for more, and this rise can only be cfl[hcted by an
iml')ortation of metallic money fi'om abroad, or by the creation or
addition of paper money at home. If, then, the King of Spain,
supposinff }tim to be in exclusive possession of the mines, and gold
:done to bc used _br money, were to lay a considerable tax on gold,
he would very much raise its natural value; and as its market
value in :Europe is ultimately regulated by its natural value in
Spanish America, more commodities would be given by Europe (br
'_ given quantity of gold.
But the same quantity of gold wouhl
not be produced in America, as its value would only be increased
in proportion to the diminution of quantity consequent on its increased cost of production.
:No more goods, then, would be oblahmd in America, in exchange for all their gold exported than
before; and it may be asked, where then would be the benefit to
_pain and her Colonies.9 The benefit would be this, that if less
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gold were produced, less capital would be employed in producing
it; tile same value of' goods from Europe would be imported by
the employment of the smaller capital, that was before obtainecl
by the employment of the larger; and_ therefore, all the productions obtained
by tile employment
of the capital withdrawn
fi'om tile mines, would be a benefit which Spain would derive fi'om
the imposition of the tax, and which she could not obtain in such
abundance, or with such certainty, by possessing tile monopoly of
_tny other commodity whatever.
From such a tax, as thr as money
was concerned, the nations of Europe would suffer no injury whatever; they would have the same quantity of goods, and conse,.
quently the same means of enjoyment as befbre, but these goods
would be circulated with a less quantity, because a more valuable
money.
If in consequence of the t'tx_ only one-tenth of the present
quantity of gold were obtained fi'om the mines_ that tenth would
lie of equal value with the ten tenths now produced.
:But the
King of Spain is not exclusively in possession of the mines of the
precious metals ; and if he were, his advantage ii'om their possession, and the power of taxation, would be very much reduced by
the limitation of demand and consumption in Europe, in consequence of the universal substitution, in a greater or less degree, of
paper money.
The agreement of the market and natural prices of
all commodities, depends at all times on t!:e tacility with which
the supply can be increased or diminished.
In the c'lse of gohl,
houses, and labour, as well as many other things, this ctR:ct cannot,
under some circumstances,
be speedily produced.
But it is dif
ferent with those commodities which are consm,acd and reproduced
fi'om year to year, such as hats, sh(,es, corn, and cloth ; they may
be reduced, if necessary, and the interval cannot be long before the
supply is contracted in l)rol)ortion to the increased charge of' producing them.
i tax on raw produce fi'om the surf:ace of the earth, _v:.ll, "is we
t,ave seen, £dl on the consumer, and will in no way a_t_et rent;
unless by diminishing the fimds fbr the maintcnauee of' labour, i_
]_wers wages, reduces the population, and diminishes the demand
for corn. But a tax on the produce of gold mines must, by enhancing the value of that metal, necessarily reduce the demand tbr it,
and must therelbrc necessarliy displace capital from the employment to whichit was applied.
Notwithstanding,
then, that Spain
would derive all the benefits which I have stated fi'om a tax on
gold, the proprietors of' those mines from which capital was withdrawn would lose all their rent.
This would be a loss to individuals, but not a national lo_ ; rent being not a creation, but merely
a transfer of wealth : the King of Spain, and the proIJrietors of the
mines which continued to be worked, would together receive, not
only all that the liberated capital produced, but all that the other
proprietors lost.
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Suppose the mines of' the 1st, 2d, and 3d quality to be worked,
and to produce i'espcetively
100, 80, and 70 pounds' weight of gold,
and there/bre
the rent of _'o. 1 to be thirty
pounds,
and that of'
No. 2 ten pounds.
Suppose, now, the tax to be seventy pounds of
gold per annum on each mine worked ; and consequently
that No. 1
•tlonc could be profitably
worked,
it is evident
that all rent wouhl
immediately
disappear.
Before the imposition
of the tax, out of
the 100 pounds produced
on No. 1, a rent was paid of'thirty pounds,
and the worker of the mine retained
seventy,
a sum equal to the
produce of' the least productive
mine.
The value, then, of what
remains to the capitalist
of the mine _'o. 1, must be the same as
befbrc, or he would not obtain the common
profits of stock ; and,
consequently,
alter paying
seventy out of his 100 pounds fbr tax,
the value of" the remaining
thirty must be as great as the value of'
seventy was before, and therefore
th_ value of' the whole hundred
as great as 233 pounds before.
Its value might
bc higher,
but it
could not bc lower, or even this mine wouhl cease to be worked.
Being a monopolised
commodity,
it could exceed its natural value,
and then it would pay a rent equal to that excess ; but no funds
would be employed
in the mine, if it were below this value.
]n
return _br one-third
of the labour and capital employed in the mines_
Spain wouhl obtain "ts much gold as would exchange
for the same,
or very nenrly the same, quantity
of commodities
as before.
She
would be richer by the produce of' the two-thh'ds
liberated
fi'om
the mines.
If the value of the 100 pmmds of" _old should be equal
to that of the "250 pounds extracted
bcfbre,
t_e King
of Spain's
portion,
his seventy
pounds would be equal to 175 at the former
value : a small part of the King's tax only would fhll on his own sul_jects, the greater
part being obtained
by the better distribution
of
capital.
The account
of" Spain would stand thus ._
lrOI_MERLT I'RODUCI':I).
Gold, 250 pounds, of the value of (suppose)

10,000 yards of
cloth.

NOW I'RODUCED.
By tim two enl,italists who quitted the mines, the same value as )
5,600 yards of
140 poumls of goht formerly exchanged for; equal to
.
_"
cloth.
]ly the capitalist who work_ t'he mine. l_o. l, thirty pounds cf gold,(
3,000 yards o_'
increased in vtflue, :is I to 2_, and therefore now of tile vahm of i
cloth.
Tax to the kitl_, seventy pounds, increased also in value *is1 to 2_,_ 7,000 yards of
and theretbre now of the value of
) -cloth.
15,600
()f the 7000 received by the king, the people of Sl_ain would contribute only 1,400, and'5;600
would bc pure gain,'effected
by the
liberated
capital.
If the tax, instead of being a fixed sum per mine worked, were a
certain portion of its produce,
the quantity
would not bc immediately reduced in consequence.
Ira half, a fourth, or a third of each
mine were taken for the tax. it would nevertheless
be the interest
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of tile proprietors to make their mines yield as abundantly as betbre ; but if the quantity were not reduced, but only a part of it
transferred fi'om the proprietor to the king, its value would not rise ;
the tax would fall on the people of the colonies, and no advantage
would be gained.
A tax of this kind would have the effect that
Adam Smith supposes taxes on raw produce would have on the
rent of land--it would ihll entirely on the rent of the mine. If
pushed a little further, indeed, the tax would not only absorb the
whole rent, but would deprive the worker of the mine of' the common profits of stock, and he would consequently
withdraw his
capital from the production of gold. If still further extended, the
rent of still better mines would be absorbed, and capital would be
furthcr withdrawn;
and thus the quantity would be continually
reduced, and its value raised, and tile same effects would take place
as we have already pointed out ; a part of the tax would be paid
by the people of the Spanish colonies, and the other part would be
a new creation of produce, by increasing the power of the instrument used as a medium of"exchange.
Taxes on gold are of two kinds, one on the actual quantity of
gold in circulation, the other on the quantity that is annually produced from the mines.
Both have a tendency to reduce the quantity, and to raise the value of gold ; but by neither will its value be
raised till tile quantity is reduced, and therefore such taxes will fall
for a time, until the supply is diminished, on the proprietors of
money, but ultimately that part which will permanently fall on the
community, will be paid by the owner of the mine in the reduction
of rent, and by the purchasers of that portion of gold, which is used
as a commodity contributing to the enjoyments of mankind, and not
set apart exclusively for a circulating medium.
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THERE are also other commodities besides gold which cannot be
speedily reduced in quantity ; any tax on which will there_bre ihll
on the proprieto 5 if the increase of p_ce should lessen the demand.
Taxes on houses are of this description ; though laid on the occupier, they will frequently fifll by a diminution of rent on the
landlord.
The produce of the land is consumed and reproduced
from year to year, and so are many other commodities; as they
may therefore be speedily brought to a Icvcl with the dem.-ond,they
cannot long exceed their natural price.
But as a tax on houses
may be considered in the light of an additional rent paid by the
tenant, its tendency will be to diminish the demand tbr ]muses of
the same annual rent, without diminishing their supply. Rent will
therefore fall, and a part of the tax that will be paid indirectly by
the landlord.
" The rent of a house," says Adam Smit] b u may bc distinguished
into two parts, of which the one may very properly be called the
building rent, the other is commonly called the ground rent.
The
building rent is the interest or profit of the capital expended in
building the house.
In order to put the trade of a builder upon a
level with other trades, it is necessary that this rent should be snf
fieient first to pay the same interest which he would have got tbr
his capital, if he had lent it upon good security; and, secondly, to
keep the house in constant rep.air, or, what comes to the same
thing, to replace within a certain term of' years the capital which
had been employed in building it." " If, in proportion to the in
tercst of money, the trade of the builder affords at any time a much
greater profit than this, it will soon draw so much capital from
other trades as will reduce the profit to its proper ]eve]. If it
affords at any time much less than this_ other trades will soon draw
so much capital from it as will again raise that profit.
_Vhatevcr
part of the whole rent of a house is over and above what is sufficient for affording this reasonable profit, naturally goes to the
ground rent; and where tim owner of" the ground, and the owner
of the buildin_% are two different persons, it is in most cases completely paid to the former.
In country houses, at a distance from
an_, great town where there is a plentiful choice of ground, the
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ground rent is scarcely any thing, or no more than what the space
upon which the house stands would pay employed in agricuhure.
In
country villas, in tile neighbourhood of some great town, it is sometimes a good deal higher, and the peculiar conveniencv, or beauty
of situation, is there frequently very highly paid for. Ground rents
are generally highest in the capital, and in those particular parts of
it where there happens to be tiJe greatest demand for houses, whatever be the reason tbr that demand, whether for trade and business,
tbr pleasure and society, or for mere vanity and tlxshion." A tax
on the rent of houses may either fall on the occupier, on the ground
landlord, or on the building landlord.
In ordinary cases it may be
presumed that the whole tax wouhl be paid, both immediately and
finally, by the occupier.
If the tax be moderate, and the circumstances of the country
such, that it is either stationary or advancing, there would be little
motive for the occupier of a house to content himself with onc of
a worse description.
But if the tax be high, or any other circumstances should diminish the demand for houses, the landlord's income
would _all, for the occupier would be partly compensated for the
tmx by a diminution of rent. _It is, howevc5 dlfficuh to say in what
proportions that part of the tax, which was saved by the occupier
by a fall of' rent, wouhl fall on the building rent and the ground
rent.
It is probable that, in the first instance, both would be
affected ; but as houses arc, though slowly, yet certainly perishable,
and as no more would be built till the profits of the builder were
restored to the general level, building rent would, after an interv'd,
be restored to its natural price.
As the builder receives rent only
whilst the building endures, he could pay no part of the tax_ under
the most disastrous circumstances, 1br any longer period.
The payment of this tax, then, would ultimately fall on the oecupler and ground landlord, but, " in what proportion this final
payment
wouldvery
be divided
between them,"
says Adam
"it
is not pcrhaps
easy to ascertain.
The division
wouldSmith,
probably
be very diffbrent in different circumstances, and a tax of this kind
might, according to those different, circumstances,
affect very unequally both the inhabitant of the house, and the owner of the
ground." *
Adam Smith considers ground rents as peculiarly fit subjects for
taxation.
"Both ground rents, and the ordinary rent of land," he
says, "arc a species of revenue, which the owner in many eases
enjoys, without any care or attention of his own. Though a part
of this revenue should be taken from him, in order to defray the
expenses of the State, no discouragement will thereby be given to
any sort of industry.
The annual produce of the land and labour
of the society, the real weahh and revenue of the great body of the
people_ might be the same after such a tax as before.
Ground
* Bookv, L,_,ar.ii
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rents, and the 6rdinary rent of land are, therefore, perhaps, the
species of revenue which can best bear to have a peculiar tax imposed upon them."
It must be admitted that the effects of these
taxes would be such as Adam Smith has described ; but it wouhl
surely be very unjust to tax exclusively the revenue of any particular class of a community.
The burdens of tlm State should bc
borne by all in proportion to their means : this is one of the/bur
maxims mentioned by Adam Smith, which should govern 'tll taxation.
Rent often belongs to those who, after many years of toil,
have realised their gains, and expended their fortunes in the Inn.chase of land or houses ; and it certainly would be an inti'ingement
of that principle which should ever be held s_lcred, the security of
property, to subject it to unequal taxation.
It is to be lamented,
that the duty by stamps, with which the transfer of landed properry is loaded, materially impedes the conveyance of it into those
h:mds_ where it would probably be made most productive.
And
if it be considered, that hind, regarded as a fit subject ibr exclusive
taxation_ would not only be reduced in price, to compensate tbr
the risk of that taxation, but in proportion to the indefinite n'lture
•rod uncertain value of the risk, would become a fit subject fbr
speculations, partaking more of' the nature of gambling, than of
sober trade, it will appear probable, that the hands into which land
would in that ease be most apt to t_all,would be the bands of' those
who possess more of' the qualities of the gambler than of the qualities of the sober-minded prolwieto," , who is likely to employ his land
to the greatest adwmtage.
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ON PROFITS.

T.tXES on those commodities, which are generally denominated
luxuries, fidl on those only who make use of them.
A tax on wine
is paid by the consumer of wine. A tax on pleasure horses, or on
coaches, is paid by those who provide for themselves such enjoyments, and in exact proportion as they provide them.
But taxes
on necessaries do not affect the consumers of necessaries, in proportion to the quantity that may be consumed by them, but oftcu
in a much higher proportion.
A tax on corn, we have observed,
not only alibcts a manufacturer in the proportion that he and his
Lunily may consume corn, but it alters the rate of profits of stock,
and thereIbre also affects his income. YChatever raises the wages
of labour, lowers the profits of stock; therefore every tax on any
commodity consumed by the labourer has a tendency to lower the
rate of profits.
A tax on hats will raise the price of hats ; a tax on shoes, the
price of shoes ; if this were not tile case, the tax would be finally
paid by the manufi_cturer; his profits would be reduced below the
general level, and he would quit his trade. A partial tax on profits
will raise the price of the commodity on which it thlls: a tax, for
example, on the profits of the hatter, would raise the price of hats ;
tbr if his profits were taxed, and not those of any other trade, his
profits, unless hc raised tile price of his hats, would be below the
general rate of profits, and he would quit his employment for
another.
In the same manner, a tax on tile profits of the filrmer wouhl
raise tile price ot' corn ; a tax on the profits ot' the clothier, the price
of cloth ; and if a tax in proportion to profits were lald on all trades,
every commodity would be raised in price.
But if the mine which
supplied us with the standard of our money were in this country,
and tile profits of the miner were also taxed, the price of no commodity would rise, each man would give an equal proportion of his
income, and every thing would be as before.
If money be not taxed, and therefore be permitted
to preserve its value, whilst every thing else is taxed, and is raised in
value, the hatter, tim fitrmer, and clothier, each employing the same
capitals, and obtaining the same profits, will pay tile same amount
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of tax.
If the'tax be 1001., the hats, the cloth, and the corn,will
each be increased in value 100/. If the hatter gains by his hats
1,1001., instead of 1000/., he will pay 100L to Government for the
tax ; and therefore will still have 1000L to lay out on goods for his
own consumption.
:But as the cloth, corn, and all other commodities, will be raised in price from the same cause, he will not
obtain more for his 1000l. than he before obtained for 910/., and
thus will he contribute
by his diminished expenditure
to the
exigencies of the State;
he will, by the payment of the tax,
have placed a portion of the produce of the land and labour of the
country at the disposal of Government,
instead of using that
portion himself.
It_ instead of expending his 1000/., he adds it
to his capital, he will find in the rise of wages, and in the increased cost of the raw material and machinery, that his saving
of 1000/. does not amount to more than a saving of' 910/. amountcd
to befbre.
If nmney be taxed, or if by any other cause its value be altered,
and all commodities rcmain precisely at the same price as befbre,
the profits of the manufacturer and fhrmcr _ill also be the same as
before, they will continue to be 1000/. ; and as they will each h,tve
to pay 100/. to Government, they will retain only 900l., which will
give them a less command over the produce of the land and labour
of the country, whether they expend it in productive or unproductive labour.
Precisely what they lose, Government will gain. In
the first case, tile contributor to the tax would, fbr i000/., have as
great a quantity of goods as he before had for 910l. ; in the second,
he would have only as much as he before had ibr 900L, for the
price of goods would remain unaltered, and he wouhl have only
900!. to expend.
This proceeds from the difference in tile amount
of the tax ; in the first case, it is only an eleventh of his income ; in
the second, it is a tenth ; money in the two cases being of a different value.
:But although, if money be not taxed, and do not alter in value, all
commodities will rise in price, they will not rise in the same proportion ; they will not after tile tax bear the same relative value to
each other which they did befbre the tax. In a former part of this
work, we discussed the effects of" the division of capital into fixed
and circulating, or rather into durable and perishable capital, on
the prices of commodities.
We showed that two manufilcturers
might employ precisely the same amount of capital, and might
derive from it precisely the same amount of profits, but that they
would sell their commodities for very different sums of money,
according as the capitals they employed were rapidly, or slowly,
consumed and reproduced.
The one might sell his goods for 4000L,
the other for 10,000l., and they might both employ 10,000L of
capital, and obtain 20 per cent. profit, or 2000l.
The capital of one
might consist, for example, of 2000/. circulating capital, to be reprodueed, and 8000/. fixed, in buildings and machinery;
the capital
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of the other, on the contralT, might consist of 8000/. of circulating, and of only 2000/. fixed capital in machinc_'v and buildings.
Now, if each of these persons were to be taxed "]0 pcr cent. on
his income, o," 200/., the one to make his business yield him the
general rate of profit, must raise his goods from 10,000l. to 10,2002. ;
the other would also be obliged to raise the price of his goods fi'om
,10001. to 4,200/.
Before the tax, the goods sold by one of these
manufacturers were 2½ times more valuable than the goods of the
other ; after the tax they will be 2.42 times more valuable : the one
kind will have risen two per cent. : the other five per cent. : consequently a tax upon income, whilst money continued unaltered in
value, would alter the relative prlees and value of commodities.
This would be true also, if the tax, instead of being laid on the
profits, were laid on the commodities themseh'es : provided they
were taxed in proportion to the value of the capital employed on
their production, they would rise equally, wh.ttcver might be their
value, and theretbre they would not preserve the same proportion
as before.
A c.mmodity, which rose from ten to eleven thousand
pounds, would not bear the same relation as before to another which
rose fi'om 2000/. to 3000/.
If; under these circumstances, money
rose in value, from whatever cause it nfight proceed, it _vouhl
not affeet the prices of'eommodities in the s_c proportion.
The
same cause which would lower the price of one from 10,200/. to
]0,000/. or less than two per cent., would lower the price of the
other t?om 4,200l. to 40001. or 4_ per cent.
If they fell in any
different proportion, profits would not be equal ; for to make them
equal, when the price of the first commodity was 10,000/., the price
of the second should be 4000/. ; and when the price of the first
was 10,2001., the price of the other should be 4,'200l.
The consideration of this fact will lead to the understanding of"a
very important principle, which, I believe, has never been adverted
to. It is this; that in a country where no taxation subsists, the
•,Iteration in the value of money arising fi'om scarcity or abundance
will operate in an equal proportion on the prices of all commodities ;
that ira commodity of 1000/. value rise to 1,200/., or fall to 800/., a
commodity of 10,000/. value will rise to 12,000/. or fall to 8000/. ;
but in a country where prices arc artificially raised by taxation, the
abundance of money fi'om an influx, or the exportation and consequent scarcity of it from foreign demand, will not operate in the
same proportion on the prices of all commodities ; some it will raise
or lower 5, 6, or 1.'2per cent., others 3, 4, or 7 per cent. lfa country
were not taxed, and money should fall in value, its abundance in
every market would produce similar effects in ench. If meat rose
20 per cent., bread, beer, shoes, labour, and every commodity,
would also rise 20 per cent. ; it is necessary they should do so, to
secure to each trade the same rate of profits. But this is no longer
true when any of these commodities is taxed ; if, in that case, they
should all rise in proportion to the fall in the _'alue of money, profits
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would be rendered unequal ; in the ease of the commodities taxed,
profits would be raised above the general level, ,and capital would
be removed from one employment to atJother, till an equilibrium of
profits was restored, which could only be after the relative prices
were altered.
WiU not this prlneiple account for the different effects, which it
was remarked were produced on the prices of"commodities, fi'om
the altered value of money during the Bank-restriction.9
It was
objected to those who contended that the currency was at that
period depreciated, fi'om the loo great abundance of the paper circulation, that, if that were the fitet, all commodities ought to have
risen in the same proportion ; but it was found that many had varied
considerably more than others, and thence it was inferred that the
rise of' prices was owing to something affecting the value of commodities, and not to any alteration in the value of the emweney. Jt
appears, however, as we have just seen, that in a country where
commodities are taxed, they will not all wtry in price in the same
proportion, either in consequence of a rise or of a iall in the value
of currency.
If the profits of all trades were taxed, excepting the profits of the
filrmer, all goods would rise in money value, excepting raw produce.
The farmer would have the same corn income as beibre, and would
sell his corn also tbr the same money price; but as he would be
obliged to pay an additional price ]br all the eommoditles, except
corn, which he eonsmned, it would be to him a t.'tx on expenditure.
Nor would he be relieved from this tax by an alteration in the value
of' money, for an alteration in the value of money might sink all the
taxed commodities to their former price, but the untaxed one would
sink below its former level; and, therefbr% though the 1briner
would purchase his commodities at the same price as before, he
_ ould have less money with which to purchase them.
The landlord, too, would be precisely in the same situation ; he
wotfld have the same corn, and the same money-rent as befbre, it'
all commodities rose in price, and money remained at the same
value ; and he would have the same corn, but a less money-rent, if
all commodities remained at the same price : so that in either case,
though his income were not directly taxed, he would indh'eetly
contribute towards the money raised.
But suppose the profits of the iitrmer to be also taxed, he then
would be in the same situation as other tradcrs:
his raw produce
would rise, so that he would have the same money revenue_ aftcr
paying the tax, but he would pay an additional price ibr all the
commodities he consumed, raw produce included.
His landlord_ however_ would be differently situated; he wouhl
be benefited by the tax on his tenant's profits, as he would be compensated for the additional price at which he would purchase his
manufactured commodities, if they rose in price ; and he would have
tile same money revenue_ if_ in consequence of a rise in the value of
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money, commodities sold at their former price.
A tax on the profits
of the farmer, is not a tax proportioned to the gross produce of the
land, but to its net produce, after the payment of rent, wages, and
all other charges.
As the cultivators of the diflhrent kinds of hind,
:Nos. 1, 2, and 3, employ precisely the same capitals, they will get
precisely the same profits, whatever may be the quantity of gross
produce which one may obtain more than thc other; and consequently they will be all taxed alike.
Suppose the gross produce of
the land of the qualhy No. 1 to bc 180 qrs., that of No. 2, 170 qrs.,
and of No. 3, 160, and each to bc taxed 10 quarter_, the difference
between the produce of No. 1, No. "2,and :No. 3, after paying the
tax, will be the same as before; for if No. :l be reduced to 170,
:No. 2 to 160, and No. 3 to 150 qrs., the diflbrcncc between 3 and 1
will be as befbre, 20 qrs.; and of No. 3 and :No. 2, 10 qrs. Ii_
after the tax, the prices of corn and of every other commodity
should remain the same as before, money-rent, as well as corn rent,
would continue unaltered ; but if the price of corn and every other
commodity should rise in consequence of the tax, money rent will
also rise in the same proportion.
If the price of corn were 4L per
quarter, the rent of No. 1 would be 80l., and that of No..2, 401.,
but if corn rose five per cent., or to 4L 4s., rent would also rise five
per cent., for twenty quarters of corn would then be worth 84L,
and ten quarters 42L ; so mat in every ca._e the landlord will be
unaffected by such a tax. A tax on the profits of stock always
leaves corn rent unahcrcd, and thcrefore money rent varics with
the price of corn ; but a tax on raw produce, or tithes, never leaves
corn rent unaltcrcd, but generally leaves money-rent the same as
before. In another part of tins work I have observed, that if a
hind-tax of the same money amount were laid on every kind of
land in cultivation, without any allowance for difference of fertility,
it would be very unequal in its operation, as it would be a profit to the
landlord of the more fertile lands.
It would raise the price of corn
in proportion to the burden borne by the farmer of the worst land ;
but this additional price being obtained for the greater quantity of
_roduce yielded by the better land, thrmers of such land would be
benefited during their leases, and afterwards, the advantage would
go to the landlord in the form of an increase of rent.
The effect
of. an. qe ual t_tx on the p)firots of the _:_rmer,.is preclse].y the same ;
it raises the money rent of the landlords, ffmoney retains the same
value; but as the profits of all other trades are taxed as well as
those of the farmer, and consequently the prices of all goods, as well
as corn, are raised, the landlord loses as much by the increased
money price of the goods and corn on which his rent is expended,
as he gains by the rise of his rent.
If monev should rise in value,
and all things should, after a tax on the profits of stock, fall to their
/briner prices, rent also would be the same as before. The landlord
would receive the s.tme money rent, and would obtain all the corn-
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modities on which it was expended at their former price; so that
under all circumstances he would continue untaxed.*
This circumstance is curious.
By taxing the profits of the farmer
you do not burthen him more than if you exempted his profits fi,om
the tax_ and the landlord has a decided interest that his tenants'
profits should be taxed, as it is only on that condition that he himself continues really untaxed.
A tax on the profits of capital would also affect the stock-holder.
if all commodities were to rise in proportion to the tax, although
his dividends eontinued untaxed ; but if, from the alteration in the
value of' money, all commodities were to sink to their former price,
the stock-holder would pay nothing towards tile tax; he would
purchase all his commodities at the same price, but would still
receive the same money dMdend.
]fit be agreed, that by taxing the profits of one manufacturer
only, the price of his goods would rise, to put him on an equality
with all other manufileturers;
and that by taxing the profits of
two manucaeturers, the prices of two descriptions of goods must
rise, I do not see how it can be disputed, that by taxing the
profits of all manufitcturers, the prices of all goods would rlse_ provided the mine which supplied us with money were in this country,
and eontlnued untaxed.
But as money, or the standard of money,
is a commodity imported from abroad, the prices of all goods could
not rise ; for such an et_bet could not take place without an additional quantity of money,I" which could not be obtained in exchange
tbr dear goods, as was shown in page 57. If, however, sueh _ rise
could take place, it could not be permanent, 1br it wouhl have a
powerful influence on foreign trade.
In return for commodities
imported, those dear goods could not be exported, and therefore
we should tbr a time continue to buy, ahhough we ceased to sell;
and shouhl export money, or bullion, till the relative prices of corn
modities were nearly the same as before.
:It appears to me absolutely certain, that a well regulated tax on profits_ would ultimately
* That the profits of the farmer only shonld be taxed, and not the profits of any
other capitalist, would be highly beneficial to hmdlords.
It would, in fitct, be a tax
on the consumers of raw produce, partly tbr the benefit of the State, and partly for the
hcnefit of landlords.
t On further consideration, I doubt whether any morc money would be required to
circulate the same quantity of commodities, if their prices be raiscd by taxation, and
not by difficulty of production.
Suppose 100,000 quartcrs of corn to be _old in a
certain district, and in a certain time, at 4/. per quarter, and that in consequence of a
direct tax of Ss. per quarter, corn rises to 4L 8s., the same quantity of money, I think, and
no more, would be required to circulatc this corn at the incrcatscd price. IfI before
purchased 11 quarters at 4L, and, in cousequence of the tax, am obliged to reduce mv
consumption to 10 quarters, I shall not require more money, for in all cases I shall
pay 44L for my corn. The public would, in fact, consume one-eleventh less, and this
quantity would be consumed by Government.
The money necessary to purchase it,
would be derived from the 8s. pcr quarter, to be received fl'om the farmers in the shape
of a tax, but the amount levied would at the same timc be paid to them for their cona;
therefore the tax is in fact a tax in kind, and does not make it necessary that any
more money should be used_ or_ if an)-_ solittle, that the quantity may be salbly
neglected+
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restore commodities, Both of home and foreign manufacture, to the
same money price which they bore before the tax was imposed.
As taxes on raw produce, tithes_ taxes on wages, and on the
necessaries of the laboure5 will, b_ raising wages, lower profits,
they will all, though not in an equal degree, be attended with the
same eff_cts.
The discoverr of machinery, which materially improves home
manufilctures, ahvays tends to raise the relative value of money,
and therefore to encourage its importation.
All taxation, all increased impediments, either to the manufitcturer or the grower of.
cemmodities, tend, on the contrar)5 to lower the relative value of
money_ and therefore to encourage its exportation.
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ON WAGES.

TAXES on wages will raise wages, and therefore _viU dinfinish the
rate of thc profits of stock.
We have alrcady sccn that a tax on
ncccssaries will raise their prices, "rod will be fbllowcd by t_ rlsc of
wages.
The only diff_rcncc betwccn a tax on necessaries and a
tax on wages is, that the former will necessarily bc accompanied by
rise in the pricc of necessaries, but the latter will not ; towards a
tax on wages, consequcntly, neither the stoek-hohter, thc landlord,
nor any other class but the employers of labour will contribute.
A
tax on wages is wholly a tax on profits ; a tax on necessaries is
partly a tax on profits and partly a tax on rich consumci's.
The
uhimate cffScts which _'ill result tkom such taxes, then, arc precisely the same as those which result from a direct tax on profits.
" The wages of the infbrior classes of workmen," says Adam
Smltl b " I have endeavoured to show ill the first book, are everywhere ncccssarily regulated by two di/tbrent circumstances,_tho
demand for labour, and the ordinary or average price of provisions.
The demand for labour, according as it happens to be either increasing, statlonary_ or declining, or to require an increasing, stationary,
or declining population, regulates thc subsistence of' the labourer,
and determines in what degree it shall be either liberal, modcrate,
or scanty.
The ordinar 9 or average pricc of provisions determines
the quantity of money which must be paid to the workmen, in order
to enable him, one year with another, to purchasc this liberal_ modcrate, or scanty subsistence.
While the demand for labour and
thc price of provisions_ therefbre_ remain the same, a direct tax
upon the wages of labour can have no other effect than to raise
them somewhat higher than thc tax."
To the proposition, as it is here advanced by Dr Smith, Mr
:Buchanan ottbrs two objections.
First, he denies that the money
wages of labour are regulated by the price of provisions;
and
secondly, he denies that a tax on the wages of labour would raise
the price of' labour.
On the first point Mr Buchanan's argument
is as follows,
a__e 59" "The wages of labour, it has already been
remarked, consist not in moncy_ but in what money purchases,
namely, provisions and other necessaries ; and the allowancc of the
labourer out of the common stock will always be in proportion to
the supply. Where provisions are cheap and abundm_t_ his share
1
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will be the larger; and where they are scarce and dear, it will be
the less. His wages will ahvays give him his just shar% and they
cannot give him more. It is an opinion_ indeed, adopted by Dr
Smith and most other writers, that the money price of labour is
regulated by the money price of provisions, and that, when provisions rise in price, wages rise in proportion.
But it is clear that
the price or" labour has no necessary connexion with the price of
ibod, since it depends entirely on the supply of labourers compared
with the demand.
Besides, it is to be observed, that the high
price of 1)rovisions is a certain indication of a deficient supply, and
•Lrises in the natural course of things for the purpose of retarding
the consumption.
A smaller supply of fbod, shared among the
same number of' consumers, will evidently leave a smaller portion
to each, and the labourer must beat" his share of the common want.
To distribute this burden equally, and to prevent the labourer from
consuming subsistence so ffccly as before, the price rises. But
wages, it seems, must rise along with it_ tha: he may still use the
same quautity of a scarcer commodity ; and thus nature is representcd as counteracting her own purposes ;--first, raising the price
of food to diminish thc consumption, and afterwards raising wages
to give the labourer the same supply as before."
In this argmnent of _lr Buchanan, there appears to me to be a
great mixture of truth and error. ]]ccause a high price of provisions is sometimes occasioned by a deficient supply, Mr Buchanan
assumes it as a certain indication of deficient supply. Ite attributes
to one cause exclusively that which may arise fi'om many.
It is
mldoubtedly truc that, in the case of a deficient supply, a smaller
quantity will be shared among the same number of consumers, and
a smaller portion will fall to each. To distribute this privation
equally, and to prevent the labourer from consuming subsistence sc
fi'eely as before, the price rises. It must, therefore_ be conceded
to Mr Buchanan that any rise in the price of provisions occasioned
by a deficient supply will not necessarily raise the moncy wages of
labou 5 as the consumption must be retarded, which can only be
effected by diminishing the power of the consumers to purchase.
But, because the price of provisions is raised by a deficient supply,
we are by no means warranted in concluding, as Mr Buchanan
appears to do, that thcrc may not be an abundant supply with a
high price ; not a high price with regard to money only, but with
regard to all other things.
The natural price of commodities,
which always ultimately
governs their market price, depends on the Pacility of production"
but the quantity produced is not in proportion to that facility.
Although the lands which are now taken into cultivation axe much
inferior to the lands in cultivation three centuries ago, and thereibre the difficulty of production is increased, who can entertain any
doubt but that the quantity produced now very far exceeds the
quantity then produced i_ Not only is a high price eompatibl.o
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with an increased supply, but it rarely fails to aecompany it. If_
then, in consequence of taxation, or of difficulty of production, the
price of provisions be raised and the quantity be not diminished_
the money wages of labour will rise; for, as Mr Buchanan has
justly observed, "The wages of labour consist not in money_ but
in what money purehases_ namely_ provisions and other necessaries ;
•rod the allowance of the labourer out of the common stock will
always be in proportion to the supply."
With respect to the second poin h whether a tax on the wages of
labour would raise the price of labour, Mr Buchanan says, "A£ter
ttle labourcr has received the fair recompense of his labour_ how can
he have recourse on his employer, for what he is afterwards compelled to pay away in taxes ? There is no law or principle in human
affairs to warrant such a conclusion. After the labourer has received
his wages, they are in his own keeping_ and he must, as/_r as he is
able, bear the burden of whatever exactions he may ever afterwards
be exposed to : for he has clearly no way of compelling those to
reimburse him, who have already paid him the fair price of his work."
Mr Buchanan has quoted, with gTeat approbation, the following
able passage from Mr Malthus's work on population, which appears
to me completely to answer his objection.
"The price of labour,
when left to find its natural level_ is a most important political
barometer, expressing tlle relation between the supply of provisions,
and the demand fbr them, between the quantity to be consumed,
and the number of consumers;
and, taken on the average_ independently of accidental circumstances, it fhrther expresses_ clearly.
the wants of the society respecting population ; that is, whatever
may be the number of children to a marriage necessary to maintain
exactly the present population, the price of labour will be just sufficient to support this numbel 5 or be above it, or below it, according
to the state of the real funds_ for the maintenance of labour_ whether
stationary_ progressive_ or retrograde.
Instead, however, of considering it in this light_ we consider it as something which we may
raise or depress at pleasure, something which depends principally
on his majesty's justices of the peace.
When an advance m the
price of provisions already expresses that the demand is too great
tbr the supply, in order to put the labourer in the same condition
as before_ we raise the price of labour_ that is: we increase the demand, and are then much surprised that the price of provisions
continues rising.
In this, we act much in the same manner as if_
when the quicksilver in the common weather-glass stood at stormy,
we were to raise it by some forcible pressure to settled fair_ and
then be greatly astomshed
"
t hat it c ontinued rainin g ."
"The price of labour will express clearly the wants of the society
respecting population ;" it will be just sufficient to support the
population_ which at that time the state of the funds for the maintenance of labourers requires.
If the labourer's wages were befbrc
only adequate to supply the requisite population, they will_ after
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the tax, be inadequate to that sut)pl_5 for he will not have the same
fhnds to expend on his family. Labour will therefore rise_ because
the demand continues_ and it is only by raising the price that the
supply is not checked.
Nothing is more common than to see hats or malt rise whcn
taxed ; they rise because the requisite supply would not be afforded
if they did not rise : so with lahore 3 when wages are taxed_ its price
rises, because_ if it did not_ the requisite population would not be
kept up. Does not Mr Buchanan allow all that is contended fbr,
when he says, that "were he (the labourer) indeed reduced to a bare
allowance of necessaries_ he would then suffer no further abatement
of his wages_ as he could not on such conditions continue his race ?"
Suppose the circumstances of the country to be suclb that the lowest
labourers are not only called upon to continue their racc_ but to increase it ; their wages would be regulttted accordingly.
Can they
multiply in the degree required_ if a tax takes fi'om them a part of
their wages_ and reduces them to bare necessaries ?
It is undoubtedly true that a taxed commodity will not rise in
0roportion to the tax_ if the demand for it diminish, and it' the
quantity cannot be reduced.
If metallic money were in general
tlse_ its value would not ibr a considerable time be increased by a
tax_ in proportion to the amount of" the tax_ because at a higher
price, the demand would be diminishcd_ and the quantity would
not be diminished; and unquestionably the same cause frcquently
influences the wages of labour ; the number of labourers cannot be
rapidly increased or diminished in proportion to the increase or diminution of the fund which is to employ them; but in the case
supposed_ there is no necessary diminution of demand for labour_
and if diminished_ the demand does not abate in proportion to the
tax. Mr :Buchanan forgets that the fund raised by the t,_.x is
employed by Government in maintaining labourers, unproductive
indeed_ but still labourers.
If labour were not to rise when wages
are taxcd_ there would be a great increase in the competition fbr
labom; bccause the owners of capital_ who would have nothing to
,pay towards such a ta w would imve the same fimds for employing
labour; whilst the Government who received the tax would have
an additional fund :for the same purpose.
Government and the
people thus become competitors, and the consequence of their competition is a rise in the price of labour.
The same number of men
only will be employedf but they will be employed at additional
wages.
If the tax had been laid at once on the people of capital, theh"
fund for the maintenance of labour would have been diminished in
the very same degree that the fund of Government for that purpose
had been increased ; and therefore there would have been no rise
in wages ; for though there would be the same demand_ there would
not be the same competition.
If when the tax were levied_ Government at once exported the produce of it as a subsidy to a foreign
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State, and if therefore these funds were devoted to the maintenance
offorelgn, and not o1' English labourers, such as soldiers, sailors,
&c. &e. ; then, indeed, there would be a diminished demand ibr
labour, and wages might not increase, although they were taxed ;
but the same thing would happen if tile tax had been laid on consumable commodities, on the profits of stock, or if in any other
manner the same stun had been raised to supply this subsidy : less
labour could be employed at home. In one case wages are prevented fi'om rising, in tile other they must absolutely #all. But
suppose the amount of a tax on wages were, after being raised on
the labourers, paid gratuitously to their employers, it would increase
their money fund ibr tlle maintenance of labom; but it would not
increase either commodities or ]abour.
It would consequently increase the competition amongst the employers of labour, and the
tax would be ultimately attended with no loss either to master oz"
labourer. The master would pay an increased price for labour ; the
addition which the labourer received would be paid as a tax to
Government_ and would be again returned to the masters. It must,
however, not be forgotten, that thc produce of taxes is generally
wastefully expended_ they are ahvays obtained at the expense of the
peoples comforts and enjoyments, and commonly either diminish
capital or retard its accumulation.
By diminishing capital they
tend to diminish the real fund destined for the maintenance
of
labour ; and therefore to diminish the real demand for it. Taxes,
then, generally, as fhr as they impair the rc.d capital of the country,
diminish the demand for ]abour_ and therefbre it is a probable, but
not a necessary, nor a peculiar consequcncc of a tax on wages, that
though wages would rise_ they would not rise by a sum precisely
equal to the tax.
Adam Smith, as we have seen, has fully allowed that the cffect
of a tax on wages_, would bc to raise wages by a sum at least equal
to the tax, and _ould bc finally, if not immediately, paid by the
employer of labour.
Thus far we fully agree; but we essentially
differ in our views of the subsequent operation of such a tax.
"A direct tax upon the wages of'labour', therefore," says Adam
Smith_ "though the labourer might perhaps pay it out of his hand,
could not properly be said to be even advanced by him ; at ]cast if
file demand for labour and the average price of provisions remained
the same after the tax as before it. In all such cases, not only the
tax but something more than the taw would in reality be advanced
by the person who immediately employed him. The final payment
would in different cases fall upon different persons. The rise which
such a tax might occasion in the wages of manufacturing
labom',
would be advanced by the master manufacturer,
who would be
entitled and obliged to charge it with a profit, upon the p_ice of his
goods. The rise which suel_ atax might occasion in country lahore,
would be advanced by the farmer, who, in order to maintain the
same number of labourers as before, would be obliged to employ a
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gwreatercanital. In order to zet back this ffreater capital, together
ith tl_e ordina_?/profits of ._tock,it woulcl be necessary tl_at he
should retain a larger portion, or what comes to the same thing, the
price ofa larger portion, of the produce of the land, and consequently
that he should pay less rent to the landlord. The final payment of
this rise of wages would in this case fall upon the landlord, toqether
with the additionalprofits of thefarmer wl_ol_ad advanced it. In all
cases, a direct tax upon the wages of labour must, ill the lonff rim,
occasion both a greater reduction in the rent of land, and a greater
rise in the price of manufactured goods, than would have followed,
from the proper assessment of a sum equal to the produce ofthc tax,
partly upon the rent of land, and partly upon consumable commodities." Vol. iii. p. 337. In this passage ir is asserted that the
additional, wa__es_.
.paid by_farmer_.
_ will ultimatel_ fall on the. land-.
lords, who will receive a diminished rent ; but that the additional
wages paid by manufacturers will occasion a rise in the price of
manufactured goods, and will therefore fall on the consumers of
those conunoditics.
:Now, suppose a society to consist of landlords, manufacturers,
farmers, and labourers, the labourers, it is agreed, would be recompensed for the tax ;--but by whom ?--who would pay that portion
which did not ihll on the landlords ?--the manufilcturers could pay
no part of it ; for if the price of their commodities should rise in
proportion to the additional wages they paid, the)" would be in
:_better situation after than before the tax. If the clothier, the
hatter, the shoemaker, &c., should be each able to raise the price
of their goods 10 per cent.,--supposing 10 per cent. to recompense
them completely ibr the additional wages they paid,--if, as Adam
Smith says, " they would be entitled and obliged to charge the
additional wages with a profit upon the price of their goods," they
could each consume as much as before of each other's goods, and
therefore they would pay nothing towards the tax. If the clothier
paid more for his hats and shoes, he would receive more fbr his
cloth, and if the hatter paid more for his cloth and shoes, he would
receive more for his hats. All manufilctured commodities, then,
would be bought by them with as much advantage as before, and
inasmuch as corn would not be raised in price, which is Dr Smith's
supposition, whilst they had an additional sum to lay out upon its
purchase, they would be benefited, but not injured by such a tax.
If, then, neither the labourers nor the manufacturers would contribute towards such a tax; if the t_armers would be also recompensed by a fall of rent, landlords alone must not only bear its whole
weight, but they must also contribute to the increased gains of the
manufacturers. To do this, however, the). should consume all the
manufactured commodities in the country, for the additional price
charged on the whole mass is little more .than tile tax originally
im[osed on the labourers ill manufactures.
x_ow, it will not be disputed that the clothier, the hatter, and all
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other manufac'turers_ are consumers of each other's goods; it will
not be disputed that labourers of all descriptions consume soap_
cloth_ shoes_ candles, and various other commodities; it is therefore impossible that the whole weight of these taxes should faU on
landlords only.
But if the labourers pay no part of the tax, and yct manufimturcd
commodities rise in price, wagcs nmst risc, not only to compensate
them for the taw but for the increased ])rice of manufactured necessaries, which, as Car as it affects agricultural ]abour_ will be a new
cause for the i_111of rent ; and, as fitr as it ai_cts manui_aeturing
labour_ for a further rise in the price of goods. This rise in the
price of goods will again operate on wages, and the action and
re-action_ first of wages on goods, and then of goods on wages, will
bc extended without any assignable limits.
The arguments
by
which this theory is supported, lcad to such absurd conclusions,
that it may at once bc seen that the principle is wholly indefensible.
All the effects which are produced on the profits of stock and
the wages of labour, by a rise of rent and a rise of necessaries, in
the natural progress of society, and increasing difficulty of production, will cquall.v follow fi'om a rise of wages in consequence of
taxation ; and, therefbre, the enjoyments of the labourer, as well as
those of his employcrs, will be curtailed by the tax; and not by
this tax particularly, but by every other which should raise an
equal amount, as they would all tend to diminish the _hnd destined
tbr the malntcnance of labour.
The error of Adam Smith proceeds in the first place from supposing that all taxes paid by the farmer must necessarily fall on
the landlord, in the shape of a deduction fi'om rent.
On this subjcct, I have explained mysclt' most fully, and I trust that it has
hecn shown, to the satisfilction of the rcader, that since much
capital is employed on the land which pays no rent,, and since it is
the result obtained by this capital which regulates the price of raw
produce, no deduction can be made from rent; and, conscqucntly_
either no remuneration will bc made to the fitrmer for it tax on
wages_ or if made, it must be made by an addition to the pl_cc of
raw produce.
If taxes press unequally on the farmer_ he will bc enabled to
raise the price of raw produce, to place himself on a level with
those who carry on other trades ; but a tax on wages, which would
not affect him more than it would affect any othcr trade_ could not
be removed or compensated by a high price of raw produce ; for
the same reason which should induce him to raise the price of
corn, namely, to remunerate himself fbr the tax, would induce the
clothier to raise the prlcc of cloth, the shoemaker, hattcr, and
upholsterer, to raise the price of shoes, hats, and furniture.
If they could all raisc the price of their goods, so as to remunerate themselves, with a profit, for the tax : as thc v are all consumcrs of each other's commodities, it is obvious that the tax
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could never be paid ; for who would be the contributors if all were
compensated ?
I hope, then, that I have succeeded in showing, that any tax
which shall have the effect of raising wages_ will be paid by a
diminution of profits, and, thercfore_ that a tax on wages is in fact
a tax on profits.
This principle of the division of the produce of labour and capital
between wages and profits, which I have attempted to cstablish,
appears to me so certain, that excepting in the immediate effects, I
should think it of little importance whether the profits of stock, or
the wages of labour, were taxed.
:By taxing the profits of stock,
you would probably alter the rate at which the funds for the maintenance of labour increase, and wages would bc disproportioned to
the state of that ihnd, by being too high. :By taxing wages, the
reward paid to the labourer would also be disproportioned to the
state of that fhnd, by being too low. In the one casc by a ihll, and
in the other by a rise in money wages, the natural equilibrium
between profits and wages would bc restored.
A tax on wages,
then, does not i[tll on the landlord, but it thlls on the profits of
stock : it does not "entitle and oblige the master manufacturer to
charge it with a profit on the prices of his goods," ibr hc will be
unable to increase their price, and thcrefore hc mus_ himsclf wholly
and without compensation pay such a tax.*
If the cffect of taxes on wagcs be such as I have described, they
do not merit the censurc cast upon them by Dr Smith.
He observes of such taxcs,"
These, and some other taxcs of the same
kind, by raising the price of labour, are said to have ruined the
grcatcr part of the manufactures of Holland.
Similar taxes, though
not quite so heavy, take place in the Milanese, in the states of
Genoa_ in the duchy of.Modena, in the duchies of :Parma, Placentla, and GuastMla, and in the ecclesiastical states.
A French
author of some notc, has proposcd to reform the finances of his
co,retry, by substituting
in the room of other taxes, this most
ruinous of all taxes.
'There is nothing so absurd,' says Cicero,
'which has not sometimes been asserted by some philosophers.' "
And in another place he says : "taxes upon necessarics, by raising
the wages of labour, necessarily tend to raise the price of all
manufactures, and consequcntly to diminish tim extent of their sale
and consumption."
They would not merit this censure, evcn if
Dr Smith's principle were correct, that such taxes would enlmncc
the prices of manufimturcd commodities ; for such an effect could
be only temporary, and would subject us to no disadvantage in our
* M. Say appears to have imbibed the general opinion on this subject.
Speaking
of corn, he says, "thence it results, that :its price influences the price of all other
commoditics.
A thrmer, a mamffacturer, or a merchant, employs a certain number
of workmen, who all bare occ;tsion to consume a certain quantity of corn. If tho
price of corn rises, hc is obligcd to raise, m an equM proportion, the price of his productions."
_,'o]. i. p. 255.
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foreign trade.
If" any cause should raise the price of a few manufactured commodities, it would prevent or check thdr exportation ;
but if the same cause operated generally on all, the ei_hct would
be merely nominal, and would neither interfere with their relative
value, nor in any degree diminish the stimulus to a trade of barter,
which all commerce, both foreign and domestic, really is.
I have already attempted to show_ that when any cause raises
the prices of all commodities_ the effects arc nearly similar to a fall
in the value of money.
If money falls in value all commodities
rise in price; and if the et_ct is confined to one country, it will
affect its foreign commerce in the same way as a high price of
commodities caused bygeneral taxation; and, thereibre, in examining
the et_hcts ofa lowvalue ofmoneyconfined to one country, we are also
examining the effects of a high price of commodities confined to one
country.
Indeed, Adam Smith was fully aware of the resemblance
between these two cases, and consistently maintained that the low
value of money, or_ as he calls it, of silver in Spain_ in consequence
of the prohibition against its exportation_ was very highly prejudiclal to the manufactures
and foreign commerce of Spain.
"But
that degradation in the value of silver, which being the effect either
of the peculiar situation, or of the political institutions of a particular
country_ takes place only in that eountry_ is a matter of very
great consequcnce_ which, thr from tending to make any body really
richer, tends to make every body really poorer.
The rise in the
money price of all commodities, which is in this case peculiar to that
country, tends to discourage more or less every sort of industry
which is carried on within it, and to enable _breign nations, by
thrnishing almost all sorts of goods for a smaller quantity of sih'er
than its own workmen can afford to do, to undersell them not only
in the foreign but even in the home market."
Vol. ii. p. 278.
One, and I tlfink the only one, of the disadvantages of a low valuc
of silver in a country, proceeding from a forced abundance, has been
ably explained by Dr Smith.
if the trade in gold and silver were
free, "the gold and sih, er which would go abroad would not gc
abroad {br nothing, but would bring back an equal value of goods
of some kind or another.
Those goods, too, would not be all
matters of mere luxury and expense to be consumed by idle
people, who produce nothing in return for their consumption.
As
the real wealth and revenue of idle people would not be augmented
by this extraordinary
exportation
of gold and silver, so would
neither their consumption be augmented byit.
Those goods would
--probably the greater part of them, and certainly some part of
them_eonsist
in materials, tools, and provisions, tbr the employment and maintenance of industrious people, who would reproduce
with a profit the ihll value of their consumption.
A part of the
dead stock of the society would thus be turned into active stock,
and would put into motion a greater quantity of industry than had
been employed before."
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By not allowing a fi'ee trade in the precious metals when tim
prices of commodities are raised, either by taxation, or by the influx
of the precious metals, you prevent a part of the dead stock of the
society from being turned into active stock--you prevent a greater
quantity of industry fi'om being employed.
But this is the-whole
amount of the evil,--an evil never felt by those countries where the
exportation of silver is either allowed or connived at.
The exchanges between countries are at pat" only whilst they
have l)recisely that quantity of currency which, in the actual situation of things, they should have to carry on the circulation of their
commodities.
If the trade in the precious metals were perfectly
free, and money could be exported without any expense whatever,
the exchanges could be no otherwise in cvery country than at par.
If the trade in the precious metals were per_hctly free_--if they
were generally used in circulation, even with the expenses of tran_portinz them_ the exchange could never in any of them deviate
more Jerom par than by these expenses. These principles, I believe,
are now nowhere disputed.
If a country used paper money not
exchangeable tbr specie, and, therefore, not regulated by any fixed
standard, the exchanges in that country might deviate from par, in
the same proportion as its money might be multiplied beyond that
quantity which would have been allotted to it by general commerce,
if the trade in money had been free, and the precious metals had
been used, either for money, or for the standard of money.
If bv the general operations of commerce, 10 millions of pounds
sterling,, of a known weight and fineness of bullion, should be the
portion of Eugland, and 10 millions of paper pounds were substituted, no etthct would bc produced on the exchange ; but if by the
abuse of tbe power of issuing paper money, 11 millions of pounds
should be employed in the circulation, the exchange would be 9 per
cent. against England ; if 12 millions were employed, the exchange
would be 16 per cent. ; and if 20 millions, the exchange would be
50 per cent. against England.
To produce this effect it is not,
however, necessary that paper money should be employed: any
cause which retains in circulation a greater quantity of pounds than
would have circulated, if commerce had been free, and the precious
metals of a known weight and fineness had been used, either tbr
money, or for the standard of money, would exactly produce the
same effects. Suppose that by clipping the money, each pound
did not contain the quantity of gold or silver which by law it
should contain, a greater number of such pounds might be employed in the circulation than if they were not clipped.
If from
each pound one-tenth were taken away, 11 millions of such pounds
might be used instead of ]0 ; if two-tenths were taken away, 12
millions might bc employcd ; and if one-half were taken away, 9-0
millions might not be found superfluous.
If the latter sum were
used instead of l0 millions, every commodity in England would
bc raised to double its former priee_ and the exchange would be
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50 per cent. a_ainst England;
but this would occasion no disturbance in foreign commerce, nor discourage the manufacture of
any one commodity.
I_ for example, cloth rose in England fi'om
201. to 40/. per piece, we should just as freely export it after as
before the rise, tbr a compensation of 50 per cent. would be made
to thc foreign purchaser in the exchange; so that with 20/. of his
money, he could purchase a bill which would enable him to pay :_
debt of 40/. in England.
:In the same manner, if he exported a
commodity which cost 20/. at home, and which sold in England for
40l, he _'ould only receive 20l., for 40/. in England would only
purchase a bill for 20l. on a foreign country.
The same effects
would follow f_om whatever cause 20 millions could be forced to
perform the business of circulation in England, if 10 millions only
were necessary.
If so absurd a law as the prohibition of the exportation of the precious metals could be enforced, and the consequence
of such prohibition were to force 11 millions of good pounds, fi'esh
from the mint, instead of 10, into circulation, the exchange would
be 9 per cent. against England;
if 12 millions, 16 per cent.; and
if 20 millions, 50 per cent. against England.
But no discouragement would be given to the manufitctures of Enghmd;
if home
commodities sold at a high price in England, so would foreign
commodities ; and whether they were high or low would be of little
"importance to the foreign exporter and importer, whilst he would,
on the one hand, bc obliged to allow a compensation in the cxchangc
when his commodities sold at a dear rate, and would receivc the
same compensation when he was obliged to purchase English commodities at a high price.
The solc disadvantage, then, which could
imppen to a country from retaining, by l)rohibitory laws, a greater
quantity of gold and silver in circulation than would otherwise
remain there, would be the loss which it would sustain from employing a portion of its capital unproductively instead of employing
it productively.
In the form of money, this capital is productive
of no profit; in the form of materials, machinery, and food, for
which it mi__ht_be exehan_-ed._. it would be productive, of revenue,
and would add to the wealth and the resources of the state. Thus,
then, I hope, I have satisfactorily proved, that a comparatively low
price of the precious metals, in consequence of taxation, or in other
words, a generally high price of commodities, would be of no disadvantage to a state, as a part of the metals would be exported,
which, by raising their value, would again lower the prices of commodities.
And further_ that if they were not exported, if' by
prohibitory laws they could be retained in a country, the effect on the
exchange would counterbalance the effect of high prices. If, then,
taxes on necessaries and on wages would not raise the prices of all
commodities on which labour was expended, they cannot be condemned on such grounds ; and moreover, even if the opinion given
by Adam Smith, that they would have such an effect were well
founded, they would be in no degree injurious on that account.
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They would be objectionable for no other reason than those which
might be justly urged against taxes of any other description.
The landlords, as such, would be exempted from the burden of
the tax ; but as ihr as they directly employed labour in tile expenditure of their revenues, by supporting gardcners_ menial servants,
&c, they would be subject to its operation.
]t is undoubtedly true, that "taxes upon luxuries have no tendency to raise the price of any other commodities, except that of the
commodities taxed ;" but it is not true_ "that taxes upon necessaries,
by raising the wages of labour_ necessarily tend to raise the price of
all manufactures."
It is true that "taxes upon luxuries are finally
paid by the consumers of the commodities taxed, without any retribution.
They fidl indifferently upon every species of revcnu%
the wages of labour_ the profits of stock_ and the rent of land ;" but
it is not true_ _ that taxes upon necessaries_ so far as t]_e_qiTect the
labou_5_gpoor, are finally paid partly by landlords in the diminished
rent of their lands, and partly by rich consumers_ whether landlords
or others, in the advanced price of manufactured goods ;" ibr, so far
as tl_e.setaxes affect tlte labouriT_q ])oor_ they will be almost wholly
paid by the diminished profits of stock, a small part only being paid
by the labonrcrs themselves in the diminished demand for labou 5
which taxation of every kind has a tendency to produce.
It is fi'om :Dr Smith's erroneous view of the effect of those taxes,
that he has been led to the concluslon_ that "the middling and
superior ranks of people_ if they understood their own interest, ought
always to oppose all taxes upon the necessaries of l';ih_as well as all
direct taxes upon the wages of labour."
This conclusion follows
fi'om his reasoning, _:that the final payment of both one and thc
other fJls altogether upon thcmselves_ and always with a considerable overcharge.
They fall heaviest upon the landlords, _ who
always pay in a double capacity; in that of landlords, by the reduction of their rent, and in that of rich consumers, by the increase
of their expense.
The observation of Sir Matthew Decker, that
certain taxes arc_ in the price of certain goods_ sometimes repeated
and accumulated four or five times, is perfectly just with regard to
taxes upon the necessaries of llfe. ]n the price of leathe 5 ibr
example, you must pn)', not only for the tax upon the leather of
your own _hocs, but tbr a part of that upon those of the shoemaker
anti thc tanner. You must pay to% for the tax upon the salt, upon
the soap, and upon the candles_ which those workmen consume
while employed in your service, and for the tax upon the leatllcr,
which the salt-maker, the soap-maker, and the candle-maker consume, while employed in their service."
;Now as Dr Smith does not contend that the tanne 5 the saltmaker, the soap-maker_ and the candle-maker_ will either of them
be benefited by the tax on leather, salt_ soap_ and candles; and as
* So far fi'omthis being true, they would scareel),affectthe landlordsand stockholder.
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itiscertain,
th.tt
Government willreceiveno more than the tax
imposed,
itisimpossible
toconceive,
thatmore can be paidby the
publicupon.whomsoever the tax may fhll.The richconsumcr_
may,and indeedwill,
payforthepoorconsumer,
buttheywill
pay no
more than thcwhole amount ofthetax; and itisnotinthenature
ofthings,
that"the taxshouldbe repcatcdand accumulatedfouror
five times."
A system of taxation may be dcfectivc; more may be raised i_'om
the people, than what finds its way into the coffers of the State, as
a part, m consequence of its effcct on priccs, may possibly be received
by those who are benefited by the peculiar mode in which taxes arc
laid. Such taxes are pernicious, and should not bc cncouraged; ibr
it may be laid down as a principle, that when taxes operate justly,
they conform to thc first of Dr Smith's maxims_ and raise from the
pcoplc as little as possible beyond what enters into the public treasury of the State.
M. Say says, "others ofthr plans of finance, anti
propose means for filling thc coffcrs of the sovereign, without any
charge to his subjects. But unless a plan of finance is of the nature
of a commercial undertaking,
it cannot glvc to Government more
than it takes away, either fi'om individuals or from Government
itself, undcr some other form. Something cannot bc made out of
nothing, by the stroke of a wand. In whatever way an operation
may bc disguised, whatever forms we may constrain a value to take,
whatever metamorphosis wc may make it undergo, wc can only have
a value by creating it, or by taking it ti'om others.
The very best
of all plans of finance is to spend little, and the best of all taxes is, that
which is the least in amount."
Dr Smith uniformly, and I think justly, contends_ that the
labouring classes cannot materially contribute to the burdens of the
State.
A tax on necessaries, or on wages, will therefore be shifted
from the poor to the rich: if then the meaning of Dr Smith is,
" that certain taxes are in the price of certain goods somctimcs
rcpeated, and accumulated four or five times," for the purposc only
of accomplishing this end, namely_ the transfcrcncc of the tax from
the poor to the rich, they cannot be liable to censure on that
account.
Suppose the just share of the taxes of a rich consumer to be
]00L, and that he would pay it directly, if the tax were laid on income, on wine, or on any other luxury, he would suffer no injury
if, by the taxation of necessaries, he should bc only c-died upon for
the payment of 25/., as far as his own consumption of necessaries:
and that of his family was concerned;
but should be required to
repeat this tax three times, by paying an additional prlcc for other
commodities to remunerate the labourers, or their employers_ for
the tax which they have been called upon to advance.
Even in
that case the reasonin__ is inconclusive : for if there be no more paid
than what is requiredFby Government : of what importance can it
•
--"
r"
be to the rmh consumer_ whether he pay the tax directly, by pa) mg
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an increased price for an object of luxury_ or indirectly, by paying
an increased price for the necessaries and other commodities he
consumes?
If more be not paid by thc people than what is received by Government, the rich consumer will only pay his equitable
share; if more is paid_ Adam Smith should have stated by whom
it is received ; but his whole argument is founded in error, for the
prices of commodities would not be raised by such taxes.
_.M Say does not appe'lr.: to me to have consistently, adhered to
the obvious principle, wluch I have quoted fi'om his able work; ibr
in the next page_ spcaking of taxation_ hc says, " When it is pushcd
too thr, it produces this lamentable effect, it deprives the contril)utor of a portion of his riches_ without enriching the State.
Tiffs
is what we may comprehend, if we consider that every man's power
of consuming, whether productively or not, is limited by his income.
He cannot then be deprlvcd of a part of his income, without being
obliged proportionally to reduce his consumption.
Hence ariscs a
diminution of demand for those goods, which he no longer consumes,
and particularly for those on which the tax is imposed.
:From this
diminution of demand, there results a diminution of production_ and
consequently of taxable commodities.
The contributor then will
lose a portion of his enjoyments; the producer a portion of his
proiqts, and the treasury, a portion of its receipts."
M. Say instances the tax on salt in :France, previous to the
revolution; which_ he says, diminished the production of salt by
one half. If: however, less salt was consumed, less capital was
employed in producing it; and, therefore, though the producer
would obtain less profit on the production of salt, he wouht obtain
more on the production of other things.
If a tax, however burdensome it may be, falls on revenue_ and not on capital_ it does not
diminish demand_ it only alters the nature of' it. It enables
Government to consume as much of the produce of the land and
labour of the country, as was before consumcd by the individuals
who contribute to the tax_ an evil sufficiently great without overcharging it. If my income is 1000/. per annum, and I am called
upon for 100/. per annum for a tax_ I shall only be able to demand
niuc-tenths of the quantity of goods, which I before consumed, but
I enable Government to demand the other tenth.
IFthe commodity taxed bc corn, it is not necessary that my demand for corn
should diminish, as I may prefer to pay 100/. per annum more ibr
my corn, and to the same amount abate in my demand for wine,
furniture, or any other luxm'y.*
Less capital will consequently be
cmployed in the wine or upholstery trade, but more will be era* _I. Say says, "that the tax added to the price of a commodity, raises its price.
Every increase in the price of a commodity, necessarily reduces the number of those
who are able to purchase it_ or at least the quantity they wiU consume of it." This is
by no means a necessary consequence.
I do not believe, that if bread were taxed,
ihe consumption of bread would be diminished, more titan if cloth, wine, or soap wer".
taxed.
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ployed in manufacturing
those commodities, on which the taxes
levied by Government will be expended.
M. Say says that M. Turgot, by reducing the market dues on
fish (les droits c_entrge et de halle sur la marge) in Paris one half_
did not diminish the amount of their produce, and th'tt consequently, the consumption of fish must have doubled,
lie infers
from this, that the profits of tile fisherman and those engaged in
the trade, must also have doubled, and that the income of the
country must have increased, by the whole amount of these increased profits; and by giving a stimulus to accumulation, must
have increased the resources of the State.*
Without eallin__ in question the policy which dictated this "alteration of the tax, ] have nay doubts, whether it. gaw'_ any great
stimulus to accumulation.
If the profits of the fi.-herman and
others engaged in the trade, were doubled in consequence of more
fish being consumed, capital and labour must have been withdrawn
from other occupations to engage them in this particular trade.
But in those occupations capital and labour were productive of
profits, which must have been given up when they were withdrawn.
The ability of the country to accumulate, was only increased by
the difference between the profits obtained in the business in which
the capital was newly engaged, and those obtained in that frona
which it was withdrawn.
Whether taxes be taken from revenue or capital, they diminish
the taxable commodities of the State.
If' I cease to expend 100/.
on wine, because by paying a tax of that amount I have enabled
Government to expend 100l. instead of expending it myself_ one
hundred pounds' worth of goods are necessarily withdrawn _?om the
list of taxable commodities.
If the revenue of the individuals of a
country be 10 millions, they will have at least 10 millions' worth of
taxable commodities.
If, by taxing some, one million be transferred
to the disposal of"Government, their revenue will still be nominally
10 millions, but they will remain with only nine millions' worth of
taxable commodities.
There are no circumstances under which
taxation does not abridge the enjoyments of those on whom the
taxes ultimately fall, and no means by which those enjoyments can
again be extended but the accumulation of new revenue.
Taxation can never be so equally applied as to operate in the
same proportion on the value of"all commodities, and still to preserve them at the same relative value. It frequently operates very
diffhrently from the intention of the legislature, by its indirect
* The following remark of the same author appears to me equally erroneous:
"When a high duty is laid on cotton, the production of all those goods of which cotton
is the basis is diminished.
If the total value added to cotton in its various manufactures, in a particular eountry_ amounted to 100 millions of francs per annum, and
the effect of the tax was, to diminish the consumption one half, then the tax would
deprive that country every year of 50 millions of francs, in addition to thc sum received
by Government."
Vo]. ii. p. 314
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We have already seen that the effect of :t direct tax on
corn and raw produce is, if money be also produced in the country,
to raise the price of' all commodities in proportion as raw produce
enters into their composition, and thereby to destroy the natural
relation which previously existed between them. Another indirect
effect is, that it raises wages, and lowers the rate of profits; and
we have also seen, in another part of this work, that the effect of a
rise of wages and a fall of profits is to lower the money prices of
those commodities which are produced in a greater degree by the
employment of fixed capital.
That a commodity, when taxed, can no longer be so profitably
exported, is so well understood, that a drawback is frequently
al/owcd on its exportation, and a duty l'fid on its importation.
If
these drawbacks and duties bc accurately laid, not only on the
commodities themselves, but on all which they may indirectly affect,
then, indeed, there will be no disturbance in the value of the precious
metals.
Since we could as readily export a commodity after being
taxed as before, and since no peculiar ihcility would be given to
importation, the precious metals would not., more than before, enter
into the list of exportable commodities.
Of all commodities none are perhaps so proper for taxation as
those which, either by the aid of nature or art, are produced with
peculiar filcility.
With respect to foreign countries, such commodities may be classed undeJ the head of those which arc not
regulated in their price by the quantity of labour bestowed, but
rather by the caprice, the tastes, and the power of the purchasers.
If England had more productive tin nfines than other countries, or
if, from superior machinery or fuel, she had peculiar facilities in
manuikcturinz
cotton _,zoods_the paces of tin and of cotton goods
would still in England be regulated by the comparative quantity of
labour and capital required to produce them, and the competition
of our merchants would make them very little dearer to the foreign
consumer.
Our advantage in the production of these commodities
might bc so decided, that probably they could bear a very great
additional price in the foreig_n market, without very mate_4alty
diminishing their consumption.
This price they never could attain,
whilst competition was free at home, by any other means but by a
tax on their exportation.
This tax would fall wholly on foreign
consumers, and part of the expenses of the Government of England
would be defrayed by a tax on the land and labour of other countries.
The tax on tea, which at present is paid by the people of
England, and goes to aid the expenses of the Govermnent of England,
might, if laid in China on the exportation of the tea, be diverted to
the payment of the expenses of the Government of China.
Taxes on luxuries have some advantage over taxes on necessaries.
They are generally paid fi'om income, and therefore do not diminish
the productive capital of the e.ountry. If wine were much raised in
price in consequence of taxation, it is probable that a man would
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rather forego the enjoyments of wine than make any importaut
encroaehments on his capital to be enabled to purchase it. 'l'he_ r
are so identified with price that the contributor is hardly aware th_tt
he is paying a tax. But they have also their disadwmtages.
First,
they never reach capital, and on some extraordinary occasions it
may be expedient that even capital should contribute towards the
lmblic exigeneles; and, secondly, there is no certainty as to the
amount of' the tax, tbr it may not reach even income. A man intent
on saving will exempt himself fl'om _ tax on wine by giving up the
use of it. TILe income of the country lnay be undiminished, and
yet the state may be unable to raise a _hilling by tile tax.
Whatever habit has rcndere'3 delighttifl will be relinquished with
reluctance, and will continue to be consumed notwithstanding
a
very heavy tax ; but this reluctance has its limits, and experience
every day demonstrates that an increase in the nominal amount of
taxation often.diminishes
the produce.
One re.an will continue t_
drink the same quantity of wine, though the price of every bottle
should be raised three shillings, who would yet relinquish tile use
of wine rather than pay four. :knother will be content to pay fbur.
yet reihse to pay five shillings.
The same may be said of" othe;"
taxes on luxuries : many would pay a tax of 5l.'for the enjoyment
which a horse affbrds_ who wotdd not pay IOL or 20L It is not
because they cannot pay more that they give up the use of wine
and of horses, but because they will not pay more. Every man laa_some standard in his own mind by which he estimates the value of
his enjoyments, bu_ that standard is as v'Lrious as tile human clmraeter.
A country whose financial situation has become extremely
artificial, by the mischievous policy of aceumulatinff a large national
debt, and _ consequently enormous taxation, is particularly exposed
to the inconvenience attendant on this mode of raising taxes. After
visiting with a tax the whole round of luxuries ; after laying horses,
carriages, wine, servants, and all tile other enjoyments of' the rich
under eontributlon ; a minister is induced to have recourse to more
direct taxes, such as income and property taxes, neglecting the
golden maxim of M. Say, "that the very best of all plans of finance
is to spend little_ and the best of all taxcs is that which is the least
ill anlo.'.lnt."
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ON the same prhmiplc that a tax on corn would raise the 1)rlcc oi
corn, a tax on any other commodity would raise the price of that
commodity.
If the commodity did not rise by a sum equal to the
tax, it would not give the same profit to the prod.ucer which he
had bcforc, and he would remove his capital to some other employmerit.

The taxing of all commodities, whether they be ncccssaries or
luxm'ies, will_ while money remains at an unaltered value, ralsc their
prices by a sum at least equal to the tax. _ A tax on the manuf:actured necessaries of the labourer would have the same effect on
_'lges as a tax on corn, which differs from other neccssaries only by
being the first and most important on the list; and it would producc precisely the same effccts on the profits of stock and foreigiL
trade.
:But a tax on luxuries would have no other effect than to
raise their price.
It would fall wholly on the consumer, and could
ncithcr increasc wages nor lower profits.
Taxes Which are levied on a country for the purpose of supporting war, or for the ordinary cxpenses of the State, and which arc
chiefly devoted to the support of unproductive labourers, are taken
from the productive industry of the country;
and every saving
which can be made from such expenses will be gencrally added to
the incomc, if not to the capital of the contributors.
Vfhcn, for
the expenses of a yeaffs war_ twenty millions are r'dsed by mcans
of a loan, it is the twenty millions which arc withdrawn from the
* It is observed by M. Sa_, " th.tt a manufacturer
is not enabled to make the cou._umer pay thc whole tax levied on his commodity, because its increased price will
diminish it_ cou_umption."
Should this bc the case, should the consumption be diminished, will not the supply also _,pcedily be diminished ? Why should the manufacturer continue in the trade, if his profits arc below the general level ? M. Say appears
here 'also to have forgotten the doctrine which he clsewhcre supports, " that the cost
of production dctermincs the price, below which commoditic._ cannot fall for any
length of time, because production would bc then either suspended or diminished."-VoL ii, p. 26.
" The tax in this case f.dls then partly on the consumer, _llo i_ obliged to give
more for the commodity taxed, and partly on the producer, who, after deducting the
tax, will receive less. The public treasury will be benefited by what the purchaser
pays in addition, and also by the sacrifice which the producer is obliged to make of a
part of Iris profits.
It is the eflbrt of gunpowder, which acts at tl,e same time on the
bullet which it projects, and on the gtm which it cauq.es to rccoil."--Vol,
ii. p. 333.
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productive capital of the nation.
Thc million per annum which is
raised by taxes to pay the interest of this loan, is merely transferrcd
fi'om those who pay it to those who reccive it, from the contributor
to thc tax to the national creditor.
The real cxpense is the twenty
millions, and not the interest which must be paid fbr it/
Y_rhether
the interest be or be not paid, the country will neither bc richer
nor poorer.
Govcrmnent might at once have required the twenty
millions in the shape of taxes ; ill which case it would not have
been necessary to raisc annual taxes to the amount of' a million.
This, however, would not have changcd the nature of the transaclion. ._-n individual, instc'_d of being called upon to pay 100/. per
annum, might have been obliged to p'ty 20001. once ]br all. It
,night also have suited his convenicnce rather to borrow this 2000/.,
and to pay 100/. per annum for interest to the lender, than to spare
the larger sum fi'om his own fund_. In one case, it is a private
transaction between A and B, in the other Governmcnt guarantees
to B the payment of interest to be cqually paid by A. If the
transaction had been of a private nature, no public record would
be kept of it, and it would bca matter of comparative indifference
to the country whcthcr A faithfully performed his contract to B,
or unjustly retained the 100L per annum in his own possession.
The country would have a general interest in the faitMh] performanct.
of a contract, but with respect to the national wealth, it would have
no other interest than whcther A cr B would make this 100l. most
productive;
but on this question it would ncithcr have thc right
nor the ability to decide.
It Inight be possible, that if A retained
it for his own use, hc might squander it unprofitably, and if it were
I,aid to B, he might add it to his capital, and employ it productively.
And the convcrsc would also be possible; B might squander it,
•rod A might employ it productively.
With a view to wealth only,
it might be equally or more desirable that A should or shotfld not
pay it; but the claims of justice and good faith, a ffrcatcr ntilitv,
:ire not to bc compelled to yield to those ot'a less ; and accordingli" ,
if thc State were called upon to interfere, the courts of justice would
oblige A to perform his contract.
A debt guaranteed by the nation,
,lif_brs in no respect fi'om the above transaction.
Justice and good
• '" hiclon says. that the debts of a natiou arc debts due fi'om the right hand to the
left, by which the'body is not weakened.
It is true that the general weahh is not
diminished by the paymcnt of the interest on arrears of the debt : The dividends arc
a value which passes from the hand of the contributor to the national creditor:
3,Vhether it bc the national creditor or timecontributor who accumulates or consumes
it, is. I agree, of little importance to the society ; but the principal of the debt--what
h_ become of that?
It exists no more.
The consumption which has followed the
loan has annihilated a capital which will never yield any fllrther revenue.
The so__.ictyis deprived not of the amount of interest, since that passes from one hand ro
the other, but of the rcvenue from a destroyed capital.
'lltis capital, if it had been
employed productively by him who lent it to the State, would equally have yielded
him an income, but that income would have been derived from arcal l_roducti('_n, and
would not have been fiu-aished fro,n the pocket of a fellow citizcn."--,_a_/, vol. it.
p. 357. This is both conceived and expressed in the true spirit of the s,.ience.
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_aith demand that the interest of the national debt should continue
to be paid, and that those who have advanced their capitals for the
general benefit, should not be rcqulred to forego their equitable
claims, oll the plea of expediency.
But independently of this consideration, it is by no means certahl
that political utility would go.in anything by the sacrifice of political
integrity;
it does by no means ibllow that the 1)arty exonerated
fi'om the payment of'the interest ot' the n'_tlonal debt would employ
it more produ('tively than those to whom indisputably it is due.
By cancelling the national debt, one man's income might be raised
fi'om 1000/. to 1,500/., but another man's would be lowered ti'om
1,500l. to 10001. These two men's incomes now amount to 2,500/.;
they would amount to no more then. If it be the object of Government to raise taxes, there wouhl be precisely the same taxable
capital and income in one case as ill the other.
It is not, then, by
the payment of the interest on the national debt that a country is
distressed, nor is it by the exoneration fi'om payment that it can be
relieved.
It is only by saving froln income, and retrenching in
expenditure, that the ntttional capital can be increased ; and neither
the income would be increased, nor the expenditure diminished l)y
the annihilation of the ntttional debt. It is by the profuse expenditure of Government and of individuals, and by loans, that the
country is impoverished ; every measure, therefore, which is calculated to promote public and private economy will relieve the public
distress ; but it is error and delusion to suppose that a real national
difficulty can be removed by shifting it fi'om the shoulders of one
,'.lass of the community, who justly ought to bear it, to the shoulders
of another class, who, upon every principle of equity, ought to bear
no more than their share.
)_rom wllat I have said, it must not be inferred that I consider
the system of borrowing as the best calculated to defray the extraordinary expenses of the State.
It is a system which tends to make
us less thriity--to
blind us to our real situation.
If the expenses
of :t war be 40 millions per annum, and the share which a man
would ha;c to contribute towards that annual expense were 100l.,
he would endeavour, on being at once called upon for his portion,
to save speedily the 100l. fi'om his income. J_y the system of loans,
he is called upon to pay only the interest of this 100/., or 51. per
annmn, and considers that he does enough by saving this 5l. from
his expenditm'e, and then deludes himself with the belief that he is
as rich as before. The whole nation, by reasoning and acting in
this manner_ save only the interest of 40 millions, or two millions ;
and thus, not only lose all the interest or profit which 40 millions
of capital, employed productively, would afford, but also 38 nfillions,
the difference between their savings and expenditure.
If, as I
before observed, each man had to ma_'[_ehis own loan, and contribute
his full proportion to the exigencies of the State, as soon as the w-tr
eeased_ taxation would cease, ana we shouhl immediately fidl into
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a natural state of prices.
Out of his private funds, A might have
to pay to B interest for the money he borrowed of him during the
war, to cnablc him to pay his quota of the cxpense; but with this
the nation would have no concern.
A country which lms accumulated a large debt, is placed in a
most artificial situation ; and althougll the amount of taxes, and the
increased price of labour, may not_ and I believe does not_ place it
under any other disadvantage with rcspcct to tbrcign countries,
except the unavoidable one of 1)ayiug those taxes, yet it becomes
thc interest of every contributor to withdraw his shoulder from the
burthcn, and to shift this paymcut from himself to another ; and the
temptation to remove himself and his capital to another country;
where he will be exempted from such burthens, becomes at last
irresistible, and overcornes the natural reluctance which every man
i_els to quit the place of' his birth, and the scene of his early associ-ttions.
A country which has involved itself iu the di_iculties
attending this artificial system, would act wisely by ransoming itself
from them, 'tt the sacrifice of any portion oi" its propcrty which
might be necessar)" to redeem its debt.
That which is wisc in an
individual, is xsise also in a nation. A man who has 10,000/., paying him an income of 500/., out of"which hc has to pay 100/. per
annum towards the interest of the debt, is really worth only 8000/.,
and would be equally rich, whether he continued to pay 100/. per
annum_ or at once_ "rod for only oncc, sacrificed 2000l. But where,
it is asked, would be the 1)urchaser of the property which he must
sell to obtain this 2000/.? The answer is plain : the national creditor,
who is to receive t'his 2000/._ xvill want an investment for his money,
and will be disposed either to lend it to the landholder_ or mauufilcture 5 or to purchase from them a part of the property of which
they have to dispose.
To such a payment the stockholders themselves would largely contribute.
This schcme has been often
recommended,
but wc havej I fhar_ neither wisdom enough, nor
virtue enough, to adopt it. It must, however, be admitted_ that
during peace, our unceasing efforts should be directed towards paying off that part of the debt which has been contracted during war ;
and that no tcmptation of relief, no desire of escape from present,
:rod I hope temporary distresses, should induce us to relax in our
attention to that great object.
No sinking fund can be efficient for the purpose of dlnainlshlng
the debt_ if it be not derived from the excess of the public revcnue
over the public cxpenditure.
It is to be regretted, that the sinking
fund in this country is only such iu name; for there is no excess
of revenue above expenditure.
It ought, by economy, to be made
what it is p_'ofcssed to be, a really efficient fund for the payment
of the debt. If_ on the breaking out of any future war, wc shall
not have _'ery considerably reduced our debt, one of two things
n-_usthappen_ either the whole cxpenses of that war must be defrayed
by taxes raised from year to year_ or we must, at the end of that war_
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if not befor% sulnnlt to ,'t natlon'd bankruptcy;
not that we shall be
unable to bear any large additions to the debt ; it would bc difficult to set,limlts to the powers of _ great nation ; but assuredly
there are limits to the price, which in the form of" perpetual tax:it]on, individuals will submit to pay tbr the privilege merely of
living in their native country. '_
Wtlen a commodity is at a monopoly price, it is at the very
highest price at which the consumers are willing to purchase it.
Commodities arc only at a monopoly pric% when by no possible
device their quantity can be augmented ; and when, therefore, the
competition is wholly on one side--amongst
the buyers.
The
monopoly price of one period may be much lower or higher than
the monopoly pricc of another, because the competition amongst
_be p.urchasers must depend on their wealtl b and their tastes and
caprices.
Th(/sc peculiar wines, which are produced in very limited
quantit)3 and those works of art, which from their excellence or
rat]t)3 have acquired a fanciful valu% will be exchanged for a vcr_
different quantity of the produce of ordinary labour, according ,as
thc society is rich or poor, as it possesses an abundauce or scarcitv
of such prodnce, or as it may be in a rude or i)olishcd state.
Th',.
exchangeabh, valuc thcrctbre oi'a commodity which is at a monopol.v
price, is nowhere regulated by the cost of production.
Raw produce is not at a monopoly price, bcc'tusc the market prie_.
of barley and wheat is as much regulated by their cost of production. as the market price of cloth and linen.
Thc only diffbrence
is this_ that one portion of the capital eml)loyed in agriculture regislutes the price of' corn, namcly, that portion which pays no rent :
whereas, in the production of mauufiteturcd
commodities_ cverv
portion of capital is employed with the same results; and as n_,
portion pays rcn b ever)" portion is equally a regulator of price :
corn_ and other raw produce, e'm be augmented, too, in quantity,
by the employment of more cal,ital on the land, "rod thcrci_lre they
are not at a monopoly price.. There is competition
among the
sellers, as well as amongst the buyers.
This is not the case in the
production of those rare wines, and those valuable specimens ot
art, of which we have becn speaking;
their quantity cannot be
increased_ and their price is limited only by the extcnt of the power
and will of the i)urchasers.
The rent of these vineyards may be
raised beyond any moderately assignable limit% because.no other
* " Credit, in general, i_ good, :ts it allows capitals to leave those hands where
they arc not usefully employed, to ])ass into those where the)- will be made productive:
it diverts ,x capital from an cmplo) mcnt useful only to the capitalist, such its an investment in the public fund_, to make it productive in the ]lands of indu._trv. It facilitates
the employments of all capitals, and ]eave_ none unemployed."--.Economle
J°olitlque,
p. 463. 2 VoL 4th Edition.--This
must be an oversigh: of M. Say. The capital ol
the stockholder cm_ never be made productive--it
is, in fact, no capital.
If he
were to sell his stock, and employ the capital he obtained/'or it, productively, he could
only do so by detaching the capita] of the bu£er of his stock fi'om a productive
employment.
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land being aisle to produce such wines, none can be brought into
competition with them.
The corn and raw produce of a country may, indeed, for a time,
sell at a monopoly price; but they can do so permanently
only
when no more capital can be profitably employed on the lands, and
when, thercfore, their produce cannot be increased.
At such time,
every portion of land in cuhivation, and every portion of capital
employed on the land, will yield a rent, differing, indeed, in proportion to the difference in the return.
At such a time, too, any tax
which may be imposed on the ihrmer, will Pall on rent, and not on
the consumer.
He cannot raise the price of his corn, bccausc, by
the supposition, it is already at the highest price at which tlm purch'_sers will or can buy it. He will not be satisfied with a lower
rate of profits than th'_t obtained by other capitalists, and, thereibre,
his only alternative will be, to obtain a reduction of rent, or to quit
his employment.
Mr Buchanan considers corn and raw produce as at a monopoly
price, because they yield a rent: all commodities which yield a
rent, he supposes, nmst be at a monopoly price ; and thence he infers,
that all taxes on raw produce would fall on tile landlord, and not
on the consumer.
" The price of corn," he says, " which always
affords a rent, being in no respect influenced by the expenses of its
production, those expenses must be paid out of the rent ; and when
they rise or fidl, thcrcfbrc, the conscqucnce is not a higher or lower
price, but a higher or a lower rent.
In this view, all taxes on farm
servants, horses, or the implements of agriculture, are in reality
land taxes,--thc
burden t.llling on the fitrmer during the currency
of his lease, and on the landlord, when the lease comes to be rcncwed. In like manner, all thosc improved implements of husbandry which save expense to the f:armer, such as machines for thrashing
and reaping, whatever gives him easier access to the market, such
as good ro'lds, canals, and bridges, though they lessen the original
cost of corn, do not lessen its market price.
Whatever is saved by
those iml)rovcments , thcrcibrc, belongs to the landlord as part of
his rent.
It is evident that if wc yield to Mr Buchanan the basis on which
his argument is built, namely, that the price of corn always yields a
rent, all the consequences which he contends for would follow of
course.
Taxes on the farmer would then fhll, not on the consumer,
but on rent; and all improvements
in husbandry would increase
rent: but I hope I have made it sufficiently clear, that, until a
country is cultivated in every part, and up to the highest degree,
there is always a portion of capital employed on the land which
yields no rent, and that it is this portion of capital, the result of
which, as in manufactures, is divided between profits and wages,
that regulates the price of corn.
The price of corn, then, which
does not afford a rent, being iniluenccd by the expenses of its production, those expenses cannot be paid out of rent.
The conse-
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quenee, therefore, of those expenses increasing, is a higher price.
and not a lower rent."
It is remarkable that both Adam Smith and Mr Buchanan_ whc
entirely agree that taxes on raw produce_ a land tax_ and tithes, M1
ihI1 on'tile rent of hmd_ and not on the consumers of raw produce_
should nevertheless admit that taxes on malt would fall on the consumer of beer, and not on thc rent of the landlord.
Adam Smith's
argument is so able a statement of the view which I take of the
subject of the tax on malt_ and every other tax on raw produee_ that
I cannot refrain _om oit_ring it to the attention of the reader.
"The rent and profits of' barley land must always be nearly cqual
to those of other equally tbri'.ile and equally well cultivated land.
If they were less, some part of the barley land would soon bc
turned to some other purpose; and if they were greater, more land
would soon be turned to the raising of barley. When the ordinm T
price of any particular produce of land is at what may be called a
monopoly price, a tax upon it necessarily reduces the rent and profitJ
of the land which grows it. A tax upon the produce of those precious
vineyards, of' which the wine fidls so much short of the effbctual
demand that its price is always above the natural proportion to that
of other equally tbrtilc and equally well cultivated hind, would
necessarily reduce the rent and profitt of those vineyards.
The
price of the wines being already the highest that could be got ibr
the quantity commonly sent to markct_ it couhl not be raised higher
without diminishing t'bat quantity ; and the quantity could not bc
diminished without still greater loss, because the hmds could not be
turned to any other equally valuable produce.
5?he whole weight
of the tax_ therefor% would'ihll upon the rent and profit ; t properly
upon the re_,t of the vineyard."--"
But the ordinary price of barley
]ms never been a monopoly price; and the rent "rod profit of harley
land have never been above their natural proportion to those of
other equally fertile and equally well cultivated land. The different
taxes which have been imposed upon malt, beer_ and al% have never
lowered the Trice of barley ; have never reduced the rent and profitt
of barley land. The price of malt to the brewer has constantly
risen in proportion to the taxes imposed upon it; and those taxes,
together with the different duties upon beer and ale, have constantly
either raised the price, or, what comes to the same thing, reduced
the quality of those commodities to the consumer.
The final paymcnt of' those taxes has fallen constantly upon the consumer and
* '" -X,
lanufacturing industry increases its produce in proportion to the demand, and
the price falls ; but tl_eproduce qf land cannot be so increased; and a high price is still
necessary to prevent the consumption fi'om exceeding the supply."---Buchanan, vol. iv.
p. 40. ls it possible that Mr Buchanan can seriously assert, that the produce of the
.and cannot be increased if the demand increases ?
t I wish the word "profit" had been omitted.
Dr Smith must suppose the profits
of the tenants of these preciou_ vineyards to be above the general rate of profits.
I{
they were not, they would not pay the tax, unless the.v could shift it either to the
lzmdlord or eonsmner.
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not upon the producer."
On this passage hit lCuchanan remarks,
"A duty on malt never could reduce the price of barley, because,
unless as much could be made of barley by malting it as by selling
it unmalted, the quantity required would not be brought to market.
]t is clca5 therefbre_ that the price of malt must rise ill proportion
to the tax imposed on it, as the demand could not otherwise be
supplied. The price of barley, howevc 5 is just as much a monopoly
price as that of sugar ; they both ):ield a rent, and the market price
of both has equally lost all connexion with the original cost."
It appears, then_ to be the opinion of MrBuchanan_ that a t'lx on
analt would r:tlse the price of' malt, but that a t'tx on the barley
from which malt is made would not raise the price of barley ; and,
thercfore_ if malt is taxed, tile tax will be paid by the consumer ; if
barley is taxed, it will be paid by thc landlord, as hc will receive :_
diminished rent.
According to Mr Buchanan_ thel)_ barley is at a
monopoly price at the highcst price which the purchasers arc willing
to givc tbr it ; but malt made of barley is not at a monopoly price,
and consequently it can be raised in proportion to the taxes that
may be imposed upon it. This opinion of _h" Buchanan of the
effects of a tax on malt appears to me to be in direct contradiction
to the opinion he has glvcn of a similar tax_ a tax on bread.
"A
tax on bread will be ultimately ])aid, not by a rise of prick, but by
a reduction of rent."*
If a tax on malt would raise the price of
beer, a tax on bread must raise the price of bread.
The following argument of hi. Say is ibunded on the same views
as hlr Buchanan's : " The quantity of wine or corn which a piece
of land will produce will remain nearly the same, whatcvcr may be
the tax with which it is charged.
Tile tax may take away a half_
or even three-fourths of' its net produce, or of its rent, if you plcasc_
yet tim land would nevertheless bc cultivated for the half or the
quarter not absorbed by the tax.
The rent_ that is to say, the
landlord's share, would merely be somewhat lower. The reason of
this will bc perceived if we consider that, in the case supposcd_ the
quantity of produce obtained fi'om the land and sent to market will
remain neverthelcss the same. On the other hand_ the motives on
which the demand for the produce is founded continue also the
salne.

" _Now, if the quantity of produce SUl)plied, and tim quantity
demanded_ necessarily continue the same, notwithstanding
the
establishment or the increase of the tax, the price of that produce
will not vary ; and if the price do not wlry_ the consumer will not
pay the smallest portion of this tax.
" Will it be said that tlm filrmer_ he who furnishes labour and
capital, will_ jointly with the landlord_ bear the burden of this tax ?
--certainly
not: because the circnmstancc
of the tax has not
diminished the number of farms to be let, nor increased the number
of t_lrmcrs. Sincc_ in this instance also, the supply and demand
V,_l. iil. ,._ _5._.
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remain the same, the rent of _arms must also remain tile same.
The example of the manufacturer of salt, who can only make the
consumers pay a portion of the tax, and that of the landlord, who
cannot reimburse himself in the smallest degree, prove the error of
those who maintain, in opposition to the economists, tlmt all t.-txcs
fall ultimately on the consumer."--Vol,
ii. p. 338.
If the tax "took away half_ or even three-fourths
of the net
produce of the land," and the price of produce did not rise, how
could those farmers obtain the usual profits of stock who paid very
moderate rents, having that quality of land which required a much
lal_er proportion of labour to obtain a given result than land of it
more fertile quality.9 If the whole rent were remitted_ they would
still obtain lower profits than those in other trades, and would
therefore not continue to cultivate their land, unless they could
misc the price of its produce.
If the tax fell on the farmers, there
would be fewer ihrmcrs disposed to hire farms; if it fell on the
landlord, many farms would not be let at all, for they would afford
no rent. But fi'om what fund would those pay the tax who produce
corn without paying any rent ? It is quite clear that the tax must
thll on the consumer.
How would such land as M. Say dcscrlbes
in the following passage pay a tax of one-half or three-fourths of
its produce .9
" _Vc scc in Scotland poor lands thus cultivated by the proprietor,
._nd which could be cultivated by no other person.
Thus, too, we
scc in the interior provinces of the United States vast and fertile
lands, the revenue of which, alone, wouhl not be sufficient for the
maintenance of the proprietor.
These lands are cultivated nevertheless, but it must bc by the proprietor himself_ or_ in other words,
he must add to the rent, which is little or nothing_ the profits of
his capital and industry, to enable him to live in competence.
It
is well known that land, though cultivated, yields no revenue to
the landlord when no farmer will be willing to pay a rent for it :
which is a proof that such land will give only the profits of the
capital, and of the industry necessary for its cultivation."_Say,
vol. il. p. 12.7.
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CHAPTER XVIII.
POOR RATES.
WE have see_ that taxes on raw produce, and on the profits of the
farmer, will fall on the consumer of r-tw produce; since, unless he
had the powcr of remuncrati:lg himself by an incrcasc of' price, thc
tax would reduce his profits below the general level of profits, and
would urge him to removc his capital to somc other trade.
We
have seen, too, that he could nor, by deducting it from his rent_
transfhr the tax to his landlord • because that farmcr who paid no
rcnt would, equally with the cultivator of better hind, bc subject to
the tax, whcther it were laid on raw produce or on the profits ot
_he fhrmer.
I have also attemptcd
to show; that if a tax wcrc
general, and affected equally all profits, whether manufacturing
or
agricultural, it would not operate either on thc price of goods or
raw produce, but would bc immedlately, as well as ultimately, paid
by the producers.
A tax on rent, it has been observed, would fall
on the landlord only, and could not by any means bc made to devolve on the tenant.
The poor rate is "Ltax which part'tkcs of the nature of all these
mxcs_ and, under die,rent circumstances, fMls on the consumcr of
raw produce and goods, on thc profits of stock, and on the rent of'
land. It is a tax which falls with pccullar weight on the profits of
the fhrmer, and therc_bre may be considered as "_ffecting the price
of raw producc.
According to the degree in which _t bears on
nmnufhcturin_ and a_ricultural l)rofits cauallv, it will l)c a general
tax on the profits of stock_ and will occasmn no alteration in the
price of raw produce and manufactures.
In proportion to the fkrmer's inability to remunerate
himself, by raising the price of ra_
produce, for that portion of the tax which peculiarly affects him.
it will be a tax on rent, and will be l)a]d by the landlord. To kno_.
then_ the operation of the poor rate at any particular time, we must
ascertain whether at that tlme it affects in an equal or an unequa!
devotee the profits of the farmer and manufhcturcr ; and also whether
the circumstances be such as to afford to the farmer the power of
raising the price of raw produce.
The poor rates are professed to be levied on thc farmer in proportion to his rcnt ; and, accordingly, the firmer who paid a vcr_,
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smallrent,or no rentat all,shouldpay little
or no tax. If this
were true;poor rates,
as faras they are paid by the ngricultural
elass_ would entirely t:all on the landlord, and could not be shifted
to the consumer of raw produce.
But I believe that it is not true ;
the poor rate is not levied according to the rent which a fiu'mer
•letually pays to his landlord ; it is proportioned to tile annual value
of his land, whether that annual value be given to it by the eapltal
of the landlord or of tile tenant.
If' two farmers rented land of' two different qualities in the same
parish, the one p'lylng "_ rent of ]OOl. per annum fi)r 50 acres of
the most fertile land, and the other the same sum of 100/. for 1000
acres of"the least thrtile land, they would pay the same amount of
poor rates, if neither of them attempted to improve tile land; but
if"the fhrmer of the poor land_ presulning on a very long"lease, should
be induced, at a great expense, to improve the productive powers
of his land, by manuring, draining_ fbncing, &e., he would contribute to the poor rates, not in proportion to the aetu'd rent paid to
the landlord_ but to the actual anmml value of' the land. The rate
might equal or exceed the rent ; but whether it did or not, no part
of this rate would be paid by the hmdlord.
It would have been
previously ealeulttted upon by the tenant ; and if tile price of produce
were not suflieient to compensate him for all his expenses, together
with this additional charge fbr poor rates, his improvements would
not have been undertaken.
It is evident, then, that the tax in this
case is paid by the consumer; for if' there had been no rate, the
same improvements would have been undertaken, and tile usual
and general rate of' profits would have been obtained on the stock
employed, with a lower price of'corn.
Nor would it make the slightest difference in this question, if
the landlord had made these improvements himselt_ trod had in
consequence raised his rent from 100/. to 500l. ; the rate would be
equall.v charged to the eonsumer; for whether the landlord should
expend a large sum of money on his land, would depend on the
rent, or what is called a'ent, which he would receive as a remuneration fbr it ; and this again would depend on the price of' corn, or
other raw produce, being sufficiently high not only to cover this
additional rent, but also the rate to which the land would be subjeet.
If at the same time all manulZaeturing capital contributed to
the poor rates, in the same proportion as the capital expended by
the thrmer or landlord in improving the land, then it would no
longer be a partial tax on the profits of the i'armer's or landlord's
c_pital, but a tax on the capital of all produeers; and, therefore, it
could no longer be shifted either on the consumer of raw produce
or on the landlord.
The thrmer's profits would feel the effect of'
the rate no more than those of the manufacturer;
and the former
could not, any more than the latter, plead it as a reason tbr an
advanee in the lwiee of his commodity.
It is not the absolute, but
the relative fall of profits_ which _revents ealfital from being era-
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ployed in any particular trade : it is the difference of profit which
sends capital from one employment to another.
It must bc acknowledged, however, that in the actual state of'
the poor rates, g nmch larger amount thlls on the farmer than on
the manufacturer,
ill proportion to their respective profits; the
thrmer being rated according to the actual productions which he
obtains, the manufacturer only according to the wdue of the buildings in which he works, without any regard to the value of the
machinery, labour, or stock which lie may employ.
From this
circumstance it follows, that the farmer will be enalllcd to raise tile
price of his produce by this whole difference.
For since the tax
t_alls unequally, and peculiarly on his profits, lie would have less
motive to devote his eapltal to the land, than ro employ it in some
other trade, were not the pricc of raw produce raised.
If; on the
contraiT, the rate had fallen with greater weight on the manufacturer than on the farmel 5 he would have been enabled to raise the
price of his goods by the amount of the difference, fbr the same
reason that the farmer under silnilar circumstances could raise the
price of raw produce.
In a society, therefore, which is extending
its agriculture, when l)oor rates tldl with peculiar weight on the
land, they will be paid'partly by the employers of capital in a diminution of the profits of stock, and partly by the consumer of raw
produce in its increased prlec.
In such a state of things, the tax
may, under some cireumst:mces, be even advantageous rather than
injurious to landlords; tbr if' tile tax paid by the cultivator of the
worst land, be higher in proportion to the quantity of produce
obtained, than that paid by the thrmers of the more fertile ]ands,
the rise in the price of con1, which will extend to all corn, uill
more than compcnsate the latter fbr the tax. This advantage will
remain with them during tile continuance of their leases, but it will
afterwards be transferred to their landlords.
This, then, would be
the etti_ct of poor rates in an adwmcing society ; but in a stationar.v,
or in a retrograde country, so thr as capital could not bc withdrawn fi'om the land, if' a further rate were levied tbr the supl)ort
of the 11oo25that part of it which fell on agriculture wouhl be paid,
during the current leases, by the ihrmers ; but, at the expiration of
those leases, it would ahnost wholly Ihll on the landlords.
The
tltrmer, who, during his former lease, had expended his capital in
improving his land, if it were still in his own hands, would be rated
ibr this new tax according to the new value which the land had
acquired by its improvement, and this amount he would be obliged
to pay during his lease, although his profits might thereby be
reduced below the general rate of profits; tbr the capital which he
has expended may be so incorporated with the land, that it cannot
be removed fi'om it. If, indeed, he or his landlord (should it have
been expended by him) were able to remove this capital, and
thereby reduce the annual value of the land, the rate would proportionably fall: and as the produce would at the same time be
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diminished, its price would rise; he would be compensated for the
tax, by charging it to thc consumcr_ and no part would thll on
rent; but this is impossible, at lcast with respcct to some proportion of the capital, and conscquent!y in that proportion the tax
will be paid by the farmers during their leases, and by landlords
at their expir'ltion.
This additional tax, if it fell with peculiar
scverlty on manufitcturcrs, which it does not, would_ under such
circumstances, bc addcd to the price of their goods ; for there c,_n
be no reason why their profits should be reduced below the general
rate of profits, when their capitals might be easily removed to
agriculture."
* In a former lmrt of this work, I have noticed the difference between rent, propcrly
so called, aml the remuneration
paid to the hmdlord under that name, for the advantages _hich the expenditure of his capital has procured to his tenant ; but I (lid not
perhaps sufficicntly distinguish the difference which would arise from the different
modes in which thi._ capital might be applied.
As a part of this capital, when once
expended in thc imlwovement of "t fitrm, i_ inseparal)ly "mvdgamated with the hmd.
and tends to increase its productive powers, the rcmuncration paid to the landlord fi,_
it_ use is strictly of the nature of rent, and is subject to all the laws of rent. Whether
the improvement be made at the expen:e of the landlord or the tenant, it will not be
undertaken in the first instance, uuless there is a strong probability that the retun_
will at least be equal to thc profit that can be m.tdc by the di._position of any other
equal capital ; but _hen once made, the return obtained will evcr after be wl]ollv of
thc nature &rent, and will be subject to all the variations of rent.
Some of tt]cse
expenses, however, only give advantages to the land for a lhnitcd period, and do n.t
add 1)eYmanently to its productive powers: being bestowed on building% and other
peri.,hable improvements, they require to be constantly renewed, aad thcrcfore do not
c.htain for the landlord any permanent addition to his real rent.
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XIX.

IN THE CHA.N'NELS OF TRADE.

_k CRE..tT manufacturing country is peculiarly exposed to temporary
reverses and contiagencies_ produced by the removal of' capital
fi'om one cmploymcnt to another.
The dcm;mds _br the producc of
agriculture are uniform ; they are not under the influence of fashion,
prejudice, or caprice.
To sustain life, food is neccssary, and thc
demand fbr food must conthme in all ages, and in all countries.
It
is different with manutCactures ; the demand for any particul'lr
manufactured commodity is subject_ not only to the wants, but to
the tastes and caprice of the purchasers.
A new tax, too, may
destroy the comparative advantage which a country before possesse_!
in the manufacture of a particular commodity ; or the effects of war
may so raise the freight and insurance on its conveyance, that it
can no longer enter into competition with the home manufacture of
the country to which it was before exported.
In all such cases,
considerable distress, and no doubt some loss, will be experienced
by those who m'e engaged in the manufacture of such commodities ;
and it will be felt, not only at the time of the change, but through
the whole interval during which they are removing theh" capitals,
•rod the labour which they can command, from one employment to
another.
Nor will distress be expericnced in that country alone where
such difficulties originatc, but in the countries to wh_.ch its commodities were before exported.
:No country can long import, unless
it also exports, or can long export unless it also imports.
If_ then,
any circumstance
should occur_ which should permanently prevent
a country fi'om importing the usual amount of foreign commodities:
it will necessarily diminish the manufacture of some of those commodities which were usually exported;
and although the total
value of the. productions of the country, will probably be but. little
altered, since the same capital will be employed, yet they will not
be equally abundant and cheap ; and considerable distress will be
experienced through the change of employments.
If_ by the employment of 10,000/. in the manufacture of cotton goods for exportation, wc imported annually 3000 pair of silk stockings of the
value of 2000l, and by the interruption of forei__a trade we should
"cr
"
-be obh_,cd to withdraw this c;tpital fi'om the manufacture of cotton,
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:rod employ it ourselves in the manufitcture of stocking.,, we should
still obtain stockings of' the value of 2000l., provided no part of the
capital were destro_'ed ; but instead of having 3000 pair_ we might
only have 27500. In the removql of the capital fi'om the cotton to
the stocking trade_ much distress might be experienced,
but it
would not considerably impair the value of the national property_
although it inight lessen the quantity of' our annual productions. +
The commencement of' war after a long peace, or of peace after
a long war_ gener'tlly produces considerable distress in trade.
It
changes in a great degree the nature of the employments to which
the respective capitals ofeountlfies were before devoted ; and during
the interval while they are settling in the situations which new
eh'eumstances have made the most benefieial, much fixed capital is
unemployed, perhaps wholly lost, and labourers are without full
employment.
The duration or' this distress will be longer or
_horter, aeeordlng to the strength of that disinclination which most
men feel to abandon that employment of their capital to which
they have long been accustomed.
It is often protracted, too, by
tbe restrictions and prohibitions to which the absurd jealousies
which prevail between the different States of the commercial commonwealth give rise.
The distress which proceeds fi'om a tevulslon of trade is often
mistaken for that which accompanies a diminution of the national
capit.'d and a retrograde state of society; and it would perhaps be
difficult "to point out any marks by which they may be accurately
distinguished.
When, however, such distress immediately accompanies a change
fi'om war to peace, our knowledge of the existence of such a cause
will make it reasonable to believe that the thnds for the m:fintenance
of labour have rather been diverted fi'om their usual channel than
materially impaired, and that, after temporary suffering, the nation
will again advance in prosperity.
It must be remembered, too, that
the retrograde condition is ahvays an unnatural state of society.
Man fi'om youth grows to manhood, tben decays, and dies ; but this
is not the progress of" nations.
When arrived to a state of the
g'reatest vigour, their further advance may indeed be arrested, but
their natural tendency is to continue fbr ages to sustain undiminished
their wealth and their population.
* " Commerceenables us to obtain a commodityin the place where it is to he
tbmld, and to conveyit to another where it is to be consumed; it therefore gives us
fl_epowerofinereasingthe valueof the commodity,by the wholedifferencebetween
its price in the fir:t of these places, and its pricein the second."---J/.Say, p. 458.
vol.ii.--True, but howis this additionalvalue givento it ? By addingto the cost o1'
production,first, the expensesofconveyance; secondly,the profiton the advancesof
capital madeby the merchant. The commodityis only morevaluahle, for the same
reasonstlmt ever)"other commoditymay becomemorevaluable,becausemorelabour
i- expendedon its productionand conveyance,before it is purchasedby the consumer.
'.['hismust not be mentionedas one of tl{eadvantagesof commerce. When the subjcct is morecloselyexamined,it will be tbund that the whole benefits of commerce
resolvethemseh-esinto the means whichit _ves us of acqniring,not more valaabla
objects,but more use@ ones.
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In rich and powerful countries, where large "capitals arc invested
in machinery, more distress will be experienced from a rcvulsioa in
trade than in poorer countries where there is proportionally a much
smaller amount of fixed, and a much larger amount of circtdating
capital, and xvhcre consequently more work is done by the labour
of men. It is not so difficult to withdraw a circulating as a fixed
capital fl'om any employmcnt in which it may bc engaged.
It is
oftcn impossible to divert the Inachinery wl_ich may have been
erected tbr one manutacturc to the purposes of' :mother; but the
clothing, the fbod, and the lodging of' the labourer in one employment may be devoted to the support of the labourer in another ; or
the same htbourer may receive the same food, clothing, and lodging,
whilst his emtfloymcnt is changed.
This, however, is an evil to
which a rich nation must submit; and it would not bc more rett sonable to complain of it than it would be in a rich merchant to
lamcnt that his ship w'ts exposed to the dangers of the sea, whilst
his poor neighbours cottage was safe from all such hazard.
From contingencies of this kind, though in an inferior degree,
even agriculture is not excmpted.
V_rar; which, in a commercial
country_ interrupts the commerce of states, fi'cqucntly prevents the
exportation of corn fi'om countries where it can bc produced u'ith
little cost to others not so fitvourably situated.
Under such
circumstances an unusual quantity of capital is drawn to agriculture,
and the country which before importcd becomes independcnt
of
fbrclgu aid. At the tcrnfination of the war, thc obstacles to importation arc removed, and a competition destructive
to the homegrower commenccs, from which hc is unable to withdraw without
the sacrifice of a great part of his capital.
The bcst policy of the
State would be, to lay a tax, decreasing in amount fl'om time to
time, on the importation of ibrelgn corn_ for a limited number of
years, in ordcr to afford to the home-grower an opportunity
to
withdraw his capital gradually fl'om the land. * In so doing, the
country might not bc making the most advantageous distribution
• :In the last volume of the supplement to the Encvclopzcdia :I]ritaunica, amcle
"Colll Laws and Trade," -tl'c the lbllowing excellent suggestions and observations :-"' if we shall at any futm'e period think of retracing our .teps, in order to give time t.
witl,draw calfital trom the cuhivation of our poor soils, "rod to invest it in more lucrative emplownents , a gradually diminishing scale of dutics may be adopted.
The price
at which forei_ grain sltould be adnfittcd duty fl'ee may be made to decrease Iron"
80_., its present limit, by 4s. or 5s. per qum'tcr annually till it reaches 50s., when the ports
eouht safely be thro_m open, and the restrictive system be for ever abolished.
When
this happy event shall have taken place, i_. will be go longer nccessa,'y to force nature.
The capital and enterprise of the country will be turned into those departments
of
industry in which our physical situation, national character, or political institutions fit
us to excel. The corn of Poland and the raw cotton of Carolina will be exchanged
for the wares of Birmingham and the muslins of Glasgow.
The genuine commercial
spirit, that which permanently secm.es the prosperity of nations, is altogether inconsistent with the dark and hhallow polio v of monopoly.
The nations of the earth arc
like provinces of the same kingdom--a
free and unfettered intercom_e is alike productive of general and of local advantage."
The whole article is well wol_hy of
attention ; it is yen, instructive, is ably written, and shows that the qtutnor is completcly
master of the subj'cct.
L
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of its capital, but the telnporary tax to which it was subjected would
be tbr the adv:mtagc of a l)articular class, the distribution of _'hose
capital was highly uscfhl in procuring.a
supply of" ibod when
importation was stopped.
If such cxernons m a pcrlod of.emergency wcrc fi)llowcd by a risk of ruin on the termination of the
difficulty, capital would shun such an employment.
Besides the
usual profits of' stock, fi_rmcrs would expect to be compensated tbr
the rlsk which they incurred of a sudden influx of corn; and,
thereibrc_ the price to the consumer, "_t the seasons when he lnost
required a supply, would be enhanced, not only by the superior cost
of growing corn at home, but also by the insurance which hc would
have to p'ty in the prlcc fi_r the peculiar risk to which this cmploymcnt of capital was exposed. INotwithstanding, then, that it would
he more productive of wealth to the country, at whatever sacrifice
of capit:d it might bc done, to :dlow the importation of (.heap corn,
it would, perhaps, bc advisable to ch:uzc it with a duty fbr a few
vcar_.
In examining the question of rent, we Ibund, that, with every
increase in the supply of corn, and with the consequent thll of its
price, cal)ital would be withdrawn from the poorer hind, and land
of a better description, which would then pay no rent, would
become the standard by which the natural price of corn would bc
regulated.
At 41. per quarter, hm(l of an inferior quality_ which
lnay bc designated by No. 6_ might bc cultivated;
at 3l. 10s.,
.No. 5 ; at 3/., No. 4, and so on. If corn, in consequence of permanent abundance, fell to 3l. 10s., the capital cmi)loyed on No. t;
would cease to bc eml)loyed; tbr it was only when corn was at 4l.
that it could obtain the general profits, even without paying rent :
it would, thcrcforc, he withdrawn to manuihcturc those commodities
with which all the corn grown on No. 6 would he purchased and
imported.
In this employment it would nccessarily be more prodnctivc to its owner, or it would not be _vithdrawn ii'om thc other ;
tbr if' hc could not obtain more corn by purchasing it with a coinmodity which hc manufhctured than he got from the land for which
hc paid no rcnt, its price could not be under 4l.
it has, howcver, been said, that capital cannot be withdrawn
from the land ; that it takes the fi)rm of expenses which cannot be
recovered, such as manuring, fizncing, dr.'dning, &c., which arc
necessarily inseparable from the land. This is in some degree true;
but that capital which consists of cattle, sheep_ hay and corn ricks,
carts_ &c., may be withdrawn ; and it ahvays becomes a matter of
calculation whether these shall continue to be employed on the lazld,
notwithstanding
the low price of"corn, or whether they shall be sold,
and (heir value transfen'cd to another employment.
Supposc, however, the fact to be as stated, and that no part of
the capital could be withdrawn ;'_ the farmer would continue to
* Whatever capital
_r:d not the tcmmt'.-,

becomes fixed on the land must neeessaril 5 be the landlord's,
at the ex-l)ira_;on of the lease.
Whatever compensation the
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raise corn, and precisely tile same quantity, to% at whatever price
it might scll; for it could not be his interest to produce less, :rod
if he did not so cmploy his capital, hc would obtain fi'om it no
return whatever.
Corn could not be imported, because hc would
sell it lower than 3l. 10s. rather than not sell it at all, and by the
supposition the importcr could not sell it under that price. Although,
then, the _hrmers, who cultivated ]and of this quality, would undoubtedly be injured by the fidl i,l thc exchangeable valuc of the
commodity which they produced,--how
would the country be
afflicted ? _Ve shouhl have precisely the same quantity of eve1T
commodity produced, but raw produce and corn would sell at
much chc:tpcr lwicc. The capital of a country consists of its corn
modlties, and a_ these wouhl bc the same as before, reproductiol:
would _o on at the same r'ttc.
This low price of corn would, however, only aftbrd thc usual profits of stock to the land, _'o. 5, which
would then pay no re,It, and the rent of all better land would _,dl :
wages would also fall, and profits would rise.
However low the price of corn might fall, if capital could not be
removed from the land, and the demand did not increase, no
importation wouhl take place, for the same quantity as betbre would
be produced at home. Although there wonld be a dittbrent divL-ion
of the produce, and some classcs would be benefited and others
injured, the aggregate of production would be precisely the sa.mc,
and the nation collectively would neither be richer nor poorer.
But there is this advantage ahvays resulting ii'om a relatively low
price of eorn,--that
the division of the actual production is more
likely to increase the thud tbr the maintenance of labour, inasmuch
as more will be allotted, under the name of profit, to the productive
elass,--a less, under the imme rent, to the unproductive class.
This is true, even if the capital cannot be withdra_n from the
hind. and must be employed there, or not be employed at all ; but if
great part of the capital can be withdrawn, as it evidently could, it
will be only withdrawn when it will yield more to the owner by
being withdrawn than by being suffered to remain where it was;
it will only be withdrawn then, when it can elsewhere be employed
more productively both ibr the owner and the public. IIe consents
to sink that part of his capital which cannot be separated fi'om the
hmdlord may receive for tiffs capital ou re-letting his land, will appear in the form of
rent ; but no rent will be paid if, _ith a given capital, more corn can be obtained from
abroad than can be grown on this land at tmme. If the circumstances of the society
should require corn to be imported, and 1000 quarters can be obtained by the emplo._:ment of a given capital, and if this laud, with tlm cml)loyment of the same capital,
will _ield 1,100 quarters, 100 quarters _ill necessarily go to rent; bu_ if 1,200 can be
got from abroad, tbeu this laud will go out of cultivation, fi)r it will not then yiehl
even the general rate of profit.
But tbis is no disadvantage, however great the capital
may have been that had been expended on the laud.
Such capital is spent with a
¢ic[r to augment tim produce--that,
it should be remembered, is the end; of _lmt
importance, then, can it be to tim society, whether half its capital be sunk in value, or
even annihilated, if they obtain a _eater annual quantity,- &production
? Those wire
deplore the loss of capital in this case, are for sacrificing the end to the means.
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land, because with that part which he can take away he can obtain
a greater value, and a grcater quantity of raw produce, than by not
sinking this p.u't of the capit.'d. IIis case is precisely similar to
that of a man who has crceted machinery in his manui_ctory at a
great expense, m'mhinery which is afterwards so much impro_'ed
upon by more modern inventions that the commodities manufactured
by him very much sink in value. It would be entirel,," a matter of
calculation with him whether he should abaudou the o]'d machinery,
and erect the more perfect, losb2_tall tl,e vc_l_teof tl_eold, or continue
to avail himself of its compal_ltively f_cble powers.
Who, under
such circumstances,
would exhort him to ibrcgo the use of' the
better machinery, because it would dcterloratc or annihilate the
value of' the old ? Yet, this is the argument of those who would
wi_h us to prohibit the importation of' corn, because it u'ill deteriorate or annihilate that part ot" the capital of the iitrmer which is for
ever sunk in land.
They do not see that the end of all commerce
is to increase production, and that, by increasing production, though
_'ou m;ff occasion partial loss, you increase the general happiness.
_l'(, be consistent, they should cndcavom" to arrest all improvements
in "lgriculture and manufactures,
and all inventions of machinery;
tbr, though these contribute to general abundance, and thereibre to
the general happiness, ther never ]hil, at th(. moment of their
introduction, to deteriorate or aunihilatc the value of a part of the
existing capital of"farmers and manuficturers.Agriculture, like all other trades, and particularly iu a commercial
country', is subject to a reaction, which, ill an opposite direction,
succeeds the action of a stroug stimulus.
Thus, when war interrnpts the importation of corn, its couscqucnt high price attract_
capital to thc land, from the hu'gc profits which such an employment of it affords; this will probably cause morc capital to bc
employed, and more raw produce to be brought to market than the
demands of the country require.
In such case, the price of corn
will f_lll from the effects of a glut, and much agricultural distress
will be produced, till the average supply is brought to a le_'el with
the average demand.
* Among the most able of the publications
on the impolicy of restricting
the
Importation
of Corn may be classed Major Torrens' Essay on the External Corn
Trade,
His arguments appear to me to be unanswered, and to be unanswerable.
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" A ._I._Nis rich or poor," says Adam Smith, "according
to the
degree in which he can afford to enjoy the nccessarlcs, conveniences,
and amusements of lmman life."
Value, then_ essentially differs from rlchcs, ibr value depends not
on abundance, but on the difficulty or filcillty of production.
The
labour of a million of men in manufactures will always produce the
same value, but will not always produce the same rlchcs.
By the
invention of machinery, by improvements
in skill, by _ better
division of labour, or by the discovery of new markets, where more
advantageous exchanges may be made, a million of men may produce double, or treble the amount of riches, of " neccssaric,_,,
convenlcnccs, and amuscmcnts," in one state of socicty, that thev
could produce in another, but they will not on that account ad_l
any tiring to value ; for every thing rises or fidls in value, in proportion to the facility or difflculty of producing it, or, in other
words, in proportion to the quantity of labour employed on its
production.
Suppose, with a given capital, the labour of a certain
number of men produced 1000 pair of stockings, and that by inventions in maehinelT, tlm same number of men can produce 2000
pair, or that they can continue to produce 1000 pair, and can
produce besides 500 hats; then the value of the 2000 pair of
stockings, or of the 1000 pair of stockings and 500 hats, will bc
neither more nor less than tlmt of the 1000 pair of stockings before
the introduction of machinery;
for they will be the produce of the
same quantity of labour.
]Jut the value of the general mass of
commodities will nevertheless
be diminished;
for, although the
value of the increased quantity produced in consequence of the
improvement will be the same exactly as the value would have been
of the less quantity that would have been produced, had no inaprovement taken place, an effect is also produced on the portion of
goods still unconsumed, which were manufactured previously to the
improvement;
the value of those goods will be reduced, inasmuch
as they must fall to the level, quantity for quantity, of the goods
produced under all the advantages of the improvement:
and the
society will, notwithstanding
the increased quantity of commodities,
notwithstanding
its augmented riches, and its augmented means of
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enjoyment, have a less amount of value. By constantly increasing
the facility of production_ wc constantly diminish the value of some
of the commodities before produced, though by the same means we
not only add to the national riches, but also to the power of future
production.
Many of the errors in political economy have arisen
fi'om errors on this subject, from considering all increase of l'iches_
and an increase of value_ as meaning the same thing_ and fi'om unfounded notions as to what constituted a standard measure of value.
One man considers money as a standard of value, and a nation
grows richer or 1)oorcr_ according to him, in proportion as its commodities of all kinds can exchange for more or less money.
Others
represent n|oney as a very convenient medium for tile 1)urposc of
barter, but not as a proper measure by which to estim:lte the value
of other things; the real mcasm'e of value according to them is
corn_* and a country is rich or poor, according as its commodities
will exchange for more or less corn._f There arc others again_ who
consider a country rich or poor_ according to the quantity of labour
that it can purchase.
But why should gold, or corn, or labour, be
the standard measure of valuc_ more than coals or iron ?--more than
cloth, soap, candles, and the other necessaries of the labourer ?_
why, in short, shouhl any coinmodlt)5 or all commodities to,.__ether,
be the standard, when such a standard is itself subject to _mtuations in value ? Corn, as well as gold_ may fi'om difficulty or thcility
of production_ vary 10, 20, or 30 per cent, relatively to ot'ber things ;
why should we always say, that it is those other t'hings which have
varied, and not the corn ? That commodity is alone invariable,
which at .all times requires the same sacrifice of toil and labour to
produce it. Of such a commodity we have no knowledg% but w(;
may hypothetically argue -rod speak :tbout it as if wc had ; and may
improve our knowledge of the science, by showing distinctly the
absolute inapplicability of all the st.mdards which ha_'e been hitherto
adopted.
]3ut supposing either of these to be a correct standard of
value: still it would not be a standard of riches_ for riches do not
depend on value. A man is rich or poor, according to the abundance
of necessaries and luxuries which he can command; and whether
the exchangeable value of these tbr money, for corn, or for labour,
he high or low, they will equally contribute to the enjoyment of
their possessor.
It is through confounding the ideas of value and
wealtt b or riches, that it has been assertcd_ that by diminishing the
* Adam Smith says, "that the difference between the real and the nominal price
of commodities and labour is not a matter of mere speculation, but m.ty sometimes
be of considerable use in practice."
I agree with him ; but the real price o¢ labour
and commodities is no more to be ascertained by their price in goods, Adam Smith's
re:tl measmc, than by their price in gold and sihcr, his nominal measure.
The
labourer is only paid a really hi,-h price for his labour whcu his wag_ will purchase
the produce of a great deal of labour.
_"In vol. i. p. 108, 2_I.Say iulbrs, that sih'cr is now of the same valne as in the reign
of Louis XIV., " becansc the same quantity of silver _ill buy the same quantity o$
cOrIl,
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quantity of commodities, that is to say, of the necessaries, conveniences, and enjoyments of human life, riches may be increased.
If
value were the measure of riches, this could not be denied, because
b_" scarcity the value of commodities is raised ; but if Adam Smith
be correct, if riches consist in necessaries and enjoyments, then they
cannot be increased by a diminution of quantity.
It is true, that the man in possession of a scarce commodity, is
richer, if by means of it he can command more of tile necessaries
and enjoyments of human life; but as the general stock out of
which each man's riches arc drawn is diminished in quantity, by all
th'Lt any individual takes fi'om it, other men's shares must necessarily be reduced in proportion as th;.s fitvourcd individual is able
to appropriate a greater quantity to himself.
Let water become scarce, says Lord Lauderdale, and be exclusively possessed by an individual, and you will increase his riches,
because water will then have value ; and if wealth be the aggregate
of individual riches, you will by the same means also increase wealth.
You undoubtedly will increase the riches of this individu;d, but inasmuch as the firmer must sell a part of his corn, the shoemaker a
part of his shoes, and all men give up a portion of their possessions
tbr the sole purpose of supplying themselves with watel,, which they
beibre had tbr nothing, they are poorer by the whole quantity o{'
commodities which they are obliged to devote to this tmrpose, and
the proprietor of water is benefited precisely by the amount of their
loss. The same quantity of water, and the same quantity of'commodities, are enjoyed by the whole socicty, but they ark difISreutly
distributed.
This is, howevel 5 supposing rather a monopoly of
water than a scarcity of it. If it should be scarce, then the riches
of the country and of individuals would be actually diminished,
inasmuch as it would be deprived of a portion of one of its enjoyments.
The farmer would not only have less corn to exchange for
the other commodities which might be necessary or desirable to
him, but he, and ever)" other individual, would be abridged in the
enjoyment of one of the most essential of their comtbrts.
Nor only
would there be a different distribution of riches, but an actual loss
of wealth.
It may be said, then, of two countries possessing precisely the
_-ame quantity of all the necessaries and comforts of'life, that they
:_re equally rich, but the value of their respective riches would
depend on the comparative /hcility or difficulty with which they
were produced.
];'or if an improved piece of' machinery should
cmtble us to make two pair of stockings instead of one, without
additiomfl labour, double the quantity would be given in exchange
tbr a yard of cloth.
If a similar improvement be made in the manu_heturc of cloth, stockinffs and cloth will exchange in the same
proportions as befbre, but t'hey will both have tallen in value ; for
in exchanging them for hats, for gold, or other commodities in
general: twice the 1brmer quantity must be given.
Extend the
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improvement to the production of gold, and every other commodity_ and they will all regain their former proportions.
There
will be double the quantity of commodities annually produced in
the country, and thereforc the wealth of the country will be doubled,
but this wcalth will not have increased iu value.
Although Adam Smith has given the correct dcscriptiorL of"
riches which I have more than once noticed, he afterwards explains
them differently, and says, " that a man must be rich or poor
according to the quantity of labour which he can aflbrd to purchase."
Now, this description differs essentially from the othe.', and is certainly incorrect;
for suppose the mines were to become more
productive, so that gold and silver fell in value, fi'om the greater
facility of their production;
or that velvets were to be manufilcturcd with so much less labour than before, that they fell to half'
their former value ; the riches of all those who purchased those
commodities would bc increased ; one nmn might increase the
quantity of his plate, another might buy double the quantity of
velvet ; but with the possession of this additional plate and velvet,
they could employ no more labour than before; because, as the
exchangeable value of velvet and of plate would bc lowered, they
nmst part with proportionally more of these species of riches to
purchase a day's labour.
Riches, then_ cannot bc estimated by the
quantity of labour which they can purchase.
:From wlmt has been said, it will bc seen that the wealth of a
country may be increased in two ways: it may be increased by
employing a greater portion of revenue in the m'fintenance of
productive labour_ which will not only add to the quantity, but
to the value of the mass of' commodities;
or it may be increased,
without employing any additional quantity of 1.1bour, by making the
same quantity more productive, which will add to the abundance,
but not to the value of commodities.
In the first case, a country would not only become rich, but the
wdue of its riches would increase.
It would become rich by parsimony_--by diminishing its expenditure on objects of luxury antl
enjoyment, and emph)ying those savings in reproduction.
In the second eas% there will not necessarily be either any diminished expenditure on luxuries and enjoyments, or any increased
quantity of productive labour employed, but, with the same l'tbour,
more would be produced;
wealth would incre'tse, but not value.
Of these two modes of increasing wealth, the last must be prefhrred,
since it produces the same effect without the privation and diminution of enjoyments which can never fail to accompany the ilrst
mode.
Capital is that part of the wealth of ;_ country which is
employed with a view to thture production, and may be increased
in the same inmmer as wealth. An additional capital will be equally
efficacious in the production of future wealth, whether it be obtained
ii'om improvements
in skill and machinely,
or fi'om using more
revenue reproductively ; for wealth always depends on the quantity
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of commoditiesproduced,withoutany regard to thefacility
with
which the instrumentsemployed in productionmay have been
procured. A certainquantityof clothesand provisionswill
maintain and employ the same number of men, and will therefore
procure the same quantity of work to be done, whether they
he produced by the labour of 100 or 200 men; but they will
be of twice the value if 200 have been employed on their production.
M. Say, notwithstanding
the corrections he has made in the
tburth and last edition of his work, " Traitd d'Economie Politique,"
appears to mc to have been singularly unfbrtunate in his definition
of riches and value. He considers these two terms as synonymous,
and that a man is rich in proportion as he increases the value of his
possessions, and is enabled to command an abundance of commodities.
" The value of incomes is then increased," he observes,
" if they can procure, it does not signify by what means, a greater
quantity of products."
According to M. Say, if the difficulty of
producing cloth were to double, and consequently cloth was to
exchange fbr doublc the quantity of the commodities for which it
is exchanged befbre, it would be doubled in wtlue, to which I give
my fullest assent ; but if there were any peculiar facility in producing
the commodities, and no increased difficulty in producing cloth, and
cloth should in consequence exchange :ts before for double the
quantity of commodities, M. Say would still say that cloth had
doubled in value, whereas, according to my view of the subject, he
._hould say, that cloth retained its former value, and those particuhu"
commodities had fifilen to halt' their former value.
Must not M.
Say be inconsistent with himself when he says, that, by facility of
production, two sacks of corn may be produced by the same means
tlmt one was produced before, an(t that each sack will therefore fitll
to half its former value, and yet maintain that the clothier who
exchanges his cloth for two sacks of corn will obtain double the
value he before obtained, when he could only get one sack in
exchange for his cloth.
If two sacks be of the value that one was
of before, he evidently obtains the same value and no morc,_he
gets, indeed, double the quantity of riches--double
the quantity of
utility--double
the quantity of what Adam Smith calls value in use,
but not double the quantity of _'alue, and thcrefbrc M. Say cannot
be right in considering value, riches, and utility to be synonymous.
Indeed, there are many parts of M. Say's work to which I can
confidently refbr in support of the doctrine which I maintain
respecting
the essential difference between value and riches,
although it must be confessed that there arc also various other
passages in which a contrary doctrine is maintained.
These passages I cannot reconcile, and I point them out by putting them
in oppositiou to each other, that M. Say may, if' he should do
me the honour to notice these observations in any future edition
of his work, give such explanations of his views as may remove
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the difficalty which many others,
endeavours to expound them.

as well as mysclf_ feel in cut

I. In the cxchaagc of tuo prodncts, _c
only in fitct exchange the productive
scrviccs _hich have served to create
them ..................................
p. 504
2. There i_ no real dearness but that
_ hich ari.,c., from the cost of producdon. A thi,lg really dear: is that
u hich costs much in producing, ..... 497
3. The value of all the productive servict_ that must he consumed to create
a product, constitute the cost of production (,fthat product, ..............
505

5. The value ofincomesis then increased,
if they call procure (it does not signify by what means) a greater quantit)" of products.
6. Price is the measure of the value of
thing.,, "md their value is the measure
ot'tllcir utility.
2 Vol ..............
p. 4

4. It is imlit S which determines the demand tiu' a commodity, hut it is the
cost ot'its production which limits the
extent of its denmnd.
When
its
utility does not elevate its value to
the le_cl of the cost of production,
tim thing is not worth wLat it cost ;
it i_ a proof that the productive setvices might he cmplovcd to create a
commodity of a superior value.
The
possessors of productive thnds, that is
to say, thoqe _ ho have the disposal of
laboun of capital or land. arc perpetually occulJicd in comparing tim co_t
of production with the value of the
thing_ produced, or, _hich comes to
the s.mm thing, in comp'wing the
value (,f different commoditms with
ca01 other; bc('au_e the cost of p:'odin.lion i, nothing else but the value
of productive services, consumed iu
ibrluing a l)roduction ; and the value
ofa pr_,,!uctive service is nothing else
than the value of the commodity,
which is tile result.
The value of a
commoditv, the value of a productive
service, tl[c _aluc of the cost of production, arc all, then. similar values,
when cvcl T thing is left to its natural
conrsc.

7. Exchanges
made freely, _how at the
time. in the pb,cc, and in the state of
society in which we arc, the value
whir:l; men attach to the things exchanged, .................................
466
8. To produce, is to create value, 1,y giving or increasing the utility of a tiring,
and thereby establishing
a demand
tbr it, which is the first cause of its
value.
Vol. 2, .........................
487
9. Utility being created, constitutes
a
p:'oduct.
The exchangeable
value
which results, is only the measure of
this utility, the measnrc of the production which has taken place, p. 490
I0. The utility which people of a particular countr S find in a product, can no
otherwise hc appreciated titan by the
price which they give for it.......... 509
11. Tllis price is the measure of tlle
utility, which it has in the jud_nent
of men;
of the _atisfaction which
thcv derive fi'om consuming it, because they wotdd not prefer consumi,,g this utility, if for the price which
it (:()st they could acquire a utility
which would give them Pore satisthction, ..................................
506
12. The. quantity of all other commodities
_ldch a person can imnacdiatcly obtaiu in exchange for the commodity
(_f which he _ishes to dispose, is at
:ill times a value not to be disputed.
Tol. 2........................................
4

If there is no real dearness but that which arises fi'om cost of
l)roductiol_, (see 2.) how can a commodity be said to rise in value,
(._ee 5.) if its cost of production bc not increased? and merely
because it will exchange tbr more of a cheap commodity--for
more
,,f a commodit'¢ the cost of production of which has _-limini._hed?
When I give "}000 limes more cloth _br a pound of gold than I give
fbr a potmd of iron_ does it prove that I attach 2000 times more
utility to -ohl than I do to iron ? certainly not : it proves only as
•ulmittcd by M. Say, (see ,1.) that the cost'of production of gold is
:_000 tlmcs'greatcr
than the cost of production of iron. If the cost
of production of the two metals were the same, [ should give the
_ame price tbr them : brat if i_tility were the measure of value, it is
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probable I should give more for the iron. It is the competition of
thc producers " who are perpetually employed in comparing the
cost of production with the value of" the thing produced," (see 4.)
which regulates the valuc of' different commodities.
If_ then, 1
give one shilling fbr a loat; and 21 shillings for a guinea, it is no
proof that this in my estimation is the comparative measure ofthcir
utility.
In No. 4, M. Say maintains_ with scarcely any variation, the
doctrine which I hold concerning value. In his productive services,
hc includes the services rendcred by land, capital, and labour; in
lnine I include only capital and labour, and wholly" excludc land.
Our difibrence proceeds from the different view wl]ich we take of
rent: I always consider it as the result of a partlifl monopoly.
never really regulating price, but rather as thc effect of it. It' all
rcnt were relinquished by landlords, I am of opinion, that thc commodities produced on the land would bc no cheaper, because there
is always a portion of the same commodities produced on land_ tbr
which no rent is or can be paid, as the surplus produce is only
sufficient to pay the profits of stock.
_.l'o conclude, although no onc is more disposed than I am to
estimate highly the advantage which results to all classes of consumers, from the real abundance and cheapness of' commodities, I
cannot agree with M. Say, in estimating the valuc of' a commodity,
by the abundance of other commodities ibr which it wilt exchange ;
I am of the opinion of a very distinguished
writer, M. Dcstutt de
"['racy, who says, that "To measure any one thing is to compare it
with a determinate
quantity of that same thing which wc take tbr
a standard of comparison, for unity. To mcasur% then, to asccrtain
;_ length, a weight, a value, is to find how many times they contain
metres, grammes, frtmcs_ in a word, unities of the same description."
A fi'anc is not a measure of value for any thing, but fbr a quantity
of the same metal of which aCrancsare made, unless ti'ancs, and the
thing to be measurcd, can be referred to some other measure which
is common to both.
This, I think, thcy can be, tbr they arc both
the result of labour; and, therefore, labour is a common measure,
by which their real as wcll as their relative value may be estimated.
This also, I am happy to say, appears to bc M. Destutt dc Tracy's
opinion.*
Itc says, "as it is certain that our physical and moral
faculties are alone our ori_nal l"ichcs, the employment of those
fhculties, labour of some kind, is our only original treasure, and that
it is always from this cmploymcnt that all those things are created
u hich we call riches, those which are the most necessary as well as
those which "are the most purely agrecable.
It is certain too, that
all thosc things only represent the labour which has created them,
* Elemcns d'Ideologie, vol. iv. p. 99.--In this work M. de Trae.v has gi_ en a usefu
and an able treatise on the general principles of Political Economy, and I am sorry
to be obliged to add, that he supports, by his authority, the dcfinitioi_ _hich hi. Sa)
has given ef the words "val:tc, '' ".'ich%," a:d "utilit)'."
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and if they have a value, or even two distinct values, they can only
derive them from that of the labour from whleh they emanate."
M. Say, in speaking of the exeellcnees and imperfections of the
gTeat work of Adam Smith, imputes to him, as an error_ that "he
attributes to the labour of man alone, the power of producing value.
A more correct analysis shows us that value is owing to the action
oflaboul'_ or rather the industry of man, combined with the action
of those agents which nature supplies, and with that of capital.
His ignorance of this principle prevented him from establishing
the true theory of the influence of' machinery in the production of
riches."
In contradiction to the opinion of Adam Smith, M. Say, in the
tburth chapter, speaks of the value which is given to commodities
by natural agents: such as the sun, the air_ the pressure of the
atmosphere, &c., which are sometimes substituted ibr the labour of
man, and sometime.: concur with him in producing. _ But these
natural agents, though they add greatly to value in uee, ncver add
exchangeable value, of which M. Say is speaking, to a commodity :
as soon as by the aid of machinery, or by the knowledge of natural
philosophy, you obfige natural agents to do the work which was
before done by man_ the exchangeable value of such work falls
accordingly.
]f ten men turned a coru mill, and it be discovered
that by the assistance of wind, or of wate5 the labour of these ten
men may be spared, the flour which is the produce partly of the
work performed by tim mill, would immediately fall in value, in
proportion to the quantity of labour saved ; and the society would
be richer by the commodities which the labour of thc ten men could
produce, the funds destined tbr their maintenm_ce being in no degree
imp'tired.
31. Say constantly, overlooks the essential diflbrence
thttt there is between value in use, and value in exchange.
M. Say accuses Dr Smith of having overlooked the value which
is given to commodities by natural agents, and by machinery,
because lie considered that the value of"all things was derived from
the labotu" of"man ; but it does not appear to me that this charge is
made out; fbr Ad.ml Smith nowhere undervalues
the services
which these natural agents and machinery I)erform for us_ but he
* "The tirst man who knew how to soften metals by tire, is not the creator of the
value which that process adds to the melted metal.
That value is the result of the
plly_ical actxon of tire added to the industry and capital of those who availed themselves
of this knowledge."
"From this error Smith has dra_ n thls false rc._ult_that the value of all produetion_
rcvrcsents the recent or former labour ot' man, or, m other word*, that riches are nothlmj
el._ebu: zccumulated labour ;.from which, by a second consequence, equall!/ fcdse, labour is the
_ole a.¢.asure of rh'hes, or oJ'the value of l_rod_t'::ions."--Cim p. iv. p. 31. The inferences
with which M. S:_v c(mcludcs, are his own, and not Dr Smith's ; they are correct if
no distinction he nmde between vah,c and riches, and in this passage _,I. ,Say makes
none : but though .Adam Smith, who defined riches to consist in the abundance of
nccessaries, convenience and enjoyments of human life, would have allowed that
machines and natural agent, might _cry greatly add to tile ri:'hes of a country, i_e
w;_uld not have allowed that they add mlything to the value of those riches
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very justly distinguishes the nature of the value which they add to
commodities--they
are serviceable to us, by increasing tile abundance of' productions, by making men richer, by adding to value ill
use ; but as they perform their work gratuitously, as nothing is paid
for the use of air, of heat, and of water, the assistance which they
aiIbrd us, adds nothing to value in exchange.
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Fno]I the account which has been given of tilt profits of stock, it
will appear that no accumulation of capital will permanently lower
profits, unless there bc some permanent cause fbr the rise of_vages.
If the fhnds ibr the maintenance of labour werc doubled, trebled,
or quadrupled, there wouhl not long bc any ditficulty in procuring
the rcqulsite number of hands, to bc employed by those funds ; bur
(;wing to the increasing difficulty oI"making constant additions to
the food of the country, funds of the same value would probably not
maintain the samc quantity of labour,
if the neecssarles of the
workman could bc constantly incrcascd with the same ihcility, there
could be no perm_mcnt "alteration in the rate of profit or wages, to
whatever amount capital might be accumulated.
Adam Smith,
however, uniformly ascribes th_ fall of profits to the accumulation
of capital, and to the competition which will resuh fi'oln it, without
ever adverting to the incrcasing difficulty of providing food for the
additional number of' labom'crs which the additional capital will
employ.
" The incrc'lse of stock," hc says, '_ which raises wages,
tends to lower profit.
When the stocks of many rich merchants
are turned into thc same trade, their mutual competition naturally
tcnds to lower its profit ; and when thcrc is a llke increase of stock
in all the difIbrcnt t,'adcs carried on in the samc society, the same
compctitio,1 nmst prodHce thc same effcct in all." Adam Smith
speaks here of a rise of wagcs_ but it is of a temporary rise, proceeding il'o,n increased fimds bctbrc the population is increased ; and he
docs not appear to scc, that at the same time that capital is incrcascd,
die work to be ci|hcted by capital is increased in the sa,ne proportion.
-_I. Say has, however, most satisfhctorily shown, that there is no
:tmount of capital which may not bc employed in a count,'y, because
demand is only limited by production.
No man produces but with
_Lview to consume or sell, and he never sells but with an intcution
to purchase some other commodity, which may be immcdiately
uscfhl to him, or which may contribute to future production.
By
producing, then, hc necessarily bccomes either the consumer of"his
,wn goods, or thc purchaser and consumer of the goods of some
,)ther person. It is not to be supposed that hc should, for any length
,)f time. be ill-informed of the commodities which he can most ad-
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vantagcously produce, to att'dn the object which hc has in vlcw,
namely, the possession of other goods; and, therefore, it is not
probable that hc will continually produce a commodity fbr which
there is no demand. _"
There cannot, then, be 'lccumulatcd ill :_country any amount of
capital which cannot bc cmploycd productively, until _vagcs rise so
high in consequence of the rise of neccss.'_rics, and so little consequcntly remains for the profits of stock, that the motive fi)r
accumulation ceascs.t
While the profits of stock 'ire high, men
will have a motive to accumulate.
Whilst a man has :my w]shedfbr gratification unsupplied, lie will have a dcmand ibr nlore commodities ; and it will be an eti_ctual demand while hc has any new
value to offer in exchange for tllcm.
:If ten thousand l_OU11(lswere.
given to _ man having 100,000l. per annum, hc would not lock it
up in a chest, but would either incre_lse his expenses ])y 10,000/. :
employ it himself productively, o1" lend it to some other person for
that purpose ; in either c'tse, demand would be increased, although
it would be for different objects.
If he increased his expenses, lli._
effectual demand might probably be fbr buihlings_ furniture, o1"
some such cnjoylncnt.
If" lie employed his 10,000/. l)roductlvcly,
his effectual dcm'md would be for food, clothing, and raw material,
which might set ucw labourers to work; but still it would b,,
delnand._
* Adam Smith speaks of I:lolland, as "_flbrdingan instance of the l:dl of prutits from
the accumulation
of capital, and from every cmploymcnt being consequently overcharged.
'_The government there borrow at 2 per cent., and private people of good
credit, at 3 per cent."
But it should be remembered, that ltolland
was ol)liged to
import ahnost all the corn which she consumed, and by imposing heavy taxes on the
necessaries of the labourer, she _hrther raised the wages of labour.
These facts _ill
_uflicicntly -recount for the low rate of protits and iutcrc_t in llolland.
t" Is the following quite consistent with 5'I. Sav'_ l)rim'iplc ? "The more disposaldc
capitals are abundant in proportion to tlm extent of cmplo.wneut for thcm, the mo}'e
will the rate of iutemst on loans of capital fidl."--Vol, ii. p. 108. If capital to any
extent tan be employed by a eommT, how c'm it be said to be abundant, compttred
with the extent of employment tbr it ?
:__kdam Smith says_ that '" When the produce of any particular branch of iudustry
exceeds what the demand of the country require.-, the surl)lu_ nmst be seut abroad,
"rod exchanged for something for which there is a demand at home.
l]'itlwztt such
cxportatio_l, a part of tl_ep_'oductlve labour *f the col*_tr_ _,_u._tccase_ _zad tllc vttllte of its
a_nual produce diiMMsh. The land and labour of Great Britain produce generally
more corn, woollens, und hardware, than the dcmaud of tlm home market requires.
The surplus part of them, thcrcfore, must be _cnt abroad, and exchanged for someThing for which there is a demand at home. It is only bv me'ms of such exportation
_hat this surplus can acquire a value sufficient to compensate the labour and expense
of producing it." One would bc led to think bv tlm abox c passage, that Adam Smith
concluded we wcrc under _ome necessity of pro(lucing a surphts of corn, woollen goods,
and hardware, and that the capital which produced thcm could not be otherwise
employed.
It is, however, always tt matter of choice in what way a capital slmll be
employed, and therefore there c_u never for any length of time boa surplus of any
commodity ; for if there were, it would fall below its natural pricc, and capital woul_l
be removed to some more profitable employment.
No _l'itcr has more satisfactorily
and ably shown than Dr Smith the tendency of capital to move from employments in
which the goods produced do not repay by their price the wh91c cxpcnses, including
the ordinal,
profits, of producing and bringing them to markct.--Sce
Chap. x,
Book i.
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I_roductions are always bought by productions, or by services;
money is only the medium by which the exchange is effected. Too
much of"a particular commodity may be produccd, of which there
may be such a glut in the market as not to repay tim capital expended on it; but this cannot be the case with respect to all commodltics ; the demand for corn is limitcd by the mouths which arc
to eat it, _bl shocs and coats by the persons who are to wear them ;
but though a community, or a part of' a community, may have as
much corn, and as many hats and shoes as it is able, or may wish
to consume, thc same cannot be said of every commodity produced
by nature or by art.
Some would consume more winc if they had
the ability to procure it. Others, having enough of wine, would
wish to increase the quantity or improvc thc quality o£ thcir furnittn'e.
Others might wish to ornament their grounds, or to enlarge
their houses.
The wish to do all or some of' these is implanted in
every mart's breast ; nothing is required but the means, and nothing
can afford the means but an increase of production.
If' I had food
and necessaries at my disposal, I should not bc long in want of'
_vorkmcn who would put mc in possession of" some of the objects
most uscf'ul or most deslrablc to me.
Whether these increased productions, and the consequent demand
which thcy occasion, shall or shall not lower profits, depends solely
on the rise of' wages ; and the rise of wages, excepting ibr a limited
pc,'iod, on thc fitcilit,y of.l)roducin_,.the food and neccs_aries_ of the
labourer.
I say excepting for a ll,mted period, because no point is
better established, than that the supply of labourers will always
u]timately be in proportion to the means of supporting them.
There is only one case, and that will be temporary, in which the
accumulation of capital with a low price of' ibod may be attended
_;ith a _all of profits ; and that is, when the funds for the maintenance of' labour increase much more rapidly than population ;wages will then be high, and profits low. ]f every man were to
tbrcgo the use of luxuries, and be intent only on accumulation, a
quantity of necessaries might be produced, for which there could
not be any immediate consumption.
Of commodities so limited in
number, there might undoubtedly be a m_iversal glut, and consequently there might neither be demand fbr an additional quantity
of. sucl'l commodities, nor profits on the employment of more capital.
If men ceased to consume, they would cease to produce.
This
_,dmission does not impugn the general principle.
In such a country
as England, for example, it is difficult to suppose that there can be
any disposition to devote the whole capital and labour of. the country
to the production of necessaries only.
When merchants engage their capitals in foreign trade, or in the
carrying trade, it is always fi'om choice, and never from necessity:
it is because in that trade their profits will be somewhat g-reater
than in the home trade.
Adam Smith has justly observed " that the desire of. food is
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limited in every man by the narrow capacity of the human stomac} b
but the desire of the conveniences and ornaments of building, dress,
equipage, and household furniture, seems to have no limit or certain
boundary."
_'ature_ then, has nccessarily limited the amount of
capital which can at any one time be I)rofitably engaged in agriculture,
but she has placed no limits to the amount of capital that may be
employed in procuring " the convcnlcnccs and ornaments" of lifc.
To procure these gratifications
in the greatest abundance is thc
object in view, and it is only because foreign trade, or the carrying
trade, will accomplish it better, that men engage in them in preihrence to manufitcturing the commodities required, or a substitute
for them_ at home. It'_ however_ ti'om peculiar circumstances,
wc
were precluded fi'om engaging capital in tbreign trad% or in the
carrying trade, we should, though with less advantage, clnploy it
at home ; and while there is no limit to the desire of "conveniences,
ornaments of building, dress, equipage, and household furniture,"
there can be no limit to the capital that may bc employed in procuring them, except that which bounds our powcr to maintain the
workmen who are to produce them.
Adam Smith, however, speaks of thc carrying trade as one not
of choice_ but of necessity ; as if tile capital engaged in it would be
inert if not so employed, as if the capital in the home trade could
ovcl4low_ if' not confined to a limited amount:
He says_ "when
the capital stock of any countlT is increased to such a degree thett
it camwt be all employed i7_supplyi_g the coT_sumi>tlo_
b aT_dsTq_portb_!1
the productive labour of theft particular eoul_t_T,the surplus part of it
naturally disgorges itself into the can'ying trade, and is employed
in performing the same offices to other countries."
" About ninety-six thousand hogsheads of tobacco arc annually
l)u"ehased with a part of the surplus produce of British industry.
But the demand of Great Britain does not requlr% perhaps, more
than fourteen thousand.
If the remaining eighty-two thousand,
therefore, could not be sent abroad e_ul e.vc]_a1_ged
for something
:_.orein demand at home, the importation of them would cease immediately, aJ,l with it the productive labour of all the inhabitunts of
Great 13ritabz, who are at Tresent employed in Treparing the goods
wg.'_ which these elghts-two thousand hogsheads are am_ually purel_a__ed." :But could not this portion of the productive labour of
Great Britain be employed in prcpmfing some other sort of goods,
with which something more in demand at home might be purchased ?
And if it could not, might we not employ this productive labour,
though with less advantage, in making those goods in demand at
home_ or at least somc su'_)s'titutc for t']mm ? ]_fwe wanted velvets,
might we not attempt to make velvets ; and if we could not suqeeed,
might wc not make morc cloth, or some other object desirable to us ?
We manufacture commodities, and with them buy goods abroad,
because we can obtain a greater quantity than we could make at
home.
Deprive us of this trade_ and we immediately manufacture
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again for ourselves.
But this opinion of Adam Smith is at variance
with all his general doctrines on this subject.
"If a forei_l country
can supply us with a commodity cheaper than we ourselves can
make it, better buy it of' them with some part of the produce of
our own industry, employed ill a way i,1 which we have some
advantage.
_/7_ege_wral i_Mu_trU of []+e coTl_tr_/ beim/ always i7+
proTortion to the capital which el_plo,/s it, will not thereby bc diminished, but only left to find out the way in which it can be employed
O
'_
with the greatest advantage.
Again. "Those, thercibre, who have the command of morc food
than they themselves can constant, arc always willing to exchange
thc surplus, or, what is the same thing, the prlcc of it, for gratifications of another kind.
What is over and above satisfying the
limited desire, is given for the amusement of those desires which
cannot be satisfied, but seem to be .altogether endless.
The poor,
in order to obtain tbod, exert themselves to gratify those fancies of
the rich ; and to obtalp it more certainly, they vlc with one another
in the cheapness and i)erii2ction of their work. The number of
workmen increases with the increasing quantity of food, or with
the growing improvement and cultivation of the lands ; and as the
nature of their business admits of the utmost _ubdlvlsions of labours_
the quantity of materials which they can work up increases in a
much greater proportion than their'numbers.
Hence arises a demand ibr every sort of material which human invention can employ,
either usefully m" ornamcutally, in building, dress, equipage, or
household furniture ; for the fossils and minerals contained in the
bowels of the earth, the precious mctals, and the precious stones."
It follows, then, from these admissions, that there is no limit to
demand--no
limit to the emplo)'ment of capital while it yields any
profit, and that however abundant capital may become, there is no
t)ther adequate reason for a fall of profit but'a rise of wages, and
ihrther, it may bc added that the only adequate and permanent
cause for the rise of wages is the increasing di_culty of providing
tbod and necessaries for the increasing number of workmen.
Adam Smith has justly observed, that it is extremely difficult to
determine the rate of the profit_ of stock. "I'rofit is so fluctuating,
_hat even in a particular trade, and much more in trades in general,
it would be difficult to state the average rate of it. To judge of
what it may have been formerly, or in rcmotc periods of time, with
any degree of precision, must be Mtogcthcr impossible." Yet since
it is evident that much will be given _br the use of money, when
much can be made by it, he suggests that "the market rate of
interest will letLd us to form some notion of the ratc of profits, and
the history of the progress of interest afi%rd us that of the progress
of profits." Undoubtedly,
if the market rate of interest could be
accurately known for an)" considerable period, we should have a
tolerably correct criterion,by which to estimate the progress of profits.
But in all countries, from mistaken notions of policy, the State
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has interfered to prevent a lair and fi'ee market rate of interest, by
imposing heavy and ruinous penalties on all those who shall tak'c
more than the rate fixed by law. In all countries probably these
laws are evaded, but records give us little infbrmation on this head,
and point out rather the legal and fixed rate, than the market rate
of iatercst.
During the present war, Exchequer
and Navy Bills
have been frequently at so high a discount, as to afford the purchasers of them 7, 8 per cent., or a greater rate of' interest for their
money. Loans have been raised bv Government
at an interest
exceeding 6 per cent., and individuai's have been fl'equently obliged,
by indirect means, to pay more th'm 10 per cent. lbr the interest of
money ; yet during this same period tim legal rate of interest has
been "'unifbrmly at 5 per cent. Little dependence for infbrmation,
thcn_ call be placed on that which is the fixed and legal rate of
intet'cst, when we find it ma)" differ so considerably from the market
rate. Adam Smith infbrms us, that from the 37th of Hem')" VII!.
to 21st of' James 1., l0 per cent. continued to be the legal rate of
ir_terest. Soon after the l_cstoration_ it was redt_ced to 6 per cent.,
and by the 12th of Anne, to 5 per cent• Ile thinks the legal rate
fbllowed, and did not precede the market rate of interest.
Before
the American war, Governmel?t borro,ved at 3 per cent, and the
people of credit in the capital, and in many other parts of the kingdora at 3½, 4, and 4½ per cent.
The rate of interest, th,mgh ultimately and permanently governed
by the rate of profit, is, however_ subject to temporary variations
from other causes. With every fluctuation in the quantity and
value of money_ the prices of commodities naturally vary.
They
var_" also, as we have already shown, from the altel,'ation in the proportion of supply to demand', although there should not be either
greater facility or difficulty of production.
_Vhcn the market prices
of goods fitll fi'om an abund'mt supply, from a diminished demand,
or from a rise in the value of money, a m:mufb.cturer natur:dlv accumulates an unusual quantity of finished goods, being unwi|ling to
sell them at very dcpl'esscd prices. To mcct his ordinary payments,
tbr which he used to depend on the sale of his goods, he now endeavours to borrow on credit, and is often obliged to give an increased
rate of interest.
This, however, is but of temporary duration ; for
either the manufacturer's expectations were well grounded, and the
market price of his commodities rises, or he discovers that there is .'t
permanently diminished demand, and hc no longer resists the course
of affairs : prices fall, and money and interest regain their real value.
If, by the discovery of a new mine, by the abuses of banking, or by
any other caus% the quantity of money be g'rcatly increased, its ultimate effect is to raise the prices of commodities in proportion to the
increased quantity of money; but there is probably always an interval,
during which some effect is produced on the rate of interest.
The price of funded property is not _ steady criterion by which
•
Ot
*--"
t_ jud_,e
of the rate of interest.
In time
of war_ the stock market
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is so loaded by the continual loans of Government, that the price of
stock has not time to settle at its fair level, before a new operation
_f funding takes place, or it is affected by anticipation of political
events.
Ill time of peace, on the contrary, the operations of the
sinking fund, the unwillingness which a particular class of persons feel
to divert their funds to any other employment than that to which
they have been accustomed, which they think secure; and ill which
their dividends are paid with the utmost regularity_ elevates the
price of stock, and conseqttently depresses the rate of interest on
these sccuritles below the general markct rate.
]t is observable,
too, tlmt for dift_rcnt securities, Government pays very different
rates of interest.
Whilst 100/. capitalin 5 per cent. stock is selling
ibr 95l., an exchequcr bill of 100l. will bc sometimes selling tbr
100/. 5s., tbr which exchequer bill no more interest will be annually
paid than 4l. lls. 3d. : one of these securities pays to a purchaser,
at the above prices, an interest of more than 5¼ per cent., the other
but little more than 4_- ; a certain quantity of these exchequer bills
is required as a safc and marketable investment for bankers ; if they
were increased much beyond this demand, they would probably
be as nmch depreciated as the 5 per cent. stock.
A stock paying
3 per cent. per annum will ahvays sell at a proportionallygreater
price
than stock paying 5 per cent., tbr the capital debt of neither can be
discharged but at par, or 100I. money for 100/. stock.
The market
rate of interest nmy _hll to 4 per cent., and Government would then
pay the holder of 5 per cent. stock at par, unless he consented to
take 4 per cent. on some diminished rate of interest under 5 per
cent. : they would have no advantage fi'otn so paying the holder of
:3 per cent. stock, till the market rate of interest had fallen below
3 per cent. per annum.
To pay the interest on the national debt,
large sums of money arc withdrawn fi'om circulation four times in
the year tbr a few days. These demands for money bclng only
temporary, seldom aflhct prices ; they are generally surmounted bv
the payment of a large ratc of interest.*
* " All kinds of public loans," observes M. Say, " are attended uith the inconvenience of _ ithdrawing capital, or portions of capital, from productive employments, to
devote them to consumption ; andwhen they take place in a count_', the Government
qfwhich does not inspire much co_dence, they have the furdmr inconvenience of raising
the interest of capital.
Who would lend at 5 per cent. per ammm to agriculture, to
manufacturers,
and to commerce, _hcn a borrower may he found ready to pay an
interest of 7 or 8 per cent. ? That sort of income, wlfich is called profit of stock, would
rise then at the expellee of the con._umer.
Consumption would be reduced by the ris,3
in the price of produce ; and the otlmr productive services would be less in denmnd,
less well paid. The whole nation, capitalists excepted, would be the sufferers from
such a state of things."
To the question, ".who would lend money to farmers, manutacturers, and merchants, at 5 per cent. peranntun, when another borrower, having
little credit, would give 7 or 8?" I reply, that every prudent .md reasonable mini
would.
Because tim rate of interest is 7 or 8 per cent. there, where the lender runs
extraordinary
risk, i_ thi_ any reason that it uhould be equally high in those places
where they are secured from such risks?
M. Say allows, that the rate of interest
depends on the rate of profit._ ; but it does not therefore follow, that the rate of presets
depends on tim rate of imcrcst.
One is the cause, the other the effect, and it is impossible for any circumstances to make them change places.
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A nOU_,'T¥ on the exportation of corn tends to low.er its price to
the foreign consumer, but it has no permanent effect on its price
in the home market.
Suppose that to afford the usual and general profits of stock, tl:e
price of corn should in :England be 4l. per quarter;
it could not
then be exported to forcign countries where it sold ibr 31. ] 5s. per
quarter.
]tut if,n bounty of 10s. per quarter were given on exportation_ it could be sold in the foreign market at 3l. 10s., and consequently the same profit would be afIbrdcd to the corn grower.
whether he sold it at 31. 10s. in the foreign, or at 4l. in tim home
market.
A bounty then, which should lower the price o{' I{ritish corn in
the foreigncountry, below the cost of' producing corn in that country,
would naturally extend the demand ibr British, and diminish the
demand ibr their own corn.
This extension of demand for l_ritish
corn could not fifil to raise its price ibr -u time in the home market,
and during that time to prevent also its falling to low in the tbrcign
market as the bounty has a tendency to effect. But the causes
which would thus operate on the market price of corn in England
would produce no effect whatever on its natural price, or its real
cost of production.
To grow corn would neither require more
labour nor more capital i and, consequent])', if' the profits of the
thrmer's stock were before only equal to the profits of the stock ol
other traders, they will, atker the rise of price, be considerahlv
'tbove them.
By raising the profits of the farmer's stock, the
bounty will operate as an encouragement to agriculture, and capital
will be withdrawn fi'om manulhctures to be employcd on the land,
till the enlarged demand for the foreign market has been supplied,
when the price of col,n will again thll in the home market to it_
natural and necessary price, and profits will be again a._ their
ordinary and accustomed level. The increased supply of grain
operati{ig on the foreigu market, will also lower its price in the
country to which it is exported, and will thereby restrict the profits
of the exporter to the lowest rate at which he can afford to trade.
The ultimate cflhct titan o_ a Jaoun_v on the exportation of eo,'n
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is no_ to raise o1"to lower the price in the home market, but to
hayer the price of" corn to the foreign consumer--to
the whole
extent of tile bounty, if the price of corn had not before been lower
111tim tbrelgn, than in the home market--and
in a less degree, if
the price in the home had been above the price in the ibreign
market.
A writer in the fifth col. of the Edi_bm.gh Review, ozl the subject
of a bounty on the exportation of corn, Ires very clearly pointed
out its etthcts on the foreign and home demand.
He tins also
.justly remarked, that it would not fail to give cncouragemcnt to
agriculture in the exporting country; but he appears to have imbibed the common error which has misled Dr Smith, and, I believe,
most other writers on this subject.
Hc SUl_poses, because the price
of corn ultimately regulates wages, that therefore it will regulate
the price of all other commodities.
I-le says that thc bount)5 " by
raising the profits ot' t_mning, will operate as an encouragement to
husbandry ; by raising the price of corn to the consumers at homc,
it will diminish for the time thclr power of purchasing this necessary of life, and thus abridgc their real wealth,
it is evident,
howcver, that this last cf[hct must be temporary : the wages of the
labouring consumers had been adjusted before by competition, and
the same principle will adjust them again to the same rate, by
raising the money price of labom,, awl tlo',mgh tirol, of other eommodltle.,', to l],c mol_e// price of corn. The bounty upon exportation,
thcreibre, will ultimately raise thc mone.v price of corn in thc home
market; not dircctly_ however, but through the medium of an
extended demand in the forclgn market, and a conscquent cnhancement of the real price at home : ,1M t]ds rise of the nwney yTice,
w/wn it l, ts once been commmdeated to otl_e_'commodities, will qf eour.sc
become fi.v_,d."
If, however, I have succeeded in showing that it is not the rise
in the money wages of labour which raises the price of commodities,
but that such rise always afflmts profits, it will tbllow that the prices
of commodities would not rise in consequence of a bounty.
But a temporary rise in the price of corn, l)rodueed by an
increased demand fi'om abroad, would have no effect on the money
price of labour.
The rise of corn is occasioncd by a competition
tbr that supply which was before exclusively appropriated
to the
home market.
By raising profits, additional capital is employed in
agriculture, and the increased supply is obtained;
but till it be
obtained, the high prlee is absolutely necessary to proportion the
consuml)tion to the supply, which would be counteracted by a rise
of wages. The rise of corn is the consequence of its scarcity, and
is the means by which the demand of the home purchasers is diminished.
If wages were increased, the competition would increase,
and a further" rise of the price of corn would become necessary.
In this account of the effects of a bounty, nothing has been supposed
to occur to raise the natural price of corn, by which its market
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priceisultimately
governed;forithasnotbeen supposedthatany
additional
labourwould be requiredon thelaud to insurea give]_
production,
and thisalonecanraise
itsnatural
price.If thenatural
priceof clothwere 20s.per yard,a greatincreasein the foreign
_lemand might raisethe priceto 25s.,or more, but the profits
which would then be made bv theclothler
would notfail
to attract
capitalin that direction,
and althougll
the demand should be
doubled,
trebled,
or quadrupled,the supplywould ultimatelybc
obtained,
and clothwould fall
to itsnaturalpriceof 20s. So,ii_
thesupply,
of corn,althoughwe shouldexport200,000,300,000,
or800,000 quartersannually,
it would ultimatel
3,_
be producedat
itsnaturalprice,which never varies,
unlessa different
quantity
of labourbecomesnecessary
to production.
Perhapsin no partof A_lam Smith'sjustlycelebrated
work are
hisconclusionsmore liableto objection
than in the chapteron
bounties.In thefirst
place,he speaksof cornas of a commodity
of which theproductioncannotbe increased
in consequenceof a
bountyon exportation;
he supposesinvariably
thatitactsonlyon
the quantityactually
produced,and is no stimulusto farther
production."In years of plenty,"
be says," by occasioning
an
extraordinary
exportation,
itucces_arih,
keeps up thepriceofcorn
in the home market above what it_:.'ould
naturally
Shllto. In
yearsof scarcity,
though the bounty isfrequently
suspended,
yet
the greatexportation
_vhlchitoccasions
in yearsof plentymust
frequently
hinder,
more orless,
theplentyofone yearfrom relieving
thescarcity
ofanother. Both inthe yearsof plentyand in years
of'scarcity,
therefore,
the bounty necessarily
tendsto raisethe
money priceof corn somewhat higherthan itotherwisewould be
in the home marl_et." *
Adam Smith appears to have been fully aware that the correctness of his argument entirely depended on the fact, whether the
increase " of the money price of corn_ by rendering that commodity
Inanotherplacehe says,that"whatever extensionoftheforeignmarketcan be
occasioned
by thebountymust,ineveryparticular
year,be altogether
atthe expense
of the home market,as everybushelof corn which isexportedby means of the
bounty,and which would not have been exportedwithoutthebounty,would have
remainedinthehome market toincrease
the consumptionand tolower thepriceof
thatcommodity. The cornbounty,itistobeobserved,
aswellaseveryotherbounty
upon exportation, imposes two different taxes upon the people :--first, the tax which
they are obliged to contribute in order to pay the bounty ; and, secondly, the tax
which arises from the advanced price of the commodity in the home market, and
which, as the whole body of the people are purchasers of corn, must, in this particular
commodity, be paid by the whole body of the people.
In this particular commodity,
therefore, this second tax is by much the heaviest of the two."
"For every five
shillings, therefore, which they contribute to the payment of the first tax, they must
contribute six pounds four shillings to the payment of the second."
"The extraordinary exportation of core, therefore, occasioned by the bounty, not only in every
particular year dimiuishes tb_ home, just as much as it extends the foreign market
and consumption ; but, by restraining the population and industry of the country, its
final tendency is to stunt and restrain the graduM extension of the home market, and
thereby, in the long run, rather to diminish than to augment the whole market and
ton:umptiou of corn. "P
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more profitable to the farmer, would not necessarily encourage its
production."
"_ answer," he says, "that this might be the case if the effect
of the bounty was to raise the real price of corn_ or to enable the
1briner, with an equal quantity of it, to maintain a greater number
of labourers in the same manner, whether liberal, moderate, or
scanty, as other labourers are commonly maintained in his neighbourhood."
If nothing were consumed by the labourer but corn, and if the
portion which he received was the very lowest which his sustenance
required, there might be some ground fbr supposing that the quantity
paid to the labourer could, under no circumstances, be reduced,-but the money wages of labour sometimes do not rise at all_ and
never rise in proportion to tim rise in tile money price of corn,
because corn_ though an important part, is only a pm_ of the
consumption of the labourer.
If half his wages were expended on
corn, and the other half on soap_ candles, filel, te_, sugar, clothin_,
&c., commodities on which no rise is supposed to take place, it is
evident that hc would be quite as well paid with a bushel and a
half of"wheat when it was 16s. a bushel, as hc was with two bushels
when the price was 8s. per bushel; or with 24s. in money as he
was before with 16s. His wages would rise only 50 per cent. though
corn rose 100 per cent. ; and, consequently, there would be sufficient motive to divert more capital to the land if profits on other
trades continued the same as before.
But such a rise of wages
would also induce manufilcturers to withdraw their capitals from
manulCactures to employ them on the land ; for, whilst the t:armer
increased the price of his commodity 100 per cent. and his wages
only 50 per cent., the manufacturer would be obliged also to raise
wages 50 per cent., whilst he had no compensation whatever in the
rise of his manuihctured
commodity for this increased charge of
production;
capital would consequently flow from manufactures to
agriculture, till tile supply wouhl again lower the price of corn to
_s. per bushel, and wages to 16s. per week; when the manufacturer
would obtain the same profits as the thrmer, and the tide of capital
would cease to set in either direction. This is, in fact, the mode in
which the cuhivation of corn is ahvays extended, and the increased
wants of the market supplied.
The fimds for the maintenance of
labour increase, and wages are raised.
The comfortable situation
of the labourer induces him to marr?'--population
increases, and
the demand for corn raises its price relatively to other things-more capital is profitably employed on agriculture, and continues
to flow towards it, till the supply is equal to the demand, when the
price again falls, and agricultural
and manufacturing
profits are
again brought to a level.
But whether wages were stationary after the rise in the price of
corn, or advanced moderately or enolzaously, is of no importance to
this qucstion_ ibr wages arc paid by the manufilcturer as well as by
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the farmer, and, therefore, in fins respect they must be equ_ly
affected by a rise in the price of corn. But they are unequally
affected in their profits, inasmuch as the farmer sells his commodit_r
at an advanced price, while the manufacturer sells his for the same
price as before.
It is, however, the inequality of profit which is
always tlle inducement to remove capital from one employment to
another; and, theretbre, more corn would be produced, and fewer
commodities manufactured.
Manufactures would not rise, because
fewer would be manufactured,
for a supply of them would be
obtained in exchange for the exported corn.
A bounty, if it raises the price of corn, either raises it in comparison with the price of other commodities or it does not. If the
affirmative be true, it is impossible to deny the greater profits of the
t_rmcr, and the temptation to the removal of capital till its price is
again lowered by an abundant supply.
If it does not raise it in
comparison with other commodities, where is the injury to the home
consumer beyond the inconvenience of paying the tax ? If the
manufacturer pays a greater price for his corn, he is compensated
by the greater price at which hc sells his commodity, with which
his corn is ultimately purchased.
The error of Adam Smith proceeds precisely fi'om the same
source as that of the writer in the .Edb_burgh ]?eview ; for they both
think '_that the money price of corn regulates that of all other
home-made commodities."*
"It regulates,"
says Adam Smith:
"the money price of labour_ which nmst ahvays be such as to enable
the labourer to purchase a quantity of corn sufficient to maintain
him and his family_ either in the liberal_ moderate, or scanty
manner, in which the advancing, stationary, or declining circumstances of the society oblige his employers to maintain him. By
regulating the money price of all the other pm'ts of the rude produce of land, it regulates that of the materials of almost all manuthctures.
By regtdating the money price of' labour, it regulates
that of manufacturing art and industry ; and by regulating botl b
it regulates that of the complete manutacturc.
The mo_ey Trice oj
labour, and of every thing tlu_t is the Troduce either of"la_d or labour,
must necessarily rise or ]'all in pro29ortion to the mo_2eyprice of corn."
k'his opinion of Adam Smith, I have before attempted to relhte.
In considering a rise in the price of commodities as a necessary
consequence of a rise in the price of corn, hc reasons as though
there were no other fund from which the increased charge could be
paid. He has wholly neglected the consideration of profits, the
diminution of which forms that fund, without raising the price of
commodities.
If this opinion of Dr Smith were well tbunded,
profits could never really fidl_ whatever accumulation
of capital
there might be. If_ when wages rose, the farmer could raise the
price of his col_. and the clothicr_ the hattc 5 the shoemaker_ and
* The same opinion is held b)" M. Sa.v.--_,%l. ii. p. 335.
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every, other manu/hcturcr, could also raise the price of their goods
in proportion to thc advance, although estimated in money they
might be all raised, they would continue to bear the samc value
,'elatively to each other.
Each of these trades could corn,nard the
same quantity as bcfore of the goods of the others, which, since it
is goods, and not money, which constitute wealth, is the only cil'cumstance that could be of importance to them ; and the whole rise
in tile price of raw produce and of goods, would bc injurious to no
other persons but "to those whose property consisted of gold and
silver, or whose annual income was paid in a contributed quantity
of those metals, whether in the form of bullion or of money.
Suppose the use of money to be wholly lald aside, and all trade to bc
carried on by barter.
Under such circumstances, could corn risc
in cxchangeablc value with other thlngs.9 If it could, then it is
not true that the value of corn regulates the value of all other
commodities;
_br to do that, it shouhl not wry in rclative value to
thcm.
If it could not, thcn it must be maintained, that whether
corn bc obtained on rich or on poor land, _ith much labour, or
with littlc, with the aid of m'lchinery, or without, it would always
exchange tbr an cq,vd quantity of all other commodities.
I cannot, however, but rcm'u'k that, though Adam Smith's gcncral
doctrines correspond with this which I have just quotcd, yet in one
part of his work hc appears to h'tvc g:.ven a corrcct account of the
nature of value.
"The l)roportion between the value of gold and
silver, and that of goods of any other kind, DEPENDS IN ._.LL CASES,"
he says, " _tpon.the proportion between the qua_tity of labour which is
,ecessary i_z order to bring a certain quantity.! of gold and silver to
market_ and that which is 7_ecessaEoto bring thither a certain quantity
or'an other sort _f goods." Does he not here fully acknowledge,
that if an 5- increase takes place in the quantity of labour required
to bring one sort of goods to market, whilst no such increase takes
place in bringing" another sort thither, the first sort will rise in
relative value ? if no more l:tbour than befbre be required to bring
either cloth or gold to market, they will not vary in relative wdue,
but if more labour be required to bring corn and shoes to market,
will not corn and shoes rise in value relatively to cloth, and money
made of gold ?
Adam Smith again considers that the effect of the bounty is to
cause a partial degradation in the value of money.
" That degradation," says he, " in the value of silver, which is the effect of the
ihrtility of the mines, and which operates equally, or very nearly
equally, through the greater part of the commercial world, is a
matter of very little consequence to any particular country.
The
consequent rise of all money prices, though it does not make those
who receive them really richer, does not make them really poorer.
A service of plate becomes really cheaper, and everything else rc]nains precisely of the same real value as before."
This observation
is nmst correct.
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" But that degradatiou in the value of silver, which, being the
effect either of"the peculiar situation, or of the political institutions
of a particular country; takes place only in that country; is a matter
of very great consequent% whicl b fhr fi'o,u tending to make any
body really richer, tends to make every body really poorer.
TI(e
rise in the money price of all commodities, which is ira this case
peculiar to that country, tends to discourage more or less every
sort of industry which is carried on within it, and to enable foreign
nations_ by furnishing almost all sorts of goods fi_r a smaller quantity
of silver than its own workmen can afford to (1o;to undersell them;
not only in tim foreign_ but even in the home market."
I have elsewhere attempted to show th'tt _t partial degradation
in the value of money, which shall affect both agricultural produce
and manufactured
commodities, cannot possibly be permanent.
To say that money is p'trtially degraded, in this senso, is to say
that all commodities are at a high price ; but while gohl and siher
are at liberty to make purelmses in the cheapest market, they u ill
be exported for the cheaper goods of other countrie.% and the
reduction of their quantity will incre._sc their value at home ; commodities will regain their usual level, and those fitted ibr foreign
markets will be exported as befbre.
A bounty, therefbrc, cannot, I think, be objected to on tiffs
ground.
If, then, a bounty raises tim price of corn in comparison _ ith all
other things, the f:armcr will be benefited, and more land will be
cuhivatcd ; but ifthc bounty do not raise thc value of corn relatively
to other things, then no other inconvenience will attcnd it than tlmt
-f p-uying the bountv; one which I neither wish to conceal J,)r
underrate.
Dr Smith states; that "by establi.-.hing high dutie_ on the importation, and bounties on the cxportation of corn, the country
gentlemen scorned to have imitated the conduct of thc manufkcturcrs."
By the same means, both had endeavoured to raise the
value of thcir commodities.
" They did not, perhaps, attend to the
great and cssenti'fl difference which naturc has establi.,hed between
corn, aml almost cverv othcr sort of goods. V_qmn by clther of the
above means, you cmtble our manufacturers to sell their goods _br
somcwhat _ better price than they othcrwisc could get for them, you
luise not only the nominal, but thc real price of those goods.
You
increase not only the nominal; but the real profit, the real wcahh and
revenue of those manufacturcrs_vou
really cncourage those manufactures.
But when; by the llke i'nstitutions; you raisc the nominal
or money price of corn; you do not raise its real value, you do not
increase the real weahh of our farmers or country gentlemen, you do
not encoura__e the __rowth of corn. The nature of things has stamped
upon corn areal va_ue, which cannot bc altcred by merely altering its
money price.
Throuzh the world in _eneral, that value is equal to
the quantity of labour which it can mMntain."
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I ]lave already attempted to show, that the market price of corn
would, under an increased demand fi'om the effects of a bounty,
exceed its natural prlcc, till the requisite additional supply was
obtaincd_ and that then it would again fall to its natural price.
But
the natural price of corn is not so fixed as the natural price of commodities ; because, with any great additional demarid tbr corn, land
of a worse quality must bc taken into cultivation, on which more
labour will bc required to produce a given quantity, and the natural
price of corn will be raised.
By a continued bounty, thercfbrc, on
the cxportation of corn, there would bc created a tendency to a
pm'mancnt rise in the price of corn, and this, as I have shown
elsewhere,* never ihils to raise rent. Country gentlcmen, then, have
not only a temporary but a permanent interest in prohibitions of the
importation of corn, and in bounties on its exportation ; but manutactnrers have no permanent interest in establishing high duties on
the importation, and bounties on the exportation of commodities;
their interest is wholly temporary.
A bounty on the exportation of manui_acturcs will, undoubtedly,
as Dr Smith contends, raise fbr a thne the market price of manufactures, but it will not raise their natural price.
The labour of 200
men will produce double the quantity of these goods that 100 could
produce beibrc; and, consequently, when the requisite quantity
of capital was employed in supplying the requisite quantity of
manufactures, they would again fhll to their natural price, and all
advantage fi-om a high market price would cease. It is, then, onl__
during the interval after the rise in the market price of conalnodities,
and till the additiomd supply is obtained, that the manufacturers
will enjoy high profits; for as soon as prices had subsided_ their
profits would sink to the general level.
Instead of'agreeing, therefore_ with Ad,tm Smith, that the country
gentlemen had not so great an interest in prohibiting the importation of corn, as the manufacturer had in prohibiting the importation
of manufactured goods, I contend, that they have a much superior
interest ; fbr their advantage is pernmnent, while that of the manufacturer is only temporary.
Dr Smith observes, that nature Ires
established a great and essential difference between corn and other
goods, but the proper inference from that circumstance is directly
the reverse of that which he draws from it ; for it is on account of
this difference that rent is created, and that country gentlemen have
an interest in the rise of the natural price of corn. Instead of comparing the interest of the manut_aeturer with the interest of the
country gentleman, Dr Smith should have compared it with the
interest of the farmer_ which is very distinct from tlmt of his landlord.
Manufacturers
have no interest in the rise of the natural
price of their commodities, nor have t:armers any interest in the rise
of the natural price of corn, or other raw produce, though both these
See Chapter on Rent.
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classes arc benefited while the market prlcc of thcir productions exceeds their natural price.
On the contrary, landlords have a most
decided interest in the rise of the natural price of corn ; for the rise
of rent is the inevitable consequence of the diMculty of producing
raw produce, without which its natural price could not rise. Now.
as bounties on exportation and prohibitions of the importation of
corn increase the demand, and drive us to the cultivation of poorer
lands, they necessarily occasion an increased difficulty of production.
The sole cffhct of high duties oil the importation, either of manufactures or of corn, or of a bounty on thelr exportation, is to divert
a portion of capital to an employment, which it would not naturally
seek. It causes a pernicious distril)ution of the general ihnds of
the society--it bribes a manufimturer to commence or continue in 't
comparatively less profitable employment.
:It is the worst species
of t_txation, for it does not give to the foreign country all that ir
takes away from the home country, the balance of loss being made
up by the less advantageous distribution of the general capita..
Thus, if the price of corn is in England 41., and in France 3l. 15s.,
bounty of 10s. will ultimately reduce it to 3l. 10s. in France, and
maintain it at the same price of 4l. in England.
For every quarter
exported, England pays tt tax of 10s. :For every quarter imported
into France, France gains only 5s., so that the value of 5s. per
quarter is absolutely lost to thc world by such "t distribution of its
fhnds, as to cause diminished production, probab]y not of corn, bur
of some other object of necessity or enjoyment.
Mr Buchanan appears to have seen the fifllacy of Dr Smith's
arguments respecting bounties, and on the last passage which I
have quoted, very judiciously remarks : " In asserting that nature
has stamped arcal value on corn, which cannot be altered by merely
altering its money price, Dr Smith confounds its vahm in use with
its value in exchange.
A bushel of wheat will not fccd more people
during scarcity than during plenty; but a bushel of wheat will
exchange for a greater quantity of luxuries and conveniences when
it is scarce than when it is abundant ; and the landed proprietors,
who have a surplus of fbod to dispose o_; will therefore, in times of
scarcity, be richer men; they will exchange their surplus for a
greater value of other enjoyments than when cor,l is in greater
plenty.
It is vain to argue, therefore, that if the bounty occasions a
forced cxportatlon of corn, it will not also occasion a real rise ofprlce "_
The whole of Mr Buchanan's arguments on this part of the subject
of bounties, appear to me to bc perfectly clear and satisfilctory.
Mr Buchanan, however, has not, I think, any more than ])r
Smith, or the writer in the Eclb_burgh Review, correct opinions as
to the influence of a rise in the price of labour on manufactured
commodities.
From his peculiar views, which I have elsewhere
noticed, he thinks that the price of labour has no connexion with
the pl4cc of corn_ and, therefore, that the real value of corn might
and would rise without affecting the price of labour; but if lahore
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were affected, lie would maintain uith Adam Smith and tile writer
in tile .Edb_burgh _Review, that the price of manufactured
commodities would also rise; and then I do not see how he would distinguish such a rise of corn fi'om a fhll in the value of money, or how
he could _'ome to alry other conclusion than that of Dr Smith.
In
a l_ote to page 27G_ vol. i. of the Wealth of Nations, Mr Buchanan
t,bserves, " but the price of corn does not regulate the money price
of' all the other parts of tire rude produce of land. It regulates the
price neither of metals_ nor of various other useful substances, such
as coals, wood, stones, &c. ; a_d as it does not regulate the price of
I_tbour_it does not regulate the 29rice of manufactures;
so that the
bounty, ill _o far as it raises the price of corn, is undoubtedly a real
b_'nefit to the t_rmer.
It is not on this ground, therefore, that its
policy must be argued.
Its encouragement to agriculture, by raising
the price (,f corn, must be admitted ; and the question then comes
to be_ whether agriculture ought to be thus eneouraged?"_It
is then,
aecordillg to _Ir ]3ucha_mn, a real benefit to the thrmer, because it
does not raise the price of labour ; but if it did, it would raise the
price of all things in proportion, and then it would afford no partictdar eucouragement to agriculture.
It must, howevel 3 be conceded that the tendeney of a bounty on
the exportation of an)" commodity is to lower in a small degree the
value of money.
Whatever fhcilitates exportation, tends to accumulate money in a country ; and, on the contrmT, whatever impedes
exportation, tends to diminish it. The general effect of taxation,
by roising the prices of the commodities taxed, tends to diminist_
exportation, and, therefore, to check the influx of money ; and, on
the same principle, a bounty encourages the influx of money. Th's
is more fully explained in tire general observations on taxal_ion.
The injurious eftlzets of the mercantile system have been fully
exposed by Dr Smith ; the whole aim of that system was to raise
the price of commodities in the home market, by prohibiting foreigal
competition ; but this system was no more injurious to the agricultural classes than to any other part of the comntunity.
By forcing
capital into channels wl_'ere it would not otherwise flow_ it diminished
the whole amount of commodities produeed.
The price_ though
permanently higher, was not sustained by seareity_ but by diflleulty
of production;
and therefbre, though the sellers of such commodities sold them for a higher price, they did not sell them, after tile
requisite quantity of capital was employed in producing them, at
higher profits.*
* /_'I. Say supposes the advantage of the manufacturers
at home to be more than
temporary.
" Agovernment
which absolutely prohibits the importation
of certain
foreign g_ood,, establishes a monopoly in/avour of those whoproduce such eommodi.
ties at home, against those who consu_ne them : in other words, those at home who
produce them having the exclusive privilege of selling them, may elevate their price
above the natural price ; and the consumers at home, not being able to obtain them
dsewhere, are obliged to purchase them at a higher price."--'Voh
i. p. 201.
But how can they permanently suppol_ the market price of their goods above tM
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The manufacturers
themselves_ as consumers, had to pay an
additional prick for such commodities, and, therefore, it cannot be
correctly said, that "the enhancement of"price oceasloned by t)oth
(corporation
laws and high duties on the importations of tbreign
commodities) is everywhere finally paid by the landlords, £armcrs,
and labourers of the country."
It is the more necessary to make this remarl:, as in the present
day the authority of Adam Smith is quoted by country gentlemeu
fi)r imposing similar high duties on the importation of ibreign corn.
Because the cost of production_ and, thereibre, the prices of"various
manuihcturcd commodities, are r.dscd to the consumer by one error
in legislation, the country has bccn called upon, on the plea of justice,
quietly to submit to fi'esh exactions.
Because we all pay an additional price fbr our linen, muslin, and cottons, it is thought just
that wc should pay also an additional price for our corn.
Bee,rose,
i_ the general distribution of the labour of the world, wc have
prevented the greatest amount of productions fi'om being obtained
by our portion of that labour in manu{hctured commodities, wc
should further punish ourseh'es by diminishing the productive powers
of the general labour in the supply of raw produce,
it wouhl bc
much wiser to acknowledge the errors which a mistaken policy has
induced us to adopt, and immediately to commence a gradual
recurrence to the sound principles of a universally free trade?
" I have already had occasion to remark," observes ]_I. Say, " in
speaking of what is improperly c',flled the balance of trade, that it
it suits a merchant better to export the precious metals to a ibrcign
country than any other goods, it is also the interest of the State
that he should export them, because the State only gains or loses
through the channel of its citizens ; and in what concerns foreign
trade, that which best suits the individual best suits also the State;
thcreibrc_ by opposing obstacles to the exportation which individuals
would be inclined to make of the precious metals, nothing more is
done than to force them to substitute some other commodity less
profitable to themselves and to the St'ttc.
It must, however, be
remarked, that I say only in wlLat concerT,s foreign trade ; because
the profits which merchants make by their dealings with their
natural price, _hen cve_" one of their fellow citizens i._ fi'ce to cuter into the trade'."
They are gaarantecd
against foreign, but not against home competition.
The rc_d
evil arising to the country from such monopolies, if they cml be called by that name,
lies, not in raising the market price of such goods, but in raising their real and natural
price, B v increasing the cost of production, a portion of the labour of the country i._
less productively employed.
* " A fi'ecdom of trade is alone wanted to guarantee a country like Britain,
abounding in all the varied products of industTy, in merchandise suited to the wants
of ever)- societv, from the possibility of a scarcity.
The nations of the earth arc not
condemned to'throw
the dice to determine which of them shall submit to finuinc.
There is always abundance of food in the world. To enjoy a constant plenty wc have
only to lay aside our prohibitions and restrictions, and cease to counteract the bcnc_'olcnt wisdom of Providence.
--Arncle
C rn La_ s and Trade," Supplement to
l"ncyclopmdia Britannica.
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countrymen, as well as those which are made in the exclusive
commerce with colonies, are not entirely gains for the State.
In
the trade between individuals of the same country, there is no other
gain but the value of a utility produced ; que la _'aleu_"crune utilitJ
.oduite,"* Vol. i. p. 401. I cannot see the distinction here made
etween tile profits of the home and foreign trade.
The object of
all trade is to increase productions.
•If, for the purchase of a pipe
of wine, I had it in my power to export bullion which was bought
with the value of the produce of 100 days' ]abour_ but Government,
by prohibitin_ the exportation of bullion, should oblige me to purchase
my wine with a commodity bought with the value of the produce of
1()5 days' labour, the produce of five days' labour is lost to me, and,
through me, to the State.
But if these transactions took place
between individuals in different provinces of the same country, the
same advantage would accrue both to the individual, "md, through
him, to the country; it' he were unfettered in his choice of the
commodities with which he made his purchases;
and the same
disadvantage if he were obliged by Government to purchase with
the least beneficial commodity.
]f a manufacturer could work up
with the same eapltnl more iron where coals arc plentiful than h_
could wherc coals arc scarce, the country woulcl be benefited by
the dif[hrence. ]_ut if coals were nowhere plentiful, and he imported
iron, and could get tiffs additional quantity by the manufacture of
a commodity with the same capital and labour_ he would, in like
manner, benefit his country by the additional quantity of iron. In
the sixth chapter of this work, I have endeavoured to show that all
trade, whether foreign or domestic, is beneficial, by increasing the
quantity_ and not by increasing the value of productions.
We shall
have no greater value, whether we carry on the most beneficial
home and foreign trade, or, in consequence of being fettered by
prohibitory laws, we are obliged to content ourselves with the least
advantageous.
The ratc of profits and the value produced will be
thc same. The advantagc ahvays resolves itself into that which
M. Say _tppears to confine to the home trade ; in both eases there
is no other gain but that of the value of a utilitY"]n'oduite.
• Arc not the following passages contradictory to tile one above quoted ? "Bcside,_,
that home trade, though lcs_ noticed (because it is in a variety of hands), is the most
considerable, it is also the most profitable.
The commodities exchanged in that trade
are necessarily the l)roductions of the same country."--Vol,
i. p. 84.
"The :English Government has not observed_ that the most profitable sales are those
which a country makes to itself, because they cannot take place without two values
being produced by the tuition ; the value which is sold, and the value with which the
purch._se is made._"--Vo], i. p. 221.
I shall, in the 26th ehapter_ examine the soundness of this opbfiou.
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1"1'may not be uninstrnetive to consider tile effccts of a bount), on
the production of raw produce and other commodities, with a wew
to observe the application of the principles which I have been
endeavouring to establish with regard to the profits of stock, the
division of the annual produce of the land and labour, and the re
latlve prices of manufactures and raw produce. In the first place, let
us suppose that a tax was imposed on all commodities for the purpose
of raising a fund to be employed by Government in giving a bounty
on the 2)ro&lcdon of corn. As no part of such a tax would b'e
expended by Government, and as all that was received from one
class of the people would be returned to another, the nation collectively would bc neitl'.er richer nor poorer from such a tax and
bounty.
It would be readily allowed, that the tax on commodltics
by which the ihnd was created would raise the price of thc commodifies taxed ; all the consumers of those commodities, therefore,
would contribute towards that fund ; in other words, their natur-d
or necessary price being ralscd, so would, too, their market price.
But for the same reason that the natural pricc of thosc comnmditics
would be raised, the natural price of corn would bc lowered ; beibre
the bounty was paid on production, the farmers obtained as great "t
price for their corn as was necessary to repay them their rent and
their expenses, and afford them the general rate of profits ; after
the bounty, they would receive more than that rate, unless the price
of corn fell by a sum at least equal to the bounty.. The effect, then,
of the tax and bounty would bc to raise the pncc of commodities
in a degree equal to the tax levied on them, and to lower thc prick
of corn by a sum equal to the bounty p,xid. It will be observed,
too. that no permanent alteration could be madc in the distribution
of capital between a__riculture and manuihctures, because, as there
would be no alteration either in the amount of capital or population,
there would be precisely the same demand for bread and manui_ac tures.
The profits of the farmer would be no higher than the
general level after the fall in the price of corn; nor would the
profits of the manufacturer be lower after the rise of manufactured
goods ; the bounty, then, would not occasion any more capital tc
N
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be employed on the land in tim production of corn, nor any les._ in
the manufacture of goods.
But how would the interest of the
landlord be affected?
On the same principles that a tax on raw
produce would lower the corn rent of land, leaving the money rent
un:lltered, a bounty on production, _vhich is directly the contrary
of a tax, would raise corn rent, leavin.,_ the money rent unaltered.*
With the same money rent the landlord would have a greater price
to pay tbr his manufitcturcd goods, aml a less price fi_r his corn ; he
would probably, therefbre, be neither richer nor poorer.
Now, whether such a measure wouhl have any operation on the
wages of labour, would depend on the question, whether the labourer,
in purchasing commodities, would pay as much towards the t:tx as
he would receive fl'om the effects of the bounty, in the low price
of his food. If these two quantities were equal, wages would continue unaltered;
but if the commodities taxed were not those
consumed by the labourer, his wages would thll, and his employer
would be benefited by the difference. But this is no real advantage
to his employer ; it would indeed operate to increase the rate of his
profits, as every fall of' wages must do; but in proportion as the
labourer contributed less to the fired fi'om which the bounty was
paid, and which, let it be remembered, must be raised, his employer
must contribute more ; in other words, lie would contribute as much
to the tax by his expenditure as he u'ould receive in the effects of
the bounty and the higher rate of profits together.
He obtains It
higher rate of profits to requite him tbr his payment, not only of his
own quota of the tax, but of his labourer's also ; the remuneration
which hc receives fbr his labourer's quot:t appears in diminished
wages, or, which is the same thing, in increased profits ; the remuneration for his own appears in the diminution in the price of the corn
which he constants, arising from the bounty.
Here it will bc proper to remark tile dih_erent effects produced
on profits fi'om an alteration in the real labour, or natural value
of corn, and an alteration in the relative value of corn, from
taxation and from bounties.
If corn is lowered in price by an
alteration in its labour price, not only will the rate of the profits
of stock be altered, but the condition o_" the capitalist will be
improved.
With greater profits, he will have no more to pay for
the objects on which those profits are expended;
which does
not happen, as we have just seen, when the fall is occasioned
artificially by a bounty.
In the real fhll in the value of corn,
arising t_om less labour being required to produce one of the most
important objects of man's consumption, labour is rendered more
productive.
With the same capital the same labour is employed,
and an increase of productions is the result ; not only then will the
rate of profits be increased, but the condition of him who obtains
them will be improved ; not only will each capitalist have a greater
money revenue, if he employs the same money capital, but also
* See p. 92.
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when that money is expended, it will procure him a greater sum o_
eomnaodities; his enjoyments will be augmented,
lll the ease oi
the bounty, to balance "the advantage which he derives from the fall
of one commodity, he has the disadvantage of paying a price more
than proportionally high for another ; he receives an increased rate
of profits in order to enable him to pay this higher price ; so that
his real situation, though not deteriorated, is in no way improved :
though he gets a higher rate of profits, he has no greater command
of the produce of the land and labour of the country.
When the
fall in the value of corn is brought about by natural causes, it is
not counteracted by the rise of other eommodlties ; on the contrary,
they/_all from the raw material filling fi'om which they are made :
but when the fall in corn is occasioned by artificial means_ it is
always counteracted by a real rise in the value of some other commodity, so that if' corn be bought cheaper, other commodities are
bought dearer.
This, then, is a thrther proof that no particular disadvantage
arises fi'onl taxes on nccessaa'ies, on account of their raising wages
and lowering the rate of profits. :Profits arc indeed lowered, but
only to the amount of the labourer's portion of the tax, which must.
at all events be paid either by his employer or by thc eonsmncr of
the produce of the labourer's work.
Whether you deduct 50l. per
annum from the employer's revenue, or add 50/. to the prices of
the commodities which he consumes, can be of no other consequence
to him or to the community than as it may equally affect all other
classes. If it be added to the prices of the commodity, a miser
may avoid the tax by not consuming; if' it be indirectly deducted
from every man's revenue, he cannot avoid paying his fair proportion of the public burthens.
A bounty on the production of corn, then, would produce no real
effect on the annual produce of' the land and labour of the country,
although it would make corn relatively cheap, and manufactures
relatively dear. But suppose now that a contrary measure should
be adopted_--that
a tax should be raised on corn tbr the purpose of
affording a fund for a bounty on the production of commodities.
In such ease, it is evident that corn would be dear and commodities cheap ; labour would continue at the same price if the labourer
were as much benefited by the cheapness of commodities as he was
injured by the dearness of corn; but if he were not, wages would
rise, and profits would t:.tl], while money rent would continue the
same as before ; profits would fall, because, as we have just explained,
that would be the mode in which the labourer's share of the tax
would be paid by the employers of labour.
By the increase of
wages the labourer would be compensated for the tax which he
would pay in the increased price of corn ; by not expending any
part of-his wages on the manufactured
commodities, he would
receive no part of the bounty ; the bounty would be all received by
tile employers, and the tax Would be partly paid by the employed :
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a remuneration would be made to the labourers_ in the shape of
wages, for this increased burden laid upon them, and thus the rate
of profits would be reduced.
In this case, too, there would be a
complicated measure producing no national result whatever.
In considering this question we have purposely left out of' our
considcratlon
the effect of such a measure on foreign trade; wc
have rather been supposing the case of an insulated country_ having
no commercial connexion with other countries.
We have seen
that, as the demand of the country for corn and commodities wouhl
be thc same_ whatever direction the bounty might takc, there would
bc no temptation to remove capital fi'om one employment to another;
but this would no longer be the case if"there were fbrelgn commerce,
and that commcrce wcrc frec. By altering the relative value of
commodities and corn_ by producing so powerful an effect on their
natural prices, we should be applying a strong stimulus to the exportation of those commodities whose natural prices were lowered,
and an equal stimulus to the importation of those commoditics
whose natural prices were raised, and thus such a financial measure
might entirely alter the natural distribution of employments, to the
advantagc indeed of the foreign countries, but ruinously to tha*. fi_
wtaich so absurd a policy was adopted.
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THE RE:NT

"Sucr_ parts only of the produce of land," says Adam Smith, "can
commonly be brought to market, of which the ordinary price is
suffÉcient to replace the stock which must be employed in bringing
them thither, together with its ordinary profits.
If the ordinary
price is more than this, the sm_lus part of it will naturally go to
the rent of land.
If" it is not more, though the commodity can be
brought to market, it can afford no rent to the landlord.
Whether
the price is, or is not more, depends upon the demand."
This passage would naturally lead the reader to conclude that
its author could not have mistakcn the nature of rent, and that he
must have seen that the quality of land which the exigencies oZ
society might require to bc taken into cultivation, would depend on
"the ordinal T Trice of its Tro&tce," whether it were " s_icient to
replace the stock, u.hich _mlst be employed in cultivating it, togetl_e_.
with its ordinary profits."
But he had adopted the notion that "there were some parts of
the produce of land for which the demand must always be such as
to afford a greater price than what is sufficient to bring them to
market ;" and he considered tbod as one of those parts.
He says, that "land, in almost any situation, produces a gTeater
quantity of food than what is sufficient to nmintain all the labour
necessary for bringing it to market, in the most liberal way in
which that labour is ever maintained.
The surplus, too, is always
more than sufficient to replace the stock which employed that
labou 5 together with its profits.
Something, theretbre, ahvays
remains tbr a rent to the landlord."
But what proof does he give of this .9 no other than the assertion that "the most desert moors in Norway and Scotland produce
some sort of pasture for cattle, of which the milk and the increase
are always more than sufficient, not only to maintain all the labour
necessary for tending them, and to pay the ordinary profit to the
tkrmer, or owner of the herd or flock, but to afford some small rent
to the landlord."
Now, of this I may be permitted to entertain a
doubt; I believe that as yet in every country, from the rudest to
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the most refined, there is land of such a quality that it cannot
yield a produce more than sufficiently valuable to replace the stock
employed upon it, together with the profits ordinary and usual in
that country.
In America we all know that this is the casc, and
yet no one maintains that the principles which regulate rent, are
different in that country and in Europe.
But if it were tree that
England had so far advanced in cultivation, that at this time there
werc no lands remaining which did not afford a rent, it would bc
equally true, th'_t there formerly must have been such lands ; and
that whether there be or not, is of no importance to this qucstion,
ibr it is the same thing if there be any capital employed in Great
Britain on land which yields only the return of stock with its
ordinary profits, whether it bc employed on old or on new land.
If a i_armer agrees for land on a lease of seven or iburteen years,
he may propose to employ on it a capital of 10,000/., knowing that
at the existing price of _,_rain,and raw produce, he can replace that
part of his stock which he is obliged to expend, pay his rent, and
obtain the general rate of profit.
JIe will not employ 11,000/.,
unless the last 1000/. can be employed so productively as to afford
him the usual profits of stock.
In his calculation, whether he shall
employ it or not, he considers only whether the price of raw produce is sufficient to replace his expenses and profits, for he knows
that he shall have no additional rent to pay. Even at the expiration of his lease his rent will not be raised; for if his landlord
should require rent, because this additional 1000l. was employcd,
he would withdraw it ; since, by employing it, he gets, by the supposition, only the ordinary and usual profits which he may obtain
by any other employment of stock ; and, therefore, he cannot aflbrd
to pay rent for it, unless the price of raw produce should further
rise, or, which is the same thing, unless the usual and gener.M rate
oi' profits should fall.
if the comprehensive mind of Adam Smith had been directed to
this fact, he would not have maintained that rent forms one of the
component parts of the price of raw produce ; for price is every
where regulated by the return obtained by this last portion ot
capital, _br which no rent whatever is paid. If he had adverted to
this principle, he would have made no distinction between the law
which re_onflates the rent of mines and the rent of land.
" Whether a coal mine, for example," he s._ys, "can afford any
rent, depends partly upon its fertility, and partly upon its situation.
A mine of any kind may be said to be either fertile or barren,
according ,as the quantity'of mineral which can be brought from it
by a certain quantity of labour, is greater or less than what can be
brought by an equal quantity from the greater part of other mines
of the same "kind. Some coal mines, advantageously
situated,
cannot be wrought on account of their barrenness.
The produce
does not pay the expense. They can afford neither profit nor rent.
There arc" some, of which the produce is barely sufficient to pay the
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labour,and replace,
togetherwith itsordinaryprofits,
the stock
employedin workingthem. They affordsome'profit
to theundertakerofthework,but no rentto thelandlord.They canbe wrought
advantageously
by nobody but thelandlord,
who beinghimselfthe
undertaker
of thework,getstheordinaryprofit
of thecapital
which
he employs in it. Many coal ,nines in Scotland are wrought in this
manner, and can be wrought in no other.
The landlord will allow
nobody else to work them without paying some rent, and nobody
can afford to pay any.
"Other coal mines in the same country, sufficiently fertile, cannot
be wrought on account of their situation.
A quantity of"mineral
sufficient to defray the expense of working, could be brought ti'om
the mine by the ordinary, or even less than the ordinary quantity of
labour; but in an inland country, thinly inhabited, and without
either good roads or water-carriage, this quantity could not be sold."
The whole principle of rent is here ad,nirably and perspicuously
explained, but every word is as applicable to land as it is to mines ;
yct he affirms that "it is otherwise in estates above ground.
The
proportion, both of their produce and of their rent, is in proportion
to thcir absolute, and not to their rchltlve fertility."
But, suppose
that there were no land which did not afford a rent; then, the
amount of rent on the worst land would be in proportion to the
excess of the value of the produce above the expenditure of capital
and the ordinary profits of' stock : the same principle would govern
the rent of land of a somewhat better quality, or more fitvourably
_ituated, and, therefore, the rent of this land would exceed the rent
of that inferior to it, by the superior advantages which it possessed ;
the same might be said of that of the third quality, and so on to the
very best. Is it not, then, as ccrtaln, that it is the rclative fertility
of' the land, which determines the portion of the produce, which shall
be paid for the rent of land, as it is that the relative f_rtility of
,nines determincs the portion of their produce, which shall be paid
tbr the rent of mines ?
After Adam Smith has declared th'tt there are some mines which
can only be worked by the owners, as they will afford only sufficient
to defray the expense of working, together with the ordinary profits
of the capital employed, we should expect tlmt hc would admit that
it was these particular mines which regallated the price of the produce from all mines. If the old mines are insufficient to supply the
Quantity of coal required, the price of coal will rise, and will continue
rising till the owner of a new and inferior mine finds that hc can
obtain the usual profits of stock by working his mine.
Ifhis mine
be tolel=bly fertile, the rise will not be great before it becomes his
interest so to employ his capital ; but if it be not tolerably t}_rtile,
it is evident that the price must continue to rise till it will afibrd
him the means of paying his expenses, and obtaining the ordinary
profits of stock.
It appears, then, that it is ahva_'s the least fertile
mine which regulates the price of coal. Adam _mith. however, is
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of a different opinion : he observes, that "the most fertile coal aline,
too, regulates the price of coals at all the other mines in its neighbourhood. Both the proprietor and the undertaker of the work find,
tile one that he can get u greater rent, the other, that he can get a
greater profit, by somewhat underselling all their neighbom's.
Their
neighbours are soon obliged to sell at the same price, though they
cannot so well afford it, and though it ahvays diminishes, and sometimes takes away altogether, both their rent and their profit. Some
works are abandoned altogether ; others can afford no rent, and can
be wrought only by tlle proprietor."
If the denmnd for coal should
be diminished, or if by new processes the quantity should be increased, tile prlcc would f_ll, and some mines would be abandoned ;
but in every case, tile price must be sufficient to pay tile expenses
and profit of that mine which is worked without being charged
with rent.
It is, therefore, the least fertile mine which regulates
price.
Indeed, it is so stated in another place by Adam Smith
himself, for he says, "The lowest price at which coals can be sold
for any considerable time, is like that of all other commodities, the
price which is barely sufficicnt to replace, togcther with its ordinary
profits, the stock which must bc employed in bringing them to
market.
At a coal inlnc for which the landlord can get no rent.
but which he must either work himself, or let it alone all altogcther,
the price of coals must generally bc nearly about this price."
But the same circumstance, namely, thc abundance and consequent cheapncss of coals, from whatever cause it may arise, which
would make it necessary to abandon those mines on which there
was no rent, or a very moderate onc, would, if there were the same
abundance and consequcnt cheapness of raw produce, render it
necessary to abandon the cultivation of those lauds for which either
no rent was paid, or a very moderate one. If, for example, potatoes
should become tile general and commou fbod of the people, as rice
is in somc countries, one-fourth, or one-half of the land now in
cultivation would probably be immediately abandoned;
/br if_ as
Adam Smith says, "an acre of potatoes will produce six thousand
weight of solid nourishment, three times tile quantity produced by
the acre of wheat," there could not be for a considerable time such
a multiplication of people as to consume the quantity that nfight be
raised on the land befbre employed for the cultivation of wheat ;
much land would consequently be abandoned, and rent would £'tll ;
and it would not be till the population had been doubled or trebled,
that the same quantity of land could be in cultivation, and the rent
paid for it as high as before.
Neither would any greater proportion of the gross produce be
paid to the landlord, whether it consisted of potatoes, which would
feed three hundred people, or of' wheat, which would feed only one
hundred;
bccause, though the cxpc,nses of' production would be
very much diminished if the labourer s wages were chiefly regaflated
by the price of potatoes, and not by the price of wheat, and though,
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therefore, the proportion of the whole gross produce, after paying
the labourers, would be greatly increased, yct no part of that
additional proportion would go to rent, but the whole invariably to
profits,--profits
being at all times raised as wages tall, and lowered
as wages rise. Whethcr wheat or potatoes were cultivated, rent
would be governed by the samc principle,--it
would bc always equal
to the difference between the quantities of produce obtained with
equal capitals, either on the same land, or on land of diffcrcnt
qualities;
and, therefore, while lands of the same quality were
cultivated, and there was no alteration in their relative fertility or
advantages, rent would ahvays bear the same proportion to the
gross produce.
Adam Smith, howcver, maintains that the proportion which falls
to the landlord would be'incrcased
by a diminished cost of production, and, therefore, that he would receive a larger share as well
as a larger quantity, from an abundant than fi'om a scanty produce.
"A rice field," he says, "produces a much grcater quantity of food
than the most fcrtile corn field. Two crops in the year, fi'om thirty
to sixty bushels each, are said to be the ordinary produce of' an
acre.
Though its cultivation, therefore, requires more labour, a
nmch greater surplus remains after maintaining all that labour.
In those rice countries, thercfore, where rice is the common and
t:avourite vegetable food of the people, and where the cuhivators
arc chiefly maintained with it, a greater share of tl_is orectter s_lrl)lus
.should belong to the landlord than in corn countries."
Mr Buchanan also remarks that " it is quite clear, that if any
other produce, which the land yielded more abundantly
than
corn, were to become the common food of the people, the rent
of the landlord would be improved in proportion to its greater
abundance."
If potatoes were to become the common food of the people, there
would be a long interval during which the landlords would suffer
an enormous deduction of rent.
They would not probably receivc
nearly so much of the sustenance of man as they now receive, while
that sustenance would fall to a third of its present value.
But all
manufactured commodities, on which a part of the landlord's rent is
expended, would suffer no other fall than that which proceeded
from the fall in the raw material of which they were made, and
which would arise only from the _'eater fcrtility of the land, which
might then be devoted to its production.
When, from the progress of' population, land of the same quality
as before should be taken into cultivation, the landlord would have
not only the same proportion of the produce as before, but that
proportion would also be of the same value as before.
Rent_ then,
would be the same as before; profits, however, would be much
higher, because the price of fbod, and consequently wages, would
be much lo_ er. High profits are ihvourable to the accumulation
of capital.
The demand for labour would further increase, and
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landlords would be permanently benefited by the increased demand
for land.
Indeed, tile very same lands might be cultivated much higher
when such an abundance of food could be produced from them,
and, consequently, they would, in the prog'ress of society, admit of
much higher rents, and would sustain a much greater population
than before.
This could not filil to be highly beneficial to landlords, and is consistent with the prlneiple which this inquiry, I
think, will not lqail to establish--that
all extraordinary profits are
in their nature but of limited duration, as the whole surplus produce
of tlle soil, after deducting fi'om it only such moderate profits as are
sufficient to encourage accumulation,
must finally rest with the
landlord.
With so low a price of labour as such an abundant produce
would e:tuse, not only would the lands already in cultivation yield
:_ much greater quantity of produce, but they would admit of a
great qdditional capital being employed on them, and a greater
value to be drawn from them, and. at the same time, lands of a
very inferior quality could be cultivated with high profits, to the
great adwmtage of landlords, as well as to the whole class of consumers.
The machine which produced the most important article
of consumption would be improved, and would be well paid fbr
according as its services were demanded.
All the advantages
would, in tile first instance, be enjoyed by labourers, capitalists,
and consumers; but, with the progress of popuLution, they would
be gradually transferred to the proprictors of the soil.
lndepcndently
of these improvements, in which the community
have an immediate and the landlords a remote interest, the intcrest
of the landlord is always opposcd to that of the consumer and
manufacturer.
Corn can be permanently at an advanced price only
because additional labour is necessary to produce it ; because its
cost of production is increased.
Thc same cause invariably raiscs
rent, it is therefore for the interest of the landlord that the cost
attending the production of corn should be increased.
This, however, is not the interest of the consumcr; to him it is desirable that
corn should bc low relatively to money and commodities, tbr it is
always with commodities or money that corn is purctmsed. Neither
is it the interest of the manufhcturer th:tt corn should be at a high
price, for the high price of corn will occasion high wages, but will
not raise the price of his commodity.
Not only, then, must more
of his commodity, or, which comes to the same thing, the value of
more of his commodity, be given in exchange for the corn which he
himself consumes, but more nmst be given, or the value of more,
|br wages to his workmen, for which he will receive no remuneration.
All classes, therefbre, except the landlords, will be injured by the
increase in the price of corn. The dealings between the landlord
:rod the public are not like dealings in trade, whereby both the
_cller and buyer may equally be said to gain. bt_t the loss is wholly
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on one side, and the gain wholly on the other ; and if corn coukt
by importation be procurcd cheaper, the loss in consequence of not
importing is fill"greater on one side than the gain is on the other.
Adam Smith never makes any distinction between a low wdue
of moncy and a high value of corn, and therefore infers, that the
interest of the landlord is not opposed to that of the rest of' thc
conununity.
In the first case, money is low relatively to all commodities; in the other, corn is high relatively to all. In the first,
corn and commodities continue at the same relative values ; in the
second, corn is higher relatively to commodities as well :,s moncy.
The following observation of Adam Smith is applicable to a low
value of money, but it is totally inapplicable to :t high vah,e of' corn.
" If importation (of corn)was
at all times fi'ee, our farmers and
country gentlemen would probably, one year with :mother, get Jess
money for their corn than they do at present when importation is
at most times in effect prohibited ; but the money which they got
would be of more value, would buy nwre goods of all otl,er kinds,
and would employ more labour.
Their real wealth, their real
revenue, therefbre, would be the same as at present, though it might
be expressed by a smaller quantity of silver ; and they would neither
bc disabled nor discouraged fi'om cultivating corn as much as they
do at present.
On the contrary, as the risc in the real value of
silver, in consequence of lowering the money price of corn, lowers
somewhat the money price of all other commodities, it _ves the
industry of the country where it takes place some advantagc in all
tbreign'markcts,
and thereby tends to cncourage and incrcasc that
industry.
But the extent o}' thc homc market fi)r corn must bc in
prol)ortion to the gcneral industry of the country where it grows,
or to the number of those who produce something else to _ve in
exchange for corn.
But in every country the home market, as it
is the nearest and most convenient, so is it likewise the greatest
and most important market for corn. That rise in the real value
()f silver, therefore, which is the cffcct of lowering the avcrage money
price of corn, tends to enlarge the _'eatest and most important
market {br corn, and thereby to encourage instead of discouraging
its growth."
A high or low money pricc of corn, arising from the abundance
and cheapness of gold and silver, is of no importance to the landlord, as every sort of produce would be equally affected, just as
Adam Smith describes ; but a relatively high price of corn is at all
times greatly beneficial to the landlord ; tbr, first, it gives him "t
greater quantity of corn for rent; and, secondly, for every equal
measure of corn hc will have a command, not only over a _'eater
quantity of money, but over a greater quantity ot every commodity
which nmney can purchase.
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AD,_t SX_ITH, in his observations on colonial trade, has shown
most satisfactorily the advantages of a free trade_ and the injustice
suffered by colonies, in being prevented by their mother countries
from selling their produce at the dearest market, and buying their
manufactures and stores at the cheapest.
He has shown, that by
permitting every country freely to exchange the produce of its
industry when and where it pleases, the bcst distribution of the
labour of the world will be effected, and the greatest abundance of
the necessaries and cnjoyments of human life will be secured.
He has attempted also to show that this fi'eedom of commerce,
which undoubtedly promotes the interest of the whole, promotes
:flso that of each particular country; and that the narrow policy
adopted in the countries of Europe respecting their colonies is not
less injurious to the mother countries themselves than to the colonies
whose interests are sacrificed.
" The monopoly of the colony trade/' he says, "like all the other
mean and malignant expedients of the mercantile system, deprcsses
the industry of all other countries, but chiefly that of the colonies,
without in the least increasing, but, on the contrary, diminishing
that of"the country in whose fitvour it is established."
This part of his subject, however, is not treated in so clear and
convincing a manner as that in which he shows the injustice of this
system towards the colony.
It may, I think, be doubted whether a mother country may not
sometimes be benefited by the restraints to which she subjects her
colonial possessions.
Who can doubt, for example, th_.t if England
were the colony of France, the latter country would be benefited
by a heavy bounty paid by England on the exportation of corn_
cloth, or any other commodities?
In examining the question of.
bounties_ on the supposition of corn being at 4l. per quarter in this
country, we saw, that with a bounty of 10s. per quarter on exportation in England, corn would have been reduced to 3l. 10s. in
France.
Now, if corn had previously been at 3l. 15s. per quarter
in France, the French consumers would have been benefited by 5s.
per quarter on all imported corn; if the natural price of corn in
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France were before 4l., they would have gained the whole bounty
of 10s. per quarter.
France would thus be benefited by the loss
sustained by England:
she would not gain a part only of what
England lost, but the whole.
It may, however, be said that a bounty on exportation
is a
measure of internal policy, and could not easily bc imposed by the
mother country.
If' it would suit tile interests of Jamaica and tlolland to make
an exchange of the commodities which tile), respectively produce,
without the intervention
of England, it is quite certain that, b.v
their being prevented fi'om so doing, tile interests of Holland and
Jamaica would suffer; but if.Jamaica is obliged to send her goods
to England, and there exchange them for Dutch goods, an English
capital, or English agency, will be employed in a trade in which it
would not otherwise be engaged.
It is allured thither by a bount.v,
not paid by England, but by Holhmd "rod Jamaica.
That tim loss sustained through a disadvantageous
distribution
of labour in two countries may be beneficial to one of them, while
tlle other is made to suffhr more than the loss actually belonging
to such a distribution, has been stated by Adam Smith himself;
which, if true, will at once prove that a measure which may be
greatly lmrtihl to a colony may be partially beneficial to tlle mother
country.
Speaking of treaties of commerce, hc says, "When a ntttion binds
itself by treaty, either to permit the entry of certain goods from
one foreign country which it prohibits fi'om all others, or to exempt
the goods of one country fi'om duties to which it subjects those of' all
others, the country, or at least the merchants and manufilcturers of
the country, whose commerce is so fhvourc(l, must necessarily derive
great advantage fi'om the treaty.
Those merclmnts and mauuf_aclurers enjoy a sort of monopoly in the country which is so indulgent
to them.
That country becomes a market_ both more extensive
and more advantageous for their goods; more extensive, because
the goods of other nations, being either excluded or subjected to
heavier duties, it takes off'a greater quantity of them ; more advantageous, because the merchants of the favoured country, enjoying
a sort of monopoly there, will often sell their goods for a better
price than if exposed to the fi'ee competition of all other nations."
Let the two nations between which the commercial treaty is
made be the mother country and her colony, and Adam Smitl b it
is cvidcnt_ admits that a mother country may be benefited by
oppressing her colony.
It may, howevcr_ bc again remarked, that
unless the monopoly of the foreign market be in the hands of an
exclusive company, no more will be paid for commodities by foreign
purchasers than by home purchasers;
the price which they will
both pay will not differ greatly fi'om theh" natural price in the
country where they are produced.
England, for example, will,
under ordinary circumstances_ ahvays be able to buy 1_rench goods
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at the natural price of those goods in France, and France would
have an equal privilege of buying English goods at their natural
price in England.
But at these prices goods would be bought
without a treaty.
Of" what advantage or disadvantage, then_ is the
treaty to either party ?
The disadvantage of the treaty to the importing country would
bc this : it would bind her to purclrlse a commodity, fl'om England
ibr ex'unple, at the natural price of that commodity in England,
when she might perhaps have bought it at the much lower natural
price of some othcr country.
It occasions then a dlsadvantagcous
distribution of the gener:d c'lpltal, which falls chiefly on the country
bound by its treaty to buy in the lcast productive market ; but it
gives no advantagc to the seller on account of anv supposed monopoly, fbr he is prevcutcd by the competition of'_his own countrymen from selling his goods above their natural price; at which he
would sell them, whcthcr hc cxpolXed them to France, Spain, or
thc West Indies, or sold them tbr homc consumption.
In what, then, does thc advantage of the stipulation in the treaty
consist ? It consists in this : these particular goods could not have
been made in England for exportation, but for the privilege which
she alone had of serving this particular market ; for the competition
of that country, whcrc the natural price was lower, would have deprived her of all chance of selling those commodities.
This, however, would have been of little importance, if England were quite
sccure that she could sell to the same amount any other goods which
she might fabricate, either in the :French market, or with equal
advantage in any other.
The object which England has in vicw,
is, for example, to buy a quantity of French wines of the value of
5000l._she
desires, then, to sell goods somewhere by which she may
_,,*et5000/. for this p.rpu ose.. If :France gives her .a monopoly of the
cloth market, she will readily export cloth for tlus purpose ; but if
the trade is free, thc competition of other countries may prevent the
natural price of cloth in England from being sufficiently low to
enable her to get 5000l. by the sale of cloth, and to obtain the usual
'ofits by such an employment of her stock.
The industry of
ngland must be employed, then, on some other commodity ; but
there may be none of her productions which, at the existing value
of money, she can afford to sell at the natural price of other com_tries.
What is the consequence ? The wine drinkers of England
are still willing to We 5000/. for their wine, and conscquently
5000/. in money is exported to France for that purpose.
By this
exportation of money, its value is raised in En_and_ and lowered in
other countries;
and with it the natural price of all commodities
produced by British industry is also lowered.
The advance in the
value of money is the same thing as the decline in the price of
commodities.
To obtain 5000l., British commodities may now be
exported; for at their reduced natural price they may now enter
into competition with the goods of other countries.
MoIe goods;
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are sold, however, at the low prices to obtain tlle 5000/. required,
which_ when obtained, will not procure the same quantity of wink ;
because, whilst the diminution of money in England has lowered
the natural price of goods there, the increase of money in France
has raised the natural pl"ice of goods and wine in France.
Less
wine, then, will be imported into England, in exchange for its
commodities, when the trade is perfectly free, than when she is
peculiarly fhvoured by commercial treatles.
The rate of profits_
however_ will not have varied ; moncv will have altered in relative
value in the two countries, and the ad_'antage gained by France will
be the obtaining a greater quantity of English, in exclmngc for a
given quantity of French, goods, while the loss sustalned by England will consist in obtaining a smaller quantity of French goods
in exchange for a given quantity of tho.-.'eof Engl.md.
Foreign trade, then, whether f_ttered, encouraged, or free, will
always continue, whatever may be the compalxtive difficulty of
Ial)rOduction in different countries ; but it can only be regulated by
tering the natural price, not the natural value, at which commodities can be produced in those countries, and that is effeeted by
altering the distribution of the precious metals.. This exl)lanatio_l
confn-ms the opinion which I have elsewhere given, that there is not
a tax, a bounty, or a prohibition, on the importation or exportation
of commodities, which does not occasion a difi_rent distribution of
the precious metals, and which does not, therefore, everywhere alter
both the natural and the market price of commodities.
It is evident, then_ that the trade with a colony may I)e so regulated, that it shall at thc same time be less beneficial to the colony,
and more beneficitd to the mother country, than a perfectly i_ee
trade.
As it is disadvantageous to a single consumer to be restricted
in his dealings to one particulax shop, so is it disadvantageous for a
nation of consumers to be obliged to purchase of one particular
country. If the shop or the country aftbrded the goods required
the cheapest, they would be secure of selling them without any
such exclusive privilege; and if they did not sell eheaper_ the
general interest would require that they shouhl not be encouraged
to continue a trade which they could not carry on at an equal advantage with others.
The shop, or the selling country, might lose
by the change of employments, but the general benefit is never so
fully secured, as by the most productive distribution of the general
capital ; that is to say, by a universally free trade.
An increase in the cost of production of a commodity, if it be an
article of the first necessity, will not necessarily diminish its consumption; for although the general power of the purchasers to
consume is diminished by the rise of any one commodity, yet they
may relinquish the consumption of some other commodity whose cost
of production has not risen.
In that case, the quantity supplied,
and the quantity demanded, will be the same as beibre ; the cost of
production only will have increased_ and yet the price will rise_
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and must ris%to placetheprofits
oftheproduceroftheenhanced
commodity on a levelwiththeprofits
derivedfi'omothertrades.
M. Say acknowlcdgesthatthecostof production
isthcfoundationof price, and yet in various parts of his book he maintains that
price is regulated by tim proportion which demand bears to supply.
The real and ultimate regulator of the relative value of any two
commodities, is the cost of their production_ and not the respective
quantities which may be produced_ nor the competition amongst
the purctiasers.
According to Adam Smith, tim colony trade, by being one in
which British capital only can be employed, has raised the nLte of
profits of all other trades; and as, in his opinion, high profit% as
well as high wages, raise the prices of commoditie% the monopoly
of the colony trade has been, he thinks, injurious to the mother
country ; as it has diminished her power of selling manufactured
commodities as cheap as other countries.
He says, that "in consequence of the monopoly, the increase of the colony trade has not
so much oecasloncd an addition to the trade which Great Britain
had before, as a total ctmnge in its direction.
Secondly_ this
monopoly has necessarily contributed
to keep up the rate of profit
in all the different branches of British tradc_ higher than it naturally would have been, had all nations been allowed a fi'ee trade
to the British colonies."
"But whatever raises in any country the
ordinary rate of profit higher than it otherwise would be, necessarily
subjects that country both to an absolute, and to a relative disadvantage in every branch of trade of which she has not the monopoly.
It subjects her to an absolute disadvantagc_ because in such branches
of trade, her merchants cannot get this greater profit without sellin_
dearer than they otherwise would d% both the goods of foreiglq
countries which they import into their own_ and the goods of their
own country which they export to foreig'n countries.
Their own
country must both buy dearer and sell dearer ; must both buy less
and seil less ; must both enjoy less and produce less tlmn she otherwise would do?'
"Our merchants frequently complain of the high wages of British
labour as the cause of their manuthctures being undersold in foreign
,uarkets ; but they are silent about the high profits of stock.
They
complain of" the extrava__ant _-ain of other ueoDle, but they say
nothing of their own. T_ae hig_h profits of Bntis'h stock, however,
anay contribute towards raising the price of British manufacture in
many cases as mueh_ and in some perhaps more, than the high
wazes of British labour."
:_ allow that the monopoly of the colony trade will change_ and
often prejudicially, the direction of capital ; but from what I have
already said on the subject of profit% it will be seen that any
change from one foreign trade to another, or from home to foreign
trade, eannot_ in my opinion_ atthct the rate of profits. The injury
suffered will be what I have just described ; there will be a worse
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distribution of the general capital and industry_ and, thcreforc_ less
will be produced.
The natural price of commodities will be raised,
and thcrefore_ though the consumer will be able to purchase to tile
same money value, he will obtain a less quantity of' commodities.
It will be seen, too, that if it even had the ef_hct of raising profits,
it would not occasion the least alteration in prices; prices being
regulated neither by wages nor profits.
And does not Adam Smith agree in this opinion, when he says,
that "the prices of commodities, or the value of gold and silver as
compared with commodities, depends upon the proportion betwcea
tim quantity of' labour which is necessary in order to bring "Lcertaia
quantity of gold and silver to n,arket, and that which is necessary
to bring thither a certain quantity of any other sort of goods?"
That quantity will not be aflScted, whether profits be high or low,
,n" wages low or high.
How then can prices be raised by high
profits ?

!
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ON GROSS AND NET REVEI_'UE.
AI_A_.t SmTit constantly magnlfics thc advantages which, a country'
derives from a large gross, rather than a large net income.
" In
proportion as a Kreater share of the capital of a country is employcd
in agriculture," he says, "the grcater will bc the quantity of" productivc labour which it puts into motion within the country; as
will likewise bc the vMue which its employment adds to thc annual
produce of the land and labour of the society.
After agriculture,
the capital employed in manu[acturcs puts into motion the greatest
quantity of productive labour_ and adds the greatest value to the
annual produce. That which is employed in the trade of exl)ortation
has the least effect of any of' the three."*
Granting, for "t moInent, that this were truc ; what would bc tltc
advantagc resulting to a country from the employment of a great
quantity of productive labour, if, whctherjt
employed that quantity
or a smaller, its net rent and profits together would be the same.
The whole produce of the land and labour of every country is divided
into three portions: of these, one portion i_ devoted to wagcs,
another to profits, and the other to rent.
It is fi'om the two last
portions only, that any deductions can be made for taxes, or ibr
savings ; the ibrmer_ if modcrate, constituting always the necessary
expenses of production._
To an individual with a capital of 20,000_,
whose profits were 2000/. pcr annum, it would be a matter (]uitc
indifferent whether his capital would Cml)loy a hunda'ed or a thousand
men, whether the commodity produced_ sold for 10,000/. or fi)r
20,0001., provided, in all ea,-.es, his profits were not diminished below
2000/.
Is not the rcal interest of the nation similar?
Provided
* hi. Say is of the same opinion with Adtun Smith : ""The most productive employment of capital, for the counua" in general, after that on the land, is that of mamffactures and of home trade : because it put._ in activity an industry of which the lnOfit._
arc gained in the country,'whilc those capitals _ hich arc employcd in foreign commcr,.(..
make the indum)- and lands of all countries to he productive, without distinction.
""The eml)loymcnt of cal)ital the least favourable to _t nation, is that of carr.ving
the producc of one forei_l country to another."--,'.'*ty, vol. ii. p. 120.
Jf I_crhaps this is expressed too'strongly, as more i-:gcnclally allotted to the labourer
under the name of wages, than the absolutely neccss.u_" CXl)cnses of production.
In
that case a part of the net produce of the country is received b v the labourer, .rod may
be saved or expended by him ; or it may enable him to contribute to the dci'cnec ¢;f
tlAc collIitr3-.
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its net real income, its rent and profits be the same, it is of' no importance whether the nation consists of ten or of twelve millions ot
inhabitants.
Its powcr of suH_orting fleets and armies, and all
species of unproductlvc labour, must bc in proportion to its nct, aald
not in proportion to its gross, income. If five millions of men could
produce as much food and clothing as was necessary for tcn
millions, food and clothing for five millions would be the net revenue.
Would it be of any advantage to the country_ that to produce this
same net rcvcnue, seven millions of men should bc required, that is
to say, that sevcn millions should be employed to produce food and
clothing sufficlcnt for twelve millions ? The food and clothing of
fivc millions would be still the net revenue.
The employing a .
_zreater number of men would enable us neither to add _ man to our
army and na_T, nor to contrlbntc one gninea more in taxes.
It is not on the grounds of any supposed advantage accruing from
a largc population, or of the happiness that may bc enjoyed by a
greater number of human beings, that Adam Smith supports the
prefercnce of that employment of capital, which gives motion to the
greatest quantity of industry, but expressly on the ground of its
increasing the power of the country, * for hc says_ that "the rlchcs,
and, so far as power depends upon richcs_ thc power o_"every count1 T
must ahvays bc in proportion to the value of its annual produc%
the fund fi'om which all taxes must uhimately bc paid."
It must,
howcver, be obvious, that the power of paying t:uxes, is in proportion
to the net, and not in proportion to the gross, revenue.
In thc distribution of employments amongst all countries_ the
capital of poorer nations will bc naturally employcd in those pursuits,
wherein a great quantity of labour is supported at home, because
in such countries the food and necessaries for an increasing population can be most easily procured.
In rich countries, on the contrary,
where food is dear_ capital will naturally flow, when trade is fi'ec,
into those occupations whcrein the least quantity of labour is
requh'ed to be maintained at home : such as the carrying tradc_ the
distant foreign trade, and trades where expensive machinery is
required ; to trades where profits are in proportion to the capital,
and not in proportion to the quantity of labour employed.t
Although I admit, that, fi'om the nature of rent, a given capita,
.employed in agTiculturc, on any but the land last cultivatcd, puts
m motion a greatcr quantity of labour than an equal capital
_"M. S_tv has totally misunderstood
me in supposing that I have considered as
nothing the happiness of so many human bcings. I think the text sufficiently shows
that I was confining my remarks to thc particular grounds on which Adam Smith had
rested it.
"_ "it is fortunate that the natural course of things draws capita], not to those
employments where the greatest profits are made, but to those where the operation i:'
most profitable to the community."--Vol,
ii. p 122. _'I. Say has not told us what
those employments
are, which, while they are the most prol_table to the individual,
are not the most profitable to tim State.
If counn'ies with limited capitals, but with
abundance of tertile land. do not early cngagc in forclgm trade, the reason is, because
it is less protitable to individual-, and" therefore also less nrofitable to the State.
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employed in manufactures and trade, yet I cannot adnfit that ther_
is any difference in the quantity of labour employcd by a capital
engaged in the home trad% and an equal capital engaged in the
foreign trade.
"The capital which sends Scotch manufactures to London, and
brings back English corn and manufactures
to Edinburgh,"
says
Adam Smith, "nccessarily replaces, by every such operation, two
British capitals which had both been cmployed in the agriculturc or
manufactures of Great Britain.
"The capital employed in purch'lsing foreign goods ibr home
consumption, when this purchase is made with the produce of
domestic industry, replaces, too, by every such operation, two distinct capitals; but one of them only is employed in supporting
domestic industry.
The capital which sends British goods to
Portugal,
and brings back Portuguese
goods to Great Britain,
replaces, by cvcry such operation, only one British capital, the
other is a Portuguese one. Though the returns, therefore, of the
foreign trade of consumption shouhl be as quick as the home trade,
thc capital employed in it will givc but one half the encouragement
to the industry or productive labour of the country."
Tiffs argument appears to 'he to be thllacious; for though two
capitals, one Portuguese
and one English, be employed, as Dr
Smith supposes, still a capital will be empl%ved in the foreign
trade, double of what would be employed in the home trade.
Suppose that Scotland employs a capital of a thousand pounds in
making linen, which she exchanges tbr the produce of a similar
capitai employed in making silks _n England, two thousand ponnds
and a proportional quantity of labour will be employed by the two
countries.
Suppose now, that England discovers, that she can
import more linen from Germany, ]br the silks which she before
exported to Scotland, and that Scotland discovers that she can
obtain more silks fi'om France in return tbr her linen, than she beibre
obtained from England,_will
not England and Scotland immediately cease trading with each other, and will not the homc trade
of consumption
be chan__ed for a ibrei__n trade of consumotion ?
But ahhough two additiot"ml capitals wil]_ enter into this trade, the
capital of Germany and that of France, will not the same amount of
Scotch and of English capital continue to be employed_ and will it
not give motion to the same quantity of industry as when it was
engaged in the home trade ?
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SO much has already been written on currency, that of those who
give their attention to such subjects, none but the prejudiced are
ignorant of its true principles.
I shall, therefore, take only a brief
survey of some of the general laws which regulate its quantity and
v:llne,

Gold and silver_ llke all other commoclitie% are valuable only ia
proportion to the quantity of labour necessary to produce them and
bring them to market.
Gold is about fifteen times dearer than
silver, not because there is a greater demand for it, nor because the
supply of silver is fifteen times greater than that of gold, but solely
because fifteen times the quantity of labour is necessary to procure
a given quantity of it.
The quantity of money that can bc employed in a country must
depend on its value : if gold alone were employed for the circulation of commodities, a quantity would be required, one fifteenth
only of what would bc necessary, if silver were made use of for the
same purpose.
A circulation can never bc so abundant as to overflow; for by
diminishing its valu% in the same proportion you will increase its
quantity, and by increasing its value, diminish its quantity.
While the State coins money and charges no scignoragc, money
will be of the same value as any other piece of the same metal of
equal weight and fineness ; but it' the State charges a scignoragc
ibr coinage, the coined piece of money will generally exceed the
value of the uncoined piece of metal by the whole seignorage
chalked, because it will require a greater qu:mtity of labour_ or,
which is the same thing, the value of the produce of a greater
quantity of labour, to procure it.
While the State alone coins, there can be no limlt.to this charge
of seignorage ; for by limiting the quantity of coin, it can be raised
to any conceivable value.
It is on this principle that paper money circulates: the whole charge
for paper money may be con.ldcred as selgnorage.
_hough lthas
no intrinsic value, )'et_ by limiting its quantity, its value in exchange
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is .as great as aa equal denomination of coin, or of bullion in that
coin. On the same principle, too, namely, by ;t limitation of its
quantity, a debased coin would circulate at the value it should bear,
if it were of the legal wclght and fineness, and not at the value of
the quantity of metal wbich it :lctually containcd.
In the history
of the British coinage, wc find, accordingly, that the currcncy was
never depreciatcd in the same proportion tbat it was debased ; the
reason of which was, that it never was increased in quantity, in
proportion to its diminished intrinsic value.*
There is no point more important in issuing paper nmncy than to
be ihlly impressed with the cftbcts which follow fi'om the principle
of limitation of quantity.
It will scarcely bc believed fifty years
hence, that bank directors and ministers gravely contended in our
times, both in Parliament and bcfbre committees of Parliament, that
the issues of notes by the Bank of England, unchecked by any
power in the holders of such notes to demand in exchange either
specie or bullion, had not, nor could have, any etIhct on the prices
of commodities, bullion, or foreign exchanges.
After the establishment
of banks, the State has not the sole
power of coining or issuing money.
The currency may as effbctually be increased by paper as by coin ; so that if a State were to
debase its money, and limit its quantity_ it couhl not support its
value, because the banks would have an cqlml power of adding to
the whole quantity of circulation.
On thcse principles, it will bc seen that it is not ncccssary that
paper money should be payable in specie to secure its value ; it is
only necessary that its quantity should be regulated according to
the value of the metal which is declared to be the standard.
If
the standard were gold of a given weight and fineness, paper might
be increased with every fall in the vahle of gold, or, which is the
same thing in its ctIhcts, with every rk-e in the price of goods.
" By issuing too great a quantity of paper," says Dr Smith, " of
which the excess was continually returning in order to be exchanged
for gold and silver, the Bank of England was, for many years
together, obliged to coin gold to the extent of betwecn eight
hundred thousand pounds and a million a year, o13 at an average,
about eight hundred and fifty thousand pounds.. For this great
coinage, the Bank, in consequence of the worn and degraded state
into which the gold coin had fallen a few years ago, was frequcntl._
obliged to purchase bullion at the high price of four pounds art
ounce, which it soon after issued in coin at 31. 17s. 10_d. an ounce,
losing in this manner between two and a hMf and three per cent.
upon the coinage of so very lal_e a sum.
Though the bank, therefore, paid no seig'norage, though the Government was properly at
the expense of the coinage, this liberality of Government did not
prevent altogether the expense of the Bank."
* Whatever I say of gold coin, is equally applicable
necessm 3- to mention both on ever), occasion.

to silver coin ; but it is no1
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On the principle above stated, it appears to mc most clca 5 that
by not re-issulng the paper thus brought in, the value of the whole
eurrency_ of the degraded as well as the new gold coin_ would have
been raised, when all demands on the Bank would have ceased.
Mr Buchanan, however, is not of this opinion_ for he says " that
the great expense to which the Bank was at this time exposed was
occasioned, not as Dr Smith seems to imagine: by an imprudent
issue of paper, but by the debased state of the cmTency, and the
consequent high price of bullion. The Bank: it will be observed_
having no other way of procuring guineas but by sending bullion
to the Mint to be coined, was always forced to issue new coined
gulne_, in exchange for its returned notes ; and when the currency
was generally deficient in weight, and the price of blfilion high in
proportion_ it became profitable to draw these heavy guineas fi'om
the Bank in exchange for its paper; to convert them into bullion,
:tad to sell them with a profit for Bank paper, to be again returned
to the Bank for a new supply of guineas_ which were again melted
:rod sold. To this drain of specie the Bank must always be exposed
while the currency is deficient in weight, as both an easy and a
certain profit then arises from the constant interchange of paper for
specie. It may be remarked_ however, that to whatever inconvenience and expense the Bank was then exposed by the drain of
its spccic_ it never was imagined necessary to rescind the obligation
to pay money fbr its notes."
M.r Buchanan evidently thinks that the whole currency must
necessarily be brought down to the level of the value of the debased
pieces ; but surely, by a diminution of the quantity of the currency:
the whole that remains can be clevated to the value of the best
pieces.
Dr Smith appears to have forgotten his own principle in his
argument on colon)- currency.
Instead of ascribing the depl'eciatlon of that paper to its too great abundance, hc asks whether,
allowing the colony security to be perfectly good: a hundred pounds_
payable fifteen years hence, would be equally valuable with a
hundred pounds to be paid immediately _. I answer yes, if it be
not too abundant.
Experienc% however: shows that neither a State nor a Bank ever
have had the unrestricted
power of issuing paper money without
abusing that power: in all States_ therefore_ the issue of paper
_rmney ought to be under some check and control ; and none seems
so proper for that purpose as that of subjecting the issuers of p.aper
money to the obligation of paying their notes either in gold corn or
bullion.
[" To secure the public _ against any other variations in the value
of currency than those to which the standard itself is subject, and,
* This, and the following paragraphs, to the close of the bracket, 1_ 218, is extracted
ti-om a pamphlet entitled "Proposals
for an Economical and Secure Currency," pubh_h
,1 oy
'- the author in the year 181ft.
's e,,
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at the same time, to carry on the circulation with a medium the
least expensive, is to attain the most perfect state to which a cur
rency can be brou__ht, and we should possess all these advantages
by subjecting the _Bank to the delivery of uneoined gold or silver
at the 5'Iint standard and price, in exchange for their notes, instead
of
belowthe
thedeliverYvalue°fofgUineaS;bullion
bYwithout
whiChbein_,me
a? followedS
paper wouldby
a reductionnever
fall
of its quantity.
To prevent the rise of" paper above the value of
bullion, the Bank should be also obliged to give their paper in exchange for standard gold at the pt'ice of 3l. 17s. per ounce. Not
to give too much trouble to the Bank, the quantity of gold to bc
demanded in exchange for paper at the _lint price of 3l. 17s. 10½d.,
or the quantity to bc sold to the Bank at 3l. 17s., should never
be less than twentyotmces.
In other words, the Bank should be
obliged to purchase any quantity of gold that was offered them.
not less than twenty ounces, at 3l. 17s.* per ounce, and to sell
any quantity that might be demanded at 3l. 17s. 10½d. While
they have the power of' regulating the quantity of their paper, there
is no possible inconvenience that could result'to them from such a
,'cgulation.
" The most perfect liberty should be given, at the same time, to
export or import eve1)" description of bullion.
These transactions
in bullion would be very few in number, if the Bank regulated their
loans and issues of paper by the criterion which I have so often
mentioned, namely, the price of standard bullion, without attending
to the absolute quantity of paper in circulation.
"The object which I have in view would be in a great measure
attained, if the Bank were obliged to deliver uncoined bullion, in
exchange for their notcs_ at the Mint price and standard, though
they were not under the necessity of purchasing any quantity of
bullion of[_rcd them at the prices to be fixed, particularly if the
Mint were to continue open to the public for the coinage of money;
fbr that regulation is merely suggested to prevent the vMue of
money from varying from the value of bullion more than the trifling
difference between the prices at which the Bank should buy and
sell, and which would be an approximation to that unifbrmity in its
value, which is acknowledged to be so desirable.
"If the Bank capriciously limited the quantity of their pape5
they would raise its value, and gold might appear to fall below the
limits at. which I propose the Bank should purchase.
Gold, in that
case, might be carried to the Mint, and the money returned from
thence, being added to the circulation, would have the effect of
* The price of 3/. 17s. here mentioned is of course an arbitrary price. There might
be good re_son, perhaps, for fixing it either a little above or a little below. In naming
3l. ITs., I wish only to elucidate the principle.
The price ought to be so fixed as to
make it the interest of the _ellcr of gold rather to sell it to the Bank than to carry it
to the Mint to be coined.
The same remark applies to the specified quantity of twenty o_mecs. There might
bc good reason for making it ten or thirty.
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lowering its value, and making it again conform to the standard ;
but it would neither bc done so sai_ly, so cconomicall)5 nor so
expeditiously as by the means which I have proposed, against which
the Bank can ha_ e no objection to offer, as it is for their interest to
furnish the circulation with paper rather than oblige others to
furnish it with coin
" Under such a system, and with a currency so regulated, the
Bank would never be liable to any embarrassments
whatever,
excepting on those extraordinary occasions when a general panic
seizes the country, and when every one is desirous of possessing
the precious metals as the most convenient lnode of realizing or
concealing his property.
Against such panics Banks have no
security o_ any system ; tl-om their very nature they are subject to
them, as at no time can there be in a Bank, or in a country, so much
specie or bullion as the monied individuals of such country have
a right to demand.
Should ever), man withdraw his balance fi'om
his banker on the same day, many times the quantity of Bank
notes now in circulation would be insufficient to answer such a
demand. A panic of this kind was tile cause of the crisis in 1797;
and not, as has been supposed, the large advances which tim Bank
had then made to Government.
:Neither the l_ank nor Government
were at that time to blame ; it was the contagion of the unfounded
fears of the timid part of' the comnmnity which occasioned the run
on tile Bank, and it would equally have taken place if they lind not
made any advances to Government, and had possessed twice their
present capital.
If the Bimk had continued paying in cash, probably the panic would have subsided before their coin had been
exhausted.
"With the known opinion of the Bank directors as to the rule
for issuing paper money, they may be said to have exercised their
powers without any great indiscretion.
It is evident that they
have followed their own principle with extreme caution.
In the
present state of the law, they have the power, without any control
whatever, of increasing or reducing tile circulation in any degree
they may think propel'; .t power which should neither be intrusted
to the State itself, nor to anybody in it, as there e'm be no security
tbr the uniformity in the value of' the cun'ency, when its augmentation or diminution depends solely on the will of the issuers.
That the Bank lmve the power of reducing tim circulation to the
very narrowest limits, will not be denied, even by those who agree
in opinion with the directors, that they have not the tlower of
adding indefinitely to its quantity.
Though I am full)" assured,
that it is both against the interest and the wish of the Bank to
exercise this power to the detriment of the public, yet, when 1
contemplate the evil consequences which might ensue fi'om a sudden
and great reduction of the circulation, as well as from "_ great
addition to ib I cannot but deprecate the taeility with which the
State has armed the Bank with so formidable a prerogative.
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" The inconvenience to which counu'y banks were subjected
before the restriction on cash payments, must at times have been
very _rcat. __t all periods of alarm, or of cxpectcd alarm, they must
h'_ve been under the necessity of providing themselves with guineas,
that they might be prepared for every exigency which might occur.
Guineas, on these occasions, were obtained at the Bank in exchange
fbr the larger notes, and were conveyed by some confidential agcnt,
at expense and lqsk, to the country" bank.
After performing the
offices to which they were destined, thcy tbund their way again to
London, and in all probability were again lodged in the Bank,
provided thcy had not suffered such a loss of weight as to reduce
them below the legal standard.
"If the plan now proposcd of paying Bank notes in bullion bc
adopted, it would be necessary either to extend the same privilege
to country banks, or to make "Bank notes a legal tender, in which
latter case there would be no alteration in the law respecting
country banks, as they would be required, precisely as they now
are, to pay their notes when demanded in Bank of England n_)tcs.
"The saving which would take place ti'om not submitting the
guineas to the lo_s of wcight fi'om thc fi'ictiou which they nmst
undcrgo in their repeatcd ,journeys, as well as of thc CXl)enses of
conveyancc, would be considerable ; but by _ar the greatest advantagc would rcsult fi'om the pcrmaucnt supply of the country as wcll
as of the London circulation, as far as thc smallcr payments are
concerned, being l)rovided in the velw cheap medium, paper, instead
of the very vahmble medium, gold; thcrcby enabling the comltry
to derive all the profit which may be obtained by the productive
employment of'l capital to that amount.
We should surely not bc
justified in rejecting so decided a benefit unless some specific inconvenience could be l)ointed out as likely to follow from adopting the
cheaper mcdium."_
A currency is in its most perthct state when it consists wholly of
paper money, but of pat)er money of an equal value with the gold
which it professes to represent.
The use of paper instead of gold
substitutes the cheapest in place of the most expensive medium,
and enables the country, without loss to any individual, to exchange
all the gold which it before used for this purpose for raw materials,
utensils, and food; by the use of which, both its wcalth and its
enjoyments are increased.
In a national point of view_ it is of no importance whether the
issuers of this well regulated paper money be the Governmcnt or a
Bank_ it will, on the whole, be equally productive of riches whether
it be issued by one or by the other ; but it is not so with respect to
the interest of individuals.
In a country where the market rate of
interest is 7 per cent., and where the State requires for a paxticular
expense 70,000l. per annum, it is a question of importance to the
individuals of that country whether they must be taxed to pay this
70,000l. per anuum_ or whether they could raise it without taxes.
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Suppose that a million of" money should be required t_ fit out an
expedition.
If the State issued a million of paper and displaced a
million of coin, the expedition would be fitted out x_ithout any
charge to the people ; but if a Bank issued a million of"paper, anal
lent it to Government
at 7 per cent., thereby displaelng a million
of coin, the country would be charged with a continual tax of
70,000/. per annum : the people would pay the tax, the ]_tnk would
receive it, and the society would in either ease be as wealthy .as
before; the expedition would have been really fitted out by the
improvement of our system, by rendering capital of the value of a
million productive in the form*of commodities instead of letting it
remain lmproduetive in the form of coin ; but the advantage would
always be in fhvour of the issueL_ of paper ; and as the State represents the people, the people would have saved the tax if' they, and
not the Bank, had issued this million.
I have already observed, that if" there were ])er_ect security that
the power of" i.,suing paper money would not be abused, it would
be of no importance with respect to the riches of"the country collectively, by whom it was issued; and I have now shown that the
public would have a direct interest that the issuers should be the
State, and not a coral)any of merchants or bankers.
The danger.
however, is, that this power would be more likely to be abused, if
in the hands of' Government,
than if in the hands of a banking
company.
A company would, it is said, be more under the control
of' law, and although it might be their interest to extend their issues
beyond the bounds of discretion, they would be limited and checked
by the power which individuals would have of calling for bullion or
speem. It is argued that the same check would not be long respected, if` Government had the privilege of" issuing money ; that
they would be too apt to consider present convenience, rather thaal
future security, and might, therefbre, on the alleged grounds of
expediency, be too much inclined to remove the ct_eek.-, by which
the amount of their issues was controlled.
Under an arbitrary Government, this objection would have great
_brce; but in a f_ec country, with an enlightened legi_-lature, the
power of issuing paper money, under the requisite checks of"convertibility at the will of the holder, might be safely lodged in the
hands of commissioners appointed for that special purpose, and they
might be made totally independent of the control of ministers.
The sink-ing fund is manag'ed by commissioners, responsible only
to parliament, and the investment of the mormy en'trusted to their
charge proceeds with the utmost regularity; what reason can there
be to doubt thai: the issues of" paper money might be regulated
with equal fidelity, if"placed under similar management ?
it may be said, that although the advantage accruing to the State:
and, therefore, to the public, from issuing paper money_ is sufiicientlv manifest, as it would exchange a portion of the national
debt,'on which interest is paid by the public, into a debt bearing
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no intercst : yet it would be disadvantageous to commerce, as it
would preclude the merchants from borrowin__ money, and getting
their bills discounted, the method in which _Bank paper is partly
issued.
This, howevcr, is to suppose that money could not be borrowed,
if the Bank did not lend it, and that the market rate of interest and
profit depends on the amount of the issues of money, and on the
channel through which it is issued
But as a country would have
no deficiency of cloth, of wine, or any other commodity, if they had
the means of paying for it, in the same manncr neither would there
be any deficiency of money to be lent, if the borrowers offered good
security, and were willing to pay the market rate of interest for it.
In another part of this work, I have endeavoured to show, that
the real value of a commodity is regulated, not by the accidental
advantages which may be enjoyed by some of its producers, but by
the real difficulties encountered
by that producer who is least
_avoured.
It is so with respect to the interest for money ; it is not
regulated by the rate at which the Bank will lend, whether it be 5.
4, or 3 per cent., but by the rate of' profits which can be made by
the employment of capital, and which is totally independent of the
quantity, or of the value of nmney.
Whether a Bank lent one
million, tea million, or a hundred millions, they would not permancntly alter the market rate of interest ; they would alter only
the value of the money which they tlms issued." In one case, ten
or twenty times more money might be required to carry on the
same business, than what might be required in the other.
The
applications to the Bank for money, then, depend on the comparison
between the rate of profits that may be made by the employment
of it, and the rate at which they are willing to lend it. If they
charge less tlmn the market rate of interest, there is no amount of
money which they might not lend,--if they charge more than that
rate, none but _pendthrifts. and prodi__als_would be fbund to borrow
of them.
We accordingly
find, tlmt when tim market rate of
interest exceeds the rate ot' 5 per cent. at which the Bank uniformly
lend, the discount office is besieged with applicants for money ; and,
on the contrary, when the market rate is even temporarily under
5 per cent., the clerks of that office have no employment.
Tim reason, then, why tor the last twenty years the Bank is said
to have given so much aid to commerce, by assisting the merchants
with money, is because they have, during that whole period, lent
money below the market rate of interest ; below ttmt rate at which
the merchants could have borrowed elsewhere; but I confess that
to me this seems rather an objection to their establishment than an
argument in favour of'it.
What should we say of an establishment which should re__ularlv
supply half the clothiers with wool under the market price.
Of
what benefit would it be to the community ? It would not extend
our trade, because the wool would equally have been bought if they
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had charged the market price for it. It would not lower the price
of cloth to the consmner, because the price, as I have said before,
would be regulated by the cost of its production to those who were
the least favoured.
Its sole effect, then, would be to swell the
profits of a part of the clot]ficrs beyond the general and common
rate of profits. The establishment would be deprived of its fair
profits, and another part of the community wouht bc in the same
degree benefited.
Now, this is prcclsely the cffect of our banking
establishments ; :t rate of intercst is fixed by the law bclow that at
which it can be borrowcd in the markct, and at this rate the Bank
are required to lend, or not to lend at all. From the nature of
thclr establishmcnt,
they have large funds which thcy can only
dispose of in this way ; and a part of the traders of the country
are unfairly, and, for the country, unprofitably bencfitcd, by being
enabled to supply thcmsclves with an instrument of trad% at a
less charge than those who must be influenced only by a nmrkct
price.
The whole business which the whole community can carry on
depends on the quantity of its capital, that is, of its raw matcrial,
maclfinery, tbod, vessels, &c., employed in production.
After =_
well regulated paper money is established, these can neither bc
increascd nor diminished by the operations of banking.
If, then,
the State wcre to issue the paper money of the country, although
it should never discount a bill, or lend one shilling to the public,
there would be no altcratlon in the amount of trade ; ibr wc should
have the same quantity of raw materials, of maehlnerv, food, and
ships; and it is probablc, too, that thc same amount of money
might be lent_ not always at 5 pcr cent., indeed_ a rate fixed by
l:tw_ when that might be under the market rate, but at 6. 7, or 8
per cent., thc result of the fillr competition in the market betwecn
the lenders and the borrowers.
Adam Smith speaks of the advantages derived by merchants
from thc supcrlorlty of the Scotch modc of afibrding accommodation
to trade, over the English mode, by means of cash accounts.
These cash accounts arc credits given by the Scotch banker to his
customers, in addition to the bills which he discounts fbr them;
but, as the banker, in proportion as he advances money and sends
it into circulation in one way, is debarred from issuing so much in
the other, it is difficult to pereelvc in what the advantage consists.
If the whole circulation will bear only one million of paper, one
nfillion only will be circulated ; and it can be of no real importance
either to the banker or merchant, whether the whole be issued in
discounting bills_ or a part be so issued, and the remainder be issued
by means of these cash accounts.
It may perhaps be necessary to say a t_w words on the subjcct
r_t the two metals, gold and sih, er, which are employed in currency,
particularly as this question appears to perplex, in many ] eople's
minds, the plain and simple principles of currency.
"]n England,"
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says Dr Smith, "gold was not considered as a legal tender for a
long time after it was coined into money. The proportion between
the values of gold and silver money was not fixed by any public
l_w or proclamation, but was left to be settled by the market.
]t
a debtor otthred payment in gold, the creditor might either reject
such payment altogether, or accept of it at such a valuation of the
gold as he and his debtor could agree upon."
In this state of things it is evident that a guinea might sometimes pass fi)r 22s. or more, and sometimes for 18s. or less, depending
entirely on the alteration in the relative market v.'flue of gold and
silver.
All the variations, too, in the value of gold, as well as in
the value of silver, would be rated in the gold coin,--it would
appear as if silver was invariable, and as if gold only was subject to
rise and fall. Thus, although a guinea passed for 22s. instead ot
18s., gold might not have varied ill value ; the variation might have
been wholly confined to the silver, and therefore 22s. might have
been of no more value than 18s. were bcfbrc. And, on the contrary,
the whole variation might have been in the gold; a guinea which
was worth 18s. might have risen to the value of 22s.
If, now, we suppose this silver currency to bc debased by clipping,
and also increased in quantity, a guin_l might pass for 30s. ; for
the silver in 30s. of such debased money might be of no more value
them the gold in one guinea.
By restoring the silver currency to
its _[int value, silvex money would rise ; but it would appear as if
gold fell, for a guinea would l)robably be of' no more value than 21
of such good shillings.
If now gold be also made a legal tender, and every debtor be at
liberty to discharge :t debt by the payment of 420 shillings, or
twenty guineas for every 21l. that he owes, he will pay in one or
the other according as hc can most cheaply discharge his debt. If
with five quarters of wheat he can procure as much gold bullion as
the Mint will coin into twenty guineas, and for the same wheat as
much silver bullion at the Mint will coin for him into 430 shillings,
hc u ill preibr paying in silver, because he would be a gainer of ten
shillings by so paying his debt.
But if, on tile contrary, he could
obtain with this wheat as much gold as would be coined into twenty
guineas and _t hal{; and as much silver only as would coin into 420
shillings, he would naturally prefi_r paying his debt in gold. I_fthe
quantity of. gold which he could procure could be coined only into
twenty guineas, and the quantity ot" silver into 420 shillings, it
would be a matter of perfect indifference to him in which money,
sih,er or gold, it was that he paid his debt.
It. is not, then, a matter
of chance ; it is not because gold is better fitted for carrying on the
circulation of a rich country, that gold is ever preferred for the purpose of paying debts, but simply because it is the interest of the
debtor so to p:_y them.
:During a long period previous to 1797, the year of the restlSctlon on the Bank pnyments in coin, gold was so cheap, compared
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with silver, that it suited the Bank of England, and all other
debtors_ to purchase gold in the market, and not silver, for the
purpose of carrying it to the Mint to be coined, as they could in
that coined metal more cheaply discharge their debts.
The silver
currency was, during a great part of this period, very much debased ;
but it existed in a degree of scarcity, and thercfi)rc, on the princlplc
which I have before explained, it never sunk in its current value.
Though so debased, it was still the interest of debtors to pay in the
gold coin. If_ indeed, the quantity of this debased silver coin had
been enormously great, or if the Mint had issued such debased
pieces, it might have been the interest of debtors to pay in this
debased money ; but its quantity was limited, and it sustained its
value, and, therefore, gold was in practice the real standard of
currency.
That it was so, is nowhere denied ; but it has been contended,
that it was made so by the law, which dcclarcd that silver should
not be a legal tender tbr any debt exceeding 251., unless by weight,
according to the Mint stanf]ard.
But this law did not prevent any debtor fi'om paying his debt,
however large its mnount, in sih'cr currency fi'esh front the ]_[int ;
that the debtor did not pay in this metal was not a matter of' chance
nor a matter of compulsion, but wholly the effect of choice ; it did
not suit him to take silver to the Mint, it did suit him to take gold
thither.
It is probable, that if' the quantity of this debased silver
in circulation had been enormously great, and also a legal tendcr,
that a guinea would have been again worth thirty shillings ; but it
would have been the debased shilling that would have fallen in
value, and not the guine.n that had risen.
It appears, then, that whilst each of thc two metals was equally
a legal tender for debts of any amount, wc were subject to a constant change in the principal standard measure of value. It would
sometimes bc gold, sometimes silver, depending entirely on the
variations in the relative value of the two metals ; and at such times
the rectal, which was not the standard, would be melted and withdrawn from circulation, as its value would bc greater in bullion
than in coin.
This was an inconvenience which it was highly
desirable should be remedied;
but so slow is the progress of
improvement, that. althou_,l_, it had. been unanswerabl)- demonstrated
by Mr Locke, and had been notmed by all writers on the subject of
money since his day, a better system was never adopted till the
session of 1)arliament 1816_ when it was enacted that gold only
should be a legal tender for any sum exceeding forty slfillings.
Dr Smith does not appear to have been quite aware of the effhct
of employing two metals as currency_ and both a legal tender fbr
debts of any amount;
for hc says, that _ in reality, daring the
continn-nee of any one regulated proportion between the respective
values of the different metals in coin_ the value of the most precious
metal regulates the value of the whole coin." Because gold was in
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his day the medium in which it suited debtors to pay their debts, he
thougJ_t that it had some inherent quality by.which it did then_ and
always would, regulate the value of silver com.
On the reformation of the gold coin in 1774, a new guinea fresh
fi'om the Mint would exchange for only twenty-one debased shillings;
but ill the reign of' King _Villiam_ when the silver coin was in
precisely the samc condition, a guinea also new and fresh from the
Mint would exchange ibr thirty shillings.
On th_ Mr Buchanan
observes, " here, then, is a most singular thct, of which the comtnon
theories of currency ofii_r no account; the guinea exchanging at
one time tbr thirty shillings_ its intrinsic worth in a debased silver
currency_ and afterwards
the same guinea exchanged tbr only
twenty-one of thosc debased shillings.
It is clcar that somc great
change must havc iutcrvcncd in the state of the currency between
these two difibrent periods, of which Dr Smith's hypothesis offers
no explanation."
It appears to me that the difficulty may be very simply solved
by referring this different state of' the value of the gulnca at the two
periods mentioned to the diffcrent T_amitles of debased silver currency in circulation.
:In King William's reign gold was not u legal
tender;
it passed only at a conventional _'aluc.
All the large
1)ayments were probably made in silver, particularly
as paper
currency and the operations of banking wcre then little understood.
TF.e quantity of this debased silver money exceeded the quantity
ot silver money which would have been maintained in circulation i{
no_mng but undebased money had been in use; and_ consequently,
i_ was depreciated as well as debased. But in the succeeding period,
wnen gohl was a legal tender, when Bank notes also were used in
c_ec:ing payments, the quantity of debased silver money did not
exceed the quantity of silver coin fresh from the mint which would
have circulated if there had been no debased silver money; hence,
thcuffh the money was debased it was not depreciated.
5Jr
_v.cn'anan's explanation is somewhat different;
he thinks that a
sct)sldiar_: cutTency is not liable to del)rcciation , but that the main
currency is. In King "William s reign silver was the main currency,
al,_ hence was liable to depreciation.
In 1774 it was a subsidiary
c_xreney_ and_ thercforc_ maintained its _,alue. Depreclation_ however. does not depend on u currency being the subsidiary or the
mum currency_ it depends wholly on its being in excess of"
quantity2
* It has lately been contended in Parliameut by Lord Laudcrdale, that, with thc
existing Mint regulation, the Bank could not pay their notes in specie, because t.hc
relative valuc of the two metals is such, that it would be fi)r the interest of all debtors
to pay their debts with silver and not with gold coin, while the law gives a powcr to
all the creditors of the ][lank to demand gold in exchange for Bank notes. This gold,
his Lordship thinks, could be profitably exported, and if so, he contends that the Bank,
m keep a supply, will be obliged to buy gold constantly at a premium and _cll it at
par. If every o'.hcr debtor couhl pay in silver, Lord Lauderdale would be right ; but
he cannot do so if ills debt excced 40s. This, then, would limit the amount of silver
_oin in circulation (if Government lind not reserved to itself the power to stop the
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To a moderateselgnorage
on thecoinageof money therecannot
be much objection,
p'trticularly
on thatcurrencywhich isto c_ct
tilesmallerpayments. Morleyisgenerally
enhancedin valueto
thefullamount ofthescignorage,
and,thel'efbre,
itisa tax which
in no way affects those who pay it., while tire quantity of money is
not in excess. It must, however, be remarked, th:tt in a country
where a paper currency is established, ahhough the issuers of suc]l
paper should be liable to pay it in specie on tile demand of the
holder, still_ both their notes and the coin might he depreciated to
rite full amount of the seignoragc on that coin, which is alone the
legal tender, belbre the cheek, which limits the circulation of paper,
would operate.
If the seignorage of gold coin were 5 per cent. for
instance, the currency, by an abun&mt issue of Bank notes, nllght
be really depreciated 5 per cent. belbrc it would be the interest of
the holders to demand eoin tbr the purpose of melting it into
bullion; it depreciation to which we should never be exposed_ if
either there was no seignorage on the gold coin : or. if a seignorage
were allowed, the holders of Bank notes might demand bullion,
and not coin, in exchange for them, at the Mint price of 3/. 17s. 10½d.
Unless, then, the Bank shouht be obliged to pay their notes in
bullion or coin, at tire will of the holder, the late law which allows
a seignorage of I; per cent., or tburpence per oz., on the silver coin,
but which directs that gold shall be coined by tile Mint without
:my charge whatever, is perhaps tile most proper, as it will most
eft_etually prevent any unnecessary variation of the currency.
coinage of that metal uhene_er tl|ey might think it expediem);
becau.se if too much
._ilver were coined it would sink in relative vahle to gold. and no nmu _ould accept it
in payment for a debt exceeding 40s., unle,_ a compensation were nmde for its lower
wdue. To pay a debt of IOOL, 100 sovereig_as, or bank note., to the amount of 100L,
would be necessa_, but 105/. in silver coin might be required, if there were too much
silver in circulation.
'.rhere are, then, two chcck_ agaiust an excessive quantity ofsilver
coin ; first, the direct check which Government
nlay at any time interpose to prevent
lnore from being coined : secondly, no motive of interest wouhl lead any one to take
silver to tl|e Mint, if be might do ,-o. fbr it'it were coined, it would not pass current at
it.', iXlitlt but only at its market valse.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

ON THE CO_IPARATIVE_ VALUE OF GOLD, CORN, A_ND
LABOUR I_ RICH AND POOR COUNTRIES.
" GOLD and silver, like all other commodities," says Adam Smith,
" naturally scck the market where the best price is given ibr them ;
and the best price is commonly Wen for every thing in the country
which can best afford it. Labour, it must be remembered, is the
ultimate price which is paid for every thing; and in countries
whcre labour is equally well rewarded, the money price of labour
will be in proportion to that of the subsi_tcnce of the labourer.
But gold and sih'er will naturally exchange for a greater quantity
of subsistence in a rich than in a poor country ; in a country which
abounds with subsistence_ than in one which is but indifferently
_upplied with it."
But corn is a commodity, as well as gold, silver, and other things ;
if all commoditie.-., there{bre, have a high exchangeable value in ,_
rich country, corn nmst not be exceptcd;
and hence we might
correctly say, th.'tt corn exchanged ibr a great deal of money, because
it was dear, and that money, too, exchanged for ,_ great deal of
corn, because that also was dcar; which is to assert that corn is
dear and cheap at the same time. _'_o point in political cconomy
c'tn be better established, than thai; _ rich country is prcvented
from increasing in population, in the same ratio as a poor country,
by the progressivc difficulty of providing food.
That difficulty
nmst nec_essarily raise the relative price of Jbod, and give encouragement to its imI_ortatiox_
tIow thcn can money, or gold and silver,
exchange for more corn in rich, than in poor, countries ? It is only
in rich countries, where corn is dear, that landholders induce the
legislature to prohibit the importation of' corn.
Who ever heard
of t_ law to prevent the importation of raw produce in America or
Poland ?--Nature
has effectually precluded its importation by the
comparatlve fhcillty of its production in those countries.
How, then, can it be truc_ that " if you except corn, and such
other vegetables, :ts are raised altogether by human industry, all
other sorts of rude produce--cattle,
poultry, game of all kinds, the
useful fossils and minerals of the earth, &c., naturally grow dearer
•"ts the society advances"
Why should'corn and vegetables alone
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be excepted ? Dr Smith's error, throughout his whole work, lies
in supposing that the value of corn is constant;
that though the
value of all other thing smay, the value of corn never can, be raised.
Corn, according to him, is always of the same value, because it will
always feed the same number of people.
In the same manner, it
might be said that cloth is ahvays of tile same value, because it will
•dways make the same number of coats. _,¥hat can value have to
do with the power of feeding and clothing ?
Corn, like every other eommodlty, has in every country its natural
price, viz. that price which is necessary to its production, and without _vhieh it could not be cultivated : it is this price which governs
its market price, and which determines the expediency of exporting
it to fbreign countries.
If the importation of' corn were prohibited
in England, its natural prlee might rise to 6l. per quarter in England, whilst it was only at half that price in France.
If at this
time, the prohibition of importation were removed, corn would fall
in the English market, not to a price between 6l. and 3l, but ultimately and permanently to the natural price of France, the price
at which it could be furnished to the English market, and affbrd
the nsnal and ordinary profits of stock in France ; and it would
remain at this price, whether England consumed a hundred thousand, or a million of' quarters.
If the demand of England were
li)r tile latter quantity_ it is probable that, owing to the necessity
under which France would be, of having recom'sc to land of"a worse
quality, to filrnish this large supply, the natural pl_cc would rise
in France;
and this would of course affect also the price of corn
in England.
All that I contend fbr is, that it is the natural price
of commodities in the exporting country, which ultimately regulates
the prices at which they shall be sold, if they are not the objects of
monopoly in the importing country.
But Dr Smith, who has so ably supported the doctrine of the
natural prlee of commodities ultimately regulating their market
price, has supposed a ease in which he thinks that the market price
would not be regulated either by the natural price of the exporting
or of the importing country.
" Diminish the real opulence either
of Holland or the territory of Genoa," he says, " while the number
of their inhabitants remains the same; diminish their power of
supplying themselves from distant countries, and the price of corn,
instead of sinking with that diminution in the quantity of their
silver which must necessarily accompany this declension, either as
its cause or as its eft_ct, will rise to the price of a famine."
To me it appears that the very reverse would take place : tile
diminished power of the Dutch or Genoese to purchase generally,
might depress thc price of' corn fbr a time below its natural prmc in
the country from which it was exported, as well as in the countries
in which itwas imported ; but it is quite impossible that it could
ever raise it above that price. It is only by increasing tile opulence
of the Dutch or Genoese_ that you could increase the demand, and
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raise the price of corn above its former price ; and that would take
place only tbr a very limited time, unless new difficulties should
•"lrise in obtaining the supply.
Dr Smith further observes on this subject: " When we are iu
want of necessaries, we must part with all superfluities, of which
the value, as it rises in times of opulence and prosperity, so it sinks
in times of poverty and distress."
This is undoubtedly true ; but
hc continues, "it is otherwise with necessaries.
Thcir real price,
the quantity of' labour which they can purchase or command, ri_cs
in times of poverty and distress, and sinks in times of opulence and
prosperity, which are ahvays times of' great abundance, ii_r thcy
could not otherwise bc times of' opulence and prosperity.
Cortl
is :Lnecessary, silver is only a superfluity."
rl'Wo propositions arc here advanced, which have no connexion
with each other ; one, timt under the circumstances supposed, corn
would conmmnd more labour, which is not disputed ; tile other, that
corn would sell '_t a higher money price, that it would exchange for
more silver; this I contend to be erroncous.
]t might be true, if
corn were at the same time scarce--lt' the usual supply had not
been ihrnished.
But in this case it is abundant ; it is not pretended
that a less quantity than usual is imported, or that more is required.
To purchase corn, the Dutch or Gcnoese want money, and to
obtain this money, they are obliged to sell thcir supclffluities.
It
is tile market value and price of these superfluities which t_alls,aml
money appears to rise as compared with them. But this will not
tend to increase the dcmand for corn, nor to h)wer the value of
money, the only two causes which can raise the prlcc of corn.
_Ioney, ti'om a want of credit, and f'rom other causes, may be in
great demand, and consequently dear, comparatively with corn;
_ut on no just principle c_ul it bc maintained, that under such
circumstances money would be cheap, and therefore, that the price
of"corn would rise.
V_'hen we speak of the high or low value of gold, silver, or an),
t,thcr commodity in diffcrcnt countries, we should ahvays mention
,nine medium in which we are estimating them, or no idea can be
attached to the proposition.
Thus, when gold is said to be dearer
in England than ill Spain, if no commodity is mentioned, _vhat
notion does thc assertion convey ? If corn, olives, oil, wine, and
wool, be at a cheaper price in Spain than in England ; estimated
in those commodities, gold is dearer in Spain.
Ii_ again, hardware,
sugar, cloth, &c._ be at a lower price in England than in Spain,
then, estimated in those commodities, gold is dearer in England.
Thus gold apliears dearer or cheaper in Spain, as the fancy of the
observer may fix on the medium by which he estimates its value.
Adam Smith, having stamped corn and labour as a universal
measure ot" value, would naturally estimate the comparative value
of gold by the quantity o_" those two objects for which it wouhl
exchange: and, accordingly, when he speaks of the comparative
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value of gold in two countries, I understand him to mean its value
estimated in corn and labour.
But we have seen that, estimated in corn, gold may be of very
different value in two countries.
I have endeavoured to show that
it will be low in rich cot,ntries and high in poor countries;
Adam
Smith is of a dlffbrent opinion : he thinks that the value of gold,
estimated in corn, is highest in rich countries.
But without further
examining w},ich of these opinions is correct, either of" them is
sufficient to show that gold will not necessarily be lower in those
countries which arc in possession of the mines, though this is a
proposition maintained by Adam Smith.
Suppose England to bc
possessed of the mines, and Adam Smith's opinion, that gold is of
the greatest value in rich countries, to be correct." although gold
would naturally flow from England to all other countries in exchange
fbr their goods, it would not fbllow that gold was necessarily lower
in En.gland, as compared with corn and labour, than in those
countmes.
In another place, however, Adam Smith speaks of the
precious mctals being necessttrily lower in Spain and Portugal than
in other parts of Europe, because those countries happen to be
almost the exclusive possessors of' the mines which produce them.
"Poland, where the tbudal system still continues to take place, is
at this day as beggarly a country as it was before the discovery of
America.
The money price o./"corn, l,owever, Ires risen ; a'l_E REAL
VALU]_
OF TIlE
I'RECIOUS
)IE'I'ALS
ItAS
FALLEN
in Poland in the
same manner "Is in other parts of Europe.
Their quantity, therefbre, must have increased there as in other places, and nearly ilt
tl_e same 29roportion to the anuual produce of rite land and labo_o'.
This increase of the quautity of those metals, however, has not, it
seems, increased that annual produce; has neither improved the
manufactures
and agriculture
of' the country, nor mended the
circumstances of its inhabitants.
Spain "rod Portugal, the countries which possess the mines, are, after Poland, perhaps the two
most beggarly countries in Eurol)e.
The value of the precious
metals_ however, must be lower iu Spain and ]°ortugal th:m in any
other parts of Europe, loaded not only with a fi-eight and insurance,
but with the expense of smuggling, their exportation being either
prohibited or subjected to a duty.
ar_ proportion to tl_eaunualp_v,lace of tl_e land and labour_ therefore, their quantity must be greater"
in those countries tlmn in any other part of Europe : those countries_ however, are poorer than the greater p.'artof Europe.
Though
the feudal system has been abolished in Spain and Portugal, it has
not been succeeded by a much better."
Dr Smith's argument appears to me to be this : Gold, when estimated in corn_ is cheaper in Spain than in other countrics_ and the
proof of this is not that corn is given by other eountrics to Spain _;,r
.gold, but that cloth, sugar: hardware_ are by those countries given
m exchange for that metal.
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MoNs. SAY greatly magnifies the inconveniences which result if a
tax on a manufactured commodity is levied at an earl)', rather khan
.Lta late_ period of its manufacture.
The manufacturers, hc observes,
through whose hands the commodity may successively pass, must
employ greater funds in consequence of"having to advance the tax,
which is often attended with considerable difficulty to a manuihcturcr of very limited capital and credit.
To this observation no
objection can be made.
Another inconvenience on which he dwells is, that in consequence
of the advance of the tax, the profits on the advance also must be
charged to the consumer, and that this additional tax is one from
which the treasury derives no advantage.
In this latter objection I cannot agree with hi. Say. The State,
we will suppose, wants to raise immedialelj 1000/., and levies it on
a manufacturer,
who wiU not for a twelvemonth be able to charge
it to the consumer on his finished commodity.
In consequence of
such delay_ he is obliged to charge tbr his commodity an additional
price, not only of 1000l., the amount of the tax, but probably of
1,100/., 100/. being fbr interest on the 1000/. advanced.
But in
return for this additional 100/. paid by the consumer, he has a real
benefit, inasmuch as his payment of' the tax which Government
required immediately, and which he must finally pay, has been
postponed for a year; an opportunity, therefore, has been afforded
to him of lending to the manufacturer who had occasion for it the
1000/., at 10 per cent., or at, any other rate of interest which might
be agreed upon.
Eleven hundred pounds, payable at the end of
one year, when money is at 10 per cent. interest, is of no more value
than 1000l. to be paid immediately.
If Government
delayed receiving the tax for one year, till the manufacture of the commodity
was completed, it would perhaps be obliged to issue an Exchequer
bill bearing interest, and it would pay as much for interest as tim
consumer would save in price, excepting, indeed, that portion of
the price which the manufacturer might be enabled_ in consequence
of the tax, to add to his own real ga_'ns. If for the interest of the
Exchequer bill Government wouht pay 5 per cent., a tax of 50l. is
_aved by not issuing it. If the manufacturer
borrowed the ad(li-.
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tlonal capital at 5 per cent., and charged the consumer 10 per cent.,
he also will have gained 5 per cent. on his advance, over and above
his usual profits, so that tile manufilcturer and Government together
gain or save precisely the sum which the consumer pays.
M. Simonde, in his excellent work, De la ffichesse Corn.mercla[e,
following tile same line of ar_o'ument as M. Say, has calculated that
a tax of 400(} francs, paid originally by a manufacturer,
whosc
profits were at tile moderate rate of 10 per ccnt., would, if the
commodity manufactured
only passed through the hands of five
differcnt persons, be raised to tile consumer to the sum of 6,734
francs.
This calculation procceds on the supposition, that he who
first advanced the tax, would receive fi'om the next manufacturcr
4,400 francs, and he again from the next, 4,840 francs ; so that at
each step 10 per cent. on its value would bc added to it. This is
to suppose that thc value of' the tax would be accumulating
at
compound interest ; not at the rate of 10 per ccnt. per annum, but
at an absolute rate of 10 per cent. at evcry step of its progress.
This opinion of M. de Simonde would be correct, if five years
elapsed between the first advance of' the tax, and the sale of the
taxed commodity to thc consumer; but if one year only elapsed, a
relrjuneration of 400 francs, instead of 2,734, would give a profit a_
the rate of 10 per cent. per annum, to all who had contributed t/_
the advance of the t'_x, whether the commodity had passed fllrougn
*.he hands of five manufhcturers or rift)'.
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IT is the cost of production which must ultimately rcgulate thc
price of commodities, and not, as has bccn often said, the proportion between the supply and demand: the proportion
bctween
supply and demand may, indeed, for a time, affect the market
value of a commodity, until it is supplied in greater or less abundance, according as the demand may have increased or diminished ;
but this effect will be only of temporary duration.
Diminish the cost of production of hats, and their price will
ultimately fall to theh" new natural price, although the demand
should be doubled, trebled, or quadrupled.
Diminish the cost of
subsistence of men, by diminishing the natural price of the fe._,l
and clothing, by which lifc is sustained, and wages will t,lt,mate_v
_hll, notwithstanding
that the demand for labourers may -,cry
greatly increase.
The opinion that the price of commodities depends solely on the
proportion of' supply to demand, or demand to supply, has become
almost an axiom in political economy, and has been the source of
much error in th.qt science.
It is this opinion which has made Mr
Buchanan maintain that wages are not influenced by a rise or fall
in the price of provisions, but solely by the demand and supply of
labour; and that a tax on the wages of labour wouhl not raise
wages, because it would not alter the proportion of the demand of
labourers to the supply.
The demand for a commodity cannot be said to increase, if no
additional quantity of it be purchased or consumed ; and yet, under
such circumstances, its money value may rise. Thus, if the value
of money wcre to fall, the price of' every commodity would rise, for
each of the competitors would be willing to spend more money than
before on its purchase ; but though its price rose 10 or 20 per cent.,
if no more were bought than befbre, it would not, I apprehend, be
admissible to say, that the variation in the price of the commodity
was caused by the increased demand for it. Its natural price, its
money cost of production, would be really altered by the altered
value of money ; and without any increase of demand, tim price ,of
the commodity would be naturally adjusted to that new value
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"We ]lave seen," says M. Say, "that the cost of production
determines the lowest price to which things can fall: the price
below which they cannot remain for any length of time, because
production would then be either entirely stopped or diminished."
¥ol. ii. p. 26.
He afterwards says, that the demand for gold having increased in
a still _eater proportion than the supply, since the discovery of t},e
mines, "its price in goods, instead of f,611ingin the proportion of
ten to one, f_ll only in the proportion of four to one ;" that is to say,
instead of falling in proportion as its natural price had fallen, f_ll
in proportion as the supply exceeded tile demand.'--"
_/7_cvalue of
•:very commodity rises always in a direct ratio to the demand, and in
an inverse ratio to the supply."
The same opinion is expressed by the Earl of Lauderdale.
" With req)ect to the variations in value, of which every thing
valuable is susceptible, if'we could for a moment suppose that any
substance possessed intrinsic and fixed value, so as to render an
assumed quantity of it constantly, under all circumstances, of an
equal value, then the degree of value of all things, ascertained bv
such a fixed standard, would vary according to the proportion
betwixt tl_e quantity of them and the demand for them, and e_ervcommodity-would, o'f course, be _ubject to a variation in its value,
from four different circumstances :
1. "It would be subject to an increase of its value, fi'om a diminution of its quantity.
2. "To a diminution of its vahle, from an augmentation o[" its
quantity.
3. "It might suffer an augmentation
in its value, from the circumstance of an increased demand.
4. "Its value might be diminished bv a _ai]m'e of demand.
"As it will, however, clearly appear "that no comnlodlty can possess fixed and intrinsic value, so as to qu'_lify it tbr a measure of
the value of other commodities, mankind qre induced to select, as
a practical measure of value, that which appears the least liable to
any of these four sources of wlriations, w]zic]_are tl_e sole causes of
alteration of value.
" When, in common language, therefore, we express the value of
any commodity, it may vary at one period from what it is at
another, in consequence of eight different contingencies :-1. "From the ibur circumstances above stated, in relation to the
commodity of which we mean to express the value.
• If, with the quantity of gold and silver which actually exists, these metal_ only
served for the manufimture of utensils and ornaments, they would be abundant, and
_ould be much cheaper than they are at present: in other _ords, in exchanging
them for any other species of goods, we should be obliged to give proportionally a
greater qmmtity of flmm.
But as a large quantity of these metals is used for money,
:rod as this portion is used tbr 1,o other purpose, there remains less to be employed _tt
fiarnimre and jm_ellery ; now this ..¢'ar_itr adds to their value.--Shy, vol. ii. p. 31&
See also note to p. TO.
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2. "From
the same four circumstances,
in relation to tile commodity we have adopted as a measure of value.""
This is true of monopolized
c*,mmodities,
and, indeed_ of the
market price of all other commodities
tbr a limited period.
If the
demand
for hats should be doub]ed_ the price wouhl immediately
rise, but that rise wouhl
be only temporary,
unless the cost of
production
of hats or theh" natural price were raised. ]f the natural
price of bread should fall 50 per cent. from some great discovery in
the science of agriculture,
the demand would not greatly increase,
for no man would desire more than would satisfy his wants, and as
the dem'md would not increase, neither would the supply;
for a
commodity
is not supplied
merely because it can be produced_ but
because
there is a demand
tbr it.
Ilere, then, we have a case
where the supply and demand have scarcely varied, or, if they have
increased, they have increased in the same proportion
; and yet the
price of bread will have fallen 50 per cent., at a time, too, when the
value of money had continued
invariable.
Commodities
which are monopolized,
either by an individual
or
by a company,
vary according
to the law which Lord Lauderdale
has laid down : they _all in proportion
as the sellers augment
their
quantity,
and rise in proportion
to the eagerness
of the buyers to
purchase
them;
their price has no necessary
connexion
with their
natural value:
but the prices of commodities
which are subject to
competition,
and whose quantity
may be increased
in any moderate
degree, will ultimately
depend,
not on the state of demand
and
supply, but on the increased or diminished
cost of their production
* An Inquiry int_ the Ng,',r.reand Origin of Public Wealth, p. 13.
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XXXI.

ON MACHIh'ERY.
I_" thc present chapter I shall enter into some inquh'y respecting
the influence of machinery on the interests of the different classes
of society, a subject of great importance, and one which appcars
never to have bccn investigated in a manner to lead to any certain
or satisfactory results.
It is more incumbent on me to declare my
opinion on this question, because they have, on fiu'ther reflection,
undergone a consldcrable change; and although I am not aware
that I have ever published anything respecting machlnery.which
it
Is necessary tbr mc to retract, yet i have in other ways given my
support to doctrines which I now think erroneous;
it therefore
becomes a duty in me to submit my present views to examination,
with my rcasons for entertaining them.
Ever since I first turned my attention to questions of political
economy, I lmve been of opinion that such an application of
machinery to any branch of production as should have the effect of
saving labour, was a general good, accompanied only with that
portion of inconvenience which in most cases attends'the removal
of capital and labour from one employment to another. It appeared
to me, that, provided the landlords had the same money rents, they
would be benefited by the reduction in the prices of some of the
commodities on which those rents were expended, and which
reduction of price could not fail to be the consequence of the
employment of machinery.
The capitalist, I thought, was eventually benefited precisely in the same manner.
He, indeed, who
made the discovery of the machine, or who first usefully applied it,
would enjoy an additional advantage by making great profits for a
time ; but, in proportion as the machine came into general use, the
price of the commodity produced would, from the effects of competition, sink to its cost of production, when the capitalist would get
the same money profits as before, and he would only participate in 1
the general advantage, as a consumer, by being enabled, with thesame|
money revenue, to command an additional quantity of comforts and[
enjoyments. The class of labourers also, I thought, was equally bene- /
fited by the use of machinery, as they would have the means of buylng
more commodities with the same money wages, and I thought that
no reduction of wages would take place, because the capitalist wouhl
have the power of demanding and employing the same quantity of
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labour as bcfore, although he might be under the necessity of
employing it in the p_hLction
of _ nervE.or, at any rate, of_,
different commodity--- If, by improved machinery, with the employment of _ same quantity of labour, the quantity of stockings could
be quadrupled, and the demand for stockings were only doubled,
tome labourers would necessarily be discharged fi'om the stocking
trade ; but as the capital which employed them was still in bcing,
and as it was the interest of thosc who had it to employ it productively, it appeared to me that it would bc employcd on the production
of some other commodity useful to the society, for which there could
not fitil to be a demand ; for I was, and am, deeply impressed with
the truth of the observation of Adam Smith, that "the desire fbr
1hod is limited in every man by the narrow capacity of the human
stomach, but the desire of the conveniences and ornaments of
building, dress, equipage, and household furl:iture, seems to have
no limit or certain boundary."
As, then, it appeared to me that
there would be the same demand fbr 1.tbour as before, and that
wages would be no lower, I thought that the labouring class would,
equally with the other classes, participate in the adwmtage, from
the general cheapness of commodities arising from the use of
machinery.
These were my opinions, and they continue unaltered, as far as
regards the landlord and the capitalist ; but I am convinced that
the substitution of machinery for human labour is often vel3r injurious to the interests of the class of labourers.
My mistake arose from the supposition, that whenever the net
income of a society inereascd, its gross income would also increase ;
I now, however, see reason to be satisfied that the one fund, from
which landlords and capitalists derive their revenue, may increase,
while the other, that upon which the l;d_ouring class mainly depend,
may diminish, and therefore it follows, if I am right, that the same
cause which may increase the net revenue of the country may at
the same time render the population redundant, and deteriorate the
condition of the labourer.
A capitalist, we will suppose, employs a capital of the value of
20,000l., and that lie carries on the joint business of a farmer and
a manufacturer
of necessaries.
We will further suppose, that
7000L of this capital is invested in fixed capital, viz. in buildings,
implements, &c. &c., anti that the remaining 13,000/. is employed
as circulating capital in the support of labour.
Let us suppose, too,
that profits are 10 per cent., and consequently that the capitalist's
capital is every year put into its original state of efficiency, and
yields a profit of 2000l.
Each year the capitalist begins his operations by having food and
necessaries in his possession of the valne of 13,000/., all of which
he sells in the course of the year to his own workmen for that sum
of money, and, during the'same
period, he pays them the like
amount of money tbr wages : at the end of the year they replace in
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his possession food and necessaries of tile value of 15,000l., 2000/.
of which he consumes himself, or disposes of" as may best suit his
pleasure and gratification.
As far as these products are concerncd,
tile gross produce for that year is 15,000l._ and the net produce
2000/.
Suppose, now, that the following year the capitalist employs half his men in constructing a machine, and the other hair m
producing food and necessaries as usual. During that year i_e
would pay the stun of 13,000/. in wages as usual, and would sell
fi,od "md necessaries to the same amount to his workincn ; but wJ.'at
would be 'the case tim tb]lowing 3"ear ?
While tlle machine wqs being made, only one-half of the usu;ll
quantity of fi)od ttnd necessaries would be obtained, and they woui,l
be only one-half the value of the quantity which was produced
before.
Tile machine wouhl be worth 7_500/., and the food and
necessaries 7_500/., and, therefbre, the cal)it:ll of t]le capitalist would
be as great as befbre ; fbr he would have, besides these two values,
his fixed capital _ ort]: 70001, ,naking in the wholc 20,000l. capit'll,
ttnd 2000l. profit.
After deducting this latter sum for his own
expenses, he would have a no grcater ci,'culating capital th:m
5,500/. with which to carry on his subsequent operations; and,
therefbre, his means of employing labour would bc reduced in the
proportion of 13,000/. to 5,500l, and, consequently, all the labour
which was before employed by 7,500/. would become redundant.
The reduced quantity of labour which the capitalist.can employ,
must, indecd, with the assistance of the machine, -Hid after deduct ions for its repairs, produce a value equ'd to 7,500/., it must replace
the circulating capital with a profit of"2000l. on the whole capital ;
but if this be done, if' the net income be not diminished, of w]mt
importance is it to the eapitalist, whet]mr the gross iucomc be of
the value of 3000/., of 10,000/., or of 15,000/. ?
In this case_ then, although thc net producc will not be diminished
in vttlue, although its 1)owe,• of' purchasing commodities may bc
greatly increased, the gross produce will have tilllen fi'om a value
of 15,000/. to a value of 7,500/. ; and as the power of Sul)porting a
population, and e,nploying labour, depends always on the _'oss
produce of a nation, and not on its net produce, there will necessarily be a diminution in the demand tbr labour, populatio,1 will
become redundant, and the sitt, ation of the ]about'ing classes will
be that of distress and poverty.
As, however, the power of saving from revemle to add to capital,
must depend on the efficiency of thc net revenue, to satis{)" the
wants of the capitalist, it could not i_ailto tbllow from the reduction
in the price of commodities consequent on the introduction
of"
machinery, that with the same wants lit wouhl have increased
me'ms of saving--increased
fitcility of transferring revenue into
capital. But with every increase of capital he would employ more
labourers; and, therefore, a portion of the people thrown out of
work in the first instance_ would be subsequently emllloyed ; and
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ifthe increased
production,
in consequenceof tile
employment of
themachine,was so greatas to afford,
intile
shapeof netproduce,
"isgreata quantityof foodand necessaries
•
as existed
beforeinthe
Ibrm ofgrossproduce,therewould be the same ability
to employ
thewholepopulation,
and,therefore,
therewouldnot necessarily
be
any redundancyof people.
AllIwishtoproveis,
thatthediscovery
and useofmachinerymay
be attendedwitha diminution
of grossproduce; and wheneverthat
is the case, it will be injurious to the labouring class, as some of
their number will be thrown out of employment, and _)opulation
will become redundant,
compared with the ihnds which are to
employ it.
The case which I have supposed is the most simple that I couhl
select ; but it would make no difference in the result, if we supposed
that the machinery was applied to the trade of any manufacturer,-that of a clothier, tbr example, or of a cotton manufhcturer.
Ii_ in
the trade of a clothier, less cloth would be produced after the introduction of machinery ; tbr a part of that quantity which is disposed
of ibr the purpose of paying a large body of workmen, would not
be required by their employer.
In consequence of using the
machine, it would be necessary for him to rcl)roduce a value, only
equal to tile value consumed, together with the profits on the whole
.capital.
7,500/. might do this as effectually as 15,000/. did befbre,
the case differing in no respect t_om the fi)rmer instance.
It nmy
be said, however, that the demand ibr cloth would be as great as
before, and it may be asked from whence would this supply come ?
But by whom would the cloth be demanded ? By the fiLrmers and
tile other producers of necessaries, who employed their capitals in
producing these necessaries as a means of obtaining cloth: they
gave corn and necessaries to the clothier tbr cloth, and he bestowed
them on his workmen tbr the cloth which their work afforded him.
This trade would now cease; the clothier would not want the
food and clothing, having fewer men to employ and having less
cloth to dispose of
The fitrmers and others, who only produced
necessaries as means to an end, could no longer obtain cloth by
such an application of their capitals, and, therefore, they would
either themselves employ their c:,pitals in producing cloth, or would
lend them to others, in order ttlat the commodity really wanted
might be furnished; and that tbr which no one had the means of
paying, or ibr which there was no demand, might cease to be produced.
This, then, leads us to the same result; the demand for
/labour would diminish, and the commodities necessary to the support
Iof labour would not be produced in the same abundance.
If these views be correct, it follows, 1st, That the discovery, and
usethl application of machinery, alwavs leads to the increase of the
net produce &the country, although'it may not, and will not, after
an inconsiderable interval, increase the value of that net produce.
2dly, That an increase of the net produce of a country is corn-
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patible with a diminution of the gross produce, and that the motives
fbr employing machinery are ahvays sufficient to ensure its employment, if"it will increase tbe net produce, although it may, and
frequently must: diminish both the quantity of the gross produce,
and its value.
3dly_ That the opinion entertained
by the labouring class_ that
the employment of machinery is fi'equently detrimental to their
interests, is not founded on prejudice and error_ but is conformable
to the correct principles of political economy.
4thly, That if the improved means of production, in consequence
of the use of machinery, should increase the net produce of a country
in a degree so great as not to diminish the gross produce, (I mean
always quantity of commodities, and not value), then the situation
of all classes will be improved.
The landlord and capitalist will
benefit, not by an increase of rent and profit, but by the advantages
resulting fi'om the expenditure of the same rent, and profit on commodities, very considerably reduced in value, while the situation of
the labouring classes will also be considerably iml)roved ; 1st, i?om
the increased demand for menial servants ; 2dly, fi'om the stimnlus
to savings fi'om revenue, which such an abundant net produce will
atibrd ; and, 3dly, fi_om the low price of all articles of consumption
on which their wages will be expended.
Independently
of the consideration of the discovery and use of
machinery, to which our attention has been just directed, the
labouring class have no small interest in the manner in which the
net income of tile country is expended, ahhough it should, in all
cases, be expended fbr the gratification and enjoyments of those
who are _airly entitled to it.
If a landlord, or a capitalist, expends his revenue in the manner
of an ancient baron_ in the support of a great number of retainers,
or menial servants, he will give employment to much more labour,
titan if' he expended it on fine clothes, or costly fhrniture;
on
cartages, on. horses, or in the purchase of any other luxuries.
In both cases the net revenue would be the same, and so wouhl
be tim gross revenue, but the former would be realised in different
commodities.
If my revenue were 10_0001., the same quantity
nearly of productive labour would be employed, whether I realised
it in fine clothes and costly ti'.rniture, &c., &e,or in a quantity of food
and clothing of the same value. If_ however, I realised my revenuc
in the first se_es,
no more labour would be consequently
emplo_ed--L-I should enjoy nay fiu'niture and my clothes, and there
would be an end of them ; but if I realised nay revenue in food and
clothing, and my desire was to employ menial servants, all those
whom I could so employ with my revenue of lO,O00l._ or with the
ibod and clothing which it would purchase, would be to be added
to the tbrmer demand fbr labourers, and this addition would take
place only because I chose thi_ mode of expending my revenue.
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As tile labourers, then, are interested in the demand for labour,
they nmst naturally desire that as much of the revenue as possible
should be diverted from expenditure on luxuries, to be expended
in the support of menial servants.
In the same manner, a country engaged in war, and which is
under the necessity of maintaining large fleets and armies, employs
a great many more men than will bc employed when the war
terminates, and the annu:d expenses which it brings with it, cease.
If I were not called ut_on tor a tax of 500/. during the war, and
which is cxpemled on men in the situations of soldiers and sailors,
I might probably expend that portion of my income on furniture,
clothes, books: &c., &c., and whether it was expended in the one
way or in the other, there would bc the same quantity of labour
employed in production;
ibr the tbod and clothing of the soldier
and sailor would require the s'tme amount of industry to produce it
as the more luxurious commodities ; but in the case of the war,
there would be the additional denmnd ibr men as soldiers and
s:dlors; and, consequently, a _ar which is supported out of the
revenue, and not fi'om tim c'q_ital of a country, is thvourable to the
increase of population.
At the ternfination of tim war, when p'u't of my revenue reverts
to me, and is eml)loyed as before in tim purcl,ase of wine, furniture,
or other luxuries, the pol)uh[tion which it bctbre SUl)ported , and
_ ]rich the war called into existence, will l)t.come redundant, and by
its effect on the rest of the pol)ulation , and its competition with it
fi,r employment, will sink the value of wages, and very materially
(h'teriol'ate the condition of the labouring classes.
There is one other case that should be noticed of the possibility
of an increase in the amount of the net revenue of a country, and
c_cn of its gross revenue, with a diminution of dem'md tbr labom;
:rod that is, when the labour of horses is substituted fi_rthat of man.
If I employed one hundred men on my tkrm, anti if I fbund that
the food bestowed on fifty of those men, couhl be diverted to the
._upport of horses, "rod "lflbrd inca greater return of raw produce,
after allowing tbr the interest of the capital which the purchase of
the horses would absorb, it wouhl be adwmtageous
to me to
.-ubstitute the horses for the men, and I should accordingly do so ;
but this would not be for the interest of the men, and unless the
i,mome I obtained was so much increased as to enable me to employ
the men as well as the horses, it is evident that tim population
would become redundant, and the labourer's condition would sink
in the general scale. It is evident he could not, under any circumstances, be employed in agriculture ; but if the produce of the land
were increased by the substitution of horses for men, he might be
employed in manufactures, or as a menial servant.
The statements which I have made will not, I hope, lead to the
inference that machinery should not be encouraged.
To elucidate
the principle, I have been supposing, that improved machinery i_
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_uddenly discovered, and extensively used ; but the truth is, that
these discoveries are gradual, and rather operate in determining the
employment of the capital which is saved and accumulated, than in
diverting capital fi'om its actual employment.
• _ ith every increase of capital and population, food will generally
rise, on account of its being more di_cult to produce•
The consequence of a rise of ibod will be a rise of wages, and every rise of
wages will have a tendency to determine the saved capital in ,_
greater proportion than before to the employment of machinery.
Machinery and labour are in constant competition, and the former
can frequently not be employed until labour rises.
In America and ,nany other countries, where the food of man is
easily provided, there is not nearly such great temptation to employ
machinery as in England, where fbod is high, add costs much labour
_br its production.
The same cause that raises labour does not
raise the value of machines_ and, there_bre, with every augmentation of capital, a greater proportion of it is employed on machinery.
The demand ibr labour will continue to increase with an increase
of capital, but not in proportion to its increase; the ratio will
necessarily be ,_ diminishing ratio. _
I have before observed_ too, that the increase of net incomes,
estimated in commodities, which is ahvays the consequence of improved m'achinery_ will lead to new savings and accumulations.
These savings, it must be remembered, are annual, and must soon
create a fund much greater than the gross revenue originally lost
by the discovery of the machine, whenthe demand _'or labour will
be as great as befbre, and the situ_tlon of the people will be still
further improved by the increased savings which the increased net
revenue will still enable them to make.
The employment of machinery could never be safely discouraged
in a State, for if a capital is not allowed to get the greatest net
revenue that the use of machinery will aflbrd here, it will be carried
* "The demffnd for labour depends on the iucreasing of circulating, ann no_ of
fixed capital.
Were it true that the proportion between fllese two sorts of capital is
the same at all times, and in all countries, then, indeed, it follows that the number of
labourers employed is in proportion to the wealth of the State.
:But such a position
has not the semblance of probability.
As arts are cultivated, and civilization is extended, fixed capital bears a larger and larger proportion to circulating capital.
The
amount of fixed capital employed in the production of a piece of British muslin is at
least a hundred, probably a thousand times greater than that employed in the production of a similar piece of Indian muslin. .And the proportion of circulating capital
employed is a hundred or a thousand rimes less. It is easy to conceive that, under
certain circumstances, the whole of the amm.al savings of an industrious people might
be added to fixed capital, in which case they would ha_e no eflbet in increasing the
demand for labour."
:Barton,"OntheConditionoftheLabouringCla_sesofSocicty,"
/,age 16.
It is not easy, I think, to conceive that, under any circumstances,
an increase of
capital
followed
demand
; the most
can
he said should
is, that not
the be
demand
willbvbe an
in increased
a diminishin,,
ratio.tbr labour
Mr Barton,
in thethatabove
publication, ha_, I think, taken a correct view of some of the effects of an increasing
.anount of fixed capital on the condition of the labouring classes, llis Essay containa
much valuable information.
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abroad, and this must be a much more serious discouragement
to
the demand for labour than the most extensive employment of
machinery;
for while a capital is employed in this country it must
create a demand for some labour; machinery cannot be worked
without the assistance of men, it cannot be made but with the contribution of their labour.
By investing part of a capital in improved
machinery, there will be a diminution in the progressive demand
tbr labour': by exporting it to another country, the demand will
bc wholly annihilated.
The priccs of commodities, too, are r%o_lated by their cost of production.
By employing improved machinery, the cost of' production of commodities is reduced, and_ consequcntly, you carl aflbrd
to sell them in foreign markets at a cheaper price.
If_ however,
you were to reject the use of machinery, _vhilc all other countries
cncouragcd it, you would be obliged to export your money, in exchange 1br 1breign goods, till you sunk the natural priccs of your
goods to the prices of other cotmtries.
]n making your exchanges
with those countries, you might give a commodity which cost two
days' labour here for a coinmodity which cost one abroad, and this
disadvantageous exchange would bc the consequence of' your own
act, for the commodity which you export, and which cost you two
days' labour, would have cost you only one if you had not rejected
the use of maehinelT, the services of which your neighbours had
more wisely appropriatcd to thcmaelves.
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XXXIL

OPINIONS

ON RENT.

ALTIIEOUGIIthc nature of rent has in tile former pages of this work
been treated on at some length, yet I considcr myself bound to
notice some opinions on the subject which appear to me erroneous,
and which are the more important as they are found in the writings
of one to whom, of all men of tile prescnt day, some branchcs of
economical science arc the most indebted.
Of _Ir Malthus's Essay
on Population, I am happy in the opportunity hcre afibrded me of
expressing my admiration.
The assaults of the opponcnts of thi._
great work have only served to prove its strcngth; and I am per
_uadcd that its just reputation will spread with the cultivation oi
that scicucc of which it is so eminent an ornament.
5It Malthus,
too, has satisfhctorily explained the principles of rent, and showed
that it rises or falls in proportion to the relative advantages, either
of fertility or situation, of the different lands in cultivation, and has
thereby thrown much light on man)" difficult points connected with
the subject of rent, which wcre b'cfore either unknown, or vclT
imperfectly understood;
yet he appears to me to have fallen into
some errors, which his authority
makcs it the more necessary,
whilst his characteristic candour renders it less unpleasing, to notice.
One of these error's lies in supposing rent to be a clcar gain, and a
new creation of riches.
I do not assent to all the opinions of Mr ])uchanan concerning
rent; but with those expressed in the following passage, quoted
from his work by Mr Malthus, I fully agree, and therefbrc 1 must
dissent fi'om Mr Malthus's comment on them.
"In this view it (rent) can form no general addition to thc stock
of the community, as the neat surplus in question is nothing more
than a revenue transferred from one class to another ; and fi'om the
mere circumstance of its thus changing hands, it is clear that no
thnd can arise out of which to pay taxes. The revenue which pays
for the produce of the land exists already in the hands of those who
!)urehase that produce ; and if the price of subsistence were lower,
it would still remain in their hands, where it would be just as
available for taxation as when, by a higher pric% it is transferred
to the landed proprietor."
After various observations on the difference between raw produce
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and manufactured commodities, Mr Malthus asks, "Is it possible,
then, with M. de Sismondi, to regard rent as the sole produce of
labour, which has a value purely nominal, and the mere result of
that augmentation of price which a seller obtains in consequence of
a peculiar privilege; or, with Mr Buchanan, to consider it as no
addition to the national wealth, but merely a transfer of value,
advantageous only to the landlords, and proportionably injurious to
tile

consumers

.')" _

I have already expressed my opinion on this subject in trcatlng
of rent, and have now only further to add, that rent is a creation of
value, as I understand that word, but not a creation of wealth.
If
the ])rice of corn, _'rom the difficulty of producing any portion of it,
should rise from 4l. to 5l. per quarter, a million of quarters will be
of the value of 5,000,000/. instead of 4,000,000/., and as this corn
will exchange not only for more money, but for more of every other
commodity, the possessors will have a greater amount of value;
and _ no one else will, in consequence, have a less, the society
altogether will bc possessed of greater vaiuc, and, in that sense, rent
is a creation of value. But this value is so t_r nominal that it adds
notlllng to the wealth, that is to say, the necessaries, conveniences,
and enjoyments of the society. We sbould have precisely the same
quantity, and no more of commodities, and the same million quarters of corn as bell)re; but the effect of its being rated at 51. per
quarter instead of 4l., would bc to transfer a portion of the value
of the corn and commodities fi'om thch- former possessors to the
landlords.
Rent, then, is a creation of v.due, but not a creation of
wealth ; it adds nothing to the resources of a country ; it does not
enablc it to maintain fleets and armies ; for the country would have
a greater disposable fund if its land were of a better quality, and it
could employ tile same capital without gencratlng a rent.
]t must then be admitted that _[r Sismondi and Mr Buchanan,
for both their opit,ions arc substantially the same, were correct
when they considered rent as a value purely nominal, and as {brming
no addition to the national wealth, but merely as a transfer of value,
advantageous only to ttle hmdlords, and proportionably iniurious to
tile consumer.
In another part of _[r Malthus's "Inquiry"
lie observes, " that
the immediate cause of rent is obviously the excess of price above
the cost of production at which raw produce sells in the market ;"
and, iu anotilcr place, lie says, "that tim causes of the high price
of raw produce may be stated to be three :-" First, and mainly, that quality of the earth, by which it can
be made to yield a greater portion of the necessaries of life than
is required t'or the maintenance of the persons employed on the
land.
" 2dly. That quality peculiar to the nccessarles of life, of being
* An Inquiryintothe_Naturet.naProgressofRent,y.15.
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able to create their own demand, or to raise up a number
of demanders in proportion to the quantity of necessaries produced.
"And 3dly. The comparative scarcity of the most fertile land."
In speaking of the high price of corn, Mr Malthus evidently does
not mean the price per quarter or per bushel, but rather the excess
of price for which the whole produce will sell, above the cost of' its
production, including always in the term "cost of' its production,"
profits as well as wages. One hundred and fifty quarters of corn at
3/. 10s. per quarter, would yield a larger rent to tile landlord than
100 quarters at 41, provided the cost of production were ill both
eases the same.
Itigh priee_ if the expression be used in tbls sense, cannot then
be called a cause of" rent; it cannot be said "that the immediate
cause of rent is obviously the excess of"price above tim cost of' produetlon, at which raw produce sells in tim nmrket," for that excess
is itself rent'. ]{ent_ Mr Malt]ms has defined to be " that portion
of the value of tile whole produce which remains to the owner of
the land, after all the outgolngs belonging to its cultivation, of
whatever kind, have been paid, including the profits of the capital
employed, estimated according to the usual and ordinary rate of
tim profits of agricultural stock at the time being." Now, whatever
vuln this excess may sell for, is money rent ; it is what Mr Malthus
means by "the excess of price above the cost of production at which
raw pro(luce sells in the market ;" and, therefor% in an inquiry into
the causes which may elevate the price of raw produce, compared
with the cost of production_ we are inquiring into the causes which
may elevate rent.
In reference to the first cause which Mr Malthus has assigned
for the rise of rent, namely, " that quality of tile earth by which it
can be made to yield a greater portion of the necessaries of life than
is required for the maintenance of the persons employed on the land,"
hc makes the following observations : " We still want to know why
the consumption and supply are such as to make the price so greatly
exceed the cost of production, and the main cause is evidently the
fertility of the earth in producing the necessaries of life. Diminish
this plenty, diminish the fertility of the soil, and the excess will
diminish; diminish it still further, and it will disappear."
True,
the excess of necessaries will diminish and disappear, but that is
not tlle question.
The question is, whether the excess of their
price above the cost of their production will diminish and disappear,
for it is on this that money rent depends. Is )dr Malthus warranted
in his inference, that because the excess of quantity will diminish
and disappear, therefore "thc cause of the high price of the necessaries of life above the cost of production is to be found in their
abundance, rather than in their scarcity ; and is not only essentially
different from the high price occasioned by artificial monopolies,
but from tile high price of those peculiar products of the earth, not
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connected with food, which may be called natural and necessar.v
monopolies ?"
Are there no circumstances under which thc fertility of the land,
and the plenty of its produce may be diminishcd, without occasioning a diminlshcd excess of its price above the cost of production,
that is to say, a diminished rent ? If there arc, _Ir Malthus's proposition is much too universal; tbr hc appears to me to state it as
a general principle, true under all circumstances, that rcnt will rise
with the increased fertility of the land, and will ihll with its
diminished fertility.
_1r _lalthus would undoubtcdly be right, if, of any given farm,
in proportion as the hind yielded abundantly, a greater share of the
whole produce were paid'to the landlord ; but the contrary is the
fact : when no other but the most fhrtile land is in cultivation, the
landlord tins the smallest proportion of thc whole produce, as wcll
as the smallest value, and it is only when inferior lands are required
to feed an augmenting
population, that both the landlord's share of
the whole 1)roducc, and the value he reccives, progressively increase.
Suppose th'tt the demand is fbr a million of quarters of corn, and
that they are the produce of the land actually in cultivation.
Now,
suppose the fertility of all the land to be so diminished, that the
vcry same lands will yield only 900,000 quarters.
The demand
being for a million of quarters, the price of corn would rise, and
recourse must necessarily be had to land of an inferior quality
sooner than if the superior land had continued to produce a million
of quarters.
But it is this necessity of taking inferior land into
cultivation which is the cause of the rise of rent. and will elevate
it, although thc quantity of corn reccivcd by the landlord, be
reduced in quantity.
Rent, it must be remembered, is not in proportion to tile absolute fertility of the land in cultivation, but in
proportion to its relative fertility.
Whatever
cause may drive
capital to inferior land, must elevate rcnt on the superior land ; the
cause of rent being, as stated by Mr Malthus in his third proposition, "the comparative scarcity of the most fertile land."
Thc
price of corn will naturally rise with the difficulty of producing the
last portions of it, and the value of thc whole quantity produced on
a particular tarm will be increased, although its _luantity be diminished ; but as the cost of production will not increase ou tile more
fhrtile land, as wages and profits taken together will continue alwavs
of the same value, '_ it is evident that the excess of price above ttlc
cost of production, or, in other words, rent, must rise with the
diminished fcrtility of the land_ unless it is counteracted by a grcat
reduction of capital, population, and demand.
It does not appear,
then, that :_fr Malthus's proposition is correct : rent does not immc* See page 66, where I have endeavoured to show, that whatever facility or difficult)" there may be in the production of corn, wages and profits together will be of
the samc value.
When wages rise. it is always at the expense of profits, and when
they fall, profits always ri.-_:.
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dlately and necessarily rise or fall with the increased or diminished
fertility of the land; but its increased fertility renders it capable
of paying at some future time an augmented rent.
Land possessed
of very little fertility can never bear any rent ; land of moderate
fertility may bc made, as population increases, to bear a moderate
rent ; and hind of great fcrfflity a high rent ; but it is one thing to
bc able to bear a high rent, and another thing actmdly to pay it.
Rent may be lower in a country where lands are exceedingly fertile
than in a country where they yield a moderate return, it being in
proportion rather to relative than absolute fertility--to
the value of
the produce, and not to its abundance.*
Mr Malthus supposes that the rent on land yielding those peculiar products of the earth which may be called natural and necessary
monopolies, is regulated
by a principle essentially different from
that which regulates the rent of land that yields the necessaries of
lif_. He thinks that it is the scarcity of the products of' the first
which is the e'mse of a high rent, but that it is the abundance of
the latter, which produces the same effect.
This distinction does not appear to me to be well founded; for
you would as surely raise the rent of ]and yielding scarce wines, as
the rent of corn land, by increasing the abundance of its produce,
if, at the same time, the demand ]br tlfis peculiar commodity inor'cased ; and without :t similar increase of demand, an abundant
supply of corn would lower instead of raise the rent of corn land.
Whatever the nature of the ]and nmy be_ high rent must depend
on the high price of the produce ; but, given the high prlee, rent
must be high in proportion to abundance and not to scarcity.
We are under no necessity of producing permanently any greater
quantity bf a commodity than that which is demanded.
]f by
accident any greater quantity were produced, it would thll below
its natural price, and therefore would not pay the cost of produetlon, includinz in that cost the usual and ordinary profits of stock :
thus tim supply would be checked till it conformed to the demand,
and the market price rose to the natural price.
Mr Malthus appears to me to be too much inclined to think that
population is only increased by the previous provision of tbod,_
"tlmt it is 1hod that creates its own demand,"--that
it is by first
providing food, that encouragement is given to marriage, instead ot
considering that the general progress of population is affected by
the increase of capital, the consequent demand for labour, and the
* Mr Malthus has observed in a late publication, that I have misunderstood
him
in this passage, as he did not mean to say, that rent immediately and necessarily rises
and falls with the increased or diminished fertility of the land. If so, I certainly did
misunderstand him. Mr Mahhus's words are, "Diminish
this plenty, diminish the
_i_rtility of the soil, and the excess (rent) will diminish ; dimimsh-it still further, and
it will disal)pcar."
Mr Malthus does not state his proposition conditionally,
but
absolutely.
I contended against what I understood him to maintain, that a diminution of the fertility of the soil was incompatible with an increase of rent.
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rise of wages ; and that the production of food is but the effect of
that demand.
It is by giving the workmen more money, or any other commodity in which wages are paid, and which has not _allen in value,
that his situation is improved.
The increase of population, and the
increase of food will generally be the effect, but not the necessary
effect of high wages. The amended condition of the labourer, in
consequence of the increased value which is paid him, does not
necessarily oblige him to marry and take upon himself the charge
of a family--he
will, in all probability, employ a portion of his
increased wages in furnishing himself" abundantly with food and
necessaries,--but
with the remainder he may, if it please him ,urchase any commodities that may contribute to his enjoyme'l is-chairs, tables, and hardware ; or better clothes, sugar, and to" cco.
His increased wages, then, will be attended with no other effec "han
an increased demand for some of those commodities;
and
the
race of labourers will not be materially increased, his wa
:ll
continue permanently high.
But although this might bc the consequence of high wages, yet so great are the dclights of domestic
society, that, in practice, it is invariably found that an increase of
population follows the amended condition of the labourer ; and it
is only because it does so, that, with the trifling exception already
mentioned, a new and increased demand arises for food. This
demand, then, is the effect of an increasc of capital and population,
but not the cause--it is only because the expcnditurc of the people
takes this direction, that the market price of necessaries exceeds
the natural price, and that the quantity of food required is produced ; and it is because the number of people is increased_ that
wages again t:all.
What motive can a lCarmer have to produce more corn than is
actually demanded, when the consequence would be a depression of
its market price below its natural price, and consequently a privation to him of a portion of his profits, by reducing them below the
general rate ? "If," says Mr Malthus, "the necessaries of life, the
most important products of land, had not the property of creating
an increase of demand proportioned
to their increased quantity,
such increased quantity would occasion a fall in their exchangeable
value.*
However abundant might be the produce of the country,
its population might remain stationary ; and this abundance without
a proportionate demand, and with a very high corn price of labour,
which would naturally take place under these circumstances, might
reduce the price of raw produce_ like the price cf manufactures, to
the cost of' production."
Might reduce the price of raw produce to the cost of production.
Is it ever for any length of time either above or below this price ?
* Of what increased

quantity does Mr Malthus

speak ?

Who is to produce it ?

Who can have any motive to p_'odueeit before any demandexistsfor an additional
quantity
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Does not Mr Malthus himself state it never to be so ? "I ]lope,"
he says, "to be excused for dwelling a little, and presenting to the
reader, in various forms, tim doctrine that corn, in reference to the
quantity actually produced_ is sold at its necessary price llke manuihctures, because I consider it as a truth of' the highest importance,
which has been overlooked by the economists, by Adam Smith, and
all those writers, who have represented
raw produce as selling
,_lways at a monopoly price."
"Every extensivc country may thus be considered as possessing
a gradation of machines for tile production of corn and raw materials, including in this gradation not only all the various qualities
of poor land, of which every territory has generally an abundance,
but the inferior machinery, which may be said to be employed when
good land is fhrthcr and further forced for additional produce.
As
the price of raw produce continucs to rise, these infcrior machines
.qre successively called into action ; and as the price of mw produce
continucs to ihl]_ they are successively thrown out of action.
The
illustration here used serves to show at once the _eccssity of the
actual 2rice o]" corn to the actual produce, and the diflhrent effect
which would attend a great reduction in tile price of any particular
manufacture, and a great reduction in the price of raw produce."*
How arc these passages to be reconciled to that which affirms,
that if"the necessaries of life had not the l)roperty of creating an
increase of demand proportioned to thcir increased quantity, the
abundant quantity produced would then, and then only, reduce the
price of raw produce to the cost of production ? :If corn is never
under its natural price, it is never more abundant than the actual
population require it to be for their own consumption;
no store
can be laid up for the consumption of others; it can nevc5 then,
by its cheapne,s and abundance be a stimulus to population.
In
proportion as corn can be produced cheaply_ the increased wages of
the labourers will have more power to maintain lCamilics. In
America population increases rapidly because food can be produced
at a cheap price_ and not because an abundant supply has been
previously provided.
In Europe population increases comparatively
slowly_ because food cannot be produced at a cheap value. In the
* Inquiry, &e. "In all progressive countries, the average price of corn is never
higher than what is necessary to continue the average increase of produce.'--Obserrations, p. 21.
"In the employment of fresh capital upon the land, to provide for the wants of an
increasing population, whether this fi'esh, capital is employed in bringing more land
under the plough, or improving land already in cultivation, the main question always
depends upon the expected returns of this capital ; and no part of the gross profits
can be diminished without diminishing the motive to this mode of employing it.
Every diminution of price not fully and immediately balanced by a proportionate fall
in all the necessary expenses of a farm, every tax on the hind, ever)- tax on tb.rmii_g
stock, every tax on the necessaries of farmers, will tell in the computation ; and if,
after all these outgoings are allowed for, the price of the produce wit! not leave a filir
remuneration for the capital employed, according to the general rate of profits, and a
rent at least equal to the rent of the land in its tbrmer state, no sufficien_ moti_e (an
exist to undertake the projected improvcmcnt."--Ob,uyrvations,
p. 22.
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usual and ordinary course of things, the demand for all commodities
precedes their supply.
By saying that corn would, like manufactures, sink to its price of production, if it could not raise up demanders, Mr Mahhus cannot mean that all rent wouhi be absorbed ;
for he has hlmselfjustly
remarked, that if all rent were givcn up
by the landlords, corn would not fall in price ; rent being the effect,
and not the cause of high pricc, and thcre being always one quality
of land in cultivation which pays no rent whatever, the corn from
which ret)laces by its price only wages and profits.
In the following passage, Mr Malthus has given an able exposition of the causes of' the rise in the price of raw produce in rich and
progressive countries, in every word of which I concur; but it
appears to me to be at v:lrlanee with some of the propositions maintained by him in his Essay on Rent.
" I have no hesitation in
stating that, independently of the irregularities in the currency of
a country, and other temporary and accidental circumstances, the
cause of the high comparative money price of corn is its high comparative _'cal price, or the greater quantity of' capital and labour
which must be employed to produce it ; and that the reasons why
the real price of corn is higher, and continually rising in countries
which are already rich, and still advancing in prosperity and
population, is to bc found in the necessity of resorting constantly
to poorer land, to machines which rcquirc a grcatcr expenditure to
work them, and _hieh consequently occasion each fresh addition
to the raw produce of the country to be purchased at a greater
cost ; in short, it is to be found in the important truth, that corn
in a progressive country is sold at a price neccssary to 5-ield the
actual supply; and that_ as this supply bccomcs more and more
difficult, the price rises in proportion."
The real price of a commodity is here properly stated to depend
on the greater or less quantity of labour and capital (that is,
accumulated labour) which must be employed to produce it. Real
price does not, as some have contended, depend on money value;
nor, as others have said, on value relatively to corn, labour, or any
other commodity taken singly, or to all commodities collectively ;
but, as Mr _falthus justly says, "on the greater (or less) quantity
of capital and labour which must be employed to produce it."
Among the causes of the rise of rent_ Mr Malthus mentions,
'_such an increase of population as will lower the wages of labour."
But if, as the wages of' labour £dl, the profits of stock rise, and they
be together ahvays of the same value,* no fall of wages can raise
rent, tbr it will neither diminish the portion, nor the value of the
portmn of thc produce which will be allotted to tim farmer and
labourer together;
and, therefore, will not leave a larger portion,
nor a larger value for the landlord.
In proportion as less is appropriated ibr wages, more will be appropriated for profits, and vice
,, _v,e¢
p, 67"
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versd. This division will be settled by the farmer and his labourers,
without any interference of the landlord ; and, indeed, it is a matter
in which he call have no interest, otherwise than as one division
may be more £'tvourab]e than another, to new accumulations, and
to a filrther demand for land. If wages fell, profits, and not rent,
would rise. if wages rose, profits, and not rent, would fidl. The
rise of rent and wages, and tile tb.ll of profits, are generally tile
inevitable effects of the same cause--the
increasing demand fbr
tood, the increased quantity of labour required to produce it, and its
consequently high price. If the landlord were to forego his whole
rent, tile labourers would not be in tile least benefited.
If it were
possible for the labourers to give up their whole wages, the landlords
would derive no advantage fi'om such a circumstance ; but in both
cases the farmers would receive and retain all which they relinquish.
It has been my endeavour to show in this work, that a fall of wages
would have no other effect than to raise profits. Every rise of
profits is £avourable to the accumulation
of capital, and to the
filrther increase of population, and therefore would, in all probability,
ultimately lead to an increase of rent.
Another cause of the rise of rent, according to B_[r Malthus, is
'_such agricultural improvements or such increase of exertions, as
will diminish thc number of labourers necessary to produce a given
cft_ct."
To this passage I have the same objection that I had
:lgainst that which speaks of the increased fertility of land being
the cause of an immediate rise of rent.
Both the improvement in
ngrieulture, and the superior fertility, will give to tile land a eapa1)ility of bearing at some future period a higher rent, because with
tile same price of food there will be a great additional quantity;
but till the increase of popul_ttion be in the same proportion, the
additional quantity of ibod would not be required, and, therefore,
rents would be lower6d and not raised.
The quantity that could
under the then existing circumstances
]Je consumed, could be
furnished either with fewer hands, or with a less quantity of land,
the price of raw produce would fall, and capital would be withdrawn
from the land.*
Nothing can raise rent, but a demand for new
land of an inf_rlor quality, or some cause which shall occasion an
alteration in the relative fertility of the land already under cultivation.t
Improvements in agriculture_ and in the division of labour,
* See p. 43, &c.
"i"It is not necessary to state, on every occasion, but it must be alway_ understood,
that the same results Will follow, a.s far as regards the price of raw produce and the
ri._e of rents, whether an additional capital of a given amount, be employed on new
land, for which no rent is paid, or on land already in cultivation, if the produce
obtained from both be precisely the same in quantity.--See
p. 37.
M. Soy, in his notes to the French translation of this work, has endeavoured to
.,now that there is not at any time land in cultivation which does not pay a rent. and
having satisfied himself on'this point, he concludes that he has overturned all the.
conclusions which result from that doctrine.
He infers, for example, that I am not
correct in saying that taxes on corn, and other raw produce, by elevating their price.
5all on the consumer, and do not fall on rent. He contends that such taxes must lb.l/
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are common to all land ; they increase the absolute quantity of raw
produce obtained from each, but probably do not much disturb the
relative proportions which before existed between them.
Mr Malthus has justly commented on the error of Dr Smith'.argument, that corn is of so peculiar a naturc, that its production
cannot be encouraged by the same means that the production of all
other commodities is encouraged. He observcs, "It is by no mcans
intended to deny the powerful influencc of the price of corn upon
the price of labour, on an average ofa considcrable number of years ;
but that this influence is not such as to prevent thc movement of
capital to, or from the land, which is the precise point in question,
will he made sufficiently evident, by a short inquiry into the manner
in which labour is paid, and brought into the markct_ and by a
consideration of the consequences to which the assumption of Adam
Smith's proposition would inevitably lead." _
Mr Malthus thcn proceeds to show, that demand and high price
will as effectually encourage the production of raw produce as the
demand and high price of any other commodity will encourage its
production.
In this view it will be seen, from what I have said of"
the effects of bounties, that I cntirely concur.
I have noticed the
passage from Mr Malthus's " Observation Qon the Corn Laws," for
the purpose of showin_ in what a different sense the term real price
is used hcrc, and in h_s other pamphlet, entitled " Grounds of an
Opinion," &c. :In this passage Mr Malthus tclls us, that " it is
clcarly an increase of real price alone which can encourage the
production of corn," and, by real prlce_ he evidently means the
increase in its value relatively to all other things, or_ in other words,
the rise in its market above its natural price, or the cost of its
production.
If by real price this is what is meant, although I do
not admit the propriety of thus naming it, Mr _Ialthus's opinion is
undoubtedly
correct;
it is the rise in the market price of corn
which alone encourages its production ; for it may be laid down as
a principle uniformly true, that the only great encouragement to
the increased production of a commodity is its market value ex(:ceding its natural or necessary value.
But this is not the meaning which 5_ _falthus, on other occasions.
attaches to the term real price. In the F.ssay on Rent, Mr Malthus
says, by " the real growing price of corn I mean thc real _uantity
of labour and capital whic]_ ]_as been employed to produce the last
additions which have been made to the national produce."
In
another part hc states "the cause of the high comparative retd
price of corn to be the greater _uantity of capital and labour whicb
on rcnt.
But before M. Say can establish the correctness of this inference., he mu_t
also show that there is not any capital employed on the land for which no rent is paid
(see the beginning of this note, and pages 34 and 38 of the present work) ; now this
ne has not attempted to do. In no part of his ngtes has he refuted, or even noticcd
that important doctrine. By his note to page 182 of the second volume of the French
edition, he does not appear to be aware that it ha_ even bccn advanced.
Observations on the Corn La_s, p. 4.
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must be employed to produce it."*
Suppose that, in the foregoing
passage, we were to substitute this definition of' real ])rice, would it
not then run thus ?--" It is clearly the increase in the quantity of
labour and capital which must be employed to produce corn, which
alone can encourage its production."
This wouhl be to say, that
it is clearly the rise in the natural or necessary price of corn which
encourages its production--a
proposition which could not be maintained.
It is not the price at which corn can be produced that has
any influence on the quantity produced_ but the price at which it
can be sohl. It is in proportion to the degree of the difference of
its price above or below the cost of production that capital is
attracted to or repelled from the land. If' that excess be such as
to give to capital so employed a grcatcr th.m the general profit
of stock, capita] will go to the l'md; if less, it will be withdrawn
fi'om it.
It is not, then, by an altcratlon in the real price of corn that its
production is encouraged, but by an alteration in its market price.
It is not " because a greater quantity of capital and labour must lie
employed to produce it (Mr Malthus's just definition of real price),
that more capital and labour are attracted to the land, but because
the market price rises above this, its real price_ and, notwithstanding
the increased charge, makes the cultivation of land the more profitable employment, of capital."
_'othing can be more just than the following observations of 5It
M.dthus, on Adam Smith's standard of value. "Adam Smith was
evidently led into this train of argument from his habit of considering labour as the standard measure of v.alue, and corn as the measure
of labour.
But that corn is a very inaccurate measure of labour,
the history of our own country will amply demonstrate;
where
labour, compared with corn, will be found to have experienced very
great and striking variations, not only from year to year, but fi'om
century to century, and lbr ten, twenty_ and thirty years together.
And that neither labour _or any other commodity can be an accurate
measure of real value in exchange, is now considered as one of the
most incontrovertible
doctrines of political economy, and, indeed_
follows fi'om the very definition of value in exchange."
If neither corn no]" labour are accurate measures of real value in
exchange, which they clearly are not, what other commodity is .9____
certainly none. If, then, the expression, real price of commodities,"
have any meaning, it must be that which Mr Malthus has stated
in the I'_ssay on Rear--it must be measured by the proportionate
quantity of capital and labour necessary to produce them.
In Mr Malthus's " Inquiry into the Nature of Renb" he says,
* Upon showing this passage to Mr Mahhus, at the time when these papers were
going to the press, he obser_'e(l, "that in the_ two instances he had inadvertently
used the term real price, instead of cost ofproductfi,n, u It will be seen, from what I
have already said, that to me it appears that in the._e two instances he has used tim
term real price in its true and just acceptation, and that in the former case only it in
iaeorrectly applied.
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"that, independently of irregularities in the currency of a country,
and other temporary and accidental circumstances,
the cause of
the high comparative money price of corn is its high comparative
real price, or the greater quantity of ca2/tal and labour which must be
emploued
to t,.oduce it."*
r,
Y
J:lus, I apprehend, is the correct account of all permanent variations in price, whether of corn or of' any other conamodity.
A
commodity can only permanently rise in price, either because a
greater quantity of' capital and labour must be employed to produce
it, or because money has fallen in value ; and, on the contrary, it
can only t_allin price, either because a less quantity of capital and
labour may be employed to produce it, or because money has risen
in value.
A wtriation arising from tile lattcr of these altern'ttives, an altered
value of money, is common at once to all commodities ; but a variation arising from the former cause, is confined to the particular
commodity requiring more or less labour in its production.
By
allowing the fi'ee importation of corn, or by improvements in agriculture, raw produce would fall; but the price of no other commodity would be aflhcted, except in proportion to the fhll in the real
value, or cost of production, of the raw produce, which entered into
its composition.
Mr Malthus, having acknowledged this principle, cannot, I think,
consistently maintain that the whole money value of all the commodities in the eountl 3, must sink exactly in proportion to the fall in
the price of corn. If the corn consumed in the country were of
the value of 10 millions per annum, and the manufactured
and
fbreign commodities consumed were of the value of 20 millions,
making altogether 30 millions, it would not be admissible to infer
that the annual expenditure
was reduced to 15 millions, because
corn had fallen 50 per cent, or from 10 to 5 millions.
The value of the raw produce which entered into the composition
of these manufactures might not, for example, exceed 20 per cent.
of their whole value, and, therefore, the thll in the value of manutketured commodities, instead of being fi'om 20 to 10 millions, would
be only from 20 to 18 millions; and after the fall in the price of
corn of 50 per cent., the whole amount of the annual expenditure,
instead of falling from 30 to 15 millions, would thll t_om 30 to 23
millions.t
This, I say, would be their value_ if you supposed it possible, that
with such a cheap price of corn, no more corn and commodities
would be consumed ; but as all those who had employed capital in
* Page 40.
_"_lanufaetures, indeed, could not fall in any such proportion, because, under the
cireumstance_ supposed, there would he a new distribution of the precious metals
among the different countries.
Our cheap cnmmodities would be exported in exchange for corn and gold, till the accumulation
of gold should lower its value, and
raise the money price of commodities.
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the production of corn on those lands which would no longer be
cultivated, could employ it in tim production of manufactured
goods; and only a part of those manufactured
goods would be
given in exchange for tbreign corn, as on any other supposition no
advant,nge would be gained by importation and low prlees; we
should have the additional value of all that quantity of mann°
faetured goods which were so produced, and not exported to add
to the above value, so that the real diminution, even in money
value, of all the commodities in the country, corn included, wouhl
be equal only to the loss of the landlords, by the reduction of their
rents, while the qu:mfity of objects of enjoyment would be greatly
increased.
Instead of thus considering the effect of a fifll in the value of raw
produce, as MrMalthus was bound to do by his previous admission,
he considers it as precisely the same thing as a rise of 100 per cent.
in the value of money, and, therefore, argues as if" all commodities
would sink to half their former price.
_.,'*,
l-"During the twenty years bcginnlng with 1 -(
.... be says, "and
ending with 1813, the average price of British corn per quarter was
about 83 shillings; during the ten years ending with 1S13, 92 shillings; and during the last five years of the twenty, 108 shillings.
]n the course of thcsc twenty ycars_ the Govcrnmcnt borrowed near
500 millions of real capital; tbr which, on a rough average, exclusive of the sinking fund, it engaged to pay about 5 per cent.
But
it"corn shouhl fall to 50 shillings a quarter, and other commodities
in proportion, instead of an interest of about 5 per cent, the
Government would reallypay an interest of 7, 8, 9, and, ibr the last
200 millions, 10 pcr cent.
"To this extraordinary
generosity towards the stockholdcrs I
should be disposed to make no kind of objection, if it wcrc not
necessary to considcr by whom it is to bc p:fid ; and a moment's
reflection will show us that it can only be paid by the industrious
classes of society and the landlords, that is, by all those whose nominal
income will vary with the variations in the measure of value. The
nominal revenues of this part of the society, compared with the
average of the last five years, will be diminished one half, and out
of this nominally reduced income, they will have to pay the same
nominal amount of taxes.""
In the first place, I think I have already sho.wn, that even the
value of the gross income of the whole country will not be diminished in the proportion for which Mr Mahhus here contends; it
would not tbllow, that because corn fell 50 per cent., cach lnan's
gross income would be reduced 50. per cent. in value ;_f his net
income might be actually increased m value.
'_ The Grounds ofan Opinion, &c,, p. 36.
"_Mr Malthus, in another part o! 1Jle Bame work, supposes commodities
_5 or 20per cent. when corn varies &_

to vary
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In the second place, I think the reader will agree with me that
the increased charge, if admitted, would not fall exclusively "on
the landlords and the industrious classes of society;" the stockholdcr, by his expenditure, contributes his share to the support of
the public burdens in the same way as the other classes of society.
If, then, money became really more valuable, although lie would
receive a greater value, he would also pay a greater value in taxes,
•md, thercfbre, it cannot be true that the whole addition to the real
value of the interest would be paid by " the landlords and the
industrious classes."
The whole argument, however, of Mr Malthus, is built on an
iufirm basis: it supposes, because the gross income of the country
is diminished, that, therefore, the net income must also be diminished in tile same proportion.
It has been one of the objects of
this work to show, that, with every fall in the real value of necessaries, the wages of labour would fall, and that the profits of stock
would rise ; in other words, that of any given annual value a less
portion would be paid to the labouring class, and a larger portion
to those whose fhnds employed this class.
Suppose the wdue of
the commodities produced in a particular manuPacturc to be 1000L,
and to be divided between the master and his labourers in the
proportion of 800/. to labourers, and 200/. to thc master; if the
value of these commodities should fall to 900/.. and 100/. be saved
from the wages of labour, in consequence of the fidl of necessaries,
the net incomc of"the master would be in no degree impaired, and_
therefore, he could with just as much facility pay the same amount
of' taxes after as before the reduction of price.*
]t is of importance to distinguish clearly between gross revenue
and net revenue_ for it is from the net revenue of a society that all
taxes must be paid.
Suppose that all the commodities in the
country, all the corn, raw produce, manufimtured goods, &c., which
could be brought to market in the course of the year, were of the
value of 20 millions, and that in order to obtain this value, the
labour of a certain number of men was necessary, and that the
absolute necessaries of these labourers required an expenditure of
10 millions ; I should say that the gross revenue of' such society
was 20 millions, and its net revenue 10 millions.
It does not
follow from this supposition that the labourers should receive only
10 millions fbr their labour;
they might receive 12, 14, or 15
millions, aml in that case they would have 2, 4, or 5 millions of the
net income.
The rest would be divided between landlords and
• Of net produce and gross produce, M. Say speaks as follows :--"The whole value
produced is the gross produce ; this value_ after deducting from it the cost of production, is the net produce."----Vol, ii. p. 491. There can, then, be no nc_ produce, because
the cost of production, according to M. Say, consists of rent, wages, and profits.
In
l,age 508, be sa)'s, "the value of a product, the value of a productive service, the
value of the cost of production, are all, then, similar values, whenever things are left
to ti=cir natural course."
Take a whole from a whole and nothing remains.
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capitalists ; but tile whole net income would nor exceed 10 millions.
Suppose such a soclcty paid 2 millions in taxes, its net income
would be reduced to 8 millions.
Suppose now mone_, to become more valuable by one-tenth_ all
c,ammodities would fal'l, and tile prlcc of labour wot)id-thll, because
the absolute necessaries of the labourer formcd a part of those
commodities, consequently the gross income would bc reduced to
18 millions, and the net income to 9 millions. If the taxes fell in
the same proportion, and, instead of 2 millions, 1,800,000L only
were ralscd, thc net income would be fitrther reduced to 7_200,000/.,
precisely of the same value as the 8 millions were betbrc, and therctbrc the socicty would neither be losers nor galncrs by such an event.
But suppose that aher the rise of mone)5 2 millions were raised for
taxes as be_bre, the _ociety wouhl be poorer by 200,000/. per
annum, their taxes would be really raised one-ninth.
To alter the
anoney value of commodities, by altering the value of money, and
yet to raise the same money amount by taxes, is then undoubtedly
to increase the burthens of society.
But suppose of the 10 millions net revenue, the landlords received
five millions as rent, and that by _acility of production, or by the
importation of corn, the neeessal T cost of that article in labour was
reduced 1 million, rent would fall 1 million, and the prices of dm
mass of cornm6d_fidgWould also fall to the same amount, but the
net revenue would be just as great as before; the gross income
would, it is true, be only 19 millions_ and the necessary expendi
lure to obtain it 9 millions_ but the net income would be 10 millions.
Now, suppose 2 millions raised in taxes on this diminished gross
income, would the society altogether be richer or poorer ? Richer,
certainly ; for after the payment of their taxes, they would have, as
before, a clear income of 8 millions to bestow on the purelmse of
commodities, which had increased in quantity, and £allen in price,
in the proI:..ortion of 20 to 19 ; not. only then could the same tax.tlion be endured, but greater, and yet ,l_c m._ " of the people be.
better provided with conveniences and necessaries.
If the net income of the society, after paying the same money
taxation, be as great as before, and the class of landholders lose
1 million fi'om a fall of rent, the other productive classes must have
increased money incomes, notwithstanding
the fifll of prices.
The
capitalist will tben be doubly benefited;
the corn and butcheffs
meat consumed by himself and his family will be reduced in price
and the wages of his menial servants, of his gardeners, and labourers
of all descriptions, will be also lowered.
His horses and cattle will
cost less, and be supported at a less expense.
All the commodities
in which raw produce enters as a pr!ncipal part of their value, will
fall. This aggregate anaonnt of sawngs_ made on the expenditure
of income, at the same time that his money income is increased,
will then be doubly beneficial to hlm_ and will enable him not only
to add to his enjoyments, but to bear additional taxes, if they should
it
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be required : his additional consumption of taxed eommodifies will
much more than make up for the diminished demand of landlords,
consequent on the reduction of their rents.
Tile same observations
apply to f_rmers and traders of every description.
But it may be said, that the capitalist's income will not be increased; that the million deducted t?om the landlord's rent, will
be pald in additional wages to labourers ! :Be it so ; this will make
no difference in the argument : the situation of the society will be
improved, and they will be able to bear the same money burthens
with greater _hcility than befbre ; it will only ][,rove what is still
nmrc desirable, that the situation of' another class, and by Ltr the
most important class in society, is the one which is chiefly benefited by the new distribution.
All that they receive more than 9
millions, ibrms part of the net income of the country, and it cannot
be expended without adding to its revenue, its happiness, or its
power.
Distribute, then, the net income as you please. Give
little more to one class, and a little lesg to another, yet you do not
thereby diminish it ; a greater amount of commodities will be still
produced with the same labour, although the anaount of the gross
money value of such commodities will be diminished ; but the net
money income of the country, that fired fi'om which taxes are paid
and enjoyments
procured, would be much more adequate, than
before, to. maintain the actual population, to afford it enjoyments
and luxurlcs, and to support any given amount of taxation.
Th:_t the stockholder is benefited by a great fidl in the value of
corn, cannot be doubted ; but if no one else bc injured, that is no
reason why corn should be made dear; for the gains of the stockholder are national gain._, and increase, as all other gains do, the
real weahh and power of the country.
If they are unjustly benefited, let the degree in which they are so be accurately ascertained,
and then it is for the Legislature to devise a remedy ; but no policy
can be more unwise than to shut ourselves out from the great
•advantages
arising fxom cheap col'n, and ahuncL'mt pi'oductions,
merely because the stockholder would have an updue proportion of
the increase.
To regulate the dividends on stock by the money value of corn,
has never yet been attempted.
If justice and good faith required
such a regulation, a great debt is due to the old stockholders ; for
they have been receiving the same money dividends for more than
.century, although corn has, perhaps, been doubled or trebled in
price.
: But it is a gTeat mistake to suppose, that the situation of the
stockholder will be more improved than that of the farmer, the
manufacturer, and the other capitalists of the country; it will, in
fhct, be less improved.
The stockholder
will undoubtedly
receive the same money
dividend, while not only the price of raw produce and labour feli,
hut the prices of many other things into which raw produce entered
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as a component part.
This, however, is an advant._gc_ as I have
just stated, which he would enjoy in common with all other persons who had the same money incomes to expend :--bls money
income would not bc incre'tscd ; that of the farmer, manufacturer,
and other employers of labour would, and consequently they would
be doubly benefited.
It may be said, that although it may be true that capitalists
would be benefited by a rise of profits_ in consequence of a fall of
wages, yet that their incomes would be diminished by the fall in
the money value of their commodities.
What is to lower them.?
Not any alteration in the value of money, 1br nothing has been
supposed to occur to alter the value of money. _Tot any diminution in the quantity of labour necessary to produce thcir commodities, tbr no such cause has operated_ and if it did opcrat% would
not lower moncy profits, though it might lower money prices.
But the raw produce of wMch commodities are made_ is supposed
to have fallen in lu'icc, and, therefore, commodities will fall on that
account.
Truc, they will titll, but their tltll will not be attended
with any diminution in the money income of the produccr.
If he
sell his commodity for less money_ it is only because one of the
materials from which it is made has fallen in value. If the clotlfier
sell his cloth for 900L instead of ilO00L, his income will not be less,
if the wool fi'om which it is made has declined 100l. in value.
Mr Malthus says, "It is true, that tbe last additions to the agricultural producc of an improving country_ are not attended with a
large proportion of rent ; and it is precisely this circumstancc that
may make it answcr to a rich country to import some of its corn,
if it can be securc of obtaining an cquable supply.
But in all cases
the importation of foreign corn must fill to answer nationally, if it
is not so much cheapcr than the corn that can bc grown at home,
as to equal both the profits and the rent of the grain wlfich it displaces."--G_.ou_2ds, _c. p. 36.
In this obscrvation Mr Malthus is qultc correct; but imported
corn must be ahvays so much cheaper than the corn that can be
grown at home_ "as to equal both the profits and the rent of the
grain which it displaces."
If' it were not, no advantage to any one
could be obtained by importing it.
As rent is the effect of the high price of corn, the loss of rent is
the effect of _ low price.
Foreign corn never enters into compe-I
tition with such home corn as affords a rent; the fill of" price!
invariably affects the landlord till the whole of his rent is absorbed ;'
_if it fall still more, the price will not aflbrd even the common
profits of stock ; capital will then quit the land for some other cmplnyment, and the corn which was before grown upon it will then,
and not till then_ be imported.
:From the loss of rent, thcre will
be a loss of value, of estimated money value, but there will bc a
g_in of wealth.
Tim amount of the mw produce and other productions together will be increased;
fi'om the g-center facility with
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which they are produced, they will, though augmcnted in quantity;
be diminished in valuc.
Two men employ equal capitals--one
in agriculture, the other
in manufiLcturcs.
That in agriculture produces a net "mnual value
of 1,200L_ of which 1000/. is retained ibr profit, and 200l. is paid
for rent ; the other in manufacturcs produces only an annual value
of 1000l. Suppose that, by importation, the samc quantity of corn
which cost 1,200l. can be obtained for commodities which cost 950/.,
and that, in consequence, the capital employed in agriculture is
diverted to manufilctures, where it can producc a value of 1000/.,
the net revenue of thc country will be of less wtluc, it will be reduced
fi'om 2,200l. to 2000l. ; but there will not only be the same quantity
of commodities and corn for its own consuml)'tlon , but also "is much
addition to that quantity as 50l. would purchase, the diftbrence
between the value at which its manut:actures were sold to the
{breign country, and the value of the corn which was purchased
ti'om it.
:Now this is precisely the question respecting the advantage of
importing or growing corn; it never c'm be imported till the
(luantity obt'dncd from abroad by the employment of a given
capital exceeds the quantity which the same C_Tital will enable us
to grow at home_--excccds
not only that quantity which ihlls to
the share oi" the thrmer_ but also that which is paid as rent to the
l'mdlord.
Mr Malthus says, " :It has been justly observed by Adam Smltlb
that no equal quantity of productive labour employed in nmnufitctures can ever occasion so grcat a rcDroduct]on as in agriculture."
If Adam Smith speaks of value, he is correct; but if he speaks of
riche_,.
_ which is the. important, point_, hc is mistaken; for he ha_,
h_mself defined rmhes to cons_t oi' ttm necessaries, conveniences.
•rod enjoyments of human liib. One set of necessaries and convenlenccs admits of no comparison with another set ; value in use
cannot bc measured by any known standard ; it is difli_rcntly estimated by different _.ersona.
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TEE precious metals employed for circulating the commodities of
the world, previously to the establishment of banl_s, have been
supposed by the most approved writers on political economy to have
been divided into certain proportions among the different civilized
nations of the earth, according to tlm state of their commerce and
wealth, and therefore according to the mnnber and frequency of the
payments which they had to perform.
While so divided they
preserved every where the same value, and as each country had an
equal necessity for the "luantity actually in use, there could bc no
temptation offered to eithcr for their importation or exportation.
Gold and silver, like other commodities, have an intrinsic value,
which is not arbitrary, but is dependent on their scarcity, the
quantity of labour bcst._wed in procuring then b and the wflue of
the capital employed in the mines which produce them.
"The quality of utility, beauty, and scarcity," says Dr Smith,
"arc the original found'ltion of the high price of those metals, or of
the great quantity of other goods for which they can every where
be exchanged.
This value was antecedent to, and independent of,
their being employed as coin, and was the quality which fittcd them
for tlmt employment."
If the quantity of gold and silver in the world cmploycd as money
were exceedingly small, or abundantly great, it would not in the
least affect the proportions in which they would be divided among
the diflhrent nations--the
variation in their quantity would ht_ve
produced no other cffcct than to make the commodities for which
they were exchanged comparatively
dear or cheap.
The smaller
quantity of moncy would perform the functions of a circulating
medium, as well as the larger.
Ten millions would be as effcctual
for that purpose as 100 millions.
Dr Smith observes, " that
the most abundant mines of the precious metals would add littlc
to the wcalth of the world. A produce of which the value is
principally derived fi'om its scarcity is necessarily degraded t)y its
abundance."
If in the progress towards wcaltl b one natron advanced more
rapidly than the others, that nation would require and obtain a
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greater proportion of the ,honey of the world. Its commerce, its
commodities, and its payments, would increase, and the general
currency of' the world would be divided according to the new proportions.
All countries, therefore, would contribute their share to
this ci}bctual demand.
In the same manner, if any nation wasted part of its wealth,
or lost part of' its trade, it could not retain the same quantlty of
clreu]ating mcdlum which ]t before possessed.
A part would be
exported, and divided among the other nations till the usual proportions were rc-established.
While the relative situation of countries contlnucd unaltered,
they might have abundant commerce with each other, bnt their
exports and imports would on the whole be equal. England might
possibly import more goods from, than she would export to, Fran_cc,
but she would in consequence export more to some other country,
and France wouhl import more from tbat country;
so that the
exports and imports of all countries would balancc each other ; bills
of exchange would make the necessary payments, but no money
would p._ss because it would have the same value in all countries.
If a mine of gold were discovered in either of these countries,
the currency of that country would be lowered in value in consequence of the increased quantity of the precious metals brought
into circu]atlon, and wouhl therefore no longer bc of the same value
as that of other co,retries.
Gold and silver, whether in coin or in
bullion, obeying the law which regulates all other commodities,
would immediately become articles of" exportation;
they would
leave the country where they were cheap, |br those countries where
they were dear, and would continue to do so, as long as the mine
should prove productive, and till the prol)orfion existing between
capital and money in each country before the discovery of the ,nine,
were again established, and gold and silver restored every where to
one value. ]n return for the gold exported, commodities would be
imported; and though what is usually termed the balance of trade
would be against the country exporting money or bullion, it would
be evident that she was carrying on a most advantageous
tin,de,
exporting that which was no way useIhl to her, fi)r commodities
which might be employed in the extension of her manui_acturcs_
and the increase of her wealth.
:If instead of a mine being discovered in any country, a bank were
established, such as the Bank of England, with the power of issuing
its notes for a circulating medium ; after a large 'lmount had been
issued, either by way of loan to merchants, or by advances to Government, thereby adding considerably to the sum of the currency, tim
same effect would follow as in the ease of the mine.
The circulating medium would be lowered in value, and goods would experience
a proportionate
rise.
The equilibrium between that and other
nations would, only be restored by the exportation of p.art of the coin.
The estabhshnmnt of the bank_ and the consequent issue of _ts
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notes, therefore, as well as the discovery of"tile mine, operate as an
inducement to the exportation either of bullion, or of coin, and are
beneficial only in as far as that object may be accomplished.
The
bank substitutes a cm'reney of no value for one most costly, and
enables us to turn the precious metals (which, though a very necessary part of our capital, yield no revenue), into a capital which will
yield one. Dr A. Smith compares the advantages attending the
establishment of a bank to those which wouhl be obtained by converting our highways into pastures and corn fields, and procuring
:_ road through the air. The highways, like the coin, m'e highly
useful, but neither yield any revenue.
Some people might be
alarmed at the specie leaving the country, and might consider that
as u dlsadvant_geous trade which required us to part with it ; indeed
the law so considers it by its enactments against the exportation
of specie ; but a very little reflection will convince us that it is our
choice_ and not our necessity, that sends it abroad; and that it is
highly beneficial to us to exchange that commodity which is superttuous, for others which may be made productive.
The exportation of the speele may at all times be safely left to
the discretion of individuals ; it will not be exported more than any
other commodity, unless its exportation should be advantageous to
the country,
if it be advantageous to export it, no laws can eit_ctually prevent its exportation.
Happily, in this ease, as well as in
most others in commerce, where there is free competition, the interests of" the individual and that of the community arc never at
varlanee.
Were it possible to carry the law against melting, or exporting
of coin, into strict execution, at the same time that the exportation
of gold bullion was t}eely allowed, no advantage could accrue fi'om
it, but great injury nmst arise to those who might have to pay,
possibly, two ounces or more of coined gold for one of uneoined
gold. This would be a real depreciation of our currency, raising
the prlees of all other commodities in the same proportion as it
increased that of gold bullion.
The owner of money wouht in this
case suffer an injury equal to what a _:roprietor of corn wouht suffer,
were a i'm" to be passed prohibiting" him fi'om selling his corn fbr
more than h:tlfits market value. The law _lgainst the exportation
of the coin has this tendency, but is so easily evaded, that gold in
bullion has ahvays been nearly of the same value as gold in coin.
Tlms, then, it appears that the currency of one country can never
for any length of time be much more valuable, as thr as equal quantities of the precious metals nre concerned, than that of another;
that excess of currency is but a relative term ; that if the circulation of England were 10 millions, th'tt of France 5 nfillions, that
of IIolland 4 millions, &e., &c., whilst they kept their proportions,
though the currency of each country were doubled or trebled, neither
country would be conscious of an excess of currency.
The prices
of commodities would every where rise, on account of the increase
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of cm'rcncy, but there would be no exportation of money from clthcr.
But if these proportions be destroyed by England alone doubling
her currency, while that of France, Holland, &c., &c., continued as
before, we should then be conscious of an excess in our currency,
and for the same reason the other countries would feel a deficiency
in thclrs, and part of our excess would bc exported till the proportions of ten, five, four_ &c., were again established.
If in France an ounce of gold were more valuable than in
England, and would therefore in France purchase more of any commodity common to both countries, gold. would immediately quit
England for such purpose, and wc should send gold in preference
to any thing elsc, because it would bc the cheapest exchangeable
commodity in the English market ; for if gold bc dearer in Francc
than in England, goods must be cheaper; we should not therefore
send them from the dear to the cheap market, but, on thc contrary_
they wouhl come from the cheap to the dear market, and would be
cxeh.mged for our gold.
The Bank might continue to issue their notes, and the specie be
exported with advantage to the country, while their notes were
payable in spceic on demand, because they could never issue more
notes than the value of the coin which would have circulated had
there been no bank."
]f they attempted to cxcecd this amount, the excess would be
immediately returned to them tbr specie; because our currency,
being thereby diminished in value, could bc advantageously
exported, and could not be retained in our circulation.
These arc
thc mcan s, as I have already explained, by which our currency
cn(teavours to equalize itself with the currencies of other countries.
As soon as this equality was attained, all advantage arising from
exportation would cease ; but if the Bank, assuming that because
a given quantity of circulating medium had been necessary last
year, therefore the same quantity must be necessary this, or for
any other reason_ continued to rc-lssue the returned notes, the
stinmlus which a redundant currency first gave to the exportation
of the coin would be ag'fin renewed with similar effects; gold
would be again demanded, the exchange would become unfavourable, and gold bullion would rise, in a small de_ree, above its
Mint ln'icc, because it is legal to export bullion, but illegal to cxport
the coin, and the difference.would be about equal to the fair compensation for the risk.
In this manner, if the Bank persisted in returning their notes
into circulation, every guinea might be drawn out of"their coffers.
If, to supply the deficiency of their stock of gold, they were to
purchase gold bullion at the advanced price, and have it coined int,
guineas, this would not remedy the evil ; guineas would be still denmnded, but, instead of being exported, would be melted, and sold to
* They might,strictlyspeaking,rather exceed that quantity,because_s the :Bank
ouhl add to the currencyof the world,Emglandwouldretain itsshare ofthe increas_
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tile
]lankas bullion
attheadvancedprice."The opcratlons
ofthe
]Bank,"
observedDr Smith,alludlng
to an analogouscase,"were,
upon thisaccount,
somewhat liketheweb of l_cnelope,--the
work
that was done in tile day was undone in the night."
The same
sentiment is expressed by Mr Thornton :--" ]}inding tile guineas in
their coffers to lessen every day, they must naturally be supposed
to be desirous of replacing them by all eft_ctual and not extravagantly expensive means.
They will be disposed, to a certain
degree, to buy gold, though at a losing price, and to coin it into
new guineas; but they will have to do this at the very moment
when many are privately melting what is coined.
The one party
will be melting and selling while the other is buying and coining.
And each of these two contending buslncsscs will now be carried
on, not on account of an actual exportation of each melted guinea
to Hamburgb, but the opcratlon, or at least a great part of"it, will
be confined to London, the coine,'s and the mehers living on the
same spot, and giving constant emph)yment to each other.
"The Bank," continues Mr Thornton, " if we suppose it, as we
now do, to carry on this sort of contcst with the mchers, is
obviously waging _ very unequal war; and even though it should
not be tired earl); it will be likely to be tired sooner than its
adversaries."
The Bank would be ob,lgeu, tncrcfo.'c, uhlnmtely to adopt the
on!y remedy in their power to put a stop to the dcm'md tbr
guineas. They would withdraw part o_"their notes fl'om circulation,
till they should have increased the value of the remainder to that
of gold bullion, and, consequently, to the value of' the currencies
of other countries.
All advantage :i'om the exportation of gold
bullion would then cease, and there would be no temptation to
exchange bank notes ]'or guineas.
In this view of the subject, then, it appears that the temptation
to export money in exchange for goods, or what is termed an
unfitvourable balance of trade, never arises but h'om a redundant
currency.
:But Mr Thornton, who has considered this subject
very much at large, supposes that a very unfavom'.'tblc bahmce of
trade may bc occasioned to this country by a bad harvest, and the
consequent importation of corn ; and that there may be at the same
time an unwillingness in the country to which we are indebted to
receive our goods in payment;
the bahmce due to the _breign
country must therefore be paid out of that part of our currency
consisting of coin, and that hence arises the demand {br gold
bullion, and its increased price.
Hc considers the Bank as aflbrding considerable accommodation
to the merchants, by supp]ying
with their notes the void occasioned by the exportation of the
specie.
As it is acknowledged
by Mr Thornton, in many parts of his
work, that the price of gold bullion is rated in gold coin, and as it
is also aclmowlcdged by'him that the law against melting gold coin
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into bullion, and exporting it, is easily evaded, it follows, that no
demand tbr gold bullion, arising fi'om this or any other cause,
can raise the money price of that commodity.
The error of this
reasoning proceeds ti'om not distinguishing betweeu an increase in
the value of gold, and an increase in its money price.
If there were a great demand {br corn_ its money price would
advance, because, in comparing corn with money, wc in fact compare it with another commodity;
and, for the same reason, when
there is a great demand for gold, its corn price will increase ; but in
neither case will a bushel of corn be worth more than a bushel of
corn, or an ounce of' gold more than an ounce of` gold. An ounce
of` gold bullion could not, whatever the demand might be, whilst
its price was rated in gold coin, be of` more value than an ounce of
coined gold, or 31. 17s. 10_d.
lf` this argument should not be considered as conclusive, J shouhl
urge that a void in the currency, as here supposed, can only he
occasioned by the annihilation or limitation of' paper currency, and
then it would speedily be filled by importations of` bullion, which
its increased value, in consequence of`the diminution of' circulating
medium, would infidliblv attract to the advantageous
market.
However great the scarcity of corn might be, the exportation of
money would be limited by its increasing scarcity.
Money is in
such general demand, and, in the present state of civilization, is so
essential to commercial transactions, that it can never be exported
to excess; even in a wal 5 such as the present, when our enemy
endeavours to interdict all commerce with us, the value which the
currency would bear fi'om its increasing scarcity would prevent the
exportation of it fi'om being carried so _far as to occasion a void in
the circulation.
Mr Thornton has not explained to us why any unwillingness
should exist in the foreign country to receive our goods in exchange
ibr their corn ; and it would be necessary for him to show, that if
such an unwillingness were to exist, we should agree to indulge i_
so far as to consent to part with our coin.
]f we consent to give coin in exchange for goods, it must be
from choice, not necessity.
We should not import more goods
than we export, unless wc had a redundancy of' curTency, which it
therefbre suits us to make a part of our exports.
The exportation
of the coin is caused by its cheapness, and is not the eff`ect_but the
cause of an unfavourable balance : we should not export it, if we
(lid not send it to a better market, or if` we had any commodity
which we could export more profit.tbly.
It is a salutary remedy
for a redundant currency; and as I have already endeavoured to
prove that redundancy or excess is only a relative term, it follows
that tim demand ibr it abroad arises only fi'om the comparative
deficiency of the currency of the importing countIT, which _here
causes its superior value.
It resolves itself entirely into a question of interest.
If` the sellers
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thecorntoEngland,to theamount,I will
suppose,
of a million,
couldimport goods which costa millionin England,but would
produce, when sold abroad, more than if the million hM been sent
in money, goods would be preferred ; if' otherwise, money would be
demanded.
It is only after a comparison of the value in their markets and in
our own of gold and other commodities, and because gold is cheaper
in the London n:arkct than in theirs, that tbreigners prefer gold in
exchange tbr their corn.
If we diminish the quantity of currency,
we g, vc an additional value to it: this will induce them to alter
their election, and pretbr the commodities.
If I owed .t debt in
IIamburgh of 100l., I should eude.tvour to find out the cheapest
mode of paying it. If I send money, the expense attending its
transportation being, 1 will suppose, 5/., to disclmrge my debt will
cost me 105l. If I purchase cloth here, _hich, with the expenses
attending its exportation,
will cost me 106/., and which will in
Itamburgh sell fbr 100l., it is evidently more to my advantage to
send the money. If tlLe purchase and expenses of sending hardware to pay my debt will take 107/., I should prefer sending cloth
to hardware, but [ would send neither in preference to money,
because money would be the cheapest exportable commodity in
tile London market.
The same reasons would operate with the
exporter of" the corn, if the transaction were on his own account.
]_ut if the Bank," fcm'ful for the safety o|' their establishment," and
knowing that the requisite number of guineas would be withdrawn
ti'om their coffers at the Mint price, should think it necessary to
diminish the amount of their notes in circulation, the proportion
between the value of the money, of the cloth, and of the hardware,
would no longer be as 105, 106, and 107; but the money would
become the most valuable of the three, :rod theretbre wouhl be less
advantageously
employed in discharging the/bt'eign debts.
If; which is a nmch stronger case, we agreed to pay ,l subsidy to
a foreign power, money would not be exported whilst there were
any goods which could more cheaply discharge the payment.
The
interest of individuals would render tile exportation of the money
unnecessary.*
Thus, then; specie will be sent abroad to discharge a debt only
when it is superabundant ; only when it is the cheapest exportable
commodity.
If the Bank were at such .'t time paying their notes
in specie, gold would be demanded tbr that purpose.
It would be
* This is strongly corroborated by the _tatcmcnt of Mr llose in the llouse of Commons, that our exports exceeded our imports by (i believe) 16 millions. In return
lor those exports no bullion could have been imported, because it is well known that
the price'of bullion having been, during the whole year, higher abroad than in this
countr3. , a large quantity of our gold corn has been exported.
'I"o the value of the
balance of exports, theretbre, mus_ be added the raise of the bullion exported.
A
Jart of the amount may be due to us from foreign nations, but the remainder must
,e precisely equal to out" foreign expenditure, eon_ibting of subsidies to our allies, and
the maintenance
of our fleets and m'mies on foreign statiou_.
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obtained there at its Mint price, whereas its price as bullion would
be something above its value as coin, because bullion could, and
] coin could not, be leg_flly exported.
l
It is evident, then, that _ depreci'ttion of' the circulating meditina

f

common state of"the national currency this depreciation is counteracted by the exportation of the precious metals.*
then, appear
to me to of"
be its
theredundancc;
laws that regulate
the in
distriis Such,
the necessary
consequence
and that
the
bution of' the precious metals throughout
tile world, and which
cause and limit their circulation ii'om one country to another, by
regulating their value in each. But bcfbre I proceed to cxamin'c
on these principles the main object of nay inquiry_ it is necessary
that I should show what is the standard measure of value in thi's
country, and of which, therctbre, our paper currency ought to be
the representative, bee:rose it can only be by a comparison to this
standard that its regularity, or its depreciation, may be cstlmated.
zNo pcrmanent_ measure of value can be said to exist in any
nation while the circulating lncdium consists of two metals, because
they are constantly subject to vmT in value with respect to each
other.
However cxact tim conductors of the Mint may be, in proportioning the relative value of gold to silver in the coins, at the time
when they fix the ratio, they cannot prevent one of these metals
fi'om rising, while the other remains stationary, or falls in value.
* It has been observed, in a work of great and deserved repute, the .Edinbur.qh
.Rev&w, Vol. i. p. 183, that an increase in the paper cm-rency will only occasion a rise
in the paper or currencff price of cominodities, but will not cau<e an increase in their
bullion price.
Tlfis would be true at a time when the currency consisted wholly of paper not convertible into specie, but not while specie formed any part of the circulation.
In the
latter case the effect of an increased issue of paper would be to throw out of circulation an equal amount of specie; but this could not be done without adding to the
quantity of lmllion in the nmrket, and thereby lowering its value, or, in other words,
b_c;'casing tlte bullion price of commodities. It is only in consequence of this lhll in the
value of the metallic currency, and of bullion, that the temptation
to export them
arises ; and the penalties ou melting the coin is the sole cause of a small difference
between the value of the coin aml of bullion, or a small excess of the market above
the mint price. But exporting of bullion is synonymous with an unfavourable balanc_
of trade. _'rom whatever cause an exportation of bullion, in exchange for commodities, may proceed, it is called (I think vel_" incol'rectly) an unfavom'able balance of
trade.
When tim circulation consists _hollv of paper, any increase in its quantity will raise
the mone_ pricc of bullion without lowering its value_ in the same manner, and in the
same proportion, as it will raise the prices of other commodities, and for the saane
reason wiLl lower the foreign exchanges ; but this x_ill oifly be a nomlna_ not a real
fidl, and will not occasion the exportation of bullion, because the real value of bullion
will not be diminished, as there will be no increase to the quantity in the market.
l" Strictly speaking, there can be no permanent measure of value.
2_ measure o!
value should itself be iuvariable;
but this is not the case with either gold or silver,
they being subject to fluctuations as well as other commodities.
Experience
has
indeed taught us, that though the variations in the value of gold or silver may be con°
bidcrable, on a comparison of distant periods, yet, for short spaces of time, their value
is tolerably iixed. It is this property, among other excelleuees_ which fits them
better than any other commodity for the uses of money.
Either gold or silver mav
therefore, in the point of view in which we arc considering them, be called a measure
of value.
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Whenever this happens, one of the coins will be melted to l,c sold
for tile other.
Mr Locke, Lord Liverpool, and many other _ riters,
have ably considered this subject, and have all agreed, th:at the
only remedy for the evils in the currency proceeding ti'om t1_i:,
source, is the making one of tilt metals only the standard measure
of value.
Mr Locke considered silver as the most proper metal
for this purpose, and proposed that gold coins should be left to find
their own value, and pass tbr a greater or lesser number of shillings,
as the market price of' gold might vary with respect to sih-er.
Lord Liverpool, on the contrary, maintained that gold was not
only the most proper metal tbr a general measure of value in this
country, but that, by the common consent of the people, it had
become so, was so considered by foreigners, aml that it was best
suited to the increased commerce and weahh of England.
He, therefore, proposed, that gold coin only should be a legal
tender for sums exceeding one guinea, and silver coins tbr sums nor
exceeding that amount.
As the law now stands, gold coin is a legal
tender for all sums; but it" was enacted m
" the year
" _" 1__74, " _'
] hat no
tender in payment of money made in the sih'er coin of this realm,
of any sum exceeding the sum of twenty-five pounds at any one
time, shall be reputed in law, or allowed to be legal tender within
Great Britain or Ireland, lbr more than according to its value by
weight, after the rate of 5s. 2d. for each ounce of silver."
The
same regulation was revived in 1798, and is now in force.
]?or many reasons given by Lord Liverpool, it appears, proved
beyond dispute, that gold coin has been tbr near a century the
principal measure of wduc ; but this is, I think, to be attributed to
the inaccurate determination
of the Mint proportions.
Gold has
been vMued too high ; no silver, therefore, can remain in circulation
which is of its standard weight.
If a new regulation were to take place, and sih'er to be valued
too high, or (which is the same thing) if the market proportions
between the prices of gold and silver were to become greater than
those of the Mint, gold would then disappear, and sih.er become
the standard currency.
This may require further explanation.
The relative value of
gold and sih'er in the coins is as 15T_ _ to 1. An ounce of gold
which is coined into 3l. 17s. 10__d. of ;g_Id coin, is worth, aecorcling
to the Mint regulation, 15_g ounces of silver, because that weight
of silver is also coined into 3£ 17s. 10_d. of silver coin. Whilst
the relative value of gold to silver is in the market under 15 to 1,
which it has been for a _-_reatnumber of _years till latcl_, _°ld coin
would necessarily be the standard measure of value, because neither
the Bank nor any individual would send 151-_: ounces of silver to the
Mint to be coined into 31. 17s. 10_d., w[mn they could sell that
quantity of silver in the market for more than 3l. 17s. 10,_d. in gold
coin ; and this they could do by the supposition, that less titan
15 ounces of silver would purchase an ounce of gold.
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But if the relative value of gold to silver be more th.m the Mint
proportion of 151-_T to 1, no gold would then be sent to the Min_
to be coined, because as either of the metals are a legal tender to
any amount, the possessor of an ounce of gold would not send it to
the Mint to be coined into 3l. 17s. 10,_d. of gold coin, whilst he
could sell it, which he could do in such a ease, for more than
3l. 17s. 10?_d. of silver coin• Not only would not gold be carried
to the Mint to be coined, but the illicit trader would melt the gold
coin, and sell it as bullion for more than its nominal value in the
silver coin. Thus, then, gold would disappear from circulation, and
silver coin become the standard measure of value. As gold has
lately experienced a considerable rise compared with silver (an
ounce of standard gold, which, on an average of many years, was
of equal value to 14-_ ounces of standard silver_ being now in the
market of the same value as 15½ ounces), this would be the ease
now were the Bank restriction bill repealed, and the coinage of
silver freely allowed at the Mint, in the same manner as that of
gold ; but in an act of Parliament of 39 Geo. IlL is the following
clause :-" Whereas inconvenience may arise fi'om any coinage of silver
until such regulations may be tbrmed as shall appear necessary ;
.rod whereas from the present low price of silver bullion, owing tc
temporary circumstances, a small quantity of silver bullion has been
brought to the Mint to be coined, and there is reason to suppose
that a still further quantity may be brought ; and it is, therefore,
necessary to suspend the coming of.silver for the present;
be it
therefore enacted, That from and after the passing of this act, no
silver bullion shall be coined at the Mint, nor shall any silver coin
that may lmve been coined there be delivered, any law to the contrary notwithstanding."
This law is now in force.
It would appear, therefore, to have been the intention of the
legislature to establish gold as the standard of currency in this
_ountry.
Whilst this law is in fbrce, silver coin must be confined
to small, p.avments only, the q.uantity in circulation, bein_._ barely.
sufficient for that purpose. It might be for the interest of a debtor
to pay his large debts in silver coin if he could get silver bullion
coined into money; but being prevented by the above law from
doing so, he is necessarily obliged to discharge his debt with gold
coin, which he could obtain at the Mint with gold bullion to any
amount. Whilst this law is in force_ gold must always continue to
be the standard of currency.
Were the market value of an ounce of gold to become equal to
thirty ounces of silver, gold would nevertheless be the measure of
value, whilst this prohibition continued in force. It would be of
no avail, that the possessor of 30 ounces of silver shoultt know that
he once could have discharged a debt of 3l 17s 101d by oroeurinz
lSr_; ounces of sih'er to be coined at the Mint, as he would in this
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casehave no othermeans ofdischarging
hisdebtbut by selling
his
30 oz.of sih,
er at themarketvalue,
thatisto say,forone ounce of"
gold,or 31.17s.10_d.ofgoldcoin.
The public has sustained, at different t;.mes, very serious loss
from the depreciation of" the circulating medium_ arising fi'om the
unlawful practice of clipping the coins.
In proportiou as they become debased, so the prices of every
commodity Ibr which tl;cy are exchangeable rise in nominal value,
not excepting gold and sih'c," bullion : accordingly we find, that
before tile recoinage in the reign of King William the Third, the
silver currency had become so degraded, that an ounce of silver
which ought to be contained in 62 pence, sold ibr 77 pence; and a
guinea, which, was valued at the hlint at 20 shillings, passed in all
contracts tbr 30 shillings.
This evil was then remedied by the
recoinage.
Similar effects followed from the debasement of the
gold currency, which were again corrected in 1774 by the same
means.

Our gold coins have, since 1774, continued
nearly at their
standard purity ; but our silver currency hqs again become debased.
By an assay at the Mint in 1798, it appears that our shillings were
tbund to be 24 per cent, and our sixl)cnces 38 per cent., under their
Mint value; and I am informed, that by a late experiment they
were found considerably more deficient." They do not, therefore,
contain as much pure slh'cr .as they did in thc reign or" King
William. This debt,sement, however,'dkl not operate previously to
1798, as on the tbrmer occasion. At thqt time both gold and silver
bullion rose in proportion to the debasement of the sih'er coin. All
foreign exchanges wc,'e ",gainst us i'ull 20 per cent., "rod many of
them still more. But ahhough the debasement of the sih.er coin
had continued tbr many years, it had neither, previously to 1798,
raised the price of gold nor sih'er, nor had it produced any. effect
on the exchanges.
This is a convincing 1)roof, that gohl coin was,
during that period, considered as the standard measure of value.
Any debasement of the gold coiu would then have produced the
same ettbcts on the prices of gold and sih'er bullion, and on the
foreign exchanges, which were tbrmerh" caused by the debasement
of the silver coins. _'
While the currency ot' diflbrent countries consists of"thc preciou._
metals, or of :r paper money which is at all times exchangeable fbr
them; and while the metallic currency is not debased by wearlngr
or clipping, a comparison of the weight and degree of fineness of
their coins will enable us to ascertain their par of exchange.
Thus
the par of" exchange between Holland and-England is stated to be
about eleven florins, because the pure sih, er contained in eleven
* When
the gold coin was debased_ previously
silver bullion
rose above their /_lint prices, and
attaining
its present
perfection.
The exchanges
from being unfavourable
rendered
favourable.

to the recoinage
in 1774, gold and
fell immediately
ou the gold coin
were,
owing
to the same causes,
,q
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tlorins is equal to the pure slh'er contained ill twenty standard
shillings.
This par is not, nor can it be, absolutely fixed; because gohi
coin being the standard of commerce ill England, and silver coin
in Holland, a pound sterling, or o_,__of a guinea, may at difl'erent
times be more or less valu'lble than twenty standard shillings, and
thereIbrc more or less valuable than its equivalent of' eleven florins.
l_stimating the par either by silver or by gold will be sut_6clcntlv
exact for our purpose.
If I owe a dcbt in Holland, by knowing the par of exchange, I
also know the quantity of our money which will be necessary to discharge it.
If my debt amount to 1,100 florins, and gold have not varied in
vtdue, 100/. in our pure gold coin will purchase as nmeh 1)uteh
currency as is necessary to pay my debt. By exporting the 100/.
therefore in coin, or (which is the same thing) paying a bullion
merchant the 100/. in coin, and allowing him the expenses attending its transportation,
such as freight, insurance, and his profit, he
will sell me a bill which will discharge my debt; at the same time
he will export the bullion to enable his correspondent
to pay the
bill when it shall become due.
These expenses, then, are the utmost limits of an unfavourable
exchange.
Howcvcr great my debt may be, though it equalled the
largest subsidy ever given by this country to an "ally; while I could
pay the bullion merchant in coin of standard value, he would be
glad to export it, and to sell me bills. But if I pay him for his bill
in a debased coin, or in a depreciated paper-money, hc will not be
willing to sell me his bill at this rate ;_because if the coin be debased
it does not contain the quantity of pure gold or silver which ought
to be contained in 100/., and he must therefore export an additional
number of such debased pieces of money to enable him to pay my
debt of 100/., or its equivalent, 1,I00 florins. If I pay him in pal)ermoney, as he cannot send it abroad, he will consider whether it
will purchase as much gold or silver bullion as is contained in the
coin ibr which it is a substitute ; if it will do this, paper will be as
acceptable to him as coin ; but if it will not, he will expect a further
premium for his bill_ equal to the depreciation of the paper.
While the circulating medium consists, therefore, of coln undebased, or of paper-money immediately exchangeable ibr undebascd
coin, the exchange can never be more above, or iuore below par,
than the expenses attending the transportation
of the precious
metals.
But when it consists of a depreciated
paper-money, it
necessarily will thll according to the degree of the depreciation.
The exchange will, therefore, be a tolerably accurate criterion
by _'hich we may judge of the debasement of the currency, proe.eeding either from a clipped coinage or a depreciated
papermoney.
It is observed by Sir James Stuart, " That if thoffoot measure
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was alteredat once overallEngland,by adding to itor taking
fromitany proportional
])art
of itsstandardlength,
thealteration
would be bestdiscovered
by comparingthenew footwith thatof
Paris,
or of"any othercountrywhich had suffered
no alteration.
'_Just so,if'thepound sterling,
which istheEnglishunit,shall
l,e_bund any how changed,and if"
thevariation
ithas met with be
di_cu]ttoascertain
becauseofa complication
of"
circumstances,
the
bestway to discoverit willbe to compare the formcrand the
presentvalue of it with the money oi'othernationswhich has
_ufYcrcdno variation.TIlisthe exchange willperformwith tbc
_l'eatestexactness."

The Edinburgh reviewer,,, in speaking of Lord King's p;unl,ldet ,
observe, that " it does not ibllow because our imports always
consist partly of' bullion that the balance of trade is therctbre
permanently in our favour.
Bullion," the_: say, "is a commodity
tbr whlch, as for every other, there is a va,'ymg demand, and which.
exactly likc an): other, may cnter the catalogue either of imports or
exports; and this exportation or importation of bullion will not
affect
thc
com'se of exchanffe
in a ditthrent
way
fi'om the exporta,
.
,
"2
o •
_
non or _mportation ot any other commod_tms.
_N'operson evcr exports or imports bullion without first considering the rate of'exchange.
It is by the rate of exchange that lie
discovcrs the relativc value of bullion in the two countries between
which it is estimated.
It is ihercibrc consulted by the bullion
merchant in the same manner as the pricc-current
is by other
merchants, beibre they determine on *he cxportatlon or importation
of other commodities.
If eleven flol"ins in lIolland contain an
cquM quantity of lmrc silver as 20 standard
shillings, silver
bullion, equal in weight to 20 standard shillings, can never bc
exported ti'om London to Amsterdam whilst thc cxchangc is at
par, dr unfavom'ablc to Holland.
Some expense and risk must
attend its exportation, and the velLv term par expresscs that ,L
quantity of silver bullion, equal to that weight and purity, is to bc
obtained in Holland by the purchase o£ a l_ill of exchange, free of
all expense.
Who would send bullion to Holland at an expense
of 3 or 4 per cent. when, by the purchase of a bill at par, hc
in fact obtains an order for thc delivery to his correspondcnt
in
IIolland of the same weight of bullion which hc was about to
export ?
It would bc as reasonablc to contend that, when thc price of
coin is higher in England than on the Continent, coin would be
sent, notwithstanding
all thc charges on its exportation_ to be sold
m the cheaper market.
Having already noticed the disorders to which a metallic curreucy is exposed, I _qll proceed to consider those which, though
not caused by the debased state o£ either the gold or silver coins,
are nevertheless more serious in thcir ultimate consequences.
Our circulating medium is almost wholly composed of paper,
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and it behovesus to guard againstthe depreciation
of the paper
currencywith at leastas much vigilance
as againstthatof the
coins.
'['his we have neglected to do.
Parliament, by restricting the Bank from paying in specie, have
enabled the conductors of that concern to increase or decrease at
pleasure the quantity and amount of their notes ; and thc previously
existing checks against an over-issue having been thereby removed,
those conductors h'tve acquired the power ofincreaslng or decreasing
the ('aluc of the paper currency.
In tracing the present evils to their source, ;rod proving their
existence by an appeal to the two unerring tests I have before
mentioned, namely, the rate of exchange and the price of bullion,
I shall avail myself of the account given by Mr Thornton of the
conduct of the" Bank bctbre the restriction, to show how clearly
they acted on the principle which he has expressly acknowledged,
viz. that the value of their notes is del)cndent on their amount,
and that they ascertained the variation in their value by the tests
I have just referred to.
Mr Thornton tells us, "That, if at an-," time the exchanges of
the country become so unf_vourable as to produce a material
excess of the market above the Mint price of gohl, the directors of
the Bank, as appears by the evidence of some of their body given
to parliament, were disposed to resort to a reduction of their p'lpcr,
as a means of' diminishing or removing the excess, and of tlt_te
procidb_g ./bp the securit?/ of t]_eir ee4ablisl_mel_t. They, moreover,
have at all times," he says, "been acct, stomcd to observe some
limit as to the quantity of their notes for the same prudential
reasons."
And in another l)lace: " When the price which our
coin will f_tch in tbreign countries is such as to tempt it out of the
kingdom, the directors of the Bank natur.tlly diminish, in some
degree, the quantity of"their paper tlwouq]_ a_ anxiety Ibr tile saj_tff
of tl_eiv establishmeJ_t. 13v diminishing their p'lper, they raise its
value ; and in rifising its x:aluc_ they raise also the value in England
of the current coin which is exchanged _br it. Thus, the value of
our gold coin conforms itself to the vahm of the current paper, and
the current paper is rendered by the Banl: directors of that value
which it is necessary that it should bear in order to prevent
large exl)ortations,--a
value sometimes rising a little above, and
sometimes {hlllng a little below, the price which our coin bears
abroad."
The necessity which the Bank felt itself under to guard the safety
of its establishment, therefore, always prevented, before the restriction fi'om paying in specie, a too lavish issue of paper-money.
Thus we find that, for a period of twenty-three
years previously
to the suspension of cash payments in 1797, the average price of
gold bullion was 3l. 17s. 7-_d. per oz., about 2_d. u/ider the Mi.lt
price; and for sixteen ye'xs previously to 1774, it ne-ver was mu..h
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above 4l. per oz. It should be remembered,
that durlnff these
sixteea years our gold coin was debased by wearing, and it is
therefbre probable that 4l. of such debased money did not weigh as
much as the ounce of gold for which it was exchanged.
Dr A. Smith considers every permanent excess of the market
above the Mint pricc of gold, as re/hrable to the state of the coins.
While the coin was of its standard weight and purity, the ,narket
pr!ce of' gold bnllion, he thought, could not greatly exceed the Mint
price.
Mr Thornton contends that this cannot be the only cause.
" _Ve
have," hc says, " lately experienced fluctuations in our cxchangc._,
and correspondent variations in the market, compared with the Mint
pricc of gold, amounti,,g to no less than 8 or 10 per cent.; the
_tatc of our coinage continuing in all respects the same."
Mr
Thornton should have reflected, that at the time he wrote, specie
could not bc demanded at the Bank in exchange for notes; that
this was a cause tbr the dcprcchttion of' the currency which Dr
Smith could never have anticipated.
If' Mr Thornton had proved
that there had been afluctuation of 10 per cent. in the ln'iec of'gold,
while the Bank paid their notes in specie, and the coin was undebased, hc would then have convicted Dr Smith of'" having treated
this important subject in a defective and unsatisfilctory manner."*
But as all checks against the over-issues of the Bank are now
removed by the act of"parliament, which restricts then) fi'om paying
their notes in specie, they are no longer bound by "./'e:_rs for the
safely, oftheir, estal,l_shment,"
" " to limit tim quantity of their notes to
that sum which shall kee l) them of the same value as the coin which
they represent.
Accordingly, we find that gold bullion has risen
"3
from 3l. 17s. _4d., the average price previously to 1797, to 4/. 10s.,
and has been lately as high as ,Jl. 13s. per oz.
* An excess in the market above the ]_Iint price of gold or silver bullion, may,
_ bils_ the coius of both metals arc legal tender, and there is no prohibition against the
coinage of either metal, be caused by a variation in the relative value of tho._c metals ;
bu_ an excess of the market above the Mint price proceeding from this cause _ill be
at once perceived by its affecting only the price of one of the metal,.
Thus. gold would
be at or below, whi'lc _ilver wins above, its Mint price: or silver at or below its Mint
price, whilst gold was above.
In tim latter end of 1795, _ hen the Bank had considerably more notes in circulation
than either the preceding or the : ubsequc, t year, _ hen their embarrassment._ had already
commenced, when they appear to have resigned all prudence in the nmna_cmcut
of
:heir eoncerr_s, and to have constituted Mr l'itt sole director, the price ofgohl bullion
did for a short time rise to 4L 3s., or 4/. 4._. per oz. ; but the directors _erc not without
"heir fears fi)r the con._equence.,. In "_remonstrmwc
sent bv them to Mr Pitt, d_aed
October 1795, aftersutting,
" that the demaud ibr gohl no(appearing
likely _-.on to
tease," and ""that it had cxeitcd great ap1)rchcnsion in the court of directors," they
observe, "The present price of gold being 4L 3s. to 4L 4s,? per om_cc, and our guineas
being to be purchased at 3l. 17s. 10_,d., clearly demonstrates the grounds of our fi_ars •
zt being o_ly necessar_ to state tl_o._'e
fizcts to the C/,ancellor of the ]_zcheq,e,'."
It is
remarkable that m) price of gohl .'tboxc the Mint price is quoted during the whole year
in Wetenhall's list. in "l)eccmbcr it is there marked 3L 17s. 6d.
1"It is difficult to determine on what authority the directors made this _ser:,on, as
by a return lately made to parliament it appear._ that during the year 1795 they did
not purcha._c gold bullion at a l)riec higher than 3L 17s. 6d.
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Wc may, thcrcfor% fidrly coneludc, that this difference in the
relative valu% or, in other words, that this depreciation in the
actual value of bank notes has been caused by the too abnndant
quantity which the Bank has sent into circulation.
The same
cause which has produced a diffbrencc of fi'om 15 to 20 per cent.
in bank notes when compared with gold bullion, may increase it
to 50 per cent. There can bc no limit to the depreciation which
may arise fi'om a constantly increasing quantity of paper.
The
stimulus which a redundant currency gives to the exportation of
the coin has acquired new force, but cannot, as formerly, relieve
itself.
We have 1):tper-moncy only in clrculation_ which is necessarily confincd to ourselves.
Every increase in its quantity de_'ades
it below the value of gohl and sil_:er bullion, below the value of the
currencies of other countries.
The effect is the samc as that which would have been produced
t?om clipping our coins.
If one-fifth were taken off from every guinea, the market price
of gold bullion would rise one-ill'all above the Mint price.
Fortytbur guineas and a half (the nulnber of guineas weighing a I)ound,
and therefbre called the Mint price), would no longer weigh a
pound, therefbre a fifth more than that quantity, or about 5Gl.
would be the price of a 1)onnd of gohl_ and the difference between
the market and the Mint price, between 56l. and 46l. 1,Is. 6d. wouhl
measure the depreci:ltion.
If such debased coin were to continue to be e'dled by the name
of guineas, and if' the value of" gohl bullion and all other commodities were rated iu the debased coin, a guinea fresh :[i'omthe Mint
would be said to be worth 11. 5s., and that sum would be given tbr
it by the illicit trader;
but it would not be the value of the new
guinea which had inereased_ but that of the debased guineas which
had thllen. This would immediately be evident, if a proclamation
were issued, prohibiting tim debased guineas fi'Oln being current
but by weight at the _Iint price of 3l. 17s. 10_d. ; this would be
constituting the new and heavy guineas the standard measure ot
v'due, in lieu of the clipped and debased guineas.
The latter would
then pass at their true value, and be called 17 or 18 shillingspieces.
So if a proclamation to the same effect were now enforced,
bank notes would not be less current, but would pass only tbr
the value of the gohl bullion which they would lmrchase.
A
guinea would then no longer be said to be worth l l. 5s.,but a
pound note would be current only for 16 or 17 shillings.
At
present gold coin is only a commodity, and bank notes are the
standard measure of value, but in that case gold coin would be
that measure_ and bank notes would be the marketable commodity.
"It is," says Mr Thornton, " the maintenance
of our general
exchanges, or_ in other words, it is the agreement of the Mint
price with the bullion price of gold, which seems tg be the true
proof th.tt the circulating paper is not depreciated."
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When tile motive for exporting gold occurs, while the Bank do
not pay in specie, and gold cannot therefore be obtained at its
Mint price, the small quantity that can be procured will be collected
fbr exportation, and bank notes will be sold at a discount for gohl
in proportion to thclr excess. In saying, howcver, that gold is at
a high price, we are mistaken ; it is not gold, it is paper which has
changed its value. Compare an ounce of gold, or 3l. 17s. 10_d. to
commoditics, it be'trs the same proportion to thcm which it has
befbre done; and if it do not, it is referable to increased taxation,
or to some of those causcs which are so constantly opcrating on it_
value. But if we compare the substitute of an ouncc of gold, 3l.
17s. 10_d. in bank notcs, with commodities, we shall then discover
the depreciation of the bank notes.
In every market of"the world
I am obliged to part with 4L 10s. in bank notes to purchase the same
quantity of conmmdities which I can obtain for the gold that is in
3L 17s. 10½d. of'coln.
It is often asserted, that a guinea is worth at Hamburgh 26 or
28 shillings; but we should be very much deceived if we should
therefore conclude that a guinea could be sold at Hamburgh for as
nmeh silver as is contained in 2(; or 28 shillings.
Before the alteration in the relative value oF gold and silver, a guinea would not sell
at Hamburgh _br as much silver coin "ts is contained in 21 standard
shillings; it will at the prcsent market price sell for a sum of silver
currency, which, if' imported and carried to our Mint to be coined,
will produce in our standard silver coin 21s. 5d. *
_t is nevertheless true, that the same quantity of silver will, at
Hambur_h. _urchase a bill i)ayable in London, in bank notes, for
26 or 28 shillings.
(_.an there be a more satisfactory proof of the
depreciation of our cireulatiag medium ?
It is said, that, if the l_estrictiou-bill were not in force, every
guinea would leave the country.t
This is, no doubt, true ; but if the ]Junk were to diminish the
quantity of their notes until they had increased their value 15
per cent., the restriction might be safely removed, as therc would
then be no temptation to export specie.
However long it may be
deferred, however great may be ¢he discount on their notes_ the
Bank can never resume their payments in specie, until they first
reduce the amount of their notes in circulation to these limits.
The law is allowed by all writers on political economy to be a
useless barrier a__ainst the exportation of' guineas: it is so easily
evaded, that it is doubted whether it has had the effect of keeping
a single guinea more in England than there would have been
without such law.
Mr Locke, Sir J. Stuart, Dr A. Smith, Lord
• The relative value of gold and silver is, on the Continent, nearly the same as in
I,ondon.
j" It must be meant that every guinea in the Bank would leave the country; the
temptation of 15 per cent. is amply sufficient to send those out which can be collected
from tlac circulation.
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Liverpool, and Mr Thornton, all agree on this subject•
Tile latter
gentleman observes, "that the st'tte of the British law unquestion;tbly serves to discom'age and limit, though not effectually to hinder,
that exportation of guineas which is encom,'aged by an unfitvourable
balance of trade, and perhaps scarcely lessens it when the profit on
exportation becomes very great."
Yet, after every guinea that can
in the present state of things be procured by the illicit trader has
been melted and exported_ he will hesitate before he openly buys
guineas with bank notes at a prenfium, because, though considerable
profit may attend such speculation, he will thereby render himself
an object of suspicion.
He may be watched, and prevented from
cffecting his object• As the penalties of the law are severe, and
•
"
"
the temptatmn
to "reformers (Y_,reat, sec 1"ecy i s cssentml
to h_s
operations.
"_¥hen guineas can be procured by merely sending a bank
note for them to the Bank, the l'tw will bc easily e_,aded ; but when
it is necessary to collect them openly and ti'om a widely diffused
circulation, consisting almost _dmlly of paper, the "ldvantage
attending it must be very considerable bcibre any one will encounter
the risk of being detected.
"_Vheu we reflect that above GOmillions sterling have been coined
into guh_cas during his ])resent Majesty's reign, wc may form some
idea of"the extent to which the exportation of gohl must have been
carried.--But
repe'd the law against the exportation of guineas,
permit them to be openly sent out of the country, and what can
l)revent an ounce of standard gold in guineas from selling at as good
a price ibr bank notes as an ounce of l)ortugucse
gold coin, or
_tandard gold in bars, when it is known to be equal to them in
iiucncss ? And if an ounce oi' standttrd gold i_ guineas would sell
in the market, as standard bars do now, at 4/. 10s. per oz., ob as
they have lately done, at 41. 13s. per oz., what shopkeeper would
sell his goods ;it the same price either for gold or t)ank notes indiff'crently ? li' the price of a coat were 31. 17s. 10½d. or an ounce of
gold, and if at the same tlmc a_. ounce of' gold would sell for 41. 13s.,
is it conceivable that it would be a matter of indifference to the
tailor whether he were paid in gold or in bank notes ?
It is only because a guinea will not purchase more than a poundnote and a shilling that many hesitate to allow that bank notes are
at a discount.
The ]_di_2burclhRevieu. supports the same opinion ;
but, if my reasoning be corrcct_ I have shown such objections to be
groundless.
Mr Thornton has told us that an unfavourable trade will account
fbr an unfilvourable exchange ; but we have already seen that tm
unfavourable trade, if such bc an .tecurate term, is limited in its
cffbcts on the exchange.
That limit is probably 4 or 5 per cent•
This will not account tbr a depreciation
of ] 5 or 20 per cent.
Moreover, 5Ir _'hornton has told u 6 and I entirely agree with him,
"that it ratty be lald down as a general truth, that the commercml
exports and imports of a state naturally proportion themseh, es in
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some degree to each other, and that the balance of trade, therefore_
cannot continue for a very long time to be either highly tZavourable
or highly unfavourable to a country."
Now, the low exchange, so
thr from being temporary, existed before _Ir Thornton wrote in
1802, and has since been progressively increasing, and is now fi'om
15 to 20 per cent. against us.
Sir Thornton must therefore,
according to his own principles, attribute it to some more permanent
cause than an untkvourable balance of trade, and will, I doubt not,
whatever his opinion may formerly have been, now agree that it is
to be accounted for only by the depreciation of the circulating
medium.
It can, I think, no longer be disputed that bank notes are at a
discount.
While the price of gold bullion is 4l. ]0s. per oz., or, in
other words, while any man will consent to give that which professes
_o be an obligation to pay nearly an ounce and a sixth of an ounce
of gold For an ounce, it cannot be contended that 4l. 10s. in notes
and 4l. 10s. in gold coin are of the same value.
-An ounce of gold is coined into 3l. 17s. ] 0½d.; by possessing that
sum, therefbrc, I have an ounce of gold, "rod would not givc .IL 10s.
in gold coin, or notes which I could immediately exchange for
4l. 10s., fbr an ounce of gold.
It is contrary to common sense to suppose that such could be the
market value, unless the price were estimated in a depreciated
medium.
If the price of gold were estimated in silver, indeed, the price
might rise to 4l., 5l., or 101. an ounce, and it wouhl of itself be no
proof of the depreciation of paper currency, but of an alteration in
the relative value of gold and silver. I have, ho_evel 3 :I think,
proved that silver is not the standard measure of value, and therefbre not the medium in wlfich the value ofgoht is estimated.
:But
if it were, as an ounce of gold is oJdy worth in tile market 15_ounces of silver, and as 15.a_.
- ounces of silver is precisely equal in
weight, and is therefore coined into 80 shillings, an ounce of gold
ought not to sell for more than 41.
Those_ then_ who maintain that silver is the measure of value_
cannot prove that any demand for gold which may h'_ve taken
place, fi'om whatever cause it nmy h.'tve proceeded, can have raised
its price above 4l. per oz. All above that price must, on their own
principles, be called a depreciation in the value of bank notes.
It
therefbre ibllows, that if bank notes be the representative
of silver
coin, then an otmce of gold, selling as it now does for 4l. 10s., sells
for an amount of notes _hieh represent 17½ ounces of silver,
whereas, in the bullion market, it can only be exchanged fbr 15{ounces. ]vii'teen ounces and a half of silver bullion "n'etherefbre ot
equal value with an engagement of the ]3ank to pay to bearer
seventeen ounces and a half
The market price of sih'cr is at the present time 5s. 9-_d. per oz._
estimated in bank notes, the Mint price being only 5s. ed., conse-
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qucntly, the standard silver in 100/. is worth more ttmn 112/. in
bank notes.
But bank notes, it may bc said, are the representatives oi our
debased silver coin, and not of our standard silver. This is not
true, because tile law which I have already quoted declares silver
to be a legal tender for 8urns only not exceeding 25l., except by
wei,dlt
If the Bank insisted on )a in¢ the holder of a bank note
•
,
lY
_,
of 1000/. in silver coin, the/would
be bound either to give him
standard silver of thll weight, or debased silver of an equal value.
with the exception of 25l., which they might pay him in debased
coin. But the 1000/., so consisting of 975l. pure money, and 25l.
debased, is worth more than 1,112L at the present market value of
silver bullion.
It is said tlmt the "mmunt of b'mk notes has not increased in a
greater proportion than the .mgmentation of our trade required,
and therefore cannot be excessive. This assertion would be difficult
to prove, and if true, no argument but what is delusive could be
ibunded on it. "[11tim tirst place, the daily improvelnents which
we are making in the art Of' economizing the use of circulating
medium by improved methods of banldng, would render the same
amount of notes exeessi_ e now which were necessary tbr the same
state of connneree at a tbrmer period. Secondly, there is a constant
competition between the Bank of England and the country banks
to establish their notes, to the exeNsion of those of their rivals, in
every district where the country banks are established.
As the latter h._vc more than doubled in number within very ti:w
years, is it not probable tlmt their activity may have been crowned
with success, in displacing with their own notes many of those of
the Bank of England ?
if' this h.tve hapt)ened , the same amomlt of Bank of England
notes would now be excessive, which, with a less extended commerce, was before barely _uffieicnt to keep our currency on a level
with that of other countries.
:No just conclusion can, therefore,
be drawn ti'om the actual amount of bank notes in circulation,
though the flint, if examined, would, I have no doubt, be tbund to
be that the increase in thc amount of bank notes, and the high
prick of gold, have usually accompanied each other.
It is doubted whether 2 or 3 millions of bank notes (the sum
wlfieh the Bank is snpposed to have added to the circulation, over
and above the amount which it will easily bear)could
have had
such cfii:ets as are ascribed to them; but it should be recollected,
that the Bank regulate the amount of the circulation of all the
.country banks, and it is probable that, if the Bank increase their
issues 8 millions, they enable the country banks to add more than
8 millions to the _eneral circulation of EnMand
The money of a particular country is divided amongst its ditti_rent
provinces by the same rules as the-money of the world is divided
amongst the different nations of which it is composed.
Each
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district will retain in its circulation such a proportionate share of
the currency of the country as its trade, and consequently its payments, may require, compared to the trade of" the whole; and no
increase can take place in the circulating medium of onc district,
without being generally diffused, or calling forth a proportionable
quantity in every other district.
It is this which keeps a country
bank note always of the same value as a Bank of England note.
If in London, where Bank of England notes only are current,
I million be added to the amount in circulation_ the currency will
become cheaper there thau elsewhel'e_ or goods will become dearer.
Goods will, therefore, be sent fi'om the country to the London
market to be sohl at the high prices, or, which is much mor(;
probable_ the country banks will take advantage of the relative
deficiency in the country currency_ and increase the amount of
their notes in the same proportion as the Bank of England had
done; prices would then be generally, and not partially, aflbcted.
In the same manner, if Bank of England notes be diminished
1 million, the comparative value of the cl_rrency of'London will bc
increased, and the prices of goods diminished.
A B:mk ()f England
note will then be more valuable than a country bank note_ because
it will be wanted to purchase goods in the cheap market; "tnd as
the country banks arc obliged to give Bank of England notes fbr
their own when demanded, they would be called upon £or them till
the quantity of country paper should be reduced to thc same proportion which it before bore to the London papc 5 producing a
corresponding
fall in the prices of all goods tbr which it was
exchangeable.
The country banks could never increase the amount of their"
notes, unless to fill up a relativc deficiency in the country cm'rcncy_
caused by the increased issues of the Bank of England.*
If they
atteml)ted it, the same check which compelled the Bank of'England
to withdraw part of their notes from circulation when they used to
pay them on demand in specie, would oblige the country banks to
adopt the same course.
Their notes would, on account of the
increased quantity_ be rcndcrcd of less wtlue than the Bank of
England notes, in the same manner as Bank of England notes were
rendered of less v,.due than the guineas which they tel)resented.
They would thcreibre be exchanged for Bank of :England notes
antii they were of the same value.
The Bank of England is the grc:_t regulator of the cotmtry I):q)cr.
_rhen they increase or decrease the amount of their notes, the
:ountry banks do the same; and in no case can country banks add
to the general circulation unless the Bank of England shall have
previously increased the amount of their notes.
It is contended, that the rate of interest, and not the price ot
gold or silver bullion_ is the criterion by which we may ahvays
* They might, on some occasions, displace Bank of England notes, but that consi
deration does not affect the question which we are now di.,cu:-ing.
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judcre of the abundance of nauer monev; that if it were too abundant,
interest would fifll, and if not sufficiently so, interest would rise. It
can, I think, be made manifest, that the rate of interest is not
regulated by the abundance or scarcity of money, but by the abundance or scarcity of that part of capital not consisting of"money.
"Money," observes Dr A. Smith, "the great wheel of circula[ion,
the great instrument of commerce, like all other instruments
of
trade, though it makes a part, and a very valuable part of the
capital, makes no part of the revenue of the society to which it
belongs; and though the metal pieces of which it is composed, in
the course of their ammal circulation, dlstributc to every man th(;
revenue which properly belongs to him, they make themselves no
part of that revenue.
" When we compute the quantity of industry which the circulating capital of any society can employ, wc nmst always have
regard to those parts of it only wlfich consist in provisions, materials,
•rod finished work : the other, which consists in money, and which
serves only to circulate those three, must always bc deducted.
:In
order to put industry into motion, three things are requlsitc :materials to work upon, tools to work wlth, and the wages or
recompense for the sake of which the work is done. Money is
neither a material to work upon nor a tool to work with; and
though the wa_es of the workmen are commonly paid to him in
money, his real revenue, like that of :dl other men, consists not in
money, but in money's worth; not in the metal pieces, but what
can be got tbr them."
And in other parts of his work, it is maintained, that the discovery of the mines in America, which so greatly increased the
quantity of money, (tld not lessen the interest for the use of it ; the
rate of interest being regulated by the profits on the employment
of capital, ,_nd not by the number or quality of the plcces of metal
which are used to circulate its produce.
31r Hume has supported the same opinion.
The value of the
circulating medium of every country bears some proportion to the
value of the commodities which it circulates.
In some eountrles
this proportion is much greater than in others_ and varies, on some
occasions, in the same country.
It depends upon the rapidity of'
circulation, upon the degree of confidence and credit existing
between traders, and, above all, on the judicious operations of'
banking.
In England, so many means of economizing the use of
circulating medium have been adopted, that its value, compared
with the v:due of the commodities wlfieh it circulates, is probably
(during a period of confidence*) reduced to as small a proportion
as is practicable. What that proportion may be has been variously
estimated.
I
No increase or decrease of its quantity, whether consisting of
• In the following obselu'afions, I wish it to bc understood
_ame dcgrec of contidcnce and credit to exist.
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gold, silver, or paper money, can increase or decrease its value
above or below tiffs proportion.
If the mines cease to supply the
annual consumption of the precious metals, money will become more
yah,able, and a smaller quantity will be employed as .r circulating
medium.
The.diminution
in the quantity will be 1)roportioned to
the increase of its value. In like manner, if new ,nines be discovered, the value of the precious metals will be reduced, and an
increased quantity used in the circulation;
so that in either case
the relative value of money to the commodities which it circulates
will continue as before.
If, whilst the Bank paid their notes on dcnmnd in specie, they
were to increase their quantity, they would produce little permanent
effect on the valuc of the currency, because nearly an equal quantity
of' the coin would be withdrawn £rom circulation and exported.
If' the Bank were restrictcd from paying their notes in specie,
and all tlm coin had been exported, any excess of"their notes wonhl
depreciate the value of the circulating medium in prop(_rtion to the
excess. If 20 millions had been the circulation of" El:ghmd before
the restriction, and 4 millions were added to it, the 24 millions
would be of no more valuc than thc 20 were before, provided commodities had remained the same, and there had been no corresponding
exportation of coins ; and if the Bank were successively to increase
it to 50 or 100 millions, the increased quantity would be all absorbed
in the circulation of England, but would be, in all cascs_ depreciated
to the value of the 20 millions.
I do not dispute, that if' the Bank were to bring a large additlon:A
sum of notes into the markct, and ofIbr them on loan, but that they
would for a time affect the rate of interest.
The same effects would
follow from the discovery of a hidden treasure of gold or silver coin.
If" the amount were large, the Bank, or the owner of the treasure,
,night not be qble-_o lend the notes or the money at -1, nor perhaps above 3 per cent.; but having done so, neither the notes.
nor the money, would be retained unemployed by the borrowers i
they would be sent into every market, and would everywhere raise.
the prices of commodities, till they were absorbed i_; the general
circulation.
It is only during the interval of' the issues of' the Bank,
and their effect on prices, that we should be sensible of an abundance of money; interest would, during that interval, be under its
natural level; but as soon as the additional stun of' notes or of
money became absorbed in the general circulation, the rate of
interest would be as high, and new loans would be demtmded with
as much eagerness as befbre the additional issues.
The circulation can never be over full. If it be one of gohl and
silver, any increase in its quantity will be spread over the world.
If it be one of paper, it will dif[hse itself only in the country where
it is issued.
Its eflbcts on prices will then be only local and nominal,
as a compensation by means of the exchange will be made to foreign
purchasers
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To suppose that any increased issues of the Bank can have the
effbct of permanently lowering the rate of" interest, and satisfying
the demands of all borrowers, so that there will bc none to apply
for new loans, or that a productive gold or silver mine can have
such an c|t_2et, is to attribute a power to the circulating medium
which it can never possess.
Banks would, if thi_ were posslblc,
become powerful engines indeed.
By creating paper money, and
lending it at 3 or 2 per cent. under the present market rate of interest,
the Bank would reduce the profits on trade in the same proportion ;
•rod i{' they were sufficiently patriotic to lend their notes at an
interest no higher than necessary to pay the expenses of their establlshment, profits would be still filrthcr reduced ; no nation, but by
similar means, could enter into competition with us, we should
engross the trade of the world.
To what absurdities would not such
a theory lead us ! Profits can only be lowered bv a competition of
capitals not consisting of circulating medium.
:__s the increase of
bank notes does not add to this species of capital, as it neither
increases our exportable commodities, our machinery, or our raw
materials, it cannot add to our profits nor lower interest.*
When any one borrows money for the purpose of entering into
trade, he borrows it as a medium by which tie can possess himself
of "materials, provisions, &c.," to carry on that trade ; and it can
be of little consequence to him, provided he obtain the quantity of
materials, &c., necessary, whether he be obliged to borrow a
thousand, or ten thousand pieces of money.
If" lie borrow ten
thousand, the produce of his manufacture wilt be ten times the
nominal value of"what it would have been, had one thousand been
sufficient tbr the same purpose.
The capital actually employed in
the country is necessarily limited to the amount of the " materials,
provisions, &c.," and might be made equally productive, though not
with equal fhcility, iftrade were carried on wholly by barter. The successlve possessors of the circulating medium have the command over
this capital : but however abundant may be the quantity of money
or of bank notes ; though it may increase the nominal prices of
commodities;
though it may distribute the productive capital in
different proportions; though the Bank, by increasing the quantity
of their notes, may enable A to can T on part of the business formcrly engrossed by B and C, nothin_ will be added to the real
revenue and wealth of the country.
B and C may be injured, and
A and the Bank may bc gainers, but they will gain exactly what
B and C lose. There will bc a violent and an unjust transfer of
property, but no benefit whatever will bc gained by the community.
* I have already allowed flint the Bank, its far as they enable us to turn our coin
into " materials, provisions, &c." have produced a national benefit, as they havc
thereby increased the quantity of productive capital; but I am _erc speaking of an
excess of their notes, of that quantity which adds to our circulation without effecting
any corresponding exportation of coin, and which, therefore, degrades the notes below
the value of the bullion contained in the coin which they represent.
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:For these reasons I am of opinion that thc funds are not indebted
for their high price to the depreciation of our currency.
Their price
must be reguhted by the general rate of intercst given for money.
If before the depreciation I gave thirty years' purchase for land,
and twenty-five fbr an annuity in the stocks, I can, after the depreciation, give a larger sum for the purchase of hind, without giving
more years' purchase, bccausc the produce of the hind _ill sell tbr
a grcatcr nominal value in consequcncc of the depreciation ; but as
the annuity in the _hnds is pald in the dcprcciated medium, there
can be no reason why I should give a greater nominal value for it
after than before the depreciation.
If guineas were degraded by clipping to half their present value,
cvcry commodity as well as land would rise to double its present
nominal value ; but as the interest of the stocks would bc paid in
the degraded guineas, thcy would, on that account, expcricncc no
rise.

The remedy which I proposeforalltheevils
in our currency,
is
thattheBank shouldgradually
decreasetheamount of'
theirnotes
in circulation
untiltheyshallhave renderedtheremalndcrofequal
value with the coins which they represent, or, in other words, till
the prices of gold and silver bullion shall be brought down to their
Mint price,
i am well aware that the total failure of paper credit
would be attended with the most disastrous consequences to the
trade and commerce of the country, and even its sudden limitation
would occasion so much ruin and distress, that it would be highly
inexpedient to have rccourse to it as the means of restoring our
currency to its just and equitable value.
If the Bank were possessed of more guineas than they had note_
in circulation, they could not, without great injury to the country,
pay their notes in specie, while the price of gold bullion continued
greatly above the _lint price, and the foreign exchanges unfavourable to us. The excess of our currency would be exchanged for
guineas at the :Bank, and exported, and would be suddenly withdrawn fi'om eireulatlon.
Befbre, therefore, they can safcly pay in
specie, the excess of notes must be gradually withdrawn from circulation.
If gradually done, little inconvenience would be felt; so
that the principle were fairly admitted, it would be for fhture consideration whether the object should be accomplished in one year
or in five. I am fully persuaded that we shall never restore our
cmTency to its equitable state, but by this preliminary step, or by
the total overthrow of our paper credit.
If the Bank directors had kept the amouut of their notes within
reasonable bounds ; if they had acted up to the principle u,hich the_/
have avowed to have been that wMch regulated their issues when they
were obliaed to pay tlLeir notes in specie, namely, to limit their notes to
that amount which should prevent the excess of the market above the
Mintprice of gold, we should not have been now exposed to all the evil.q
of a depreciated_ and pcrTetuall 9 vargb_g currency.
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Though the Bank delSve considerable advantage from tile presen_
s.ystem, though tile price of their capital stock has nearly doub.led
since 1797, and their dividends have proportionally increased, I am
ready to admit with Mr Thornton, that tile directors, as monied
men, sustain losses in common with others by a depreciation of' the
currency, much more serious to them than an), advantages which
they may reap fi'om it as proprietors of Bank stock.
I do, thereibre, acquit them of being influenced by interested motives, but
their mistakes, if they are such, are in their eftbcts quite 'm pernicious to the community.
The extraordinary l;owers with which they are intrusted enable
them to regulate at their pleasure the price at which those who are
possessed of :t particular kind of property, called money, shall dispose of it. Tile Bank directors have imposed upon these holders
of money all the evils of a maximum.
To-day it is their pleasure
that 41. 10s. slmll pass for 3l. 17s. 10-._d.,to-morrow they maydegrade
4L 15s. to the same value, and in another year 10/. may not be
worth more. By what an insecure tenure is prol/erty consisting of
money or annuities paid in money heht!
What security has the
public creditor that the interest on the public debt, _vhieh is now
paid in a medium depreciated
15 per cent., may not hereafter be
paid in one degraded 50 per cent. ? The ilajurv to private creditors
is not less serious. A debt contracted in 1797 may now be paid
with 85 per cent. of its amount ; and who shall say that the depreciation will go no further ?
The fbllowing obserwltions of Dr Smith on this subject are so
important, that I cannot but recommend them to the serious attention of all thinldng men.
" Tile raising tile denomin.ltlon of the coin lms been the most
usual expedient by which a real public bankruptcy has been disguised under the appe.lrance of a pretended payment.. ]fa sixpence,
tbr example, should, either by act of parliament, or royal proclamation_ be raised to the denomination of a shilling, and twenty sixpences to that of a pound sterling, the person who under the old
denomin'ltion had borrowed twenty shillings, or near tbur ounces of
silver, would, under the new, pay with twenty sixpenccs, or with
something less tlmn two ounces.
A national debt of about 120
millions, nearly tile capital of the funded debt of Great Britain,
might in this manner be vaid with about 64 millions of our present
money.
It would indeed be a pretended payment only, and the
creditors of the public would be defrauded of ten shillings in the
pound of what was due to them.
The calamity, too, would extend
much further than to the creditors of the public, and those of ever)'
private person would suffer a proportionable loss ; and this without
any advantage, but in most cases _:ith a great additional loss to the
creditors of the public.
If the creditors of the publi_._ indeed, were
generally much in debt to other people, they might ifisome measure
eoml)ensate their loss by paying their creditors in the same coin in
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which the public had paid them.
But in most countries the creditors of the public are the greater part of them wealthy people, who
stand more in the relation of creditors than in that of debtors towards
the rest of their i_llow citizens.
A pretended payment of' this kind,
therefore, instead of alleviating, aggravates in most cases the loss of
the creditors of the public ; and without any advantage to the public,
extends the calamity to a great number of other innocent people.
:It occasions a general and most pernicious subversion of the fortunes
of private people; enriching in most cases the idle and profuse
debtor at the expense of the industrious _md frugal credltor_ and
tr:msporting a great part of' the national capital from the hands
which are likely to increase and improve it, to those which are likely
to dissipate and destroy it. When it becomes necessary lbr a state
to declare itself bankrupt, in the same nmnner as when it becomes
necessary for an individual to do so, a fair_ open_ and avowed bankruptcy is always the measure which is both least dishonourable to
the debtor, and least hurtful to the creditor.
The honour of a state
is surely very poorly provided for, when, in order to cover the
disgrace of a real bankruptcy, it has recourse to a juggling trick of
this kind, so easily seen through, and at the same time so extremely
pernicious."
These observations of Dr Smith on a debased money are equally
applicable to a depreciated paper currency.
He has enumerated
but a few of the disastrous consequences which attend the debasement of the circulating medium, but he has sufficiently warned us
against trying such dangerous expcriments.
It will be a circumstance ever to be lamented, if this great country, having before its
eyes the consequences of a forced paper circulation in America and
France, should persevere in a system pregnant with so much disaster. Let us hope that she will be more wise. It is said, indeed,
that the cases are dissimilar : that the Bank of England is independent of Government.
If this were true, the evils of a superabundant
circulation would not be less f_tt ; but it may be questioned whether
a bank lending many millions more to Government than its capital
and savings, can be called independent of that Government.
When the order of council for suspending the cash payments
became necessary in 1797, the run upon the Bank was, in my
opinion, caused by political alarm alone, and not by a superabundant, or a deficient quantity (as some have supposed) of their notes
in circulation.*
This is a danger to which the Bank_ from the nature of its institution, is at "all times liable.
No prudence on the part of the directors could perhaps have averted it : but if their loans to Government
had been more limited ; if the same amount of notes had been issued
to the public through the medium of discounts ; they would have
been able_ in all probability, to have continued their payments till
* At that period the price of gold kept steadily under its Mint price
T
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the alarm had subsided.
At any 1._tc, as the debtors to the Bank
would have been obliged to discharge their debts in the space of
sixty days, that being the longest period for _'hich any hill discounted by the Bank has to run, the directors would in that time,
if necessary, have been enabled to redeem every note in circulation.
It was then owing to the too intlmatc connexion betwecn the Bank
and Government that the restriction became necessary;
it is to
that causc, too, that we owe its continuance.
To prevent the evil consequences which may attend the perseverance in this system, we must keep our eyes steadily fixed on
tile repeal of the restriction bill.
The only legltimatc security which the public can possess against
the indiscretion of the Bank is to oblige them to pay their notes
on demand in specie; and this can only bc effectcd by diminishing
the amount of' bank notes in circulation till the nominal price of
gold be lowered to the _'[int price.
l]erc I will conclude, hai*py if my feeble efforts should awaken
the public attention to a due consideration of the state of our
circulating medium. I :un well a_vare tlmt I havc not added to the
stock of information with _vhlch the public has been enlightened by
ninny able writers on the same important subject.
I have had no
such ambition.
My aim has been to introduce a cahu and dispa._slonatc inquiry into a question of great importance to the State,
and the neglect of"which may be attended with consequences which
every friend of his country would deplore.
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APPENDIX.

OBSER't,'ATIONS ON SOME PASSAGES IN AN ARTICLE

IN TItE

EDL.NBUItGII

R.EVIEa,Y_ ON '_rILEDEPRI'CLk'rlON OF PAPER CURRENCY ; ALSO SUGGESTION_
FOR. SECURING TO THE PUBLIC It CURRI_NCY .kS INVA_RI?tBLE _.S GOLD; V,'ITII
A VEI_.Y .MODERATE SUPPLY OF TII.kT 5IET.kL.
Tilt; public having c_dlcd for ancw edition of this pamphlet, I avail myself of the
occasion to consider the observations which tile ]_dinburgh Revie_ ers, iu the last number
of their publication, have done me the honour to make on some of the passages coilmined in it. I am induced to do this fi'om the conviction that discu-._ioll Oil ever),
point connected with this important subject will hasten the remedy a_aiast the e::isting
abase, and will tend to secure us _lgainst the risk of its recurrevce izi future.
In the article on the depreciation of Inoncy, the llevlewers observe, " The gre.lt
fimlt of Mr l¢icardo's pcrtbrlnance is the p.trtial view which he takes of the cause_
which operate upon the course of exchange.
He attributes," they say, ".'r favourable
or an unfavourable exchange ca'elusively to a redundant or deficient currency, and
overlooks the varying desires and wants of dill:trent societies as an original cause of a
temporary excess of imports al)ove exports, or exports above imports."
'/'hey then
eomment'on the passage in which I have maintained that a bad harvest will not occasion the export of money, unless money is relatively cheap in the exporting coantn'.
and conclude their observations by giving it as their deeided opinion, that the exportation of money in the supposed case of a bad h.trvest, "is not oceasioffcd by itcheapness.
It is not, as Mr Ricardo endeavours to persuade us, the cause of the
unfavourable balance instead of the effect. It is not merely a saluta_ T remedy for a
redundant currency: but it is owing precisely to the cause mentioned by 3It Thornton
--the nnwillingness of the creditor nation to receive _t great additional quantity of
goods not wanted for immcdlate consumption wittlout being bribed to it by excessive
cheapness ; and its willingness to receive bullion--the
currency of the commercial
world--without
any such lu'ibe. It is unquestionably true, as stated by Mr l_ieardo, that
no nation will pay a debt in the precious metals if it can do it cheaper b.q commoditi_¢ ; but
the prices of commodities are liable to great depressions from a glut in the market ;
whereas the precious metals, on account of their having been constituted by the universal consent of society the general medium of exchange and instrument of commerce,
will pay a debt of the largest amount at its nominal estimation, according to the
quantity of bullion contained in the respective currencies of the countries in question,
and, whatever variations between the quantity of cm-reney and commodities may be
stated to take place subsequent to the commencement
of these transactions, it cannot
be for a moment doubted that the cause of them is to be found in the wants and
desires of one of the two nations, and not in any original redundancy or deficiency of
currency in either of them."
They agree with me, "that no nation will pay a debt in the precious metals, if it
can do it cheaper by commodities, but tl_eprices of commodities," they sa); " are liable
to great depressions from a .qlut.ln the market;" of course they must mean in the foreign
market_ and then the words express the opinion which they are endeavouring to eoutrovert_ viz. that when. goods .cannot be sent oat so advantageously as money, money
will be exported,_whicb
is another way of saying that money will never be exported,
unless it is relatively rcduml:mt with commoditie._, as compared with other countrie_
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Yet, immediately after, they contend, that the exportation of the "precious metals is
tile effect of a balance of trade* originating in causes which may exist without any
relation whatever to redundancy o1" deficiency of currency."
These opinions appear
to me directly contradictory.
It; however, tile precious metals can be exported from
a country in exchange fbr commodities, although they should be as dear ill tile exporting as in the importing country, what are tile effects which will foUow from such improvident exportation ?
"A comparative deficiency in one country, and redundancy in tile other," say the
_eviewers, p. 343, "and this state of filings could not fi_il to have a speedy effect in
changing the direction of the balance of p_vments, and in restoring that equilibrium
of the precious metals, which had been for a time disturbed by the naturally unequal
v'ants and necessities of tile countries which trade with each other."
Now it wouh!
have been well if the lteviewcrs had told us at what point this re-action would eomnlence,--us at the first view it appears that tile same law which will permit money
to be exported fi'om a country, when it is no cheaper than in the importing country,
1nay also allow it to be exported when it is actually dearer.
It is self-interest which
regulates "all the speculations of trade, and where that can be clearly and satisfactorily
a_ccrtained, we should not know where to stop if we admitted any other rule of action.
They should hare explained to us therefore, why, if the demand for the commodity
_mported should continue, the country importing might not be entirely exhausted of
its coin and bullion.
What is under such eircumste.nces to cheek the exportation
ot
the currency ,9 The Reviewers say, because "a country with a diminished quantity
of bullion would evidently soon be limited in its powers r,f paying with tile prcciou.n_etais." Why soon '9 :Is it not admitted "that excess and deficiency of currency are
only relative terms ; that the circulation of a country can never be superabundant,"
(and thcretbre can never be deficient), "except in relation to other countries."
:Does
it not follow from the_c admissions, that if the balance of trade may become unfavourable to a country, though its currency be not relatively superabundant,
that there is
.no check against the exportation of its coin, whilst any amount of money remains in
.circulation;
as the diminished sum (by acquiring a new value), will as readily and
as effectually make the required payments as the larger sum did before?
A succession of bad harvests might, on this principle, drain a country of its money, whatever
Inight be its amount, although it consisted exclusively of the precious metals.
The
observation that its diminished value in the importing country, and its inereasir.g
xalue in tile exporting country, would make it revert again to the old channel, do_'_
llot answer the objection.
When will this happen,9 and in exchange for what will it
be returned.9
The answer is obvious--for commodities.
The ultimate result then of
all this exportation and importation of money, is that one country will have imported
one commodity in exchange for another, and the coin and bullion will in both countries have regained their natural level.
Is it to be contended that these results would
not be foreseen, and the expense and troubIe attending
these needless operations
effectually prevented, in a country where capital is abundant, where ever:," possible
economy in trade is practised, and where competition is pushed to its utmost limits?
Is it eonceb able that money should be sent abroad for the purpose merely of rendering it dear ill this country and cheap in another, and by such means to insure its
return to us 9
It is particularly worthy of observation that so deep-rooted is tile prejudice which
,considers coin and bullion as things essentially differing in all their operations from
other commodities, that writers greatly enlightened upon the general truth of political
economy seldom fail, after having requested their readers to consider money and
bullion merely as commodities subject to "the same general principle of supply and
demand which are unquestionably the foundation on which the whole superstructure
of political economy is built ;" to forget this recommendation
themselves, and to argue
upon the subject of money, and the laws which regulate its export and import, as
quite distinct and different from those which regulate the export and import of other
commodities.
Thus the lteviewers, if they had been speaking of coffee or of sugar.
would have denied the possibility of those articles being exported from England to the
.Continent, unless they were dearer there than here. It would have been in vain to
]lave urged to them, that our harvest had been bad, and that we were in want of corn ;
chey would confidently and undeniably have proved that to whatever degree the

/
• We are here speaking of a bala_ of trade at_tracted from a balanceofi_avments. A balance
,oftrade may be favourablewhilst a balance of paymenta is unfavourable. It _ the balance of pay_ents only which operates on the exeluw4_e.
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scarcity of corn might have cxistcd, it wouhl not have been possible tbr Enghmd to
send, or for France (for example) to he willing to receive, cofl_ze or sugar in return
for corn, whilst coffee or sugar cost more money in England than in France.
What !
they would have said, do you believe it possible for us to send a parcel of coflbe tc
France to sell there fi_r 100/. whet) that coffee cost here 105/.--when by sending 100L
of the 105/. we should eqnally discharge tim debt contracted tbr ttle imported coal
And, I say, do you believe it possible tha_ we shall agree to send, or France agree tc
receive (if the transaction is on her account) 100L in money, when 95L invested in
coffee mid exported will be equally vahmble as the 100L when it arrL cs in France ?
But coffee is not wanted in ]?rance, tl,ere is a glut of it ;--allotted,
but money is
wanted still less, and tile proof is, that :, hnndred pounds' worth of coffee will sell for
m6re than a hundred pounds' w_rth of money.
The only proof which we can posscs._
of the relative ehealmess of motley in two places, is by comparing it with commodities.
Commodities measure tile value of lnOlleV ira tile same manner as money measures tile
value of commodities.
If, then, commodities will purchase more money in England
than in _'rance, we may justly say that money is cheaper in England, and that it is
exported to .llnd its level, not to destroy it. After comparing the relative value of
coflbe, sugar, ivnry, indigo, "rod all other exportable commodities in the two markets,
ifI persist in sending money, what further proof eat) be required of money bcillg
actually the cheapest of all these commodities in the English market, in relation
to the foreign markets, and therefore the most profitable to be exported?
What
further evidence is necessary of the relative redundance
and cheapness of money
between France and England,
than th.lt in France it will pureh:_se more corn,
more indigo, more cuCkoo,more sugar, more of eve O" exportable commodity than in
England ?
I may, indeed, he told that the Revicwer's supposition is not that coffee, sugar,
indigo, ivory, &c. &c., are cheaper than money, but that the_e commodities and money
are equally cheap in both countries, that is to say, that one hundred pounds sent in
money, or invested in coffee, sugar, indigo, ivory, &c., &c., will be of equal value in
France.
If the v.flue of all these commodities were so nicely poised, what would
determine an exporter to send the one ill preference to the other in exchange for
conb in relation to which they are till cheaper in England ? If lie sends money, and
thereby destroys the natural le_ el, u e are told by the Reviewers that money would,
on account of its increasing quantit.v in France and its decreasing quantity iu England,
become cheaper in France than in England, and would be re-imported
ill exchange
for goods, till the level were restored.
But, would not the same eflbcts take place if
coffee or any of the other commodities were exported, whilst they were equally valuable
in relation to money in he0, countries ? Would not the equilibrium between supply
and demand be destroyed, and would not tile diminished v.due of cuttle, &c.. in con._equence of their increased quantity in France and their increased value in England,
from their diminished quantity, produce their re-importation
into I_ngland?
Arty o_
these commodities might be exported without producing much inconvenience
from
their cuhanced price ; whereas money, which circulates all other commodities, and the
increase or dinnnution of which, even in a moderate proportion, raises or falls prices
in an extravltgunt dc_rcc, could not be exported without the most serious consequences.
Here, then, we see the defective principle of the Re_ieu ors. On my system, hou'eve2,,
there would he no ditticultv in determining the mode in which, in a case so extremely
improbable as that of an'equal v:tlue in both countries for all commodities, men@
included, and corn alone excepted, the returns would be nmde so as to preserve the
relative amount and the rel.uive valne of their respective cnrTencics.
If tile circulating medium of England consisted wholly of the precious metals, and
were a fiftieth part of the value of the commodities which it circulated, the whole
amount of money which wouhl, under the circumstances supposed, be exported iu
exchange for corn, would he 't fiftieth part of the xalue of such corn : for the rest we
should export commodities, and thus would tile proportion between money and cornmodities be equally prescr_ ed in both countries.
England, in consequence of a bad
harvest, would come under the case mentioned at page 263--of a country having
been deprived of a part of its commodities, and therefore requiring a diminished
amount of circulating mcdinm.
The currency, xxhieh was before equal to her payments, would now become snperabundant,
and relatively cheap, in the proportion of
one fiftieth part of her diminished production ; the exportation of this sun b therefore,
would restore the value of her currency to the vaiue of the currencies of other
countries.
Thus, it appears to he satisfactorily proved, that a bad harvest operates ua
the exchange in no other way than by causing the currency, wlfieh uas before at ira
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just level, to become redundant, and thus is tile principle that an mlfavourable exchange
allay ahvays be traced to a relatively redundant currency most fillly exemplified.
If we can suppose that, after an unfavourable harvest, when England has occasion
for an unusual importation of corn, another nation is possessed of a superabundance
of that article, "but has no wants for any commodtt?/whtttever," it would unquestionably
_bllow that such nation would not export its corn in exchange for commodities ; but
neither would it export corn for money, as that is a commodity which uo nation ever
wants absolutely, but relatively, as is expressly admitted by the Reviewers. '/'he case
is. however, impossible, because a uation posscs.-cd of eve_3"commodity necessary for
the consumption and enjoyment of all its inhabitants
who have wherewithal
to
purchase them, will not let the corn which it has over and above what it can consume.
rot in its granaries.
Whilst the desire of accumul.ltion is not extinguished ifi tt, c
breast of man, he will be desirous to re.di-e the excess of his productions, above his
own consumption, into the form of capital.
This he can only do hy employing.
himself, or by loans to others enabling them to employ au additional number of
labourers, as it is by labour only that revenue is re.dised into capital.
If his reve:me
be corn, he will be disposed to exchange it for fuel. meat, butter, cheese, and other
commodities in which the wage_ of labour arc usually expended, or, which is the same
Thing, he will sell his corn for money, ])aS the w_lgc, of his lahonrers in money, and
thereby create a demand tbr tho,e commodities _ hich mar he obtained from other
countries in exchange for tile superttuous corn. 'l.'hn_ will be reproduced to him
articles more valuable, which he may ngaiu employ in tile same manner, addiug to his
own riches, and augmenting tile weahh and resources of his country.
No mistake can be greater than to suppose that a nation canever be without wants.for
commodities of some sort. It may possets too much of one or more commodities for
which it may not find a market at home. It may have more sugar, coffee, tallo_,
than it can either consume or dispose of, hut no country ever possessed a general glut
of all commodities.
It is evidently impossible.
If a country possesse_ evcry tiring
necessarr for the maintenance and ccmtbrt of man, and these "lrticlcs be divided in
tile proportions ill which they are usually consumed, they are sure. however abundan:.
to find a market to take them off. It tbllo_vs_ therefore, that, u hilst "_country is in
possession of a commodity for which thcre i_ no demand aL home, it will he desirou_
of exchanging it for other commodities in the proportion in which they are consumed.
No nation grows corn, or any other commodity, with a _Jew to realise its value in
money (the case supposed, or involved in tile case supposed, by tile Reviewers), as
this wouhl be the most unprofitahle object to which the labour of num could be
devoted.
Moncy is precisely that article which, till it is re-exchanged,
never adds to
the wealth of a country; accordingly we find, tlmt to increase its amount is never tl,c
voluntary act of any counu T any more than it 1_ that of any individual.
Mouey is
forced upon them only in consequence of the relatively less value which it pos._esses
in those countries wittt which they have intercourse.
Whilst a country employs the precious metals for money, and has no mine_ of its
_wn, it is a eoneeivahlc ease that it may greatly augment the amount of the productions of its land and labour without addin_ to its wealth, because at the _ame time those
countries which are in possession of the mines may po-sibly have obtained so enormous a
supply of the precious metals as to ],ave forced an iucrca,e of currency on the industrious country, equal in value to rile whole of it, ilwrea,ed productions.
But by so
doing the augmented currency, added to that which was before employed, will be of
no more real value than the origiual amount of currency.
Thus then will this industrious nation become tributary to tho_e nations which are in posse.,sion of the mine.-,
anti will carry on a trade in which it gains nothing and lo_es ever)" thing.
That the exchange is in a eonstaut state of fluctuation with all countries I am not
disposed to deny, but it does not gener.dly vary to those limits at which remittances
can be more advantageously made by means _*flmllioa than hy the purchase of bills.
• Whils_ this is the case, it cannot be _h_puted thtlt imports arc balanced by exports.
The varying demands of all countries mav be supplied, and tile exchanges of all
deviate in some degree from par, if tile currency of any one of them is either redundant or deficient, as compared with the rest.
Suppose England to send goods to
Holland, and not to find there any commodities which suit theEnglish market; or, which
is the same thing, suppose that we can purchase those commodities ehc_per in ]_'rancc.
In this case we confine our operatiou to the sale of goods in Holland, _ld the purchase
ofo_;her goods in :France.
The currency of England is uot disturbed bv elther transaction, aswe shall pay :b'ranee by a bill ou Holland, and there will neither be an excess
of imports nor of exports.
2'he exchange may, however, be favourable to us with
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Holland, and unfavourable with France ; and will be so, if the account be not balanced
by the importation into ]?vance of goods from Holland, or from some eount_" indebted
to Holland.
If therc be no such importation, it eau arise only from a relative redundancy of the circulation of Holland, as compared with that of France, and in payment
of the bill it _dll suit both those countries that bullion should be transmitted.
Jf the
balance be settled by tile transmi,sion
of goods, tile exchange between all the three
countries _q.ll be at par. If, by bullion, tile exchange between llolland and England will
be as much above par as that between France and England _ ill be below tile liar, and the
difference will be equal to the expenses attending the passage of bullion from Iiolland
to France.
It will make no difference in the result, it" every natiol, ofthe _ orld were
concerned in the transaction.
England lmvix_gbought good._ from Franct' and sold
goods to Holland, France might lmve purch.lsed to tile sameamount from Italy : Italy
m_y have done the s.tme fi'om Russia, llus_ia from Germany, and Germany _ithi]_
100,000L of the same amount from Holl,md; Gelanany might require this amount of
bullion either to supply a deficient currency, or for the fabrication of plate.
..kll rhe._c
various transactions would be settled by bills of exchange, _ith the exception of" the
!o0,000L. which would be either transmitted
fi'om an exi._ting redundancy of coin or
bullion in Holland, or it would be collected by Holland fi'om the difli:rent curren('ic_
of Eurol_e. It is not contended, as the lleviewers infer, " that a bad harvest, or the
necessity of paying a subsidy in one country shouhl be immediately and invariably
accompanied by an unusual demand for n_uslins, lmrd_are, and colonial produce,"
as tile same effects would be produced if" the comm T paying the .-ubsidy, or sutl_ring
from :l bad harvest, were to import less of other commodities than it had before beelt
accustomed to do.
The l_eviewers observe, page 345, " The same kind of error which we have here
noticed pervades other parts of Mr Ricardo's l)amphlet, particularly the opening of his
subject.
Heseems to think that when once tile precious metals have been divided
among the different countries of tile earth, according to their relative wealth and
commerce, that each having an equal necessity for the quantiLv actually in use, no
temptation would be offered tbr their importation or exllortatiou , till either a ne_ mine
or a new bank was opened: or till sonm marked change had taken place iu their
relative prosperity."
And afterwards, at page 361, " a,Ve have already tldvertcd to
the error (conllned, however, principally to .Mr P,icardo, and from which the l_eport i._
entirely free) of denying tile existence of a bahmee of trade or of payments not connetted with some original lednndancy
or deficiency of currency."
" Bat there is
anotl:cr pob_t in. which almost all the writers on this side of the question concur, where,
notwithstanding,
we cmmot agree with them, and feel more inclined to the mercantile
view of the subject. Thoagb they acknowledge that bullion occasionally passc_ fl'om
one country to another, fi'om causes connected with the exchauge, yet they represent
these transactions as quite inconsiderable in degree.
)lr Huskisson observes, ' that
the operations in the trade of bullion originate almost entirely in the fi'esh supplies
which a_'e yearly poured in fi'om the mines of the _NewWorld, and are chiefly contined
to tile distribution of those supplies through the different parts of Europe.
Jf this
supply were to cease altogether, the dealings in gold and silveq as objects of tbreign
trade, would be very fe_% and those of short duration.'"
" .Mr Iticardo, in Iris reply to Mr Bosanquet, refers to this passage with partleular
approbation."
_-ow, I am at a loss to discover in what this opinion of Mr Huskisson
dilti_rs from that which I had before given, and on which tile Reviewers had been
commenting.
The passages are in substance precisely the same. and must stand or fall together.
If " we' acknowledge that bullion occasionally passes from one country to another
from causes connected with the exchange," we do not acknowledge that it would so
pass till the exchange had fallen to such limits as would make the exportation of
bullion profitable ; and I am of opinion that if it should so fall, it is in consequence of
the cheapness and redundance
of eurrene33 which " would originate almost entirely
in tile fresh supplies which are yearly poured in from tile mines of the l_ew World."
'1"his, then, is not another point in which the lleviewers differ with me, but the same.
If " it is well known that most States, in their usual relations of commercial intercourse, have an almost constantly favourable exchange with some countries, and an
almost constantly unfavourable one with the others," to what cause can it be ascribed
but to that mentioned by _Ir Huskisson ? " The fresh supplies of bullion which are
yearly poured in (and in nearly the same direction) from the mines of the l_ew World."
_)r &. _mith does not seem to have been suflieiently aware of the powerful and uniform effects which this stream of buUion had on the foreign exchanges, and he was
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reclined much to overrate the nses of bullion in carrying on the various roundabout
tbreign trades which a country finds it necessary to engage ill. In the early and rude
transactions
of commerce between nations, as in the early and rude transactions
between individuals, there is little economy in the use ofmoney and bullion ; it is only
m consequence of civilisation and refinement that paper is made to perform the same
office between the commonwe,'dth of nations, as it so advantageously performs between
individuals of the same country.
The ]_cvicwers do not appear to me to be sufficiently aware otttle extent to which the principle of cconomy ill the use of tile prcciou._
metals is extended between nations, indeed, they do not seem to acknowledge its force
even when confined to a single nation, as from a passage in page 345, tltcir readcr_
would be induced to suppose their opinion to be, ttlat there are trcquent transfers ol
currency between tile distant provinces of the same country ; fi)r they tell us tha:
" there have been, and ever will be. a quantity of the precious metals in use destined
to perform the same part with regard to the diflhrent nations connected with each other
by commerce, x_hich the currency of a particular country pcrfol,'ms with regard to
its distant provinces."
_Now, what part does the currency of a country pcr/brm with
regard to the distant provinces ?
I am well persuaded, that, in all tile muhiplicity of commercial transactions which
take place bet_een the distant provinces of this kingdom, the currency performs a
very intbrior part, imports being almost always balanced by exports,* and the proo!
i.-, that tile local curve.Icy of tile provinces (and they have no other) is seldom circulated at any considerable distance from theplaee where it is issued.
It appears to me that the Reviewers were induced to admit the erroneous doctrine
of the merchants, that monell ntiqht be exported in exchange for commodities, althou.qh
money were no cheaper in tl_e exportln.q country, because tile), could in no other w_ly
account for the rise o1"the exchange having, on some occasions, accompanied the
increased amount of bank notes, as stated by Mr Pearse, the late deputy governor,
and now governor of tile Bank, in a paper delivered by him to the bullicn committee,
They say, "according to this view of the subject, it certainly is not easy to explain art
nnproving exchange under an obviously increasing issue of notes : an event that not
nnfrequently happens, and was much insisted upon by the deputy govermlr of the
Bank as a prot_f that our Ibreign exchanges had no colmexion with the state of our
currency.

_'

These are circumstances, however, uhich are not ahsolutely irreconcileable.
5ft
Pearse, as well as tile Edinburgh l_eviewer, appears to have wholly mistaken the
principle advanced by those wlm tire desirous of the repeal of the restriction bill. They
do not contend, as they are understood to do. that the increase of bank notes will permanently lo_er the exchange, but that snell an elthct will proeced from a redundant
currency.
It remains, therefore, to be considered whether "_nincrea._e of bank notes
as necessarily at all times accompanied with a permanently
increased currency, as,
ifI can make it appear that it is not, there will be no difficult)' in nceounting for a
rise ill tile exchange _ith an increased amount of bank notes.
It will be readily admitted, that, whilst there is any great portion of coin in circu
lation, every increase of bank notes, though it will for a short time lower tile value o1"
the _llole ctlrrencv, paper as _ell as gold, vet that such depression will not be pcrma
nent, because tile" redundant
and cheap currency will lower the exchange, and will
occasion the exportation
of a portion of tile coin, which will cease as soon as the
remainder of the currency shall have regained its value and restored the exchange to
par.
The incre.lse of small notes, then, will ultimately be a substitution
of one
currency for another, of a paper for a metallic currency, and will not operate in the
same way as an actual and permanent increase of circulation.'[" _Ve are not, however.
without tt criterion bv which we may determine the relative amount of currency a_
diftbrent periods, as distinguis]led ti'om bank notes, on which, thongh we cannot infallibly rely, it will probably be a sufficiently accurate test to determine tile question
which we are now discussing. This criterion is tile amount of notes of 51.and upwards
in circulation, which, we may reasonably c:deulate, always bear some tolerably regular
proportion to the _ hole circulation.
Thus, if since 1797 the bank notes of this deserip• Part of the produce
of the provinces
is exported
_ithout
any retur_b as it constitutes
file revenue
of absentees,
but this consideration
can have no effe_,t on tile question
of eurrene_
r
11-That
an increase
¢Jf bank notes ilnder $t. tdtould l)e considered
as a substitn*J"
for tile coins exported,
ratherthan an actual increase ofcir(.ulat ion,is often and justl5 maint_dned by thogewho oppo_e

tile reasoning of the bullion report ; but ssben these samegentlemen _sant to establish their favourite
theory, tlm_ there is no eonnexiot_ b.'.tw*_entile amount of tile circulation amI thf. rate of exchange,
they _o not forget to bring to their aid the_e small notes wlfieh the) had before discarded.
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tion have increased from 12 to 16 millions, we may infer that the wl,ole circulation
has increased one-third, if the districts in which bank notes ciretflate In,re neither been
enlarged nor contracted.
The notes under 5/. will be issued in proportion as the
metallic currency is withdrawn fi'om circulation, and will be fiirther augmented if
there be also an augmentation of notes of a higher denomination.
IfI am correct iu this view of the subject, that the increase in the anaount of our
currency is to be inferred from tile increased amount of bank notes of 5L and upwards,
and ean by no means be proved by an increase of IL and 2L notes which have been
substituted in the place of the exported or hoarded guineas, I must wholly reject the
calculations of 5Ir l'earse, because they are made on the supposition tbat every increase
of this description of notes is an increase of currency to that amount.
When it is
considered, that in 1797 there were no notes of 1L and :?.Lin circulation, but tha; their
place was wholly filled with guineas ; "rod that, since that period, there have been no
less than 7 millions issued, partly to supply the place of our exported arid hoarded
guineas, and partly to keep up the /)rol)ortiou between the circulation for the larger
and for the smaller pa_auents, we shall observe to what errors such reasoning may
lead. I can consider tim paper in question of no authority whatever as opposed to
the opinion which I have ventured to give, namely, that an unfavourable
balance of
trade, and a consequently low exchange, may in all cases be traced to a relatively
redundant and cheap currency.*
But if the reasoning of.Mr Pearse were not incorrect as his facts are, he is no way warranted in the conclusions which he has drawn
from them.
Mr l_earse states the increase of bank notes from January 1808 to Christnms 1809,
to have been from 17_ to 18 millions, or 500,000L, the exchange with Hamburgh during
tile same period having fallen from 34s. 9g. to 28s. 6g. an increase in the amount of
notes of less than 3 per cent., and a fall in the exchange of more than 18 per cent.
But from whence did _ir }?curse obtain this information, of 18 millions of bank
notes onlff being in circulation at Christmas in 1809 ? After looking at eve U" return
with which I have been able to meet, of the amount of bank notes in circulation at
the end of 1809, I cannot but conclude that .Mr Pearse's statement is incorrect.
3lr
Musher in his tables give_ four returns of bank notes in the year.
In the last, for the
year 1809, he has stated the .mmunt of bank notes in circulation at
.
19,742,998
:[rJ the Appendix to the Bullion Report, :rod in returns lately made to
the llouse of Commons, the amount of bank notes in circulation
appears to have been on December 12, 1809,
19,72.7,520
On the 1st January 1810_
20,669,320
On the 7th January 1810_
19,528,030
:For many months previously to December it was not lower. When I first didcovered this inaccuracy I thought Mr l_earse might have omitted the bank post bills
in both estimates, ahhough they did not in December 1809, exceed 880,880L ; but on
looking at the return of bar.k notes in circulation, including bank post bills in Janua D"
1808, I find Mr Pearse has stated it larger than I can any where find it : indeed his
estimate exceeds the return made by the Bank for the 1st of January 1808, by nearly
900,O00L, so that from the Ist of January 1808 to the 12th of December 1809, the
increase was from 16,1;19_240 to 19,727,520, a difference of more than 3 millions,
instead of 500,1100, as stated by Mr l'earse, mid of 2 millions ff Mr Peursc's statement
for any time in January 1808, be con'cut.
Mr _Pearse's statement, too, that from January 1_03 to the end of 1807, the amount
of bank notes had increased from 16_ to 18 millions, an increase of a million and a
half, appears to me to exceed the fact by half a million.
'£hc inerea._e of notes of 5/.
and upwards, including bank post bills, did not, during tlmt period, exceed 150,000L
It is material that these errors should be pointed out, that tho._e who may, in spite of
what I have urged, agree in principle with Mr Pearse, may see that the facts of the
case do not warrant the conclusions which that gentleman has drawn from them, and,
indeed, that all calculations founded on the particular anmunt of bank notcs for a du)5
or for aweek, when the general average has been for some time beibre, or some time
after, greater or less, will be of little avail in overturning a theo_- which has every
other proof of its truth.
Such I consider tim theory _hich asserts that the unlimited
muhiplication
of a currency which is referable to no fixed standard may and mtm*
• It is not meaut to he denied, that the sudden invasion of an enemy, or a convulsion in a country
of any kind which renders the posse_ion of property insecure, may form an exceptiou to this ruk_
but the exehax.:_ewill in general be unfavourabk_to a country"thus cir_.umstaaced.
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produce a permanent depression of the exchange, estimated with a count_- whose
currency is founded oil such standard.
IIaving considered the weight which ought to be attached to M_rPearse's paper, I
beg the reader's attention to the table which I have drawn out from the statements in
the Bullion Report, and from the papers which have since been presented to the House
of Common_.
I request him to compare the amount of the circulation of the larger
notes with the variations in the exchange, and I trust he will find no difficulty in
reconciling the principle maintained by me _ith the actual facts of the case, parficnlarly if he considers that the operations of an increased currency are not instantaneous,
but require some intcrv_d of time to produce their full cffect,--that
a rise or fall in
the price of siL or, as comparcd with gold, alters tlm relative value of the currencies
of:England and IIamburgh, and thcre_bre makes the currency of one or other relauvcly redundant
and cheap ;--that the same effect is produced, as I havc already
stated, by an abundant or dcticicnt harvest, either in this country or in those countries
_ith which wc trade, or by any other addition or diminution to their real _¥ealth,
which by altering the relative proportion between commodities and money alters the
value of the circulating medium.
With these correctiom% I have no fear but that it
will be found that iMr l'carse's objections may bc refuted without having recourse to
the abandonmcnt
of a principle, which, if yielded, will establish the mercantile
theory- of exchange, and may be made to accotmt for a drain of circulating medium,
_,) grcat, that it can only be counteracted by locking up our money in the bank, and
absolving the directors from the obligation of paying their notes in specie.
Mr Pearse's statement

as presented to the Bullion Committee :*
Total of Bank
Rateof Hambro'
notes.
Exchange.
Millions.
s. 9.
27th February 1797,
.....
8[,
35 6
Rose gradually in 1797 and 179_ to
13
38 0
March 1799,
......
13_
37 7
After tlfis })criod, great commercial distress, large
impormtmn of corn, heavy sub_idies, and the
tlaml)ro' Exchange continued fullirJg, and on the
2dJanuarylS01,
wasaslowas
29 8
Between the end of the )'car 1799 to the end of
were
1802, issued,
an increased
s_ ellingquantityof
the ._umtotal
1L ofand
a/l 2L
notes
notes_l_o½
to (16_ ]t Fluctuation I fr°m
From January 180:3to ttm end of 1807,

3_t :f
29°

- _ lt o

From January 1808 to Christmas 1809,
18 i
Fall
The rate of the Ilambro' ExchaJJge is taken from Lloyd's list.

28to

The average amount of bank notes from the year 1797 to 1809 inclusive, in the
following table, is copied from the Report of the Bullion Committee.
The rates of
exchange are extracted from a list presented by the Mint to parliament.
There have
been three returns made to parli.unent
by the Bank of the amount of their notes in
circulation in tim )ear 1810;--the
first for the 7th and 12th of each month; the
second, a weekly return fi'om the 19th January
1810 to 28th December;
and the
third also a weekly account fi'om the 3d _1areh to 29th December 1810.
The
average amount of notes above 5/., including bank post bills, according to the first
account, iS
.£15,706,226
Of notes under 5/. .£6,560,674
Second,
16,192,110
6,758,895
Third,
16,358,230
6,614,721

General average,

3)4S,256,566

19,934,290

16,085,522

6,644,763

• I have un_tted as much of Mr Pearse's paper as regarded the amountof banknotes in circulation
before the restrwtion on bank payment.%because wlfilst the public powered the power of obtaining
specie for their noteS, the exehauge could not but be momentaltly lowered by the amount of the
bank issues.
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In the years marked thus * the value of silver as compared

with gold exceeded the

Mint valuation ; this was the ease particularly in the year 1801, when less than 14 oz.
of silver could ]_urchase an ounce of gold ;--'the Mint va,:mtion is as I to 15.07 ; the
present market valtm is as 1 to 16 nearly.
Average

amount of Bank of England
Notes
of 5Land
upwards,
in. Notes under 5L
cluding
Bank

:Notes: in circulation

_,'ears

Total.

in each of the following

IHir'hest
rate •of[Lowest rate of
¢
Exchange _ath ] .Exchange_ith !

Post.Bills.
] Hamburgh.
1798
£11,527,250
.£1,807,502
£13,334,752"
38.2 Jan.
"1799
12,408,522
2,653,805
14,062,327
37.7 Jan."
• 2800
13,598,666
2,243,266
15,841,932
32.5 z_fav.
"IS01
13,454,367
2,715,182
16,169,594 ! 31.8 Oct'.
'1802
13,917,977 3,136,477 17,054,454"
I 34.- ])ec.
1803
12,983,477
3,864,045
16,847,5'>') I 35])ee
_}8()4 . 12,621,348
4,723,672
17,345,020 i36:- June.
tS_L!
12.69,73a2
4,544 580
17,241,932 I 35 8 March
.I80b
12,844,270
4.291,230
17 135 400
34 8 ]:),,o
80, [ 13,--1,988
4,183,013
1_,40_,001 ! 34.10 _Iarch.

I *,sosI 134o2,,6o'
4.13o4o0,7:,
......
[

lSl0

_

16,085 :_22 I

6 644,763

I Hamburgh.
I
_ 37.4 ]-)'ec. [ 31.6 Oct.
[ 31.- l;eb.
[ 29.8 ,Tar,.
| 3-)- l,_eb
[ 34
1%,,
]34:s
_eb'
3 ° 9 N_,"
._7_'._ "r_:"
34.2 S

•.... !.....

22,730 -*
'>85 I' 31 ....
o June

I '_8.6

Dec.

[__1811_[_
_!
_
_!
26.6 Jau.
I -°_4.- March.[
j The Bank have made a return of the amount of their notes for eighteen d'lvs !
]_nr:l:;_t_?::tt]_ear
1.81!. 'l!m avcr:ge ",monnt of notes of 5/. and-upwards
]n [
'
,
• o.e e,gnteen oars, inemding bank post bills, is
£16 °86 950 [
And of those under 5l.
7125,)1575 1
'l'ot:d
5['

say the Iie_m)yers,

'eonsulerablc

-

portlol ._ of the currency

.£23,547,525 1
were tal.-o, _'_

u,c re,e, a,,athosewl,o hve_po,,Jlzed incomes,
and tr',nsfen'edto far,n_rs,mann?a'cilure;:_:
and merchants, the proportion between ea_pital and revenue would be greatly altered
to the advantage of capital : and in a short time tim produce of the country would be
greatly augmented."
It is no doubt true "that it is not the qua_;titg" of circulating
lnedium which adds to the national wealth, "but the different dt_tri'bution of it." 12;
therelbre, we could be fully assured that tbe effects of tim abundance, and the consequent depreciation of the currency, would diminish the powers of consumption in the
idle and unproductive class, whilst it increased the nuraber of the industrious mul
productive class, the effect would undoubtedly be to augment the national wealth.
as it would realize into capital that which was before expemled as revenue.
But
the question is, will it so operate ? V,:ill not a thousand pounds saved by the
stockholder from his income and len_ to the farmer, be equally productive as if it had
been s'tved by the farmer himself'? The Reviewers observe, "on every fresh issue of
notes, not on[y is the quantity of the circulating medium increased, but the distribution
of the whole mass is altered.
A large proportion fidls into the bands of those who
consume and produce, and a smaller proportion into the bands of those who only
consume."
But is this necessarily so ? They appear to take it fi_r granted, that those
who live on fixed incomes must" consume the whole of their iucome, and that no
part of it can be saved and anmmlly added to capital. But this is very far from being
tim true state of the case ; and I would a_sk, do not the stockholders" give as great a
stimulus tothe growth of the national wealth by saving half their incomes and investing
it in the stocks, thereby liberating a capital which will ultimately be employed by those
who consume and produce, as would be done if their incomes were depreciated'50
per
cent. by the issues of bank notes, and the power of saving were in consequence entirely
taken from them, although the Bank should lend to an industrious man an amount of notc_
equal in value to the diminished income of thestockholder?
The difference, and the only
difference appears to me to be tiffs, that in the one case the interest on the money lent
would be paid to the real owner of the property ; in the other, it would ultimately be
?aid in the shape of increased dividends or bonuses to the Bank proprietors who had
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been enabled unjustly to possess themselves of it. If the creditor of the Bank emidoyed
his loan in less profitable speculations than tile employer of the savings of the stockholders would have done, there would result a real "loss to the country; so that a
depreciation of currency may, as far as it is considered as a stimulus to production, be
beneficial or otherwise.
I see no reason why it should diminish the idle and add to tbeproduetive
class of
society.
.At an)" rate the evil is certain.
It must be accompaniedwith
a degree of
injustice to individuals which requires only to be understood to excite the censure and
indignation of all those who are not wholly iuseusible to ever)" honourable feeling.
With the sentiments of the remainder of the article I most cordially agree, and trust
the efforts of the l{eviewers will powerfully contribute to overturn the mass of error
and prejudice which pervades the public mind on this most important subject.
It is often objected to tile recommendation
of the bullion committee, namely, that
the Bank shonld be required to pay their notes in specie in two year¢, that, if adopted,
the Bank would be exposed to considerable difficulty ill providing themseh'es with the
requisite amount of bullion for _ueh pro'pose ; and it cannot be denied, that, before the
restriction bill can be repealed, the Bank would be in prudence bound to make ample
provision for eve_.wdemand _ hich might by possibility be made on them. It is observed
by the bullion committee, that the average anmunt of bank notes in circulation,
including bank post bills, in the year 1809, was 19 millions.
:During the same period
the average price of gold was 4L 10s.,--exeeeding
its ]_lint price by nearly 17 per
cent., and proving a deprcciation of tile currency of nearly 15 per cent.
A diminution, thcrefilre, of 15 per cent. in the amount of the Bank circulation in 1809,
._hould, on the principles of tile committee, raise it to par, and reduce the market price
of gold to 3L 17s. 10_d. ; and till such reduction take place, there would be imminent
danger to the Bank as well as to the public that the restriction bill should cease to
operate.
:Now, admitting (which we are far from doing) tile truth ofyonr principles,
say the advocates ibr the Buick ; admitting that after such a reduction in tlle amount
of bank notes, the value of the remainder _ ould be so raised, that it wouht not be the
iutcrest of an)" person to demand specie at the 13ank in exchange fbr notes, because
no profit could be made by the exportation of bullion ; _llat seeurity would the Bank
have that caprice or ill-wiil might not render the practice general of discontinuing the
use of small notes _tltogether, and demanding guineas of" the :Bank in lieu of them ?
Not only, then, must the Bank reduce their circulation 15 per cent. ou their issnes of
19 million_.--not
only must they provide tmllion for 4 millions of l/. and 2L notes
which would remain ill circulation, but they must also furnish themselves with the
means of meeting the demands which may be made on them to pay the small notes
of all the country banks in the kingdom,--nnd
all this _ithin the short period of two
years. It must be confessed, that, whether these apprehensions are likely or not likely
to be realized, tlle Bank could not but make some provision for tile worst that might
happen ; and though it is a situation in which their own indiscretion has involved
them, it would be desirable, if po,sible, to protect them against the consequences
of it.
If the same benefits to the public,--tl,e
same secmSty against the depreciation o7
tile currency, can be obtained by more gentle means, it is to be hoped theft all parties
who a_'ee in principle will concur in tile expediency of adopting them. Let the
]{auk of England be required hy Purliament to pay (if demanded) all notes above 20L,
and no other, at their option, either in specie, in gold stand',trd bars, or in foreigu coin
(allowance bcil_g nmde tbr the difference in its purity) at the English Mint value of
gold bulhon, _ iz. 3L 17s. 10._d. per ounce, such payments to commence at the period
recommended I,y the committee.
This privilege of paying their notes as above described might be extended to the
"l_ank for three or fbur years after such payments commenced, and, if found advantageous, might be continued as a permanent measure. Under such a system the currency
could never be depreciated below its standard price, as an ounce of gold and 3L 17s.
10._d. would be uniformly of tile same value. By such regulations we ,hould effectually prevent ttle amount of small notes necessary tbr tile smaller payments from being
witbdra_-n from circulation, ns no one who did not possess to tile amount of 20L at
]cast of such small notes could exclmnge them at the Bank, and even then bulli_b
and not specie, could be obtained for them.
Guineas might ind_d be procured at
the 3Iint for such bullion, but not till after the delay of _ome weeks or months, tlte
loss of interest for which time would be considered as an actual expense, an expense
which no one would incur whilst tile small notes could purchase as much of every
commodity as the guineas which they represented..Another
advantage attending the
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establishment of tals plan, would be to prevent tile useless labour which, umler our
system previously to 1797, was so unprofitably expended on the coinage of guinea.,,
which, on every occasion of an unfitvoarable exchange (we will not imluire by what
caused),, were consigned to tile mcltin,-,,p ot, and, in sl,ite of .all prohibition¢_, exported._
as bullion. It is u_eed by all parties that such prohibitions were ineffectual, and that
whatever obstacles were ol,posed to the exportation of the coin, they were with thcility
evaded.
An unfavourable exchange can ultimateh" be CO_Tected onh" by an exportation of
goods,_by
the tran_missiun of bullion,--gr'b_/a
red_tction in i/u; "omou_Rof the ])aper
circultttion. Thc filcility, therefore, with _]fich bullion would be obtained at the Bank
cannot be urged as au ohjectiou to this plan, bec::usc .m equal degree of facility actually
existed before 1797, "rod must ext.-.: under any .'Tstem of Bank pa.vmeut._. Neither
ought it to be urged, because it is now no longer qucstioned bv all tho_e who ha_c
given the subject of currency much of their consideration,
th:;t not only is tile lau
against the exportation
of bullion, whether in coin or in any other form, incflbctual.
but that it is also impolitic and unjust ; ii)jurious to oar_clvcs only, and adv:mtagcou_
to tile rest of the world.
The plan here proposed appears to me to unite all the advantages of every system
of banking which has been hitherto adopted in Europe.
It is in some of its feature,
similar to tile banks of deposit of Amsterdam and Ilamburgh.
In tho_c e_tat)lishnmntbullion is ahvays to be purchased fi'om the Bank at a fixed invariable price. The
same thing is proposed tbr tile Bank of l_nglnnd ; but ill the foreign bank_ of deposit,
they have actually ill their cofthr.,, "is much bullion as there ar._ credits for bank money
in their hooks ; accordingly, there is an inactive capital as great as the u hole amoutit
of the commercial circulation.
In our Bank, however, there would be an amount of
bank money, under the name of bank notes, as grc'_t as the demands of commerce
could require, at the same timc there would not be more inactive capital in the Bank
coffers than that fund u hich tile Bank should think it necessary to keep in bullion, to
answer those demand¢ which might occasionally be made on them.
It should ah_ay.
be remembered, too, tl,at the Bank x_ould be enabled, b.v contracting
their issues of
p'lper, to diminish such demands at pleasure
In imitation of the Bank of I-/amburgh.
who purchase sih'er at a tixed price, it wotdd be necessary ior the Bank to tix _tprice
vc_?/little bdow tile Mint price, at which they would at all times purchase, with tbcH"
notes, such gold bullion as might be offered to them.
The perfection of banking is to enable a coantlT, by means of a paper current?.
(ahrays retaining its standard value,) to can T on its circulation with the least possible
quantity of coin or bullion.
This is what this phm would effect. And with a silver
coinage, on just principles, we should possess the most economical and the mosr
invariable currency in the world.
The variations in the price of bullion, xdlatever
demand tlmre might be for it on the Continent, or whatever s,tpldy might be ,?oured
in from the mines in America, would be confined xxithin tile prices at which tile B:mk
bought bullion, and the _lint price at which they sohl it. The amount of the eirctdulion would be -idjusted to the wants of commerce with the greatest precision ; and if
the Bank were for a moment so indiscreet as to overcharge tile circulation, tile check
which the public would possess would speedily admonish them of their error.
As for
the eounto- Banks, they must, as now, pay their notes, when demanded, in Bank or"
England notes. This would be a sufficient security against the possibility of their
being able too much to augment tile paper circulation.
There would be no temptatioll
to melt tim coin, and consequently the labour which has heen so uselessly bestowed by
one party in reeoining whal; another party found it their interest to melt into bullioiL
would be effectually saved. The currency could neither be dipped nor deteriorated.
and would possess a value as invariable as gold itself, tile great object which _he ])uteh
had in view, and which they most snccessfidly accomplished by a system very like
that which is here recommended.
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STATED.

THE question concerning the depreciation of" our currency l;:ls
lately assumed peculiar interest, and has excited a ddgrce of attention'in the public mind, which promises the most happy results.
To the ]3ullion Committee we are already most particularly
indebtcd for a more just exposition of the /rile principles whict:
should regulate the cm'reney of nations, than has before appeared
in any authoritative shapc_ in this or any other country.
It could
not_ howevcr_ bc expected that a reform, so important as that which
the Committee recommend, could be eflbcted without calling forth
the warmest opposition_ dlctatcd by the erroneous principles of
sore% and by the interested views of' others.
Hitherto this oppositlon has been attended with the best effects; it has tended to
prove more fulh- the correctness of the principles laid down by the
Committee ; it'has called tbrth new champions in the field of argument ; and discussion has daily produccd new converts to the cause
of truth.
Of all the attacks on the report of the Committee, however, that of Mr Bosanquct has appeared to mc the most formidable.
He has not, as his predecessors have donc_ confined himself" to
declamation alone; and though he disclaims all reasoning and
argument, he has brought fbrward, what he thought were irrefi'agable proofs of the discordance of the theory with former practice.
It is these proofs which I propose to examine, and I am confident
that it will be from a deficiency of ability in me_ and not from any
fault in the principles themselves, if I do not show that they are
wholly unfounded.
Mr Bosanquet commences, by availing himself
of the vulgar charge_ which has lately been so often countenanced,
and in places too hlgh_ ngainst theorists. He cautions thepublic
U
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against listening to their speculations before they have submitted
them to the test of fhct ; and he kindly undertakes to be their guide
in the examin'ttion.
If this country had hitherto carried on trade
by barter, and it were, fbr the first time, going to establish a
system by which the intcrventlon of money should facilitate the
o'pcrations of trade, there might bc some foundation for calling
the principles which might bc offered to public attention wholly
theoretical;
because, however clearly dictated by the cxpericnce
of the past, their practical etthets would not imvc been witnessed.
But, when the principles of' :t currency, long established, are well
understood ; when tlle laws which regulate the variations of the r'tte
of exchange between countries have been known and observed for
centuries, can that system bc called wholly theorctlcal which appeals
to those principles, and is willing to submit to the test of those laws "..
To such an examination thc report of the Committee is now
submitted, and the public is called upon to believe that a theory
which its adversary allows to be unassailable by reasoning and arg,_meat, is to be battered down by an appeal to fhcts. _Arc are told,
"_that boldly as the principle is asserted; a_d _tro_gly cts reason,
a])pears to salwtiou it, that it is not generally tru% and is at variance with i:act." This is the test to which 1 have long wished to
see this important question brought. I have long wished that those
who refused their assent to principles which experience has appeared to sanction, would either state their oun theory as to the
c'mse of the present appearances in the state of our currency, or that
they would point out those facts which they considered at variance
with that which, from the firmest conviction_ 1 have espoused.
To Mr Bo'sanquet, then, I feel considerably obliged.
If, as I
trust, I shall be able to obviate his objections; to prove them
wholly untenable ; to convince him that his statements arc at variance with fact ; that for'hls supposed proofg he is indebted to the
wrong application of'a princlple_ and not to any deficiency in the
principle itself:--I
shall confidently expect that lie will abjure his
ela'ol_ and become the fbremost of' our defenders.
Mr Bosanquet has thus stated the principal positions of the Commlttee, to which lie is induced to object :
1st, " That the variations of the exchange with foreigm countries
can never, for any considerable time, exceed the expense of transporting and insuring the precious metals fl'om one country to the
other.
2d, " That the price of gold bullion can never exceed the Mint
price, unless the currency in which it is paid is depreciated
below
the value of gold.
3d, " That_ so far as any inference is to be drawn from Customhouse returns of exports and imports, the state of Jthc exchanges
ought to be peculiarly favourable.
4th, "That the Bank, during the restriction, possesses exclusively
the power of limiting the circulation of bank notes.
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5th, " That tim circulation of country bank notes depends upon,
and is proportionate to, tile issues from the Bank.
Lastly_ " That tile paper currency is now excessive, and dcpreciatcd in comparison with gold, and that the high price of' bullion
and ]ow rates of exchange arc the consequences as well as the sign
of such depreciation."
These principles being in all essential points the same as those
which I have avowed, and on which Mr Bosanquet has attacked
me, to avoid the necessity of speaking at one time of the opinion of
the Bullion Committce_ and at another of my own, I shall, in the
future pages of this work, consider them as the principles of the
]_ullion Committee only_ and shall take occasion to mention any
sh:Ldc of"difference that may occur between theirs and mine.
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I.

with Hamburgh.

THE first position controverted
is_ " That the variations of tile
exchange with foreign countries can never, for any length of time,
exceed thc expense of transmitting and insuring the precious metals
from one country to the other."
Can this be called a theorctical opinion, now brought forward tbr
the first time ? Has it not been sanctioned by the writings of Hume
and Smith ? and lms it not been undlsputcd even by practical men ?
Mr _,
in his evidence before the Bullion Committee, obscrvc_,
" that the extcnt to which the cxchange can fall is the charge of,
transporting bullion, togcthcr with an adequatc profit to the risk
the transporting such spccic is liable to."
Mr A. Goldsmid " never recollcctcd the exchange to have diffbred more fi'om par than 5 per cent. beforc the suspension of cash
payments."
Mr Grefulhe stated, " that since he had been in business he
recollected no period prior to the suspension of" the cash payments
by the Bank, when tile exchange was considerably below par."
The s.mm opinions were given by many practical men before
the :Lords' Committee in 1797.
But in opposition to all these opinions, Mr Bosanquet has facts
wl,ich he boldly thinks will prove the unsoundness of the doctrine.
" In the years 1764 to 1768," he observes, "prior to the recoinage,
when the imperfect state of the coins occasioned gold to be 2 to 3
per cent. above the Mint price, the exchange with Paris was 8 to 9
per cent. against :London,--at
the same time the exchange with
Hamburgh was, during the whole period, 2 to 6 per cent. in fitvour
of:London;
here appears, then, a profit of 12 totl4 per cent. for
the expense, in time of peace, of paying the debt to"Paris with gohl
from Hamburgh_ which must have exceeded the fact by at least
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8 or 10 per cent.; and it is worthy of remark, tllat the average
e_ehange with Hamburgh, for the "years 1766 and 1767, of 5 per
cent. in favour of London, added to the 2 per cent., the price of
gold above the Mint price, constituted a premium of 7 per cent. on
the importation of gohl into England, or, deducting 1_ per cent
for expenses iu time of peace, a net profit of 5 per cent., yet the
exchange was not rectified thereby.
A_ain, in 1775, 1776, and
1777, after the reeoinage, we find the exchange on Paris 5, 6, 7,
•"rod 8 per eent. against London in time of peace, when half the
amount would have conveyed gold to Paris, and one-fourth have
paid the debts of Paris at Amsterdam.
'_ In the )'ears 17_1, 1782, and 1783, being )'cars of war, the
exchange was constantly from 7 to 9 per cent. in favour of' Paris ;
and, during this period, gohl was the common circulation of this
country ; and the Bank was compelled to provide it for the public
at the Mint price. It has been already shown how little effect the
precious metals produced towards equalising the cxcbange with
Hamburgh
during
the ycars 1797 and 1798 ; and another instance
may be adduced in the years 1804 and 1805, when the Paris
cxchangc wried from 7 to 9 per cent. in favour of London.
" In every case here cited, the fluctuations of the exchanges
grcatly exceeded the expense of conveying gold fi'om one country
to the other, and to a much greater degree in most of them than
in the present instance ; the circumstances of the times were, it will
readily be admitted, more £tvourablc to intercourse on those occasions than they now arc, and the state of metallic circulation afforded
facilitics not now experienced here.
Yet, undcr all these disadvantages, the principle assumed by the Committee was not operative,
and cannot therefore bc admitted as a solid foundation for the
superstructure
of excess and depreciation attempted
to bc rai_cd
upon it."
If the/_acts had been as here stated by ._Ir Bosanquet, I should
have found it difficult to reconcile them with my theory.
That
theory takes for granted, that whenever enormous profits can bc
made in any particular trade, a suffÉcient number of capitalists will
be induced to engage in it, who will, by their competition, reduce
the profits to the general rate of mercantile gains.
It assumes that
in the trade of exchange,
_ does this In'inciple more esl)eciall._.l"
o )crate,
it not being confined to English merchants alone ; but being pcrtSctly understood, and profitably /))llowcd, by the exchange and
bullion merchants of Holland, France, and Hamburgh;
and competition in this trade being well known to be carried to its greatest
height.
Does Mr Bosanquet suppose that a theory which rests on
so firm a basis of experience as this can be shaken by one or two
solitary i_aets not perfectly known to us .9 Even should no exphmatlon of them be attempted, they might safely be left to produce
their natural effects on the public mind.
But befbre the reasoning of the Committee can be proved defec-
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tireby Mr Bosanquet'sfacts,
we must cxamlne the sourcefrom
whence thosesupposedfactsarederived.
" Mr Bosanquet tells
us thatthereisannexed toMr Mushet's
pamphleta table,
showing,Ist,
The rateofexchangewithHamburgh
and P'irls
for50 yearspast,and how much ithas been, ifleach
instance,
above or below par.
2d," The priceofgoldinLondon, and a comparisonof thisprice
withthe]English
standardor Mint price.
3d, " The amount of'bank notes in circulation, 'md the rate of'
their assmned dcpreci:ttion, by a comparison with the price of gold."
,.Now, the accuracy of these tables must be admitted or proved
beibre the conclusions, which result fi:om the inspection of' them,
can command assent; but so far f:'om this being thc ease, their
accuracy is disowned by Mr Mushet himself; who, in the second
edition of his pamphlet, acknowledged the false principle upon
which his first tables were calculated, and has given us a new and
amended set.
The tbllowlng notice aeeomp'mied the second edition of Mr
Mushet's pamphlet :--" In the first edition of this work I stated
the par of exchange with Hamburgh at 33 schillings and 8 grotes,
•'rod at that considered it as a fixed par ; from tim best inibrmation
which I have been able to obtain upon 'Change since, 34.11¼ are
considercd as the par, and in the present edition I have stated it
as such. I I_ave also corrected the mistake of conslderi_g the par to
be fixed; because gohl being the standard of the money of England,
•rod silver in Hamburgh, there can be no fixed par b'ctween those
two countries;
it will be subject to all the variations which take
place in the relative value of gold and silver.
:For example, if 34
schillings 11 grotes and ¼ of Hamburgh currency be equal in value
to a pound sterling, or _- of a guinea_ when silver is 5s. 2d. per
oz., they can no longer be so when silver falls to 5s. ld. or 5s. per
oz., because a i_ound sterling in gold being then worth more silver,
is also worth more Hamburgh currency.
" To find the real par, tbereforc, we must ascertain what was
the relative value of gold and silver when the par was fixed at
34.11¼, and what is the relative value at the time we wish to
calculate it.
" :For ex,tmple, if the price of standard gold was 3l. 17s. 10}d.
per oz, and silver 5s. 2d., an ounce of gold would then be worth
15.07 ounces of silver, being the Mint proportions;
20 of our
standard shillings would then contain as much pure silver as 34
sclfillings 11 grotes and ]-; but if the oun('e of gold was 3l. 17s. 10½d.,
and silver 5s. (which it was on the 2d January 1798) the ounce of
gold would then be worth 15.57 ounces of silver.
If 1l. sterling at
1)ar_ therefore, be worth 15.07 ounces of silver_ then at 15.57 it
would be at 3 per cent. premium ; and 3 per ce_[t, premium on
34.11¼ is 1 schilling 1 grote and 1_ so that the par_ when gold is
to silver as 15.57 to 1, will be 36 schillings 1 grote and ]J_.
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" The above calculation will be more easily made by stating as
follows :w
As 15.07 : 34.11¼ :: 15.57 : 36_."
As it is universally admitted that gold is the standard measure
of value in this country, and that silver performs the same otTice at
IIambmgh, it is evident th'tt no tables can be correct which assume
a fixed invariable par. The true par must vary with every variation ill the relative v.fluc of the two metals.
There arc some objections, however, which I have yet to ofihr
against the perfect accuracy of Mr Mushet's present tables.
In the first place, he has taken the par of silver against silver
too low; he has calculated on the information which he had reocived, that 20 stand'u'd shillings in silver contained "is much of.
ttmt l)ure metal as thirty-ibm- schillil_gs and ll¼ grotes; but it
appears by Dr Kelly's tal_le (Bullion Rep. page 207,) tlmt by actual
assay, as well as by computation,
20 shillings arc of equal value
with 35 schillings and 1 grote.
This difference amounts to little
more than -_ l)er cent. ; and I have only noticed it because I think
it highly desirable that we should be able, at all times, to ascertain
the true par.
Secondly, Sir Mushet has calculated the degree in which the
exchange was above or below par by a reference to the prices which
he has quoted from Lloyd's list. iNow, invariably have those prices
been for bills "tt 2½ usances, and as the pttr of exchange is computed from a comparison of the actual value of the coins of the two
countries, payable at the same time in both, and not in one of them
at the end of 2._t, months, an :allowance for interest must be nmde
tbr this period, which will alnount to about 1 per cent.*
A deduction of' 1-_-per cent. must therefore be made fi'om the
eohunn tbr the _vourable
exchange to England in Mr Mushet's
tables.
There arc also, in all calculations on the true par of exchange,
other sources of error, some of which will be presently noticed ; so
that it is not possible to ascertain with perfect accuracy, unless all
those facts were before us, the actual difference which at any time
existed between a remittance by bullion, and by the purchase o{
a bill.
To Mr Mushet's amended tables, thus con'ected, I am willing to
submit the truth of the principle now disputed.
It will then appear,
that at no period since 1760 has the cxclmuge with Ilamburgh been
more in favour of England than 7 per cent., with one exception
only; and the reader will not bc surprised that there should have
been such an exeeptlon, when he learns that it was in the memor* :By Mr
's evidence to the Bullion Committee (Appendix, page 74,) it appears
that the course of exchange from Itamburgh
to London in ordinary times diflbrs 1
Flemish schilling from the course of London to Hamburgh,
to cot{q)ensate the 2{
usances and commission allowed on bills both ways ; when the difficulties of comnmnication existed to the greatest extent, the difference of exchange wns full 2s. Flemish.
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able year of 1797, just after the suspension of cash payments at the
Bank.
At this period tile currency of this country was reduced
particularly low ; the amount of bank notes in circulation being
less than it had been fbr ten years preceding.
That, under such
circumstances,
the exchange should have become favourable to
]_ngland, and, consequently, that there should have been large importations of bullion, is entirely conformable with tile principle of the
Bullion Committee, and confirms the efficacy of the remedy which
they have proposed.
A great circulation of paper and a too abundant currency, are stated by them to be the causes of' the present
nominally low exchange, and they confidently predict, that a reduction of its quantity will, as in the year 1797, raise the exchange,
and by that means render the importation of bullion profitable.
That this iltvourable exchange did, in the year 1797, produce an
immense importation of gold can, by indirect evidence, be amply
proved.
The amount of fbreign gold coined in his Majesty's
Mint was,
In thc year 1795
in value
L.255,721
ll
S
1796
72,179 14 11
]797
2,48t;,410(; 0
1798
2,718,425 9 0
1799
•
.
271,846 12 8
But, it will be asked, how do those who contend that the exchanges
of a country cannot, for any length of time, be either highly favourable, or highly untitvourable,
"recount for the exchange with
Hamburgh_ being pcr,nancntly in favour of England for two or
three years ?
This was the cnsc, Mr ]3osanquct observes, during the vcars
1797 and 1798, and he affirms that the precious metals produced
little effect in equalising the exchange.
It apl)ears by Mr Mushet's
amended tables (ahvays corrected by the 1_ per cent.) that, during
those years, the exchange was favourable to England, and fluctuated 6"om 5.6 to 4.3 per ccnt.
But the princil)lc I understand
to be this, that no country can, for any length of time, have the
exchange highly favourable or highly unfitvourable, because it supposes either such an increase on the onc hand iu her stock of mone_"
and bullion, or on the other such a diminution in that stock, as
would destroy that equilibrium in the value of the currencies o{
countries which they naturally have a tcndency to find.
The assertion is true when applied to thc exchanges, in general,
of any country: but is £dse if the rate of her exchange with one
country only be considered.
It is possible that her exchange with
one particular country may be permanently unt_avourable, in consequence of a continued demand for bullion ; but this by no means
proves that her stock of coin and bullion is dccrcasing, unless her
exchange should be also unfi_vourable with other codntrics.
She
may be importing from the north the bullion which she is exporting
to the south,--she
may be collecting it from countries where it is
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relatively abundant, fi_r countries where it is relatively scarce, or
where_ fi'om some particular causes, it is in particular demand ; but
it by no means follows_ as an undeniable consequence, that her own
stock of money shall be reduced below its natural level. Spain,
for example, who is the great importer of bullion fi'om America,
can never have an unfilvourable exchange with her colonies ; and
as she must distribute the bullion she receives amongst the difli_rent
nations of the world, she c:m seldom have a fitvourable exchange
with the countries with which she trades.*
Applying, then, these principles to the state of our exchange with
Hamburgh in 1797 and 1798, we shall observe, that it was not in
consequence of what is usually termed a balance of trade that the
exchange was permanently
_hvourable to England;
it was not
because Hamburgh had contracted a debt to us fiw the balance of
commodities which she had imported, that she was necessitated to
pay us in gold and sih'er bullion, but because she could advantageously export bullion in the same way as any other commodit.y_
in consequence of an unusual demand fi)r that article in ]']ngland.
This demand proceeded fl-om two causes : First, from the unusually
low amount of our currency;
secondly, fi'om the exportation of
silver to Asia by the East India Company.
In consequence of the first of these causes, and of the immense
umount of guineas which at that period had been withdrawn fi'om
circulation ibr the purpose of hoarding, 1)y timid people, we have
already seen that the/breign
gold coined into guineas during those
years, amounted to no less a sum than 5,200,000l.
tlerc, then,
was a demand for gold unprecedented
in the history of the Mint,
and of itself abundantly sufficient to account both ibr the high
exchange, and the length of time which it continued.
It is :_
l)ractical illustration of the truth of a most satisthctory theory.
To this, however_ must be added, the demand ibr silver bullion
in consequence of the exI)c_tatlon of the East India Company.
It
appears, by the account delivered to the Bullion Committee (No. 9),
that the whole amount of _¢oreign silver coin, exported by the
Company on their own account, as well as on account of private
persons_ amounted
In the year 1795
to
151,795 ounces.
1796
to
2{,}0,777
1797
to
962,880
1798
to
3,5{;5,691
1799
to
7,2_7,327
From this time the exportation of silver to the East Indies was
considerably reduced, and has now almost wholly ceased.
Thus,
then, it appears that a high exchange was followed by an unusually
* Mr IIuskisson has commented with gTcat ability upon tim few transactions--few
comparatively--which
take place in bullion, and has observed, that those transactions
are principally confined to the distribution of the produces of the mines to the difli_rent
countries wh_re gold and silver are ;- use.
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great importation of bullion, and that, when that demand ceased,
the exchange regained its natural level. On a further inspection
of the table, it will appear, that in proportion as thc amount of
bank notes increased, the exchange became depressed, and was in
1801 more than 11 per cent. against England;
and at the same
time the price of gold bullion rose to 4l. 6s.--more
than 10 per
cent. above thc Mint pricc.*
It must be confessed, that from September 1766 to September
1767, the exchange contlnucd permanently in favour of" England
fi'om 7.4 to (i.8 per cent. ; and fi'om that pcriod to Septcmbcr 1768_
it continued generally £tvourable above 3 per cent. ; but what
circumstances in the situation of Europe might then have made it
profitable for England to become the agent in collecting bullion
!'tom. IIamburgh tbr somc othcr country, it is not now material to
mqmrc.
Of this I am fully assured, that, if all the circumst'mces
were fidrly before us, it might bc satlsfhctorily cxplaincd.
But whether expl:_ined or not explained, it proves nothing in
fhvour of Mr Bosauquct's theory (tbr theory Mr Bos'mquct has
just as much as the (2ommittec) : it only proves that the precious
metals might continue to be imported fi-om one quarter while they
wcre exported to another; which the theory of the Committee not
only allows, but requires.
To prove anything in favour of _ir
Bosan.quet's theory, it nmst bc proved that the precious metals
came m permanently in greater proportion than they went out;
not from one place only, but from all places taken together.
The fbllowing considerations go a certain way in accounting for
tile phenomena which have misled Mr Bosanquet:
the tables of
Mr Musher art calculated on a comparison of the relative value
of siher with. bar. gold.
Now, bar gold is generally 2s. or 3s. per
ounce worse m prmc than gold in coin; "rod, therefbre, if the gold
imported be intended for re-exportation,
the true par will difthr
from 2 to 3 per cent., according as ttle calculation is made by
reference to coined or to bar gold.t
* Lord King satisfiactorily accounted for tim long duration of an exchange filvourable
to thi_ country with Ilamburgh,
fi'om the circumstance of tim demands of the India
Company for'silver bullion for their settlements in the East.
Sir :Blake comments,
in his late publication, upon what he calls " the en'oneous opinions" entertained
by
Lord King on ttlis subject, and observes, " that tim exportation of bullion is affeete_l
like that of may other comnmdity, x_hcu there is such a difference in its real prices, at
any two places, as will afford a profit on its transit ; an occurrchlce that will frcquentl.v
take place _xith an exchange at par." An occurrence, I should say, which can never
take l,lace _ith an excbange at par. Who would send bullion ti'om Itamburgh to
London at an expense of 4 or 5 per cent., whilst the exchange was at par, when b.v
means of a bill he could obtain the same amount of bullion in London free from all
charges
I am happy tlmt an opinion similar to that which I have expressed is also entertained by Mr Bosanquet, page 12:--" In the event of an nn|kvourable balance of
payments,
the depression of the exchange must necessarily attai_ this limit (the
expenses of conveying mad insuring the precious metals from one eotfntrv to tim other)
before the balance can be adjusted by the exportation of gold"
t Mr Mushet's calculations take for granted, that the relative value of gold and
sih'cr was the stone in both countries, and that the gold and silver were of the same
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When money is wanted for our own circulation, I do not object
to the calculation of the true par of' exchange being made, on a
comparison of the relative value of the silver of the foreign country
with the value of standard gold bars in this ; but in that case thcre
must be addcd to the amount of expenses attending the transportation of the silver, the intcrest which the purchaser of" gold
will lose_ during the detention of thc gold in the Mint whilst coinlug into money.
The natural destination of a great part of all the
bar gold is to some of the Mints of Europe, as it is in thc state of
coin only that gold can bc made productive of interest to the
owner.
In comparing, thcrefbre, the value of the currency of one
country with the value of bullion in another, we must not leave
out of our consideration
the trifling superior value which coin
bears above bullion in the importing country.
Thus_ if a merchant
in IIamburgh were indcbtcd ll. sterling to a merchant in England,
:rod should cxport to England as much silver :is wouhl purchase
thc quantity of gold contained in ll., he would not bc able to
discharge his dcbt till the gold wcrc manuti_cturcd into coin. In
addition, then, to his other expenses, the interest which hc would
have to pay to his creditor till the coin was returncd to him_ wouhl
enter into his calculation at the time that he was making a coln[)arison of the advantages which would attend cither the purchase
of a bill, or the remittance of bullion.
This loss of intercst the Bullion Committee have estimated at
I per cent.
If thesc princlplcs are corrcct_ there must bc deducted from thc
fitvourable Haruburgh exchanges of Mr Mushet's tables 1 per cent.
more than wc have already stated, when the bullion is wanted tbr
our own coin, and fi'om 2 to 3 per cent. when it is required for
re-exportation.
It is also necessary to observe, that the relative
value of gold to silver is constantly varying in all countries, though
always tending in all to an cquallty of value ; and that the test of
our currency being dcpreciatcd, is more certainly provcd by the
high market price of bullion than by the low exchanges. _
description, viz. in bars.
But it is chiefly hy the value of gold in coin flint a foreigner
determines whether he shall export gold to this country, or nmkc a remittance by bill ;
and the price of gold. in coin in England must necessarily enter into his calculation.
On a reference to the Appendix of tlm Bullion Report, .No. 6, it will appear flint the
transactions
in gold with dm Continent are mostly confined to gold in coiu. For
fifteen montbs_ ending in March 181o, the _holc amount of sales of bar gold, by
private dealers, transacted through the Bullion Office at the Bank, did not c.xcced i]_
_alue 60,867/._ whilst the sales of gold in coin dnrlng the same period amounted to
{;83,067L
* I have read in a small French tract, "Sur l'Ir,stitution des 1)rincil)ales Banqucs
dc l'Europe_" that on one occasion the Bank of Ilamburgh was obliged to _uspend
its payments, in consequence of having made too great advances on gold bullion.
I
have in vain endeavoured to find out iu what year this occurred.
It is evident that a
circumstance of this sort must have had some influence on the cxchange_--and
it is
not impossible that it might have happened in the years 1766, 1767.
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:Exchange with Paris.

HAvL'_'G thus examined the objections made by Mr Bosanquet to
the conclusions of the Committee, as far as the exchanges with
Hambux_h are concerned, I shall now proceed to consider the
circumstances
which appear to him to be at variance with the
principle I am defending, in the account of the exchanges between
this country and Paris.
In the consideration
of the par of exchange with Hamburgh,
the principle on which it is calculated is easy and simple; not so
that with Paris.
The difficulty proceeds from this : that France
as well as England has two metals, gold and silver_ in circulation,
both of which arc legal tender in all payments.
In my former publication I endeavoured to explain the principles
which appeared to me to fix the standard measure of value in a
country where silver and gold arc both in circulation, and both a
legal tender.
Lord Liverpool supposed, that when gold becamc the st:mdard
measure of value in this country, it arose from some capricious
preference of the people to gold; but it can, I think, be clearly
proved that it was caused entirely from the circumstance of the
market value of silver relatively to gold having become greater
than the Mint proportions.
This principle is not only most fully
admitted, but also most ably illustrated by his lordship.
The Mint will coin an ounce of gold into 3/. 17s. 10i.d. of gohl
money, and they will also coin 15.07 ounces of silver in(o the same
amount of silver money.
What is it, then, that determines the
Bank or any individual to carry an ounce of gold in preference to
15.07 ounces of silver to the Mint to be coined, as they are both by
law equally useful to discharge a debt to the amount of 3/. 17s. 10½d. ?
:No other consideration but their interest.
If 15.07 ounces of silver
can bc purchased for less than an ounce of gold, silver will be coined ;
and if an ounce of gold can be procured fbr less than 15.07 ounces
of silver, gold will be taken to the Mint for that purpose.
In the first case silver will become the measure of value; in the
second, gold.
Now, as the relative market value of these metals is subject to
constant variation, gold or slh'cr may alternately become the standnrd measure of value. Since the recoinage of silver, in the reign of
King William, gold has almost uniformly been of less value than
15.07 ounces of silver, and consequently gold has, since,that period,
been the standard of value in this country.
In the year 1798, the
coinage of silver was altogether prohibited by law. Whilst that
law remains in force gold nmst necessarily be the standard measure,
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whatever may be the variations in the relative value of the two
metals.*
Whichever metal is the standard measure of value, it will also
regulate the par of exchange with foreign countries, because it will
be in that metal, or in paper currency repre_entlng that metal, that
oills will be paid.
In France there arc also two metals in circulation, and both legal
tender to any amount.
The relative value of gold to silver in the
coins of France, previously to the Revolution, was as 15 to 1
(Bullion Report, No. 59), and is now 15_ to 1 ; but we are infbrmed
by a letter of Mr Grefulhc to the Bullion Commlttec (No. 56), that
in 1785, an alteration had been made in the number of louis which
were coined from a marc of gold, that number having been increased
t_om 30 to 32. Previously to 1785, therefore, gold must have
been valued in the French Mint somewhere about 14 to 1. For
the same reasons that the standard of value was subject to change
fi'om gold to silver, and fi'om silver to gold, in England, it would
also be subject to do so in France.
_Vhen the relative value of
gold to silvcr was under 14 to 1, gold would have bccome the
standard measure of value in France, and, conscqucntly, the ratc of
exchange with England would have been estimated by a comparison of the gold coins of the two countries.
When above 14, and
under 15.07 to 1, gold would have been the standard in England,
and _ilver in France, :rod the exchange rated accordingly.
The
par would then have been fixed by a comparison of the gold of
Enghmd with the silver of :_ rance. And when the relativc wtluc
was above 15.07 to 1, sih'er would have been the standard in both
countries.
The exchange would then have been rated in silver.
But after 1785, when the Mint valuation of the metals was altercd
in France, and became nearly the same as that of England, the par
of exchange would h'tvc been reckoned clther in gold or in silver
in both countries.
I have already obscrvcd that, to compare the amount of deviation
of thc cxchange fi'om par with the expenses of transmitting the
precious metals from one country to the other, is not sufficient to
prove that such trade would be i)rofitable, we must also consider
what the pricc of bullion is in the country to which it is transmitted, or the anmunt of expense which would be incurrcd in
procuring the bullion to be coined into money.
In this country
no seignoragc is charged.
If an ounce of gold or silver is carric[l
to the Mint, an ounce of coined money is returned.
The only in* The Bullion Committee, aswell as Mr Huskisson, eunsidcr gold as the standard
measure of value, in consequenceof
the 89th of the King, which declares that silver
shall not be a legal tender for sums exceeding 25/., except by weight, at thc rate ot
5s. 2d. per ounce.
But this law would not have prevented the coinage of silver whm,
under its l_lint price, and, therefore, under its _lint relative value to gold. In 1798,
for example, when the price of siher was 5s. per ounce, and the relative market value
of silver to gold as l to 15.57, and when therefore sih'er could be profitably coined,
:Ira new _ilver fi.e_,hfrom the Mint wonld have been a legal tender to any amount.
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convenience,
therefor%
thatan importerofbullion
canexperience
in
receivingbullion
fi'omabroad_insteadofthemoney ofEngland,is
thedelayduringitsdetention
at theMin b and which theBullion
Committee have valuedat I per cent. One per cent.appears,
therefore_
to be the naturalvalue of Englishcoin above bullion,
providedtilecoin be not debased,and the currencybe not excessive.But in l'_rance
the selgnoragc,
accordingto Dr Smitlb
amounted to no lessthan 8 percent,besides
the lossof interest
duringitsdetention
at theMint. And we have hisauthority,
too,
thatno sensible
inconvenience
resulted
fi'omit.* An ounceofgold
or silvercoinwas in _Francc_therefore,
of more value by 8 per
cent.thanan ounce ofgoldor silver
bullion.It results
fi'om
these
lhctsthatno bullion
couldhave been importedinto_'rance_
unless
therewasnotonlya profit
equaltotheexpensesattendingitsimportation,
but a further
profit
of8 percent,theparof exchangebeing
calculated
not on thevaluewhich thecoinactually
passedforin
currency_
but on itsintrinsic
valueas bullion.t
To make thisappearmore evldcnt,
letus supposethat theexchange withLondon was_as BitBosanquetinformsus_8 per cent.
in fitvour
of France,inthcyear 1767_and thatatthesame timeit
was 6 per cent.in favourofLondon withHamburglb and thatthe
expensesof sendinggohl fi'omHambul_h toPariswere no more
than I_-percent. Willitnotbe chcaper_
he asks,by 12_-percent.
topay-thedebt at Paris,by sendingthe gold fi'omHambu1"gh,$
than by remitting
a bill
? I answer_No ; because,
when thegold
arrives
at Paris,itmust eitherbe colncdintomoney_ or soldas
bullion.If it be coinedintomoney_ 8 percent.must bc paid to
theB'lint
; ifitbe soldas bullion,
itwillsellat 8 percent.under
theMint price.§ The profi
b then_ifalltheothercalculations
be
* Sincewritingthe ahove,I have seen an extractfrom a Moniteur of the year
1803,by which itappearsthattheseignorage
in]_'rance
was
In 1726 on gold 7T_ per cent. on silver 7.r4r
1729
5.i"_
5_

17s5

_

31_

1771
],_
2_1785
.
-'2.I_.
.
,And was fixed in 1803 at _- per cent, ibr gold, and 1_ for silver.
_" It is only whilst the currency of France was kept at its proper level that the price
of gold could continue 8 per cent. under the Mint price, in the same manner as the
price of gold would and did continue under the Mint price of England.
The currency
of England was rather above its level when gold was 3l. 17s. 6d., as 4d. an ounce i's
not sufficient compensation for the delay of the Mint. It follows, therefore, that the
princip.le here contended for can only have its full force whilst the currency is not
excessive.
._ As sih'er is the currency of ]lamburgh, it would be silver, and not gold, which
an English creditor would be entitled to send from Hamburgh to Paris.
§ " In _'rance: a duty of 8 per cent. is deducted for the coinage, which not only
defrays the expense of it, but aflbrds a small revenue to the Government.
In England,
as the coinage costs nothing, the current coin can never be much mo_ valuable tlmn
the quantity of bullion which it actually contains.
In France, the work_nanship, as you
aY for it, adds to the value, in the same manner as to that of wrought plate. A stun of
ench money, therefore, containing a certain welght of pnre silver, is more valuable
than a sum of English money containing an equal weight of pure silver, and mus_
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correct, will be reduced from 12_ to 4_ per cent. But they are not
correct, being subjcct to further deductions fi'om the causes already
stated.
Keeping these principles in view, it will, I believe, appear, that
the exchange with Paris was in t_tvour of England during a great
portion of' the four years, t'rom 17(;'1 to 17(;8, and at all the other
periods mentioned by Mr Bosanquet.
I cannot help here observing, that it must excite astonishment,
that "t British merchant should seriously believe it possible, that,
in time of peace_ "_net profit, after paying all expenses, of fi'om
10._ to 12½ per cent. should have been made by the export'ttion of
gol_l fi'om Hambm_h to l)aris during four years :--a profit, which,
ii-om the quick returns_ would have enabled any person engaging
in such undertakings to have cleared more than 100 per cent. per
annum on the capital employed ; and tlmt too in "_trade, the slightest
fluctuations of which are watched by a class of men proverbial for
their shrewdness, and in which competition is carried to the greatest
extent.
For any man to compare the account of the IIamburgh
exchange, "rod of the Parisian, "rod not to see that tim accounts
were incorrect, that the fitcts could not be as so stated, is very like
a man who is all for fact and nothing for theoi T. Such men can
hardly ever sift their facts.
They arc credulous, and necessarily so,
because they have no standard of refercncc.
Those two sets of
supposcd thcts, those in the IIamburgh exchange on the one hand,
•md thosc in the Parisian on the othcr_ are absolutely inconsistcnt,
and disprove one "mother. That facts such as these should bc
brought ibrward to invalidate a theory, the reasonableness of which
is allowed, is a melancholy proof of the power of prejudice over
very enlightened minds.

SECTION

III.

Supposed )'act of a Premium on Ei,glish Currency
Exchange with Sweden.

in America--Favourable
.,

TIlE next point on which I wish to make ,_ few observations, is
that first mentioned by _ir Grcfulhe,.and
now brought forward by
l_{r Bosanquet.
I allude to the prcmmm which it is asserted was
require more bullion, or other commodities, to purchase it. Though the curt'eat coin
of the two countries, therefore, were equally near the standards of their respective
Bfints, a sum of English money could not well purchase a sum of French money, conraining an equal number of ounces of pure silver, nor, consequently, a bill upon France
for such a sum. If, for such a bill, no more additional money was paid than what
was sufficient to compensate tim expense of French coinage, the real exchange might
be at par between the two countries, their debts and credits might mutually compensate one another, while the computed exchange was considerably in favour of
France.
If less tlmn this wus paid, the real exchange might be in favour of England,
"hfle the computed was m favour of France. --lVealth of.A atwns, Chap. iii. Book iv
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given in America, in hard dollars_ for the depreciated currency of
England.
I have examined this ?act with the greatest attention,
and to me it appears evident; first, that the price which was called
a premium of 9 per cent. given for a bill upon England, was reall_
a discount of 3¼ per cent.; and, secondly, that at that l)rice it was
•t cheaper remittance than if the dollars with which the bill was
bought had been exported.
The par of exchange with America is reckoned in dollars; the
par is called 4s. 6d. sterling for a dollar, consequently 444.4 dollars
ought to contain as much pure silver as 100/. stcrllng.
But this is
not the t_act. An American dolla b according to the Mint regulation
of America, ought to weigh 17 dwt. 8 grains, and is 8} grains
worse than English standard silver; consequcntly_ the value of an
American dollar in our standard silver is 4s. 3_d. _ccording to
this value, 463.7 dollars is the true par tbr 100/. of our English
silver currency; but we are comparing the dollars of America with
the pound sterling of England, which is gold; therefore, the true
par for 100/. sterling at the relative value ot" dollars and gold in May
1809, the period alluded to, was 500 dollars. _'ow, tbr a bill of
100/. on London_ bought with dollars in America at the highest
exchange that yea5 viz. 109_ no more was paid than 484 dollars;
it was therefba'e purchased at 3¼ per cent. under the real par.*
It should be recollected that the embargo laws were at that time
most strictly entbrced; that captains ot' packets were obliged, bclbrc
they were permitted to proceed on their voy.qgc, to swear that they
had no speclc on board ; and, on one occasion, one of these captains
was obliged to re-land the specie which he had smuggled on board
his vessel.
At the same time, the rate of insurance was immoder•ttcly high, and a premium of 8 per cent. was paid on a t_w ships
which broke the embargo, the underwriters being guaranteed, to%
from the loss which would have attended
their seizure by the
American Government.
l_,_ou, 8 per cent. insurance_ besides commission, fi'eight, and other expcnses_ together with 3¼ per ccnt._
the actual discount of the bill bough b woul(l_ perhaps, not bc much
under the discount which then existed on our paper currency; so
that our depreciated paper was not bought at a premium tbr hard
dollars, but was bought at a discount_ and at its actual value.
But we are told the exchange with Sweden is thvourable to
Engl'md_ and that the currency of Sweden is regulated in a manner
precisely similar to ours, the Bank not issuing specie whenever the
exchange becoines unfavourable.
There is no doubt a perfect
agreement in the two cases, mad tbr that reason they are followed
t)y similar efi_cts_ and the depreciation of both currencies requires
• The weight of the American dollar in circulation is not more,[according to Mr
_Villiams's evidence+ than 17 dwt. 6 gr., which would make the true par somewhat
lower than 4s. 3._d.; and, according to _Ede's hook of Coins, the American dollar is 11
grains worse than standard, and contains no more pure _ilver than 4s. 2;_d.of E+Jglish
•tandard silver coin.
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the same remedy.
This remedyis a diminution in the amount of
the circulating medium, either by the exportation of the coins, or
by a reduction of bank paper. If the exchange with Sweden is, as
stated, 24 per cent. in favour of' London, it proves only that the
excess of paper currency not convertible into specie is_ in Sweden,
proportionably greater than in England.*

SECTION
A Statement

concerning

the :Par of Exchange,

IV.
by the Bullion Commit-tee, examined:

HAV_G now considered ever)" filct_ or supposed fact, advanced
by Mr Bosanquct, on the subject of the exchange, with a view to
prove that the principle which the Committee have avowed,P
namely, that the variations in the exchange with foreign countries
can never excced for any length of time the expense of transporting and insuring the precious metals ; having proved the conclusion
to which the writer would lead us to be unsupported by his facts,
• of which not one is, as I think, at variance with the principle of
the Committee, I must beg leave to point out an error in the
Report itself, an error on which Mr Bosanquet founds his opinion,
that all remedy may safely be delayed.
" Thus, then," says _lr Bosanque_, " it appears that, on a full
admission of all the principles adopted by the Committee, and of
their application to the present case, the foreign exchanges were,
•it the time when the Report was prescnted, and for three months
prior thereto, about "2per cent. below the natural limit of depresslon."
" It will probably be thought that the question, as a practical
question of' national importance, is altogether at _est ;--that there
is no necessity, at least, ibr the adoption of hasty remedies, even
though the correctness of the genel,-al reasoning of the Committee
should, on full inquiry, be conceded."
When the exchange is admitted to be exceedingly depressed, we
are told that to oblige the Bank to pay in specie would he attended
with the most dangerous consequences ; that we must wait till the
exchange becomes more favourable; and when it is supposed to
have risen within 2 per cent. of its natural limit, then we axe affain
desired to pause, because it is no longer a question of national
importance.
By this mode of reasoning, a motive may be found
tbr refusing ad infinitum to renew the payments of the Bank.
1
• :Before, however, it can be admitted that the exchange with Sweden is 24 pc1
cent. in favour of London, we must be informed whether both gold and silver be legal
•ender in Sweden, and, if so, at what relative value those metals are rated in the
Swedish Mint,
I suspect that a part of this favourable e_ehange may be accounted
for by the rise in the relative value of zold to silver.
X
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confidently hope that no such fallacious reasoning will be listened
to ; that we shall at last open our eyes to the dangers that beset
us; that we shall examine coolly, and dccidc manthlly.
The principle upon which Mr Mushet's amended tables are
constructed, has been most fully admitted, and most correctly and
concisely stated in the Report (page 10.)
" If one country uses gold for its principal mcasure of value, and
another uses silver, the par between those countries cannot be
estimated for any particular period, without taking into account
the relativc value of gold and silver at that particular period."
The Committee have, moreover, in their endeavours to find out
the real par between this country and Hamburgh, kept this principle constantly in view, as will appear from the questions put to
Mr _
(Report, page 73).
Mr -also fully admitted the
principle; and yet, whcn hc was requcstcd to " state in what
manner he applied those general ideas to the statement of the par
of exchange, as between England .'rod Hamburgh," he answered,
tak ng gold at the coinage price of 3l. 17s. 10_d., and taking it
at Hamburgh at what we call its par, which is 96 stivers bunco for
a ducat, and further reducing 55 ounces of' standard gold as being
equal to 459 ducats, it produces a par of exchange of 34s..q!,,"
Flemish for a pound sterling : _t ducat contains at the rate of' 2;3½
carats fine:'
Now, hcrc is not one word said about the relatlvc value of gold
to silver in the market ; and the only information which is obtained
from this answer is, that 34s. 3.1,g. :Llemlsh, in gold coin, is equal
"to a pound steHing of gold; and this calculation agrees within
grote with that of Dr Kelly (l_ep. No. 59).
If the purchaser of
•t bill in London for 34s. 3g. could obtain at Hamburgh 34s. 3g. in
gold currency, that might truly be called the par, but he can only
obtain 34s. 3g. in silver, which is not worth, by 8 per cent., .as
much as 34s. 3g. in gold coin. The question proposed by the
Committee was, in efthct, What amount of Hamburgh
currency
contains the same quantity of pure silver as can be purchased by
_ pound sterling in gold .9
At the period when the Report was made, the answer would have
been 37s. 3g. Flemish ; 37s. 3g. therefore was then the true par of
exchange.
If the Committee had calculated according to this par,
instead of 34s, 3g., they would not have reported that the exchange
with Hamburgh was not more unfavourable to England than 9 pcr
cent., but nearly 17 per cent. ; and Mr Bosanquet would not have
had an opportunity ibr observing, that, admitting the reasoning of
the Committee, the evil was not of sufficient magnitp.dc to umke
any immediate

interference

necessary.
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I.

the Negation of the above Conclusion implies the hnpn.,_iMlity of melting
exporting English Coin--an Impossibility contended tbr by nobody.

or

THE next proposition of the Committee, the justness of' which Mr
Bosanquet disputes, he has thus stated :--" That thc price of gold
bullion can never exceed the Mint price_ unless the currency in
which it is paid is depreciated below the value of gold."
But this
is not exactly the principle of the Committee.
Their principle,
when fairly stated, is, not that gold as a commodity nmy not rise
above its value as coin, but that it cannot continue so, because the
convcrtibility of coin into bullion would soon equalize their value.
The words of the Committee arc these,_"
Your Committee are
of opinion that, in the sound and natural state of the British currency, the tbundation of which is gold, no increased demand Ibr
gold ii'om other parts of the world, however great, or from whatever
causes arising, can have the effect of producing here, for a con
siderable Teriod of time_ a material rise in the market price of gold."
_Nothin_ appears to me to be wanting to make this a self-evldent propositionbut the admission_ that the law, which forbids the conversion of gold coin into gold bullion, cannot be successfhlly executed.
I should have expected, therefore_ that any one who denied its
truth would have contended that the lax_ was fully efficient ibr the
purposes for which it was enacted ; and that he would have brought
fbrward authorities to justify this view which he had taken of it.
But authorities for such an opinion would have been difficult to
have been found.
From the days of Locke till the present time I
have nowhere seen the fact disputed.
It is by all writers indis,_riminately allowed_ that no penalties can prevent the coin from
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beln_ melted when its value as bullion becomes superior to its value

as coin.

Lockc calls the law which forbids the melting and exporting
coin, " a law to hedge in the cuckoo."
Smith observes, " that no
precautions of Government can prevent it."
On this subject, too,
we have the authority of practical men.
The Bank Directors, in the year 1795, when the price of gold
rose to 4l. 3s. or 4l. 4s. per ounce, after acquainting Mr Pitt with
that fact, observe, " our gafineas being to be purchased at 3/. 17s.
10{d. per ounce, clearly demonstrates the grounds of our fears;
it being only necessary to state those facts to the Chancellor of the
:Exchequer."
:Now, what were.those fears, but that there would
be a run upon them for gold coin, for the purpose of melting it into
bullion?
Mr Newland, too, when asked (by the Committee of
the Lords, 1797,) " If there were now to be a new coinage, do you
think a great deal would be melted down and privately exported ?"
Answered, " That depends entirely upon the price of bullion."
]n the same Committee Mr _'ew]and was also asked, " Is it more
difficult to prevent t_alse coining, or to prevent the melting down
or exporting, when it is for their advantage to export it ?"--Answer,
" I aln at a loss to guess how you can prevent either."
These are but a few of the opinions which might be brought
forward in support of the t_act of the coin being melted into bullion
whenever the price of bullion rises above the price of coin. I shall
conclude, however, with the opinion of Mr Bosanquet himself.
Speaking of the Committee, he observes, " They say nothing about
the price of bullion, which is expected, doubtless, to return when
the Bank shall have sufficiently controlled the exchange; although
Mr Locke and many other writers have clearly demonstrated that
the coins of any country can only be retained within it when the
general balance of' trade and payments is not unfavourable."
Now,
under the elrcumstances supposed of a low exchange, what shouhl
take our coins fi'om us but their superior value as bullion ? Who
would export coins if bullion could be bought at its Mint price ?
It is their superior value as bullion, therefore, that is the cause of
their being melted and exported.
But the Committee have not been satisfied with simply stating
a position which is almost self-evident ; they have appealed to facts,
and distinctly assert, that for a period of twenty-four
years,
since the recoinage, gold bullion in standard bars had not been
at a higher price than 31. 17s. 10_d. per ounce, with the exception
of one year, beginning in May 1783, and ending in May 1784, when
the price was 3l. 18s. per ounce.
We are indeed informed by a
letter from the Bank Directors to Mr Pitt, in Octgber 1795, and
it is on that authority reported by the Committee, tliat _old bullion
was then as high .as'4L 3s. or 41. 4s. per ounce; and it_was stated
by Mr :Newland to the Lords' Committee in 1797, that the Bank
had been frequentiy obliged to buy gold higher than the Mint
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price ; and upon one occasion gave as much, for a small quantity
which their agent procured in Portugal, as 4l. 8s.*
These are the only fkcts on which Mr Bosanquet relies for overturning the principle in question. Prices not known to the public ;
not recorded in any list; given, too, by a corporation not remarkable for the good management of their concerns, are to be deemed
the fair market price ; and such exceptions as these are to overturn
opinions grounded on a just theory, sanctioned by practical men,
and confirmed by experience.
Is there any evidence that these prices continued even for a week ?
If we consult tile price list, we shaU find, that in July of that year,
1795, tile price of gold is quoted 3l. 17s. 6d. ; in December it is
again quoted 3l. 17s. 6d., and in the intervening four months no
price is marked.
Does Mr Bosanquet think it possible that such a
price as 4l. 4s. for gold could have continued, whilst it was to be
obtained, by melting the coin, at 3l. 17s. 10_d. ? Has he so good
an opinion of' the self-denial and virtues of all classes of the commumty?
If he has, why are they not now to be trusted?
What
is the plea urged for not paying in specie?
That at the present
exchange, an_ present price of gold, it would be advantageous to
export and melt the coin, so that there would be danger that every
guinea would leave the country.
But when you tell us that bullion
has no connexion with coin, " that there is no point of contact
O" "
'
"O r
'_
between En_,hsh and forelvn gold, there can be no danger of any
one's being particularly desirous to possess coin, as, for the mere purposes of circulation, bank notes arc equally, if not more convenient.
"/.f," says Mr Bosanquet, " the demand for foreign gold was at
any time very great, and the melting and exportation of guineas,
however abundant, by any means effectually prevented, forcign gold
might rise to double its price• in• English
gold, and yet thc intrinsic
•
,_
value of guineas remain undiminished.
I might apply to this _f of Mr Bosanquet the observation which
• It appears that it was in 1795, and most probably in October, that the Bank gave
4/. 8s. for gold, as stated by Mr Newland.
On being asked concerning the time
by the Lords' Committee, he answered, "I believe it was ahout two years since the
IJank gave about 4/. 8s. per ounce for gold ; it was but a small quantity, it was soon
stopt on account of its price. The Bank at that time thought it expedient to obtain
gold from Portugal, which their agent could not do at a less price than 4/. 8s."
Mr Newland was speaking on the '28th Mmch 1797.
It is a case by no means improbable that the Bank may frcquently have bought
foreign gold above the Mint price, at the same time that they could have obtained
gold in bars, not exportable, at a comparatively cheaper price. They might flatter
themselves that, by not purchasing English gold. they would lessen the temptation
to melt the guineas: at the same time their diminished stock requited
them to
replenish their coffers. This opinion is very much confirmed by an e.xamination of
the account in the Appendix of the Bullion Report, _o. 19, wherc it appears, that
from 1797 to 1810, the amount in value of gold coined at his Majesty's Mint.was
B:960,113/., of which only 2,296,056/. was coined from English gold, the remainder
was coined from foreign gold. It appears, too, that since 1804, 1,402,542£ has bccn
coined from foreign gold, and not one guinea from British gold
During the whole of
this period the price of tbreigu gold in the market exceeded the price of Enghsh
gold. Is it not probable, therefore, that the Bank, who are the only importers of gold
into the Mint, have been guided by some such policy as I have supposed.
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he has made on the same word, when used by the Committee, you,',
elf, is, a great peace-ma,Ser. But the above is not our case; the law
cannot be effectually cnfbrced.
The remark, therefore, is of no use
in the question before us.
If the law, however, could be effectually enforced, it would be
attended with the most cruel injustice. Why should not the holder
of an ounce of gold in coin have the same advantages from the
increase in the value of his property, as the holder of an ounce of
tmeoined gold ? From the mere circumstance of its having had a
stamp put on it, is he to be made to suffer all the inconveniences
from the fall in the value of his gold, in consequence of' the opening
of new mines, or from any other circumstances, and derive none of
the benefits which may result from a rise in its value?
This injustice to individuals would not be compensated by the slightest
advantages to the community ; as the exportation of the coin, were
it freely permitted, would always cease when the value of our curreney had risen to its true bullion value, and that is precisely the
value at which the currencies of all _ountries are permanently fixed.
Such, in spite of the law, was the value of our currency till the
Bank restriction bill, and for some time after.
There it would
inevitably fix itself again, if that most impolitic act were repealed.
Increase the value of your currency to its proper level, and you are
sure to retain it. No policy can be worse than forcibly detaining
a million, for example, to perform those offices to which 800,000L
are fully adequate.

SECTION

II.

Consequences which would fifllow on the Supposition that the Currencies of othel
Countries (exclusive of England) were diminished or increased one half.

LET USsuppose that the circulation of all comatries were carried on
by the precious metals only, and that the proportion which England
possessed were one million; let us further suppose, that, at once,
half of the currencies of all countries, excepting that of England,
were suddenly annihilated,
would it be possible for England to
continue to retain the million which she before possessed .9 Would
not her currency become relatively excessive compared with tha{ of
other countries ? If a quarter of wheat, for example, had been both
in France and England of the same value as an ounce of coined
old, would not half an ounce now purchase it in France, whilst in
ngland it continued of the same value as one ounce ?* Could we
* That commodities would rise or fidl in price, in proportion Ib the increase or
diminution of money, I assume as a fhct which is incontrovertible. "/_,Ir Bosanquet, in
his admis.sion of the effects on prices from the discovery of a mine, shows that he has
no such doubts on this subject as the governor of the Bank, who, when asked by the
Committee, "Do you conceive that a very considerable reduction of the amouut of
the circulating medium would no_ tend in any degree to increase it_ relative value
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by any laws, under such circumstances, prevent wheat or some other
commodity (for all would be equally, affected) If'ore being imported
into England, and gold coin fi'om being exported?
If wc could,
and the exportation of bullion were free, gold might rise 100 per
cent. ; ,_nd for the same reason, if 35 _'lemlsh schillings in Hamburgh had before been of equal value with a hound stet'linc_. 175
schillings wouhl now attain that value. If the currency of England
only had bccn doubled, the effects would have been precisely the
I

I
!

saIllC.

Suppose, again, the case reversed, and that all other currencies
remained as before, while half of that of England was rctrenched.
If the coinage of money at the Mint was on the present tboting,
would not the prices of commodities be so reduced hcre that their
cheapness would invite foreign purchasers, and would not this
,'ontinue till the relative proportions in the different currencies
were restored ?
If such would be the effects of a diminution of money below its
natural level, and that such would be the consequences the most
celebrated writers on political economy are agreed, how can it be
justly contended that the increase or diminution of money has
nothing to do either with the foreign exchanges, or with the price
of bullion ?
Now, a paper circulation, not convertible into specie, differs in
its effects in no respect from a metallic currency, with the law
against exportation strictly executed.
Supposing, then, the first case to occur whilst our circulation
c,)nsisted wholly of paper, wouhl not the exchanges fall, and the
price of bullion rise in the manner which I have been representing ;
and would not our currency be depreciated, because it was no
longer of the same value in the markets of the world as the bullion
which it professed to represent?
The fact of depreciation could
not be denied, however the Bank Directors might assure the public
that they never discounted but good bills for bona fide transactions ;
ho_*ever they might assert that they never forced a note into
circulation ; that the quantity of money was no more than it had
always been, and was only adequate to the wants of commerce,
which had increased and not diminished ;* that the price of gold,
compared with commodities, and that a considerable increase of it would have no
tendency whatever to augment the price of commodities in exchange for such circulating medium ? "--Answered,
" It is a subject on which such a variety of opini9 TM are
entertained, I do not feel myself competent to give a decided answer."
* The Bank could not on their own principle_ then, urge that most erroneous
opinion, that the rate of interest would be affected in the money market if their issues
were excessive, and would therefore cause their notes to return to them, because, in
the case here supposed, the actual amount of the money of the world being greatly
diminished, they must contend that the rate of interest would generally rise, and they
might therefore increase their issues.
If, after the able exposition of Dr Smith, any
further argument were necessary to prove that the rate of interest is govcrned wholly
by the relation of the amount of capital with the means of employing it, and is entirely independent
of the abundance or scarcity of the circulating medium, thi_
illustration wcJul_ I think, afford it,
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which was here at twice its Mint value, was equally high, or higher
abroad, as might be proved by sending an ounce of bullion tc
Hamburgh, and baying the produce remitted by bill payable in
London in bank notes ; and that the increase or diminution of their
notes could not possibly either aflhct the exchange or the price of
bullion.
All this, except the last, might be true, and yet would
any man refuse his assent to the ihct of the currency being depreciated .9 Could the symptoms which I have been enumerating
proceed from any other cause but a relativc excess in our currency .9
Could our currency be restored to its bullion wtlue by any other
means than by a reduction in its quantity, which should raise it to
the value of the currencies of other countries ; or by the increase
of the precious metals, which lower the value of theirs to the level
of ours .9
Why will not the Bank try the experiment by a reduction in the
amount of their notes of two or three millions for the short period
of three months.9
If no et_bcts were produced on the price of
bullion and the foreign exchange, then might their friends boast
that the principles of' the Bullion Committec were the wild dreams
of speculative theorists.

SEC:ITON IIL
The trifling "Rise in the Price of Gold on the Continent owing solely to a Variation
in the Relation of Silver to Gold.

BuT the price of gold, we are to]d, has risen on the Continent
even more than _t has here, because, when it was 4l. 12s. in this
country, 4l. 17s. might be procured for it at :Hamburgh, a difference
of 5½ per cent.
This is so often repeated, and is so wholly fallacious, that it may be proper to give it particular consideration.
_¥hen an ounce of gold was to be bought in this country at
3l. 17s. 10_d., and the relative value of gold was to silver as 15.07
to 1, it would have sohl on the Continent for nearly the same as
here, or 3l. 17s. 1,0_d. in silver coin. In Hamburgh, for example,
we should have received in payment of an ounce of gold 136
Flemish schillings and 7 grotes, that quantity of silver containing
an equal quantity of pure metal as 3L 17s. 10.1,d. in our standard
silver coin.
Gold has since that period risen in this country :18 per cent.,
and is now at 4L :12s. per ounce, and it is said that the 4l. 12s. with
which it is paid for is not depreciated.
Now, as gol_ has risen 5½
more abroad than it has here, it must be there 23=l pe_ cent. higher
than when it was sold for 136s. 7g., and we theretbre should be led
to expect that we should now obtain for it at Hamburgh
167
Flemish schillings; but what is the fact ? this ounce of gold, which
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we are told we sell at Hamburgh for 4/. 17s., actually produces no
more than 140 schillings 8 grotes, an advance only of 3 per cent. ;
and for this tile seller is indebted to the rise in the relative value of
gold to silver, which, from 15.07 to 1, is now about 16 to 1. It
is true that, when the ounce of gold was sold at Itamburgh at
3l. 17s. 10{d., or _br its equivalent 136 schillings 7 grotes, the
currency of England was not depreciated; that sum, therefore,
couhl only purchase a bill payable in London in bank notes fbr
3l. 17s. 10{d. ; but the currency of England being now depreciated,
and being estimated on the Hamburgh exchange at 28 or 29 Flemish
schillings instead of 37, the true value of a pound sterling, 140
schillings 8 grotes, or 3 per cent. more than 136s. 7g., will now
purchase a bill payable in London in bank notes for 41. 17s.; so
that gold has not risen more than 3 per cent. in Ilamburgh, but the
currency of England, on a comparison with the currency of Hamburgh, has fallen 23½ per cent.
In thrther proof of the truth of my assertion, that it is not gohl
which has risen 16 or 18 per cent. in the general market of the
world, but that it is the paper currency, in which the price of gold
i._ estimated in England, which alone has i_allen, I will subjoin an
account of the lowest prices of gold in Hamburgh, Holland, and
England, in the year 1804, and the highest prices in each of those
countries in the year 1810, by which we shall be enabled to ascer.¢
.
.
,
_
"
taln the actual rise
in the prme
of go.d
measured
m the currencies
of each. This account was furnished to the Bullion Committee by
Mr Grefulhe, and is numbered 56.
Lowest Price.
Hamburgh
Holland
Englaud

1804---97_
1804--392¼
1804--4l.

ltighest Price.
1810--101 being a rise of 3_]per cent..
1810--406_7-_
.5_
1810--4l. 13s.
16

IN'ow, in Ha'nbttrgh and in Holland, where the currency is silver,
gold may not rise ;5 per cent. only_ but 30 per cent., without its
being any proof of the depreciation of the currency ; it proves only
an improvement in the relative value of gold to silver.
But in
En_-land, where the price of gold is estimated in gold coin, or in
b:u_ notes representing that coin, a rise of 1 per cent. cannot take
place without its proving a corresponding depression* of the coin or
paper. This observation is equally applicable to the t_actmentioned
by Mr Bosanquet, and of which he himself seems aware, of gold
having vttried in Hamburgh no less than 8 per cent. within a period
of two years.
As there is an acknowledged difference between the price of
standard gold bars and the price of gold coin reduced to the English
standard, arising out of the latter being a more marketable commoThis expression has been noticed by l_Ir Bosanquet as extremely theoretical, but
I consider it so exceedingly correct that l have taken the liberty of using it after the
Uomnnttee.
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dityon the Continent,"
I cannotadmit the inferences
which _,Ir
:Bosanquetdraws fi'omthe comparisonof Mr Grefulhe'spaper
(No. 58) withthepaper,No. 60,in thel_eport.It would be first
necessary
toascertain
whethertheprlccs
ofgohl,asquotedinthese
papers(andthey do notquiteagree),were fbrgold incoin,or for
gold of any otherdescription
; and whether the pr;ccsof gold ill
thiscountryat different
periodswere ahvavsIbrgold of thesame
quality.
_[rBosanquetobservesthat,"From the calculation
furnished
by Mr Grefulheto theCommittee,itappe_]rs
tha_,inthespringof
]810,an ounce of gold of Englishstandardweightwas worth at
Hamburgh 41.17s.
sterllng,_the
pricebeing101,=rodtheexchange
29s." The readermust recollect
thatit is41.17s.in bank notes
thatis here meant, as I have alreadycxplaincd.But I cannot
admit theperfect
accuracyof thisstatement.The exporterof an
ounce of gold,purchasedhereat 41.1_s.,would at leasthave had
to wait three months beforehe could have receivedthe4L 17s.,
because,afterthe gold is sold at Hamburgh, the remittanceis
made by a bill
at 2_-usances,
so that,allowingfbrinterest
forthis
period,he would actually
have obtaineda profitof 4_ per cent.
only ; but, as the expense of sending gold to Hamburgh is stated
in evidence to be 7 per cent., a bill would at this time have been a
cheaper remittance by 24z per cent.
Now, allowin_,o that Mr ]3osan(tuet is perfectly accurate, in his
statement, that the prlee of" gold was in this country at 4l. 12s.
during the months of June, July, August, and September 1809, as
well as in the spring of 1810, and that in till these instances such
price was given for gold of the same quality, his conclusion that in
those months in the year 1809 a profit of 5_ per cent. could be made
by the exportation of gold, over and above the expenses, is not
warranted by the fact. " If, at 101 and 29," observes Mr Bosanquct,
"there was a profit on the export of gold from hence to Ilamburgh
of 5_ per cent., it fbllows that at 104{ (the prices in Hamburgh
June_ July, August, and September 1809), and 28s., there was a
profit of 12½ per cent.; or, deducting the expenses of conveyance,
that gold, if bought here at 4l. 12s. per ounce, was a cheaper
remittance by 5_ per cent. than a bill at the current exehan=e.
As I have alreadv shown that when the exchange was 29, and the
price of gold in I'tamburgh 101, gohl was a dearer remittance than
by bill by 2a per cent., it follows that at 28s. and 104½, it was only
cheaper by 4¼ per celt.
These thcts prove that in June, July, August and September
]809, whilst the exchange was at Hamburgh
28s. and gold 104½,
the real exchange was in _hvour of Hamburgh ; whils b in the spring
of 1810, it was so much less favourable that it would not cover the
expenses attending the importation of gold.
* See last note, page 316.
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As for the rise of gold in Hamburgh with an invariable exchange,
it is what would have been naturally expected if there had been a
corresponding rise in the price of gold here. In proportion as tile
English currency becomes depreciated as compared with gold, will
it become worth fewer of the schillings of Hamburgh, unless a rise
in the value of gold at ttamburgh should counteract the ¢lepreeiation, by making a gold pound sterling more valuable.
The exchanges, affain, would flu'take in all tlle variations ill tile
value of a depreciated pound sterling, whilst the price of' gold continued invariable at Ilamburgh.
"It appears," says 3Ir Bosanquet, "by the return from the Bullion
office at the Bank, No. 7 and 8 in the Appendix to the Report,
that the total amount of gold bullion imported and deposited in the
Bullion-office in 1809 amounted in value to only
L.520,225
That during the same period, the quantity of gold
delivered out of the Bullion-o_ce amounted in value to L.805,568
of which only 592L was not exportable.
"The "amount of the importation is therefore such as, when
compared with the amount of exports and imports, and that of
the circulating medium, to justit_- the assumption of comparative
scarcity;
and the excess of delivery beyond the importation is

[
i

!

suflicient evidence of unusua/demand."
The fact itself liere insisted on would be of little importtmee in
the question which we are now discussing; but it apl)ears to me
that Mr Bosanquet is not warranted in Iris conclusions by the
statements in the accounts to which he refers.
The excess of delivery beyond the importation is not any evldencc
of unusual demand, as it is accounted for by the following note to
:No. 7, fi'om which the larger sum is extracted.
" Note.--Thc above is the amount of gold which has passed
the Bullion-office in the time above named_ as sales and purchases by private dealers, but which may have passed move than
once the Bullion-office, having no infbrmation generally fi'om
whence the seller procures his gold."
The import'ttions stated in :No. 8 are actually deposited by
importers from abroad, and can only be received once. Besides
this objection, these accounts were not flair subjects of comparison,
No. 7 being made up to tim 18th AluSl 1810, :No. 8 to 30th ,hlarch
1810.
"The point of view in which these facts are important," continues
Mr Bosanquet, "is that which places the amount of' gold imported
or delivered in line of comparison with the amount of paper currency, supposed to be depreciated on the evidence of the increased
price of bullion. The advance of 12s per ounce on the total quantity
of gold delivered in one year--about
200,000 ounces--amounts
to
120;000l. or 130,000/., and this is assumed as an unequivocal
symptom of a depreciation of 12 or 13 per cent. on 30 or 40 millions
oi'paper, the probable amount of oar paper currency."
" We may.
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soon expect to be told that the vMue of bank notes has increased,
because the paper on which they are made is somewhat dearer than
heretofore."
The value of a bank note is ascertained, not by tile number of
transaetions whlch may take place in the purchase or sale of gold,
but by the actual comparative value of the note with tile value of
the coin for which it professes to be a substitute.
As it is allowed that a Govermnent
bank mlght force a circulation of paper, although our Bank cannot, how would Mr Bosanquet
calculate the depreciation of such _brced notes but by "t comparison
of their value with the value of bullion ? VVouhl he think it necessary to inquire whether 100 ounces only had been the amount
transacted in the year, or whether it had been a inillion ? If gold
be not a test by which to estimate depreeiation, what is ? Whilst
it i_ a criminal offence to buy guineas at a premium, it does not
._eem probable that we can possess the only test which would satlsf)"
these gentlemen, namely, two prices tbr commodities, a price in
guineas, and another in bank notes. They might, even in that
case, contend, that it was the scarcity of gold abroad which had
raised the value of the guinea.

SECTION
:Failure ascribed to ._[r Locke's Theow

IV.
relative to the Reeomage in 1696.

Ir is correctly stated by Mr Bosanquet, that Mr Locke's theory
was sinfilar to that now held. He did most certainly maintain that
an ounce of silver in coin could not be less valuable than an ounce
of silver bullion of the same standard.
And the Committee now
maintain, that in the sound state of the ]3rltlsh currency an ounce
of gold bullion cannot, for any length of time, be of more value than
3l. 17s. 102Xd., o1" an ounce of gold coin: but neither of these
opinions have been yet found incorrect. The effects expected fi'om
the re-coinage in King _Villiam's reign failed of being realized, not
because Mr Locke's theory was tbllowed, but because it was not
followed.
It did not fall because he could not be convinced that
" the value of silver bullion was become greater than the standard
or Mint price" (that being impossible if estimated in silver coin),
but beeause Iris suggestions were not adopted.
It was proposed by Mr Locke that silver coin should be the only
fixed legal standard of currency, and that guineas should p_s
current in all payments at their bulliori value.
_Under such a
system, a guinea would h_tve partaken of all the v_riations in the
relative value of gold and silver ; it might at one time have been
worth 20s, and at another 25s.: but, contrary to Mr Locke's
prineiple_ the value of the guinea was first fixed at 22s_ and
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a{_erwardsat 21s. 6d, whilstitsvalue as bullionwas considerablybelow it.
° At the same time the silvercoin,forthe
very reasonthatgold was ratedtoo high,passedin currencyat
a valuelessthan itsbullion
value. It was to be expected,
thereibre,
thatthegoldcoinwould be retained,
and thatthesilver
coin
would disappearfrom circulation.
If thevalue of the guineain
currencyhad been loweredtoitstruemarket valuein silver,
the
exportation
ofthesilver
coinwould immediatelyhave ceased,
and,
inihct,
thiswas theremedy which was atlastadopted.The matter
beingreferred
to SirI._Ncwtonin 1717,then masterof theMint,
he reported,
_'theprincipal
causeof theexportation
of thcsilver
coinwas_thata guinea,which then passed#br21s.6d.,was generally
worth no more than20s.8d.,according
to the relative
value
ofgoldtosilver
atthemarket,thoughitsvalueoccasionally
varied."
" liethensuggested,
that6d.shouldbe takenofffrom thevalueof
theguineain orderto diminishthetemptationto exportand melt
down the silvercoin_acknowledging,
however,that]0d. or 12d.
ought to be taken from theg'uinea,
in orderthatgold might bear
thesame proportion
with silver
money in England which itought
to do by thccourseoftradeand exchangeinl'_uropc."i"
The same
effects
would havefollowed
withouttheintcrventlon
ofGovernment,
iftherelative
valueof gold and silver
inthemarkethad so varied
as to have made them agreewith theMint proportions.
Lord Liverpool,
in speakin__
of the re-coinage
in ]696,_s of a
verydifferent
opinionfi'om
Mr'_Bosanquet
;--sofarfromconsidering
thatmeasure as having" subjectedthe nationto disappointment
and inconvenience,
undcr which we still
labour,
and to an unprofitable
expenseof nearly3 millions
sterling,"
he observes_
" that
greatas thischargewas,thelosses
which theGovernment as well
as the peopleof thiskingdom continueddailyto suffertill
the
re-coinage
was completed,
justified
almostany cxpcnsewhichmight
be incurred
|brtheirreliei:"
Mr Bosanquetisnot quitecorrect
in saying,
page 34,thatthe
priceof silverhasnever been underthe _Iintpricesincethe recoinagein the reign of King William. On a reference
to _Ir
_Iushet's
tables,
itappearsthatitwas aslow as 5s.Id.in17,¢}3
and
1794,and in 1798 itfellto 5s.,
which was theoccasionof thelaw
forprohibiting
thecoinageof silver
which I have alreadynoticed.$
* It may be _aid,that,althoughguineaswere by law prohibited
from passingat
more than 21s.6d.,theywcre not declared.'t
legaltendertill
1717; and,theretbre,
thatno creditor
was obligedtoacceptofthem in discharge
ofa debtatthatrate.But
ifGovernment received
them inthepayment oftaxesatsuchvalue,theeffects
would
be nearlythesame asiftheyhad by actofParliamentbeen made a legaltender.
J"Lord Liverpool's
letter
totheKing.
._Sincethiswas senttothepressI have seenlhesecoudedition
ofMr Bosan,lu._.l's
_ork,in which thisinaccuracy
iscorrec'._:l.
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ttAw__G considered all those points deemed so important by Mr
Bosanquet in contradiction of the opinion of the Committee, "that
it is by a comparison of the market and Mint value of bullion, that
the fact of the depreciation of the currency can be estimated ;" and
having, I trust, made it evident that thcre is no other test singly,
by which we are enabled to judge of the sound or unsound state of
our paper currency, I shall proceed to the consideration of the next
disputed position of the Bullion Committee ; namely, " That so t_ar
as any infhrence is to be drawn f_om Custom-house returns of
exports and imports, the statc of the exchanges
ought to be
peculiarly fhvourahlc."
Mr ]3osanquet has been at the trouble of consulting numerous
documents to prove that the Committee have not only committed
an error to the amount of 7,500,000/. in their estimate of the
balance of exports, but other errors to a still $Teatcr amount; and
that, in fact, so ihr from their opinion being well founded_ that the
state of the exchange ought to have been _tvourable to this country
during the past year, the actual amount of the balance of payments
to the Continent had been unusually great.
As I am desirous only of defending the principles of the Committee, and as these ihcts are by no mcans essential to those principles, I shall not enter into any examination of tim correctness
either of the statements
of the Committee, or of those of Mr
Bosanquct, but will at once concede to him the thcts, difficult as he
would find it to prove all of them, for which he contends.
That the balance of payments has been against this country
cannot, I conceive, admit of dispute. The state of the real exchange
sufficiently proves it, as that infallibly indicates from which country
bullion is passing.
It would, however_ have been of some satisfaction to those who are desirous of clearly understanding this difficult
subject, if _ Bosanquet had acquainted us with tl_ means which
we possessed o£ payinff the very large unfitvourable balance for
which he contends.
I_oes he imagine that it has actually been
discharged with our own hoard of gold ? Do we usually keep
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unemployed such a large amount of bullion that we can afford to
pay such balances year after year ?
As we have no mines of our own_ if we do not actually possess
it, we must purchase it fi'om foreign countries ; but bank notes will
be useless for such purpose.
If the price of gold in bank notes be
4l. per ounce, or 10l. per ounce, we shall not obtain the slightest
addition to our quantity of bullion, as it can only be procured by
the exportation of goods. If we obtain it fi'om America_ for example,
it is with goods we must purchase it. In that case_ on a view of
the whole trade of the country, we have discharged a debt in
Europe by the exportation of goods to some other part of the world,
antl the balance of' l)ayments, however large it may be, must
ultimately be paid by the produce of the labour of the people of
this country.
Bills of' exchange never discharge a debt from one
country to another; they enable a creditor of England to receive,
at the place where hc is resident_ a sum of money from a debtor to
England ; they effect a transfer of' a debt, but do not discharge it.
That a demand for goht (if'it could be allowed that our creditor
wouhl accept nothing but gold) might occasion a rise i,; its valuc_
no one denies. ]f, therefore, goods had become exceedingly cheap,
it would have been the natur:q'l effect of such a cause. But how is
any rise in its price in bank notes to procure it_ even if we suppose
it hoarded in England ?
The seller is not to be deluded with an increase of nominal value ;
it will be to him of little importance whether he sells his gold at
31. 17s. 10½d., or at 4l. 12s. per ouncc_ provided either of those
sums will procure him the commodities for which hc intends ultinmtclv to exchange his gold. If_ thcn_ bank notes to the amount
of 3l.'17s. 10_d. be rendered of equal vtilue in procuring the commodities which he seeks to purchase, with 4l. 12s, as much gold
will be procured at one price as at the other.
:Now, can it be
denied, that by reducing the amount of bank notes their value will
bc increased ? If so, how can the reduction of hank notes prevent
us fi'om obtaining the same amount of gold_ both at home and
abroad, to discharge our foreign debt, as we now obttfin by a nominal and fictitious price ?
" At a moment_" says Mr Bosanquet_ " when we were comTelled
to receive corn, even fi'om our enemy, without the slightest stipulation in favour of our own nmnufacturer, and to pay neutrals Jbr
bringing it, Mr Ricardo tells us_ that the export of bullion and
merchandise, in payment of the corn we may export, resolves itseli
entirely into a question of interest, and that, if we give corn in
exchange tbr goods, it must be fi'om choice, not necessity.
Whilst
providing against famine, be tells us, that we should not import
more ,_oods than we export, unless we had a redundancy of currency.
Mr Bosanquet speaks as if the nation collectively, as one body,
imported corn and exported gold_ and that it was compelled by
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hunger so to do, not reflecting that the importation or' corn, even
under the case supposed, is the act of individuals, and governed by
tile same motives as all other branches of trade. What is the degree
of compulsion which is employed to make us receive corn from our
enemy?
I suppose no other than the want of" that commodity
which makes it an advantageous article of" import ; but if' it be a
voluntary, as it most certainly is, and not a compulsory bargain
between the two nations, I do still maintain that gold wouhl not,
even if famine raged amongst us, be given to France in exchange
for corn, unless the exportation of gold was attended with advantage to tile exporter, unless he could sell corn in England for more
gold than he was obliged to give for the purchase of it.
Would Mr Bosanquet, would any merchant he knows, import
corn for gold on any other terms ? It' no importer would, how could
the corn be introduced into the country, unless gold or some other
commodity were cheaper here ? As far as those two commodities
are concerned, do not these transactions as certainly indicate that
gold is dearer in France, as that corn is dearer in England ?
Seeing nothing in Mr Bosanquet's statement
to induce me to
change my opinion, I must continue to think that it is interest, and
interest alone, which determines the exportation of gold, in the
same manner as it regulates the exportation of all other commodities.
Mr Bosanquet would have done well, before he had
deemed this opinion so extravagant, to have used something like
argument to prove it so ; and he would not have hurt his cause, if,
even in the year 1810, he had, explained his reason for sunnortin,_,,
a principle advanced by Mr Thornton in 1802, the correctness of
which was questioned in 1809.
]hdlion will not be exported unless we have previously imported
it _br such purpose, or unless from some circumstances in our internal circulation it has been rendered cheap and less useful to us.
If Milan decrees, embargoes, non-lntercourse
acts, &c., aflhet the
exportation of commodities, they also aflbct their importation, as
no country can long continue to buy unless it can also sell; and
least of all, England, who by the abundance of her paper has driven
from her circulation every vestige of the precious metals.
" If the currency be depreciated
below the value of gold,"
Mr Bosanquet tells us, "it is so positively, not relatively, and all
exchanges must equally feel the influence of the depreciation."
(Page 20). Most true; and therefore if Mr Bosanquet could have
shown that with any one country in ll_eworld whose currency is not
debased nor depreciated, the exchange had been favourable to
England, he would have successfully controverted the opinion of
the Committee.
Some able writers on this subject have lately _ken, I think, a
mistaken view of the exportation
of money, and of the effects
produced on the price of buUion by an increase of currency through
paper circulation.
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Mr Blake observes, "All writers upon tlle subject of political
economy that I have met with seem to be pcrsuadcd that, when
the rate of exchange has'devlated from par beyond the expenses of
the transit of bullion, bullion will immediately pass; and the error
has arisen from not sufficiently distinguishing the effects of a _'eal
and a nominal exchange ;" and many pages are employed in proving, that on every addition to the paper circulation, cvcn when a
great part of the currency consists of the precious met'fls, the price
of bullion will be raised in the same proportion as other commodities ;
and as the foreign exchange will be nominally depressed in the
same degree, no advant'lge will arise fi'om the exportation of bullion.
Th5 same opinion is maintained by Mr IIuskisson, page 27.
" If tim circulation of a country were supplied partly by gold
and partly by paper, and the amount of that circulation were
doubled by an augmentation of that paper, the efii_ct upon prices
at home would be the same as in the former case" (a rise in the
price of commodities).
" But gold not becoming, by this augmentation of' currency, more abundant in such a country than in
other parts of' the world, as a commodittj, its relative value to other
eommoditlcs wouhl remain unaltered;
as a commodity, also, its
price would rise in the same proportion as that of other commodities,
although, in the state of coin, of which the delwmination is fixed by
law, it could only pass current according to that denombmtio_,
" When paper is thus augmented in any country, the exportation
_f the gold coin, therefore, will take place; not because gold, as a
commodity, is become more abundant and less valuable with reference
to other commodities in such a country ; bu b from the circumstanc_
of its value as currency remaining the stone, while its price in that
currency is increased in common with the prices of all other commodities."
I should perfectly agree with these writers, that the effects on
the value of gohl, as an exportable commodity, would be as they
describe, provided the circulation consisted wholly of paper; but
no rise would take place in the price of bullion in consequence of
an addition of paper currency, whilst the currency was either wholly
metallic, or consisted partly of gohl and partly of paper.
If an addition be made to a currency consisting partly of gold
and partly of paper, by an increase of paper currency, the value of
the whole currency would be diminished, or, in other words, the
prices of commodities would rise, estimated elther in gold coin or
m paper currency.
The same commodity would purchase, after
the increase, of pp,a era .ureater number of ounce_ of gold coin,
because it would exchange for a greater quantity of money.
But
these gentlemen do not dispute the fact of the convertibility of
coin into bullion, in spite of the law to prevent it. Does it not
follow, therefore, that the value of gold in coin, and the value of
gold in bullion, would speedily approach a perfect equality ? If,
then, a commodity would sell_ in consequence of the issue of paper_
]C
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for more gold coin, it would also sell for more gold bullion.
1_
cannot, therefore, be correct to say, that the relative value of gold
bullion and commodities would be the same after, as before, the
increase of paper.
Tile diminution in the value of gold, as comp'lred with commodities, in consequence of the issues of paper in a country where
gold forms part of the circulation, is, in the first instance, confined
to that country only.
If such country were insulated, and had no
commerce whatever with any other country, this diminution in the
value of gold wouht continue till the demand for gold for its
manufactures had withdrawn the whole of its coin from circulation,
and not till then would there be any visible depreciation in the
value of paper as compared with gold, whatever the amount of palter
might be which was in circulation.
As soon as the gold had been wholly withdrawn, the dem:md for
manufactures
still continuing, gold would rise above the value of
paper, and would soon obtain that relative value to other commodities which subsisted before any addition had becn made to the
circulation by the issucs of paper.
The mines would then supply
the quantity of gold required, and the paper currency would continue to be permanently
depreciated.
During this interval, the
gold mines of such country, if it possessed any, could not be worked,
because of the low value of gold, which would have reduced thc
profits on capital employed in the mines below the level of the
profits of other mercantile concerns.
As soon as this equality of
profit were established, the supply of gold wouht be as regular as
before.
These would bc the consequences of a great issue of paper
in a country having no intercourse with any other.
But if' thc country supposed, as is the case with England, had
intercourse with all other countries, any excess of her currency
would be counteractcd
by an exportation of specie, and if that
excess did not exceed the amount of coin in circulation, which
could be easily collected'by those who evade the law, no depreciation of the currency would take placc.
Suppose :England to have 1000 ounces of gohl in the state of
bullion, and 1000 ounces in the state of coin, whilst her exchange
with foreign countries was at par ; that is to say, whilst the value
of gold abroad was precisely the same as here, and thercf'ore could
be neither advantageously exported nor importc,t.
Suppose, too, that the Bank were at such ume to issue notes to
an amount which should represent 1000 ounces more of gold, and
that they were not exchangeable tbr spccie. If her bullion retained
the same value after as befbre the issue of papcr (which is the point
contended for), how could a single guinea be exported ? Who
would be at tile trouble and risk of sending guineas to the Continent
to be sold there ibr their value as bullion, while the value of bullion
continued here as high as before, aml consequently as high as the
price abroad?
Would not the coin be melted anti sold as bullion
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at home, till the value of bullion had so much dimh_ished in its
relative value to the bullion of other countries, and thcreforc to the
relative value of commodities here, as to pay thc expenses of transportation ; or, in other words, till the exchange had ihllcn to the
price at which it would rcpay such expenses?
At that prlcc the
whole 1000 ounces would go at oncc, or if any part were rctalned
in circulation, it would not bc of less value than an equal weight of
gold bullion.
I am all along considering the law as having no
effect in preventing exportation, and if it be contended that the law
could be strictly cxccutcd, that argument would be equally al)plicable if the addition to the currency had been made in gold coin,
and not in p:lper currency.
It appears, therefore, evident, first, that by the addition of p.q)cr
to a currency consisting partly of gold and l)a,'tly of papcr, gohl
bullion will not necessarily rise in the same degree as other commodities; and, secondly, that such addition will causc depression
not in thc nominal but in the real exchange, and therefore that gold
will be exported.
But to return to Mr Bosanquet.
IIc obscrvcs, "that the thrcc
propositions," viz. those on which I have beeu commcntin.g, "appear
to have been brought forward by thc Committec as well as by the
authors on whose theories the Report is founded, to induce the
admission of the depreciation of the paper currency of this country
as the necessary consequence of"the impossibility of accounting for
the depression of the exchanges and the increased price of bullion
in any other way.
They may be termed negative arguments."
:Now_ as far as I, who am one of the authors arraigned, am concerned, Mr Bosanquet is incorrect : the third of these propositions
was not on any occasion brought tbrward by me. The fact of the
balance of payments being for or against this country could be of,
little consequence, in my estimation, to the proof of the theory which
I maintain. Whether a part of our exports or a p:Lrt of our imports
consisted of gold cannot in the least affect this question; it is
abundantly certain that our currency is neither by ourseh'es nor by
foreigners estimated at its bullion value. And _ why should our
currency be degraded below such value more than those of America,
France, Hamburgh, Holland, &c. ? The answer is, because neither
of those countries have a papcr currency not convertible into specie
at the will of the holder.
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TIIE fourth proposition is what now presents itself for discussion :
"That the Bank, during the restriction, possesses exclusively the
power of limiting the circulation of bank notes."
It is difficult to determine whether Mr Bosanquet thinks that
even a forced paper circulation could havc the effect of' lowering the
exchange ; so confidently is it asserted by him that there is no connexion between the exchanges and the amount of bank notes.
If
the Bank were to become truly a Government Bank, in the sense in
which Mr ]_osanquet somewimre uses that term ; if they were to
advance all the money requlsitc for the service of the year; if from
20 millions they wcre to raise the amount of" their notes to 50
millions, would not such a bank be justly said to force ._ circulation
of paper ? and wouhl not the effect of such a forced circulation of
paper be, that their notes would be depreciated, that the price
(,f bullion would rise, and the foreign exchanges fifll? Would not
these eft_cts take place although Government were to guarantee
the notes of the Bank, and the final payment of them should by no
one be doubted .9 Would not the abundance of the circulation alone
produce depreciation ? Or, is it to be maintained that no abundance
of paper money, provided its final redemption be certain, can cause
depreciation ? A proposition so extravagant will hardly, I think,
be supported, and it must therefore be admitted that depreciation
,nay arise from the abundance of notes alone, however great might
be the funds of those who were the issuers of them.
As these
symptoms, then, which accompany a forced paper currency are, at
this moment, too glaring to be denied, as they cannot be accounted
ibr in any other way either by theory or by an appeal to experlenee,
are we not justified in our suspicions that the Bank of England, as
.it present constituted, is not so devoid of the power of ibreing a
circulation as their friends would have us believe ? It is not
intended by the words, forced circulation, to accuse the Bank of
having departed fi'om those cautions which have usuallyaccompanied
thc issue of their paper; it is meant only that the restriction hill
enables them to keep in circulation an amount of notes (allowance
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made for the coin that would then be in circulation) greater than
they could maintain but tbr that measure.
It is this surplus sum
which I consider as producing precisely the same effects as if it
were forced on the public by a Government Bank.
The plea that
no more is issued than the wants of' commerce require is of no
weight;
because the sum required for such purpose cannot be
defined.
Commerce is insatiable in its demands, and the same
portion of it may employ 10 millions or 100 millions of circuhting
medium ; the quantity depends wholly on its value.
If the mines
had been ten times more productive, ten times more money would
the same commerce employ.
This Mr Bosanquet admits, but de,lies
the analogy between tile issues of the Banl< and tile produce of a new
gohl mine.
On this subject Mr Bosanquet makes the fi)llowing observations :
"hlr l¢icardo has assimilated tile Bank of England during the
restriction, so far as relates to the effects of its issues, to a gold
mine, the produce of which being thrown into circulation, in addition to the circulating medium already sufficient, is "m excess ; and
has the acknowledged efIhct of' depreciating the value of the existing
medium, or, in other words, of raising the prices of commodities
tbr which it is usually exchanged.
But Mr l_ictlrdo has not stated
what is essential to the comparison, w@ it is that the discovery of
•t gold mine would produce this effhct. It would produce it, because
the proprietors would issue it, tbr whatever services, without any
engagement, to give an equal value for it again to the holders, or
any wish, or any means, of calling back and annihilating that which
they have issued.
By degrees, as the issues increase they exceed
the wants of circulation ; gold produces no benefit to the holder as
gold ; he cannot eat it, nov clothe himself' with it ; to render it uset'ul, he must exchange it either fbr such things as are immediately
usethl, or for such as produce revenue.
The demand, and consequently the prices, of commodities and real properties measured in
gold, increases, and will continue to increase as long as the mine
continues to produce.
And this effect will equally follow whether,
under the circumstances I have supposed, the issue be geld from a
mine or paper from a Government Bank. All this I distinctly admit ;
but in all this statement, there is not one point of analogy to the
issues of the Bank of England.
"But the principle on which the Bank issues its notes is that ot
loan. Every note is issued at the requisition of some party, who
becomes indebted to the Bank for its amount_ and gives security to
return this note, or another of equal value, at a fixed and not remote
period ; paying an interest proportioned to the time allowed."
:Now, supposing the gold mine to be actually the property of the
Bank, even to be situated on their own premises, and that they
procured the gold which it produced to be coined into guineas, and
in lieu of issuing their notes when they discounted bills or lent
money to Government_ that they issued nothifig but guineas : could
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there be any other limit to their issues but the want of the further
productiveness
in their mine ? In what wouhl the circumstances
differ if file mine were the property of the king, of a company of
merchants, or of a single individual?
In that case Mr Bosanquet
:_dmits that the value of"money would Lfll, and I suppose he would
also admit th'tt it would _all in exact proportion to its increase.
What would be done with the gold by the owner of the mine ?
It must be either employed at interest by himself, or it would
finally find its way into the hands of those who would so employ it.
This is its natural destination ; it may pass through the hands of
100 or 1000 persons, but it could be employed in no other manner
at last. Now, if the mine should double the quantity of money, it
would depress its value in the same proportion, and there would be
double the demand for it. A merchant who before required the
loan of 10,000/. would now want 20,000l. ; and it could be of little
importance to him whether tie continued to borrow 10,000i. of the
Bank, and 10,000/. of those with whom the money finally rested,
or whether lie borrowed the whole 20,000l. of the Bank.
The
analogy seems to me to be complete, and not to admit of dispute.
The issues of paper not convertible are guided by the same principle, and will be attended with the same effects as if the Bank
were the proprietor of' the mine, and issued nothing but gold.
Itowever much gold may be increased, borrowers will incrcaso tc
the same anaount, in consequence of its depreciation ; and the same
rule is equally true with respect to paper.
If' money be but depreciated sufficiently, there is no amount which may not be absorbed,
and it would not make the slightest difference whether the Bank
with their notes actually purchased the commodities themselves,
or whether they discounted the bills of those who would so employ
them.
If it were granted to Mr Bosanquet that a given sum, and no
more, could be absorbed in the circulation, the effects he states
would follow : but I deny that there would be a surplus seeking in
vain ibr advantageous employment_ and which, not being able to find
it, would necessarily either return to the Bank in payment of a bill
ah'eady discounted, or would prevent an application to them for
"in advance of money to that amount.
If money, however abundantly issued, could retain its value,
such might be the effi_cts ; but as, when once it is brcught into
circulation, depreciation commences, the employment for the additional sum would retain it in the currency.
Let us recur to the effect which would result from the establishment of a bank of undoubted credit in a country where the circulation
was wholly metallic.
Such a bank would discount bills or make advances to Government as our Bank does ; and if the principle now contended for by
Mr Bosanquct be correct, their notes would necessarily return on
them as soon as issued ; because the metallic currency bcing before
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sufficient for the commerce of the eountry_ no additional quantity
could be employed.--But
this is contrary both to theory and experience.
The issues of the Bank would, as tlley now do_ not only
depreciate the curreney_ but the value of bullion at the same time_
as I httvc endeavoured to explain at page 338 ; this_ again_ would be
the temptation to exportation, and tile diminution of the currency
would make it regain its value. The Bank would issue more notes_
and tile same et_cts would follow ; but in no ease would there be
such an excess as would induce any holder of notes to return them
to the Bank in payment of loans_ if the law against the exportation
of money could be effectually executed.
Money would be demanded
because it could be profitably exported, and not because it could not
be absorbed in the circulation.
But let us suppose a ease in which
money could not be profitably exported--Let
us suppose all the
countries of Europe to carry on their circulation by means of the
precious metals_ and that each were "it the same moment to establish
a Bank on the same principles as the Bank of England--Could
they_
or could they not, each add to the metallic circulation a certain portion of paper ? and could or could they not permanently maintain
that paper in circulation ? If they could, the question is at an end ;
all addition might then be made to a circulation already sufficient:
without occasioning tile notes to return to the Bank in payment of
bills due. If it is said they could not_ then I appeal to experlcnce_
and ask for some exphmation of tile manner in which bank notes
were originally called into cxistenee_ and how they are permanently
kept in circulation.
I should find it laborious to follow up in all its bearings the analogy between the first establishment of a Bank_ the discovery of a
mine_ and the present situation of our Bank ; but of this I am _hlly
eertain_ that if the principle advanced by tile Bank Directors be
correct; not a bank note could ever have been permanently kept in
circulation_ nor would the discovery of the mines of" America have
added one guinea to the circulation of England.
The additional
gold would_ according to this system_ have found a circulation
already adequate_ and in which no more could be admitted.
The refusal to discount any bills but tliose fbr bondfide transactions would be as little effectu_d in limiting the circulation ; because,
though the Directors should have the means of distinguishing such
bills_ which can by no means be allowed_ a greater portion of paper
currency might be called into eirculation_ not than the wants of
commerce could employ: but greater than what could remain in the
channel of currency without depreciation.
It is well known that
the same thousand pounds may settle 20 bond .fide transactions in
one day. It may pay for a ship ; the seller of a ship may pay with
it his rope-maker ;--he again may pay the Russian merchants tbr
hemp_ &e, &c. Now_ as each of these was a bond fide transaetion_
a bill might have been drawn by each_ and the BaIlk_ by their rule_
might discount them all; so that 20_000/. might be called into
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circulation to perform those payments fi)r which 1000/. was equal.
I am aware that the opinion of Dr Smith_ as quoted by Mr Bosano
quet_ appears to ti,vour his opinion; but that able writer bas_ in
various passages of his work_ and within a few pages of that from
whence Mr Bosanquet has quoted_ declared that " The whole
paper money of every kind which can easily circulate in any country
can never exceed the valuc of the gold and silver of which it supplies the place_ or which (the commerce being supposed the same)
would circulate there if there were no paper money."
To this test we must not submit our currency.
If at its present
amount it consisted of gold and silver, no laws, however severe,
could rctain it in circulation ; a part would be melted and exported
till it was reduced to its just level. At that level it would be as
impossible to force the exportation of it. In such case wc should
no longer hear of the balance of payments being against us_ nor of
the necessity of exporting gold in return for corn. That such would
be the consequences cannot be doubted by those who arc fim_iti.ur
with the writings of Dr Smith.
But if it should be otherwise, if
the Contincnt should adopt the ahnost impossible, absurd policy of
wishing to buy more of that of which they already had too mucl b
what evil consequences would ensue to us_ cven if our currency
were reduced to the same level at _hich it stood before the discovery of America ? Would not this be a national gain ? inasmuch
as the circulation of the same commerce being carried on with a
smaller amount of gold, the balance might be profitably employed
in procuring a return of more useful and more productive commodities.
Aml if the circulation of paper were reduced in the same
proportion_ would not the profits now gained by the Bank be
enjoyed by those who can show a much better title to them ?
It is fortunate for the public that there should exist the disinclination to discount at the Bank which Mr Bosanquet mentions,as without some such check, it is impossible to say to what amount
bank notes might by this time have been multiplied,
lndeed_ to
all those who have given the subject any consideration_ it is matter
of surprise that our circulation has been confined within such moderate bounds_ after knowing the principles which the Bank Directors
have avowed as their guide in regulating their issues.
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PRE_CIPLES

OF SEIGNORAGE.

DR S._IITYI,though favourable to a small seignorage on the coin,
was fully aware of the evils which might attend a large one.
The limits, beyond which a seignort_ge cannot be advantageously
extended, are the actual cxpenscs incurrcd by the manufacturing
of bullion into coin. If a seignorage cxcccds thesc expenses, an
advantage will accruc to _alsc coiners by imitating the colns_although
they should actually make them of their legal weight and standard ;
but even in this case, as the addition of money to the circulation
beyond the regular demands of' commerce will diminish the value of
that money, thc trade of £flse coiners must ceasc when the value of
the coin does not exceed the value of bullion more than the actual
expcnscs of fabrication.
If the public could be secured i_om such
illegal additions to the circulating
medium, there could be no
seignorage so high which a Govcrnment might not advantageously
exact; as the coined money would, in the same degree, exceed thc
value of bullion. If the selgnorage amounted to 10 per cent., bullion
would necessarily be 10 per cent. under the Mint price ; and if'it
were 50 per cent._ that also would the value of coin exceed the
value of bullion.
It appears, then, that although a given weight
of bullion can never exceed in value a given weight of coin_ a given
wei__ht of coin may exceed in value a eiven weight of bullion by
the_vhole expense of selgnorage, howe_'er great that sclgnoragc
may be, providcd that there was effectual security against thc
increase of money through the imitation of the coins by illegal
means.
And it appears also, that if' no such security could be
given, the trade of the _alse coiner would cease as soon as hc had
added so much to the amount of the coin as to diminish its value
on a comparison with bullion, to the actual expenses incurred.
That these principles are correct may be proved from the consideration of the circumstances which give value to a bank note.
A
bank note is of no more intrinsic value than the piece of paper on
which it is made. It may be considered as a piece of money on
which the seignorage is enormous, amounting to all its value; yet
if the public is sufficiently protected a_ainst the too great increase
of such notes_ either by the indiscretmn of the issucrs_ or by tim
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practices of fidse coiners or forgers, they must, in thc ordinary
operations ot_trade, retain their value.
Whilst such money is kept within certain limits, any value may
be givcn to it as currency ; 3l. 17s. 10½d. may bc worth an ounce
of gold bullion, the value at which it was originally issued, or it
may be reduced to the value of half an ounce; and if the Bank
which issued had the exclusive privilege of procuring money to be
coined at the Mint, 3l. 17s. 10½d. of their notes might bc rendered
of equal value to 1, 2, 3, or any number of ounces ofgo]d bullion.
The value of such monev must dcpend wholly upon its quantity ;
and in the case supposed, the Bank would not only have the power
of limiting the amount of paper money, but of metallic money also.
I have before endeavoured to show, that, previously to the establishment of banks, the precious metals eml)loycd as money wcrc
necessarily distributed amongst the diffcrcnt countries of the worhl
in thc proportion that their trade and payments required;
that,
whatever the value of' the bullion so employed for the purposes of
currency might be, the equal demands and necessities of all countries
would prevent the quantity alh)ttcd to each from bcing either increased or diminished, unless the proportions in the trade of countries
should undergo some alteration which should makc a diflhrent division nccessary ; that England or any other country might substitute
paper instead of bullion for the uses of money, but that thc value of
such paper must bc rcgulated by the mnount of coin of its bullion
value which would have circulated had there been no paper.
Under this point of view the paper currency of any l)articular
country rel)rcscnts a certain weight of bullion which, her commerce
and payments continuing the same, could neither bc increased nor
diminished ; 3l. 17s. 10½d. of coin or paper currency might represent
an ounce of gold bullion, or 4l. 13s. might, in consequence of some
internal regulation, do the same ; but the actual amount of bullion
so represented would, under the same circumstances of commerce
and payments, bc cterna]ly the same.
Suppose that England's share amountcd to a million of ounccs ;
if, by a law which could be effectually executed, a million and a halt
of ounces in coin could be forced or rctaincd in circulation by preventing its being melted or exported ; or if, by means of a restriction
bill, the Bank should be enabled to maintain an amount of paper
which should represent a million and a half of ounces of coined
gold in circulation, such million and a half would be of no more
value in cur_,zney than a million of ounces; and consequently an
ounce and a half of" coined gold, or bank notes which represented
that amount, would lmrchase no more of any commodity than an
ounce of gold bullion, if, on the other band, Government were to
charge a seignorage of 50 per ccnt., or if the issues of the Bank
were to be exccedingly limited, whilst they had also the cxclusive
right of coining, so that the wholc amount of their notes did not
exceed what should represent, at the Mint price, half a million of
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ounces of gold, that half million would in currency pass for the
same value as the million of ounces in one case, and the million and
a half in the other did before.
From these principles it results, that there can exist no depreciation of money but from excess. However debased a coinage
may become, it will preserve its Mint value, that is to say, it will
pass in elreulation for the "ntrinsic value of tile bullion which it
ought to contain, provided it be not in too great abundance.
It is
a mistaken theory, therefbre, to suppose that guineas of 5 dwts. and
8 grains cannot circulate with guineas of 5 dwts. or less. As they
might be in such limited quantity that both the one and the other
might aetfially pass in currency for a value equal to 5 dwts. 10 grains,
there would be no temptation to withdraw either fi'om circulation ;
there would be a real profit in retaining them. In practice, indeed,
it would seldom occur that the heavier pieces would escape the
melting pot, but it would arise wholly from the augmentation of
such currency, either by tim liberal issues of the Bank, or by the
aupply of False money which the arts of the false coiner would throw
into circulation.
Our silver currency now passes at a value in currency above its
bullion value, because_ notwithstanding
the profit obtained by the
counterfeiter, it has not yet heen supplied in sufficient abundance
to affect its value.
It is on this principle, too, that the fitet must be accounted t%r,
that the price of bullion previously to the recolnage in 1696 did
not rise so high as might have been expected from the then debased
,_tate of the currency; the quantity had not been increased in the
same proportion as the quality had been debased.
It also follows from these principles, that in a country where gohl
is the measure of vahm, the price of gold bullion (where the law
offers no restraint against exportation) can ncvcr exceed its Mint
price ; and that it can ncvcr fall more below it than the expenses
of coinage ; and that these variations depend wholly on the supply
of coin or paper currency being proportioned
to the trade of" the
country;
or_ in other words, that nothing can raise the value of
bullion even so high as the Mint price but an excess of circulation.
If, indeed, any power in the State have the privilege of increasing
the paper currency at pleasure, and be at the same time protected
from the payment of its notes, there is no other limit to the rise of
the price of gold than the will of the issuers.
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VII.

IIOSA..'N-QUET_S OBJECTIONS
TO TItE :PROPOSITION,
THAT THE
CIRCULATION OF THE BANK OF ENGLA-ND I_EGULATES THAT OF

THE

COUNTRY

BANKS,

CONSIDERED.

Tnr" next proposition which Mr Bosanquet attempts to disprove is
that in which the Committee give it as their opinion, "That tile
circulation of country bank notes depends upon, and is proportionate
to, the issues from the Bank."
There are many practical authorities for the truth of this principle
also. It appears to be singularly unfortunate, that few of the
principles of the Bullion Committee which _r Bosanquet has
selected have not the authority of practical men, to whose opinions
on these subjects so much deference is paid. That the exchange
can never vary for any length of time beyond the limits defined by
the Committee has been, and is_ the opinion of the ablest practical
men.

That the price of bullion cannot long continue with a sound
system of currency, above the Mint price, has received full confirmation from the same quarter, and the proposition now under
discussion is not without the same sanction.
Mr Huskisson has
already availed himself of the authority of the Govelaaor of the
Bank for its truth, who declared in his evidence to the Committee,
page 127, "The country banks, by not regulating their issues on
the principle of the Bank of England, might send forth a superabundance of their notes ; but this excess, in my opinion, would no
sooner exist in any material degree, than it would be corrected by
its own operation, for the holders of such paper would immediately
return it to the issuers, when they found that in consequence of the
over issue its value was reduced, or likely to be reduced, below par ;
thus, though the balance might be slightly and transiently disturbed_
no considerable or permanent over-issue could possibly take place,
as from the nature of things the amount of bank notes in circulation
must always find its level in the public wants."
Mr Gilchrlst of
the Bank of Scotland, stated to the Committee, that "If the Bank
of England were to restrict their issues, of course the Scotch banks
would find it necessary to diminish theirs."
"The issues of the
Bank of England," he observed, "operate upon the issues of the
banks of Scotland in this manner.
If the banks of Scotland issue
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more than they ought to do in proportion to the issues of the Bank
of England, they would be called upon to draw bills upon London
at a lower rate of exchange."
(Page 114, App.)
Mr Thompson,
a country hanker, and "Lmember of the Committee, was asked,
"By what criterion do tile country banks now regulate their issues
of papcr?"--Ans.
" By the plenty or scarcity of bank notes."
" Then their issues bear a proportion to the issues of the Bank ?"
--Ans. "In my opinion they do."
" The Committee," Mr Bosanquet observes, " has not defined
the sense in which they use the term excess of currency ; :I, therefore," he continues, "suppose it to be used in the Report in the
sense in which it is used by Dr Smith, as denoting a quantity
greater than the circulation of the country can easily absorb or
emph)y."
And in another place, "As the t_act is not a])l)areut, at
lcast (I mean that there is more paper than the country can easily
absorb and employ) the onus pvobandi seems to lie on the Con{mittee."
This is not the sense in which I consider the Committee to use
the word excess. In that sense there can bc no excess whilst the
Bank does not pay in specie, because the commerce of the country
can easily employ and "tbsorb any sum which the Bank may send
into circulation.
]t is from so understanding
the word excess that
Mr Bos'mquet thinks the circulation cannot be cxccsslvc, because
the commerce of the country, could not easily employ it. ]n proportion as the pound sterling becomes depreciated will the want of
the nominal amount of pounds increase, and no part of the larger
sum will be excessive, more than the smaller sum was beibrc. By
excess, then, the Committee must mean the diftbrcncc in amount of
circulation between the sum actually employed, and that sum
which would bc employed if the pound sterling were to regain its
bullion value. This is a distinction of more consequence than at
first sight appears, and Mr Bosanquct was well aware that it was
in this sense that it was used by me. He has been so obliging as
to express my meaning in a passage where it appeared obscure ; he
has done it nmst ably_ and completely understood the sense in
which I used the words an excessive circulation.
He observes upon
the passage, page 86, ":If this interpretation
be adopted, it will be
nearly useless to search fbr, and inquire after, excess of paper as a
thct ; we must be content to admit proof of its existence ii'om its
efl_cts_ and our attention nmst be directed to ascertain depreciation,
or an increased price of commodities, solely arising out of, and
occasioned by_ the increased amount of the circulating medium."
I do most unequivocally "ldmit, that whilst the high price of bullion
and the low exchanges continue, and whilst our gold is undebased, it would to me be no proof of our currency not being
depreciated if there were only 5 millions of bank notes in circulation.
When we speak, therefore, of an excess of bank notes, we mean
that portion of the amount of the issues of the Bank_ which can now
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circulate, but could not, if thc currency werc of its bullion value.
When wc speak of an excess of country currency, wc mean a
portion o,¢ the amount of the country bank notes, which cannot bc
absorbed in the circulation, because they arc exchangeable fbr_ and
are deprcciatcd below, the value of bank notes.
This distinction appears to me to be an answer to Mr Bos'mquet's
objection, where he says_ "but does it fbllow that the country bank
papcr, if issued to execss_ will not be checked, because there is
•,Iready more bank paper in circulation than the country can absorb
and employ?
If it be admitted, and how can it be denied? that
the price of commodities must everywhere rise or fall in proportion
to the increase or diminution of the moncy which circulates them ;
must not an increase of London money increase the prices of
commoditics in London only, unless a part of that money can bc
employed in the country circulation ? ant]_ on the contralLv , must
not the same rise take place in the country prices only if the country
currency be increased, and if it be not convertible into London
currency ; or cannot circulate in London ? If the case put by Mr
Bosanquet bc supposed possible, that the London currency only
should be increased, and that London bank notes were not current
in the country_ then we should have an exchange with the country
in the same nmnner as we have with Hamburgh
or France, ancl
that exchange would show that London paper was, on a comparison
with country papcr_ depreciated.
If each of the country banks wcre protectcd by _ rcstrlction act
fi'om paying their notes in any other medium than their own paper,
and if these notes were each confined to thc circul'ttion of their
particular districts, they would each bc depreciated on a comparison
with bullion, in proportion as their amount exceeded the amount of
money of bullion value which would have circulated in those districts
if they lind not been protected by such an act. The notes of one
bank might bc depreciated 5 per cent., of another 10, another 20,
and so on. The rcstriction bill being confined to the Bank of England
alone_ and all other notes being convertible into their notes_ country
notes can never be issued in a greater proportion than those of the
London Bank.
511'Bosanquct thinks, "l was bound to show that
some physical impossibility obstructs the increase of bank notes at
the expense of country notes, and vice versa, before I assume that
an increase of bank notes must produce an increase of" country
notes."
From what I have already said, I think it will appear that, unless
London notes are employed in the circulation of places where they
were not before admitted_ there is, if not a physical, at least
an absolute impossibility, that an increase of B:mk of England notes
should not either be followed by an increase of country bank notes,
or by a depreciation in the value of the London notes as compared
with the country notes.
But how is this effccted .; IIow do the issues of the Bank produce
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an increase in the country circulation ? Mr Gilchrist has informed
us. Reverse the case which he has supposed, and it would stand
thus :--If" the Bank of England increase their issues, the country
banks might increase theirs : the prices of commodities being raised
in London, whilst those of the country continued as before, money
would be wanted in the country to purchase in the cheaper market;
bills would be demanded for tfmt purpose upon the country, which
would therefore sell at a premium, or, in other words, bank notes
would be depreciated below the v.due of" the country currency.
Such demand would cease as soon as the country" currency were
either brought up to the level of the London currency, or the
London currency reduced to the level of the country 'currency.
I should not have thouzht that a principle so clear cot,ld have
been questioned : the value of out" gold currency formerly regulated
the value of" a pound sterling all over England.
Jf gold became
abundant from the discovery of new mines, and more mone): were
therefore employed in the circulation of London, a proportionate
increase nmst necessarily have taken place in the country to preserve
the equality of prices. " Bank notes perform now the same office;
and if they be increased, the country cun'ency must either partake
in the use of the additional quantity, or the country banks must
make a proportional increase to their issues. It is not difficult,
under such circumstances, to determine what will be the choice o!
the country banks.
The Committee having stated, that " If an excess of paper be
issued in a country district, while the London circulation does not
exceed its due proportion, there will be a local rise in prices in
that country district, but prices in London will remain as before ;
that those who have the country paper will prefer buying in London,
where things are cheaper, and will thercfbre return that country
paper upon the banker who issued it, and will demand of him Bank
of" England notes, or bills upon London ; and that thus the excess
of country paper being returned upon the issuers for Bank of England
paper, the quantity of the latter necessarily and cft_ctually limits the
quantity of the former."
Mr Bosanquct asks, _"Does this follow as a consequence ? Admitting the accuracy of the reasoning, under the supposition that
the country notes were actually paid in bank notes, does it apply
under the admission that they "tre paid by bills on London_ since,
as we have already shown, the payment of these has very little
reference to bank notes ?" Most certainly it does. Suppose the
excess of country paper to be 1000/., and in consequence 1000/.
in Bank of England notes is demanded of the issuer, and sent uf) to
London for the purchase of goods, will not 1000/. be added to the
London circulation, whilst that of the country is diminished 1000/.
Now, suppose that instead of a Bank of England note of 10001. a
bill on London is .given to the holder of the country note, this will
as sufficiently answer his purpose of making a purchase in London;
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but as a bill is only an order to A in London to pay to B in London,
the London currency will remain as befor% but the country currency
will be reduced 1000/.
Now, the only difference in the two cases is this, that in the
former 1000/. was added to the London circulation, in the latter it
continued at the same amount.
But will not the country banker,
having by the payment of the 1000/. Bank of England notc ditninishcd that deposit, which he thinks it necessary tbr thc safety of
his establishment to have by him, givc directions to his correspondent, either by the sale of an exchequer bill, or in any othcr way
that might be agreed upon, to send hinl Bank of England notes to
the amount of 1000l. 9
" If things are cheaper in Liverpool than in I,ondon, I shall
prefer buying there; and if I have too many bank notes, I shall
send them to Liverpool in payment,"--provided
they can circulate
there.
If they can, Liverpool will partake with London in the
increase of circulation ; but it is not improbable that a Liverpool
banker will find an opportunity of persuading the people of Liverpool that his note will answcr tl.e]r purposes as well as the Bank
of England note ;* he will, therefbre, l:osscss himself of it for one
of his own, and will send it to London, thus will the circulation of
Liverpool be increased by the issues of the Bank of England ; and
thus Mr Bosanquet is mistaken, when lie observes that " they may
rcstrict, but can never augment, one shilling in the circulation of
the Liverpool banks."
The Committee having " assumed as an
axiom, that country bank paper is a superstructure
raised on the
ibundation of' the paper of the Bank of England," Mr Bosanquet
asks where they have learned this.9
" They learned i_om Mr
Stuckey," he continues, " a considerable and experienced b'mkcr
in Somcrsetshire, that his houses regulate their issues by the assets
they have in London to pay them, consisting of stock, exchequer
bills, and other convertible secmqties, without much reference to
the quantity of Bank of England notes or specie which they have,
although they always kecp a quantity of both to pay occasional
demands.
What is there in this evidence to sanction the opinion,
that bank notes either generate or limit country notes .9"
It may, I think, be shown, that the increased issues of the Bank
would induce Mr Stuckey, or any other country banker, to increase
the amount of his issues, although he kept precisely the securities
which lie has enumerated.
There would be such a demand for
country notes, in consequence of the alteration of prices in London,
that a country banker would be enabled to obtain bills upon London
in return for his notes.
With the produceof the bills he might
possess himself of a larger sum of stock, exchequer bills, &c., the
* The Committee asked Mr Stuckey, " Is it not your interest as a banker to check
the circulation of Bank of England notes; and with that view do you not remit to
:_ondon such Bank of Enghmd notes as you may receive beyond the amount which
you may think it prudent to keep as at deposit in your coffers ?" Arts. Unquestionably.
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found,_tion being thus increased, the superstructure might be further
raised.
The Committee could not have supposed that the Seoteh Bank
in the year 1763, when they reduced their circulation by giving
bills at 40 days upon Lomlon, aetunlly deposited bank notes_ in
the first instance, in the hands of" their London correspondents.
They might, if such were the case, have redeemed their notes at
once with bank notes in Scotland.
1_o; the Scotch Bank were
situated as Bit Stuckey describes ; they had securities of some sort
in London, which they authorised their correspondents to turn inta
money in time to pay their bills. There was a transfer of mone_
from A to 1] in London, and the Scotch note was withdrawn.
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VIII,

.MRBOS.A_NQUET'S
OPINION--THAT "Y-E.,LRS
OF SCARCITYAND TAXE_
IIAVE BEEN TIIE SOI,E CAUSE OF THE RISE OF I'IIICES)I':XCESSlVE CIRCI:LATION-_O CAUSE--CONSIDERED.
]_[R BOSANQUE% after having shown, as he imagines, the insufficiency of the arguments of thc Committee, to prove that the Bank
circulation is excessive, brings forward positive "trguments to prove
that it is not. The ground of these arguments is, the cause of" an
advance of prices which arises from years of scarcity, and increased
taxation.
He has quoted _ passage from Dr Smith in support of
_his opinion, which I regard as in i_avour of the opinion wlfich I
hold on that subject.
"A prince," stlys ])r Smith, " who should enact that a certain
roportion of his taxes should be paid in a paper money of any
ind, might thereby give a certain value to this paper money, even
though
the time of its final discharge and redemption
shouhl
depend altogether on the will of" the prince.
If' the Bank which
i_-sucd this paper were carefhl to keep the quantity of it "llwavs
somewhat below what could easily be employed in this manner, tim
demand for it might be such as even to make it bear a premium,
or sell [br somewhat more in the market than the quantity of gohl
and silver for which it was issued."
Now, asks Mr Bosanquet, as the annual amount of taxes flu'
exceeds thc amount of' bank notes, how can paper according to this
principle be depreciated ? But where does Dr Smith talk of the
annual amount of taxes ? It might as fitirlv be contended that the
comparison of the amount of paper shouhl bc made with the
amount of two or three years' taxes.
I understand
Dr Smith to
mean, that if the quantit); of paper does not exceed that "mmunt,
which can be wholly and solely employed in the payment of taxes,
it will not be depreciatcd;
he never could have maintained so
extravagant a proposition as that which _lr Bosanquet ascribes to
him. To try our paper circulation by this rule of Dr Smith, it
should be proved that the daily payment of taxes is equal in amount
to the whole of the bank notes in circulation.
According to Mr
Bosanquet's interpretation
of this passage, as the amount of the
total payments into the exchequer is 76,805,440/., bank notes
cannot, become excessive or depreciated till they exceed that amount.
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Who, on reading the passage, can believe that such was the fair
meaning of Dr Smith's words ?
When _Ir Bosanquet talked of a premium havlng been given fi_r
bank notes, I conceived he meant a premium in gold or in silver;
I can have no other idea of a prcmium: but it seems Mr Bosanquet
meant that a premium was given for them in paper more depreciated than themselves; in exchequer bills or banker's checks, iNow,
both of these securities being payable in bank notes at some future
period, may, on some occasions, be less valuable than the notes
which are wanted ibr immediate use, and which will sufficiently
account for the preference.
An assignat at a discount of 50 per
cent. might have borne such a premium as Mr Bosanquet suppo_-es.
One of the proofs with which Mr Bosanquet has fi_voured his
readers of the very small incrcasc that has taken place in the actual
amount of bank notes, compared u ith thc business which it has tc
pe,'tbrm, is, that the incrcasc in the amount of currency since the
year 1793 is 3 millions, and the incrcascd amount of payments to
Government alone above 60 millions.
In this calculation the addition to thc country currency is wholly
omitted.
I shall endeavour presently to show: that it does not I)'v
any means ncccssarily fi)llow that this cnormot,s increase in the
amount of taxes should have ,nade any increase of circulqtion necessary, unless during the same tilne there had bee,, an increase of
commerce and trade.
At present it will l)e sufficient for me to remark, that had Mr
Bosanquet made a comparative statement from the year 1793 to
1797, he would have possibly seen reason to doubt the accuracy of
his theo,.,j
on this subject.
During those tbur years the,'e must
have been a considerable addition to the tqxes ; re,d, therefore, on
Mr Bosanquet's l_rineii)les , there should also have been au addition
t,o thc circulating medium, which does not appear to be the lqtet.
It is not probable that any very great addition was made to the
amount of the coin in circulation ; on the contrary, t}om the very
great coinage in 1797 and 1798, the met:dlie currency must, in
1797, have been at an unusually low level. And it appears fi'o,n
the account delivered in to the Lords' Connnittce, that the amount
of bank notes in circulation
In the ).ear 1793 amounted to
L.11,451,180
...
1796 it varied tFom
]0,713,460
to
9,204,500
and in 1797 the general avcrage, evcn after the restriction, (lid not
exceed the amount of 1793.
The amount of b'mk notes in circulation in 1803 was nenr]y 18
millions.
In 1808 it was i,ot morc; and yet no one will deny that
in those five years our taxes and cxpenses must have been greatly
augmented.
Thus_ then, it appears that considerable additions may
be made to the taxes of a country without a corresponding increase
in its circulating medium.
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The Committee is charged by Mr Bosanquet with not having
sufficiently considered the effect of taxation on the priccs of commodities ; and it is implicd in that accusation, that they have cxclusively attributcd the rise in the prices of commodities to the depreciation of the currency.
The Committee would indeed have been
highly descrying of censurc, if they had hehl out hopes to the
people of this country that the refbrmation of the currency could
possibly reduce the prices of commodities to that lcvel at which
they were previously to the restriction bill. The effect produced
t_n prices by the depreciati_m has been most accurately defined, and
amounts to the diffcrencc between the market and the Mint pricc
of' gold.
An ounce of gohl coin cannot be of'less value, the Committee say, than an ounce of gohl bullion of the same standard;
a
purch:lser of corn, thcrcfore, is entitled to as much of that commodity for an ounce of gohl coin, or 3l. 17s. 10½d., as can be obtained
for an ounce of gold bullion.
Now, as 4l. 12s. of paper currency is
of no more value than an ounce of gold bullion, prices are actually
raised to the purchaser 18 per cent., in consequence of his purchase
being made with paper instead of coin of its bullion value, iEighteen
per cent. is, theretbre, equal to the rise in the price of commodities,
occasioned by the depreciation of paper.
All above such rise may
be either traced to the effects of taxation, to the increased scarcity
of the commodity, or to any other cause which may appear satis£mtory to those who take pleasure in such inquiries.
The theory which Mr Bosanquet has advanced with respect to
taxation, and the effects which it produces on the amount of circulating medium, is exceedingly curious, and is a proof that evcn
practical men are sometimes tempted to wander from the sober
paths of practice and experience, to indulge in speculations the
most wild, and dreams the most chimerical.
Mr Bosanquet observes, there are two causes of the au_m_nentation
of prices in Great Britain since the date of the restriction
bill.
1st, _The altered state of the corn trade, and the scarcity arising
out of it, in 1800 and 1801." 2dly_ " The increase of taxes since
the commencement of the war, in 1793."
That the scarcity of corn, and the expenses which have attended
its importation, must have produced some rise in the prices of commodities, I do most readily admit.
But is it a self-evident proposition-is it, as Mr Bosanquet lays it down, an axiom in political
economy, that the effect of taxation is to raise the prices of commodities in the full amount of the taxes levied ? Does it by any
means follow, because taxes, since the year 1793, have increased to
the enormous amount of 48 millions, that all that sum must have
gone to the increase of the prices of commodities, and that, therefore, this fact alone will account for a rise of 50 per cent. on the
prices of 1793 ? Does it follow that every person, excepting the
stockholder, has the power of indcmnifying himself for the taxes
which he pays ?
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Does it make no differenee_ for example, whether the tax be lald
on consumable commodities, or whether it bc such a tax as an
income tax_ assessed taxes, and twenty others that may be named ?
Do they all tend to raise the prices of commodities ? And is every
contributor but the stockholder enabled to rid himself of the burthen?
lfthis argument were correct_ it would appear that the whole weight
of t'txatlon i_alls exclusively on the stockholders;
that the whole
annual augmentation since 1793_ amounting now to 53 millions,
must have come from their pockets.
Their taxes must at this ratc
have exceeded their income, because they exceeded the interest of
the national debt.
This I do not consider very correct doctrine ;
"rod, if true, it would not make stockholders vel 3, much enamoured
uith that species of property.
Wars would, on such "Lprinciple,
never impoverist b and tlm sources of taxation could never be exhausted.
To me, however, it appears convincingly certain that neither the
income tax, the assessed taxcs_ nor many others, do in the least
affect the prices of commodities.
Unfortunatc_ indeed, would be the situation of' the consu:ncr if
he lind to pay additional prices for those conmaodities u hich were
necessary to his comfort, after his me'ms ot purcha_-iug them lind
been by the tax considerably abridged.
The income tax_ were it fairly imposed, would leave every member
of the comnmnity in the same relative situation in u hich it found
him. Each man's expenses nmst be diminished to the amount of
his tax; and if the seller would wish to rclleve himself ti'om the
burthen of the tax by raising the price of his commodity, the
buyer, for the same rcason_ would wish to buy cheaper.
These
contending interests would so exactly counteract each other, tlmt
prices would undergo no alteration.
The same observations are
applicable to the assessed taxes_ and to all other taxes which are
not levied on commodities.
]3u b if the tax should in its operation
be unequal,--if
it should fall particularly heavy on one class of
trade, the profits of that trade would be diminished below the
general level of mercantile profits_ and those engaged in it would
either desert it for one more profitable, or they would raise the price
of the commodities in which they dealt, so as to bring it to produce
the same rate of profits as other trades.
Taxes on commodities would certainly r'tise the price of the
commodity taxed to the full amount of the tax. The price for such
commodities may be considered as divided into two portions; one
po]_ion_ its origln'd and natural price, and the other a tax tbr the
liberty of consuming it. If this tax, again, were laid on a commodity_ the consumption of which, by each individu'd, was in exact
proportion to his income, no other commodity would rise but the
one taxed; but if it were not in such proportion, those who paid
more than their just portion would demand an increased price for
the commodity in which they dealt, and_ by obtaining it, the society
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would be put in the same _exativc situation in which they were
befbre placed.
If, instead of the tax being laid on the commodity, each individual
were to pay no more for the commodity than the original price,
and were to pay the amount of the tax at once to Government fbr
a license to consume it, it would act precisely as the assessed taxes
do ; there would be only ,_ partial rise in the prices of some commodities to compensate the inequality which, in spite of the best
wishes of the legislature, must accompany every tax.
If this view of' the effect of taxation be correct, it will follow
that Mr Bosanquet's estimate, that 48 millions has been actually
added to the prices of commodities in consequence of taxation since
the year 1793, and that such addition will sufficiently account ibr
the rise in the prices of' commodities, without having recourse to
the deprcciatlon of" the circulating medium as the causc, is a £dsc
theory, neither supported by reason nor probability.
From these statements Mr Bosanquet has deduced another conscquence, viz. that-As the value of commodities has been ralscd 48 millions since
1793, and the circulation only increased 3 millions_ such increasc
cannot be culled excessive. *_
Although, in the preccding statcment, I have conceded to Mr
Bosanquet that, in consequence of some of our taxes, the prices of
commodities will be increascd, it does not appear necessarily to
ibllow that more money will be requisite to circulate them.
That amount of money which is received by Government in the
shape of taxes, is taken from a fund which would otherwise have
been expended on consumable commodities.
In proportion as the taxes are great must the expenses of the
people diminish. If my income amounts to 1000l., and Government
requires 100/. in taxes _om me, I shall have but 900/. to expend
on such necessaries and comtbrts as are requisite for the use of my
tlmfily. If Government take 200/., I shall have but 800/. for such
mrposes.
zNow, as the amount of money actually expended by
ovcrnmcnt and by me cannot exceed 1000/., no additional circulating medium would, I think, be required, although the taxes were
50 per cent. of each man's income, if the tax were laid upon bread,
and, in consequence, the wages of labour were raised, the tax would
eventually fall on all those who consmned the produce of the labour
of man. It would make no real difference to these consumers if
they had at once paid the amount of such tax into the exchequer,
or if it had gone through the circuitous channel which it would
then take.
:Nor would an_v additmnal sum be required.
Government would
* If we add to these 3 millions the increase in the country circulation, and bear in
mind the economy in the use of circulating medium_ so ably and so clearly explained
by Mr Bosanquet,
it would appear to me that_ granting all the facts for which Mr
Bosanquet contends, the circulating medium has increased in an undue proportion.
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be in the daily receipt of"a portion of the taxes, whether it was paid
to the exeiscman or to the tax-gatherer, and their expenses in the
oue case would be precisely the same as in the other.
Whatever
the Government expended would cause a diminished expenditure
in the people to the same amount : the same amount of commodities
would be circulated, and the same money would be adequate to
their circulation.
This is on the supposition that the people were sufficiently
prudent or sufficiently rich to pay all the taxes from their annual
income, and were not tempted or compelled to diminish their
('apital to satisiy the calls of Government.
If capital were, however,
diminished,
the aggregate
amount of productions
would also
diminish ; and if the money which was before necessary for their
circulation were to continue of the same amount, it would bear a
larger proportion to the goods, and it might thercfore be expected
that commodities would rise; but we must not forget that the
amount of' money in a country is regulated by its value, and as its
value would in this case be diminished, it wouhl become relatively
excessive to the money of other countries, and the excess woul(1
therefore bc exported.
"_Vheu we talk of a scarcity of corn, and a consequent increase of
price, it is naturally concluded, because its value is doubled, that
d,mble the wtlue of money will be necessarv to circulate it, but this
is by no means obvious or necessary.
Ii" double the money be
necessary, there should be an equal quantity of corn at double the
usual prlce,--but
it is because there is a diminished quantity of
corn that its price is doubled.
if the commerce of a country increases, that is to say, if by its
savings it is enabled to add to its capital, such country will require
an additional amoont of circulating medium; but, under all circumstances, the currency ought to retain its bullion value; that is
the only sure test by which we may know that it is not excessive
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To conclude, My Bosanquet is persuaded that much evil will ensue
from the resumption of cash paymcnts, "rod hc cannot anticipate
any improvement in the course of exchange, or any fall in the price
of bullion from a reduction of the circulation, unless our imports are
diminished and our exports increascd.
To me, howcver, it appears perfectly clear, that a reduction of
bank notcs would lower the price of bullion and improve the
exchange, without in the least disturbing the regularity of our
present exports and imports.
It would neither enable us to export
or import gold in any way different to what is now actually taking
place.
Our transactions
with foreigners would be prccisely the
same, we should possess only a more valuable money of' the same
name ; and instead of bcing credited by Hamburgh ibr a depreclatcd
i)ound sterling, which will only purchase 104 grains of gold, at
the rate of 28 Flemish schillings, wc should, by restoring our pound
sterling to its true bullion value, viz. 123 grains, have a credit at
the rate of 34 schillings.
The difference, however, of 6 schillings,
which would thus appear in our favour, would be an advantage in
name and appearance solely. :No mistake would be greater than
to suppose there was in it any real advantage.
If, by a reduction of bank notes, they wcre so raised in value as
to be above the value of gold bullion, we should then interfere with
the real course of exchange;
we should disturb the present equilibrium of imports and exports ; and we should cause an importation
of bullion, or, in the language of merchants, a fitvourable balance of
trade.
If Mr Bosanquet's view of our affairs wcre indeed correct, gloomy
would be our prospects.
Obli._ed to support a great tbreigu
expenditure, "to import articles with wbicll we cannot dispense,"
and in return for which nothing but gold will be accepted, we
might almost calculate the period at which the contest must
terminate fi'om a want of this most essential commodity.
For a
balance of payments so enormous as he calculates, gold could not
be found in this country for one twelvemonth;
and if our goods
can nowhere purchase it: how hopeless must be our condition !
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For my part, however, I ]lave no such apprehensions.
I 'Hn
persuaded that our fbrcign expenditure
is ncither paid with gohl
nor with bills of exclmnge,--that
it nmst eventually be discharged
with the produce of tile labour and industry of our people.
It is only to a blind pcrscverance in our present system of
circulation that I look with alarm,--a system which is gradually
undermining
our resources, and the inconveniences
and evils ,)f
which, in the language of the Committce, " if"not checked, nmst at
no great distance of time work a practical conviction upon the
minds of all those who nmy still doubt thclr existcncc ; but even
if" their progressive incrcasc were less probable, the integrity and
honour of'Parliament arc concerned not to authorise longcr than is
required by imperious necessity tim continuance in this great commercial country of "_ system of circulation in which that natural
check or control is absent, which nmintains the value of money,
and, by the pcrlnancncy of' that common standard of' value, secures
the substantial justlcc and faith of monied c(mtracts and obligations
between n|_ln and nlan."
May we be permitted to hope, that what an enlightened Committee
kas so lmppily began is a pledge of what will be aecomplisheO, by
the wisdom of Parliament ?

APPENDIX.

the preceding sheets were sent to the pre_. I read tile supplementary
observations of Mr Bosanquet, annexed to tile _econd edition of his pamphlet.
I _hal!
have but few remarks to make on them.
1st, From what I have already said, it may be seen that I deny tile accuracy of all
Mr Bosanquet's calculations concerning the exelmlJge uirh ]lamburgh.
'I'tlO_C c_l('ulutions arc made on the assumption of a fixed in_ariahle par, whilst the trne par.
on which they shonld have been made, is subject to all the variations to _hieh the
relative value of gold and silver is exposed.
These two metals having varied no le.-s
since the year 1801 than from 6_ per cent., under the Mint proportions, to 9 per cent.
above those proportions ; calculations made on _ueh a principle may involve erro]s t.
no less an amount than 15½ per cent.
2dly, The argument atteml;ted to he founded
on the fact of the increase or diminution in the amount of bank notes not haxin_z
invariably been accomllanied by a rid] or rise in the exchange, or by a rise or fidl in
the price of bullion, is of no avail agam._t a theory x_bich admits tlmt the demand for
circulating medium is subject to continual fluctuations, proceeding from an inerea-e
o_ decrease in the amount of capual and commerce, from a greater or less facility
which at one period may be afforded to payments by a varying degree of confidence
and credit, and, in short, which suppnses that tile same conlmerce and puyment_ may
require very different amounts of circulating medium.
An amount of bank holt,.-,
which at one time may be excessive, ill the sense in which I use that term, and which
may therefore lie depreciated, may, at .mother, be barely sufficient for the paymcnt_
which it may lmve to perform, barring the effect of a temporary incre_t,e in its value
above that of the bullion which it represents.
It will therefore be useless to admit or
to deny the eorreemess of the gTounds on which _Ir Besanqnet's
c'tleulation of the
amount of country paper in circulation is fnunded. Those facts do not, in my opilfion,
hear upon the subject in dispute. Whether the llapcr currency be 25 or 10o mdlion%
I consider it equally certain that it is excessive, because I am not nx_are of any causes
but excess, or a want of confidence in the issues of the paper (which 1 am .-ure does
not now exist), which couhl prodnce such effects as we have for a consid_.rab& thne."_
witnessed.
Mr Bosanquet has thrown the inferences which he wishes to be drawn from tile
facts he has newly brought forward into the shape of four problems ; the solution ot
which, upon the principles of the Committee. he presumes to be impossible.
1 hope
I have already shown that his facts fall abundantly short of proving tile points which
he makes to rest upon them, and I think the dittlcul U" uill not be _great in giving him
even a solution of his problems in perfect contbrmity with the principles of the Committee.
The first problem is, "The fitll of the exchange, from an average of 6 per cent. in
favour from 1790 to 1795, to 3 per cent. below par in 1795 and 1796, with an equ'fl
circulation of 11 millions of Bank paper, convertible into specie on demand, and tile
advance of the exchange to 11 per cent. above par, on average in 1797 and 1798, the
circulation being increased to 13 millions, and not so convertible."
The reader will perceive that this problem has already received its solution in the
body of the work. The exchanges are not correctly stated, and no one denies that
the exchanges may rise and fall from many causes.
AFTER

• MrBosanquet has remarkedas incorreet my lla_Sngu_cd tlle _ ords "length of time" in reference
to a discount on bank notes, because M.r Mushet's tables did not indicate a very unfavourable
exelm__ge for more tba_na year before I _Tote, ill December 1809. _'e should once bare tho'aght
a
year a cons'ida.abletime, _then speaking of a discount on bank notes ; but as I Imve constantly
nlaintainedthat tile high price of bolbon _as the test on wbich I most relied for the proof of depr_,ci*¢ttlOll_
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It has been proved that the demand for gold for the Mint, and for silver for the
East Indies, in the years 1797 and 1798, had it_ natm,d elt'ecc on tile cxea.m::c, a,,a
_as not counteracted
by an extravagant
issue of paper currency.
The gold was
required to fill up the exhausted coffers of'Am Bank; it was therefore not _ent into
circulation ; and the addition of 2 mdlions in bank notes served only to supply the
vacuum which the hoarding of money had occasioned; so that the're was no real
increase to the circulation of those years.
The second problem is, "The fall of the exchange to 6 per cent. below par. and gold
9 per cent. above the .Mint price in 1800 and 1801, the Bank circuhmon rather above
15 millions, and the advance to 3 per cent. above par, on a_crage of six years, from
1803 to 1808, and gold nearly at the Mint price, with an augnmutcd circulation of 17
to lS millions."
Be.-ides the effects from a var.ving dcgrce of commerce and credit, it should be
recollected that whilst our circulation consisted partly of gold and partly of paper, the
effect of an increased issue of paper, both on the exchange_ and the price of bullion,
_a._ corrected, after a sufficient interval, by the exportation of the coin. That resource
has been tbr some time lost to u,,.
The third problem, _lz. '" The fidl _Jf the exchange, t¥om 5 per cent. above par, in
July 1808, to 10 per cent. below par. in June 181)9, the Bunk circulation being the
stone m both instances ;" is of easy solution. I cannot find the document from which
3It Bosanquet h:l_ stated that the amount of bank notes wa_ the same in July 1808
a_ in June 1809 ; hut, admitting its correctness, are the.v fair subjects of comparison ?
Ine period is immediately after the payment of the dividend._, the other immediately
before. In January and July 1809 there _as no less an inerea.,.e in the amount of
bank notes, after tl_e payment of the dividends, than 2,450,000l., and in the January
tbllox_ing. 1.878.1)01)L
I am not disl)o,_ed to contend that the issues of one day, or of one month, can
produce any efli.ct on the foreign exclumgcb; it may p_,,_ibly require a period of
more permanent duration;
an interval i_ absolutely necessary betbre such effects
would follow. This ts never considered by those Mlo oppose'the principles of the
Committee.
They conclude that those principles are dcfecuve, because their operation is not immediately perceived.
But what are the fact, respecting the circulation
of bank notes in the years 1808 and 18097 There are only three retun_s of their
amount in the year 1808 nmde to the Bullion Committee.
Lcl u.,, compare them _ith
the rctun,s tbr the same period.- 1111809, and I think my reader_ _ill ngree with me,
that these facts uill rather conlirm than appear to be at variance with the princivles
of the Committee.
.AnlOUllt

(If
In

1 May .
1 Augu._t .
1 Novemhcr

|lank
IS0'5.

17,491.900
17.644.t;70
17,467,171)

llOttqi

._.mount

of
In

1 May .
1 August .
1 No_emher

bank
18119.

notes

18.1;46,880
19,811_330
19,949,290

As tbr the fourth problem, viz. " The gradually increasing price of commodities,
dmin_ the American
war, uhen the circulation uas gold, and during the six )'ears
from 181)3 to 1808, when the exchange _as in favour," where has it been disputed
that there are not other causes besides the depreciation of money which may account
tora rise in the price._ of commodities ? The poinL tbr which I contend is, that when
such rise is accompanied by a permanent ri.-e in the price of that bullion which is the
standard of currency, then to the anmunt of that rise is the currency depreciated.
During the American _ ar the ri_e in the prices of comnmdities was not attended with
any ri.,e in the price of bullion, and wa_ theretbre not occasioned by a depreciation of
the currency.
We are now, for the first time, left to doubt whether the principles of the Committee,
against which Mr Bosanquet in the body of his work had so strongly contended, are
really.at variance with Ins own. We arc now told, not that the theory is erroneous,
but '-that the facts nmst be established before they can be reasoned upon ;" "and that
the importance of those facts would in no degree be lessened even by an unreserved
admi.-sion of the accuracy of the principles assunmd."
Does this declaration accord
with Mr Bosanquet's conclusions?
Certain principles are brought forward by the
Bullion Committee, _tnd which, if true, prove the tact of the depreciation oftheeurreney.
Your principles are plausible, and reason appear_ to sanction them, says Mr Bosanquet ;
but here are facts to prove that they are inconsisteut aith past experience ; and he
furiner obsen'es from Palev, "that when a Umorcm is proposed to a mathematicla_.
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the first thing he does with it is to try it on a simple case ; if it produce a fidsc result,
he is sure there must be some error iu tile demonstration."
'" The public must proceed
in this way with tile Report, and submit its theories to tile test of fact." Call, then, Mr
l:;osanquet be eonsistent in contending "that the importance of what, in his preceding
pages, he had offered to the public would he ill no degree lessened even by an unre._er_'ed admission of the accuracy of the principles assumed ?"
If the theory of tile Committee is allowed to he aocurate on the one hand, and Mr
Bosanquet's fi_cts are accurate on tile other, _hat follows ? ]"irher that Mr BosamlUCt
u_'ees with tile Committee, or that his facts are totally inaplflic:tble to the que_tlotl.
One other conchtsion there i_, but one which 1 have no intention to ascribe to 31l"
Bosanquet.--that
there may he a theory o,_ the one side, uml faet_ on the other ; both
true,

and

yet

inconsistent.

As for ])r Paley's test of trying the Committee's theory by a simple case, Mr
]:losanquet mi_zht have tried it by a thousand, and. u ould ha_ e found it accurately to
correspond.
HatI'he employed his lci.,ure and ingenuity in tracing ns application to
_he thousands of cases with wlfich it accords, instead of hunti_ug fl,r two or three ca.-e,
._teminqly contradictory, and adopting them _ith fond credulity, he would have prohablv arrived at more just conclusions.
Mr Bosanquet calls in question the accuracy of the followin_ proposition of Bh
]Iuskisson, "that if one part of tile currency of'a country (provided such currency be
made either directly or virtually legal tender according to its denomination)
he
depreciated, the whole of that currency, uhether p'q_er or coin, must be equally
depreciated."
The fact brought forward by Mr 13osanquet, that the "extraordiuary
depreei:,.tion
of the silver coin in the reigu of King William did not depreciate the gohl ; that. t.n
".he contrary, the guinea, worth 21 perfect shillings, pa_sed currently for 30s.," dot's
not prove the principle ,_dvanced bv Mr tIuskisson to be at variance _ith experience,
because gold was not then the current coin ; it was not, either directly or vlrtuall//legal
tender; nor was it estimated at u fixed value by public authority:
it passed in all
payments as a piece of bullion of known weight and fineness.
If by law it could nol;
have passed for more than '>Is. of the deba._ed silver currency, it _ould, _hilst in
the state of coin, have been equally debased with the 21_. t'_r which it would have
exchanged.
If guineas were now to be considered as a commodity, and were not by
law prohibited from being exported or melted, they might pass in all payments at 24s.
or 25s., whilst tile bank note continued of its present value.
Neither is the following principle of Mr tluskis_on, fi'om which Mr ]3osanquet
dissents, contrary to authority, "that if' the quantity of gold, in a country whose currency
consists of gold, should be increased in any given proportion, the quantity of other
articles and the demaud for them remaining tile same, the value of any given commodity
measured in the coin of that country would be increased in tile :ame proportion." Blr
Huskisson does not question, as l_lr ]3osanquet supposes, the truth of tile principle
advanced by Dr Adam Smith, "that the increase in the quantity of the precious
metals, which arises in any eount_" from an increase of wealth, has no tendency to
diminish their value ;" but says. that if tile quantity of the precious metals increases in
any country, whilst its wealth does not increase, or whilst its commodities remain the
same in quantity, then will the value of tile gold coin of such country diminish, or, in
other words, goods will risk ill price. Mr Bosauquet himselt; in the argument relating
to the mine, has admitted that such would be the effect. To this passage from Mr
Huskisson's book, however, I have an objection to offer, hecause he adds, that an
increase in tile prices of commodities would take place (page 5)under
the circumstances supposed, "althoug'h no addition should actually be made to the coin of the
country."
I hold it as a conclusiou which will not admit of dispute, that if neither
commodities, nor the demand for them. nor the money which circulates them, suffer
either increase or diminution, prices m'::t continue unaltered whatever quantity of
gold or silver may exist in the state of bulh(m in such eount_T.* It is hardly necessaDto remark, that the case is wholly hypothetical, and is, indeed, impossible.
There can
be no great addition to the bulliou of a country, the currency of which is of its standard
value, without causing an inere_.se in the quantity of money.
I confess I was not a little surprised by the next point brought forward by 2_Ir
Bnsanquet, and I have no doubt it must have excited equal astonishment in many ot
his readers.
IIaving contended throughout his work that bank notes were not deilre" It i_ to be understood
that I am supposing"
no increased
to Ki_'tt 0. diauatlnhvd
or increased
_,alae to thn co:.rt.

or diminished

confidence

operatl.n£

so
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riated_scompared with goldcoin,thatthesame risein thepriceofgoldmight have
takenplace,and actually
had:on some occasions,
taken place,whilstour currency
consisted
partlyofgold,and par_.ly
of paper convertible
intogold,at thewillof the
holder;afterdenyingthattherewas any pointof contactbetweengold forexportationand goldincoin,and thatitwas fbrwant ofsuchcontactthatitspricehad risen,
we arenow seriously
toldby Mr ]3osanquet
that,'"applyingtothissubjectthemost
,q_provedtheories,
he inclines
to the beliefthatgold,sincethe new system ofthe
Bank of]_nglandl}avments
has been fully
established,
has not,
in truth,continuedto
be themea-ureofvalue. Bank notes,"
llemaintains,
"Slave,since1797,unquestionablybecome themeasureof commerce,and themoney ofaccount,
und itison these
groundsthathe con_ider.the proposition
respecting
tile
priceof gold,on which so
much relianceisplaced,_m one of thosewhich,thougb he admits the principle,
he
hc_itate_
atthe application."
V_'hetherthe BatikDirectors,
or otherswho have s,l
confidently
assertedthat,admittinggold tobe the standard,
itshigh pricedid m_t
provethedepreciation
ofthecurrency,
willbe pleasedwith a defenceon such])rillcwle_, which yieldsallforwhich tile
Committee contend,itisnotforme toinquire.
Tha_ goldisno longerinpractice
the,_tandard
by wllk.hourcurrencyi_regulated
is
a truth.
Itis the ground of the complaint of tile C,munittce (and of all _xho have
written on tile same side) against tile ln'esent system.
The bolder of money has been injured, inasmuch a_ d_crc is no standard reference
by which his property can be protected,
lle has suffered a loss of 16 per cent. _ince
1797, "aid there i., no _ecudty tbr him that it may not shortly be 25, 30, or even 5o
per cent. more.
Who will consent to hold money or securities, the interest on which
i, payable in money, on such terms .9 There is no sacrifice _hich a man holding such
property should nc,t make, to secure to himself some provision for the future _ hil-t
.such a system is avowed. _h" Bosarlquet has, in these few words, said as lUl.lCb Ill
tax'our of the repe:tl of the restriction hill as all tile writers, all the theorists, lluxc
advanced since tile discussion of this subject commenced.
What, then. doe_ 3Ir
]_osanquet admit that we have no _taudard because it is no longer gold .9 Let us hear
what he says : "If a pound note be the denominathm, it xxill, of course, be asked x_hat
i_ the standard ?
"The question is not easy of _olution.
But. considering the high proportion which
the dealing_ betweeu Government and the public bear to tile general circulation, it i_
probable tile standard may be fimnd in those transactions;
and it _eems not more
dlflicuh to imagine that tile standard value of st one pound note may bt. tile interest
,it"33l. 6s. 8d.--3 per cent..,,lock, than that such standard has reference to a metal, ol
which
llonc
contains
in circulation,
and of which
tile
annual
,,-_,lpl)ly , even
a._ a COllllllOdity, doe.``not anmunt to oue-twentlcth part of tile tbrcign expenses of Government iu
OllC

Veal',"

So then we ],tl'e a standard for a pound bunk note ; it is tile intcre.,,t of .q'3l. 6,',. 8,1.
--3 per cent. stoek. N'oxx, ill what medium is this interest paid ? becau,;e that nluat
be tile standard.
The hohler of 33/. 6s. 8d. stock receives at the bank a one pound
note. Bank notes are, therefore, according t(, the theory of a practictd nmn, the
standard by which alone the depreciation of bank notes can be estimated !
A puncheon of rum has 16 per cent. of its contents taken out, and water poured in
for it. What is the standard by which Mr Bosanquet attempts to detect the aduherution ? At sample of the adulterated liquor taken out of the same ca,-k.
We are next told, that "if' tile Bank really possess a large stock of gold. or only to
the extent of 6 or 7 millions, the be_t use tile)- can make of it i_ to call in all the notes
under 5l., and not re-issue any of this description."
llow could bankers and manuthcturcrs
be enabled to effect their small I,:lyments if
the goht, thus partially issued, were at the present exchange and price of bullion to be
either exported or melted ? If the Bank did not issue small notes, and they could not
vrocure guineas for large ones, they would be obliged to cease ._ueh payments altolzether.
_'he more I llave reflected on tiffs subject, tile more convinced 1 am that the evil
admits of no other safe remedy but a reduction in the amount of bank notes.
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INTt ODUCTION.

Is treating or. the subject of the profits of capital, it is necessary to
consider the principles which regulate the rise and fall of rent, as
rent and profits, it will be secn, have a very intimate connexion
with each other.
The principles which regulate rent are briefly
stated in the Ibllowing pages, and differ in a very slight degree
fi'om those which have been so fully and so ably developed by Mr
Malthus in his late excellent publication, to which I am very nmeh
indebted.
The consider'_tion of those prinelples, together with
those which regulate the profit of stock, have convinced me of the
policy of leaving the importation
of corn unrestricted
by law.
:From the general principle set forth in all Mr Malthus's publications,
I am persuaded that he holds the same opinion, as fhr as profit and
wealth are concerned with the question ; but, viewing, as he does,
the danger as formidable of depending on foreign supply for a large
portion of our food, he considers it wise, on the whole, to restrict
importation. . Not participatlng with him. in those fears, and. perhaps
estimating the advantages of a cheap prme of corn at a lngher value,
I have come to a dlflhrent conclusion.
Some of the objeetions
urged in his last publication--"
Grounds of an Opinion," &c., I
have endeavoured to answer ; they appcar to me to be unconnected
with the political danger he apprehends, and to be inconsistent
with the general doctrines of the advantages of a free trade, _'hich
he has himself, by his writings, so ably contributed to establish.
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MR MALTHUS very correctly defines '_ the rent of land to be that
portion of the value of the whole produce which remains to the
owner, after all the outgolngs belonging, to its cultivation,
of
whatever kind, have been paid, including the profits of the capital
employed, estimated according to the usu.d and ordinary rate of
the profits of agricultural stock at the time being."
Whenever, then, the usual and ordinary rate of the profits of
agricultural stock, and all the outgoings belonging to the cultivation
of land, arc togcthcr equal to the value of the whole produce, there
can be no rent.
And, when the whole produce is only cqual in value to the
outgolngs necessary to cultivation, there can neither be rent nor
profit.
In the first settling of a country rich in fertile land, and which
may be had by any one who chooses to take it, the whole produce,
after deducting the outgoings belonging to cultivation, will bc the
profits of capital, and will belong to the owner of such capita],
without any deduction whatever fbr rent.
Thus, if the capital employed by an individual on such land were
of the value of 200 quarters of wheat, of which half consisted of
fixed capital, such as buildings, implements, &c., .'rod the other half
of circulating capital,--if,
after replacing the fixed "rod circulating
capital, the value of the remaini'ng produce were 100 quarters of
wheat, or of equal value with 100 quarters of wheat, the neat profit
to the owner of capital would be 50 per ccnt., or 100 profit
on 200 capital.
:For a period of some duration the profits of agricultural stock
might continue at the same rate, because land equally fertile and
equally well situated might be abundant, and,. therefore, might be
cultivated on thc same advantageous terms, m proportion as the
capital of the first and subsequent settlers augmented.
Profits might even incrcase, because, the population increasing
at a more rapid rate than capital_ wages might fall ; and, instead of
the valuc of 100 quarters of wheat being necessary for the circu-
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luting capital, 90 only might be required, in which case the profitm
of' stock would rise from 50 to 57 per cent.
:Profits mlght also increase, because improvements might take
place in agriculture, or in the implements of husbandry, which would
augment the produce with the same cost of production.
]f wages rose, or a worse system of agriculture were practised,
profits would again fifil."
These are circumstances which are more or less at all times in
operation--they
may relard or accelerate the natural effects of the
progress of wealth, by raising or lowering profits_by
increasing or
diminishing the supply of tbod, with the employment of the--Tame
capital on the land.*
We will, however, suppose that no improvements take place in
agriculture, and that ealfit'tl and polmlation advance in the proper
proportion, so that the real wages of labour continue uniformly the
same ;--that we may know what peculiar etlhets are to be ascribed
to the growth of e@it'fl, the increase of population, and the extension of cultivation, to the more remote and less fertile land.
In this state of society, when the profits on agricultural stock,
by the supposition, are 50 per cent, the profits on all other capital_
employed either in the rude manufactures common to such a stage
of society, or in foreign commeree_ as the means of procuring in
exchange for raw produce those commodities which may be in
demand, will be :flso 50 per cent.t
If the profits on capital employed in tr:tde were more than
50 per cent., capital would be withdrawn from the hind to be
* Mr Malthus consider:_, that the surplus of produce obtained in consequence of
diminished wages, or of improvements in agriculture, to bc one of the causes to raise
rent.
To me it appears that it will only augment profits.
" The accumulation of capital, beyond the means of employing it on land of the
greatest natural fertility, and the greatest advantage of situation, must necessarily
lower profits ; _ hilt the tendency of population to increase beyond the means of subt,i.tenee must, after a certain time, lower the wages of labour.
" The expense of production will thus be diminished, but the value of the produce,
that is, the quantity of labour, and of the other products of labour besides corn, which
it can command, instead of diminishing, will be increased.
" There will be an increasing number of people demanding subsistence, and ready
to offer their senices in any way in which they can be useful. The exchangeable
x'alue of food _ill therefore be in excess above the cost of production, including in
this cost the full profits of the stock employed upon the land, according to the actual
rate of profits at the time being..And
this excess is rent.'--An
Inquir_ into the Nature
and Progress of 2_eat, page 18.
In page 19, speaking of Poland, one of the causes of rent is again attributed to
cheapness of labour.
In page _2 it is said that a fall in the wages of labour, or a
reduction in the number of labourers neeessaD-to
produce a given effect, in consequence of agricultural improvement.s, will raise rent.
t" It is not meant, that strictly the rate of profits on agriculture and manufactures
will be the same, but that they will bear some proportion to each other.
Adam Smith
ha_ explained why profits are somewhat less on some employments of capital than ca
others, according to their security, cleanliness, and respectability, &c., &c.
What the proportion may be, is of no importance to my argument, as I am only
desirous of proving that the profits on agricultural capital cannot materially vary,
without o_.casioning a similar variation in the profits on capital employed on manufactures and commerce.
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employed in trade.
If they were less, capital would be taken from
trade to agriculture.
After all the Fertile land in the immediate neighbourhood of the
first settlers were cultivated, if capital and population increased,
more food would be required, and it could only bc procured from
land not so advantageously situated.
Supposing, then, the land to
be equally fertile, the necessity of employing more labourers, horses,
&c., to carry the produce from the place where it was grown to the
place where it was to be consumed, although no alteration were to
take place in the wages of labour, would make it necessary that
more capital should be permanently employcd to obtain the same
produce.
Suppose this addition to be of the value of 10 quarters
of wheat, the whole capital employed on the new land would be
210, to obtain the same return as on the old ; and, consequently,
the profits of stock would fidl f}om 50 to 43 per cent, or 90 on
210. _
On the land first cultivated, the return would be the same as
before, namely 50 per cent., or 100 quarters of wheat; but thc
general profits of stock being regulated by the profits made on the
least profitable employment of capital on agriculture, a division of
the 100 quarters would take place, 43 per cent, or 86 quarters, would
constitute the profit of stock_ and 7 per cent., or 14 quarters, would
constitute rent.
And that such a division must take place is evident,
whcn we consider that the owner of the capital of the value of 210
quarters of wheat would obtain precisely the same profit, whether
he cultivated the distant land, or paid the first settler 14 quarters
lbr rent.
In this stage, the profits in all capital employed in trade would
fall to 43 per cent.
If, in the further prog*ress of population and wealth, the produce
of more land were required to obtain the same return, it might be
necessary to employ, either on account of distance, or thc worse
quality of land, the value of 220 quarters of wheat, the profits of
stock would then fall to 36 per cent., or 80 on 220_ and the rent of
the first land would rise to 28 quarters of wheat, and on tim second
portion of land cultivated_ rent would now commence, and would
amount to 14 quarters.
The profits on all trading capital would also f_ll to 36 per cent.
Thus, by bringing successively land of a worse quality, or less
t_tvourably situated into cultivation, rent would rise on the land
previously cultivated, and precisely in the same degree would profits
fall; and if the smallness of profits do not check accumulation,
there are hardly any limits to the rise of rent, and the fall of profit.
* Profits of stock fall, because land equally fertile cannot be obtained, and through
the whole progress of society profits are regulated by the difficulty or facility of procuring food. This is a principle of great importance, and has been almost overlooked
in the writings of Political Economists.
They appear to think that profits of stock
can be rai,-ed hv commercial causes, indepcn,lcntlv of the supply of food.
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If instead of employing capital at a distance on new land, an
additional capital of the value of 2 ] 0 quarters of wheat be employed
on the first land cultivated, and its return were in like manner
43 per cent. or 90 on 210 ; the produce of 50 per cent. on the first
capital, would be divided in the same manner as before,--43 per cent.
or 8(; quarters would constitute profit_ and 14 quarters rent.
If 220 quarters were cml)loycd in addition with the same result
as befbre_ the first capital would aflbrd a rent of 28 ; and the second
of 14 quarters, and the profits oil the whole capital of 630 quarters
would be equal, and would amount to 36 per cent.
Supposing that the nature of man was so altered, that he required
double ttle quantity of food that is flow necessary for his subsistence,
and consequently, that tile exl)cnses of cultivation were very greatly
increased.
Under such circumstances, the knowledge and capital
of an old society employed on fresh and fertile land in a new
country would leave a much less surplus produce; consequently,
the profits of stock could never be so high. But accumulation,
though slower in its progress, might still go on, and rent would
begin just as befbre, when more distant or less fertile land were,
eultiwtted.
The natural limit to population would of course be much earlier,
and rent could never rise to the height to which it may now do ;
beeause_ in the nature of things, land of the same poor quality
would never be brought into cultivation ;--nor could the same
amount of capital be eml)loyed on the better land with any adequate
return of profit.*
The following table is constructed on the supposition, that the
first portion of land yields 100 quarters profit on a capital of 200
quarters;
the second portion, 90 qu'trters on 210, according to the
fbregoing ealculations.t
It will be seen that, during the progress of
a country, the whole produce raised on its land, will increase, and
tbr a certain time that part of the produce which belongs to the
profits of stock, as well as that part which belongs to rent, will
increase; but. that, at a later period, every accumulation of capital
will be attended
with an absolute, as well as a proportionate
diminution of profits,---though
rents will uniformly increase.
A
less revenue, it will be seen, will be enjoyed by the owner of stock,
* In all that I have said concerning the origin and pro/.,ress of rent, I have briefly
repeated, and endeavoured to elucidate the principle.- which Mr Malthus has _o abl;.laid down, on the same subject, in his " Inquiry. into the Nature and Progress _;f
Rent ;" a work abounding in original ideas,--whieh
are useful not only as they regard
rent, but as connected with the question of taxation ; perhaps, the most difficult and
intricate of all the subjects on which :Political Economy treats.
f" It is scarcely necessary to observe, that the data on which this table is constructed
are assumed, and are probably very far from the truth. They were fixed on as tending
to illustrate the principle, which would be the same, whether the first profita were
50 per cent. or 5,--or, whether an additional capital of 10 quarters, or of 100, were
required to obtain the same produce from the cultivation of new land. In proportion
a_ the capital employed on the land, consisted more of fixed capital, and less of circulating capital, would re_t _dval:ee. and 9roperty fall less rapidly.
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when 1,350 quarters are employed on tile different qualitlcs of' land,
than when 1,100 were employed.
In the former case the whole
profits will be only 270, in the latter 275; and when 17610 are
employed, profits will fall to 241.x_..
*
This is a view of the effccts of accumulation which is exceedingly
curious, .and has, I bellcvc, never before been noticed.
It will be seen bv the table, that, in a progressive country, rent
is not only absolutely increasing, but that it is also increasing in its
ratio to the capital employed on the land ; thus, when 410 was the
whole capital employed, tile landlord obtained 3½ per cent. ; when
],100, 13¼ per cent. ; and when 1,880, 16½ percent.
The landlord
not only obtains a greater produce, but a larger share.--( See Tabh
on _ext ])age.)
Rent,t then, is in all cases a portion of the profits previously
obtained on the land. It is never a new creation of revenue, but
always part of'a revenue already created.
Profits of stock fhll only, because land equally well adapted to
produce food cannot be procured ; and the degree of the fall of
profits, and the rise of rents, depends wholly on the increased expense of production.
If, therefore, in the progress of countries in wealth and population,
new portions of fertile land could be added to such countries, with
every increase of capital, profits would never fall, nor rents rise2;
If the money price of corn, and the wages of labour, did not vary
in price in the least degree, during the progress of the country in
wealth and population, still profits would fall and rents would rise ;
because more l'tbonrers would be employed on the more distant or
less fertile land, in order to obtain the same supply of raw produce ;
and therefbrc the cost of production would have increased, whilst
the value of the produce continued the same.
But the price of corn, and of all other raw produce, has been
invariably observed to rise as a nation became weahhy, and was
obliged to have recourse to poorer lands for the production of part
* This would be the effect of a constantly accumulating capital, in a country, which
refused to import foreign and cheaper corn.
But after profits have very much fallen,
accumulation will be checked, and capital will be exported to he employed in those
countries where fi_od is cheap and profits high. All European colonies have been
established with the capital of the mother countries, and have thereby checked
accumulation.
That part of the population, too, which is employed in the forei_,m
carrying trade, is fed with foreign corn. It cannot be doubted, that low profits, which
are the inevitable effects of a really high price of corn, tend to draw capital abroad :
this consideration ought therefore to be a powerful reason to prevent us from restricting importation.
t By rent I always mean the remuneration given to the landlord for the use of the
original and inherent power of the land. If either the landlord expends capital on his
own land, or the capital of a preceding tenant is leR upon it at the expiration of his
lease, he may obtain what is indeed called a larger rent, but a portion of this is evidently paid for the use of capital.
The other portion only is paid for the use of the
original power of the land.
Excepting, as has been befc_re observed, the real wages of labour should rise, of
a worse system of agrictdture be pracus_a.
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of itsfood; and verylittle
consideration
willconvinceus,thatsuch
istheeffect
which would naturally
be expectedto takeplaceunder
such circumstances.
The exchangeable
valueofallcommoditiesrises
asthe difficulties
oftheirproduction
increase.It_then,new dimculties
occurin the
productionof corn_from more labourbeing necessar)b
whilstno
more labourisrequired
toproducegold_silver_
cloth_
lincn_
&c.,the
exchangeable
valueof cornwillnecessarily
rise,
as compared with
thosethings. On thecontrary,
fimilities
intheproduction
ofconb
or ofany othercommodity of whateverkind_which shall
aflbrd
the
same producewithlesslabour,
willlower.its
exchangeable
value."
•
"
•
fr "
"
_rhuswe seethatmlprovements
m a_nculture,
or "Inthem}plements
of husbandry,
lowertheexchangeable
valueofcorn;timprovements
inthe machineryconnectedwiththemanufactureof cotton,
lower
the exchangeabiev,_lueof cottongoods; and improvementsin
mining_or thediscovery
of new and more abundantmines of the
precious
metals,lowerthevalueofgoldand silver,
or_which isthe
same thing,raisethe priceof allothercommodities. Wherever
competi-tion
can have itsfullei_ct,and theproduction
ofthecommodity be not limitedby nature_as isthecase withsome wines_
the difficulty
or facility
oftheirproductionwillultimately
regulate
theirexchangeable
valuc._The soleeffec
b then,oftheprogressof
wealthon prices,
independently
ofallimprovements,
eitherinagricultureor manufactures_
appearsto be to raisethe priceof raw
produceand oflabour_
leavingallothercommoditiesattheir
original
prices,
and to lowergeneralprofits
in consequenceof thegeneral
rise of wages.
This fact is of more importance than at first sight appears_ as it
relates to the interest of the landlord, and the other parts of the
community.
_ot only is the situation of the landlord improved
(by the increasing difficulty of procuring food, in consequence of
accumulations) by obtaining an increased quantity of the produce o_
the land_ but also by the increased exchangeable
value of that
quantity.
If his rent be increased from 14 to 28 quarters_ it would
* The low price of corn, caused by improvements
in agriculture,
would give a
stimulus to population, by increasing profits and encouraging accumulation,
which
would again raise the price of corn and lower profits. )3ut a larger population could
be maintained at the same price of corn, the same profits and the same rents.
Improvements in agriculture ms)' then be said to increase profits_ and to lower for a
time rents.
t The causes, which render the acquisition of an additional quantity of corn more"
difficult are, in progressive countries, in constant operation, whilst marked improvements in agriculture, or in the implements of husbandry, are of less frequent occurrence. If these opposite causes acted with equal effect, corn would be subject onlyto
accidental variation of price, arising from bad seasons, from greater or less real wages
of labour, or from an alteration in the value of the precious metals_ proceeding from
their abundance or scarcity.
._ Though the price of _dl commodities is ultimately regulated by, and is always
tending to, the cost of their production, including the generld profits of stock, they are
,ql subject, and perhaps corn more than most others_ to an accidental price procecding
from temporary" causes.
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be more than doubled,because he would be able to command more
than double the quantityof commodities, in exchange forthe 28
quarters. As rents are agreed for,and paid in money, he would,
under the circumstances supposed,
receivemore than double of his
Former money rent•
]n likemanner, ifrent fell,
the landlordwould su_br two losses;
he would be a loserof that portionof the raw produce which constitutedhis additionalrent; and further,he would be a loser by
the depreciationinthe realor exchangeablevalue oftheraw produce
in which,or inthe value ofwhich, hisremaining rentwould be paid.*
As the revenue of the farmer isrealizedin raw produce,or in the
value of raw produce,he is interested,as well ',sthe land]or(l,
in
its high exchangeable value, but a low price of produce may be
compensated to him by a great additionalquantity.
It follows,
then,thatthe interest
ofthe landlordisalways opposed
to the interestof every otherclassin the community. IIis
situation
isnever so prosperous,as when food is scarceand dear: whereas.
allother persons are greatly benefitedby procuring food cheap,
IIighrentand low profits,
forthey invariablyaccompany each other,
ought never to be the subjectof complaint,ifthey are the effectof
the naturalcourse of things.
They are the most unequivocal proofsof wealth and prosperity,
and o(an abundant population,compared with the fbrtility
of the
soil."The generalprofitsof stock depend wholly on the profitsof
the last portion of capitalemployed on the ]and; if,therefore,
landlords were to relinquishthe whole of theirrents,they would
neitherraisethe generalprofits
of stock,nor lowcr the priceof corn
to the consumer. It would have no other ei_et,as Mr Malthus
has observed,than to enable those farmers,whose ]ands now pay a
rent,to fivelike gentlemen, and they would have to expend that
portionof the general revenue which now Fallsto the share of the
landlord.
A nation isrich,not according to the abundance of itsmoney,
nor to the high money value at which its commodities circulate,
but according to the abundance of itscommodities,contributingto
itscomforts and enjoyments. Althoughthisisa proposition,
from
which few would dissent,many look with the greatestalarm at the
prospect of the diminution of their money revenue, though such
,'educedrevenue should have so improved in exchangeable value,
•as to procure considerablymore of allthe necessariesand luxuries
of life.
• It has been thought that the price of corn regulates the prices of all other things.
This appears to me to be a mistake. If the price of corn is affected by the rise or fall
of the value of the precious metals themselves, then indeed will the price of commodities be also affected, but they vary, because the value of money varies, not
becausc the valuc of corn is altered. Commodities, I think, cannot materially rise or
fall, whilst money and commodities continue in the same proportions, or rather whilst
the cost of production of both estimated in corn continues the same. In the case of
taxation, a part of the price is paid for the liberty of using the commodity, and doel
not constitute its real pric_.
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It_ then_ the principles here stated as governing rent and profit
be correct_ general profits on capital can only be raised by a fall in
the exchangeable value of food, and which lhll can only arise from
three causes :1st. Tile fall of the real wages of labour, which shall en:lblc the
i_trmer to bring a greater excess of produce to market.
2d. Improvements
in agriculture, or in the implements of husbandry, which shall also increase the excess of produce.
3dly. The discovery of new markets, from whence corn may be
imported at a cheaper price than it can be grown tbr at home.
The first of these causes is more or less permanent, according as
the price from which wages fall, is more or less near that remuneration for labour which is necessary to the actual subsistence of the
labourer.
The rise or fidl of wages is common to all states of society,
whether it be the stationary, the advancing, or the retrograde state.
In the stationary state, it is regulated wholly by the increase or
f_lling off of ttle i)opulation.
In the advancing state, it depends on
whether the capital or the population advance, at the more rapid
course. In the retrograde state, it depends on whether population
or capital decrease with the greater rapidity.
As experience demonstrates
that capital and population alternately take the lead, and wages in consequence arc liberal or
scanty_ nothing can be positively lald down, respecting profits, as
thr as wages are concerned.
But I think it may be most satisfactorily proved, that in every
society advancing in wealth and population, independently of the
ei_hct produced by liberal or scanty wages, general profits must i_all,
unless thcre be improvements in agriculture, or corn can be imported
at a cheaper price.
It seems the necessary result of the principles which have been
stated to regulate the progress of rent.
This principle will, however, not be readily admitted by those
who ascriike to the extension of commerce, and discovery of new
markets, where our commodities can be sold dearer, and foreign
commodities can be bought cheaper, the progress of profits, without any reference whatever to the state of the land, and the rate of
profit obtained on the last portions of capital employed upon it.
Nothing is more common th'm to hear it asserted_ that profits on
agTiculture no more regulate the profits of commerce, than that the
profits of commerce regulate the profits on agriculture.
It is contended that they alternately take the lead; and, if the profits of
commerce rise, which it is said they do, when new markets are
discovered, the profits of agriculture will also rise ; for it is admitted,
that if they did not do so, capital would be withdrawn fi'om the
hind to be employed in the more profitable trade.
But if the
principles respecting the progress of rent be correct, it is evident,
that_ with the same population and eavital_ whilst none of the agrl-
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cultural capital is withdrawn from the cultivation of the land,
agricultural profts cannot rise_ nor can rent fall: either then it
must be contended_ which is at variance with all the principles of
political economy, that the profits on commercial capital will rise
considerably, whilst the profits on agricultural capital suffer 11o
alteratlon) or that, under such circumstances, the profits on commerce will not rise. e
It is this latter opinion which I consider as the true one. I do
not deny that the first discoverer of a new and better market may,
for a time, before competition operates) obtain unusual profits. He
may either sell the commodities he exports at a higher price than
those who are ignorant of the new market) or he may purchase the
commodities imported at a cheaper price. _Vhilst he_ or a few
more exclusively follow this trade, their profits will be above the
level of general profits. But it is of the general rate of profit that
we are speaking, and not of the profits of a few individuals ; and I
cannot doubt that)in proportion as such trade shall be generally
known and followed, there will he such a fhll in the price of the
fi)reign commodity in the importing countr)5 in consequence of its
increased abundance_ and the greater facility with which it is procured_ that its sale will afford only the common rate of profits--that
so far from the high profits obtained by the few who first engaged
in the new trade elevating the general rate of profits--those
profits
will themselves sink to the ordinary level.
The effects are precisely similar to those which follow from the
use of"improved machinery at home.
Whilst the use of the machine is confined to one_ or a very few
manufacturers, they may obtain unusual profits)because
they are
enabled to sell their commodities at a price much above the cost of
production--but
as soon as the machine becomes general to the
whole trade) the price of the commodities will sink to the actual
cost of production) leaving only the usual and ordinary profits.
During the period of capital moving from one employment to
another, the profits on that to which capital is flowing will be relatively high, but will continue so no longer than till the requisite
capital is obtained.
There are two ways in which a country may be benefited by
trade--one
by the increase of the general rate of profits, which,
according to my opinion, can never take place but in consequence
of"cheap food, which is beneficial only to those who derive a revenue
from the employment of their capital, either as farmers_ manu* Mr Malthus has supplied me with a happy illustration--he
has correctly compared
"the soil to a great number of machines, all susceptible of continued improvement by
the application of capital to them, but yet of very different original qualities and
powers."
How, I would ask, can profits rise whilst we arc obliged to make use of
that machine which has the worst origimd qualities and powers ? We cannot abandon
the use of it ; for it is the condition on which we obtain the food necessary for our
population, and the demand.
.
for food is by the supposition not diminished ; but who
would consent to u_e it if he could make greater profits elsewhere?
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_cturers, merchants, or capitalists, lending their money at interest
--the other by the abundance of commodities, and by a lhll in their
exchangeable value, in which the whole community
participate.
In the first case, the rcvcnue of the country is augmented--in
the
second, the same revenue becomes efficient in procuring a greater
amount of the necessaries and luxuries of lifh.
It is in this latter mode only* that nations are benefited by the
extension of commerce, by the division of labour in manut_actures,
and by the discovery of machincry,--they
all augment the amount
of commodities, and contribute very much to the ease and happiness of mankind ; but they havc no effect on the rate of profits,
becausc they do not augment the produce compared with the cost
of production on the land, and it is impossible that all other profits
should risc whilst tim profits on land arc either stationary, or
retrograde.
Profits, then, depend on the price, or rathcr on the value of' fbod.
Every thing which gives _hcility to the production of food, however
scarce, or however abundant commodities may become, will raise
the rate of profits, whilst on the contrary, every thing which shall
augment the cost of production without augmenting the quantity of
tbod,'f will, under every circumstance, lower the general rate of
profits.
The f.tcilities of obtaining _bod are beneficial in two ways
to the owners of capital; it at the same time raises profits and
increases the amount of' consumable commodities.
The facilltics
in obtaining all other things only increase the amount of commodities.
If, then, the power of purelmsing cheap tbod be of such great
importance, and if the importation of corn will tend to reduce its
priee_ arguments
almost unanswerable
respecting the danger of
dependence on foreign countries for a portion of our fbod--for in no
other view will the question bear an argument--ought
to be brought
tbrward to induce us to restrict importation, and thereby forcibly
to detain capital in an employment which it would otherwise leave
for one much more advantageous.
If the legislature were at once to adopt a decisive policy with
regard to the trade in corn--if it were to allow a permanently ti'ee
trade, and did not, with every variation of price_ alternately restrict
and encourage importation, we should undoubtedly be a regularly
importing country.
We should be so in consequence
of the
superiority of our wealth and population, compared to the fertility
of our soil over our neighbours.
It is only when a country is comparatively wealthy_ when all its fertile land is in a state of high
cuhivation_ and that it is obliged to have recourse to its inferior
* Excepting when the extension of commerce enables as to obtain food at really
cheaper prices.
J" If by foreign commerce, or the discovery of machinery,
the commodities consumed by the labourer should become much cheaper, wages would fall ; and this, as
we have before observed, would raise the profits of the farmer, and therefore, all
o_.her profits.
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lands to obtain the food necessary for its population; or when it is
originally without the advantages of a fertilc soil, that it can becomc
profitable to import corn.*
It is, then, the dangers of dependence on foreign supply for any
considerable quantity of our _bod, which can alone be opposed to
thc many advantages which, circumstanccd as we arc, would attcnd
the importation of corn.
These dangers do not admit of being very correctly estimated ;
they are in some degree maticrs of opinion, and cannoh like the
advantages on the other side, be reduced to accm'ate calculation.
They are generally stated to be two--lst,
That in the case of war
a combination of the Continental powers, or the influence of our
principal encmy, might deprive us of our accustomed supply--2dly,
That when bad seasons occurred abroad, the exporting countries
would have, and would exercise, the power of withholding the
quantity usually exported to make up for their own deficient
supply.t
If we became a regularly importing country, and foreigners could
confidently rely on the demand of our market, much more land
would be cultivated in the corn conntrics with a view to exportation.
When we consider the value of even a few weeks' consumption cf
corn in England, no interruption could bc given to the export trade,
if the Continent supplied us with any considerable quantity of corn,
without the most extenslvcly ruinous commercial distress--distress
which no sovereign, or combination of sovcrclgns, would be williI)g
to inflict on their people; and, if willing, it would be a measure to
which probably no people would submit.
It was the endeavour of
Buonaparte to prcvcnt the exportation of the raw produce of Russia,
more than an)" other causc, which produccd the astonishing ei_brts
of the people of that country against the most powerthl force perhaps
ever asscmbled to subjugate a nation.
The immense capital which would be employed on the land, could
not be withdrawn suddenly, and under such circumstances, without
immensc loss ; besides which, the glut of corn in their markets_ which
would afi_ct their whole supply, and lower its value beyond calculation; the failure of those returns, which are essential in all
commercial adventures, would occasion a scene of wide-spreading
ruin, which_ if a country would patiently endurc, would render it
unfit to wage war with any prospect of success.
Wc havc all
witnessed the distress in this country, and wc have all heard of the
still greater distress in Ireland, from a i_allin the price of' corn, at a
time, too_ when it is acknowledged
that our own crop has been
deficient ; when importation has been regulated by price, and when
we have not experlcnccd any of the cit_cts of a glut.
Of what
nature would that distrcss have been if the price of corn had fhllen
* This principle is most ably stated by Mr Malthus in page 42 of "An Inquiry," &c.
It is this latter opinion which is ehmfly insisted upon b)" Mr Malthus_ in lais late
Fublieation, "The Grounds of an Opinion_"&c.
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to a half a quarter, or an eighth part of' the present price ? For the
effects of plenty or scarcity, on the price of corn, are incalculably
greater than in proportion to the increase or dcficiency of quantity.
These, then, are the inconveniences which the exporting countries
would have to endure.
Ours would not be light.
A great diminution in our usual supply,
amounting probably to one-eighth of our whole consumption, it must
be confessed, would bc an evil of considerable magnitude ; but we
have obtained a supply equal to this, even when the growth of
foreign countries was not regulated by the constant demand of our
market,
awe all know the prodigious effects of a high price in
procuring ;_ supply.
It cannot, I think, be doubted, that we should
obtain a considerable quantity fi'om those countries with which we
were not at war ; which, with the most economical use of our own
produce, and the quantity in store,* would enable us to subsist till
we had bestowed the necessary capital and labour on our own land,
with a view to future production.
That this would be a most
afflicting change, l certainly allow ; but I am ihlly persuaded that
we should not be driven to such an alternativc, and that, notwithstanding the war, we should be freely supplied with the corn,
cxpre_sl_ygrrown in foreian,_countries, for our. consuml)tion.
Buona-.
.
p'wte, when he was most hostile to us, pernutted the exportauon of
corn to England by licenses, when our prices were high from a bad
harvest, even when all other commerce was prohibited.
Such a
state of things could not come upon us suddenly ; a danger of this
nature would be partly foreseen, and due precautions
would bc
taken.
Would it be wise, then, to legislate with the view of
preventing an evil which might never occur ; and, to ward off a
most improbable danger, sacrifice ammally a revenue of some
millions ?
In contemplating a trade in corn, unshackled by restrictions on
importation,
and a consequent supply from Francc, and other
countries, where it can be brought to market at a price not much
above half that at which we can ourselves produce it on some of
our poorer lands, Mr Malthus does not sufficiently allow for the
greater quantity of corn which would bc grown abroad, if importation was to bccome the scttled policy of this country.
There
cannot be the least doubt that if the corn countries could depend
on the markets of England for a regular demand, if they could bc
perfectly secure that our laws respecting the corn trade would not
be repeatedly vacillating between bounties, restrictions, and prohibitions, a much larger supply, would be grown, and the danger of a
greatly diminished exportation,
in consequence of bad seasons,
would be less likely to occur.
Countries which have never yet
supplied us might, if our policy was fixed, afford us a considerable
quantity.
* As London is to be a depSt for foreign corn, this store might bevcry great.
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It is at such times that it would be particularly the interest of
foreign countries to supply our wants, as the exchangeable value of
corn does not rise in proportion only to the deficiency of supply,
but two, three, four times as much, according to the amount of' the
deficiency.
If" the consumption of England is 10 million quarters, which, in
an average year, would sell for 40 millions of money ; and, if the
supply should be deficient one-fourth, the 7,500,000 quarters would
not sell tbr 40 millions only, but probably for rift)- millions or morc.
Under the circumstances, then, of bad seasons, the cxl)orting country
would content itself with the smallest possible quantity necessary
for their own consumption, and would take advantage of the high
])rice in England to sell all they could spare, as not only would corn
be high, as compared with money, but as compared with all other
things ; and if the growers of corn adopted any other rule, they
would be in a worse situation, as fitr as regarded weahh, than if
they had constantly limited the growth of corn to the wants of their
own people.
if' 100 millions of capital were eml)loyed on the land to obtain
the quantity necessary to their own subsistence, and 20 millions
more tbat they might export the produce, tbey would lose the whole
return of the 20 millions in the scarce year, which they would not
have done had they not been an exporting country.
At whatever
price exportation might be restricted
by foreign countries, the
chance of corn rising to that price would be diminished by the
greater quantity produced in consequence of our demand.
With respect to the supply of corn, it has been remarked, in
reference to a single country, that if the crops are bad in one
district they are generally productive in another ; that if the weather
is injurious to one soil, or to one situation, it is beneficial to a different soil and different situation ; and, by this compensating power,
1)rovidence has bountifully secured us from the frequent recurrence
of dearths.
If this remark be just as applied to one country, how
much more strongly may it be applied to all the countries together
which compose our world .9 Will not the deficiency of one country
be made up by the plenty of another? and, after the experience
which we have had of the power of high prices to procure a supply,
can we have any just reason to fear that we shall be exposed to any
particular danger from depending on importation for so much corn
as may be necessary for a few weeks of our consumption.
From all that I can learn, the price of corn in Holland, which
country depends ahnost wholly on foreign supply, has been remarkably steady, even during the convulsed times which Europe has
lately experienced,--)
convincing
proof, notwithstanding
the
smallness of the country, that the effects of bad seasons are not
exclusively borne by importing countries.
That great improvements
have been made in agriculture, and
that much capital has been expended on the land, it is not
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attemptedto deny;but,withallthoseimprovements,
we have not
overcome the natural impediments resulting from our increasin, g
wealth and prosperity, which obliges us to cultivate at a disadvantage our poor lands if the importation
of corn is restricted or
prohibited.
If we wcrc left to ourselves, unfettered by legislative
enactments, we should gradually withdraw our capital from the
cultivation of such lands, and import the produce which is at
present raised upon them.
Thc capital withdrawn
would be
employed in the manufacture of such commodities as would be
cxported in return for the corn. t Such a distribution of part of
the capital of the country would be more advantageous or it would
not be adopted. This principle is one of the best established in the
science of political economy, and by no one is more readily admitted
than by Mr Malthus.
It is the foundation of all his arguments, in
his comparison of the advantages and disadvantages attending an
unrestricted
trade in corn, in his " Observations
on the Corn
.[Jaws2

_'

:In his last publication, however, in one part of it, he dwells with
much stress on the losses of agricultural capital, which the country
would sustain, by allowing an unrestricted importation.
He laments
the loss of that which by the course of events has become of no use
to us. and by the employment of which we actually lose. Wc
might just as fairly have been told, when the steam-engine, or Mr
Arkwright's cotton machine was brought to pcrfectlon, that it would
be wrong to adopt the use of them, because the value of the old
clumsy machinery would be lost to us. That the farmers of the
poorer lands would be losers, there can be no doubt, but the public
would gain many tlmcs the amount of their losses ; and, after the
exchange of capital from land to manufactures had been effected,
the farmers themselves, as w_]l as every other class of the community, except the landholders, would very considerably increase their
profits.
It migh b however, be desirable, that the farmers, during their
current leases, should be protected against the losses which they
would undoubtedly suffer from the new value of money, which
would result from a cheap price of eorn_ under their existing money
engagements with their landlords.
Although the nation would sacrifice much more than the farmers
would save even by a temporary high price of corn, it might be just
to lay restrictive duties on importation for three or four years, and
to declare that, after that period, the trade in corn should be free,
and that imported corn should be subject to no other duty than
* If it be true, as Mr Malthus
observes,
that
in Ireland
there are
in which capital
could be profitably
employed,
capital
would
not be
the land, and then there would
be no loss"of agricultural
capital.
such case have the same surplus corn produce,
although
it would be
able value.
Her revenue
m-ight be diminished;
but if she would

no manufactures
withdrawn
from
Ireland
would in
of less exchangenot or could not

manufacturegoods,and would not cultivate the ground,she would have no rewnue
at all.
]RB
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such as we mlgbt find it expedlcnt to impose on corn of our own
growth.*
Mr Malthus is, no doubt, correct, when he says, " ]f merely the
best modes ofcultlvation now in use, in some parts of Great Britain,
wcrc generally extended, and the whole country was brought to a
level, in proportion to its natural advantages, of soil and situation,
by the fhrther accumulation and more equable distribution of cal)ital
and skill, the quantity of additional produce would be immense, and
would afford the means of subsistence to a very great increase of
popul:ttion.t
This reflection is true, and is highly pleasing--it
shows that we
arc yet at a great distance from the end of our resources, and that
we may contemplate an increase of prosperity and weahh i_.r exceeding that of an). country which has preceded us. This may take
place under either system, that ot" importation or restriction, though
not with an equally accelerated pace, "md is no argument why we
should not, at every period of our inq)rovement, avail ourselves of
the filll extent of the advantages offcred to our acceptance--it
is no
reason why we should not make the very best disposition of our
capital, so as to ensure the most abundant return.
The land has,
as I before said, been eoml)ared by Mr Mahhus, to a great number
of machines, all susceptible of continued improvement by the application of capital to them, but yet of very different original qualities
and powers.
Would it be wise at a great expense to use some or'
the worst of these machines, when at a less expense we could hire
the very best from our neighbours.
),'Ix Malthus thinks that a low money price of corn would not be
favourable to the lower classes of society, because the real exchangeable value of labour, tlmt is, its power of commanding the necessaries, conveniences, and luxuries of life, would not be augmented,
but diminished by a low money price. Some of his obserw_tions on
this subject are certainly ofgrcat weight, but he does not sufficiently
•tllow for the effhcts of a better distribution of the national capital
on the situation of the lower classes.
It would be beneficial to
them, because the same capital
that the greater profits would
thus would a stimulus be given
which could not fall fbr a long
the labouring classes.

wouhl employ more hands ; besides,
lead to further accumulation;
and
to population by really high wages,
time to ameliorate the condition of

• I by no means agree with Adam Smith, or with Mr Malthus, respecting the effects
of taxation on the neeessaric_ of life. The former can find no term too severe by
which to characterise them. Mr Male,bus is more lenient. They both think that such
taxes, incalculably more than any other_ tend to diminish capital and production.
I
do not say that they are the best'of taxes, but they do not, I think, subject us to any
of tim disadvantages of which Adam Smith speaks in foreign trade; nor do the)" produce effects very different from other taxes. Adam Smith thought that such taxes fell
exclusively on the landholder ; Mr Mahhus thinks they are divided between the landholder and consumer.
It appears to me that they are paid wholly by the consumer.
t Page 22, "Grounds," &e.
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The effects on the interests of this class, would be nearly the
same as the effects of improved machinery, which, it is now m,
longer questioned, has a decided tendency to raise the real wage_
of l'tbour.
Mr Malthus also observes, " tl,at of the commercial and manu
£_eturing classes, only those who are directly engaged in foreign
trade will feel the benefit of the importing system."
If the view which has been taken of rent be correct,--if it rise as
general profits/_all, and fidl as general profits rise,--and if the effect
of' importin_ corn is to lower rent, which has been admitted, and
•Lbly exemplified by Mr Malthus himself;--all who are concerned in
trade,--all capitalists whatever, whether they be fiu'mers, manufhe-"
turers, or merchants, will have a great augmentation of profits. A
t]tll in the price of corn, in consequence of improvements
in "igriculture or of"importation, will lower the exch'mgcable value of corn
ollty,--the price of no other commodity will be afl;zctcd. If, then,
the price of labour l_alls, which it must do when the price of" corn
is lowered, the real profits of all descriptions nmst rise; and no
person will be so nmterially benefited as the manufacturing
and
commercial part of society.
If the demand fbr home commodities should be diminished,
because of the fall of rent on the part of the landlords, it will be
increased in a far greater degree by the increased opulence of the
commerci:d classes.
If restrictions on the importation of corn should take place, I d,,
not apprehend that we shall lose any part of our foreign trade ; on
this point I agree with Mr Malthus.
In the c,_e of a fi'ee trade in
corn, it would be considerably augmented ; but the question is not,
whether we can retain the same fbrcign tl'ade--l)ut,
whether, in
both cases, it will be equally profitable.
Our commoditie_ would not sell abro'td fbr more or less in consequence of' a fi'ee trade, and a cheap pricc of corn ; but the. cost of
production to our manufimturers would be very different if the price
of corn was cighty, or was sixty shillings per quarter; and conse(luently profits would be augmcnted by all the cost saved in the
production of the exported commodities.
Mr Malthus notices an observation, which was first made by
Hume, that a rise of prices has a magic effect on industry : he
states the effects of a fall to be proportionally depressing.*
A rise
of prices has been stated to be one of the advantages_ to counterbalance the many evils attendant on a depreciation of money, from
a real fall in the value of the precious metals, fi'om raising the
denomination of the coin, or from thc over-issue of pat)cr-moncy.
It is said to be beneficial, because it betters the situation of the
commercial classes at the expense of those enjoying fixed incomes ;
_and that it is chiefly in those classes, that the great accumulations
oa-e made_ and productive industry encouraged.
• Grounds. &c. p. _'_
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A recurrence to a better monetary system, it is said, though
highly desirable, tends to give a temporary
dlseouragement
to
accumulation and industry, by depressing the commercial part of
the community, and is the eflhet of a fidl of prices : 2_]:rMalthus
supposes that such an effect will be produced by the thll of the price
of corn. If the observation made by Humc were well founded, still
it would not apply to the present instance :--for every thing that
the manufacturer would have to sell, would be as dear as ever : it
is only what he would buy that would be cheap, namely, corn and
labour, by which his gains would be increased. I must again observe,
that a rise in the value of money lowers all things; whereas a ihll
in the price of corn, only lowers the wages of labour, and therefore
raises profits.
If, then, the prosperity of the commercial classes will most certainly lead to accumulation of capital_ and the encouragement of
productive industry ; these can by no means be so surely obtained
as by a fall in the price of corn.
I cannot agree with Mr Malthus in his approbation of the opinion
of Adam Smith, " that no equal quantity of productive labour employed in manufactures, can ever occasion so great a re-production
as in agriculture."
I suppose that he must have overlooked the
term ever in this passage, otherwise the opinion is more consistent
with the doctrine of the Economist, than with thosc which he has
maintained ; as he has stated, and I think correctly, that in the first
settling of a new country, and in every stage of its improvement,
there is a portion of its capital employed on the land, for the profits
(;f stock merely, and which yields no rent whatever.
Productive
labour employed on such land never does in fact afford so great a reproduction, as the same productive labour employed in manufactures.
The difference is not indeed great, and is voluntarily relinquished,
on account of the security and respectability
which attends the
employment of capital on land. In the infancy of society, when no
rent is paid, is not the re-production of value in the coarse manutkctures, and iu the implements of husbandry with a given capital,
at least as great as the value which the same capital would afford if
employed on the land ?
This opinion indeed is at variance with all the general doctrines
of Mr Malthus, which he has so ably maintained in this as well as
in all his other publications.
In the " Inquiry," speaking of what
I consider a similar opinion of Adam Smith, he observes, "I cannot,
however, agree with him in thinking that all land which yields food
must necessarily yield rent.
The land which is successively taken
into cultivation in imnrovlnrr countries- may only pay profits and
labour.
A i_a_rprofit on the stock employed, including, of course,
the payment of labour, will always be a sufficient inducement to
cultivate."
The same motives will also induce some to manufacture
goods, and the profits of both, in the same stages of society_ will be
nearly the same.
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In the course of these observations, I have often had occasion t6
insist, that rent never falls without the profits of stock rising. If
it suit us to-day to import corn lather than grow it, we are solely
influenced by the cheaper price. If we import, the portion of capital
last employed on the land, and which yielded no rent, will be withdrawn ; rent will fall and profits rise, and another portion of capital
employed on the land will-c6nm under the same description of only
yiehting the usual profits of stock.
If corn can be imported cheaper than it can be grown on this
rather .better land, rent will again fall and profits rise, and another
and better description of land will now be cultivated, for profits
only.
In every step of our progress, profits of stock increase and
rents fall, and more land is abandoned ; besides which, the country
saves all the difference between the price at which corn can be
grown, and the price at which it can be imported, on the quantity
we receivc from abroad.
Mr Malthus has considered, with the greatest ability, the effect
of a cheap price of corn on those who contribute to the interest of
our enormous debt. I most thlly concur in many of his conclusions
on this part of the subject.
The wealth of England would, I ant
persuaded, be considerably augmented by a great reduction in the
price of corn, but the whole money value of that wealth would be
diminished.
It would be diminished by the whole diflbrence of the
money value of the corn consumed,--it would be augmented by the
incrcased exchangeable value of al.1those commodities which would
be exported in exchange for the corn imported.
The latter would,
however, be very unequal to the former; therefore the money
value of the commodities of England would, undoubtedly, be considerably lowered.
But, though it is true, that the money value of the mass of our
commodities would be diminished, it by no means follows that our
annual revenue would fall in the same degree.
The advocates for
importation ground their opinion of thc advantages of it on the
conviction that the revenue would not so fall. And, as it is from our
revenue that taxes are paid, the burthen might not be really augmented.
Suppose the revenue of a country to i_all from 10 to 9 millions,
whilst the value of money altered in the proportion of l0 to 8,
such country would have a larger neat revenue, after paying a
million from the smaller, than it would have after paying it from
the larger sum.
That the stockholder would receive more in real value than what
he contracted for, in the loans of' the late years, is also true ; but,
as the stockholdel_ themselves contribute very largely to the public
.burthens, and therefore to the payment of the interest which they
receive, no inconsiderable
proportion of the taxes would fall on
them ; and, if we estimate at its true value thg additional profits
made by the commercial class, they would still be great gainers_
notwithstanding
their really augmented contributions.
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The landlord would be the only sufferer by paying really more,
not only without any adequate compensation, but with lowered
rents.
It may, indeed, be urged, on the part of the stockholder_ and
those who llve on fixed incomes, that they have been by thr the
greatest sut_hrers by the war. The value of their revenue has been
diminished by the rise in the price of corn, and by the depreciation
in the value of paper-money_ whilst, at the same tlme_ the value o{
their capital has been very much diminished from the lower price
of the funds.
They have suffered_ too_ from the inroads lately
made on the sinking fund, and which, it is supposed, will be still
filrtherextended,--a
measure of the greatest injustice,--in
direct
violation of solemn contracts ; for the sinking fund is as much a
part of the contract as the dividend_ and, as a source of revenue,
utterly at variance with all sound principles.
It is to the growth
of that fund that we ought to look ibr the means of carrying on
filture wars_ unless we are prepared to relinquish the funding system
altogether.
To meddle with the sinking fund, is to obtain a little
temporary aid at the sacrifice of a great future advantage.
It is
reversing the whole system of Mr Pitt_ in the creation of that fund :
he proceeded on the conviction that, for a small present burthen_
an immense future advantage would be obtained;
and, after witnessing, as we have done, the benefits which have already resulted
from his inflexible determination to leave that fund untouched_ even
when he was pressed by the greatest financial distress_ when 3 per
cents, were so low as 48, we cannot, I thiak, hesitate in pronouncing
that he would not have countenanced_ had he still lived_ the measures
which have been adopted.
To recur, however, to the subject before mej I shall only further
observe, that I shall greatly regret that considerations
for any
particular class are allowed to check the progress of the wealth and
population of the country.
If the interests of the landlord be of
sufficient consequence, to determine us not to avail ourselves of all
the benefits which would follow from importing corn at a cheap
price, they should also influence us in rejecting all improvements in
agriculture_ and in the implements of husbandry ; for it is as certain
that corn is rendered cheap_ rents are lowered, and the ability of
the landlord to pay taxes is_ for a time at least, as much impaired
by such improvcments as by the importation of corn. To be consistent_ then, let us by the same act an'est improvement_ and
prohibit importation.
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THE following important questions concerning the Bank of England
will, next session, come under the discussion of Parliament .1st, Whether the Bank shall be obliged to pay their notes in
specie at the demand of the holders ?
2dly, Whether any alteration shall be made in the terms agreed
upon in 1808, between Government and the Bank, for the management of the national debt ?
And, 3dly, What compensation the public shall receive for the
large amount of public deposits from which the Bank derive profit ?
]_npoint of importance, the first of these questions greatlysurpasses
the rest ; but so much has already been written on the subject of
currency, and on tile laws by which it should be regu!ated, that 1
should not trouble the reader with any further observations on those
topics, did I not think that a more economical mode of effecting
our payments might be advantageously adopted ; to explain which,
it will be necessary to premise briefly some of the general principles
which are found to constitute the laws of currcncy_ and to vindicate
them from some of the objections which are brought against them.
The other two questions, though inferior in importance, are, at
these times of pressure on our finances, when economy is so essential,
well deserving of the serious consideration
of Parliament.
If, on
examination, it should be found that the services performed by the
:Bank for the public are most prodig.xlly paid, and that this wealthy
corporation has been accumulating a treasure of which no example
can be broughtwmuch
of it at the expense of the public, and owing
to the negligence and forbearance of Government--a
better arrangement, it is hoped, will now be made ; which, while it secures to the
Bank a just compensation for the responsibility and trouble which
the mana_aement of the vublie business may occasion, shall also
guard a_oumst any wasteful apphcatlon of the public resources.
It'must_ I think, be allowed, that the war, which has pressed
heavily on most of the classes of the community, has been attended
with unlooked-for benefits to the ]lank ; and that in proportion to
the increase of the public burdens and difficulties have been the
gains of that body.
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The restriction on the cash payments of the Bank, which was
the effcct of tile war, has enabled them to raise the amount of their
notes in circulation from 1:_ millions to 28 millions ; whilst, at the
same time, it has exonerated them from all necessity of keeping
any large deposit of cash and bullion, a part of their assets ii'om
which they derive no profit.
The war, too, h_ raised the unredeemed public debt, of which
the Bank have the management, fi'om 220 to 830 millions; and,
notwithstanding
the reduced rate of charge, they will receive for
the management of the debt alone, in the present year, 277,000l., °
whereas, in 1792, their whole receipt on account of the debt was
99,800/.
It is to the war that the Bank are also indebted for the increase
in the amount of public deposits.
In 1792 these deposits were
probably less than 4 millions.
In and since 1806 we know that
they have generally exceeded 11 millions.
It cannot, I think_ be doubted, that all the services which the
Bank perform for the public could be perfbrmed by public servants,
and in public offices established for that purpose, at a reduction or
saving of expense of nearly half a million per annum.
In 1786 the auditors of public accounts stated it as their opinion,
that the public debt_ then amounting to 2i_4 millions, could be
managed by Government for less than 187/. 10s. per million.
On
a debt of 830 millions the Bank are paid 340/. per million on 600
millions, and 300/. per million on 230 millions.
Against the mode in which the public business is managed at the
]_ank no complaint can be justly made; ability_ regularity, and
precision_ are to be found in every office ; and in these particulars
it is not probable that any change could be made which would be
deemed an improvement.
As far as the public are bound to the Bank by any existing
agreement_ an objection on that score will be urged against any
alteration.
Inadequate
as, in my opinion, was at that tlme_ and
under the circumstances in which it was granted_ the compensation
which the public received from the Bank, for the renewal of fheir
charter_ I shall not plead for a revision of that contract_ but permit
the Bank to enjoy_ unmolested, all the fruit, s of so improvident and
unequal a bargain.
But the agreement entered into with the Bank in 1808, for the
management of the national debt, is not, I think_ of the above
description_ and either party is now at liberty to annul it. The
agreement was for no definite period; and has no necessary connexaon with the duration of the charter, which was made eight
years before it. Applying to the state of things existing at the
time of its formation, or such a state as might be expected to occur
within a few years_ it is not any longer binding.
This is declared
* E_eAppendix.1_'o.I/.I.
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in tile fi,llowing passage of Mr Pereeval's letter to tile Bank, dated
the 15th January 1_0_, on accepting the scale in respect to the
ra te _or m an,a__eme n t proposed b3, the Bank." " Undez
_
• tins" "mapression," says Mr Perceval, "I am strongly inclined to give way to the
suggestion of the Bank in the minor parts of" the arrangement, anti
will therefore accede to the scale of' allowances therein proposed ibr
the management of the public debt, so .l_r as it applies to prescott
circumstances, or to such as can be e.z'2_ectedto occur within a_Lysl_ort
pe_d."
Eight years having since clal)sed , and the unredeemed
debt having, in that time, increased 2_0 millions, can it be justly
contended that it is not in the power of either party_ now or hereafter, to annul this agreement, or to propose such alterations in it
as time and circumstances may render expedient ?
To Mr Grenfell I am very materially indebted;
I have done
little more on this part of' the subject, than repeat his arguments
and statements.
I have endeavoured to give my feeble aid to a
cause which he has already so ably advocated in parliament, and
in which I trust success wi_llcrown his future efforts.
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I.

of Uniformity

is Cause

of Goodness.

ALL w,'iters on tile subject of money have agreed that unifbrmlty
in the value of the circulating medium is an object greatly to be
desired.
Every improvement, therefbre, which can promote an
approximation to that object, by diminishing the causes of variation, should be adopted.
No plan can possibly be devised which
will maintain money at an absolutely uniform value, because it will
always be subject to those variations to which the commodity itself
is subject, which has been fixed upon as the standard.
While the prccious metals continue to be the standard of our
currency, money must necessarily undergo the same variations in
value as those metals.
It was the comparative steadiness in the
value of the precious metals, tbr periods of some duration, which
probably was the cause of the preference given to them in all
countries, as a standard by which to measure the value of other
things.
A currency may be considered as perfect, of" which the standard
is invariable, which always conforms to that standard, and in the
use of which the utmost economy is practised.
Amongst the advantages of a paper over a metallic circulation,
may be reckoned, as not the least, the fimility with which it may
be altered in quantity, as the wants of commerce and temporary
circumstances may require : enablin__ the desirable object of keeping money at a unitbrm value to _c, as fitr as it is otherwise
practicable_ securely and cheapl 3 attained.
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Tile quantity of metal, employed as money, in effectlng the
payments of any particular country, using metallic money; or the
quantity of metal tbr which paper money is the substitute, if paper
money be partly or wholly used, must depend on three things:
first, an its value ;--secondly, on the amount or value of the payments to be made ;--and, thirdly, on the degree of" economy practised in cffecting those payments.
A country using gold as its standard would require, at least,
fifteen times less of that metal than it would of silver, if using silver,
and nine hundred times less than it would of copper, if using that
metal,--fifteen
to one being about the proportion which gold bears
in value to sih-cr, and nine hundred to one the proportion which it
bears to copper. If' the denomination of a pound were given to any
specific weight of these metals, fifteen times more of such pounds
would be required in the one case, and nine hundred times more in
the other, whether the metals themselves were employed as money,
or paper was partly, or entirely, substituted
tbr them.
And if' :_
country uniformly employed the same metal as a standard, the
quantity of money required would be in an inverse proportion to
the value of that metal.
Suppose the metal to be silver, and that,
from the difficulty of working the mines, silver should be doubled
in wdue,--half the quantity only would then be wanted for money ;
and if the whole business of circulation were carried on by paper,
of which the standard was silver,--to
sustain that paper, at its
bullion value, it must in like manner be reduced one half: In the
satne way it might be shown, that, if silver became as cheap again,
compared with all other commodities, double tlm quantity would be
required to circulate the same quantity of' goods. When the number
of transactions increase in any country fi'om its increasing opulence
and industry--bullion
remaining at the same value, and the economy
in the use of money also continuing unaltered--the
value of money
_ ill rise on account of tim increased use which will be made of it,
and will continue permanently above the value of bullion, unless
the quantity, be. increased,, either, by the addition,, of p.aper, or by
procuring bullion to be corned mto money.
/here wdl be more
commodities bought and sold, but at lower prices ; so that the same
money will still be adequate to tl,e increased number of transactions,
by passing in each transaction at a higher value. The value of
money, then, does not wholly depend upon its absolute quantity,
but on its quantity relatively to the payments which it has to
accomplish ; aml the same effects would fbllow fi'om either of two
causes--from
increasing the uses _br nmnev one tenth--or
from
diminishing its quantity one tenth; for, in either ease, its value
would rise one tenth.
It is the rise in the value of money above the value of bullion
which is always, in a sound state of the currency, the cause of its
increase in quantity ; for it is at these times that either an opening
is made for the issue of more paper money_ which is always attended
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u'ith profit to the issuers; or that a profit is made by carrying
bullion to the Mint to be coined.
To say that money is more valuable than bullion or the standard,
is to say that bullion is selling in the market under the Mint price.
It can therefore be purchased, coined, and issued as money, with a
profit equal to tile difference between the market and Mint prices.
The _iint price of gold is 3l. 17s. 10_d.
If, fi'om increasing
opulence, more commodities came to be bought and sold, the first
effect wouhl be that the value of money would rise. Instead of
3l. 17s. 10½d. of coined money being equal in value to an ounce
of gold, 3l. 15s. might be equal to that value; and therefbre a
profit of 2s. 10_d. might be made on every ounce of gold that was
carried to the Mint to be coined.
This profit, however, could not
long continue ; for the quantity of money which, by these means,
would be added to the circulation, would sink its value, whilst the
diminishing quantity of bullion in the market would also tend to
raise the value of bullion to that of coin : from one or both these
causes a perfect equality in their value could not fail to be soon
restored.
It apt)ears , then, that, if the increase in tile circulation were
supplied by meaus of coin, tile value both of bulli(m and money
would, for a time at least, even after they had found their level, be
]lig!ler than before ; a cireumst'mce which, though often unavoidable,
is inconvenient,
as it affects all former contracts.
This inconvenience is wholly got rid of, by the issue of paper money ; tbr, in
that case, there will be no additional demand tbr bullion ; consequently its value will continue unaltered ; and the new paper money,
as well as the old, will conform to that value.
Besides, then, all the other advantages attending the use of pal)or
nlonev; by the judicious mamlgement of the quantity, a degree of
uniformity, which is by no other means attainable, is secured to the
value of the circulating medium in which all payments are made.
The value of money and the amount of payments remaining the
same, the quantity of money required must depend on the degree
of economy practised in the use of it. If no payments were made
by cheques on bankers, by means of which money is merely written
off one account and added to another, and that to the amount of
millions daily, with few or no bank notes or coin passing; it is
obvious that considerably more currency would be required, or,
which is the same in its effects, the same money would pass at a
greatly increased value, and would, therefore, be adequate to the
additional amount of payments.
Whenever merchants, then, have a want of confidence in each
other, which disinclines them to deal ou credit) or to accept in
payment each other's cheques, notes, or bills : more money, whether
it be paper or metallic money, is in demand ; and the advantage of
a paper circulation, when established on correct principles, is, tlmt
this additional quantity can be presently supplied without occasion-
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ing any variation in the value of the whole currency, either as
compared with bullion or with any other commodity ; whereas, with
a system of metallic currency, this additional quantity cannot be so
readily supplied, and when it is finally supplied, the whole of the
currency, as well as bullion, has acquired an increased value.

SECTION
Use of a Standard

II.

Commodlty--Objections

to it tonsidered.

Dum_'G the late discussions on the bullion question, it was most
justly contended, that a currency, to be perfect, should be absolutely
invariable in value.
But it was said, too, that ours had become such a currency, by
the Bank restriction bill ; for by that bill we had wisely discarded
gold and silver as the standard of our money ; and, in fact, that a
pound note did not and ought not to vary with a given quantity of
gold, more than with a given quantity of any other commodity.
Thi*_ idea of a currency without a specific, standard, was, I believe,
first advanced by Sir James Steuart,
but no one has yet been
able to offer any test by which we could ascertain the uniformity
in the value of a money so constituted.
Those who supported
this opinion did not see, that such a currency, instead of being
invariable, was subject to the greatest variations,--that
the only use
of' a standard is to regulate the quantity_ and by the quantity tile
value of the currency--and
that without a standard it would be
cxposed to all the fluctuations to which the ig'norance or the interests of the issuers might subject it.
It has indeed been said that we might judge of its value by its
relation, not to one, but to the mass of commodities.
If it should
be conceded, which it cannot be, that the issuers of paper money
would be willing to regulate the amount of their circulation by such
a test, they would have no means of so doing ; for when we consider
that commodities are continually varying in value, as compared w-;th
each other; and that when such variation takes place, it is impossible to ascertain which commodity has increased, which diminished
in value, it must be allowed that such a test would be of no use
whatever.
Some commodities are rising in value, from the effects of taxation,
from the scarcity of the raw material of which they are made, or
from any other cause which increases the difficulty of production.
Others again are falling, from improvements in machinery, from the
better division of labour, and the improved skill of the workman ;
* The writings of Sir James Steuart on the subject of coin and money are full of
instruction, and it appears surprising that he could have adopted the above opinion,
which is so directly at variance with the general principles he endeavoured to establish.
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from the greater abundance of the raw material, and generally fi'om
greater facility of production.
To determine the value of a currency
by the test proposed, it would be necessary to compare it successively with the thousands of commodities which are circulating in
the community, allowing to each all the effects which may have
been produced upon its value by the above causes.
To do this is
evidently impossible.
To suppose that such a test would be of use in practice, arises
fi'om a nfisconception of the difference between price and value.
The price of a commodity is its exchangeable value in money
only.
The value of ,_ commodity is estimated by the quantity of other
things generally for which it will exchange.
The price of a commodity may rise while its value falls, and vice
versd. A hat may rise from twenty to thirty shillings in price, but
thil_y shillings may not procure so much tea, sugar, coffee, and all
other things, as twenty shillings did before, consequently
a hat
cannot procure so much.
The hat, then, has fallen in value, though
it has increased in price.
_rothin_ is so easy to ascert,-._n as a variation of price, nothing
so difficult as "t variation of value ; indeed, without an invariable
measure of value, and none such exists, it is impossible to ascertain
it with any certainty or precision.
A hat may exchange ibr less of tea, sugar, and coffee, than before,
but_ at the same time, it may exchange ibr more of hardware, shoes,
stockings, &c., and the difthrencc of the compar'ttive value of these
commodities may either arise fi'om a stationary value of one, and "t
rise, though in different degrees of the other two; or a stationary
value in one, and a thll in the value of the other two ; or they may
have all varied at the same time.
If we say that value should be measured by the enjoyments
which the exchange of the commodity can procure ibr its owner,
we are still as much at a loss as ever to estimate value, because two
persons may derive very diffbrent degrees of enjoyment ii'om the
possession of the same commodity,
in the above instance, a hat
would appear to have fallen in value to him whose enjoyments
consisted in tea, coffee, and sugar; while it would appear to have
risen in value to him who pret_rred shoes, stockings, and hardware.

Commodities generally, then, can never become a standard to
regulate the quantity and value of money; and although some
inconveniences attend the standard which we have adopted, namely,
gold and silver, from the variations to which they are subject as
dommodities, these arc trivial, indeed, compared to those which we
should have to bern" if we adopted the plan recommended.
When gold, sih'er, and almost all other commodities were raised
in price, during the last twenty years, instead of ascribing any part
o| this rise to the fall of the paper currency_ the supporters of an
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abstract currency had always some good reason at ]land for the
alteration in price.
Gold and silver rose because they were scarce,
and were in grcat demand to pay the immense armies which were
then embodied.
All other commodities rose because they were
taxed either directly or indirectly, or because, t'rom a succession of
bad seasons, and the difficulties of importation,
corn h;td risen
considerably in value, which, according to their theory, must
necessarily raise the price ot commodities.
According" to them, the
only things which were unalterable in value were bank notes, which
were therefore eminently well calculated to measure the value of
all other things.
If the rise had been 100 per cent., it might equally have bcen
denicd that the currency had anything to do with it, and it might
equally have been ascribed to the same causes. The argument is
certainly a safe one, because it cannot be disproved.
When two
commodities vary in relative value, it is impossible with certainty
to say whether the one rises or the other falls ; so that, if we adopted
a currency without a standard, there is no degree of depreciation to
which it might not be carried.
The depreciation could not admit
of proof, as it might always be affirmed that commodities had risen
in value, and that money had not fallen.

SECTION
The Standard, its Imperfections--Variations
vailing variations above tim Standard,
Standard the Rule for Paper Money.

III.

below widmut Allowance of the countertheir Effects--Correspondence
with the

WmLE a standard is used, we are subject to only such a variation
in the value of money as the standard itself is subject to; but
against such v;_riation there is no possible remedy_ and late events
have proved that, during periods of war, when gold and silver are
used for the payment of large armies distant from home, those
variations are nmch more considerable than has been generally
allowed.
This admission only proves that gohl and silver are not
so good a standard as they have been hitherto supposed,--that
they
are themselves subject to greater va'_atious than it is desirable a
standard should be subject to. They arc, however, the best with
which we are acquainted.
If any other commodity less variable
could be found, it might very properly be adopted as the future
standard of our money, provided it had all the other qualities which
fitted it for that lmrpose ; but, while these metals are the standard,
the currency should contbrm in wdtm to them, and whenever 1_t
does not, and the market price of bullion is above the Mint price,
the currency is depreciated.
This proposition is ummswered, and
is unanswerable.
Much inconvenience arises fi'om using two metals as the standard
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of our money; and it has long been a disputed point _ hether gold
or silver should by 1._wbe made the principal or sole standard of
money.
In fitvour of gold it may be said, th,_t its greater value
under a smaller bulk eminently qualifies it fi,r the standard in
an opulent country; but this very quality subjects it to greater
variations of value during periods of' war or extensive commercial
discredit, when it is often collected and hoarded, and may be urged
as an argument against its use. The only objection to the use of
silver _as the standard is its bulk, which renders it unfit fi)r the
large payments required in a wealthy country ; but this objection
is entirely removed by the substituting
of paper money as the
general circulation medium of the country.
Silver, too, is much
more steady in its value, in consequence of its dcmand and supply
being more regular ; and as .dl foreign countries regulate the value
of their money by the value of silver, there can be no doubt that,
on the whole, silver is pretb.rablc to gold as a standard, and should
be permanently adopted/br
that purpose.
A better system of currency may, perhaps, be imagined than that
which existed bcfore the late laws made bank notes a legal tendcr;
but while the law recognised a standard, while the Mint was open to
any person who chose to take thither gold and silver to be coined into
money, there was no other limit to the fall in the valuc of money
than to the fall in the value of the precious metals.
If gold ha(l
become .as plentiful and as cheap as copper, bank notes wouhl
necessarily have partaken of"the same depreciation, and all persons,
the whole of whose possessions consisted of money--such
as those
who hold exchequer bills, who discount merchants' bills, or whose
income is derived fi'om annuities, as the holders of the public timds,
mortg'lgees, and ninny others--would
have borne all the evils of
such a depreciation.
With what justice, then, can it be maintained,
that when gold and silver rise, money shouhl be kept by fbree and
by legislative intcrfbrenee at its former value, while no means are,
or ever have been, used to prevent the fidl of money when gold and
silver fall .9 If the person possessed of money is subject to all the
inconveniences of a fall in the value of his property, he ought also
to have the benefits of the rise. If a paper currency without a
standard be an improvement, let it be proved to be so, and then
let the standard be disused ; but do not preserve it to the disadvantage solely, never to the advantage, of a class of persons possessed
of one out of the thousands of commodities which are circulating
in the community, of which no other is subject to any such rule.
The issuers of paper money should regulate their issues solely by
the price of bullion, and never by the quantity of their paper m
circulation.
The quantity can never be to() great nor too little
while it preserves the s.'tme value as the standard.
Money, indeed,
should be rather more valuable than bullion, to compensate for the
trifling delay which takes place before it is returned in exchange
for bullion at the Mint.
This delay is equivalent to a _mall
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seignorage;
and coined money, or bank notes, which represent
coincd money, shouhl in their natural and perfect state, bc just so
nmch more valuable than bullion.
The Bank of'England, by not
having paid a due regard to this principle, have in former times
been considerable losers.
They supplied the country with all the
coined money for which it had occasion, and, consequently, purchased bullion with their paper that they might carry it to the
Mint to bc coined.
If their paper had been sustained by limiting
its quantity at a value someivhat greater than bullion, they would,
in the cheapness of their purchases, have covered all the expenses
of brokerage and refining, including the just equivalent for the
delay at the Mint.

SECTION
An expedient

to bring the English currency

IV.
as near as possible to perfection.

lx the next session of Parliament, the subject of currency is again
to be discussed; and, probably, a time will then bc fixed ibr the
resumption of cash payments, which will oblige the Bank to limit
the quantity of"their i)apcr till it conforms to the v;due of bulliou.
.4. well regulated paper currency is so great an improvement
in
commerce, that I should greatly regret if prcjudlce should induce
us to return to a system of less utility.
The introduction of the
precious metals for the purposes of money may with truth be considered as one of the most iml)ortant steps towards the improvement
of commerce and the arts of civilized life ; but it is no less true,
that, with the advancement of knowledge and science, wc discover
that it would bc another improvement to banish them again from
the employment to which, (luring a less enlightened period, they
had been so advantageously applied.
If the Bank should be again called upon to pay their notes in
specie, the effect would be to lessen greatly the profits of the Bank
without a correspondent gain to any other part of the comnmnlty.
]f those who use one and two, and even five pound notes, should
have their option of using guincas_ there can be little doubt which
they would prefer; and thus, to indulge a mere caprice, a most
expensive medium would be substituted fbr one of little value.
Besides thc loss to the Bank, which must be considered as a loss
to the community, general wealth being made up of individual
riches, the state would be subjected to the useless expense of coinage,
and, on every fall of the exchange_ guineas would be melted and
exported.
To secure the public against any other variations in the value of
the currency than those to _hich the standard itself is subject,
and_ at the same time, to carry on the circulation with a mcdium
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the least expensive, is to attain the most perfect statc to which a
currency c'm be brought, and we should possess all these advantages
by subjectiug the Bank to tile delivery of uncolned gold or silver
at the 5Iint standard and price, in exchange for their notes, instead
of the delivery of guineas; by which means paper would never fall
below thc value of bullion without being followed by a reduction
of its quantity.
To prcvent the rise of paper above the value of
bullion_ the Bank should be also obliged to give their paper in exchange for standard gold at the }trice of 3l. 17s. per ounce.
Not
to give too ,nuch trouble to the Bank, the quantity of gold to be
demanded in exchange for paper at the Mint price of 3/. 17s. 10½d.,
or the quantity to bc sold to the Bank at 3l. 17s., shouhl never be
less than twcnty ounces.
In other words, the Bank should be
obliged to l)urchase any quantity of gold that was offcred them, not
less than twenty ounces, at 3l. 17s. *pcr ounce, and to sell any
quantity that might bc demanded at 3l. 17s. 10_d.
V_hile they
have the power of' regulating the quantity of tlte_r paper, there i's
no possible inconvenience that could result to them ii'om such a
regulation.
The most perfcct liberty should bc given, at the same time, to
export or import every description of bullion.
These transactions
in bullion would be very fhw in number, if the Bank regulated
their loans and issues of paper t)y the criterion which I havc so
often mentioned, namely, the price of standard bullion, without
attending to the absolute quantity of 1)aper in circulation._
The object which I have in view would be in a great measure
•_ttained, if the Bank were obliged to deliver uncoined bullion in
exchange for their notes at the Mint price and standard ; though
they were not under the necessity of" purchasing any qu'mtity of
bullion offered them at the prices to he fixed, particularly
if the
Mint were to continue open to the public fbr the coinage of money :
for that regulation is merely suggested to prevent the value of
money ft'om varying from the value of bullion more than the trifling
difference between the prices at which the :Bank should buy and
sell, and which would be an approximation
to that unifbrmity in
its value which is acknowledged to be so desirable.
* The price of 3/. 17s. here mentmned, is, of course, an arbitrary, price. There
might be good reason, perhaps, for fixing it either a little above, or a little below. In
naming 3/. 17s., I wish only to elucidate the principle.
The price ought to be so fixed
as to make it the interest of the seller of gold rather to sell it to the Bank than to
carry it to the Mint to be coined.
The same remark applies to the specified quantity of twenty ounces.
There might
be good reason for making it ten or/hilly.
"]"I have already obse_'ed that silver appears to me to be best ad,_ptcd for the
standard of our money.
If it were made _,o by law, the Bank should be. obliged to
5uy or sell silver bullion only. If gold be exclusively the standard, the Bank should
be required so buy or sell gold only ; but if both metals be retained as the standard,
as they now by law are, the Bank should have the option _hi_rh of the t_o metals
they would give in exchan:oe for their notes, and a ])rice should he fixed for silver
rather under the standard, at which they should not be at hberty m refuse to purchase.
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If tlle Bank capriciously limited the quantity of their palter , they
would raise its value; and gold might appear to fall below the
]imlts at which I propose the Bank should purchase.
Gold, in
that case, might be carried to the Mint_ and the money retm'ned
from thence being added to the circulation,, would have the effect
of lowering its value, and making it a_ain conform to the standard ;
but it would neither be done so saTely, so economically_ nor so
expeditiously, as by the means which I have proposed; against
which the Bank can have no objection to offer, as it is for their
interest to farnish the ch'culation with paper, rather than oblige
others to filrnish it with coin.
Under such a system, and with t_ currcncy so regulated, the
Bank would never be liable to any embarrassments
whatever,
excepting on those extraordinary occasions, when a general panic
seizes the country, and when every one is desirous of possessing
the precious mctals as the most convcnicnt mode of realizing or
concealing his property.
Against such panics, Banks have no
security, on any system ; from their very nature they are subject to
them, as at no time can thcre be in a Bank, or in a country, so
much specie or bullion as the monied individuals of such country
have a right to demand.
Should every man withdraw his balancc
from his banker on the same day, many times the quantity of bank
notes now in circulation would bc insufficient to answcr such a
demand.
A panic of this kind was the cause of the crisis in 1797 ;
and not; as has bccn supposed, the large advances which the Bank
had then made to Government.
l_cither the Bank nor Government were at that time to blame; it was the contagion of the
unfounded
fears of the timid part of the community,
which
occasioned the run on the Bank, and it would equally have taken
place if they had not made any advances to Government, and had
possessed twice their present capital.
If the Bank had continued
paying in cash, probably the panic would have subsided before
their coin had been exhausted.
With the known opinion of the Bank Directors as to the rule for
issuing paper money, they may be said to have exercised their
powers without any great indiscretion.
It is evident that they have
followed their own principle with extreme caution.
In the present
state of the law, they have the power, without any control whatever,
of increasing or rcducing the circulation in any degree they may
think proper; a power which should neither be intrusted to the
State itself nor to any body in it, as therc can be no security tbr
thc uniformity in the value of the currency when its augmentation
or diminution depends solely on the will of the issuers.
That the
Bank have the power of reducing the circulation to the very
narrowest limits will not be denied, even by those who agree in
opinion with the Directors, that they have not the power of adding
indefinitely to its quantity.
Though I am fully assured that it i_
both against the interest and the wish of the Bank to exercise this
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power to the detriment of the public, yet when I contemplate tile
evil consequences which might ensue from a sudden and great
reduction of the circulation, as well as from a great addition to it,
I cannot but deprecate the facility with which tile State has armed
the Bank with so tbrmidablc a prerogative.
Tile inconvenience to which country banks were subjected before
the restriction on cash payments, must at times have been very
great.
At all periods of alarm, or of expected alarm, they must
have been under the necessity of providing themselves with guineas,
that they might be prepared fbr every exigency which might occur.
Guineas on these occasions were obtained at the Bank in exchange
ibr the larger notes, and were convcycd by some confidential agent,
at expense and risk, to thc country bank. After perfbrming the
offices to which they were destined, they found their way again to
London, and in all probability were again lodged in the Bank,
provided they had not suffbrcd such a loss of weight as to reduce
them below the legal standard.
If the plan now proposed, of paying bank notes in bullion, be
adopted, it wotdd be necessary either to extend the same privilege
to country banks, or to make bank notes a legal tender, in which
latter ease there would be no alteration in the law respecting
country banks, as they would be required, precisely as they now
are, to pay their notes when demanded in Bank of England notes.
The saving which would take place from not submitting the
guineas to the loss of weight fi'om the fi'iction which they must
undergo in their repeated journeys, as well as of the expenses of
conveyance, would be considerable ; but by far the greatest advantage would result from the pernmnent supply of the country, as
well as of the London circulation, as fhr as the smaller payments
are concerned, being provided in the vel3, chea l) medium, paper,
instead of the very valuable medium, gold, thereby enabling the
country to ,l_rive'all the profit which may be obtained by the
productive employment of a capital to that amount.
We should
surely not be justified in rejecting so decided a benefit, unless some
specific inconvenience could be pointed out as likely to fbllow from
adopting the cheaper medium.
Much has been ably written on the benefits resulting to a country
from the liberty of (rude, leaving every man to employ his talents
and capital as to him may seem best, unshackled by restrictions of
every kind.
The reasoning by which the liberty of trade is supported is so powerful, that it is daily obtaining converts. It is with
pleasure that I see the progress which this great principle is making
amongst those whom we should have expected to cling the longest
to old prejudices.
In the petitions to Parliament against the corn
bill, the advantages of an unrestricted
trade were generally recognised) but by none more ably than by the clothiers of Gloucestershire)
who were so convinced of the impolicy of restriction, that they
expressed a willingnes'- to relinquish every restraint which might
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be found toattachto theirtrade. These areprhmip]es
which cannot be toowidelyextended,
nortoogenerally
adoptedinpractice
;
but ifforeignnationsarenotsui_ciently
enlightened
to adoptthis
liberal
system,and shouldcontinuetheirprohibitions
and cxcesslvc
dutieson thehnportation
ofourcommoditiesand m',mufactures,
let
England setthem a good example by benefiting
herself;and
insteadof meetingtheirprohibitions
by similar
exclusions,
lether
getridas soonas she can ofeveryvestige
ofso absurdand hurtful
a policy.
The pecuniary advantage which wouhl be the result of such a
system would soon incline other states to adopt the same course,
and no long period would elapse before the general prosperity would
be seen to be best promoted by each country falling naturally into
the most advantageous
employment of its capital, talents, and
industry.
Advantageous, however, as the liberty of trade would prove, it
must be admitted that there are a few, and a very fbw exceptions to it,
where the interference of Government may be beneficially exerted.
Monsieur Say, in his able work on Political Economy, after showing
the advantages of a free trade, observes,* that the interference of
Government
is justifiable only in two cases; first, to prevent a
fraud, and secondly, to certify a fact. ]n the examinations to which
medical practitioners
are obliged to submit, there is no improper
interference ; for it is necessary to the welfhre of the people, that
the fact of their having acquired a ccrtaln portion of knowledge
respecting the diseases of the human frame should be ascertained
and certified.
The same may be said of the stamp which Government puts on plate and money ; it thereby prevents fi'aud, and saves
the necessity of having recourse on each purchase and sale to a
difficult chemical process.
In examining the purity of drugs sold
by chemists and apothecaries, the same object is had in view. In
all these cases, the purchasers are not supposed to have, or to be
able to acquire, sufficient knowledge to guard them against, deception ; and Government
interferes to do that for them which they
could not do for themselves.
But if the public require protection against the inihrior money
which might be imposed upon them by an undue mixture of alloy,
and which is obtained by means of the Government
stamp when
metallic money is used ; how much more necessary is such protection when paper-money forms the whole, or almost the whole, of
the circulating medium of the country ? Is it not inconsistent, that
Government should use its power to protect the community from
the loss of one shilling in a guinea, but does not interfere to protect
them from the loss of the whole twenty shillings in a one-pound
note ? In the case of Bank of England notes, a guarantee is taken
by the Government for the notes which the Bank issue; and the
* Economic Politique,
livrei.chap.17.
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whole capital of the Bank, amounting to more than 11½ millions,
must be lost before the holders of their notes can be sufferer_ fi'om
any imprudence they may commit.
"_Vhyis not the same principle
tbllowcd with respect to the country hanks.9 What objection can
there be against requiring of those who take upon themselves the
office of furnishing the public with a circulating medium, to dcpo_it
with Govermncnt an adequate security tbr the due performance of
their engagements ? In the use of money_ every one is a trader ;
those whose habits and pursuits arc little suited to explore the
mechanism of trade "_re obliged to make use of money, and are no
way qualified to ascertain the solidity of the difi_rent banks whose
paper is in circulation; accordingly, we find that men living on
limited incomes, women, labourers, and mechanics of all descriptions,
are often severe sufi_rers by the failures of country banks, which
have lately become frequent beyond all former example.
Though
I am by no means disposed to judge uncharitably of those who have
occasioned so much ruin and distress to the middle and lower classes
of the people, yet, it must be allowed by the most indulgent, that
the true business of banking must bc very much abuscd befbre it
can be necessary for any bank, possessing the most moderate funds,
to fail in their engagements ; and I believe it will be tbund, in by
far the major part of these failures, that the parties can be charged
with offences much more grave than those of mere imprudence and
want of caution.
Against this inconvenience the public should be protected, by
requiring of every country bank to deposit with Government,
or
with commissioners appointed for that purpose, funded property or
other Government
security_ in some proportion to the amount of
their issues.
Into the details of such a plan it is not necessary to entcr very
minntcly.
Stamps for the issue of notes might be delivered on the
required deposit being made, and certain periods in the year might
be fixed upon, when the wholc or any part of the security should be
returned, on proof being given, either by the return of the cancelled
stamps_ or by any other satisfactory means, that the notes for which
it was given were no longer in circulation.
A_ainst such a regulation no country bank of respectability would
objec_t; on the contrary, it would, in all probability, be most
acceptable to them, as it would prevent the competition of those
who are at present so little entitled to appear in the market against
them.
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which creates a great Mass of Mercantile
proposed.

Ir_convenicnce--Remedy

At_Tl.:l: all thc improvements, however, that can be made in our
system of currency, therc will yet be a temporary inconvenience to
which the public will be subject, as they have hitherto been, fi'om
tile large quarterly payment of dividends to the public creditors,-au inconvenienec which is often severely felt, and to which, I think,
an easy remedy might be applied.
The national debt has become so large, and the interest which is
paid quarterly upon it is so great a sum, that the mere collecting
the money from the receivers general of the taxes, and the consequent reduction of the quantity in circulation, just previously to its
being paid to the public creditor in Januar}f,
April, J u}_/, and
October, occasions, fbr a week or more, the most distressing want
ot" circulating medium.
The Bank, by judicious managemcnt, discounting bills probably very freely, just at the time that these
monies are paid into the Exchequer, and arranging for the receipt
of large sums immediately after the payment of the dividends,
have, no doubt, considerably lessened the inconvenience to the
mercantile part of the community.
Nevertheless, it is well known
to those _vho are acquainted with the money market that the
distress for money is extreme at the periods I have mentioned.
]"_xchcquer bills, which usually sell at a premium of five shillings
per 10t)L, are at such times at so great a discount that, by the
purchase of thcm then, and the re-sale when the dividends are
paid, a profit may often be made equal to the rate of 15 to
20 per cent. interest for money.
At these times, too, the difference between the price of stock for ready money, and the price
fbr u week or two to come, affords a profit, to those who can
advance money, even greater than can bc made by employing
money in the purchase of exchequer bills. This great distress for
money is frequently, after the dividends arc paid, followed by as
great a plenty, so that little usc can for some time be made of it.
The very great perfection to which our system of economizing
the use of money has arrived, by the various operations of banking,
rather aggravates the peculiar evil of which I am speaking ; because,
when the quantity of circulation is reduced, in consequence of the
improvements which have been adopted in the means of effecting
our payments, the abstraction of a million or two from that reduced
circulation bccomes much more serious in'its effects, being so much
larger a proportion of the whole circulation.
On the inconvenience to which trade and commerce are exposed
by this periodical distress for money, I should think no difference
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of oplnioncan possibly
exist.The same unauimllymay not prevallwithrespect
to thercmedy which I shallnow propose.
Let the Bank be authorisedby Government to deliverthe
dividendwarrantsto the proprietors
of stocka few days before
the receivers
generalare requiredto pay thcirbalancesintothe
Exchequer.
Let these warrants be payable to the bearer exactly in the same
manner as they now are.
Lct the day, fbr the payment of these dividend warrauts in bank
notes be regulated precisely as it now is.
If the day of payment could bc named on or before the delivery
of the warrants, it would be more c(}nvcnient.
Finally, let these warrants bc receivable into the Exchequer
from the receivers general, or from any other person who may have
payments to make there, in the same manncr as bank notes, the;
persons paying them allowing the discount for the number of days
which will elapse before they become due.
If a plan of this sort were adopted, thcre could never hc any
particular scarcity of money befbre the payment of the dividend_,
nor any particul.tr plenty of it afi_er. The quantity of" moncy in
circulation wouhl be neither increased nor diminished by the payment of the dividends.
A great part of these warrants would,
from the stimulus of private iuterest, infhllibly find their way into
the hands of those who had public payments to make, and f_om
them to the Exchequer.
Thus, then, would a great part of' thc
payments to Govcrnment, and the payments from Government to
the public creditor, be efihctcd without the intervention of' either
bank notes or money, and the demands for money for such purposes, which are now so severely felt by the mercantile classes,
would be effectually prevented.
Those who are well acqu:fintcd with the economical system now
adopted in London throughout the whole banking concern, will
readily understan(l that the plan here proposed is merely the
extension of this economical system to a species of payments to
which it has not vet been applied.
To them it will be unnecessary
to say anything" further in recommendation
of a plan, with the
advantages of"which in other concerns they are already so familiar.

SECTION

VI.

The public services of the Bank excessively

MR GRE_ELI, has lately called the
subject of' importance to the financial
At a time when taxes bear so heavily
them by the unexampled difficulties

overpaid--Remedy

proposed.

attention of Parliament to a
interests of the community.
on the people_ brought upon
and expenses of the wa 5 a
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resourceso obviousas thatwhich he haspointedoutwillsurelynot
be neglected.
It appears bv the documents which Mr Grenfell's motions have
produced, th'tt'the Bank have,/'or many years, on an average, had
no less a sum of the public money in their hands, on which they
have obtained an interest of' 5 per cent., tlmn 11 millions ; and the
o,fly compensation which tile public have derived for the advantage
which the Bank have so long enjoyed is a loan of 3 millions from
1806 to 1814, a period of eight years, at an interest of 3 per cent.,
--and -t farther loan of 3 ,nillions, without interest, which the Bank,
in 1808, agreed to aflbrd the public till six months after the deftnitive treaty of peace, and which by an act of last session was
continued without interest tillApril 1816
From 1806 to 1816, a
period of ten years, the Bank have gained 5 per cent. per annum
on 11,000,000/._ which will amount to
_s,500,o00
l)ufing the same time, the public have received the follm_ ing compensation :--the difference between 3 per cent. and 5 per cent.
interest, or 2 per cent. per annum on 3,000,000L tor eight
vem_. or
....
£480,000
From 1808 to 1816, the public will have had the advantage of a
loan of ,3,000,000/. without interest, wlfieh a * 5 per cent. per
annum would amount in eight years to
1,900,000
1,680,000
I3alanee
gainedby the]lank,

£3,820,000

3,820,000l. will have been gained by the Bank in ten years, or
382,000L per annum, for aeting as bankers to the public, when,
perhaps, the whole expense attending
this department
of their
business does not exceed 10,000/. per annum.
In 1807, when these advantages were first notieed by a committee
of the tlouse of Commons, it. was contended by ninny persons, in
favour of the Bank, and by Mr Thornton, one of the directors, who
had been governor, that the gains of the Bank were in proportion
to the amount of their notes in eireulation, and that no advantage
was derived fi'om the public deposits further than as they enabled
tile Bank to maintain a larger amount of notes in circulation.
This
fidlaey was eolnpletely exposed by the eommittee.
If _[r Thornton's argument were correet, no advantage whatever
would have resulted to the Bank fi'om the deposits of the public
money--for those deposits do not enable them to maintain a larger
amount of notes in circulation.
Suppose that, before the Bank had any of the public deposits,
the amount of their notes in circulation were 25 millions, and that
they derived a profit by such circulation.
Suppose, now, that
Government
received 11)millions for taxes in bank notes, and
dellosited them permanently
with the Bank.
The circulation
would be itn,nediately reduced to 15 millions, but the profits of thc
Bank would be precisely the same as before ; though 15 millions only
"were then in circulation, ti_e Bank would obtain a profit on 251nil-
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]ions. :If, now, they again raise the circulation to 25 millions by
employing the 10 millions in discounting bills, purchasing exchequer
bills, or advancing the payments on the loan tbr the year for the
holders of scrip rccclpts, will they not have added the interest o_
10 millions to their usual profits, although thev. should "It no
time have raised their circulation above the original sum of 25
millions.
That the increase in the amount of public deposits should enabh:
the Bank to add to the amount of their notes in circulation, is neither
supported by theory nor experience.
:If we attend to the progress
of these deposits we shall observe, that at no tlme did they increase
so nmeh as from 1800 to 1806, during which time there was no
increase in the circulation of notes of 5l. and upwards; but, from
1807 to 1815, when there was no increase whatever in the amount
of public deposits, the amount of notes of' 51. and upwards lind
increased 5 millions.
Nothing can be more sati_fhctory on tim subject of the profits of
the Bank, from the public deposits, than the report of the committee
on public expenditure, in 1807. It is as fbllows :-" In the evidence upon this part of the subject, it is admitted that
the notes of the Bank are productive of profit; but it appears to be
assumed that the Government balances are only so in proportion as
they tend to augment the amount of notes ; x_hereas your committee
are fully persuaded that both balances "rod notes are and must
necessarily be productive.
" The funds of the Bank, which are the sources of profit, "rod
which constitute tlte measure of the sum which they have to lend
(subject only to a deduction on account of cash and" bullion) may
be classed under tltree heads.
" First, The sum received from their proprietors as capital, together with the savings which h'lve been added to it.
" Secondly, The sum received fi'om persons keeping cash at the
Bank.
This sum consists of the balances of the deposit accounts,
both of Government and of individuals.
In 1797, this fund, including all the balances of individuals, was only 5,130,1:10L
The
present Government balances .done have been stated already at
between 11 and 12 millions, including bank notes deposited in the
Exchequer.*
" 77drdly, The sum received in return for notes put into circulation.
A correspondent
value for every note must originally h'tve been
given, and the value thus given for notes constitutes one part of the
general fund to be lent at interest. A note-holder, indeed, does not
* By some of my readers the words " including bank notes deposited iu the Exchequer" may not be understood.
They are bank notes never put into circulation ;
neither are thev included in any return made by the Bank.
They arc called at the
Exchequer
special notes, and are mere vouchers _not having even the form of baak
notes) of t'he payment to the Bank from the Exchequer of such monies _._ are daily
received at the httter office. They are the record, therefore, of a part of the public
deposits lodged with the Bank.
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differ essentially from a person to whom a balance is due. Both are
creditors of the Bank ; tile one holding a note, which is the evidence
of the debt due to him, the other having the evidenee of' an entry in
the ledger of the Bank.
The sum at all times running at interest will
be in exact proportion to the amount of these three .t)o,ls combined,
deduction being made.for the value of cash and bullions." *
Every word of this statement appears to mc unanswerable, and
the principle laid down by the eommittee would aflbrd us an infallible
elue to ascertain the net profits of the Bank, if we knew the amount
of their savings,--their
cash and bullion, and their annual expenses,
as well as the other particulars, arc known to us.
It will be seen by the above extract, that in 1807 the anaount of
the public deposits was between 11 and 12 millions, whereas, in
1797 the amount of public and private deposits were, together, only
equal to 5,130,140/.
In consequence of this report Mr Pereeval
•tpplied to the Bank, on the part of the public, for a participation in
their additional profits from this souree, either in the way of an
annual payment or as a loan of money without interest ; and, aftcr
some negoeiation, a loan of 3 millions was obtained without interest,
payable six months after a definitive treaty of peace.
The same report also notlees the exorbitant allowance which was
made to the Bank for the nmnagemcnt of the national debt.
The
public paid the Bank at that time at the rate of 450/. per million
for management;
and it was stated by the committee, that the
additional allowance for management in the ten years ending in
1807, in consequence of the increase of the debt, was more than
155,0001., whilst the "whole increase of the officers who actually
transact the business, in the last eleven years, is only 137, whose
annual exlmnse may be fi'om 18,449l. to 23,290l., the addition to
the other permanent charges being probably about one-h'df or twothirds of that sum."
After this report, a new agreement was made with the Bank tbr
the management of the public debt.
450/. per million was to be paid if the unredeemed
capital
exeeeded 300 millions, but fell below 400 millions.
. 340/. per million if the capit'tl exceeded 400 millions, but fell
below 600 millions.
300/. per million on such part of the public debt as exceeded
600 millions.
* In 1797 the Bank stated their finances to be as follows:Bank-notes in clreulation,
1)ublie and private deposits,
Surplus capital,

£8,640,000
5,132,140
3,826,890
£17,597,030

On the other side of the account they showed m what securities thcse funds were
invested, and, with the exception of cash and bullion_ and a small sum for stamps,
they were all yielding interest and profit to the Bank.
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Besides these allowances, the Bank are paid 800/. per million lbr
receiving contributions
o11 loans; 1000l. on each contract ibr
lotteries; and 1250l. per million, or asth per cent., for receiving
contributions on the profits arising fi'om property, professions, and
trades.
This agreement has been in three ever since.
As the period is now approaching when the affhirs of tile Bank
will undergo the consideration of Parliament, and when the agreement which regards the public deposits will expire, by the payment of
the 3 millions borrowed of the Bank without interest, in 1808 ; no
time can be more proper than tl,e present to point out the undue
advantages which were given to the Bank in the terms settled
between them .rod Mr Perceval in 1808. This, i apl_rehend , was
the chief object of hlr Grenfell, ibr it is not alone to the additional
advantages which the Bank have obtained since the agreement in
1808 that lie wishes to call the attention of Parliament, but also to
that agreement itself, under which the public are now paying, and
have long paid, in one shape or 'mother, enormous sun,s for very
inadequate services.
Mr Grenfell probably thinks, and if he does I most heartily
concur with him, that a profit of 382,000L per annum_ which is the
sum at which the advantages of the public deposits to the Bank,
for a period of ten years, may be calculated, as will be seen, p.lge
412, very far exceeds the just compensation which the public ought
to pay to the 1lank ibr doing the mere business of"bankers ; particularly when, in addition to this sum, 300,000l. per annum is now
also paid for tim management of the national debt, loans, &c.; when,
moreover, the Bank have been enjoying, ever since the renewal of
their charter, immense additional profits, t?om tlle substitution of
paper money in lieu of a currency consisting partly of metallic and
partly of paper money, which additional profits were not in contemplation, either of Parliament
which granted, or of the Bank
which obtained that charter, when the barg'dn was made in 1800,
and of which they might be in a great measure deprived by the
repeal of the bill which restricts tl,em fi'om paying their notes in
specie.
Under these circumstances
it must, I think, be allowed,
that in 1808 3It Perceval by no means obtained tbr the public what
they had a right to expect; and it is to be hoped that, with the
known sentiments of the Chancellor of the Exchequer
as to tile
right of the public to participate in the additional advantages of
the Bank arising fi'om public deposits, terms more consonant _ ith
the public interest will now be insisted on.
It is true that the above sums, though paid by the public, arc
not the net profits of the Bank ; fi'om them a deduction must be
made for the expenses of that part of the Bank establishment which
is exclusively appropriated
to the public business;
but those
expenses do not probably exceed 150,000l. per annum.
The committee on public expenditure stated in their report to
the House of Commons in 1807_ " that the number of clerk_
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employed by the Bank exclusively or principally in the public
business, was
]n 1786,
243
1796,
313
1807,
450
whose salaries_ it is presumed, may be'calculated
at an average of
between 120/. and 170/. tbr each clerk:
taking them at 135/.,
which exceeds the average of those employed in the South Sea
House, the sum is
£60,750
At 150/., the sum is
67,500
At 170/., the sum is
.
.
.
76,500
l':ither of which two last sums wou!d be sufficient to provide a
superannuation fund.
" The very moderate salaries," the report continues, "received by
the governor, deputy governor, and directors, amount to £8000
" Incidental expenses may be estimated at about .
15,000
" Building additional and repairs, at about .
.
10,000
" Law expenses and loss by fi'auds, forgeries, at about 10,000
" Add the largest estimate

for clerks,

£43,000
76,500

.
Total,

£119,500"

Allowing, then, the very highest computation of the committee,
the expense of mannging the public business in 1807, including the
wlwle of the salaries of the directors, incidental expenses, additional
buildings and rep'tirs, together with law expenses and loss by fi'auds
and ibrgerics, amounted to 119,500/.
The committee also stated, that the increased expenses of the
Bank for managing the public business, after a period of eleven
)ears, ti'om 1796 to 1807, were about 33,000/. per annum, on an
increased debt of 278 millions, being at the rate of 126/. per million.
From 1807 to the present time the unredeemed debt managed by
the Bank has increased from about 550 millions to about 830 millions_
or about 280 millions_--little more than from 1796 to 1807, and theretbre at the same rate of 126/. per million_ wou]d be attended with a
_imilar expense of 35,000/. : but_ " as the rate of expense diminishes
•is the scale of business enlarges," I shall estimate it at 30,500l,
which_ added to 119,500/., the expenses of 1807, will make the whole
expense of managing the public business amount to 150,000/. The
auditors of public accounts in 1786 estimated that 187/. 10s. per
million was sufficient to pay the expenses of managing a debt of
2'24 millions. The estimate which I have just made is about 180/.
per million, on a debt of 830 millions, which will appear an ample
allowance _lien it is considered in what difihrent proportions the
debt itself increases, compared with the work which it occasions.
Supposing, then, the expenses to be about 150_000/._ the net
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profits
obtainedby theBank by allitstransactions
withthepublic
thisyear willbe as follows
:Chargeformanagingthe nationaldebtfbrone year,endingthe
For
IstFebruary1816,
receivingcontributions
t
....
on loans,at _00[.pcr£2M,O00
million, on 36 millions,
28,800
Ditto, lotteries,
.
.
2,000
Average profits on public deposlts, f
382,000
Allowance for receiving prol)erty tax,
3,480

Expenses attending

£670,280
the management ofpubllc business, 150,000

:Net profits of the Bank paid by the public,

£520,280

Of this vast sum, 372,000/. probably arises fi'om the deposits
alone, an expense which might almost wholly be saved to the nation_
if Government were to take the management of that concern into
their own hands, by having a common treasury, on which each
department should draw, in the same manner as they now do on
the Bank of England, investing the 11 millions, which appears to
be the avcrage deposits in exchequer bills, a part of which might
be sold in the market, if any unforeseen circumstances slmuld reduce
the deposits below that sum.
The resolutions,_: proposed by Mr Grcnfell, and on which Parliament will decide thc next session, after briefly recapitulating the
facts contained in the documents which his motions have produced,
conclude thus :--" That this House will take into early consideratlon the advantages derived by the Bank, as well from the management of the national debt, as from the amount of balances of
public money remaining in their hands, with tim view to the
adoption of such an arrangement,
when the engagements
now
subsisting shall have expired, as may be consistent with what is
due to the interest of the public, and the rights, credit, and stability
of the Bank of England."
Mr Mellish, the governor of the Bank, has also proposed resohttions to be submitted to Parliament next session. Theseresolutions§
admit all the t_acts stated by Mr Grenfell's ; they mention also one
or two trifling services which the Bank perform for the public, one
without eharg%l] and another at a less charge than is incurred by
* This charge is calculated on the debt as it stood in February 1815: more than 75
millions have been added since.
See Appendix.
t See page 412.
See Appendix.
§ See Appendix.
II The one without charge is the calculating the deduction from each dividend
warrant for property tax.
The other is receiving contributions from those who pay their property tax into th_
Ilank, for which the Bank receives 1,250L per million, or one-eighth per cent.
Jf the collector had gone from house to house to receive this money, he would hay _.
DD
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employing tlle ordinary collector of taxes.
But the 8th and flth
resolutions advance an extraordinary pretension,--they
appear to
question whether o;_the e.rpi;'atlon of the lo_m of 3,000,000/. i_L1816,
Government
will be at liberty bcfbre 1_53S, the time when the
charter will expire, to demand any compensation whatever from the
Bank for the advantages they derive fi'om the public deposits, or to
make any new arrangement _'espeeting the cltarge ibr nianagetnent
of the national debt.
These resolutions are as tbllows :
8th. "That by the 39 and 40 Gee. 3. c. 28. s. 13, it is enacted,
That during the continuance of the charter, the Bank shall enjoy
all privileges, profits, emoluments, benefits, and advantages _ltatsoever, which they now possess attd enjoy by virtue of any employmeat by or on be[mlf of"the public.
"That previously to such renew'd of their clmrter, the Bank w:t,_
employed "ts the l)nblic banker, in keeping the cash of all tht:
principal departments in the receipt of the public revenue_ and in
issuing and conducting the public expenditure, &c.
9th. " Tlntt whenever the engagements now sul>s]sting between
the public and the Bank shall expire, it may be proper to consider
the advantages derived by the Bank fi'om its transactions with the
public, with ,_ view to the adoption td' such arrangements as may be
consistent with those principles of equity and good t_aith, which
ought to prevail in all transactions bct_een the public "rod the
Bank of England.' ""
had an allow'met of live petite per pound, _ hich would ha_ e cost tile public 58.007L
in_tead of 3,480/. paid to tile Bank.
Ped]aps no part of tile businc.-- of the Bank is more ea._ily transacted th.'m this
_hich they have pointed out. instead of being under-paid, it appears to nle to be
paid most liberally.
The saving to the ptd,lic i_ re::lly effected by the money beingbrought
to one tbcu_.
instead of being collected trom various quarters.
The Bank appear to con.sider the
rule, by which they are to mea.snre the moderation of their charges, to be the saving
which they eft'eel to their eml)loyer, rather th:m the jttst compensation for their own
trouble and expetlse.
What would they think of an engineer, if' in his charge tbr
tile construction of a steam-en-,ane he shouhl he guided by the value of the lahour
_hieh the engine w:L_ calculated to save, and not by tile value of the labour and
materials necessary to its construction.
* Since the first edition ofthi_ _ork was publi._hed, tile tir_t Lord of the Treasury,
nnd the Chancellor of the 1.;xcheqaer. have proposed to the Bank that they shall continue the advance of 3 ndlliou_. _hieh would ha_e been due in April next, lbr t_,
year_ _ithout interest :--and t'urther_ that tile Bank slmll advance the sum of 6 million_
at 4 per cent. for two years certain, and shall continue tile same ibr three year._
longer from such period; subject to repayment upon ::ix month_.' notice, to be given at
an)' time between tile 10th October in any year and the 5th of April following, either
by the Lords of tile Treasury to tile Bank, or by the Bank to their Lordships.
Thi..
])rol)o._al was agreed to by a General Court of 1J'roprietors of Bank Stock, held, on the
8th of February, for the purpo._e of considering the same.
At thL_ general court, on asking for some explanation respecting the deposit of tile
public money at the end of the t_ o )'ears, I noticed with al)probation the departure of
the Bank from the claim whi(,h they had set up in the above resolutions, in which
they appeared to me to t_ssert tile r_qht of the Bank to tile custody of the public monev
without paying an.'," remuneration v,'hatever; to wliich the gover_lor of' the Batik, _l'r
Mellish, replied_ that I had totally misconceived tile meaning of tho_e resolutions, and
he was sure if 1 read them again _ith attention_ l should he convinced that no nuch
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That the Bank should now.for t]le first t/me intimate that their
charter precludes the public from making any demand on the
Bank for a participation in the advantages arising from the public
deposits, a{_er all that }ras passed since 1800 on that subject, does
indeed appear surprising.
The charter of the Bank was rcnewed in 1800 fi)r twenty-one
)'cars, from its expiration ill 1812; consequently it will not now
terminate till 1833.
But since 1800, so _ar ti'om the Bank asserting
,'tn_" such claim of right to the whole advantages of' the public
dei)osits , thev in 1806 lent Government
3,000,000l. till 1814, at
3 per cent. interest, and in 1808 they lent 3,0(10,000/. more till the
termination of'thc war, without interest, and in the last session of
Parliament the h)an of 3,000,000/. w_ continued without interest
till ApT.il 1816. These loans were expressly granted, in consideration of the increase in the amount of the public deposits.
The committee on liublic expenditure, in their report (1807), tt_
which I have already referred, speaking of the loan of 3,000,000/. to
the public in 180(;, at 3 per cent. interest, observe, '_ But the
transaction is most material in am)ther view, as it evinces that the
agreement made ill 1800 was not considered either by those who
_,cted on the part of' the public, or by the Bank Directors themselves,
as a bar against fhrther participation, whcncver the increase of their
profits derived ti'om the public, and the circumstances of public
af{hirs, might, upon similar principles, make such a ck_im reasonable
a_,d expedient."
And what is ]Hr Perceval's ltmguage .'tt the same
period_ when, in consequence of' this report, tie applied fbr and
obtained a loan of 3,000,000/. till the end of the war ? In his letter
to the governor and deputy governor of the l_ank, dated the 11th
of .]al, t,ary 1808, he says, " I think it necessary to observe, that
the prol)osal to confine the duration of the ad'vance, by way of
loan, or of the annual payment into the Exchequer, to the period
of' the present war, and twelve months after the termination of it,
is by no means to be urJderstood as an admission on my part ttmt,
at the expiration of such period, the public will no longer bc
entitled to look to nil)" advantage {i'om the continuance of such
deposits : but simply as :_ provision by which the Government and
the Bank may be respectively enabled, under the change in the
state of af/hirs which will then have taken place, probably affecting"
the amount of pub]it b.dances in the bands of the latter, to consider
of" a new arrangement."
On the 19th of Ja_uary, Mr ])ercev'_l's
proposals were submitted to the Court of Directors in a more
construction could be put on them. I am glad the Bank disclaim having had the
intention of depriving the public of the advantage which they have enjoyed since the
zeport of the Colnmittec on Public Expenditure;
though I regret, tlmt they ha_,'
expressed themselves so (,hscarcly, as to have gdven me and many otbcr_ a different
impression.
The resolutions ._till appear to me to assert that the privilege of heing
public bunker was for a valuable consideration seem'ed to the Bank during the con
tinuance of their charter, and that at the expiration of th;xt engagement, and nt_
before, it might be proper to consider of a new arrangement.
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official form,--they
conclude thus: "And
it is understood that
d,lring the coT_tlnuanceof this adcance bU the Bank, no alteration is
to be proposed in the general course of business between the Bank
and the Exchequer, nor any regulation introduced by which the
accounts, now by law directed to be kept at the Bank, shall be
withdrawn from thence."
These proposals were recommended for
acceptance by the Court of Directors to the Court of Proprietors_
and were, without comment, agreed to on the 21st of January.
Mr Vansittart, in his application to the Bank in November 1814,
relative to continuing the loan of 3,000,000l., which would have
become due on the 17th of December tbllowing, till April 1816,
uses these words: "But I beg to be distinctly understood as not
departing fi'om the reservation made by the late Mr Perccval, in
his letter to the governor and deputy governor of the Bank, of the
llth Ja_zua_T 1808, by which he guarded against the possibility of
any misconstruction
which could preclude the lmblic, after lhe
expiration of the period of the loan then agreed upon_ from asserting
its title to future advantage from the continuance or increase of
bueh deposits,--and
as adhering generally to the principles maintained by Mr Perceval, in the discussion which then took place."
No comment whatever appears to have been made by the Bank
on these observations:
a General Court of Proprietors was cal]cd,
and the loan of 3 millions was continued till April 1816.
It surely, will not come with a very good grace now from the
Bank, to insist that the agreement of' 1800 precludes the public
fi'om deman(ling any compensation for the advantages which the
Bank have derived ii'om thc increase of the public deposits since
that period, when, on so many occasions, the right of participation
has been so expressly claimed on the l)art of Government,
and
acceded to by thc Court of Directors.
In addition to these strong facts, by a reference to the basis on
which the agreement for the renewal of the charter was tbunded,
as detailed by Mr Thornton in his evidence before the committee
of public expenditure in 1807,* it will still further appear that the
Bank have no claim whatever to shelter themselves under their
charter, in refilsing to let the public participate in the profits which
have accrued from the augmentation of the public deposits.
It must be recollected that Mr Thornton was, in 1800, the

in fact, the idea of renewing the charter so long before its expiration
o_ginated with him. Mr Thornton told the committee, that the
only sums of public money on which the Bank derived profit, and
which were refbrred to by him and Mr Pitt, with a view to settle
the compensation which the public should receive for prolon_ing__
the exclusive privileges of the Bank, were those lodged at th_
Bank for the l)aymcnt of the growing dividends_ and for the
* l_eDort, page 104.
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quarterly issues to tile commissioners for tile redeml)tion of tile
national debt.
The first of these sums Sir Thornton estimates to be on an
avel,'age
.....
._2,500,000"
And it appears by an account lately produced that
tile second amounted to
615,842
£3,115,842
_Ir Thornton
expressly states, that all other public accounts
were of trifling anaount, and " tile probable augmentation of the
balances of public money ti'om the various departments of Government was not taken into the account,"--"
that such augmentation
was neither adverted to nor provided for."
If, then, it is acknowledged by tile very negotiator on the part
of the Bank that the probable augmentation of the public balances
tbrmed no part of the consideration in settling the pecuniary remuneration which was given to the public fbr continuing to the
Bank their exclusive privileges, how can it now, with any justice,
be contended by the Bank, that the profits derived from those
augmented balances, which were " neither adverted to nor provided
for," belong of right exclusively to the Bank, and that the public
have no claim either to participate in them, or to withdraw the
balances to any use to which they may think proper to apply
them.
It is to be observed that Mr Thornton, in his evidence before
alluded to, represented all tim other public accounts, excepting the
two before mentioned, as of trifling amount;
but, by accounts
which were last session presented to Parliament, it appears that in
1800, the year to which Mr Thornton's evidence refers, when the
charter was renewed, the public balances of all descriptions deposited
with the Bank amounted to 6,200,000l., exceeding the aggregate
.imount stated by _,lr Thornton by 3 millions, which he would, if
he had been aware of this thct, hardly have called "a trifling
amount."
If, then, the fact of this large additional deposit did not come
under the consideration of Mr Thornton and Mr Pitt, at the time
of renewing the charter,--if no part of the remuneration which the
public then received was founded on this fact, the large amount of
public deposits in 1800, so thr from entitling the Bank_to retain the
whole profits arising from the still larger deposits at the present
period, binds them in justice to be particularly liberal in any new
engagement
they may now make with the public, as affording a
remuneration for a profit so long enjoyed, which, it is to be presumed, they would not have been allowed to enjoy, if the iacts had
* By an account laid before Parliament last session it appears, that the amoun¢ of
exclmquer hills and bank notes deposited with the Exchetluer a_ cash, amounted, ou
an average of the year ending Marc!, 1800, t. 3:690.000/.
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been clearly known and considered at the time of settiing the
terms on which the charter was renewed.
But, whether known or not known, must have been of little
consequence in Mr Thornton's estimation, whose opinion, that the
profits of the Bank were not increased by the augmentation of the
public balances, otherwise than as they contributed to increase the
amount of bank notes in circulation, is so emphatically given.
Is it not lamentable to view a great and opulent body like the
Bank of' England exhibiting a wish to augment their hoards by
undue gains wrested from the hands of an overburthened
people ?
Ought it not rather to have been expected that gratitude for their
charter, and the unlooked-for advantages with which it has been
attended,--for
the bonuses and increased dividends which they
have already shared, and for the great undivided treasure which it
has thrther enabled them to accmuuhtte, would have induced the
Bank voluntarily to relinquish to the State the whole benefit which
is derived from the employment of 11 millions of' the public money,
instead of manifesting a wish to deprive them of the small portion
of it which they have lbr a few years enjoyed ?
When the rate of charge for the management of the national
debt was under discussion, in 1807, Mr Thornton said "that, in a
matter between the public and the Bank, he was sure nothing but
a fair compensation for trouble, risk, and actual losses, and the great
responsibility that attaches to the office, would be required."
How comes it that the language of" the Directors of the present
day is so much changed ? Instead of expecting only a fifir compensation tbr trouble, risk, and actual losses, they endeavour to
deprive the public even of the inadequate compensation which they
have hitherto received, and appeal now, for the first time, to their
charter for their right to hold the public money, and to enjoy all
the profit which can be derived from its use, without allowing the
least remuneration to the public.
If the charter were as binding as the Bank contend for, a great
public company, possessing so advantageous
a monopoly, and so
intimately connected with the State, might be expected to act on
a more liberal policy towards its generous benefactors.
Till the last session of Parliament, the Bank were also particularly
favoured in the composition which they paid for stamp duties.
In
1791, they paid a composition of 12,000/. per annum, in lieu of all
stamps either on bills or notes.
In 1799, on an increase of the
stamp-duty,
this composition was advanced to 20,000/., and an
addition of 4,000/., raising the whole to 24,000l., was made for the
duty on notes under 5l., which the Bank had then begun to
circulate.
In 1804, an addition of not less than 50 per cent. was
made to the staml_luty imposed by the act of 1799 on notes under
5l., and a considerable increase on the notes of a higher value;
and, although the Bank circulation of notes under 5l. had increased
t?om one and a half to four and a half millions_ and the amount ol
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notes of a higher description had also increased, yet the whole
composition of the Bank was only raised from 24,000/. to 32,000/.
]n 1808, there was a further increase of 33 per cent. to the stampduty, at which time the composition was raised ti'om 32,000/. to
4"2,000/. In both these instances the increase was not in proportion
even to the increase of duty, and no allowance whatever was made
tbr the increase in the 'unount of the Bank circulation.
In the last session of Parliament, on a thrther increase of the
stamp-duty, the principle was tbr tile first time established, th,lt the
Bank should pay a composition, in some proportion to the amount
of their circul'ttion.
It is now fixed as follows. Upon the average
circulation of the three preceding years, the Bank is to pay at the
rate of' 3500/. per million, without rcference to the classes or value
of the notes of which the aggregate circulation may consist.
The average of the Bank circulation for three years, ending
5th April 1815, was 25,102,600l._ and upon this average they will
pay this year about 87,500/.
aNcxt ycar the average will be taken upon the three years ending
in April 1816, and if' it dift_rs i?om the last_ the duty will vmy
accordingly.
If the same course h._d been followed now as in 1804 and 1808_
the Bank wouhl have had to pay, even with the additional duty,
only 52,500/., so that 35,000l. per annum has been saved to the
public, by Parliament having at last recognised the principle which
should have been adopted in 179t._ and by the neglect of which
the public have probably been losers_ and the Bank consequently
gainers, of a sum little less than 500,009/.

SECTION

VII.

Bank Profits and Savings--Misapplication--l'roposed

l_emedy.

I HAVE hitherto been considering the profits of the Bank as they
regard the public, and have endeavoured to show that they have
greatly exceeded what a just consideration
tbr tl,eir rights and
interests could warrant.--I
propose now to consider them in relation
to the interests of the propr;etors of Bank stock, for which pm'posc
1 shall endeavour to state ,_ oasis on which the profits of the Bank
may be calculated, with a view to ascertain what the aecmnulated
savings of the Bank now are. If we knew accurately the expenses
of the Bank, and the amount of cash and bullion which they may
at different times have had in their hands, we should have the
means of making a calculation on this subject which would tie a
very near approximation to the truth.
The profits of the Bank are derived I'rom sources which are well
_mwn.
They arise, as has been already stated, from the interest
on public and private deposits,--thc
interest on the am9unt of their
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notes in circulation, after deducting the amount of cash and bullion,
--the interest on their capital and savings,--the
allowance paid
them for the management of the public debt,--the
profits fi'om
their dealings in bullion, and from the destruction of their notes.All these form the gross profits of the Bank, from which must be
deducted only their expenses, the stamp-duty,
and the property
tax, in order to ascertain their net profits.
Under the head of expenses must be included all the charges
attending the management of the national debt, as well as those
incurred by the proper business of the Bank.
In estimating the
former of these charges, I have already stated my grounds tbr
believing that it could not exceed 150,000/. In the management of
the public business, it was stated by the committee on public expenditure, that 450 clerks were employed in 1807, and it is probable
that the number may now be increased to between 500 and 600.
It has also, I understand, been stated from the best authority in
Parliament, that the Bank employed in the whole of their establishment about 1000 clerks;
consequently,
if 500 are employed
exclusively on the public business, 500 more must be engaged in
tile business of the Bank.
Supposing now the expenses to bear
some regular proportion to the number of clerks employed, as
150,000L has been calculated to be the expense attending the
employment of 500 clerks in the public business, we may estimate
a like expense to be incurred by the employment of the other 500,
and therefore the whole expenses of the Bank to be at the present
time about 300,000L, including all charges whatsoever.*
But although this large sum is now expended, it must have been
of gradual growth since 1797 ; when, probably, the whole expenses
of the establishment
were not more than one-half the present
amount.
In the first place, since 1797, the amount of bank notes
in circulation has increased from about 12 millions to 28 million.-,
but the expenses of their circulation, instead of increasing in the
same proportion only, have at least, increased as one to ten.
The amount of notes of 5/. and upwards has been raised from 12
to 18 millions, and if the average value of notes, of all descriptions
above 5l., be even so low as 151., a circulation of 12 millions would
consist of 800,000 notes, and a circulation
of 18 millions of
1,200,000 notes, an increase in the proportion, as one to one and
one-half; but the 9 millions of notes under 5", which are now in
* It has been remarked, that a sntBcient allowance is not made in my calculations
for the lossa_ of the Bank by bad debts in consequence of the bad bills which they
cceasionally discount.
Their losses from this source, I am told, are often very h, rge.
On the o:her hand, I have been informed that the profits of the Bank from private
deposits, for which I have taken no credit, must oe considerable, as the East India
Company and many other public boards keep their cash at the Bank.
A cleduetion from the Bank profits should have been made for their loss by Aslett,
and for the expenses attending their military corps.
My argument will not be
afl_eted by their surplus capital being only lJ or 11 instead of 13 millions.--Note
ts
_econd Bd_ion.
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c|rcu]at]on,
have been wholly created_mce i_9_, and if they
consist
of5 millions
ofnotesof ll.,
and 2 millions
of'notes
of 21.,
a
number of 7 millionsof notes has been furtheradded to the
elrcu]ation,
and thewhole number of noteshas been raisedsince
1797, from 800,000 to 8,200,000,
or as one to ten,and at an
expenseten times greaterthan was incurredat thattime,the.
expensebeingin proportion
to thenumber,and not to theamount
of notes. Itis probable,
too,thatthenotesof II.and 21.,
which
areso constantly
used in thecirculation,
aremore ol}enrenewed
than notes of a higher value.
The public debt, too, under the management of the Bank, is more
than doubled since 1797, and must have added considerably to the
expenses of" that departmellt.
These expenses have been already
calculated to have risen since 1796, from 84,500/. to 150,000/. or
65,500/. '_
The public deposits, too, are at least double what they were in
1797, from all which I have a right to infer, that the expenses of
the Bank in 1797, could not have exceeded 150,000/., and that
they have been gradually increasing since that period ; perhaps at
the rate of 7000/. or 8000l. per annum.
The next subject for consideration, is the amount of cash and
bullion in the Bank, which at no time has been laid before the
public ;_that,
and the amount of their discounts, were the only
material £mts which the Bank concealed from the public in the
eventful year 1797.
They stated in the account laid before
Parliament, that their cash and bullion, and their bills and notes
discounted, amounted
together to 4,176,080/. on the 26th of"
February 1797. They gave also a scale of'discounts f'rom 1782 to
1797, and a scale of the cash and bullion in the Bank for the same
period. By comparing these tables with each other, and with some
parts of the evidence delivered before the _Parliamentary Committees, an ingenious calculator discovered the whole secret which
the Bank wished to conceal.
According to his table the cash and
bullion in the Bank, on the 26th of February 1797, was reduced as
low as 1,227,000l., and 4 millions was about the sum which the
Bank considered as i}dr cash; to which it never attained after
December 1795, though previously to that year it was on some
occasions more than double that amount.
For the first year or two "tfker the suspension of cash payments,
the Bank must have made great efforts to replenish their coffhrs
with cash and bullion, as they were then by no means sure that
they should not be again required to pay their notes in specie.
We find, accordingly, by accounts returned to Parliament
by the
Mint, that the amount of gold coined in 1797 and 1798, was very
little less in value than 5_000,000/.t
* The Committeeon publicexpenditurecalculatedthese expensesat 119,500/.in
1807,andstated tl,e increasefrom1796to 1807at about35,0001.
t Tile Committeeof Secrecyreportedm Parlbmlent,_hatthe cashand bullionin
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Whatever
might have been the amount of cash and bullion,
which the Bank had acquired in the first two years after the suspension of cash payments, it is probable that their stock has been
decreasing since that period, as they could have no motive for
keeping a large amount of such unproductive
capital, when they
nmst have been Trite secure that no call could be made on them
by the holders of their notes for guineas, and that before they were
again required to pay in specie, they would have ample notice to
prepare a due store of the precious mctals.--It
does not appear
possible, then, under all the circumstances of the case, that the
Bank can have added to their stock of bullion, since the gTeat
coinages of 1797 and 17q8 ; but it is highly probable that they have
considel,_bIy reduced it.
In estimating the profits of the Bank, as far as those profits are
influenced by their stock of cash and bullion, I shall be justified in
considcrlng tltcm greater since 1797 and 1798, as since those years
they wouhl naturally keep a less part of their capital in that unproductive shapc, and, consequently, more in exchequer hills, or in
merchants' acceptances,
securities which pay intercst, and are
])roduetive ofprofit.--On
an average of" tim whole eighteen years.
fi'om 1797 to 1815, the cash andbullion of the Bank cannot be
estimated as amounting to more than 3 millions, though, probably_
tbr the first year or two, it amounted to 4 or 5 millions.
These circumstances being premised, it will not be difficult to
calculate the profits of the Bank, from 1797 to the present time,
all the facts necessary to such calculation being known to us excepting the two I have just stated, viz. the amount of expenses and of
cash and bullion, but which cannot differ much ii'om that at which
:I have calculated them.
Proceeding, then, on this basis, it appears, as will be seen by the
accounts in the Appendix, that the profits and surplus capital of
the Bank for a series of years, after paying all dividends and
bonuses, have been as ibllows :--[For 7bble see next page.J
If in the accounts referred to, it should he thought that I have
cstinmted the expenses of the Bank too low, it may on the other
hand be remarked that :I have not allowed for any profit from the
deposits of individuals.
Those deposits may not be very large, as
the Bank do not afford the same accommodation to individuals as
given by other bankers.
Some profit tnust, however, be made from
this source, as well as fi'om the loss and destruction of notes, which
it may be presumed, after a time, are not included in the amount
stated to be in circulation.
Bv the purchase of silver, and coinage
the Bank. in Not'ember 1797, had increased to an amount more than five times the
value of that at _hich the,,- stood on the -_sth of T'el,rua_ 1797. They stated, too,
that the bankers and traders of London, who had a right, by the Act of ]'_arliament, to
demand three-fom_hs of an)" deposit in cash. which they had made in the Bank, o|
5,0i. and upwards, after the 25th of l"ebrua_ 1797,had on[2"claimed :in Norember 1797s
about one-sixlcenth.
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Profits after pa_ing
dividend and bonuses,

£89.872

])i_idend and boars
together.

1797,

./23.826.890

2798,

3.916.762

1799,

4,450,383

_

1800,

3,941,228

611,981

1801,

4.553,209

I 16,038

1802,

4_669,°47

460;509

94

...

1803_

5,129,756

765.859

7

...

2804,

5_895,615

306:794

12

.,.

1805,

6,202.409

346,335

12

...

2806,

6.548,744

368,008

12

...

1807:

6,916.752

581,274

I0

...

1808,

7,498,026

385,865

10

...

2809,

7,883,891

470,760

20

...

2810,

8.354,651

651,483

20

...

181 I,

9,006,134

722,188

10

...

2812,

9,728,322

739,867

10

...

1813,

10,468:189

809,786

10

...

1814,

11,279,975

1,081,649

10

...

1815,

12,359.694

1,066,625

1816,

23,426,249

533,621

7 per

cent.

7

...

17

...

7

...

22

...

(,['tokens, tile Bank must, on the whole, have been gainers; for
the value of the token has been generally lower in tim market, than
it has passed for in circulation at the time of its issue.
In point of fact, too, the Bank receives more than five per cent. interest for their money; for exchequer bills paying 3½d. per day, pay 5/.
6s. 5½d. per cent. per annum ; and in discounting hills, the interest
being immediately deducted, is emp!oyed as capital, and is instantly
productive of profit; at the samc t2me it nmst be observed tha'
(luring a part of the time for which these calculations are made,
exchequer bills bore an interest of only 3¼d. per day, which amounts
to 4l. 18s. 0¼d. per cent. per annum, rather less than five per cent.
in March 1801, when a bonus of 5 per cent., in navy 5 per
cents., was divided amongst the p,oprietors of Bank stock, Mr
Tiernev said in the/louse
of Comnlons, "that when the af_ifirs of
the Bank of England were investigated by the House of' Commons
in 1797, the surplus profits were considered by some as a security
for the enea_rements of the Bank to the public."
To which 31"1"
Samuel _hornton, then governor of the Bank, replied, that " he
could assure the honourable member, that the security of the
public would not be lessened fi'om what it was in 1797, by the
division of the sum of 582,120L voted at the general court, on tb_
* There

was tbis year

a loss

of 509,155/.
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19th instant, as exclusive of that sum, the surplus protlts of the
Bank were more now than they were in 1797." _
On an inspection of the account in the Appendix, it will be seen,
that, after paying all the dividends and bonuses to the prol)rietors ,
the Bank }lad accumulated in April 1801 savings to the atnount of
3,945,109/., exceeding the savings of 1797 by 118,'219/., an increase
not inconsistent with the declaration of Mr Thornton, attd therefbrc
tending to confirm the correctness of the basis on which thcsc
calculations are made.t
It will appear on an examination of the accounts in the Appendix
for the subsequent years, that the profits of" the Bank for every
.year since 1801 have exceeded the annual dividend paid to the
proprietors, and that in 1815, tlte surplus tbr that year only must
]lave amounted to 1,066_6"25l, so that the Bank could have paid a
dividend for that year of 19 per cent. instead of 10 per cent.
It will appear, too, that if the Bank a_airs have been only moderately well managed, they must now have an accumulated fund of
no lc:ss than 13 millions, which, in defiance of the clearest hmguage
of an act of Parliament_ the Directors have hitherto withheld from
the proprietors.
"With such an accumulated fund, the Bank couht make a division
of 100 per cent. bonus without infi_inglng on their permanent
capital; and if they could maintain their present profits, with a
deduction only of 523,908/. per annum, the interest (less income
tax) on the surplus capital proposed to be divided, they would still
have an unappropriated
income of 542,000/., which would enable
them to irjcrcase their permanent dividend from 10 to 14½ per cent
in addition to the bonus of' 100 per cent.
If they divided only a bonus of 75 per cent., they would retain a
surplus capital exceeding that of 1797, and might, on the above
supposition, have an unapproprlated
income of" 673,000/.,--they
might therefore raise their permanent dividend from 10 to 15_olper
cent. in addition to the bonus of 75 per cent.
But it cannot be expected that the Bank will, during pcac% have
* Allardycc's Address to the proprietors of the Bank of England, Appe_,dix, _'o. I 1.
_"The accounts in the Appendix are made up from January to January. The bonu._
in question was paid in April lS01. The net profits of the Bank for the whole year
1801 were 1,526,019/., consequently fi_r the quarter ending iu April they may be stated
at
•
•
.
£381,504
_Vhich. added to the snrplus capital ofJanuary'lSOl,
.
4,553,209
Give_ the total of the surplus capital in April 1801, before pavh_g the dividend and bonus,
£4,934,713
Deduct-Dividend 3½ per cent. for halfa
Bonus 5 per cent.

year,

£407,484
582,120

.

989,604
Le.aving a surplus capital in April 180_ of
And exceeding that in 1797 of
1|7

.

.
.

£3,945,109
3,826,890
" £l 18,219
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the same opportunitles of making profit as during war, and thc
proprietors must prepare themselves for a considerable reduction in
their annual income.
What that reduction may be will depend on
the new agreement now to be entered into _:ith Government, on
the future amount of public deposits, and on the conditions on
which the restoration of metallic payments may be enforced.
It is
evident that if the plan which i have recomn,ended in the fourth
section of this work be adopted_ the Bank profits from this last item
_ill not be materially reduced.
Supposing, however, that the reduction of tile annual income of
the Bank should, from the fitlling off' of their profits in all these
departments,
be as nmch as 500,000l., the profits of the Bank
would neverthelcss be equal to the payment of the present peritmnent dividend of' 10 pcr cent., even after a division of 100 per
cent. bonus to tile proprietors of Bank stock ; fbr, if' my calculations
be correct, the profits of the Bank_ after the payment of the annual
dividend of 10 per cent. to the proprictors, were, for the year ending
J'muary l, 1816,
£I,066,62:,
l)cduct then the intcrcstnowmade on I 1,642,400/.proposedto be dividcd,
less propertytax,
.
.£523,908
Lobsby a peacearrangement,
5O0,000
---1;023.905
Leaving

a surplus

cf7 per

annum_

£42,717

If, instead of 100 per cent., 50 per cent. bonus only were paid
to the proprietors, the annual surplus profit of the Bank_ after
paying 10 pcr cent. dividend, would be 304,671/, a sum equal to a
permanent increase of dividend of 21 per cent.
And if no bonus whatever were paid, but the savings were considcred as part of the Bank capital, the annutd surplus profit of the
Bank, after paying 10 per cent. dividend, wouhl be 566,625l., very
nearly equal to a pernmnent increase of dividend of 5 per ccnt.
These cstimatcs arc made on a supposition_ too_ that the property
t'_x should permanently continue, which is calculated to be an annual
charge of more than 200_0001, to the Bank_ and consequently more
than equal to a dividend of 14a per cent.
But the Directors are bound, in my opinion, under every case, to
divide the surplus profits amongst the proprietors, the law impc_tively enjoining such a division, and policy being no wise opposed
to it.
Well was it urged by the Hon. Mr Bouverie, who moved in the
last Bank court that an account of the surplus capital of the Bank
be laid befbre the proprietors, that this law respecting the division
of profits was probably enacted by the legislature, on a consideration of the powers of accumulation at compound interest, and the
dangers which might arise to the constitution or thc country, fi'om
any corporation becoming possessed of millions of treasure.
:If' the
profits of the Bank were to eontlnuc at the present rate_ and no
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addition were to be made to tile dividend now paid of i0 percent.,
the accumulation of the surplus profits in forty years would give to
rlle Bank a disposable fund of more th.'m 120 millions.
Wisely_
then, did the legislature enact, that "All the profits, benefits, and
advantage from time to time arising out of the management of the
said corporation, shall (the charges of managing ttle business of the
said governor and company o_tl_/excepted) be applied from time to
time to the uses of all the members of the said corporation for the
time being, rateably and in proportion to cach member's part, share,
'rod interest, in tim common capital, and principal stock, of the said
governor and company of the Bank of England."
Those who vindicated the Directors at the last genertd court tbr
their departure fi'om the line of conduct prescribed by the law,
recommended the increase of the capital of the Bank,--and
they
thought that the accumulated
savings nlight be adwmtagcously
employed fbr such purpose.
It is said that the :Bank Directors are t:.tvourable to such a plan.
If thc measure should be a good one, the sum of capital to be
added should be at once dcfined,--the
proprietors should have
accounts laid befbre them of tile anmunt of their accumulated fund,
and should bc consuhed on the expediency of such a disposition o{
it,--and lastly, the sanction of Parliament should bc obtained.
The :Bank, however, have waited fbr none of these conditions,-they have been, in fact, for years adding the anntml surplus profits
to their capital, without defining the amount added, or to be added ;
they do it without laying any accounts before the proprietors-uithout consulting them; and not only without the sanction of
l_arliament, but in defiance of an express law on the subject.
But if the Bank complied with all these conditions, would the
measure itself be expedient, and are the reasons given in support of
it, namely the enlarged business of the :Bank, and that it would
tend to tile security both of" the Bank and the public, of sufficient
weight to justify its adoption ?
The business and income of the Bank depend, as before stated,
on the amount of' the aggregate fund which they have to employ,
and this fhnd is derived fi'om the three ibllowing sources:
The
amount of bank notes in circuhnion, deducting only the cash and
bullion : The amount of public and private deposits : And the
_tmount of that part of the capital of the Bank which is not lent to
Government.
But it is only tim two former of these funds which
contribute to the real profit of thc l_ank ; for the interest received
ibr surph_s capital, being only 5 per cent., might be made with as
muoh facility by each individual proprietor, on his share of such
capital, if under his own management, as by combining the whole
into one fund. If the proprietors were to add fl'om their own individual property 10 millions to the capital of the Bank, the income
of the Bank would indeed be increased 500,000L or 5 per cent. on
10 millions; but the proprietors would not be gainers by such an
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arrangement.
If, however, ]0 millions were added to the amount
of notes, and could be permanently maintained in circu]ation,--or
if the public and private deposits were to be increased 10 milllon_,
theincome of the Bank wouhl not only be increased 500,000/ but
their real profits also, nnd this advan_lge would arise wholly ii'um
their acting as a joint company, and could not be otherwi.-e
obtained.
There is this material diffbrenee between a bank and all other
trades:
A bank would never be established, if it obtained lit,
other profits but those/?om the employment of its own capital ; it_
real advantagc commences only when it employs the capital -f
others.
Other trades, on the contrary, often make enormous profits
by the employment of their own capital only.
But if this argument be correct, with respect to an additional
eal)ital to be actually raised fi'om amongst the proprietors, it is
equ:dly so to one withheld t?om them.
To increase tim profits of the Bank proprietors, then_ an increase
of capital wouhl be neither necessary nor desirable.
Neither would such "m addition contribute towards the ._ecuvitq
of the Bank ; ibr the Bank can never be called upon for more than
the payment of their notes, and the public and l)rivate deposits ;
these constituting, at all times, the whole of their debts.
After
paying away their cash and bullion, their remaining securities, con-:istlng of merchants' "tcceptanccs and l']xchequer bills, must be at
lcast equal to thc wduc of their debts ; and in no case can these
_ecurities be deficient, even without aJty surplus capital, excepting
the Bank should lose all that which constitutes their growing
dividend ; and even then they could not be distressed, unless w(.
suppose that at the same time payment were dem'mded tbr cverv
note in circulation, and tbr the whole of their deposits, both public
and private.
Is it against such a contingency that the 1)roprietors are called
upon to provide ; when even under these, almost iml)ossiblc circumstances, the Bank would have an untouched ihnd of" 11,ii86,000l.
which Govermnent owe them ?
Would the security of the public be increased ? In one re.-l,ect
it would. If the Bank h:tve no other capital but that wlfich they
lend to Government, they must lose all that capital by their trade,
or more tlmn 11½ millions, before the public can be suf[i_rers ; but
if the capital of the Bank were doubled, the Bank might lose 23
millions, befbre any creditor of' theirs couhl sufl_brloss. Arc the
friends to an increase of the capital of the Bank prepared to say,
that it is against the consequences of the loss of the whole Bank
capital that they are desirous of l)rotecting the public?
It remains to be considered, whether the ability of the Bank t(,
pay their notes in specie would be increased by an increase of their
capital.
The ability of the Bank, to pay their notes in specie, must
aepend upon the proportion of specie which they may keep, to meet
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tim probable demand for payment of their notes ; and in this respect
their power cannot be increased, for they may now, if they plec(se,
have a stock of specie, not only equal to all their notes in circulation, but to the whole of the public and private deposits, and under
no possible circumstances can more be demanded of them. But the
profits of the Bank esscntlally depend on the smallness of the stock
of' cash and bullion; and the whole dexterity of" the business consists in maintaining the largest possible circulation, with the least
possible amount of their funds in the unprofitable shape of cash and
bullion.
The amount of notes in circulation depends in no degree
on the amount of capital possessed by the issuers of notes, but on
the amount required for tile circulation of the country ; which is
regulated, as I have before attempted to show, by the value of the
standard, the amount of payments, and the economy practised in
efihcting them.
The only effect, then, of the increase of the capital of the Bank
would be to enable them to lend to Government or to merchants
those funds, which would otherwise have been lent by individuals
of the community.
The Bank would have more business to do-they would accumulate more mcrchants' acceptances and exchequer
bills: they would even increase the income of the Bank; but the
profits of the proprlctors would be neither more nor less, if the
market rate of interest for money were at 5 per cent., and the
business of the Bank were carried on with the same cconomv. The
proprietors would be positive losers, if they could individually have
employed their shares of this capital in trad% or othcrwis% at a
greater profit.
But not only do tim Bank refilse, in direct contradiction to an
act of Parliament, to make a division of their accumulated profits,
but they are equally determined
not to communicate to the prol)rietors what those profits arc, notwithstanding
their bye-law
enjoins, " that twice in every year a general court shall be called,
and held for considering the general state cmd condition of this corporation_ and for the making of dividends, out of all a_2d si_ffular
the produce and profit of the capital stock and fund of this corporation and the trade thereof_ amongst the several owners
and proprietors
therein, according to their several shares and
proportions."
If the law had been silent on tile subject, the Bank Directors
would, I think, be bound to show some specific evil which wouhl
result from publicity, before they refused to show a statement of
their affairs to the proprietors:
It is in fhct the only security which the proprietors have, against
the abuse of the trust reposed in the Directors.
The aiihirs of the Bank may not always be managed by such
men as are now in the direction_ against whom not a shadow of
suspicion any where exists.
Without accounts; without a division of profits; and without
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any other proof of the accumulated fund of the Bank, but the
notoriety of the increase of the sources fi'om which the Bank profits
are made--and
that for a period of more than ten years; what
security have the proprietors against a corrupt administration
of
their aflhirs. It is not consistent with the delicacy of"the situation
of those who are entrusted with the managcment of millions to
demand such unbounded confidcnce--_o
much reliance on their
own personal character, without stating some grounds for such a
demand.
Vet the only answer which the Directors made to a
motion fbr a st'ttemcnt of' profits, in the last gcneral court, was_ that
they should consider the passing of such a resolution as betraying a
•
•
•
want of confidence.in them, and as a censure on their p_oceedmgs.
On all sides, such an intention was di._claimed ; yet, strange to
say, no other reply could be obtained fi'om the Directors.
[[he 1)ubllcatmn of accounts, bes,dcs being necessary as a check
against the corr_q)t administration of the Directors, is also necessary
to give assurance to the proprietors, that their a_airs are ably
•_dministered.
Since 1797, no statemcnt has been made of the
condition of' the Bank ; and, even in that year, it was made to
Parliament, on a particular exigenee, and not to the proprietors of"
bank stock. How, then, can the proprietors know whether_ in the
favourable circumstances in which the Bank have been placed, the
Directors ],ave availed themselves of all the opportunities which
have offered, of employing the funds entrusted to their charge to
the best advantage ? "Would it not be desirable, that ii'om time to
time the proprietors should be able to ascertain whether their just
expectations had been realised, and whether their a_airs had been
ably as well as honourably administered ? If the practice of laying
all accounts before the proprietors
had been always followed_
perhaps the Directors of 1793_ 1794, and 1795, might have been
admonished for so badly managing the affairs of the Bank, as to
keep permanently in their coffcrs a sum of cash and bullion, generally more than three-fburths, and seldom less than one-half the
whole amount of their notes in circulation.
They might possibly
have been told, that such a waste of the resources of' the Bank
showed a very limited knowledge of the principles by which a paper
currency shouhl be regulated.*
These irregularities in the proceedings of the Bank excited the
attention of an independent proprietor, Mr Allardyce, in 1797 and
1801. In his excellent publication on Bank afl'airs_ he has pointed
out with great force and ability the illegal conduct of'thc Bank.
His'opinion was confirmed by Mr_ now Sir James Mansfield_ who
was consulted by him_ as to the course necessary to be pursued, to
compel the Directors to lay an account befbre the proprietors of the
* For the account
of cash and bullion
Ihe calculations
to which I have already
doubt their general
accuracy.

in the Bank
in the
alluded,
/)age 425.

above
I can

ycar_ I trust
sec no reason
EE

to
to
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state of the Company.
as follows :--

Sir James

Mansfield's

opinion was given

"I am of opinion, that erery proprietor, at a general half yearly
court, has a right to require from the Directors, and it is the duty
of the latter to produce all such accounts, books and papers, as are
necessary to enable the proprictors to judge of the state and condition of the corporation and its funds, and to determine what
dividend ought to be paid. The proper method to be pursued by
those _vho consult me in order to obtain such a production is, that
a number of respectable 1)roprletors should immediately give notice
*.othe Governor and other Directors, that they shall require at the
next general court a production of all the necessary books, accounts
and papers; and at the general court, when it shall be held, to
attend and require such a production.
Iflt shall not be obtained,
I then advise them immediately, or within a few days after the
holding of the gencral court, to make an application to the Govcrnor
to call a ffeneral court, which application must be made by nine
membcrsat
least, havil'_g each 500/. stock.
If the Governor shall
refuse to call such general court, then the nine meml,ers who shall
have applied to him to have a court called, may themselves call one
in the manner prescribed by the charter; and whether the Governor
calls such court, or it is called by the nine members, I advise them,
as soon as it is called, to apply to the Court of King's Bench Ibr a
mandamus to the Governor and Directors, to produce at such court
all the necessary books, accounts and papers.
_ J.
"Temple,

_'IA_SFIELD."

_{arch 9, 1801."

In consequence of this opinion, Mr Allardyce dellvcred a demand
in writing at the next general court_ held the 19th March 1801,
that the accounts should be produced, and no doubt intended to
follow up this proceeding in the way recommended
by Sir James
Mansfield,--but
he soon af_er died; and since that time no proprietor has made any demand for accounts, till at the last gencral
court in December.
It is remarkable that, -qery unexpectedly to
the proprietors, a bonus of 5 per cent., in navy 5 per ccnts._ was
voted in the general court of the 19th March 1801, thc day on
which Mr Allardyee's demand was made and refhsed.
The first
motion for accounts made by Mr Allardvce was in the gencr'll
court, held 14th December 1797 ; and in 5larch 1799, there w:ts a
bonus of l0 per cent. in 5 per cents. 1797.
Mr Allardyce did not,
I believe, make any motion in the Bank court between December
1797 and March 1801.
Since 1797, then, the proprietors have remained in utter ignorance of the a_airs of the Bank.
During
eighteen years the
Directors have been silently enjoying their lucrative trade, and
may now possibly think that the same course is best adapted
to the interests of the Bank, particularly as negociations are about
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to take place with Government_ when it might be as well _hat
the amount of their accumulated fund should not be known.
But
the public attention has been lately called to the afl_airs of the
Bank ; and the subject of their profits is generally canvassed and
understood.
Publicity would now probably be more beneficial
than hurtfhl to tile Bank; for exaggerated accounts of their profit_
have been published which may raise extravagant
expectations,
and which may be best corrected by official statements.
Besides
which, the Bank are secure of their charter for seventeen years to
come; and the public cannot_ during that time, deprive them of
the most profitable part of their trade,
lf_ indeed, the charter were
about to expire, the public might question the policy of permitting
a company of merchants to enjoy all the advantages which attend
the supplying of a great country with paper money ; and although
they would naturally look with jealousy, after the" experience thrnished by other states_ to allowing that power to be in the hands
of Government, they might probably think that in a fi'ee country
means might be found by which so considerable an advantage might
be obtained tbr the State, independently of all control of nfinisters.
Paper money may be considered as aflbrding a seignoragc equal to
its whole exchangeable value,_but
seignoragc in all countrie_
belongs to the State, and with the security of convertibility
as
proposed in the former part of this work, and the appointment of
commissioners responsible toParliameut only, the State, by becoming
the sole issuer of paper money, in town as well as in the country,
might secure a net revenue to the public of no less than 2 millions
sterling.
Against this danger, however, the Bank is secure till
1833, and therefore on every ground publicity is expedient.

APPENDIL
_0.
Table

showing
the Amount
annually
)Janagcment
of the British,

Year commencing
5th January.
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
2808
1809
2810
2821
2812
1813
1814

I._

paid by the
Irisib German,

L.162,431
212,592
-918,190
238,294
236,772
263,105
247,538
267,786
271,911
292,127
297,757
210,549
222,775
217,825
228,349
223,705
238,827
242,263

.
.

.

Public, from
1797 to
and Portuguese
Debt,

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

18159 fmr

5 3
1
5
17
0
3 8
15
8
14 6
11
0
19 7
II 9
9 10
16
1
2 7
2
4
13
5
16
0
12
5
17
7
14
7

No. II.
l'ab]eshowing the Amount
annually received by tileBank from 1797 to 1825, for
receiving Contributions on _Loans._"
Year commencing
M.iebaelmaJ,.
1'_96
1797

L.20,506
27,410

3
0

4
,t

• The particulars in the above table are L_ken from the annual finance book, printed by order of
the House of Commons.
They include not only what is paid to the IL'mk, but to the Exchequer and
South Sea Company.
The annual charge of the South Sea Company is now about 14,5601. In 1797
it was 14,657/. Tim Exchequer charge _as as high a_ 6760/. 6s. 8d., m 1807it fell gradually to 2485/..
and has no_% I believe, ceased.
Th0 Bank have also been paid for management ofbfe annuities sinoe 1810,--and since 1812, about
1200/. or 13001. per annum for management of a loan ot 2_ mflhons, raised for the East India Company, which are not included in this table.
f This tattle is taken fr,an an accom;t l:,i_!bef.re Parliament. on the 19th cf June 1815.

PI_OrOSALS
commencing
J_ama'y.
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
°
1814
.
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L.16,115
6
12,489 15
39,080 17
22,538 12
9,669 l0
.

.

11,68319 7
18,13016 3
16,11516 8
12,65018 7
8,400 0 0
ii,680 0 0
14,705 0 0
19,03114 0
21,639 8 .9
42,200 0 0

.

.
.
°
.

8
5
II
3
0

.
.
°
.

No. III.
total Amount of the Unredeemed :Funded Debt of Great Britain and Ireland,
including Loans to the Emperor
of Germany and ]3rince Regent of l'ortugal,
payable in Great Britain, was on the 1st of :February 1815, according to accounts
before Parliament,
L.727,767,421
2 5_
for East India Company,
3,929,561
0 0
L.731,696;982

2

76,349,236

16

0

of unredeemed funded debt on Aug. I, 1815,
L.808,046,918
The charge for management on which it as follows :--

18

_4"'_

contracted from Feb. I to Aug. l, 1815, L.87,448,402
Redeemed from Feb. 1 to Aug. 1 1815, .
11,099,166

16
0

5_

0
0

L.15,233,484

13 ll

11,686,000
600,000,000
181,126,734

0
0
4

South Sea Stock and annuities,
South Sea Co. is paid
0
due to the Bank of England,
0
at 340/. per million,
63 at 300l. do.

for the management of _hich
L.14,560
4 11
5,898 3 5
204,000 0 0
54,338
0 5

L.808,046.218
2,795,340
39,735,898

18
0
6

.5_
0
life annuities,
.....
8
for 1,589,435/. 6s. 8d.anus. at25year_'purchasc,

L.850,577,457

5

899 5
11,920 15

0
4

1_

Deduct the first sum paid to the South Sea Company,

L.291,616
14,560

9 7
4 ll

Management paid to the Bank of England
.Auo'. 1, 1815,

L.277,056

4

on the debt as it stood)

8
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of England
Notes, including
Bank
in each of the folh)wiug
years.

Notes of five pounds
and Bank
upwards,mcluding
i)o_t bills.

Years.

439

Post

Bills,

Notes under fi_e
p,mnds.

in circulation

Total.

1797

10,095,620

1,096,100

11,191,720

1798

11,5_TfiSf)

],807,502

13,334,752

1799

12,408,522

1,653,805

14,062,327

lS00

13,598,666

2,243.266

15,841,932

1801

13,454,367

2,715,182

16,169, 594

1802

13,917,977

3,136,477

17,054,454

1803

12,983,477

3,864.045

16,847,522

181}4

12,621,348

4,723,672

17.345_020

1805

12,697,:152

4,544,580

17,241,932

1806

12.844,170

4, 291,230

17,135,400

1807

13.221,988

4.183,013

17.405,001

1808

13,402,160

4,132,420

17.534,580

1809

14,133,615

4,868,275

19.001,890

1810

16,085,522

6,644,763

22,730.285*

181 I

16.286,950

7,260,575

23,547,525

1812

15,862,120

7,600,000

23,462,120

1813

16,057.000

8,030,000

24.087,000

1814

18.540.780

9,300,000

27.840,780

1815

]S,157,936

?.161.454

27,319,410

No,
ESTIMATE

OF
TIIE

TIIE
YI"AR

notes in (.ireuhmou,
deposits,
above per,nanent

PROFITS
OF
COMMENCING

.

.
capltal,t

TIIE
BANK
JANUARY

OF ENGLAND
5 1797.

FOR

L. l I, 19 J.720
5,000,000
3,826,890
20,018,610
5,000,000

e._sh and bullion,
yielding interest,
for management
do.
do,
on 11,686,000/.

V.

.
.
of national
debt,
loan,
lotteD- ,
.
lent to Government

L.15,018,610

at 3 per

at 5 per cent.

cent.
Carry

forward,

!_.750,_30
].13,800
20,506
1,000
350,604
I,.1,266,840

1811, the above are extracted from the report of the bullion commfittee; ._incothat year from
made to Parliament.
sum _as returned by tile Bank to Parliament a_ their surplus capital, Februar_ 26_ 1797.
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Brought

Deduct-Expenses 3
Stamps,
.
.
Voluntary contribution,

over,

L. 1,-'266,84c.

L.150.000
12,000
200,000
362,000

Dividend

9o4.84o
814,96s

7 per cent. on 11,642,400].,
l'rofit,

ESTLMATE

FOR THE

YE_AR COMMENCING

Surplus before 1797
Do. of' 1797,

L.3,826,890
89,872

Bank notes in (,ireulation,
Public deposits,

L.3,916.762
13,334,752
5,700,000

Deduct cash and bullion.

L.22.951,514
4,000,000

Funds vietding interest,
Charge" for nlall.qgement
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Interest

L.._9.872

of national
loans,
lotter.v,

JANUARY

d-ht,e • L.18,951,514

at L.192,00o
5 per cent.,
27,410
1,000

1798.

I,.947,57.5

220,410
350,604

on l 1,686,800l. capital at 3 per cent.,

L.1,518,589

Deduct-:Expenses,
Stamps, .
.
.
Seven per cent. dividend.

L. 158,000
12,000
814,968
984,968
Profit,

YEAR

COMMENCL'qG

JANUARY

L.53_'_3,
6_2_1

5, 1799.

Former savings,
Do. for 1798,

L.3,916,762
533,621

Bank notes,
]'ublic deposits_

L.4,450,383
14,062,300
6,400,000
L.24,912,683
3,000,000

Deduct cash and bullion,
Yunds vlelding interest,
Charge tbr management
1)o.
do.
Do.
do.
Interest on 11,686,800/_

.
.
of national debt_
loans,
lotteries,

L.21,912,683

5 per cent., I,.1,095.634
L. 196,700
16,115
1o0o
213,815
350,604

Carry torward,

L.l,b60,053
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Deduct-Expenses,
8tamps,*
.
.
Dividend 7 per cent.,
Bonus 10 per cent.,

over,

L.1,660,053

I, 166,000
24,000
814,968
1,164,240
2,169,208
Loss,

L.509,155
,--j-

YEAR

COMMENCING

JA_NUARY

Former savings,
Lo._s of 1799,

L.4,450,383
5u9,155

I_anknoles,
Deposits,

L.3,941,228
15,841,900
7,100,000

5, ISO0.

L.26,883,128
Deduct cash and bullion,
Loan to Government,

L.3,000,000
a,000,000t

Funds yiehling interest,
Management of national debt,
Do.
loans, .
Do.
lorter.v, .

6,000.000
L.20,883,128

at 5 per cent,
L.216,700
]2,489
1,000

.

1,044_._'_6

230,189
3:)0,604

Intere.,t on 11,686,8001.,

L.1,624,949

Deduct-Expenses,
Stamps,
.
.
Dividend 7 per cent.,

L. 174,000
24,000
814,968
1,013,968
l)rofit,

YEAR

COMMENCLN'G

L.611,981

JANUARY

5, 1801.

Former savings,
Surplus,1800,

L.3,941,298
611,981

Bank notes,
Deposits,

L.4,553,209
16,169,500
7,800,000
L.28,522,709

Loan to Government,
Cash and bullion,

L.8,000,000
3,000,000
6,000,000

Funds yielding

interest,

L.22,522,709
Can_

at 5 per cent., L1:126,135
forward,

]-_.1,126,135

• The eompo._ttmnfor stamps was raised this year to 247000l.; in 1_03-4,to 3_,(_0L; in 1806-7,to
42.ffd0L;nnd in 1815-16,to b7,5001.
t The Bank lent to Government this year 3 millionsj without hlteresh for six year%and afterwa, nl
oontinued the same loan for eight )ears at 3 per cent. imeres.
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Charge for management
:l)o.
do.
1)o.
do.
Interest

FOR AN I_.COI_OMICAL
Brought over,
L.215_200
39,080
1.000

of national debt,
loans_ .
lottery,

L.I,126,135

255,980
350,604

on capital,

L.1,732,019

Deduct-Expenses,
Stamps,

.

L.182,000
24,000
206,000
L.1,526:019

Dividend 7 per cent.,
Bonus 5 per cent.,

L.814,968
582,1o0
1,397,08S"
L.128,931
12,893

Property-tax,*
l_rofit_

YEAR
Former savings,
Profit.% 1801,

COMME_NCING

.

L.116,038

ffA:NUARY

1802.

L.4,553,209
116,038
L.4,669,247
17,050,000
8,600,000

Bank note%
Deposit.,

L.30,319,247
Deduct-Loan to Govemmen b
Ca_-h and bullion,

L.3,000,000
3,000 000
6,000,000

l"umls yielding interest,
.
Charge lor management of national dcbt_
1)o.
do.
luaus, .
l )o.
do.
lottery,
Interest

L24,319,247

at 5 per cent.,
L.241,600
22,538
1,000

1,215,962

265,138
350,604

on capital,

I..1,831,704

Deduct-Expcnsc_,
Stamps,
])ividcml 7 per cent.,
Bonus 2_ per cent.,

L 190,000
24,000
814,9(;8
291,060
1_320,028

Propcrtytax,

L.511,676
51,167

])rofit,
.

L.460,509

'_ The property-L_.xwas prod by the proprietors till ]806, _l_ell the Bank agreed to pal, on thew
ttb.de l,rufi_ to Go_crtlnit_ut_aud riot to makeml_ deductloll Irom the di_adcndtsarratlt.

AND

YEAR

SECURE

CURILENC'I .

COM2_IENCING

JANUARY

4 _3

180_

Former savin_-_
b .
Profits, 1802,

L.4,66:},c47
46;9,509

Bank note&,
Deposits,

L5,1-'29,756
16,847,500
9,800,000
L.31,277,256

Loan to Government,
Cash and bullion,

L.3,000,000
3,000,000
6,000,000
L.25,277,256

Management
.Do.
]Do.

L.1,263,862

of the natiorml debt,
loans,
lottery,

L.226,000
9,669
1,0O0
236,669
350,604

Interest on capital,

L.I,SbI,IJ5
Deduct-Expenses,
Stamps,
.
Dividend 7 per cent.p

.

L. 198,000
32,000
814,968

.

1,044,968

Property-tax

L.806,16i
40,30S

on net profit, 5 per cent.,
Profit,

YE_iR C0_%LENCING

L.765.87)9

JANUARY

1804.

Former saving%
Profits, 1803, .

L.5,129.756
765,859

Bank notes,
Deposits,

L.5,895,615
17,345,020
10,000,000
L.33,240,635

Deduct-Loan to Govcrnmel)t,
Cash and bullion,

L.3,000,O00
3,000,000
6,000,000

Funds yielding interest,
Charge'fur management
l )o.
do.
I)o.
do.

.
of national
loans,
lottery,

.
debt,

L.27,240,635

Interest of capital,
Caxry foP,vard.

5 per cent.
L.246,700
.......
3,09["

1,362,030

249,700
350,604
L. 1,962,334
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Brought over,

Deduct--Expenses,
Stamps,
.
Dividend 7 per cent.
Bonus 5 per cent.

L.1,962,334

L.206,00C
:12,000
814,968
582,120

.

1,635,088
Property

L.327,246
20,452

tax 6¼ per cent.,
Profit,

YEAR
Former savings,
Profit, 1814,

COM_IENCING

.

L.306.794

1805.

L.5,895,615
306,794
],.6,20-0,409
17,241,932
10,700,000

Bank notes_
Deposits,

L.34,144,341
Loan to Government,
Cash and bullion,

.

.

L.3,000,000
3,000,000
6,000,000
L.28,144,341

Charge for management
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Interest

of national debh
loan, .
lotteries,

per cent.
L.254,400
11,683
4,000

:L.1,407_217

270,083
350,604

on capital,

L.2,027.904

Deduct-Expenses,
Stamps,
.
Dividend 7 per cent.,
• Bonus 5 per cent.,

,
.

L.214,000
32,000
814,968
582,1_o0

.
.

1,643,088
Property

L.384,816
38,481

tax 10 per cent.

L.346_335

YEAR

CO_iENCI_G

1806.

Former savings_
Savings, 1805,

L.6,202,409
346,335

Bank notes,
Public aeposits,

L.6,548,744
17,135,400
11,000,000
Carry forward,

L.34,684,144

AND

Loan to Governmc1,_,
Cash and bullion,
.

SECURE
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CURRENCY.

Broughtover,
L.34,684,144
L.3,000,000
at 3 per cent "
3,000,000
6,000,000

Charge formanagement ofnational
debt,
Do.
do.
loan,
Do.
do.
lotteries,

L.28,684_144
at5 percent.
L.275,000
18,130
2,o00

L.90,000

1,434,207

295,13o
350,604

Interest
on capital,
Deduct-:Expenses,
Stamps,
Dividend of 7 per cent.,
Bonus of 5 per cent.

L.2,169,941
"!",.222,000
32.000
814,968
582,120
651,083
L.518,853

Property
¢ Do.

tax, 10 per cent. on surplus,
.
.
.
do.
on bonus and October dividend,

L.51,885
98,960
150,845

Profit,

YEAR

COMhlENCLNG

L368,008

Former sa_ings,
l'rofit,
1806,

JANUARY
1807
L.6,548,744
368,008

Bank notes,
Deposits,

L.6,916,752
17,405,000
I1,000,000
L.35,321,752

Loan to Government,
Cash and bullion,

L.3,000,000
3,000,000

at 3 per cent.

90,00_

6,000,000
I..29,321,752

1,466,087
L.I,556,087

Management
Do.
Do.
Commission
Interest

of national debt,
loans,
lotteries,
.
for receiving property tuzL,

L.280,500
16,115
5,000
3,154
304,769
350,604

on capital,

Deduct-Expenses,
Stamps, ....

L.2,211,460
.

L.230,000
42,000
272,000
L.I,939,460

Dividend 10 per cent.:
-Property"
tax_
,

.

]'..1.164,240
.93,946
1,358,186
l:hrofit,

• Seenote, p. 44,.

L581,274
I deenote, p. 441.
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COM,_LE,NCL"qG 1808.

Former savings,
l_rotit' 1807,

L.6,916,752
581,274

Bank notes,
Deposits,

L.7,498,026
17,534,580
11,000,000

Loan to Government,
Do.
.
Cash and bullion,

L.3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000

-.

L.36,032,606
at 3 per cent

h.90,00_

9,000,000
L.27,032,606

1,351,63U
L.1,441,630

Management
Do.
Do.
Commission
Interest

o! national debt,
loan,
lotteries,
.
for receiving property duty,

L.193,300
12,650
2,000
3,154
211,104
350,604

on capital,

],.2,003,338
E,xpenscs,
Stamps,

L.239,000
42,000
281:000
I,. 1,722,338

Dividend, 10 per cent.
l'roperty tax, do.

L.1,164,240
172,233
1,336,473
Profit,

YEAR

COMMENCING

L.385,865

JANUARY

Former savings,
l'rofi_ 1808,

L.7,498,026
385,865

Bank notes,
Deposits,

1,.7,883,891
19,000,000
l 1,000,000

l.oan to Government,
Ditto, without interest,
Cash and bullion,

1809.

I_.37,888,891
L.3,000,000
at 3 per cent.
3,000,000
3,000,000
9,000,000

v__90,00c

L.28,883,891
Management of
1)o.
Do.
Commission for
Interest

national debt,
loan,
lotteries,
receiving property

1,444,194
L.205,500
_,400

duty,

?.,0003,154
220,054
350,604

on capital,
Ratty forward.

L.2,104,852

AND SECURE
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CURRENCY.
:Brought o_ er,
L.246,000
42,000

Expense_,
Stamps,

L.2,104,85_'
288,00£
L.1,816,85_

Dividend 10 per cent.,
Property tax,

L.1.164,240
I81,852
1,346,09:2
l'rofit,

YEAR

COMMENCING

L.470,76C

JANUARY

Former s:tving_.
Profit,

L.7,883,891
470,760

Bank notes,
Deposits,

L.8,354,651
22.730,000
11,000,000

1810.

L.42,084,651
Loan to Govcrnnmut,
Ditto, _ithout interest,
Cash aud bullion,

L.3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000

at 3 per cent.,

L.90.000

9,000,000
L.33,084,651

1,654/23"-"
L.1,744,2:_2

M_.nagcment of
])o.
Do.
Commission for
Interest

natiomfl debt,
loan.
lottvrie.'.,
.
receiving property _

L.200,800
11.68o
3,000
3,154
21$,634
350,604

on capital,

L.2,313,470

Deduct-Expenscs,
Stamps,

,

L.254,000
42,000
296,000
L.-°,017,470

Dividcnd, 10 per cent.,
Property duty,

L.1,164,24o
2ol,747
1.365,987
_ro6t_
--

YEAR

CO_IENCL_,'G

Former savings,
Profit, 1810_

JA.NUARY
L.8,354,651
651,483

¢,arry forwmxk

L.9.006.1:_4

lS] 1.

L.651.48:_
.|n

....
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over,

L.9,006.134
23,547,(100
I 1,000,000

Bank notes,
Dcposit_,

L.43,553,134
Loan to Government,
Ditto, without interest,
Cash and bullion,

L.3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000.00()

at 3 per cent

L 95,000

9,000,000
L.34,553,134

l, 727,7 (;5
L.1,817,765

Managetaent ofnational debt.
])o.
loan,
Do.
lotteries,
Do.
life annuitics,
Commission for receiving property duty'
Interest

L.211,300
14,705
4,000
206
3,454
233,662
350,604

oil capital,

L.2,402,031
Expcnse_,
Stamps,

L.264,000
42,000
306,000
]'..2,096,031

Dividend, 10 per cent.,
1)ropertv tax,

L.1,164,240
209,603
IJrofit,

YEAR

COM_LENCLNG

1,373,843
L.722,188

JANUARY

Former savings,
Profit, 181l,

L.9,006,134
722,188

Bank notes,
Deposits,

L.9,728,322
23,462,000
11,000,000

1812.

L.44,190,322
Loan to Government,
Ditto, without interest,
Cash and bullion,

L.3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000

at 3 per cent.,

L.90,000

9,000,000
L.35,190,392
Management ofnational
dcbt,
Do.
loans,
Do.
life annuities,
Comxmssmn for receiving property
Interest

duty,

1,759,51_
L.208,000
19,031
369
3,154
230,554
350,604

on capital,

L.2,430,674
Expenses,
Stamps,

.

.

L.273,000
42,000
315,000
Carry forward,

L.2,115,674

AND SECURE
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CURRENCY.
Brought

Dividend, l0 pc.,"cent.,
Property duty,

over,
L.1,164,240
211,567

L.oO.,l15,674
1,375,807

Profit,

YEAR

COMMENCING

L.739,867

JANUARY

Former sa_ings,
1812,

|813.

L.9,7o8,322
739,867
L.10,468,189
24,080,000
11,000,000

Bank notes,
l)cpo._its,

L45,548,189
Loan to Government,
])itto, without interest,
Cash and bullion, .

L.3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000

at 3 per cent.,

L.90,000

9,000,000
1,827,400
L.36,548,189
.I_.1,917,400
Management
])o.
1)o.
])o.
Cmnmis_ion

of national debt,
loan,
do,
life annuities,
for rceei_ ing property

L.223,100
2 t,639
2,000
462
3,154

.
dutv,

250,355
350,604

I ntcrest of capital,

L.2,518,359
]'xpenses,
StalUp':,

L.283,000
42,000
325,000
L.2,193,359

l)i_
idcnd,10 percent.,
Commission tbr receiving property dut;',

L. I,164,240

219,333
1,383,573
]'rofit,

YEAR

CO._L_,IENCLNG JANUARY

Former savings,
1813,

L.10,468,189
809,786

Bank notes,
Deposits,

L.I 1,277,975
"27,840,000
11,000,000
Carry fora_ard,

L.8_09,7.86

1814.

L 50,117,975

Fit
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Loan to Government
interest,
.
Cash and bullion,

Brought over,
without
L.3,000,000
3,000,000

1"..50,117,975

6,000,000
YT..,.44,117,975
Management of
Do.
Do.
Commission for

national debt,
loan,
life annuities,
.
receiving property duty,

L.2,205,898
L.227,000
42,200
576
3,154
272,930
350,604

Interest of capital,

L.2,829,432
]Expenses,
Stamp_,

L.299,000
42,000
334,000
L.2,495,432

Dividend, 10 per cent.,
Property tax,

L.1,164,240
249,543
1,413,783
L.1,081,649

I_rofit,

YEAR

COMMENCLNG

JANUARY

1815.

Former savzr gs,
1814,

L.11.277,975
1,081,649

Bank notes,
Deposits,

I,.12,359,624
27,300,00C
11,000,000
L.50,659,624

Loan to Govermncnt,
Cash and bullion,

L.3,000,000
3,000,000
6,000,000

Management ofnational
debt, .
Do.
loan, .
.
]Do.
liie annuities.
Commission for receiving property tax,
Interest

L.44:659,624
L.250,000
28,800
700
3,154

on capital,

L.2,232,980

282,654
350,604

.

L.2,866,238
Expenses,
Stamps,

L.300,000
87,500
387,500
L.2,478,738

Dividend, 10 per cent.,
Property tax,

L.1,164,240
247,873
1,412,113
[.at_)fit_

.

L.1,066,625

.&ND SECURE

CURRENCY.

JANUARY
Fo,'mer savings,
Savings,1815,

451

is16.
L.l-°,359,624
1,066,6"25
L.I3.426,_49

No. VI.
RESOLUTIONS_ROPOSEDCONCERNINGTIlE BANK.OF ENGLAND,lJl SIR GRENI'I_LL.
1. That it appears, that there was paid by tile public to tile Bank of England, for
managing tile national debt, including the charge for contributions
on loans and
lotteries, in the year ending 5th of July 1792, the sum of 99,803/. ]2s. 5d. ; and that
there was paid for the like service, in the )'ear ending 5th Aprd 1815, the sum of
281,568/. 6s. 11¼d. ; t)cing an increase of 181,764/. 14s. 6¼d. In addition to which,
the Bank of England have charged at the rate of 1,250/. per million on the amount of
property" duty received at the Bank on profits ari._ing fi'om proibssions, trades, and
oi_ces.
2. That the total amount of bank notes and bank post bill_, in circulation in the
)'ears 1795 and 1796 (the latter being the year prewous to the restrictioll ou cash
payments), and in the year 1814, _as o.s tbllows :-1795, 1st J_'eb. L.12_735,5")0; and 1st Aug. L.I1,214.000
1796, 1st Feb.
10,784,740 ; and 1st Aug.
9,856,1 l0
1814, 1st I;eb.
25,154,950 ; and Ist Aug.
28,802,450
3. That at present, and during many years past, more particularly since the year
1806, considerable
sums of public money, forming together an average statio_mrv
balance amounting to many millions, have been deposited with, or othe_'wi_e place_t
in the custody of the Bank of England, acting in this respect as the bankers of the
public.
4.That itappears,
from a reportordcrcdto be printed10thof August 1807,fi'om
"theCommitteeon thePublicExpenditureoftheUnitedKingdom,"thattheagglegate
amount of balancesand depositsof publicmoney in the hands of the Bank o{
England,including
bank notesdeposited
inthe Excheqaer.made up inIburdiilerent
periodsofthequarterending5th,lanm_rv1807,fluctuated
bet_ixtthesums
_'C
_¢

and°fL'll'461'90012,198,236
} includingExchequer,bank
notes depositedin the chestsof the
or

__
I and 9,948,4008'175'536
,_t-c2
_ excludingbank notesdeposited
at theExchequer.
5. That the aggregate amount of such deposits, together with the exchequer bills
and bank notes depo.qted in the chests of the tbur tellers of the Exchequer, was, on
an average, in tile year 1814,
L.11,966,371 i including batik notes det)osited at tim Exchequer,
amounting to
642,264
or
11,324,107; excluding bank notes deposited at the Exchequer.
6. That it appears, that this aggregate amount of deposits, together with such
portions of the amount of bank notes and bank post bills in circulation a,_may have
been invested by the Bank in securities bearing interest, was productive, during the
,rome period, of'interest and profit to the Bank of England.
7. That the ouly participation hitherto enjoyed by the public_, since the year 1806,
in the profits thus made on such deposits by the Bunk, has consisted in a loau of
3 millions, advanced to the public by the Bank, b.v the 46 Geo. III. cap. 41, beariug
per cent. interest ; which loan was discharged in December 1814: And iu another
loan of 3 millions, advanced to the public by the Bank, by the 48 Geo. lll, cap. 8,
free of any charge of interest ; which loan became payable in December 181.1, but
has, by an Act of the present session of Parliament,
cap. 16, been eontil:ued to the
6th of April 1816.
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8. That this house will take into early consideration the advantages derived by the
Bank, as well from the management
of tile national debt, as from the amount of
balances of public money remaining in their hands, _ith the view to the adoption oi
such
Hit arrangement, wllen
the
engagements now sub.,isting shall have expired,
as
may be consistent with what is due to tile interests of the public, and to the r;ghts,
credit and stability, of the .Bank of England.
13th ,June 1815.

_o. VII.
RESOLUTIONS
PROPOSEI)CONCERNINGTIiE BA_K OF ENGLANL BY 3IR MEI,LIflH.
1. That by the Act of 31 Geo. HI. cap. 33, there _as allowed to the Bank of
Eughmd, for the management of the public debt, 450/. per million on the capital stock
transferable at the Bank, amounting in the year ending 5th July 1792, to 98,803/.
12b. 5d. on about 219,596,000/. then so transferable ; and that by the Act 48 Geo. III.
cap. 4, the said allowance _ as reduced to the rate of 340/. per million on all sums not
exceeding 6u0 millions, and to 300/. per million on all ._ums exceeding that amount,
whereby the Bank was entitlcd, in ttle year ending 5th April 1815, to the sum ()(
241,971"/. 4s. 2_d. on about 726,570,700/. capital stock, and 798/. 3s. 7d. on 2,347,5881.,
3 per cents, transferred for life annuities, being an increase of 143,9G5/. 15s. 4_d. for
management, and au iucrea:;e of about 509,322,0001. capital stock : Also the Bank
_as allowed 1000L for taking in colJtlilmtions, ainounting to 812,500/. on a lottery in
the year ending 5th July 1792 ; and 38,798/. 19s. 2d. for takinL, in contributions,
amounting to 46,585,533/. 6s. 8d. on loans and lotteries in ttle )eat" ending 5th April
1815.
2. That it appears, that tile Bank, in pursuance of the Act 46 Geo. III. cap. 65,
has. from the .year 1806 to the prc.,ent time, made the assessments of the duty on
profits ari_illg fi'om property, on the proprietors of the whole of the fimded debt,
trausf_rable
at tim Bank of England, and has deducted tim said duty fi'om each of
the several dividend warrants, which in one year, ending 5th April 1815, amounted
it number to 5(15.600 ; and that this part of the I)usine.,s has bccn done without any
expense to, or charge on, the public.
That in pursuance of the atmve-mcntioned
Act, the dutie_ ._o deducted have front
time to time been placed to the "account of the commissioners of the treasury, on
account of the said duties," together with other sums received from the public by
vtrtue of the said Act: part of thi_ money i_ applied to the payment of certificates of
allo_ances, and the remainder i_ paid into the Exchequer.
That by virtue of the said Act, the Lords Commissioners
of the Treasury have
ntadc annual allowances, at tile rate of 1,250/. per million, upon the amount so placed
to the account of the CommisMoncr_ of the Treasury at file Bank of' England, as a
compensation for receiving, paying, and accounting for the same ; which allowances,
however, have not in any one year exceeded the sum of 3,480/., and upon an average
of eight yeal_ trove amounted annually to 3,154/. only.
The amount of duties received for the year ending 5th April 1814, wa_ o,784,343/.,
which, if it had been collected in the usual manner, at an alh)wance of 5d. per pound,
would have cost the public 58,0071. ; and the cost for collecting 20,188,2931., being the
whole of the duty received from 1806 to 1814, on which allowances have been made,
would at the same rate have amounted to 420,589/.
That all monies received by tile Bank on account of duties on property are paid into
the Exchequer
immediately
after the receipt thereof:
when this circumstance is
contr.'mted with the ordinary progress of monies into the Exchequer, the advantage
rcsuhing to the public may bc fhirly estimated at 2 per cent., which, on the amount
of duties for the year ending 5th April 1814, would be 55,686/., and, on the total
atnount from 1806 to 1814, would be 403,765/.
3. That tlle total amount of bank notes and bank post bills in circulation in the
years 1795 and 1796 (tile latter being the year previous to the restl'iction on cash
},a)'mcnts), and in tile year 1814, was as follows :-1795, 1st Feb. L.12.735.520;
and Ist Aug. L.11.214,000
1796, 1st Feb.
10.7S4,740 ; and l_t Aug.
9,856,110
1314, l_t .F_b.
2u.154,950; and 1_ Aug.
2S,802.4h0
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4. That at present, and during many years past, both hefore and since the renewal
of the charter of the Bank, eon.qderahle sums of the public money have been deposited
tvith or otherwise placed in the custody of the Governor and Company of the Bank
of England, who act in this respect as the banker of the puhlic.
The average
halances of these deposits, hoth betore and after the renewal cf the charter, were as
follows :-]'ublic balances on an avernge of one year ending the 15th ,lanunrv 1800, L.1,724.747
Unclaimed dividends for the aver,lge of one year ending let Janu:{ U" 1800,
837.966
I_.2,56o.,71S
lhd_lic balances on an overnice of eight )ears, from 1807 to 1815,
Unclaimed dividends,
do.
do.

L.4,375.405
634,614
]-_.5,010.019

5. That it appears from a report ordered to be printed lOth August 18f)7, fl'om "the
C¢,mmittce on l'ublic Expenditure of thc United l(ingdom," :hat the aggJ egate amount
of balances and deposits of puhlic money in the B:,nk of England, including bank note._
depositcd in the Exchequer, made up in tbur diffcrent periods of thc quarter ending
5thJanuary
1807, fluctuated between the sums of ll.461,201)/, and 12.198.236/.; or,
excluding bank notes depo'.ited at the Exchequer, the am,,unt /h,ctuated between
8.178,536l. and 9,948,400/., the reason for which exclusion i_ not obvious, as bv the
Act of 48 Gco. 111. cap. 3, the tellers of the t.;xchequer arc authuri_ed to tal_e as
.,.ecuritie_ on tannic., lodged, either exchequer bill, or note.,, of the Governor and
Company of the Bank of England.
And it ul.-o appears, according to accotmts laid
be/bre this house in the pre._ent session of l'arliamct, t. that the _g_n'cgate amount of
such deposits, together with the exchequer hills and bank notes deposited in the chests
of the four tellers of the ].]xchequer, was, on an average, in the year 1814-L. 1].966,371 : including bank notes deposited at the Exchequer, amounting
11,324,107; excluding hank notes deposited at the Exchequer.

to 642,264L

6. That it appears, according to accounts before this house, that the avcnt,..,e tJf the
.q_grc_ate amount of balances of pubhc money in the hands of the Bank of i':rlghtnd,
trota l"ebruary 1807 to ]"ebrtmla" 1815, was 5.010,019/. ; and that the average of hills
and bank notes deposited in the chests of the four tellers of the Exchequer, fi'om
August 1807 to April 1815. was 5,968,793L, making together 10,978,812t'., being 850.906L
less than the average of tbe said accounts for one year ending 5th January 1807, as
stated in the report of the Committee on the Public Expenditure.
7. '/'hat by the 39 and 40 Geo. IlI. cap. °8, extending the charter of the Bank for
twenty-one years, the Bank advanced to the public 3,000,000L for six )'ears without
interest, and extended the loan of 11.686,800L for twenty-one )'cars at an interest of
3 per cent. per annum, as a consideration
tbr the privileges, protits, emoluments,
benefits, and advantage_ granted to the Bank hy such exte.n,ion of its chm'ter.
That the interest of 3.0QO,OOOLfor six years, at 5 per cent. per annum, is
That the difference between 3 per cent. and 5 per cent. on 11,686,800L
is _233,736L, which in twenty-one 3.cars amounts to
.
That the above loan of 3,000.000). was continued to the public from 1806,
when it heeame payable, until 1814. at an interest of 3 per cent.,
making an advantage
in favour of the public of .'2per cent., or
60,000L per annum, which in ,_;gh; year._ and eight months
amounts to .
•
•
That in 1808, the Bank" advanced to "the pul_lie :3.000.000l." without
interest_ which, hy an Act of the present session, is to remain
without interest until the 5th of April 1816; the interest on this
advance, at 5 per cent., will, ibr eight years, amount to

L.900.00(l
4.908,456

520,000

1.200_000

8. That by the 39 and 40 Geo. III. cap. 28, see. 13, it is enacted, that during the
eontlnuanee of the charter, the Bank shall enjoy all privileges, profits, emoluments.
benefits, and advantages whatsoever, which they now possess and enjoy hy virtue ol
any employment by or on behalf of the public.
That, previously to such renewM of *.heir charter, the Bank was employed as the
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public banker, in keeping the cash of all the principal departments
in the receipt of
the pubhc revenue, and in issuing and conducting the public expenditure.
That the average amount of
the 1st February 1814
the Bank previously to
was
Unclaimed dividends for the

the public balances in the hands of the Bank, betweev
and the 15th January 1815. upon accounts opened at
the renewal of the charter on the 28th ]_Iarch 1800,
"L.4,337,025
average of one year ending 1st Janual T 1815,
779,794
L.5,116,819

Th.lt the average public balances in the hands of the Bank during the same period,
upon accounts opened ar the Bank between the 28th March 1800 and the 27th
February 1808, was
L.370,018
That the average public balances in the bands of the Bank during the
same period, upon accounts opened at the Bank subsequent to the
27th :February 1808, was
L.261,162
9. That whenever the
Bank shall expire, it may
from its transactions with
as may be consistent with
prevai'l in all transactions
June 26, 1815

engagements now subsisting between tbe public and tbe
bc proper to collsider the advantages derived by the Bank
the public with a view to the adoption of such arrangements
those principles of equity and good faith which ought go
bct_een the public and the Bank of EnglaD'J
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INTRODUCTION.

Ir cannot, I think, be denied, that, within these few years, gTeat
progress has been made iP- diffusing correct opinions on tile iml)olicy
of imposing restrictions on the importation of foreign corn; but,
unbappily_ much prejudice yet exists on this subject, and it is to be
feared that tile generally prevailing errors in the minds of those who
are suffering from the distressed state of our agriculture, may lead
to measures of increased restriction, rather than to the only cff_etuai
remedy for th_se distresses, the gradual approach t_ a system of
fi'ee tr]_tde. It is to the present corn-law that much of the distress
is to be attributed, and I hope to make it appear, that the occupation of a filrmer will be exposed to continual hazard, and will be
placed under peculiar disadvantages,
as compared with all other
occupations, while any system of restriction on the importation of
foreign corn is continued, which shall have the effect of keeping
the price of corn in this country habitually and considerably above
the prices of other eountrles.
Before I proceed, however, to this, which is the main object that
.l have in view, I wish to notice some of the prevailing opinions
which are daily advanced on the subject of the causes of the present
distress ; on the doctrine of remunerating
price ; on taxation ; on
currency, &c. : after disposing of these, we shall be better able to
examine the important question of what ought to be the permanent
regulations of this country, respecting the trade in corn, in order to
•ff_ord the greatest security to the people, for a cheap and steady
price_ with an abundant supply of that essential article.
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SECTION

L

On RemuneratingPrice.
THE words Remunerative
Price are meant to denote the price at
which corn can be raised_ paying all charges, including rent_ and
leaving to the grower a fair profit on his capital.
It follows from
this definition_ that in proportion as a country is driven to the cultivation of poorer lands for the support of an increasing population 9
tile price of corn, to be remunerative_ must rise : for even if no rent
is paid for such poorer land--as the charges on its cultivation must,
for the same quantity of produce, be greater than on any other land
previously eultivated_ those charges can only be returned to the
grower by an increase of price. "I know districts of the country,"'*
says Mr Iveson, " taking the very best qualities in them, that will
produce from four to five quarters by the acre. I know there are
farms tlmt have averaged in the wheat crop, four quarters to the
acre, or 32 bushels." "_n what part of the kingdom.--In
Wiltsmre.
" What would you estimate the second quality of land at ?--I think
the middling, or second_ what I should call the middling quality of
lands under good eultivatlon_ may be taken at two quarters and a
half." " And the inferior lands ?--From 12 to 15 bushels an aere:'
3Ir Harvey was asked, " What is the lowest rent you have ever
known to be paid for the worst land on which corn is raised 9___
Eighteen-pence
an acre."
l_ir Harvey further stated, that on an
average of the last ten years he had obtained 30 bushels of wheat
per acre from his land. Mr Wakefield's evidence was to the same
effect as Mr Iveson's ; but the difference according to him between
the produce of wheat per acre on the best and worst land in cultivation was as much as 32 bushels ; for he said " that on the sea
coast of lqorfolk_ Suffolk_ Essex_ and Kent_ the crop is thought a
bad one, if' it be not 40 bushels per acre ;" and he added_ " I do
not believe that the very poor lands produce above eight bushels
per acre."
* Report,AgriculturalCommittee,1821, page 338.
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Suppose now; that the population of England had only been onehalf its present amount, and that it had not been necessary to take
any other quality of land into cultivation than that which yielded
32 bushels of wheat per acre ; what would have been the remunerative price?
Can any one doubt of its being so low that, if the
prices on the Continent had been at the same average at which
they have been for the last five or ten years, we should have been
an exporting instead of an importing country ? It is true, that this
hmd now yiehts 32 bushels, and would have yielded no more on the
supposition that :I have made ; but is it not true, that the value of
the 32 bushels now raised is regulated by the cost of producing the
12 or 15 bushels on the inferior lands of which Mr Ivcson speaks?
If the cost of"raising 15 bushels of wheat is as great now as the cost
was of raising 30 bushels formerly, the price must be doubled to bc
remunerative, for the degree in which the price must rise to compensate the producer for the charges which he has to pay does not
depend on the quantity produced, nor on the quantity consumed,
but on the cost of its production.
The diflhrence in the value of
1he quantity raised on the good land, antl on the inferior land, will
always constitute rent ; so that tim profits of tim occupiers of the
good" and bad land will be the same, but the rent of the best land
will exceed the rent of the worst by the difference in the quantity
of produce, which, with the same expense, it can be made to yiehl.
it is now universally admitted, that rent is the effect of the rise in
the price of corn, and not the cause ; it is also 'tdmitted, that the
only permanent cause of rise in the value of corn, is an increased
charge on its production, caused by the necessity of cultivating
poorer lands ; on which, by the expenditure of the same quantity
of labour, the same quantity of produce cannot be obtained.
Is it not true that the rent on the better land is regulated by the
lesser quantity of 15 bushels, with which we are now obliged to
be contented on our poorer hinds ? The rent wlfieh is now a charge
on cultivating the land which yields the 32 bushels, and which is
equal to the value of 17 bushels, the diffbrence between 15 and 32
bushels, could not have existed if no land was cultivated but such
as yielded 32 bushels.
If, then, with the charge of rent, the cost of
raising 15 bushels on the rich land--and
without the payment of
rent, the cost of raising the same quantity on the poor hind, is now
as great as the cost of raising 30 bushels was formerly on the rich
land, when no rent was paid, the price must be doubled.
It appears, then, that, in the progress of society, when no importation takes place, we are obliged constantly to have recourse to
worse soils to feed an augmenting population, and with every step
of our progress the price of corn must rise, and with such rise, the
rent of the better land which had been previously cultivated, will
necessarily be increased.
A. higher price becomes necessary to
compensate tbr the smaller quantity which is obtained; but this
higher price must never be considered as a good--it would not have
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existed
ifthesame returnhad been obtainedwhh lesslabour--it
wouhl nothave existed
if,by theapplication
oflabourto manulhctures_
we had indirectly
obtainedtllecorn by the exportation
of
lhosenlanufhctures
illexchangeforcorn. A high pric% if the
effect
of a highcost,isan evil,
and nota good ; thepriceis high,
becausea greatdealof labourisbestowedin obtainingtilecorn.
]fonlya little
labourwas bestowedupon it,more ofthelabourof
the country,which constitutes
itsonlyrealsourceof wealth,
would
have been at itsdisposalto procureotherenjoymentswhich are
dedrable.

SECTION

II.

On the Influence of a Ri_e of Wages on the Price of Corn.

MucJl ot'what has been said in the foregoing section, would prob'd)ly
be allowed by some of' those who are the advocates tbr a restricted
trade in corn ; they would, however, add, that though it could be
shown that no protcctlng duties on the import'ltioll of'corn couhl
be justifiable, Inerely on account of the iIlCI'Ca._cd expenditure of
labour necessary to obtain a given quantity in this country ; )el;
such duties were necessary to protect the fhrmer against the cfthcts
of high wages in tiffs country_ caused by the taxation which falls
on the labouring classes, and which must be repaid to them by tl,eir
employers, by means of high wages. This argument proceeds on
the assumptlon_ that high wages tend to raise the price of the commodities on which labour is bestowed.
If the fimner_ they say,
could, before taxation, and the high wages which arc the cfthct of
it, compete with the foreign grower of corn, lie can no hmger do so
now he is exposed to a burthcll t}om which his competitor is fi'ee.
This whole argument is thllacious,--the
farmer is placed under
no comparative disadvantage
in consequence of a rise of wages.
If, in consequence of taxes paid by the labouring class, _ages
dlould rise, which they in all probability would do, they would
equally aflbct all ciasses of producers.
If it be deemed necessary
that corn shouhl rise in order to remunerate the growers, it is also
necessary that cloth, hats, shoes_ and every other commodity should
rise, in order to reinuneratc the producers of those articles. Either,
then, corn ought not to rise_ or all other commodities should ri_c
along with it.
If neither corn, nor any other commodity, rise, they will of course
be .all of the _ame relative value as before ; and if they do all rise,
_.he same will be true. All must require protecting dutics_ or nonc.
To impose protecting duties on all commodities would be absurd.
bccause nothing would be g.gncd by it--it would i_ no way alter
the relative value of commodities ; and it is only by altering the
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relative value of commodities that any particular trade is protected,
not merely by an alteration of price.
If England gave a yard of
superfine cloth to Germany for a quarter of wheat, she would
neither be more nor less disposed to carry on this trade, if both
cloth and corn were raised 20 per cent. in price.
All foreign trade
finally resolves itself" into an interchange of commodities ; money is
but the measure by which the respective quantities are ascertained.
:No commodity can he imported unless anothcr commodity is
exported ; and the exported commodity must be equally raised in
price by the risc of wages.
It is essential that a drawback should
be allo_ed on the exported article, if the one imported be protected
by a duty.
But it comes to the same thing, if no drawback be
ailowed on the one, nor protection granted to the other, because, in
either cruse,precisely the same quantity of the foreign commodity will
bc obtained for a given quantity of the home-made commodity.
If a quarter of corn be raised fi'om 60s. to 75s., or 25 per cent.
by a rise of wages, and a certain quantity of hats or cloth be raised
in the same proportion by the same cause, the importer of corn into
England would lose just as much by the commodity which he
exports :is he would gain by the corn which lie imports.
If trade
were left fi'ee, corn would not rise from 60s. to 75s., notwithstanding
the rise of wages ; nor would cloth, or hats, or shoes, rise from this
cause.
But, if'I should allow that they would rise, it would make
no difference to my argument ; we should then export money in
exchange for corn, because no commodity could be so profitably
employed in paying fbr it; for, by the supp.ositlon, every other
commodity is raised in price.
The exportatmn of money would
gradually lessen the quantity, and raise its value in this country,
while the importation of it into other countries would have a contrary effect in them ; it would increase the quantity, and sink its
value, and thus the price of"corn, of cloth, of hats, and of all other
things in England, would bear the same relation to the prices of
the same commodities in other countries as they bore befbre wages
were raised. In all cases, the rise of wages, when general, diminishes
profits, and does not raise the prices of commodities.
If the prices
of commodities rose, no producer would be benefited; for of what
consequence could it be to him to sell his commodity at an advance
of 25 per cent., if he, in his turn, were obliged to give 25 per cent.
more for every commodity which he purchased ? He would be precisely in the same condition, whether he sold his corn tbr 25 per cent.
advance, and gave an additional 25 per ccnt. in the price of his
hats, shoes, clothes, &c., &c., as if he sold his corn at the usual
price, and bought all the commodities which he consumed at the
prices which he had before given for them.
No one class of pro
ducers, then, is entitled to protection on account of a rise of wages,
because a rise of wages equally affects all producers;
it does not
raise the prices of commodities because it diminishes profits ; and,
if it did raise the price of commodities_ it would raise them all iD
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thesame proportion,
and would not,therefore,
alterthcirexchangeablevalue. It isonlywhen commoditiesare alteredin relative
value,by theinterference
of Government,thatanytax,which shall
actasa'protect_on
againsttheimportation
ofa foreign
commodity,
can be justifiable.
It is by many supposed, that a rise in the price of corn will raise
the price of all other things ; this opinion is founded on the erroneous
view which they take of the effect of a general rise of wages. Corn
rises because it is more difficult to produce, and its cost is raised ;
it would be no rise at all if all other things rose with it. It is a
real rise to the batter and clothier, if they are obliged, one to give
more hats, the other more cloth, _br their corn ; it would be no rise
at all to them, and it would be impossible to show who paid for
the increased cost, if their commodities also rose, and exchanged
for the same quantity of corn.
It may be laid down as a principle, that any cause whmh operates
in a country to affect equally all commodities, does not alter their
relative value, and can give no advantage to _breign competitors,
but that any cause which operates partially on one does alter its
wdue to others, if not countervailed by an adequate duty ; it will
give advantage to the foreign competitor, and tend to deprive us of
a beneficial branch of trade.

SECTION

IiI.

On the Effccts of Taxe_ imposed on a particular

Commodity.

FOR the same reasons that protecting duties are not justifiable on
account of the rise of wages generally, from whatever cause it may
proceed, it is evident that they are not to be defended when taxation is general, and equally affects all classes of producers.
An
income tax is of this description ; it a_t_cts equally all who employ
cal)]tal , and it has never yet been suggested by those most favour able to protecting duties that any would be necessary on account
of an income tax. But a tax affecting equally all productions
is
precisely of the same description as an income tax, because it leaves
them, after the tax, of the same relative value to each other as
before it was imposed.
The rise of wages, a tax on income, or a
proportional tax on all commodities, a]l operate in the same way;
they do not alter the relative value of goods, and therefore they do
not subject us to any disadvantage in our commerce with foreign
countries.
We suffer indeed the inconvenience of paying the tax,
but from that burthen we have no .means of freeing ourselves.
k tax, however, which falls exclusively on the producers of a
particular commodity tends to raise the price of that commodity,
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and if it did not so raise it the producer would be under a disadvantage as compared with all other producers ; he would no longer
gain the general and ordinary profits by his trade. By rising in
price, the value of this commodity is altered as compared with other
commodities. If no protecting duty is imposed on the importation
of a similar commodity from other countries, injustice is done to the
producer at home, and not only to the producer but to the country
to which he belongs. It is for the interest of the public that he
should not be driven from a trade which, under a system of free
competition, he would have chosen, and to which he would adhere
if every other commodity were taxed equally with that which he
produces. A tax affecting him exclusively is, in thct, a bounty to
that amount on the importation of the same commodity tl'om
abroad; and to restore competition to its just level, it would be
necessary not only to subject the imported commodity to an equal'
tax, but to allow a drawback of equal amount, on the exportation of
tlle home-made commodity.
Tile growers of torn arc subject to some of these peculiar taxes,
such as tithes, a portion of the poor's rate, and perhaps, one or two
other taxes, all of which tend to raise the price of corn, and other
raw produce, equal to these peculiar burthens. In the degree, then,
in wlfich these taxes raise the price of' corn, a duty shouhl be imposed on its importation. If from this cause it be raised 10s. pet"
quarter, a duty of 10s. should be imposed Oil the importation ot
foreign corn, and a drawback of the same amount should be allowed
on the exportation of corn. By means of this duty and this drawback, the trade would be placed on the same footing as if it had
never been taxed, and we should be quite sure that capital would
neither be injuriously for the interests of tile country, attracted
towards, nor repelled from it.
The greatest benefit results to a country when its Government
forbears to give encouragement, or oppose obstacles, to any disposition of capital which the proprietor may think most advantageous
to him. By imposing tithes, &c. on the fiLrmer exclusively, no
obstacle would be opposed to him, if there were no foreign competition, because he would be able to raise the price of his produce,
and if he could not do so he would quit a trade which no longer
afforded him the usual and ordinary profits of all other trades. But
if importation was allowed, an undue encouragement would be given
to the importation of foreign corn, unless the foreign commodity
were subject to a duty, equal to tithes or any other exclusive tax
imposed on the home grower.
But the home grower would still have to complain, if he was
refused a drawback on exportation, because he might then say,
" Before your duty, and before the price of my produce was raised
in consequence of it, I could compete with the foreign grower in
foreig'n markets ; by making the remunerating price of my corn
higher_ you have deprived me of that advant._g%therefore give me
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a drawback equal to the duty, and you, in every respect, restore
me to the positlon_ as it regards both my own countrymen,
as
producers of other eommoditlcs, and foreign growers of raw produce,
m which I was bcibre placed."
On every principle of justice, and
eonsis_ently with the best interests of the country, his demand
should be acceded to.

SI'CTION

IV.

On tile Effect ofAbundant Cropson the :Priceof Corn.
IN a forluer section I have endeavoured to show, that the price of
corn, to he remunerative, must Imy all the charges of"its production,
including in those charges the ordinary profits of the stock employed.
It is, in flint, by these eondltions being fulfilled, that the
supply, on an averagc of year.% is regulated.
]f the price obtained
be less than remunerative, profits will be depressed, or will entirely
disappear.
If it be more than remunerative,
profits will be high.
In the first case, cnpital will be withdrawn fi'om the land, and the
supply will gradually conform to the demand.
In the second case,
('apital will be attracted to the lan,1, and the supply will be increased.
But_ notwithstanding
this tendency of" the supply of corn to confbrm itself to the demand, at prices which shall be remunerative, it
is impossible to calculate accurately on the effects of the seasons.
Sometimes, for a few years successively, crops will be abundant;
at other times they will, tbr an equal period, be scanty and insufficient. When the'quantity
of corn at market, from a succession of
good crops, is abumlant, it fidls in price, not in thc same proportion
as the quantity exceeds the ordinary dcmand, but very considerably
more. The demand for corn, with a given population, must necessarily be limited;
and, although it may be, and undoubtedly is,
*rue, that when it is abundant and cheap, the quantity consumed
will be increased, yet it is equally certain, that its aggregate value
will be diminished.
Suppose 14 millions of quarters of wheat to be
the ordinary demand of England_ and that, from a very abundant
season, 21 millions are produced.
If the remunerative
price were
3l. per quarter, and the value of" the 14 millions of quarters
42,000,000/., there cannot be the least doubt, that the 21 millions of
quarters would be of very considerably less value than 42,000,000/.
:No principle can be better established, than that a small excess of
quantity operates very powerfully on price.
This is true of all
commodities ; but of none can it be so certainly asserted as of corn,
which forms the principal article of the food of the people.
The
principle, I believe, has never been denied by those who have turned
their attention to this subject.
Some, indeed, have attempted to
estimate the fall of price which would take place_ under the supGG
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position
of the surplus
hearingdifferent
proportions
to theaverage
quantity. Such calculations,
however,must be verydeceptious,
as
,aogeneralrulecan he laiddown forthevariations
of pricein proportionto quantity.It would be diflbrent
in dill}trent
countries
;
it must essentially depend on tile weahh or poverty of the country,
and on its means of holding over the superfluous quantity to a future
season.
It must depend, too, on the opinions formed of'the 1)robability of"the future suplfly being adequate or otherwise to the futm'e
demand.
This, however, is, I think, certain, that the aggregate
value of an abundant crop will ahvays be considerably less than the
aggregate wflue of an average one ; and that the aggregate value
of a very limited crop will be considerably greater titan that of an
average crop. ]f 100,000 lo'tves were sohl every day in London,
and the supply should all at once bc reduced to 50,000 per day, can
any one doubt but that the price of' eaeh loaf would be considerably
more than doubled ? The rich wouhl continue to consume precisely
the same number of loaves, although the priee was tripled or quadrupled.
If, on the other hand, 200,000 loaves, instead of 10%000,
were daily exposed tbr sale, e.ould they be disposed of without a _hll
of price, f_r exceeding the proportion of the excess of quantity ?
y_rhy is water without wduc, but because of its abundance ? If
corn were equally plenty, it wouhl have no greater value, whatever
quantity of labour might have been bestowed on its production.
In proof of the correctness of this view, I may refer to the prices
of wheat in this country in different seasons of plenty, when it will
be seen that, notwithst_ulding we were in a degree relieved by exportation_ yet, from the abundance of' erops, eorn has been known
to fill 50 per cent in three years. Now, to what can this be imputed
but to excess of quantity ? The doemnent which follows is copied
fl'om Mr Tooke's evidence before the committee of 1821.
s. d.
Quarters.
In 17-°8the price of wheat _as 48 5_ with an excessof import of 70,757
1732
23 8_ with an exee_sof export of -009,058
1740
1743
1750

45 0,_
2'2 1
-08 104_

1757
1761

.53 4
-0610_

46,82-0
371,429
947,323

....

exce_sof import
excessof export
Page

t

229, Agricultural

130,017
441,956
lleport.

Because it has been said, that abundance may be prejudieial to the
interests of the producers, it has been objected that the new doctrine
on this subject is, that the bounty of Providence
may beeome a
eurse to a country ; but this is essentially changing the proposition.
:No one has said that abundance is injurious to a country, but that
it frequently is so to the producers of the abundant commodity.
If what they raised was all destined for their own consumption,
abundance never could be hurtful to them ; but if, in consequence
of the plenty of corn, the quantity with wlfich they go to market to
furnish themseh'es with other things is very much reduced in value,
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they are deprived of the means of obtaining their usual enjoymenfs ;
they have, in t:aet, an abundance of' a co,nmodity of' little cxchangeable value.
If we lived ill one of Mr Owen's parallelograms, and
enjoyed all our productions in common, then no one could suft_r iu
consequence of abundance ; but as long as society is constituted as
it now is, abundance will often be injurious to produecrs_ and scarcity
beneficial to them.

SECTION

V.

On the Effect produced on the Price of Corn by Mr Pecl'_ Bill tbv re._toring the
Ancient Statmlard.

Bitch difference of' opinion prevails on the effect produced on the
price of corn by Mr Peel's bill fbr restoring the ancient standard.
On this subject there is a great want of' eandom" in one of' the dis°
put':ng parties ; and I believe it will be found, that many of those
who contended_ during the w'tr, that our money was not depreciated
at all, now endeavour to show that the depreciation
was then
enormous, and that all the distresses which we are now suffering
have arisen fi'om restoring our currency fi'om a depreciated state to
par.
It is also fbrgotten that, from 1797 to 1819, we had no standard
whatever by which to regulate the quantity or value of our money.
:Its quantity and its value depended entirely on the Bank of England,
the Directors of which establishmcnt, however desirous they might
have been to act with fairness and justice to the public, avowed that
they were guided in their issues by principles which, it is no longer
disputed, exposed the country to the greatest embarrassme.aat.
Accordingly, we find that the currency varied in value considerably
during the period of twenty-two years, when there was no other
rule fbr regulating its quantity and value but the will of' the Bank.
In 1813 and 181,1: the depreciation of our currency was probably
at its highest point, gold being then 5l. 10s. and 5l. 8s. per ounce ;
but, in 1819_ the value of' paper was only 5 per cent. below its
anelent standard_ gold being then 4L 2s. or 41. 3s. per ounce. It
was in 1819 that Mr Peel's bill passed into a law. At the time of
passing that bill, Parliament had to deal with the question as it
then presented itself', h was thought expedient that an end should
be put to a state of things which allowed a company of merchants
to regulate the value of money as they might think proper i and the
only point which could then come under consideration was, whether
the standard should be fixed at 4l. 2s, which was the price of"gold,
not only at the time when Parliament was legislating_ but its price
for nearly the whole of the four preceding years; or the ancient
standard of 3l. 17s. 10½d. should be restored.
Between these t_o
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prices Padlament
was constrained to determine, and, I thlnk, in
choosing to go back to the ancient standard, it pursued a wise
course. But when it is now said that money has been forcibly
raised in value,--25 per cent., according to some ; 50, and even {_()
per cent., according to othcrs,--thcy
do not refer to 1819, the
period at which that bill passed, but to the pcrlod of the greatest
deprcsslon ; and they charge the whole increase in the value of the
currency to Mr Peel_s bill. Now, it is to the system which allowed
of such variations in the value of money that _Ir Pecl's bill put an
end. If, indeed, in 1819, or immediately preceding 1819, gold had
bccn at 5l. 10s. an ounce, no measure could have been more inexpedient than to make so violent a change in all subsisting engagements, as would have been made by restoring the ancient standard ;
but the price of gohl, as I have already said, was then, and had
been fbr fbur years, about 4l. 2s., never above, aml frequently rather
under, that price; and no measure could have been so monstrous
as that which some reproach the IIouse of Commons for not having
adopted, namely, of fixing the standard at 5l. los. ; that is, in other
words, after the currency had regained its value within 5 per cent.
of gold, under the operation of the bad system, again to have
degraded it to 30 per cent. below the value of gold.
It will be remembered, that a plan was by me submitted to the
country for the restoration of a fixed standard, which would have
rendered the employment of any greater quantity of gold than the
Bank then possessed wholly unnecessary.
That plan was to make the Bank liable to the pavntent of a
certain large and fixed anmunt of their notes in gold bullion at the
3Iint price of 3£ 17s. 10{d. an ounce, instead of payment in gohl
coin. If that plan had been adopted, not a particle of' gold would
have been used in the clrculation,_all
our money must lmvc
consisted o! paper, excepting the silver cola necessary for payments
under the _alue of a pound.
In that case it is demonstrabie, that
the value of money could only have bccn raised 5 per cent. by
reverting to the fixed ancient standard, for that was the whole
difference between the value of gold and paper. There w'_s nothing
in the plan which could cause a rise in tim value of gold, for no
•additional quantity of gold wouhl have been required, and therefore
5 per cent. would have been the full extent of the rise in the v'due
of money. '_ Mr Pcel's bill adopted this plan for fbur years, after
which payments in coin were to be established.
If for the time
specified by the bill the Bank Directors had managed their aflkirs
with the skill which the public interest required, they would have
been satisfied with so regulating their issues, after Air Pcel's bill
• With 4L 2._. in bank notes, any one could purchase precisely the same qliantity of
commodities as with the gold in 31. 17s. 10_d. ; the object of the plan was to make
:_1. 17s 10,_d. in bank notes, as valuahle as 31. 17s. 10._d. in gold. To effect this object,
could it have been necessaD' , could it, indeed, have been possible, to lower the valuo
of goods more than 5 per ccnt._ if the _alue of gold had not been raised ?
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passed, that the exchange should continue at par, and consequently
no importation of gold could have taken place ; but the Bank, who
always expressed a decided aversion to the l_hm of bullion payments,
immediately commenced preparations for specie payments.
Their
issues were so regulated, that the exchange became extreme]y
Ltvournb]e to this country ; gold flowed into it in it continued stream,
and all tlmt came the Bank eagerly purchased at 3l. 17s. 10½d. per
ounce.
Such "t demand for gold could not thil to elevate its value
compared with tile value of all commodities.
_Not only, then, had
we to elevate tile value of our cunenev 5 per cent., the amount of
the difference between the value of' paper and of gold befbre these
operations commenced, but we had still fin'thcr to elevate it to the
new value to which gohl itself" was rai_-ed bv the injudicious
purchases which the Bank made of that metal.
It cannot, I think,
be doubted, that if bullion paylnents had been fifirly tried for three
out of the tbur ye'u's between ]81(,) and 1823, and had been found
fully to auswer all tim objects of"a currency regulated by gold at a
fixed value, the same system would have been continued, and we
shouhl have escaped the further pressure which tim country has
undoubtedly undergone from the efl'eets of the great demand ibr
gohl which specie p'tyments have entailed upon us.
The Bank Directors urge in detente of the n,easures which they
have pursued the eo,nplaints _hleh were nmde against them on
account of tim fl'equent executions for tbrgery, _vhieh rendered it
indispensable that they should withdraw the one-pound notes from
circulation for the purpose of repl'ming them with coin. If they
could not substitute a note better calculated to prevent forgery
than the one which they have hitherto used, this plea is a valid one,
fbr the sacrifice of a snmll pecuniary interest eouhl not be thought
too great if it took away the tcmptatiou to tile crime of ibrgery, ibr
which so many untbrtunate
persons were annually executed;
but
this excuse comes with a bad grace from the Bank of England,
who did not discover the importance of preventing tbrgery by the
issue of coin till 1821, after they had made such large pt,rclmses of
gold that they were under the necessity of applying to Parliament
tbr a bill to enable them to issue coin in payment of their notes,
which, by Mr Peers bill, they were prevented from doing till 182:_.
How comes it that they did not m'lke this discovery in 1819, when
the committees of the Lords and Commons were sitting on bank
payments ? Instead of being eager at that period to commence
specie payments, they remonstrated,
in a manner which many
thought unbeconfing, against any plan of metallic payments whicil
did not leave the uncontrolled power of increasing or diminishing
the amount of the currency in their hands.
It surely is not
forgotten, that, on an appli_atlon by the Lords' Committee to tile
Bank, dated the 24th 5/arch 1819, asking if" the Bank had any
and what objections to urge against the passing a law to require it
shotdd pay its notes in bullion on demand, but in sums not less in
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amount than ]00l., 200l., or 300l., at "3/. 17s. 10_d., and to buy
gold bullion at 3/.. 17s. 6d. by an issue of its notes, the said plan to
commence after a period to be fixed for that purpose ;" the
Directors answered, " the Bank has taken into consideration
the
question sent by the Committee of tile House of Lords, under date
of the 24th March, and is not aware of any difficulty ill cxchanglng,
for a fixed amount of bank notes, gold bullion of a certain weight,
provided it be melted, assayed, "rod stamped bv his Majesty's Mint.
_:The attainment of bullion by the Bank at'3/. 17s. 6d. is, in the
estimation of the Court, so uncertain, that the Directors, in duty
to thclr proprietors, do not feel themselves competent to engage to
issue bullion at the price of 3l. ] 7s. 10M. ; but the Court beg leave
to suggest, as an ahernative, the cxpedi'ency of"its furnishing_ullion
of a fixed weight to the extent stated at the market price as taken
on the preceding foreign post-day, in exchange tbr its notes, provided a reasonable time be allowed tbr the Bank to prepare itself' to
try the effect of such a measure."
If this proposal had been acceded to, the Bank would itself have
determined the price at which it should have sold gold from time
to time to the public, because by extending or curtailing their
issues, they had the power to make the price of gohl just what they
pleased, 41. or 10/.. an ounce, and at that price to which they migh't
choose to elevate it, they graciously proposed to sell it, "provided
a reasonable time be allowed to prepare itself to try the effect of
such a measure."
After this proposal, after the representation
made to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer
by the Directors of the Bank of
England on the 20th May 1819,* it will not be said that the
question of forgery appeared so urgent to the Directors that they
wcre eager to substitute coin for their small notes in 1819, however
important the question became in their view in 18")0.
It is a question exceedingly difficult to determine what the et_bet
has been on the value of gold, and consequently on the value of
money produced by the purchases of bullion made by the Bank.
When two commodities vary, it is impossible to be certain whether
one has risen, or the other fillcn.
There are no means of even
approximating to the knowledge of this fact, but by a careful co,npanson of the value of the two commodities, during the period of
their variation, with the value of many other commodities.
Even this comparison does not afford a certain test, because onehalf of the commodities to which they are compared, may have
varied in one direction, while the other half may have varied in
another : by which half shall the variation of gold be tried ? If by
one it appears to have risen, if by the other to have fallen. From
observations, however, on the price of silver, and of various other
commodities, making due allowance for the particular causes which
" See&ppendlxA.
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may have specially
operatedon thevalueof each,Mr Tookc,one
of the most intelligent
witnessesexamined by the Agricultural
Committee,came totheconclusion
thattheeagerdemand Ibrgold
made by theBank inorderto substitute
coinIbrtheirsmallnotes,
had raisedthevalueof currencyabout 5 per cent. In thisconclusion,
I quiteconcurwith Mr Tooke. If itbe wellfi)unded,
tile
whole increased
valueofourcurrencysincethepassingofMr Peei's
billin 1819,may bc estimatedat about ]0 per cent. To that
amount_taxationlms been increased
by tlmmeasure Ibrrestorln_
speciepayment ;to thatamount thefall
ofgrain,and with itofall
other commodities,
hastaken placeas faras thiscausealone has
operatedon them; but allabove thatamount, allthe lhrther
depression
whichthepriceofcornhassustained,
must be accounted
tbr by the supply lmving exceeded the demand ; a depression, which
would have equally occurred, if no alteration whatever had been
made in the value of the currency.
It is, indeed, alleged by ninny of the landed interest, that to one
cause alone, all the distress in agriculture is to be ascribed.
They
go so fitr as to say, that there is now no surplus produce on the
land, but what is paid to the Government
for taxes ; that there is
nothing whatever left for rent or profit ; th'tt whatever rent is paid,
is derived from the capital of the 1hrmsr, and all these effects they
charge on tile alteration in the value of, the currency.
It is evident that those who advance this most extravagant
proposition, do not know how the alteration in the value of the
currency affects the different interests of a country.
If it injures
the debtor, it in the same degree benefits the creditor;
if its
pressure is felt by the tenant, it must be advantagcous to the landlor(l_ and to the receivers of"taxes.
They, then, who maintain this
doctrine, must be prepared to contend that all that fhnd, which
tbrmerly constituted the rent of the landlord, and the profits of the
farmer, are, by the alteration in the value of money, transferred to
the State, and are now paid to the receivers of taxes, and, among
them, the stock-holders.
That the situ:ltiou of" the stoek-hohler is
improved, by his dividends being paid in a currency increased in
value, there can be no doubt; but what evidence is there to show
that his situation is so much improved, that lie has now at his
disposal, in addition to his ibrmer means of enjoyment, all those
which were bc_bre at the disposal of the whole of the tenantry, and
of the landlords of the country ? So wild an assertion cannot be
for a moment entertained ; we have not heard of splendid ectuipagcs
and superb mansions having been built by the stock-holders since,
and in consequence ot, the bill of' 1819. Besides, if this were true,
how comes it that the profits of the merchant and manufilcturer
have escaped the fired-holder, this devouring monster, as he has
been called ? Are not their profits governed by the same principle,
and by the sltme law, as the profits of the farmer ?tlow
have they
contrived tt, exempt themselves fi'om this desolating storm?
The
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answer is plain, there is no truth in the allegation.
Agriculture
has been dcpresscd by causes of which the currency forms only a
little part.
The peculiar hardships which the lauded interest arc
suffering, are of a temporary character, and will continue only while
the supply of produce exceeds the demand.
A remunerative price
is impossible while thi_ cause of low value continues;
but the
situation of things which we now witness cannot have any permanence.
Is it not quite certain, that if thc prcssurc on the £_rmers, fi'om
the altcratlou in the value of currency, and the increased taxation
eonscquent upon it_ has been so great as to takc fi'om them all the
profits of their e'_l)it.'l], it nmst also h:,.ve taken away the profits
of all other persons eml)h_yila_ capital'9 fbr it is quite impossible
that one set ot' capitalists should bc permanently" without any proiit
at all, whilst others arc making re'Lsonable profits.
On the part of the landlords it may bc said, that they are encumbered with fixed charges on their estates, such as dowers, provisioH
fbr daughters, and younger children, mortgages, &c. It cannot be
denied that an alteration in the value of currency must greatly
affect such engagemcnts, and must be very burdensome to 1.'mdlords;
but they should remember that they or thcir fitthers benefited by
the depreciation of the value of the currency.
All their fixed engagements, their taxes included, were fbr many years paid in the
depreciated medium.
If they suffer injustice now, they profited by
injustice at a former period ; and if the account were fairly m:ule
up, it would, 1 believe, be fbund that. as flu" as alteration in the
value of currency is concerned, they have little just cause fbr
complaint.
But, on the score of money engagements, which are now afihcted
by the increased value of currency_ have the commercial interest no
cause for complaint .9 Are they not debtors in as large an amount
as the landed interest,9
How many persons have retired from
business, whose capit'ds are, directly or indirectly, still employed
by their successors,9
What vast sums are employed by bankers
and others in discounting bills .9 :For the whole of this value there
must be debtors, and the increased valuc of money could not have
failed very much to aggravate the pressure of thclr debts.
I mention these circumstances to show that if the real efficient
cause of the distress of the ]an(led gentlemen was the increased
value of money, it ought to have produced similar distress in other
quarters ;--it has not done so, and therefore I have a right to infer,
that the cause of the distress has been mistaken.
The profits of the farmer must bear some unifbrm proportion to
the profits of the other classes of capitalists;
they are subject to
temporary fluctuations, perhaps, in a _reater
degree than , the profits
.
of others ; but the circumstances of whmh they complain, though
severe and aggravated at the present timc by other causes, yet are
by no means new or uncommon.
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Mr Tooke, in his evhlence before tile Agricultural Com,nittee, in
pages 230 and 231, has thrnished us with extracts ii'om publications
in the last century, ill which the ruin of the l'mded interest was
foretold in terms not very unlike those used ill tilt present day.
Those difficulties have passed, and the present ones will, with a
little good legislation, soon only be ,n'ltter of history.
At a late Court of proprieto,'s of Bank Stock, tile Directors said
that, so far fi'om having reduced the amount of the circulation since
1819, they had considerably increased it, 'rod that it was this year
actually more by 3,000,000l. than the an)ount of the circulation at
the same period last year or tile year preceding.
If tim Directors
were quite correct in this statement, it is no answer to tile charge
of their having kept the circulation too low, and thereby caused the
great influx of gold. 5Iy question to them is, " Was your circulation so high as to keep the exchange at par ?" To this they must
answer in the negative ; and theretbre I say, tb'tt if in consequence
of the importation of gold, that met-ll is enhanced i,a value, and the
pressure on the country is thereby increased, it is because the Bank
did not issue a sufficient quantity of notes to kee l) the exchange at
par.
This charge is of tile same three whether tile amount of
bank notes has, in point of tb.ct, been stationary, increasing, or
diminishing.
But I dispute tim ihct of the circulation having been even half a
million higher in amount in 1822 than in 1821 and 1820. The mode
of proving the proposition adopted by the Bank is not satisfitctorv ;
they say, in 1821 we had 23,800,000l. in circulation, and now tl_e
no.tes in circulation, with tile sovereigns we have since issued,
amount to 3,000,O00L more. But as sovereigns are circulated in
Ireland, and in other districts of the United Kingdom, how can they
affi,',n, that in the same channel in which 23,800,000l. b;mk notes
circulated in 1821, 2,5,800,000 bank notes and sovereigns together,
are now in circulation ? I believe the contrary to be the fact, ibr
I find that the nnmunt of notes of five pounds and above, which
h-rye been in circulation tbr several years past, in the month of
February, is as ibllows :Years.
£
:1815 ...
16,394,359
1816
... 15,307,228
1817
...
17,538,656
1818
... 19,077,951
1819
... 16,148,098
18"20 ... 15,3:}3,770
1821 ...
15,766,270
1822
... 15,784,770
And as the notes of five pounds and upwards have not increased
400,u00L since 1820, I find it impossible to believe that the circulation of a smaller denomination can have increased in any nmch
larger proportion.
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Before I conclude this section I must observe, that the eomplalnts
made against tile Bank fbr refhsing to lend money on discount at
4 per cent. are without any good foundation.
The reason for
such complaints is, that by lending at 4 per cent. they wouhl
lower tile rate of interest generally, and the landed interest would
bc benefited by being able to raise money on mortgage on cheaper
terms than they now pay fbr it. I believe, however, that no amount
of loans which the Bank might make, and no degree of lowness of
interest at which they might choose to lend, would alter the permanent rate of interest in the market.
Interest is reg'ulated chiefly
bv the profits that may be made by the use of capital ; it cannot be
controlled by any bank, nor by any assemblage of banks.
During
the last war'the market rate of interest fbr money was, for years
together, fluctuating between 7 and 10 per cent. ; yet the Bank
never lent at a rate above 5 per ccnt.
In Ireland, the Bank, by
its charter, is obliged to lend at a rate of interest not exceeding
5 per cent., yet all other persons lend at 6 per cent.
A Bank has-fulfilled all its useful fhnctions when it has substituted paper in tim circulation 1br gohl ; when it has enabled us to
carry on our commerce with a cheap currency, and to employ the
valuable one which it SUl)plants productively : provided it fhlfils this
object, it is of little importance at what rate of interest it lends its
money.
One argument used by a very enlightened member of Par]iament_
during a late discussion on the rate of interest charged by the Bank,
was r.tther a singular one : he said that the Bank of :France, and
other banks on the Continent, lent at a low rate, and therefore the
Bank of England should do so. I can see no connexion between
his premises and conclusion.
The Bank of France ought to be
governed by the market rate of imerest and the rate of profits in
:France ; the Bank of England by the market rate of interest and
the rate of profit in England.
One may be very diflbrent fi'om the
other. :From the whole of his argument, I shouhl infhr that he
considered a low rate ofinterest_ in itself; benefieial to a country.
The very contrary, I inmgine, is the truth.
A low rate of interest
is a symptom of a great accumulation
of capital; but it is also
:l symptom of a low rate of profits, and of an advancement
to a
_tationary state; at which the weahh and resources of a country
will not admit of increase.
As all savings arc made from profits,
as a country is most happy when it is in a rapidly progressive state,
profits and interest cannot be too high.
It would be a poor consolation, indeed, to a country for low profits and low interest, that
landlords were enabled to raise money on mortg_ge with diminished
sacrifices.
Nothing contributes so much to the prosperity and
happiness of a country as high profits. ,
This complaint against the Bank, which comes, I think, with an
ill grace fi'om a member of Parliament, as representing the public
interest, might be consistently m'ged by a Bank proprietor at a
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general meeting of their body, for it {s difficult to account on what
principle of advantage to the concern which they manage tim
Directors can think it right to lend their proprietors' money at 3
per cent. to Government _ when they could obtain 4 per cent. from
other borrowers; but with this the public have no concern, and
they and their proprictors should be left to settle this mattcr as
they please.

SECTION

VI.

On the Effcctsof a Low Value of Corn on tile Rate of Profits.
_VIIEN I USe the tcrm--a
low value of corn, I wish to be clearly
understood.
I consider tile value of corn to bc low, when a large
quantity is the result of a modcratc quantity of labour.
In pro)ortion, as ibr a givcn quantity of labour a smaller quantity of corn
s obtained, corn will rise in v_lue. In the progress of society there
are two opposite causes opcrating on the value of corn ; one, the
increase of population, and thc nccesslty of cultiv'lting,
at an
increased' charge, land of an infcrior quality, which always occasions
a rise in thc value of corn ; the other, improvements in agriculture,
or the discovery of new and abundant foreign markets, which always
tend to lower the value.
Sometimes one prcdominatcs, sometimes
the other, and the value of corn rises or t}dls accordingly.
In speaking of the value of corn, I mean something rather different
from its price--when
its value rises, its price generally lqses, add
would always do so, if m'oncy, in which price is unifbr,nly estimated,
were invariable in value.
But corn may not vary as coml)are(l
with all other things--it
may not be the result of either more or
less labour, and yet it may rise or tZallin price, because money may
become more plentiful and cheap, or more scarce and dear. :Nothing
is of so little importance to the community collectively, as an alteration in the Trice of corn, caused b)._ an alteration in the value of
money merely ; nothing of greater nnportance, as far as its profits
and its wealth are concerned, than a rise or fall in the pricc ef corn,
when money continues of a fixed and invariablevalue.
We will
suppose money to continue at a fixed and invariable value, that we
may ascertain the effects of a rise or ikll in the value of corn ; which,
on this supposition, will be synonymous with a rise or fall in its price.
Corn being one of the chief articles on which the wages of
labour are expended, its value to a great degree, regulates wages.
Labour itself is subject to a fluctuation of value in the same
* The Bank arc now in advancemany millions"tothe Governmenton exchequer
bills at 3 per cent., besides the fixed advance of their capital, also at 3 per cent.,
whichlatter they arc, by their charter,obligcdto lend at that rate of intere_u
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manner as every thin_o-which is the _ubieet of demand and supply,
but it is also particularly affected by the prme of' the necessaries of
the labourer ; and corn, as I lmvc already obscrved, is amongst the
principal of those necessaries.
In a _brmer scctioa I have ende'_voured to show, that a genel_tl rise of wages will not raise the
prices of commodities on which labour is expended.
:If wages rosc
in one trade, the commodity produced in that trade nmst rise, to
pl'_cc the producer of it on a par with all other trades ; but when
wages aflbet all producers alike, a rise in the va]uc of all their cornmodifies must, as :I have on a former occ'tsion remarked, be ;L
matter of great indifference to them, as whether they were all at _
high price or all at a low price, their relative values would be the
same, and it is the alteration of their relative values only which
gives to the holders of them a greater or less command of goods.
Every man exchanges his good_, finally, Ibr other goods, or fbr
labor{r, and he cares little whether he sells his own goods at a high
price, if he is obliged to give a high price fbr the goods he purchases,
or sells them at .t low price, i_, at the same time, he can also procm'e the goods he wants at a low price.
:In either ease his enjoyments are the same.
With a permanently hlgh price of corn, caused byinereased labour
on the land, wages would be high ; and, as commodities would not
rise on account of the rise of wages, profts would necessarily fitll.
If goods worth 1000/. require at one time htbour which cost 800/.,
and at another the price of the same quantity of labour is raised t_,
900/., profits will fall i?om 2001. to 100l. Profits would not fall in
one trade only, but in all. High wages, when general, equally
.lffect the profits of the fb.rmer, the manufitcturer, and the merchant.
There is no other way of keeping profits up but by keeping
wages down.
:In tbis view of the law of profits, it will at once be
seen how important it is that so essential a necessary as corn,
which so powerfully affects wages, should be at a low price; and
how injurious it nmst be to the community generally_ that, by
prohibitions against importation, we should be driven to the cultivation of our poorer lands to feed our augmenting population.
Besides the impolicy of devoting a greater portion of' our labour
to the production of food than would otherwise be necessary,
thereby diminishing the sum of our enjoyments and the power of
saving, by lowering profits, we offer an irresistible temptation to
capitalists to quit this country, that they may take their capitals
to places where wages are low and profits high.
:If landlords could
be sure of the prices of corn remaining steadily high, which happily
they cannot be, they would have an interest opposed to every other
class in the community;
for a high price, proceeding from difficulty of production, is the main cause of the rise of rent : not that
the rise of rent, the advantage gained by the landlord, is an equivalent for the disadvantage
imposed on the other classes of the
community, in being prevented fi'om importing cheap cora
_'e
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have not that consolation : for to give a moderate advantage to one
class, a most oppressive burthen must be laid on all the other
classes.
This advantage to the landlords themselves would bc more
apparent than real ; for, to complete the advantage, they shouht be
._ble to calculate on steady as well as high prices.
Nothing is so
injurious to tenants as constantly fluctuating prices, and undcr :L
system of protection to the l'mdlord, and prohibition against the
i(nportation of foreign corn, ten'rots must be cxposed t(, the most
injurious fluctuations of profits, as I shall attempt to show in the
next section. When the profits of a farmer are high, he is induced
to livc more profilsely, and to make his arrangements as if his good
tbrtunc were always to continue ; but a reverse is surc to come : he
has then to sutti_r from his fbrmer improvidence, and he finds himself entangled in expenses, which render him utterl_ unable to fulfil
his engagements with his landlord.
The landlord's rent is, indeed, nominally high, but he is fl'equently
in the situation of not being able to realize it ; and little doubt can
exist, that a more moderate and steady price of corn, with regular
profits to the tenant, would afford to the hmdlord the best seeurlty
fi)r his happiness and eonffort, if' not for the receipt of' the largest
amount of rent.
It appears, then, that a high but steady price of corn is most
._0.vantageous to the landlord;
but, 'ts s];eadiness in a country
situated as ours, is nearly ineoml_atible with a price high in thi's
country, as compared with other countries, a more moderate price
is really for his interest.
Nothing can be more clearly established,
than that low prices of corn are for the interest of the farmer, and
of every other class of society ; high prices are incompatible with
low wages, and high wages cannot exist with high profits.
I must here notice an error, which has been supported by one of
those, whose talents give them great authority in the place where
the opinion was delivered ; it is, that though the manufacturer has
it in his power to raise the price of his commodity when it is taxed,
and even, on some occasions, to profit by its being taxed, yet the
fiu'mer cannot so indenmify himself, and that, consequently, at the
end of his lease, if not before, the whole weight of the tax must fall
on his landlord.
This is an error of long standing, for it is supported
by no less an authority than Adam Smith.
The subject of rent,
and the laws by which its fitll and rise are regulated, have been
explained since the time of Adam Smith ; and all those men who
are acquainted with this explanation, are incapable of tZalling into
the error.
I am not now going into the question of rent.; that
subject has been well elucidated by several able writers.
But I
would ask those who still adhere to Adam Smitlfs doctrine, on
whom the tax on land could fall when it was equal to 3s. per acre,
if the land cultivated were of the description mentioned by Mr
Ilarvey in his evidenee_ and to which I have already referred
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land for which ls. 6d. only is paid as rent?
Tile farmer nmst
either get lower profits than other iltrmers who pay higher rents, or
he must be able to transfer this charge to the consumer. But why
should he remain in an occupation in which his profits are below
the profits of' all other capitalists in the community ? Ite might
require time to remove himself from an unprofitable employment;
but he would not perseveringly continue in it, more than any other
person similarly circumstanced in other occupations.
I have takon the instance mentioned by Mr Harvey, because, as
he is a practical man, weight will be given to his iuformation ; but
I am myself fully persuaded that a large quantity of corn is raised
in every country, tbr the prMlcge of raising which, no rent whatever
is paid. Every fitrmer is at liberty to employ an additional portion
of capital on his land after all that which is necessary for affording
his rent, has already been employed.
Tile corn raised with this
capital, can only aflbrd tile usual profits if no rent is paid out of it.
Impose a tax on producing it, without admitting a compensation
by a rise of price, and that moment you ofli?r an inducement to the
withdrawin_
of that portion of' capital from the land, therebr
diminishlng'thc
supply. No point is more satisfactorily establishe_l
in my opinion, than that every tax imposed on the production of
raw produce fidls ultlmate]'_" on the consumer, in the same way as
taxes on the production of'manufimturcd
commodities thll on,the
consumers of those articles.

SECTION

VII.

Under a System of Protecting Duties established with u view to give the Monopoly of
the ttomc Market to the tlome Grower of Corn, Price_ cannot be otherwise thau
fluctuating.

PROTZCTa_,'G duties on the importation of corn must always be
imposed on the supposition that corn is cheaper in foreign countries,
by the amount of such duties ; and th'tt if they were not imposed,
fbreign corn would be imported.
If foreign corn were not cheaper,
no protecting duty would be necessary, _br, under a system of fi'ee
trade, it would not be imported.
To the amount, then, of the protecting duty, the ordinary and average price of corn must be
supposed to be higher in the country imposing it tlmn in others,
and when abundant harvests occur, before any corn can be exported
fi'om a country so circumstanced, corn must _all from its usual and
average price, not only by the amount of the duty_ but also by the
further amount of the expenses of exporting the corn.
Under a
system of fi'ee trade, the price of corn in two eountrles could not
materially differ more than the expenses attending the exportation
of it from one country to the other : and therefore, if an abundant
harvest occurred in either_ and _a_ not common to both_ after an
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inconsiderable fall of price, a vent for the superfluous produce would
be immediately found in exportation.
But under a system of protccting duties, or of prohibitory laws, the l_all in the price of"corn
from an abundant crop, or fi'om u succession of abundant crops,
must be ruinous to the grower, before he can relieve himself by
exportation.
If wc could listen to Mr _Vcbb Hall's recommendation of a fixed duty of 40s. on the importation of foreign corn ; and
if he be right in supposing that 40s. is the difference of the natural
price of corn in :I_ngland and in the corn countries, on every occasion of abundant harvests, corn must actually fall 40s., beibrc it can
be the interest of an). party to export it to the Continent ; a _all so
great that, if the farmers were subjected to it, they would be totally
unable to pay their rents in abundant seasons_ without a great
sacrifice of capital.
The same observation is applicable to the present corn law,
which prohibits importation till the price rises to 50s. The cflhct
of this law is to make the price of corn in this country habitually
and considerably above the price in other countries ; and, thcrcibrc,
on occasion of abundant crops, it must ihll below the price of tho_-e
other countries, before any relief can be a_brded to the grower by
exportation.
Its effect, indeed, in this view, is 1)reciscly the same
as that of the high fixed duty which we have been already collsidcring.
But the present law has another capital defect, from which the
system of fixed duties is f?ee. ]Vhcn the average price of wheat
reaches 80s. per quarter_ the ports are now open ibr three months,
tbr an unlimited importation of ibreign wheat, duty fi'ec. V_ith
prices somewhat about 40s. per quarter on the Continent, in average
years, the temptation to import into this country, during the three
months that the ports are opcn, must operate to the introduction of
an enormous quantity.
During these three months, and for a ver_" considerable time
afterwards, for the effect cannot ccase with the shutting of the ports,
the home grower and the ibrcign grower are placed in a state of
free competition, to the ruin of the former.
By prohibitory duties
he is encouraged to employ his capital on the poorer hinds of this
country, which require a great expense tbr a sm_fll produce ; and
when he has an unusually short crop, and most stands in need of a
high price, he is all at once exposed to the free competition of' the
grower of corn on the Continent, to whom a price of 40s. would be
amply sufficient to compensate him ibr the whole cost of production.
A system of fixed duties protects the _hrmcr against this particular
danger, but it" leaves him exposed, in the same degree as on the
present system_ to all the evils which arise from abundant crops,
and which can never fail to accompany every plan of a corn law,
which shall elevate the price of corn in the country in which they
prevail_ considerably above the level of the prices of other countl_es.
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It must not be supposed, howevc5 that to obviate this difficulty_
the importation of" corn should be at all times allowed without the
payment of any duty whatever ; that is not, undcr our circumstances,
the course which I should recommend.
I have already shown ill
Section lII., that with a view to the real interest of the consumer, ill
which the interests of the whole community are, and ever must be,
included, whenever any peculiar tax falls on the produce of an), one
commodity, from the cfi_cts of' which all other pn_ducers are exempted, a countervailing duty to that amount, but no more, should
on every just principle be imposed on the importation of such commodity ; and, fhrther, that a drawback should be allowed, to the
same amount also on the exportation of the like commodity.
If_
before any tax'_tion, the remunerating price of _vbcat was 60s. per
quarter, both in England and on the Continent, and in consequence
of the imposition of a tax, such as tithes, fhlling exclusively on the
_rme5 and not on any other producer, wheat was l_aiscd in England
to 70s., a duty of 10s. should be also imposed on the importation of
tbreigu corn. This tax on fbrcign corn, aml on home corn also,
should be drawn back on exportation.
However large the aggregate
amount might be of the drawb'_ck given to the exportcr_ it would
only be returning to him a tax which he had befbre paid, and which
he must have to place him in a fair state of competition in the
tl)reign markets, not only with the foreign producer, but with his
own countrymen
who are producing other commodities.
It is
essentially (liff_rent from a bounty on exportation, in the sense that
the word bounty is usually understood ; fbr by a bounty is generally
lneant a tax levied on the people for the purpose of rendering corn
unnaturally cheap to the foreign consumer, whcrcas_ what I propose,
is to sell our corn at the price at which we can really afford to
produce it, and not to add to its price a tax which shall induce the
tbrciguer rather to purchase it from some other country, and deprive
us of a trade, which, under a system of t?ee competition, we might
imve selected.
The duty which I have here proposed is the only legitimate
countcrvailing duty, which neither offers inducements to capital to
quit a trade, in which for us it is the most beneficially employed,
nor holds out any temptations to employ an undue proportion of
capital in a trade to which it would not otherwise have been destined.
The course of trade would be left precisely on the same
]boting as if we were wholly an untaxed country, and every person
was at liberty to employ his capital and skill in the way he should
think most beneficial to himself.
We cannot now help living under
a system of heavy taxation, but to make our industry as productive
to us as possible, we should ofihr no temptations
to capitalists_ to
employ their funds and their skill in any other way than they would
have employed them if we had had the good fortune to be untaxed,
and had been permitted to give the greatest development to our
talents and industry.
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The Reportof the Committee on Agricultural
Distress
in 1821_
contains
some excellent
statements
and reasonings
on thissubject.
To thatimportantdocument I can with confidencerelhr_in
supportofthe principles
which I am endeavouring
to laydown on
the impolicyof protecting
corn laws. The arguments in it in
fi_vour
offreedomoftradeappearto me unanswerable
; but itmust
be con_ssed_thatinthatsame 1{el)oft
,recommendationsaremade
utterly
inconsistent
with thoseprinciples.
Aftercondemning restrictions
on trade,
itrecommends measures
()fpermanent restriction;
aftershowing the evilsresulting
fi'om
prcumturelytakingpoorlands intocultivation_
itcountenances
a
_ystemwhich,atallsacrifices,
isto keep them in tillage._Inprinciple,
nothingso odiousas monopoly and restriction;
in practice_
nothingso salutary
and desirable.
The Committeeon Agriculture
thisyearavoidtakinganynotice
ofthesound doctrines
entertained
by the lastCommittee,buthave
fbuudedtheirwhole Report on the erroneous
ones; and conclude
theirrecommendationsto theHouse in theIbllowing
words:_" If
thecircumstances
of thiscountryshouldhereafter
allowthetrade
in cornto be permanentlysettled
upon a footingconstantly
open
to all the world,, but subject to such a fixed and uniform duly as miaht
compensate to the British grower the difference of"expense at whieh_his
corn can be raised and brought to market, together with the fair rate of
profit upon the capital employed, compared with the expense of production_ and other charges attending corn grown and imported from
abroad_ such a system would_ in many respects_ be preferable to any
modification of regulations depending upon average prices, with an
ascending and descending scale of duties ; because it would prevent
the effects of combination and speculation_ in endeavouring to raise
or depress those averages_ and render immaterial those inaccuracies
whieh_ from management or negligeucc_ have occasionally produced_
and may again produce such mischievous effects upon our market;
but your Committee rather look forward to such a system as fit to
be kept in view for the ultimate tendency of our law_ than as practicable within any short or definite period."
The system wifich we are to keep in view for the ultimate tendency of our law_ we are told 9is one of a fixed duty ; but on what
principle is the fixed duty to be calculated? not on that which I
have endeavoured to show is the only sound one_ namely, that the
duty should accurately countervail the peculiar burthens to which
the grower of corn is subject, but a fixed duty which should compensate to the British grower the difference of expense at which
his corn can be raised and brought to market_ compared with the
expense of l)roduction_ and other charges attending corn grown
and imported fi'om abroad.
Instead of holding out any hope to
the consumer that we shall at any future time legislate on a princil)le
which shall enable him to purchase corn at as cheap a plfiee as
British industry shall be enabled to obtain it for him,--instead
of
II /2
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giving any security to the British capitalist that wages shall not
be unnaturally raised in this country_ by obliging the labourer to
purchase corn at a dear7 and not at a cheap rate--a security so
essential to the keeping up the rate of profits,--:mstead of bidding
the farmer look forward to a time when he will be spared fi'om the
fluctuations in the price of' the commodity which he raises_ and
which are so destructive to his interests_ we are told that the
present mode in which the price of corn is kept in this country
habitually and considerably above its price in other countries, is
not_ perhaps, the best mode of' effecting that objeet_ as it may be
more conveniently done by means of a fixed duty instead of a
varying duty; but, at any rate, corn is to be rendered habitually
and considerably dearer in this country than in others. A duty
calculated upon the principle of the Committee cannot fifil to
perpetuate a diffhrence of price between this and other countries,
equal to the difference of expense of growing corn in this country
beyond the expense of growing it in others. If we had not already
pushed the endeavour of providing food for ourselves too i_ar,--if
we had not, by our own acts, made the expense of growing corn in
tMs country greater than in others, such a law would be nugatory,
because no difference of expense would exist. Is it not, then_ in
the highest degree absurd first to pass a law, under the operation of
which the necessity is created of cultivating poor hinds, and then,
having so cultivated them at a great expense, make that additional
expense the ground for refusing ever to purchase corn fi'om those
who can afford to produce it at a cheaper price ? I can produce a
quantity of cloth which affords me a remunerating price at 60l.,
which I can sell to a foreign country, if I will lay out the proceeds
in the purchase of thirty quarters of wheat at 21. per quarter; but
I am refused permission to do so, and am obliged, by the operation
of a law, to employ the capital which yielded me 60l. in cloth, in
raising fifteen quarters of wheat at 4l. per quarter.
The exchange of the cloth for wheat,--the
production of the
cloth is wholly prevented by the countervailing duty of 2l. per
quarter on the importation of wheat, which obliges me to raise the
corn, and prevents me from employing my capital in the making of
cloth for the purpose of exchanging it for wheat.
It is true, indeed, that in both cases I raise a commodity worth
60L_ and to those who look only at money, and not money's
worth, either of these employments of my capital appears equally
productive; but a moment's reflection will convince us that there
is the greatest difference imaginable between obtaining (with the
same quantity of labour, mind) thirty quarters of wheat, and fifteen
quarters_ although either should_ under the circumstances supposed,
be worth 60l.
If'the principle recommended by the Committee were consistently
followed, there is no commodity whatever which we can raise at
home which we should ever import from abroad; we should cul-
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tivate beet-root, and make our own sugar, and impose a duty on
the importation of sugar equal to the difthl'ence of expcnse oi
growing sugar here, and growing it in the East or West Indies.
We shoul,.l erect hot-houscs, and raise our own grapes for the
purpose of making wine, aml protect the nmker of wine by the
same course of policy. Either the doctrine is untenable in the
case of corn, or it is to be justified in all other cases. Does thc
purchaser of a commodity ever inquire concerning the terms on
which the producer can afford to raise or make it ? His only consideration is the price at which hc can purchase it. When hc
knows that, he knows the cheapest modc of obtaining it; ._f hc
can himself producc it cheaper than hc can purchase it, he will
devote himself to its production rather tlmn to the production
of the commodity with which hc, in _hcb muat otherwise purclmse it.
But there are persons, and of tim number of those, too, who arc
considered of authority on these matters, who say this reasoning
would be col'rect if we were about to employ capital on the land
with a view to obtain more corn ; tlmt then it would undoubtedly
be wise to consider whether we could purchase it fi'om abroad
cheaper than wc could grow it at home, and govern our proceedings
accordingly ; but tlmt, whcn capital has bccn expended on thc land,
it is quite another question, since much of that capital would be
lost, if we then resolved rather to import cheap corn fi'om abroad
than _'ow it at a dear price at home. That some capital would bc
lost cannot be disputcd, but is the possession or prcscrvation of
capital the end, or the means?
Tim means, undoubtedly.
What
we want is an abundance of commodities, and if it cou]d be proved
that, by the sacrifice of a part of our capital, we should augment
the annual produce of those objects which contribute to our enjoyment and happiness, wc ought not, I should think, to repine at the
loss of a part of our capital.
Mr Leslie has invented an ingenious apparatus, by the use of
which we might fill our ice-houses with ice. Supposc a capital of'
half' a million were expendcd on these machincs, would it not
ncverthcless_ be wL_e in us to get our ice, without any expensc,
from the frozen ponds in our neighbourhoods,
rather than employ
the labour, and waste the acid or other ingredients in the manuihcture of ice, ahhough, by so doing, we should tbr ever sacrifice the
500,000L which wc had expended on air-pumps ?
In this recommendation, which nmst have the cfl_ct of perpetuating the dift_rence betwc_'n the price of corn here and its price
in other countries, we should naturally conclude that the Committee did not admit the evils which from time to time must thence
inevitably arise in this country.
Quite the contrary;
they admit
them to the ]hllest extent, and they refer to the statemcnts mado
on th.lt subject in a former report, for the purpose of expressing
their approbation
of the reasoning which is tbunded on them,
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They say, "The excessive inconvenience and impolicy &our present
system have been so fully treated and so satist_actorily exposed in
the report already alluded to (i)p. 10 and 12,) that it is unnecessary to do more tilan to refer to it, adding only, that every tiling
wh'ich has hapl)ened subsequent to ttle l)rcsentation of that report,
. as well as all our experience since 1815, has more and more tended
to demonstrate how little reliance can be placed upon a regulation
which contains an absolute prohibition up to a certain price, and at,
unlimited competition
beyond that price;
which, so fhr from
affording stca(liness to our market, may at one time reduce prices,
ab'ead_j too low, still lower than they might have been even under a
free trade; and at another, unnecessarily enhance the prices ah'eadv.
too high, which tends to aggr.tvate the evils of scarcity, and render
ntore severe the depression of profits from abundaJ_ce."
IIere the two evils of our corn law are very ihirly stated ; and
against one of them, that of.unhmited competition beyond the price
of"80s., a remedy, though by no means the best which might have
been temporarily
established, is recommended;
but, instead of
,_uggestlng any means of alleviating or remedying the other evil,
proceeding from abundance, which is so fhlly acknowledged, measures are reeommendcd for immediate and temporary adoption ; and
others are suggested as desirable to be at a futm'e time permanent]),
adopted, which cannot £ail to perpetuate this evil, because they
cannot fall to make the price of corn constantly and considerably
higher in this than in any other neighbouring country.
One of the grounds advanced for hiala duties on the importation
of eorn is, that the manufacturer is protceted by high duties against
the eompetitlon of the foreign manufheturer, and that the cuhi_'ator
of the soil should have a similar protection against the foreign grower
of corn.
To this it is impossible to give an answer in language
more satisfactory than has been done by Lord Grenville.
"If the measures which had formerly been adopted for the protectlon of' trade and manut_actures were right, let them be eontlnued ;
if wrong, let them be abrogvted;
not suddenly, but with that
caution with which all policy, however erroncous, so engrafted into
our usage by time, should be changed; but let it be consecrated as
:t principle of legislation, that in no case should the grounds for
advising the Legislature
to afford any particular protection, rest
on the protection which might have been afforded in any other
quarter.
In fact, he could not well conceive how the noble earl
could argue, that measures which he admitted to have been wrong
with respect to manufacturcs,
would nevertheless be right with
respect to agriculture.
" It would bc an cxtraordinary
mode of doin_ justice, thus to
declare that, because a large, the largest, part of the comnmnlty
were already oppressed by favours shown to one particular class,
they should be still fitrther oppressed by favours shown to anotlmr
particular class."_Speech,
M arch 15, 1815.
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If any thing more is required against this preten.sion of protection
for the land, it is furnished in the ibllowing passage of the Report
vf the Agricultural Committee of last year :-"They (the Co_m_ittee) observe, that one of the witnesses, ill
order to illustrate his ideas and the wishes of' the pctitloners, has
lhrnished a table of' the duties payable oil foreign manuihcturcd
articles, of which several arc subject to duties of excise in this
country; and upon which the importation duty, as, tbr instance,
upon the article ofglass_ is imposed in a great measure to countervail the duty upon that article manufactured in this kingdom.
" But the main ground upon which your Committee arc disposed
to think that the House will look with" some mistrust to the soundncss of this principle, is--first_ that it may be well doubted whether
(with the exception of silk) any of"our considerable manufhctures
derive benefit ii'om this assumed protection in the nlarkcts of' this
country:
for how could the tbreign manu_lctures
of cotton, of
woollens, of hardware, compete with our own in this country, when
it is notorious that we can afford to undersell them in the products
of those great branches of our manufacturing industry, cvcn in their
own markets, notwithstanding
that cotton and wool are subject to
a direct duty on importation, not dra_vn back upon their export in
a manufactured state, as well as to all the indiret't t'txation, which
afibcts capital in these br_mches, in common with that capital which
is employed in raising the productions of the soil ?"
This is followed by other p.assages which are excellent, and all
tend to show, that the protectmn which manufilctures are said to
possess, is not really afforded them; though, if' it were, Lord
Grenville's argument is conclusive against that being a ground ibr
cxtendlng protection to agriculture.
It is to be hoped that we shall, even in the present scssion of
Parliament, get rid of many of these injurious laws ; a better spirit
of' legislation appears likely to prevail in the present day.; and that
absurd jealousy which influenced our forefitthers, will _ive way to
the pleasing conviction, that we can never, by fi'eedom o_:commerce,
promote the welfare of other countries without also promoting our
own.

The passage from the Report is useful in another respect: it
shows us that the writer of it understood well what a countervailing
duty is, and should be ; ibr he states that the duty on the importation of glass "is imposed in a great measure to countervail the
duty upon that article manufactured
in this kingdom."
How is
this passage to be reconciled with the recommendation
in both
Reports, that, in imposing ,_ duty on the importation of corn_ " it
should be calculated f:airly to countervail the difference of expense,
including the ordinary rate of profit, at which corn, in the .present
state of this country, can be.qrown and brougld to market within the
United Kingdom_ compared with the expense, including also the
ordinary rife of profit, of" 0roducing it in any of those countries
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from whence our principal supplies of foreign corn have usually
been drawn, joined to tile ordinary charge of conveying it from
thence to our markets ?"

SECTION

VIII.

On the Projectof advancingMoneyon Loan,to Speculatorsin Corn.at a lowInterest.
IT is allowed by the Report, that "the universal rule of allowing"
all articles, as much as possible, to find their own natural level, by
leaving the supply to adjust itself to the demand," discouraged the
Committee from recommending that Government
should employ
money, in making purchases of corn, with a view to sell it when the
price rose ; but the Committee do not appear to have seen that the
same universal rule, of which they speak with approbation, ought
to have discouraged them also from recommending that Governmeat should advance money, at a low rate of interest, to persons
who should purchase wheat, to deposit it in the King's warehouscs_
while it was undcr 60s. per quarter.
Will not such an advance of money at a low rate of interest, and
for twelve months certain,, if the parties desire it, prevent the article
from "finding its own level," and " will the supply bE left to adjust
itself to the demand ?"
If the cause of the low price of corn be owing to an abundant
quantity in the country, and not to an abundant quantity hurried
prematurely to market by the distress of the ihrmers, the proposed
remedy will be really mischlcvous, as in that case we must go
through the orde-d of low prices, and increased consumption_ wlfich
is always in a degree consequent on low price, beibre the supply
will adjust itself to the demand, and prices become again remuner
ative.
By the encouragement
thus given to storing corn for a
twelvemonth, the period of glut may be retarded, but it must come
at last. On the other supposition, that fi'om alarm or distress more
than a due portion of corn is prematurely sent to market, and that
be{bre the next harvest the whole supply will, in consequence, prove
deficient, and the price will rise ; I must observe, that sharp-sighted
individuals, prompted by a regard to their interest, can discover
this, if it be so, with more certainty than Government.
Money is
not wanted to purchase the wheat thus unduly brought to market ;
nothing is required but a conviction of the probability ofa diminishcd
_upply, or an increased dem.md, and a probable rise of price, to
awaken the spirit of speculation.
If there were any well-fimnded
opinion of such a rise, we should soon witness _ more than usual
activity among the corn-dealers.
When there was a prospect of
continued wet weather, just beibre the harvest of last year, did we
not see an immediate spring in the price of corn?
On what was
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such rise founded, but on an anticipation of probable scarcity, and
an increased ])rice'9 If, then, there be any good foundation for a
probable deficiency before the wheat of the next harvest comes into
use, individuals will be found to speculate without any encouragement fl'om Government;
the difference between a rate of interest
of 3 per cent. and of 5 per cent. must be of little importance in
such a transaction, and as far as the public is concerned may be
wholly neglected, when we are considering the advantages of such
a measure.

It has been said that similar advances have been made to the
commercial interest on more than one occasion, why then should
the agricultural interest be excluded fi'om a similar benefit,9 In
the first ])lace, I doubt whether the measure be justifiable in any
case whatever;
but it cannot be disputed that the commercial class
made their application ibr this indulgence under very different circumstances from the agricultural class.
The commercial class are liable to stagnation
of business; a
market for which they have prepared their goods may, during war
(and it is only during war that such advances have been made) be
shut against them.
On the probability of selling their goods, they
have given bills which are becoming due, and their character and
fortune depend on fulfilling their engagements.
All they want is
time ; by forbearing to produce more of the commodity for which
there is a diminished demand, they are sure, though probably with
great loss, to dispose of their articles.
Is the situation of the
ihrmer any thing like this,9 Has be an), bills becoming due'9 Do
all his future transactions depend on his momentarily sustaining his
credit,9
Are markets ever wholly shut against him.9 Is it a mere
supply of money to meet his bills that hc requlres,9
The cases arc
most widely different, and the analogy which is attempted to be
set up between them ihils in every particular.

SECTION
Can the present

State of Agricultural

IX.

Distress

be attributed

to Taxation.

TuE present distress is caused by an insufficient price for the
produce of the land, which it appears impossible_ with any dcgrec
of fairness, to ascribe to taxation.
Taxation is of two kinds, it
either falls on the producer of a commodity in his character of
producer, or it falls on him as a consumer.
When a farmer has
to pay an agricultural horse-tax, tithes, land-tax, he is taxcd as a
rodueer, and he seeks to repay himself, as all other producers do,
y imposing an additional price, equivalent to the tax, on the commodity which he produces.
It is the consumer_ then_ that finally
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ays thetax,and not the producer,
as nothingcan preventthe
tierfrom transferring
thetax to the consumer,butthe productionof too greata quantityof the commodity fbrthe demand.
_Vhenevcrthepriceof a commoditydoesnot repayto theproducer
allthechargesof'everydescription
which he is obligedtoincur,
itfails
to give him a remuneratingprice;it placeshim under :t
disadvantage,
as compared with theproducersof othercommoditics;he no longergets the usual and ordinaryprofits
of capital,
and thereare only two remediesby which he can bc relieved
:
one,the diminutionof thequantityof the commodity,which will
not fail
to raiseitsprice,
ifthedemand do not at the same time
diminish;the other,the relieving
him fi'omthe taxeswhich he
pays as a producer. The first
remedy iscertainand efficacious
;
thesecond isof a more doubtfuldescription,
because,if the.price
of thecommodity didonce renmneratctheproducer,
afterthe tax
was imposed,it couldonlyfallafterwardsfl'omincreased
supply,
or diminisheddemand.
The repealof the tax willnot diminishqua_tity;and if it
doesnot furtherlower the price,
itwillnotincrease
demand. :If
theprice£dlsstill
lower,thenthe repealofthetax willnotafford
relief
to theproducer. It is onlyin thecase of the commodity
falling
no lower_althoughtheproducerisrelieved
fi'omone ofthe
chargesof production,
that he can be saidto bc benefited
by the
rcpc'dofa tax on production;and a veryreasonabledoubt may
be entertained,
whether the competitionof the sellers
may not
furtherdiminishthe priceof thecommodity in consequenceofthe
repeal of the tax. That taxes on production may be the cause
of an excess of the supply above the demand, is true, when the
tax is a new one, and when the consumers are unwilling to re-pay,
in the additional price, the additional charge imposed on the producer.
But this is not the case in this country at the present
moment ; the taxes are not new ones ; the prices of raw produce
were sufficiently high, notwithstanding
the taxes, to affbrd a remunerating price to the producer; and no doubt can exist, that if
there had been no such taxes, raw produce would have been considerably lower than it now is. The same cause which made wheat
fall from 80s.to 60s, or 25 per cent., would have made it fall from 60s.
to 45s., if, in consequence of thwer "taxes on the land, 60s. and not
80s. haxl been the ordinary average price.
Some of the charges of
production have actually been diminished, while there is every
reason to conclude, that the quantity consumed by the people has
been increasing.
The alteration in the value of money has been generally supposed
to be favourable to the working classes, as their money wages are
said not to have fallen in proportion to the increased value of money_
and the thll in the price of necessaries.
Their condition is then
bettcred_ and their power of consuming increased ; but prices can
never stand against a g_reat aug_nentation of quantity, and therefore
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there is no other rational solution of the cause of the fall of agrlcultural produce but abundance.
Taxes on consumers affect consumers generally, _md will in no
way account for the distress of a particular class, or for "m insufficient price of the commodity which they grow or manta_tcture.
The taxes on candles, soap, salt, &c., &c., arc not only paid by
fhrmers, but by all persons who consume those commodities.
The
repeal of those taxes would afford rellef to all, and not to the agricultural class particularly.
Those who maintain, that on no reasonable grounds c'ln it be
shown, that taxation is thc cause of agricultural distress and of thc
low price of corn, are somctimes represented .ts maintaining that a
repeal of taxes will afford no relief; such a conclusion shows a want
of candour or of intelligence, for it is pcrthctly consistent to main_aln, that taxation is not the cause of some particular distress, and
at the same time insist that a repeal of taxes would afford relief
_Vhen Lord John Russell's horse falls because hc trips over a stone,
and is e,mbled to get up again when relieved from the burthen o|
his harness, it would surely be incorrect to say that the horse fell
because he was burthened with harness ; though it would be right
to assert that the tripping over the stone threw him down, while
the relief from the confinement of the harness enabled him to get
up again.
For my own part, then, being of opinion that ;dmost all t:_xes on
production £_11finally on the consumer, I think that no repeal o_
taxes could take place which wouhl have any other efti:et than to
relieve consumers generally of a part of the burthens which they
now bear. Although I am at all times a fi'iend to the most rigi_l
economy in the public bxpenditure, yet I am also convinced, that
there are causes of distress, to the producers of a particular commodity, arising fi'om abundant quantity, fi'om which no practicable
repeal of taxes could materially relieve, particularly if the commodit y be .agricultural _pr°duce, and if its ordinary I .)rice.
be ke t.)tabove
the level of the prices of other countries by restrmtmns on mTortatlon.
Against such distress no country, and more particularly no
country having a bad system of' corn laws, is exempted,
if we
were absolutely without any taxes whatever ; if the public expenditure was the most economical possible, and was supported by a
revenue drawn from lands appropriated tbr that purpose ; if we had
no national debt, no sinking fund, we yet should be exposed to a
destructive thll of price fi'om occasional abundance. It is impossible
to read Mr Tooke's able evidence before the Agricultural Committee
of 1821. without being struck with the surprising effects which an
excess of supply produces on price, and for which there is, in fact,
no effectual remedy but a reduction of quantity.
If there be any
other remedy, why do not those who complain of the distress, and
who have been in situations so favourable to make themseh'e_
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heard, state it ? With the exception of a reduction of taxation,
new and additional protection against the competition of foreigners
fbr every description of agricultural produce, direct purchases to
be made by Government, or encouragements
to others to make
them, 1 have heard no remedies suggested:
and as to tile efficacy
of these remedies, I must leave that to the reader's judgment;
my own Ollinion of them having been already most decidedly
expressed.
Oil tile causes which have produced the degree of abundance to
which I attribute all th_ part of the fall of raw produce since 1819,
which cannot _irly be ascribed to the alteration in the value of the
currency, * it will not he necessary for me to say much ; we are, I think,
justified in ascribing it to a succession of good crops, to an increasing
importation from Ireland, and _o the increase of tillage which the high
prices and the obstacles opposed to importation during the war
o_'casioncd.
Many of the gentlemen who gave evidence before the
Committee concurred in describing the harvests of 1819 and 1820
as unusually abundant.
Mr Wakefield said on the 5th April 1821,
" I think there is a wonderful quantity of corn in the country ; I
now think that there is as much corn left in the country, as generally, in common years, there is after harvest."
"I think, that if you
were to have for the next two or three years, fair average crops, it
would leave you with a great stock in hand."
Mr Iveson.--" I think the last crop was abundant ; the crop of
1820 was considerably beyond an average."--P.
338.
Mr J. Brodic.--" The crop in Scotland was very abundant last
)'ear."
"The crop or' the year before was above an average crop too."
--P. 327.
Besides this abundant crop at home, the importations from
Ireland were unusually great, as will be seen by the following
account of the importation of oats_ wheat, and wheat-flour, the
production of Ireland, imported into Great Britain, which was laid
hefore the Agricultural
Committee of 1821.
Years ending
5th J.'m.
...
...
...

5th Jan.
1818
1819
1820
1821

Oats--Qrs.
594,337
1,001,247
759,608
892,605

Wheat--Qrs.
50,B42
95,677
127,308
351,871

Wheat tiour--Cwt.
16,238
33,'258
92,893
180,375

437,245

218,764

99,062

For three months.
Fromto
5th5thAprilJan"
18211821
_

It will be seen by the above account how greatly the importation
fl'om Ireland has increased, _hlch, coming m addition to the
abundant quantity yielded by the harvests of 1819 and 1820, will,
[ thlnk_ sufficiently account for the depression of price.
,b To that cause it will have been seen I ascribe a fall of 10 per cent.
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To trace this abundance to its sourec is not, however, necessary
in this case; it is sufficient to show that the low price cannot
have arisen from any other cause but an increased supply, or a
diminished demand, to be convinced that the evil admits of no
other effectual remedy but a rcduction of quantity, or an incrcased
demand.
That an abundant quantity has bccn exposed to sale will be
shown by the account of the sales in Mark Lane/'
lit will be
tbtmd, too, that an unusually large quantity has arrived in the port
of London from ports in Grcat Britain and Ireland.
It must, indeed, not be ibrgotten that the fall of price is attributed to the abundant quantity actually in the market, and the
reasoning founded on the doctrine of abundance being the cause
,,f low price would in no degree be invalidated i,, befi_re the next
harvest, our supply should be found to be below the demand,
'rod there should bca great increase of price.
We can havc no
unequivocal proof of abundance but by its effects. I believe in the
existence of an abundant quantity, but I should not think my
a!-gument in the least weakened if corn should, befbre next harvestj
rise to 80s. per quarter.

CONCLUSION.
ItAVINC. disposed of most of the subjects which arc intimately
connected with the qucstion of the policy which it would be wise
for this country to adopt, respecting the trade in corn, I shall
!_rlefi): recapitulatc the opinions which will be found more at large
m v'mous parts of this inquiry.
The cause of the present low price of agricultural produce is
partly the alteration in the value of the currency, and mainly, an
excess of supply above the dcmand.
To Mr Peel's bill_ even in
conjunction with the operation of the Bank, no grcater effect on
the price of corn can, with any fairness, be attributed than 10 per
cent., and to that amount the far grcatcst part of the taxation ot
the country has been increased; but this incrcased taxation does
not fitll on the landed interest only; it falls equally on the funded
interest, and every other interest in the country.
Suppose the
land to pay one half of tim whole taxation of thc country, at'ter
deducting that part of the expenditure which depends on the vah,e
,,f money, and which would therefore be augmented in proportion
,.is tunney fell in value, the whole increase of taxation which, since
i819, has thllcn upon the landed interest, taking tenants antt landlords together, cannot have exceeded 2 millions; but, suppose it
* _ee AppendixB.
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4 millions per annum, * is 4 millions per annum the amount of the
whole loss sustained by landlords and tenants together by the thll
in the price of agricultural produce ? Impossible;
because, by thc
allegations of tile landed intcrcst, all rent is now paid from capital,
leaving nothing for profit; and, therefore, if the only cause oi
distress be the altcration in the value of the currency, 4 million.,
must have constituted all thc net income both of hmdlords and
tenants before such altcration--a
proposition which no man would
venture to sustain.
To wh'lt other cruise, then, is thc dlstrcss to
be attrlbuted ? To what other cause are we to ascribe the extreme
depression of all agricultural
produce?
The answer is, I think.
plain, intelligible, and satist_actory;--to
the genel,'al prevalence of
abund_mce, arising front good crops, and large importations fi-om
Ireland.
This fall has been increased by the operation o_'the present corn
laws, which have had the eft_et of driving capital to the cultivation
of poor lands, and of making the price of" corn in average years iu
this country greatly to exceed the price in other countries.
The
price, under such circumstances, must be high, but in proportion
as it is raised, so is it liable to _ greater 1kll; ibr, in abundant
seasons, the whole iucreased quantity gluts our own nmrket, and if
it be above tbe quantity which we can consume, rapidly depresses
the price, without our having any vent from exportation_ till the
t_tll of price is ruinous to the interests of farmers, who are never so
secure as when the resource of exportation
can be easily had
recourse to.
To obviate, as £tr .is is practicable, this enormous evil, all undue
proteetlon to agriculture should be gradually withdrawn.
The
policy which we ought at this moment of' distress to adopt, is to
give the monopoly of the home market to the :British grower till
corn reaches 70s. per quarter.
When it has reached 70s., all fixed
price and system of averages should be got rid of', and a duty of
_0s. per quarter on the importation
of wheat_ and other grain in
proportion, might be imposed.
This change would do but little in protecting us from the effects
of abundant crops, but it would be greatly beneficial in preventing
an unlimited importation
of corn when the ports were opened.
Under the payment of a fixed duty, corn would be imported only
in such quantities as it might be required, and as no one would
fhar the shutting of the ports, no one would hurry corn to this
country till we really wanted it.
Against the eflhcts of glut,
caused by au unlimited supply from abroad, we should be then
amply protected.
• The whole amount of taxes paid to the public creditor and stoking fund, i_
36 millions ; suppose the other fixed charges to be 4 millions' then the whole taxation
on which the altered value of money has operated, is 40 millions.
I estimate tbo
"nerease I0 per cent., or 4 millions, which fiflls on all classes--landlords'
merchants.
manufacturers, labourers, and, though la_ not h_st, stoekholdcrs.
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This measure, however, although a great improvement on the
present corn law, would be very deficient if we proceeded no
filrther.
To establish measures which should at once drive capital
from the land would, under the present circumstances
of the
country, be rash and hazardous, and, therefore, I should propose
that the duty of 20s. should every year be reduced ls. until it
reached 10s. We sl_ouhl also allow a drawback of 7s. per quarter
_,n the exportation of wheat; and these should be considered as
permanent nleasures.
A duty of 10s. per quarter on importation_ to which I wish to
approach, is, I am sure, rather too high as a counfervailing duty
for the peculiar taxes which are imposed on the corn grower, over
'rod 'lbove those xxhich are imposed on the other classes of producers
in the country;
but I would rather err on the side of a liberal
allowance than of' a scanty one, and it is for this reason that I do
not propose to allow a drawback quite equ.d to the duty. As flu"
as the producer of corn was concerned, when th_ duty had fidlen
to lOs., the trade would to him have all the advantages of a free
trade, within the trifling amount of 3s. per quarter.
Whenever
his crops were abundant, he could be relieved by exportation, after
:_very moderate fill of price, unless, indeed, the abundance and
fall were general in all countries ; but, at any rate, the price of his
corn wouhl be nearer the general rate of' prices of the rest of the
world by 20s. or 25s. than it is under the existing regulations, and
tiffs alteration would be invaluable to him.
Before I conclude, it will be proper to notice an objection which
is fi'equently made against fi'eedom of trade in corn, vlz. the
dependence in which it would 1)lace us for an essential article of
subsistence on fbreign countries.
This ohjection is fbunded on the
_upposition that we should be importers of a considerable portion
of the quantity which we annually consume.
In the first place, I diffbr with those who think that the quantity
which wc should import would be immense ; and_ in the second, if
it were as large as the objection requires_ I can see no danger as
likely to arise from it.
From all the evidence given to the Agricultural Committee, it
appears that no very great quantity could be obtained from abroad,
without causing a considerable increase in the remunerating
price
of corn in foreign countries.
In proportion as the quantity required
came from the interior of Poland and Germany, the cost would be
greatly increased by the expenses of land carriage.
To raise a
larger supply, too, those countries would be obliged to have recourse
to an inferior quality of land, and, us it is the cost of raising corn
on the worst soils in cultivation, requiring the heaviest charges,
which regulates the price of all the corn of' a country, there couhl
not be a great additional quantity produced widmut a rise in the
price necessary to remunerate the fbreign grower.
In proportion
as the price rose abroad_ it would become adwmtageous to cultivate
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poorer lands at home; and therefore_ here is every probability
that, under the freest state of demand, we should not be importers
of any very large quantity.
But suppose the case to be otherwise, what danger should we
incur from our dependence, as it is called, on tbreign countries for
a considerable portion of our food ? If our demand was constant
and unifbrm, which, under such a system, it would undoubtedly be,
a considerable quantity of corn must be grown abroad expressly for
our market.
It would be more the interest, if possible, of the
countries so growing corn for our use, to oppose no obstacles to its
reaching us, than it would be ours to receive it.
Let us look attentively at what is passing in this country before
our eyes. Do we not see the effects of a small excess of quantity
,,n the price of corn ? What would be the glut if England habitually
raised a considerable additional quantity ibr foreign consumption'?
Should we be willing to expose our farmers and landlords to the
ruin which would overwhelm them if we voluntarily deprived them
of the foreign market, even in case of war ? I am sure we should
not. Whatever allowance we may make fi)r the feelings of enmity,
and for the desire which we might have to inflict sufl_ring on our
tbe by depriving him of part of his usual supply of food, I am sure
that at such a price as it must be inflicted, in the case which I am
supposing, we should forbear to exercise such a power. If such
would be our policy, so would it also be that of other countries in
the s'mae circumst:mccs;
and I am fillly persuaded that we should
never sufl_r from being deprived of the quantity of food for which
we unifbrmly depended on importation.
All our reasoning on this subject leads to the same conclusion,
that we should, with as little delay as possible, consistently with a
due regard to temporary interests, establish what may be called a
substantially free trade in corn.
The interests of the farmer, consumer, and capitalist, would all be promoted by such a measure ;
and, as lear as steady prices and the regular receipt of rents is more
advantageous to the landlord tlmn fluctuating prices and irregular
receipt of rents, I am sure his interest well understood would lead
to the same conclusion; although I am willing to admit, that the
average money rents, to which he would be entitled if' his tenants
could fulfil their contracts, would be higher under a system of
restricted tr:.ade.
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At a Court of Directors at tl_eBald:, on Thurs_£9/, 20th Mmd 1819.
'l'nF, Dtuectons
of the Bank of J;r!tlard, having taken into their most serious con,ideration the Reports of the Secret Committees of the two Houses of :Parliament,
appointcd to inquire into the state of the Bank of England wifll referencc to the
expcdiency of the resumption of ca.sb paymcnts at the period now fixed, have thought
it their duly to lay before His Majesty's _Iinisters, as early as possible, their sentiments
with regard to the measures suggested by these Committees, fi_r thc approbation of
]_arliament.
In the first place, it appears that, in the view of the Committees, the measure of the
Bank recommcncing
cash payments on the 5th of July next, the time prescribed by
the e_stiug law, " is utterly impracticable, and would bc entirely iucfficient, if not
ruinous."

.%condlq, It appears that the two Committees have come to their conclusion at a
period when the outstanding notes of the Bank of England do not much exceed
25,000,000/.; when the price of gold is about 4/. ls. per ounce; and when there is
great distress from the stagnation of commerce, and the fall of prices of imported
articles.
It must be obvious to His Majesty's _l"inisters, that as long as such a state of things
shall last, or one in any degrec similar, without either considerable improvement on
one side, or growing worse on the other, the Bank, acting as it does at prcsent, and
keeping its issues nearly at the present level, could not venture to return to ca.,h
payments with any probability of benefit to the public, or safety to the establishment.
The two Committees of Parliament, apparcntly aetuatcd by this consideration, have
advised that the Bank shall not open payments in coin for a period of four .years, but
shall be obliged, from the 1st of May 1821, to dischargc their notes in standard gold
bullion, at :Mint price, when demanded in sums not amounting to lc._s than thirty
ounces.
And, as it appears to the Committees expedient that this return to payments at Mint price should be made gradually, they propose that, on the first day
of Febrnarv next, the Bank should pay their notes in bullio_, if dcmamled in suu(s
not less than sixty ounces, at the rate of 4/. ls. an ounce, and from the 1st of October
1820 to tbe 1st of May following, at 3l. 19s. 6d. an ounce.
If the Directors of the Bankhave a true comprehcn.-ion of the views of the Committees in submitting this scheme to Parliamcnt, they are obliged to infer, that the
object of the Committees is, to secure, at every hazard, and under every possilfle _ ariation of circumstances, the return of payments in gold, at Mint price'for bank notes,
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at the expiration of two years ; and that this men.sure is so to be managed, that the
_lint price denominations" shall ever afterwards be preserved, leaving the market or
exchange price of gold to be controlled by the Bank, solely by the amount of their
issue of notes.
It further appears to tile Directors, with regard to the final execution of this plan,
and the pavnlent of bank notes in gohl at Mint price, that discretionary power is to be
taken away ti'om the Bank; and that it is merely to regulate its issues, and make
purchases of gold, so as to be enabled to answer all possible demands, whenever it_
treasury shall lie again open for the payment of its note_.
Under these impressions, the Director, of the Bank drink it right to observe to IIis
5Iajestv's Miuisters, that being engaged to pay on demand their note, in statut'Lble coin.
at the _Iint price of 3L 17s. 10½d. an ounce, tlmy ought t. be the last persons who
should object to any mea,ure calculated to effect that end ; but as it is incumbent on
them to consider the eft'eel of an'¢ measure to be adopted, as operating upon the general
i,sue of their notes, by which all the private banks are regulated, and of which the whole
currency, exclusive of the notes of private bankers, is composed, they feel themselves
obliged, by the new situation in which the)" have been placed by tile restrictiou act of
1797, to bear in mind not less their duties to the community at large, who_e interest-,
iu a pecuniary and commercial relation, have in a great degree been contided to their
discretion.
The Directors being thus obliged to exteml their views, and embrace the interests
of the whole community in their consideration
of this measure, cannot but feel a
repu-,lmncc, however involuntary, to pledge themselves in approbation of a system
which, in their opinion, iu all its great tendencies and operations, eoncen_s the country
iu general more than the immediate interests of the Bank alone.
It is not certainly a part of the regular duty of the Bank. under its original institutiou, to enter into the general views of policy by which tiffs great empire is to be
governed in all its cmnmercial and pecuniary transactions, which exclusively belon_
to the administration,
to l_arliament, and to the community at large ; nor is it the
province of the Bank to expound the principles by which these _ie_s ought to be
regulated.
It_ peculiar and appropriate duty is the management of the concerns o_¢
the banking est.'-d_lislnuent, as connected with the payment of the interest of the national
debt. tile lod_omcuts consigned to its cure, and the ordim: U" adwmces it has been accustomed to nlakc to Government.
But when the Directors are m)w to be called upon, in the new situation in which
they are placed by the restriction act, to procure a fired for supporting the whole
nut'ion:d cmTency, either in bullion or iu coin. and when it is proposed that they should
eflhct thi.- measure _ ithin a given period, by regulating the market price of gold by a
limitation of tim amount of the issue of bank notes, with whatever distress such limitation may be attended to individuals or the community at large, they feel it their
bounden and imperious duty to state their sentiments thus explicitly, in the first
instance to his I_,lajesty's Ministers, on this subject, that a tacit consent and concurrence
:It tJ_is juncture may not, at some future period, be construed into a previous implied
sanction on their part, of a system which they cannot but consider fi'aught with very
great uncertainty and ri._k.
It is impossihle tbr them to decide beforehand what shall lie the coarse of events for
the next t_o. much le_s for the next four, }-ears; they have no right to hazard a
fiatteriug conjecture, for which they have not real grounds, in which they may be
disappointed, and for which they may be considered responsible. They cannot venture
to advi_e an unrelenting continuance of pecuniary pressures upon the commercial
world, of which it is impossible for them either to foresee or e_timate tile consequences.
The Directors have already submitted to the House of Lords tile expediency of the
Bank paying its notes in bullion at tile market price of the day, with a view of seeing
how far fitxourable commercial bahmces may operate in restoring the former order of
thingh of which they might take advantage : and, with a similar view, they have proposed that Govcnm_en_ should repay the Bank a considerable part of the sums that
have been advanced upon exchequer bills.
These two measures would allow time for a correct judgment to be formed upon the
state of the bullion market, and upon the real result of those changes which the late
war may have produced in all its consequences, of increased public debt, increased
taxes, increased prices, and altered relations a._ to interest, capital, and commercial
dealing_ with the Continent: and how filr the alterations thus produced are temporax'y
or permanent ; and u, what e×¢ent, and m what degree, they operate.
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It was the design of tile Directors, in pursuance of the before-mentioned two measures, to take advantage of ,,very circumstance which could enable the Bank to extend
it, purchases of bullion_ as far as a legitimate consideration of the ordinary wants of
the nation for a sufficient currency could possibly warrant.
Beyond this point, they
do not consider themselves justified in going, upon any opinion, conjecture, or speculation, merely their own ; and when a sv-t,,m is recommended _hieh seems to take
away from the Bank anything like a di._cretionary consideration of the necessities anti
distresses of the commercial world, if tlle Directors withhold their previous consent,
it is not from a want of deference to his Majesty's Government, or to the opinions of
the Committees of the two llous_ of Parliament, but solely from a serious feeling that
They have no right whatever to invest them.-elves, of their own accord, _ ith the responsibility of eomltenancing
a measure in which the whole community
is so deeply
involved, and possibly to con|promise tile univcrs'd interests of the empire, in all the
relations of agriculture, manufiteture, commerce, and revenue, by a seeming acquiescence or declared approhation on the part of the Directors of the Bank of 1,:,ngland.
The consideration of these great questions, and of the degree in which all these
leading and commanding interests may be affected by the measure proposed, rests
with the legislature ; and it is for them, after solemn deliberation, and noi for the
Bank, to determine and decide upon the course to he adopted.
Whatever reflections may have from time to time hecn cast upon the Bank, whatever invidious representations
of its conduct may have been made, the cautious
conduct it adopted, in so measuring the amount of currency as to make it adequate to
the wants both of the nation and of tile Government, at tile s.tme time keeping it
within reasonable bounds when eompared with what existed before the war, as is
shown in the Lords' reports, pages 10, 11, 12, and 13 ; the recent effort to return toa
system of cash payments, which commenced with the fairest prospects (but which was
afterwards frustrated by events that could not be foreseen nor controlled by the Bank),
are of themselves a sufficient refutation of all the obloquy which has been so undeservedly heaped upon the establishment.
The Directors of tile Bank of England, in submitting these consideratlons to his
M,_jesty's Ministers, rv lues', tb_'.t they may be allowed to assure them, that it is alwav._
their anxious desire, as far as d ;pends upon them, to aid, by r vcry consistent means, the
measures of the legislature for furthering the prosperity of the empire.
Ro_mtr B_sr,
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PREFACE.

I'r was the intention of Mr Ricardo, on retiring into the country
after the last session of Parliament, to employ part of his leisure in
committing to paper, with a view to publication, a scheme by which,
in his opinion, the profit derived from the supply of Paper Currency
might be afforded to the public without any diminution of security
against the inconvenienccs to which such a currency is liable.
It
was known, previous to his last illness, that he had carried his desigaa
into execution;
and the ibllowing pages were found among his
papers after his dccease. It is not known that Mr Ricardo thought
any alterqtlon or addition necessary, unless it be in one point.
Having communicated his hiS. to a member of his own family, who
was near him at the time of its completion ; and it being suggested
to him that difficulty might be experienced in the country, as the
notes of one district were not to be payable in anothcr, in obtaining currency for the purposes of travelling;
he admitted that
something to obviate this inconvenience
might be requlred_ but
thought that some very simple an'angemcnt would answer the eL 1.
It does not appear that he had committcd to writing any expedien,
which might havc occurred to him for that purpose ; and his friends
have deemed it most proper to commit his manuscript to the press,
x_ith this explanation_ in the state precisely in which it was found.

PLAN
_'OR

THE ESTABLIStt_{ENT

OF A NATIONAL BANK.

THE Bank of England performs two operations of banking, which
are quite distinct, and have no necessary connexion with each
other: it issues a paper currency as a substitute tbr a metallic
one ; and it advances money in the way of loan, to merchar.ts and
others.
That these two operations of banking have no necessary connexion, will appear obvious f_om thisr--that
they might be carried on
by two separate bodies, without the slightest loss of advantage,
either to the country, or to the merchants who receive accommodation from such loans.
Suppose the privilege of issuing paper money were taken away
from the Bank, and were in thture to be exercised by the State
only, subject to the same regulation to which the Bank is now
liable, of paying its notes, on demand, in specie; in what way
would the national wealth be in tile least impaired ? We should
then, as now, carry on all the traffic an&commerce of the country,
with the cheap medium, paper money, instead of the dear medium,
metallic money;
and all the advantages
which now flow from
making this part of the national capital_productive,
in the form of
raw material, food, clothing, machinery, and implements, instead of
retaining it useless, in the form of metallic money, would be equally
secured.
The publi% or the Government on behalf of the public, is indebted
to the Bank in a sun, of money larger than thc whole amount of
hank notes in ch-culation ; for the Government not only owes the
Bank 15 millions, its original capital, which is lent at 3 per
cent. interest, but also many more millions, which are advanced on
exchequer bills, on half-par and pension annuities, and on other
securities.
It is evident, therefore, that if the Government itself
were to be the sole issuer of paper money, instead of borrowing it
of the Bank, the only difference would be with respect to the
interest :--the Bank would no longer receive interest, and the
Government would no longer pay it: but all other classes in the
community would be exactly in the same position in which they
now stand.
It is evident, too, that there would be just as much
money in circulation;
for it could make no difference, in that
• espec b whether the 16 millions of paper money now circulating
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in London, were issued by Government, or by a banking corporatlon.
The merchants could suffer no inconvenience from any
want of lCacility in getting the us jal aSvances'made to them in the
way of discount or in any other manner ; for, first, the amount of
those advances must essentially depend upon the amount of money
in circulation, and that would be just the same as before : and,
secondly, of the amount in circulation, the Bank would have precisely the same proportion, neither less nor more, to lend to the
merchants.
If it be true, as I think I have clearly proved, that the advances
made by the Bank to the Government exceed the whole amount of
the notes of the Bank in circulation, it is evident that part of its
advances to Government, as well as the whole of its loans to other
persons, must be madc from other funds, possessed, or at the disposal
of the Bank, and which it would continue to possess after Government had discharged its debt to it, and after all its notes were
withdrawn
from circulation.
Let it not then be said that the
Bank charter, as fitr as regards the issuing of paper money, ought
to be renewed, for this rcason, that if'it be not, the merchants will
suffer inconvenience, from being deprived of the usual ti_cilities of
borrowing ; as I trust I have shown that thcir means of borrowing
would be just as ample as before.
It may, however, be said that, if the Bank were deprived of that
part of its business which consists in issuing paper money, it would
have no motive to continue a joint stock company, and would agrce
on a dissolution of its partnership.
I believe no such thing; it
would still have profitable means o[" employing its own funds; but
suppose I am wrong, and that the company were dissolved, what
inconvenience would commerce sustain from it ? If the joint stock
of the company be managed by a few directors, chosen by the
general body of proprietors, or, if it be divided amongst the proprietors themselves, and each share t)e managed by the individual
to whom it belongs, will that make any difference in its real
amount, or in the efficacy with which it may be employed ibr
commercial purposes?
It is probable that in no case would it
be managed by the individual proprietors, but that it would be
collected in a mass or masses, and managed with much more
economy and skill than it is now managed by the Bank.
A great
deal too much stress has always been laid on the benefits which
commerce derives from the accommodation afforded to merchants
by the Bank.
I believe it to be quite insignificant compared with
that which is afforded by the private funds of individuals.
We
know Chat at the present moment the advances by the Bank to
merchants, on discount, are of a very trifling amount ; and we have
abundant evidence to prove that at no time have they been great.
The whole fund at the disposal of the Bank for the last thirty
years is well known. It consisted of its own capital and savin_o_
of the amount of deposits left with it by Government and by
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individuals, who employed it as a banker.
:From this aggregate
thnd must be deducted the amount of cash and bullion in the
coflbrs of the Bank, the amount of advances to the holders of
receipts for the loans contracted fbr during each year, and the
amount of advances to Government in evcry way. After making
these deductions, the rcmainder only could have been devoted to
commercial objects, and if it were ascertained, would, I am sure, be
comparatively of a small amount.
From papers laid betbre Parliament in 1797, in which the Bank
gave a number as unit, and a scale of its discounts for diffcrcnt
years, it was calculated by some ingenious individual, after comparing this scale with other documents also laid before Parliament,
that the amount of money advanced in the way of discount to the
merchants, for a period of three years and a half previous to 1797,
varlcd from 2 millions to 3,700,000/.
These are trifling amounts
in such a country as this, and must bear a small proportion to the
sum lent by individuals for similar purposes. In 17(.t7, the advances
to Government alone by the Bank, exclusive of its capital, which
was also lent to Government,
were more than three times the
amount of the advances to the whole body of merchants.
A Committee of the House of Commons was appointed last
session of Parliament to inquire into the law of pledges, and into
the relation of consignors of goods from abroad to consignees.
This committee called beforc it Mr :Richardson, of the house of
Richardson, Overend and Co., eminent discount brokers in the city.
This gentleman was asked" Q. Are you not in the habit occasionally of discounting to a
large extent bills of brokers and othcr persons, given upon the
security of goods dcposlted in their hands ?
" A. Very large.
" Q. Have you not carried on the business of a bill broker and
money agent to a very large extent, much beyond that of any other
individual in this town ?
" A. I should think very much beyond.
" Q. To the extent of some millions annually ?
" A. A great many;
about 20 millions annually,--somefinms
more."
The evidence of Mr Richardson satis£_etorily proves, I think,
the extent of transactions of this kind, in which the Bank has no
kind of concern.
Can any one doubt that, if the Bank were to
break up its establishment, and divide its funds among the individual
proprietors, the business of Mr Richardson, and of others who are
in the same line, wouht considerably increase?
On the one hand,
they would have more applications made to them for money on
discount- on the other, many who would have money to dispose of
would apply to them to obtain employment
for it. The same
amount of money, and no more, would be employed in this branch
of business ; and if not employed by the Bank, or by the individual
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proprietors,
ifthey had the management of tbelrown funds,it
would inevitably
find itsway, eitherby s director circuitous
channel,to Mr _icbardson,or to some othermoney agent,to be
employed by him in promotingthe commerce and upholdingthe
tradeof the country;forin no otherway could thesefunds be
made so productive to the parties to whom they would belong.
If the view which I have taken of this subject be a correct one,
it appears that the commerce of the country would not be in the
least impeded by depriving the Bank of :England of the power of'
issuing paper money, provided an amount of such money_ equal to
the Bank circulation, was issued by Government ; and that the sole
effect of depriving the Bank of this privilege would be to transfer
the profit whlct, accrucs from the interest of the money so issued
i_om the Bank to Government.
There remains, however_ one other objection to which the reader's
attention is requested.
It is said that Government could not be safely entrusted with
the power of issuing paper money ; that it would most certainly
abuse it ; and that, on any occasion when it was pressed for money
to carry on a war, it would cease to pay coin, on demand, tbr its
notes; and t?om that moment the currency would become a ]brccd
Govermnent paper.
There would, I confess, be great danger oi
this, if Government_that
is to say, the M inisters--were
themselves
to be entrusted with the power of issuing paper money.
But I
propose to place this trust in the hands of Commissioners, not
removable from their official situation but by a vote of one or both
Houses of Parliament.
I propose also to prevent all intercourse
between these Commissioners and _llnisters, by forbidding every
_pecies of money transaction between them.
The Commissioners
should never, on any pretence, lend money to Government, nor be
in the slightest degree under its control or influence.
Over Commissioners so entirely independent
of them, the Ministers would
Jmve much less power than they now possess over the Bank
Directors.
Experience shows howlittle this latter body have been
able to withstand the cajolings of Ministcrs ; and how frequently
they have been induced to increase their advances on exchequer
bills and treasury bills, at the very moment they were themselves
declaring that it would be attended with the grcatest risk to the
stability of their establishment, and to the public interest.
From
a perusal of the correspondence between Government and the Bank,
previous to the stoppage of Bank payments, in 1797, it will be
seen_ that the Bank attributes
the necessity of that measure
(erroneously in this instance, I think), to the frequent and urgent
demands for an increase of advances on the part of Government.
I ask_then, whether the country would not possess a greater security
against all such influence_ over the minds of' the issuers of paper_ as
would induce them to swerve from the strict line of their duty, b
the paper money of the country were i_ued by Commissioners, ol.
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the plan I have proposed, rather than by the Bank of England, as
at present constituted?
If Government wanted money, it should
be obliged to raise it in the legitimate way ; by taxing the people ;
by the issue and sale of exchequer bills, by funded loans, or by
borrowing from any of the numerous banks which might exist in
the country;
but in no case should it be allowed to borrow from
those who have the power of creating money.
If the thnds of the Commissioners became so amt)le as to leave
them a surplus which might be advantageously disposed of, let them
go into the market and purchase publicly Government
securities
with it. If on the contrary it should become necessary for t_mm
to contract their issues, wi(hout diminishing their stock of gold, let
them sell their securities, in the same way, in the open m'Lrket.
By this regulation a trifling sacrifice would be made, amounting to
the turn of the market, which may be supposed to be gained by
those whose business it is to employ their capital and skill in dealing in these securities ; but in a question of this importance such a
sacrifice is not worth considering.
It must be recollected that,
from the great compctltion in this particular business, the turn of
the market is reduced to a very small fraction, and that the amount
of such transactions could never be great, as the circulation would
be kept at its just level, by allowing for a small contraction
or
extension of the treasure in coin and bullion, in the coffers of the
Commissloncrs.
It would be only when, f}om the increasing wealth
and prosperity of"the country, the country required a permanently
increased amount of circulation, that it would be expedient to invest
money in the purchase of securities paying interest, and only in a
contrary case, that a part of such securmes would bc rcquired to
be sold. Thus, then, we see that the most complete security could
be obtained against the influence, which, on a first and supe,'ficial
view. it might be sunnosed Government would have over the issues
of a National Bank ; and that, by orgamsmg such an establishment,
all the interest, which is now annually paid by Government to the
Bank, would become a part of the national resources.
I would propose, then, some such plan as the following, for the
establishment of a :National Bank :-1. Five Commissioners shall be appointed, in whom the full
power of issuing all the paper money of the country shall be exclusively vested.
2. On the exnlration of the charter of the Bank of England, in
1833, the Commissioners shall issue 15 millions of paper money,
the amount of the capital of the Bank lent to Government, wlth
which that debt shall be discharged.
From that time the annual
interest of 3 per cent. shall cease and determine.
3. On the same day 10 millions of paper money shall be employed
by the Commissioners in the following manner :_Vith
such parts
of that sum as the_, may think expedient, they shall purchase gold
bullion of the Bank', or of other persons; and with the remainder_
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within six months from the day above mentioned, they shall redeem a
part of the Government debt to the Bank on exchequer bills. The
exchequer bills so redeemed shall thereafter remain at the disposal
of the Commissioners.
4. The Bank shall be obliged, with as little delay as convenient,
after the expiration of its chartcr_ to redeem all its notes in circulation_ by the payment of them in the new notes issued by Government.
It shall not pay them in gold, but shall be obliged to keep
always a reserve of the new notes, equal in amount to its own notes
which may remain in circulation.
5.' The notes of the Bank of England shall be current for six
months after the expiration of tlle Bank charter, after which they
shall, no longer bereceived by Government Jr. l_ayment of the revenue.
7. _'ithin
six months after the expiration of tlle Bank charter,
the notes of the country banks shall cease to circulate, and the
different banks which shall have issued them shall be under the
same obligation as the Bank of England, to pay them in Government notes.
They shall have the privilege of paying their notes in
gold coin, if they prefer so to do.
8. For the greater security of the holders of Government notes,
residing in the country, there shall be agents in the different towns,
who shall be obliged, on demand, to verify the genuineness of the
notes, by affixing their signatures to them, after which such notes shall
be exchangeable only in the district where they are so signed.
9. Notcs issued in one district_ or bearing the signature of an
agent in one district, shall not be payable in any other ; but on the
deposit of any number of notes_ in the office of the district where
they were originally issued, or where they were signed, agreeably
to the last regulation, a bill may be obtained on any other district,
payable in the notes of that district.
10. :Notes issued in the country shall not be payable in coin in
the country ; but for such notes a bill may be obtained on London,
which will be paid in coin, or in London notes, at the option of the
party presenting the bill in London.
11. Any one depositing coin, or London notes, in the London
office, may obtain a bill payable in the notes of any other district,
to be named at the time of obtaining the bill. And any one
depositing coin in the London office may obtain London notes to
an equal amount.
12. The Commissioners in London shall be obliged to buy any
quantity of gold of standard fineness, and exceeding one hundred
ounces in weight, that may be offered them, at a price not less than
3l. 17s. 6d. per ounce.
13. From the moment of the establishment of the National Bank,
the Commissioners shall be obliged to pay their notes and bills, on
demand, itt gold colt..
14. Notes of one pound shall be issued at the first establishment
of the National Bank, and shall be given to any one requiring them
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in exchange for notes of a larger amount, if the person presenting
them prefer such notes to coin. This regulation to continue in force
only for one year, as fi_r as regards London, but to be a permanent
one in all the country districts.
15, ]t must be well understood, that in country districts tlle
agents will neither be liable to give notes for coin, nor coin for notes.
16. The Commissioners shall act as the general banker to all the
public departments, in the same manner as the Bank of England
now acts ; but they shall be precluded fi'om thlfilling the same office:
either to any corporation, or to any individual whatever.
On the subject of the first regulation I have already spoken.
The Commissioners should be, I think, five in number--they
should
have an adequate salary for tile business which they would have to
perform and superinten_l--they
should be appointed by Government,
but not removable by Govermnent.
The second regulation refers to tile mode in which the new paper
circulation should be substitutcd for the old. By the provision
here made, 25 millions of paper money will be issued ; that sum will
not be too large for the circulation of the whole country, but if i_
should be, the excess may be exchanged for gold coin, or the Commissioners may sell a portion of their exchequer bills, and thus
diminish the amount of the paper circulation.
There are other
modes by which the substitution of the new notes for the old might
be made, if the Bank of England co-operated with the Commissioners : but the one here proposed would be efthctual.
It might
be desirable that Government should purchase from the Bank, at
a fair valuation, the whole of its buildings, if the Bank were willing
to part with them; and also take all its clerks and scrvants into
pay. It would be but just to the clerks and servants of the Bank
to provide employment and support for them. and would be useful
to the public to have the services of so many tried and experienced
officers to conduct their affairs. It is a part of my plan, too, that
the payment to the Bank for the management of the national debt
should wholly cease at the expiration of the Bank charter ; and
that this department of the public business should be put under the
superintendence
and control of the Commissioners.
The third regulation provides for a proper deposit of gold coin
and bullion, without which the new cstablishment could not act.
In fact, there would be 14 millions instead of 10, at the disposal of
the Commissioners.
It has been seen, by one of the. subsequent
reffulations_ that the Commissioners would act as banker to the
public departments;
and as it is found by experience, that, on the
average, these departments have 4 millions in their banker's hands,
the Commissioners would have these 4 millions in addition to the
10 millions.
If 5 millions were devoted to the purchase of coin
and bullion, 9 millions would be invested in floating securities.
If
8 millions were invested in gold: 6 millions would remain for the
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purchaseofexchequerbills.Whatever debtremaineddue to nle
Bank, afterthissecondpayment made by the Commissioners,
must
be providedforby loan,or made the subject
of a special
agreement
between the Government and the Bank of England.
The fourth and fifth regulations provide for the substitution of
the new paper money for the old_ and protect the Bank from thc
payment in specie of the notes which it may have outstanding.
This cannot be attended with any inconvenience to the holders of
those notes, bec_mse the Bank is bound to give them Government,
notes, which are exchangeable on demand fbr gold coin.
The seventh regulation provides ibr the substitution of the new
notcs for the old country bank notes.
The country banks couhl
have no difficulty in providing themselves with the new notes ibr
that purpose.
All their transactions finally settle in London, and
thcir circulation is raised upon securities deposited there.
By
disposing of these sccurlties, they would furnish themselves with
thc requisite quantity of money to provide for the payment of their
notes; consequcntly the country would at no time be in want of an
adequate circulation.
The circulation of the country banks is
estimated at about 10 millions.
The eighth regulation provides against fraud and forgery• In
the first instance, paper money cannot be issued from each district.
but must all be sent from London.
It is just, therefore, that some
public agent should, in as many places as convenient, be prepared
to verify the genuineness of the notes. After a time, the circulation
of each district would be carried on by notes issued in that district,
in forms sent for that purpose from London.
The ninth regulation provides every possible theility tor making
remittances and payments to any district in the country.
If a man
at York wishes to make a payment of 1000/. to a person at
Canterbury, by the payment of 1000/. in notes issued at York to
the agent in that town, he may receive a bill for 1000/., payable at
Canterbury in the notes of that district.
The tenth regulation provides for the payment of the notes of
every district in coin in Lomlon.
If a man in York wants 1000/.
in coin, Government should not be at the expense of sending it to
him: he ought to be at that expense himself.
This is ,_ sacrifice
that must be made for the use of paper money ; and if the inhabitants of the country are not contented to submit to it, they may
use gold instead of paper ; they must_ nevertheless, be at the expense
of procuring it.
The elcventh regulation, as well as the ninth, provides for making
remittances and payments to all. parts of the country.
The twelfth regulation provides against the amount of the paper
currency being too much limited in quantity, by obli_in_ the
Commissioners to issue it at all times m exchange for go_dat the
price of 3/. 17s. 6d. per ounce. Regulating their issues by the price
of gold_ the Commissioners could never err. It might be expedient
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to oblige them to sell gold bullion at 3l. 17s. 9d., in which case the
coin would probably never be exported, because that can never be
obtained under 3l. 17s. 10_d. per ounce. Under such a system, the
only variations that could take place in the price of gold, would bc
between the prices of 31. 17s. 6d. and 31. 17s. 9d. ; and by watching
the market price, and increasing their issues of paper _hen the
price inclined to 3l. 17s. 6d. or under, and limiting them, or withdrawing a small portion, when the price inclined to 3l. 17s. 9d. or
more, there would not probably be a dozen transactions in the year
by the Commissioners in the purchase and sale of gold ; and if there
were, they would always be advantageous, and leave a small profit
to the establishment.
As it is, however, desirable to be on the saib
side in managing the important business of a paper money in a
great country, it would be proper to make a liberal provision of
gold, as suggested in a _brmer regulation, in case it should be
thought expedient occasionally to correct the exchanges with
_breign countries, by the exportation of gold as well as by tLe
reduction of the amount of paper.
The thi_'tecnth rcgulatlon obliges the Commissioners to pay their
notes on demand in gold coin.
The fourteenth regulation provides tbr a supply of one-pound
notes for the country circulation.
On the first establishment o_
the :National Bank, but not afterwards, these are to bc issued in
London, to be subsequently countersigned
in the country.
As 't
check on the country agents, every description of note might be sent
to them from London, numbered and signed. After receiving them,
the agent should countersign them befbre they were issued to the put>lie; and he should bc held strictly responsible for the whole amount
sent to him, in the same manner as the distributors of stamps arc
responsible for the whole amount of stamps sent to them. It is hardly
necessary to observe, that the country agents ought to be in constant
correspondence with the London district, for the purpose of giving
information of all their p roceedings_ " Suppose a countrv
has
.
._ agent
.
given 100 notes of ll. for a note of 100/., he must glvc mformatmn
of that fact, sending at the same time the larger note for which he
has given then,.
His account in London would be credited and
debited accordingly.
If he receive 100l. in notes, and give a bill
on another distr_ct, he must give advice, both to the London
district and to the district on which the bill is given, sending up
the note as in the former instance.
His account will be credited
tbr this 100/., and the agent of the other district will be charged
with it. It is not rcqulsite to go any farther into details; I may
already have said too much ; but my object has been to show that the
security for the detection of fraud is nearly perfect, as vouchers for
every transaction would all be originally issued in London, and must
be returned to London, or be in the possession of the country agent.
The fifteenth regulation is onl),,,explanatory of some of the former
regulations.
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The sixteenth re_o_lation directs that the Commissioners shall
act as banker to the public departments, and to the public departments only.
If the plan now proposed should be adopted, the country would
probably, on the most moderate computation, save 750,000/. per
annum.
Suppose the circulation of paper money to amount to
25 millions, and the Government
deposits to 4 millions, these
together make 29 millions.
On all this sum interest would be
saved, with the exception of 6 millions_ perhaps, which it might be
thought necessary to retain as deposits, in gold coin and bullion,
and which would consequently be unproductive.
Reckoning interest,
then, at 3 per cent. only on 23 millions, the public would be gainers
of 690,000/.
To this must be added 248,000/. which is now paid
t'or the management of the public debt_ making together 938,000l.
INow, supposln,_ the expenses to amount to 188,000/,.. there would
remain ibr the I)ublic an annual saving or gain of 750,000l.
It will be remarked that the plan provides against any party but
the Commissioners in London making an original issue of notes.
Agents
in other districts in the country, connected with the
Commissioners, may give one description of notes for another ; they
may give bills fbr notes, or notes tbr bills drawn on them ; but, in
the first instance, every one of" these notes nmst be issued by the
Commissioners in London, and consequently the whole is strictly
under their cognizance•
If from any circumstances the circulation
in any particular district should become redundant, provision is
made for the transfer of such redundancy to London ; and if it
should be deficient, a fresh supply is obtained from London.
If
the circulation of London should be redundant, it will show itself
by the increased price of bullion and the fall in the foreign
exchanges_ precisely as a redundancy
is now shown;
and the
remedy is also the same as that now in operation, viz. a reductiou
of circulation, which is brought about by a reduction of the paper
circulation•
That reduction may take place two ways; either
by the sale of exchequer bills in the market, and the cancelling of
the paper money which is obtained for them,--or
by giving gold
in exchange ibr the paper, cancelling the paper as before, and
ex ortin_ the cold
The exporting the gold will not be done by
the Commlssmners;
that will be eff_cted by the commercial
operation of the merchants, who never l_ailto find gold the most.
profitable remittance
when the paper money is redundant
and
excessive.
If, on the contrary, the circulation of London were too
low, there would be two ways of increasing it,--by the purchase of
Government securities in the market_ and the creation of new paper
money for the purpose ; or by the importation and purchase, by the
Commissioners, of gold bullion, for the purchase of which new
paper money would be created.
The importation would take l)]ace
through commercial operations_ as gold never fails to be a profitable
article of import when the amount of currency is deficient.
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I]NDER
this head we propose, first, to __ive an account ot the rise,
progress, and modifications of the SINKINC. FUND,
accompanied
with some observations as to the probability of its accomplishing tile object for which it was instituted;
and next, briefly to
consider the best mode of providing for our annual expenditure
both in war and peacc,--an
inquiry necessarily involving the
policy of that S'rSTE_t Or' FUNDING of which the sinking fund
was long considered as one of the principal recommendations and
props.
I. On the subject of the sinking fund, we shall have frequent
occasion to refer to the statements of Professor Hamihon, in his
very valuable publication entitled "An Inquiry concerning the Rise
aml Progress, the Redemption, and Prescut State of the National Debt
of Great Britain."
" The first plan for the discharge of the national
debt, ibrmed on a regular system, and conducted with a considerable degree of firmness," says this able writer, "was that of the
sinking fund, established in 1716.
The author of this phm was the
Earl of Stanhope ; but as it was adopted under the administration
of Sir Robert Walpole, it is commonly denominated
ti'om him.
The taxes which had before been laid on for limited periods, being
rendered perpetual, and distributed among the South Sea, :tggregate, and General .Funds, arid the produce of these funds being
greater than the charges upon them, the surplusscs_ together with
such further surplusses as might afterwards accrue, were united
under the name of the Shaking _Fund, being appropriated
ibr the
discharge of the national debt, and expressly ordained to be applicable to no other purpose whatever.
The legal interest had been
reduced from 6 to 5 per cent. about two years bcfbre; and as that
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reduction was unfavourable to the commercial state of the country.,
Government was now able to obtain the same reduction on the
interest of the public debt, and al)ply thc savings in aid of the
sinking fund. In 1727 a thrther reduction of tile interest of the
public debt, fi'om 5 to 4 per cent. was obtained, by which nearly
400,000/. was "ldded to the sinking fund. And, in the year 1749,
the iatcrest of part of the debt was again reduced to 3½ per cent.
for seven years, and to 3 7_r cent. thereafter;
"rod, in 1750, the
interest of the remainder was reduced to 3½ per cent. fbr five years,
and to 3 per cent. thereafter, by which a thrthcr saving of' about
(;00,000/. was added to the sinking fund."
This sinking ihnd' was for some time regularly applied to the
discharge of debt.
The sums applied from 1716 to 1728 amounted
to 6,645,000/., being ncarly equal to the additional debt contracted
in that time.
From 1728 to 1733, 5,000,0001. more were paid.
The intcrcst of several loans, contracted between 1727 and 1732,
was charged upon surplus duties, which, according to the original
plan, ought to have been appropriated to the sinking fund.
" Soon after, the princil)le of preserving the sinking fund invi,)lablc was abandoned.
In 1733, 500_000/. was taken fi'om that
fund, and applied to the services of the year." "In 1734_ 1,200,000L
was taken from the sinking fund for current services ; and in 1735
it was anticipated and mortgaged."
The produce of the sinking
fhnd at its commencement in 1717, was 323,437/.
In 177(;, it was
•tt its highest amount, boing then 3_166,517/. ; in 1780, it had sunl,
to 2,403,017L
" The sinking fund would Imve risen higher, had it not been
depressed, especially in the latter period, by various encroachmeats.
It was charged with the interest of several loans, for
which no provision was made ; and, in 1772, it was charged with
an annuity of 100,000/., granted in addition to the civil list.
During the three wars which were waged while it subsisted, the
whole of its produce was al)plied to the expense of the war; and
even in time of peace, large sums were abstracted from it for current services.
According to Dr Price, the amount of public debt
paid off by the sinking fund, since its first alienation in 1733,
was only 3 millions, paid off in 1736 and 1737 ; 3 millions in the
peace between 1748 and 1756; 2½ millions in the peace between
1763 and 1775 ; in all 8_ millions.
"The additional debt discharged during these periods of peace
was effectcd_ not by the sinking tund, but from other sources.
"On the whole, this fund did little in time of peace, and
noth.ing in time of war, to the discharge of the national debt. The
purpose of its inviolable application was abandoned, and the hopes
entertained of its powerful efficacy entirely disappointed.
At this
time, the nation had no other fi'ee revenue, except the land and
malt-tax granted annually ; and as the land-tax during peace was
then granted at a low ratc_ their produce was inadequate
tc
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the expense of a peace establishment,
on tile most moderate
scale. This gave occasion to cncroachments on the sinking fund.
Had the land-tax been ahvays continued at 4s. in the pound,
it would have gone far to keep the sinking fund, during peace,
inviolate."
Tiffs _hnd terminated in 1786, when Mr Pitt's sinking fhnd w'ls
established.
To constitute this new fund, 1 million ])er annum was appropriated to it by Parliament, the capital stock of the national debt
then amounting to 238,231,248/.
This million was to be allowed to accumulate
at compound
interest, by the addition of the dividends on the stock which
it purchased, till it amounted to ,k millions, fi'om which time it
was not further to increase.
The fbur millions were then annually
to be invested in the public fimds as beIbre, but the dividends
arising from the stock purchased were no longer to be added to
the sinking fund for the 1)urpose of' being invested in stock; they
were to bc applied to the diminution ot' taxes, or to :my other
object th'lt Parliament might direct.
A further addition to this fired was proposed by Mr Pitt, and
readily adopted in 1792, consisting of a grant of 400;000/. arising
t?om the surplus of tile revenue, :tnd a further annual grant of
:_00,000/. ; but it was expressly stipulated
that no relief from
taxation should be given to the public, as far as this fund was
concerned, till the original million, with its accumulations, amounted
to 4 millions.
The addition made to the fund, by tile grant of
400,000l., and of 200,000/. per annum, together with the interest
on the stock these sums might purchase, were not to be taken or
considered as forming any part of the 4 millions.
At the same
time (in 1792), a sinking fund of a new character was constituted.
It was enacted, that besides u provision for the interest of any
loan which should thenceforward
be contracted, taxes should also
be imposed for a 1 per cent. sinkinff fund on the capital stock
created by it, which should be exclusively employed m the hqmdation of such particular loan ; and that no relief should be aflbrded to
the public fl'om the taxes which constituted the 1 per cent. sinking
fund, until a sum of capital stock, equal in amount to that created
by the loan, had been purchased by it. That being accomplished,
both the interest and sinking fired were to be qpplieable to the
public service. It was calculated, that, under the most unfavourable
circumstances,
each loan would be redeemed in forty-five years
fi'om the period of contracting it. ]f made in the 3 per cent.,
and the price of that stock should continue uniformly at 60. the
redemption would be ef['eeted in twenty-nine years.
In the years 1798, 1799, and 1800, a deviation was made from
Mr Pitt's plan of providing a sinking fund of 1 per cent. on the
capital stock created by every loan ; for the loans of those years
had no sinking fired attached to them.
The interest was charged
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on tlm war-taxes; and_ in lieu of a 1 per cent. sinking fund, it
was provided that tile war-taxes shouhl continue during peace,
to be then employed in their redemption, till they were all
redeemed.
In 1802, Lord Sidmouth, then Mr Addlngton: was chancellor
of the exchequer.
:I-Ic being desirous of liberating the war-taxes
from the charges with which they were cncumbcrcd, proposed to
raise new annual permanent taxes fbr the interest of the loans of
which wc have just spoken, as well as for that which he was under
the necessity of raising for the service of the _'ear 180"2 ; but he
wished to avoid loading the public with additional taxes for a 1
per cent. slnking'fimd
on the capitals created by those loans, and
which capitals together amounted to 86_796,375/.
To reconcile
the stockholder to this arrangement,
he proposed to rescind the
provision which limited the fhnd of 1786 to 4_ millions, and to
consolidate the old and the new sinking funds_ i. e. that which
arose from the original million pcr annum, with the addition made
to it of 200_000l. per annum subsequently granted_ and that which
arose from thc 1 per cent. on the capital of every loan tlmt had
been contracted since 1792. These combined funds he proposed
should, fi'om that tim% be applied to the redemption of the whole
debt without distinction ; that the dividends arising from the stock
purchased by the commissioners for the reduction of the national
debt should be applied in the same manner; and that this arrangement should not bc interfered with till the redemption of the whole
debt was effccted.
In Fcbruary 1803 the debt amounted to 480_572_470/., and the
produce of the joint sinking fund to 6,311,626/.
In 1786 the proportion of the sinking fund to the debt was as 1 to 238_ in 1792
as 1 to 160, and in 1803 as 1 to 77.
This was the :first devlat]on of importance from Mr Pitt's plan ;
and this alteration made by Lord Sidmouth was not, perhaps, on
the whole_ injurious to the stockholder.
He lost, indeed, the
immediate advantage of an additional sinking fund of 867,963/.,
the amount of 1 per cent. on the capitals creatcd by the loans of
1798_ 1799_ 1800, and 1802 ; " but in lieu," says Mr Huskisson,
"of this sinking fired, a reversionary sinking fund was created, to
commence, indeed_ in about twelve to fifteen years from that time,
but to be of such efficacy when it should commence, and to be so
greatly accelerated
by subsequent additions in its progress_ as,
under the most unfavourable supposition, to be certain of reducing
the whole of this debt within forty-five years.
This reversionary
sinking fund was to arise in the fbllowing manner;
by continuing
the old sinking fund at compound interest, after it should have
reached its _aximum of 4 millions ; and by continuing also the
new sinklng fired or aggregate of the 1 per cents, of the loans since
1792, after such 1 per cents, should have liquidated the several
loans in respect of which they are ori_nally
issued. There is
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nothing, therefore, in the act of 1802 which is a departure from
the spirit of the act of 1792."*
The next alteration that was proposed to be made in tlle sinking
fund was in 1807, by Lord Henry Petty, then chancellor of the
exchequer.
His plan was extremely complicated, and had tbr its
object, that which ministers .ire too much disposed at all thnes to
view with complacency, namely, to lessen tlle burden of taxation
at tile present, with the eert:linty of aggravating
its pressure at a
future day.
It was estimated by Lord Henry Petty, that the expenses of
the country during war would exceed its permanent annual revenue
by 32 millions.
For 21 millions of this deficiency provision was
made by the war-taxes ; the property-tax amounting to I1,500,000/.,
and the other war-taxes to 9,500,000/.
The object then was to
provide 11 millions per annum,
if this sum haft been raised by a
loan in the 3 per cents., when their price was 60, provision must
have been made by taxes for the interest and sinking fund, so that
each year we shouid have required additional taxes to the amount
of 733,333/.
But Government wished to raise the money without
imposing these additional taxes, or by the imposition of as f_w "is
circumstances would permit.
For this purllose they proposed to
raise the money required by loan, in the usual way, but to provide,
out of the war-taxes, for the interest and redemption of the stock
created.
They proposed to increase the sinking fund of every such
loan, by taking fkom the war-taxes 10 per cent. on its amount for
interest and sinking fund_ so that if the interest and management
absorbed only 5 per cent., the sinking fund would also amount to
5 per cent. ; if the interest amounted to 4 per cent. the sinking
fund would be 6 per cent.
The sums proposed to be borrowed in
this manner were 12 millions for the first three years, 14 millions
for the iburth, and 16 millions fbr each succeeding )'ear; making
together, in 14 years, 210 millions, for which, at the rate of 10 per
cent., the whole of the war-taxes would be mortgaged.
It was
calculated, that_ by the operation of the sinking fund, each lo:m
would be paid off in fourteen years from the time of contracting it ;
and, therefore, the 1,200,000/. set apart for the interest and sinking
fund of the first loan would be liberated and available for the loan
of the fifteenth year.
At the end of fifteen years a like sum would
be set _.ee, and so on each succeeding year ; and thus loans might
be continued, on this system, without any limitation of time.
But these successive sums could not be withdrawn fi'om the
war-taxes, for interest and sinking fund on loans, and bc at the
same time applied to expenditure;
and, thereibre, the deficiency
of 11 millions, for which provision was to be made, would, from
year to year, increase as the war-taxes became absorbed ; and at the
end of fourteen years, when the whole 21 millions of the war-taxes
* ._IrIIuskisson'sSpeec_on _e State of t_eFiaanreand Sm_.'ing
Fun_ 25th _Iarch
1813.
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would be absorbed, instead of 11 millions the defi_iency would be
32 millions.
To provide for this growing deficiency, it was proposed to raise
supplementary
loans, increasing in amount fi'om year to year, and
for the interest and sinking fund on such loans provision was to be
made in the usual way, by annual permanent taxes ; on these loans
the sinking fund was not to be more than 1 per cent.
By the plan proposed, in fifteen years from its commencement,
on the supposition of the war continuing so long, the regular loan
would have been 12 millions, and the supplementary
loan 20
millions.
If the expenses of the war shouhl have exceeded the estimate
then made, provision tbr such excess was to have been made by
other means.
The ministry who proposed this plan not continuing in office, it
was acted upon only tbr one year.
" In comparing tile merit of
dift_rent systcms_" says Dr Hamilton, " the only points necessary
to be attended to are the amount of the loans contracted--the
part
of these loans redeemed--the
interest incurred--and
the sums
raised by taxes.
The arr.'mgements of the loan under different
branches, and the appropriation of particular funds for p:tyment of
their respective interests, are matters of official regulation ; and
the state of the public finance is neither the better nor the worse,
whether they be conducted one way or other.
2k complicated
system may perplex and mislead, but it can never ameliorate."
Accordingly, Dr Hamilton has shown, that the whole amount of taxes
that would have been paid in twenty years, for an annual loan of
11 millions on the old plan of a sinking fund of 1 per cent., wouhl he
154 millions. On Lord [tenry Petty's pl:m, these taxes won]d,
in the same time, have been 93 milllons,--a difference in favour o[
:Lord Henry Perry's plan of 51 millions ; but to obtain this exemplion we shonld have been encumbered *_ith an additional debt or
119,489_788/. of money capital, which, if raised in a 3 per cent.
stock at 60, would be equal to a nominal capital of 199,149,646/.
The sinking fund was established with a view to diminish the
national debt during peace, and to prevent its rapid increase duri,_g
war. The only wise and good object of war-taxes is also .*o prevent the accumulation of debt. A. sinking fund and war-taxes are
only useful while they are strictly applied to the objects for which
they are raised ; they become instruments of mischief and delusion
when they are made use of for the purpose of providing the interest
on a new debt.
In 1809 Mr Perceval, who was then chancellor of tim exchequer,
mortgaged 1,040,000/. of tile war-taxes for tim interest and sinking
fund of the stock he funded in that year.
By taking more than a million from the war-taxes, not for the
annual expenditure_ but for the interest of a loan_ Mr Perceval
rendered it necessary to add 1 million to the loan of the next and
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all following years ; so that the rcnl effect of this measure diffbred
in no respect from one which should have taken the same sum
ammally from the sinking fund.
In 1813, the next and most important altcratlon was made in
the sinking fund.
Mr Vansittart
was then chancellor of the
exchequer.
It has bcen already observed, that the national debt
amounted to 238,231,248l. in 1786, when Mr Pitt established his
sinking ihnd of 1 million.
By the act of 1786, as soon as the sum
of 1 million amounted, by the aid ot' the dividends on the stock
which was to be purchased by it, to 4 millions, its accumulation
was to ccasc, and ttle dividends on the stock purchased wcrc to bc
available fi)r the public scrvice.
If the 3 per cents, were at 60
when this million had accumulated to 4 millions, tile public wouhl
have had a disposable fund of 20,0001. per annum ; if at 80, of
15,000/. per annum; and no other relief was to be given to the
public till the 4 millions had l)urchased the whole sum of 238
millions, the then amount of the debt.
In 1792 Mr Pitt added
200,000l. per annum to the sinking fund, and accompanied it by
the following observations :--" _Vhcn the sum of 4 millions was
originally fixed as the limit for the sinking fund, it was not in contemplation to issue more annually t_om the surplus revenue than
I million, consequently thc fund would not rise to 4 millions till a
proportion of debt was paid off, the interest of which, together
with the annuities which might fall in in the interval, should
amount to 3 millions.
But as, on thc present supposition, additional sums beyond the origin:d million are to be annually issued
fi'om the revenue, and applied to the aid of the sinldng fund, the
consequence would be, that if that fund, with these additions
carried to it_ were still to bc limited to 4 millions, it would reach
that amount, and cease to accumulate, before as great a portion of
the debt is reduced as was originally in contemplation."
"In order
to avoid this consequence, which wouhl, as thr as it'went, be a
relaxation in our system, I should propose_ that wlmtever may be
the additional annual sums applied to the reduction of debt, the
fired should not cease to accumulate till the interest of the capital
discharged,
and the amount of the expired annuities should,
together with the annual million only_ and exclusive of any additional sums, amount to 4 millions."*
It will be recollected, that in 1792 a provision was made for
attaching a sinking fund of 1 per cent. to each loan separately,
which was to be exclusively employed in the discharge of the
debt contracted by that loan; but no part of these 1 per cents.
were to be employed in the reduction of the original debt of
238,000,000/.
The act of 1802 consolidated
all these sinking
funds, and the public were not to be exempted fi'om the payment of the sinking fund itself; nor of the dividends on the stock
to be purchased by the commissioners, till the whole debt existing
* Mr l'itt's Speech.17_ _e_Jruary1792.
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in 1802 was paid off. Mr Vansittart proposed to repeal the act
of 1802, and to restore the spirit of Mr Pitt's act of 1792. He
acknowledged
that it would be a breach of faith to the national
creditor, if the fair construction of that act, thc act of 1792, were
not adhered to. It was, in Mr Vansittart's
opinion, no breach
of faith to do away the conditions of the act 1802. Supposing,
however, that the act of 1802 had been really more favourable
to the stockhohlcr than that of 1792, it is not easy to comprchcnd by what arguments it can be proved not to be a breach
of faith to repeal thc one and enact the other.
Were not all the
loans from 1802 to 1813 negotiated
on the faith of that act?
Were not all bargains made between the buyer and seller of
stock made on the same understanding?
Government
had no
more right to repeal the act of 180"2, and substitute another less
filvourable to the stockholder, and acknowledged to be so by the
minister himself, than it would have had to get rid of the sinking
ihnd altogether.
But what we are at present to inquire into is,
whether Mr Vansittart did as he professed to do ? Did be restore
the stockholder to all the advantages of the act of 1792?
]n
the first place, it was declared by the new act, that as the sinking
ihnd consolidated in 1802, had rcdeemcd 238,350,143l. 18s. ld,
exceeding the amount of the debt in 1786 by 118,895/. 12s. 10½d.,
a sum of capital stock equal to the total capital of the public
debt existing on the 5th January 1786, viz. 238,231,248/. 5s. 2-_d.
had been satisfied and discharged;
"and that in like manner an
amount of public debt equal to the capital and charge of every
loan contracted since the said 5th January
1786, shall successively, and in its proper order, be deemed and declared to be
wholl Y satisfied • and discharzed,
when and as soon as a further
*.9
.
amount of capital stock, not less than the capital of such loan,
and producing an interest equal to the dividends thereupon, shall
be so redeemed or transferred."
It was also resolved, "that after such declaration as aforesaid,
the capital stock purchased by the commissioners for the reduction
of the national debt shall from time to time be cancelled ; at such
times, and in such proportions, ,as shall be directed by any act of
Parliament to be passed for such purpose, in order to make provision
tbr the charge of any loan or loans thereafter to be contracted."
It was filrther resolved, that in order to carry into effect the
provisions of the acts'of
the 32d and 42d of the King, for
redeeming every part of the national debt within the period of
forty-five years from the time of its creation, it is expedient that
in future, whenever the amount of the sum to be r'tised by loan,
or by any other addition to the public funded debt, shall in any
year excet, d the sum estimated to be applicable in the same year
to the reduction of the public debt_ an annual sum equal to onehalf of the interest of the excess of the said loan, or other
addition, beyond the sum so estimated to be applicabl% shaU b?
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setapart out of the monies composingthe consolidated
fund of
Great Britain,
and sh,dlbe issuedat the recelpt
of the exchequer
to the Governorand Company of theBank of England,to be by
them placedto theaccountof"the commissioners
fbrthereduction
of the nationaldebt;" and upon the remainderof such loanor
• otheraddition,
theannualsum of I percent.on thecapital
thcreof_
according
to theprovisions
of"thesaidact.
A provision was also made, for the :first time, for I per cent.
sinking fund on the unfunded debt then existing, or which might
thereafter be contracted.
In 1802, it has been already observed, it was deemed expedient
that no provision shouhl be made for a sinking fhnd of 1 per
cent. on a capital of 86,796,300l. ; and as it was considered by the
proposer of the new regulation in 1813, that he was reverting
to the princil)le of Mr Pitt's act of 1792, he provided that
867,963l. should be added to the sinking fund for the 1 per cent.
on the capital stock created, and wlfieh was omitted to be provided
fbr in 1802._
This was the substance of Mr Vansittart's new plan, and which,
he contended, was not injurious to the stockholder, as it strictly
conformed to the spirit of' Mr Pitt's act of 1792.
1st, By Mr Pitt's act, no relief eouhl be aftbrded to the public
fl'om the burdens of taxation, till the stock redeemed by the origimtl
,_inking thnd of 1 million amounted to such a sum as that the
dividends on the capital _tock redeemed shouhl amount to 3
millions, making the whole sinking fund 4 millions; f}om thencetbrth the 4 millions were to discharge debt as before, but the
interest of debt so discharged was to be available for the public
service, and the public was not to be relieved fi'om the ch._rge on
the remainder of the debt of _.38 m_llions till the 4 millions at
* The effect of this clause was to give a sinking fund of 1½ instead of 1 per cent.
on such excess of loan above the sinking fund if the loan were raised in a 3 per cent.
*rock, and of 2½ per cent. if raised in a 5 per cent. stock.
J" Mr Vansittart's
plan has added to the sinking fund 1 per cent. on a capital of
86,796,300/,
......
On 56 millions of exchequer bills outstanding 5th Januar_ ) 1818:1 pc_"
L.867,936
cent.,
.........
560,000
By attaclfing a sinking fun(t of one half the interest, instcad of 1 per
cent. on a part of the capital created by loans, lm lias added to tlLe
slaking fund,
.
793,343
Total added,
........
From stock cancelled and available for public service,
Total deduction

from sinking fund on 5th January

].,.2,221,31 l
7,632,969
1819,

L.5,411,658

i

On the 3d of February 1819 the Commissioners certified that there had been transticrred to them 378,519,969/. 5s. 3_d. capital stock, the interest on which was
11,448,564/. 10s. 6atd., and that the debt created prior to and by the 37th Geo. ill.
amounted to 348,684,197/. ls. 5_d_ with a yearly interest of 11,446,736/. 3s. 4_d. ;
and consequently the excess redeemed was 2_,835.772l. 3s. 9_d., with a )'carl.v intcrest
of ]828/. 7_. l_:d.
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siml)le interest, and the further sinking fund which might arise
from the falling in of terminable annuities, together with the
additional sum of 200,000l. per _mnum, voted in 17(.t2, with their
accumulations,
had redeemed the capital of 238 millions.
The
sinking fund arising from the i per cent. on each loan was directed,
by the act of 17!)2, to be :q)plied to each separate loan for which
it was raised.
Mr Vansittart
thought himself justified, and free
ii'om any breach of fhith to the stockholder,
in taking for the
public service, not the interest of 4 millions, which is all that Mr
Pitt's bill would allow him to take, but the inZerest on 238
millions ; and on what plea ? because the whole consolidated sinking
funds, comprising the 1 per cent. on every loan raised since 1793,
had purchased 238 millions of stock.
On 5'fr Pitt's plan hc
might have taken 20,000/. per annum ii'om the sinking fund; on
his own construction
of that act, he took from it more than 7
miUions per annum.
2dly, Mr Vansittart acknowledged that the stockholder, in 1802.
was deprived of the advantage of 1 per cent. sinking fund on
a capital of 86,796,300/. ; and therefore, to be very just, he gives
in 1813 1 per cent. on that capital ; but should he not have added
the accumulation which would have been made in the eleven year._
from 1802 to 1813, on 867,963/., at compound interest, and which
would have given a further addition to the sinking thnd of more
than 360,000/. per annum ?
3dly, On Mr Pitt's plan, every loan was to be redeemed by its
sinking fund, under the most unfavourable circumstances, in fortyfive years.
If the loan was raised in a 3 per cent. fund at 60, and
the stock was uniformly to continue at that price, a 1 per cent.
sinking fund would redeem the loan to which it was attached in
twenty-nine years ; but then no relief would be given to the public
from taxation till the end of twenty-nine years; and if there had been
loans of 10 millions every year for that period, when the first loan
was paid off, the second would require only one year #br its final
liquidation ; the third two years, and so on. On Mr Vansittart's
plan, under the same circumstances, the sinking fund of each and
every loan was to be applied, in the first instance, to the redemption
of the first loan ; and when that was redeemed and cancelled, the
whole of the sinking funds were to be applied to the payment
of the second, and so on successively.
The first loan of 10
millions would be cancelled in less than thirteen years, the second
in less than six years after the first, the third in a less time, and so
on. At the end of the thirteenth year, the public would be relieved
ti'om the interest on the first loan, or, which is the same thing,
from the necessity of finding fresh taxes for a new loan at the
end of thirteen years, for two new loans at the end of nineteen
years;
but what would be the state of its debt at either of these
periods, or at the end of twenty-nine
years ? Could this advantage be obtained without a corresponding
disadvantage ? :N,, :
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tile excess of debt on Mr Vanslttart's
plan would be exactly
equal to these various sums, thus prematurely released by cancelle_l
stock, accumulated at compound intcrcst.
IIow could it be otherwise ? Is it possible that we could obtain a present rellcf from the
chargc of"debt without cither directly or indirectly borrowing thc
fund necessary to provide that relic(at compound'intercst?
" Bv
this means," says Mr V'mslttart,
'_ the loan first contracted woul_l
he discharged at an earlier period, and thc fimds charged with the
payment of' its interest would become applicable to the public
._ervice. Thus, in the event of a long war, a considerable resource
might accrue during the course of"the war itself_ as every successive
loan would contribute to accelerate the rcdcmptlon of" those previously existing ; and the total amount of"charge to bc borne by the
public, in respect of the public debt, would be reduced to a narrower
compass than in the other mode, in which a greater number of loans
would be co-exlstlng.
At the same thne the ultlmatc discharge
of the whole debt would be rather accelerated than retarded."--"
It
is now only ncccssary to declare that an amount of stock equal to
the whole of the debt existing in 178(; has been redeemed;
and
that, in like manner, whenever an amount of stock equal to the
capital and charge of any loan raised since 1792 shall be redeemed,
in its propcr order of' succession, such lo'm shall be deemed and
taken to bc redcemcd and s'ltisficd.
Every part of the system will
then _all at once into its proper place ; and we shall proceed with
the futurc rcdcmption with all the adwmtages which would have
been derived fi'om the original adoption of the mode of successive
_nstead of simultaneous redemption.
Instead of' waiting till the
purchase of the whole of the debt consolidated in 1802 shall be
complcted, that part of it which existed previously to 1792 will be
considcred as already rcdecmed, and the subsequent loans will
fbllow in succession, whcnever equal portions of stock shall have
been purchased.
It is satisfactory to observe, that by a gradual
and equal progress, we shall have the power of cffecting the
complete/_epayment
of thc debt more speedily than by the prescnt
course."
Is it possible that Mr ¥anslttart
could so _lecelve himself as to believe that, by taking 5 millions from the sinking fund,
which would not have been takeu by the provisions of the act of
1802, which would not have been taken by the act of 1792, and
other sums successively, in shorter times than could have been
efi_eted by the provisions of those two acts, lie would be enabled
to complete the repayment
of the debt more speedily?
Is it
possible that he could believe that, by diminishing the sinking
thnd, that is, the amount of revenue as compared with expenditure, he would effect the payment of our debt more speedily?
It is impossible to believe this.
How, then, are his words to be
accounted for ? In one way tie might have a meaning.
It might
be this_--I know we shall be more in debt in ten, twenty, and
thirty ),ears_ on my plan, than we _hould have been on that of
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Lord Sidmouth or on that of _fr Pitt; but we shall havc efFected
a greater payment in that time of the stock now existi_g, as the
sinking funds attached to future loans will be employed in paying
our present debt.
On Mr Pitt's plan, those sinking fiinds would
be used for the payment of the new debt to be created ; that is to
say, of the loans to which they are respectively attached.
We
shall be more in debt at every subsequent period, it is true ; but
as our debt may be divided into old stock and new stock, I am
correct when I say that we shall have the power of completing
the repayment of the debt, meaning by the debt the stock now
existing, sooner than by the present course.
This plan of Mr Vansittart was opposed with great ability, both
by Mr Huskisson and Mr Ticrney.
The fbrmer gentleman said,
" The very foundation of the assumption that the old debt has been
paid off_ is laid in the circumstance of our having incurred a new
debt of a much larger amount; and even allowing that assumption,
3Ir Vansittart would not have been able to erect his present scheme
upon it_ if the credit of the country had not been, for the last twenty
years, materially impaired by the pressure of that new debt.
On
the one hand, had the sinking fund been operating at 3 per cent.
during that period, he would not have touched it, even under his
own construction of the act of 1792.
On the other hand, had the
price of the stocks been still lower than it has been, he would have
taken from that sinking fund still more largely than he is now,
according to his own rule, enabled to take. This, then, is the new doctrine of the sinking fund ;--that, having been originally established
to prcvent the inconvenient and dangerous accumulation of debt
hereafter' (to borrow the very words of the act), and tbr the support and improvement of public credit, it is in the accumulation of
new debt that Mr Vansittart
found at once the means and thc
pretence for invading that sinking fund;
and the devotee of
depression of public credit was, with him, the me'_sure of the extent
to which that invasion might be carried.
And this is the system
of which it is gravely predicated that it is no departure from the
letter, and no violation of the spirit, of the act of 1792; and of
which we are desired seriously to believe, that it is only the following u 1) and improving upon the origin;d measure of Mr Pitt !--of
which measure the clear and governing intention was, that every
future loan should, from the _lwment of its creation, carry with it the
seeds of its destruction ; and that the course of its reimbursement
should that moment be placed beyond the discretion and control of
Parl4ament."--(ll/r
Hus]_-isso_'s Speech, 25th l]larch 1813.)
This is the last alteration thai has taken place in the machinery
of the sinking fund. Inroads more t_atal than this which we have
just recorded have been made on the fund itself; but they have
been made silently and indirectly, while the machinery has been
left unaltered.
It has been shown by Dr Hamilton_ that no fund can be efficient
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for the reduction of debt but such as arises from an excess of
revenue above expenditure.
Suppose a country at peace, and its expenditure, including the
interest of its debt, to be 40 millions, its revenue to be 41 millions,
it would possess 1 million of sinking fund. This million would
accumulate at compound interest, for stock would be purchased
with it in the market, and placed in tile names of tile Commissioners for paying off the debt. These Commissioners would be
entitled to the dividends before received by private stockholders,
which would be added to the capital of the sinking fund. The
fund thus increased would make additional purchases the fbllowing
year, and would be entitled to a larger amount of dividends, and
thus would go on accumulating, till in time the whole debt would
be discharged.
Suppose such a country to increase its expenditure 1 million,
without adding to its taxes, and to keep up the machinery of the
sinking fund, it is evident that it would make no progress in the
reduction of its debt ; fbr though it would accmnulate a fund in
the same manner as befbre, in the bands of tile Commissioners, it
would, by means of adding to its funded or unfunded debt, and by
constantly borrowing, in the same way, the sum necessary to pay
the interest on such loans, accumulate its million of debt annually
at compound interest, in the same manner as it accumulated its
million annually of sinking fund.
But suppose that it continued its operations of investing the
sinking fund in the purchase of stock, and made a loan fbr the
million which it was deficient in its expenditure, and that, in order
to defray the interest and sinking fund of such loan, it imposed
new taxes on the people to tile amount of 60,000/., the real and
efficient sinking fund would, in that case, be 60,000/. per annum,
and no more; for there would be 1,060,000/., and no more, to
invest in the purchase of stock, while 1 million was raised by the
sale of stock, or, in other words, the revenue would exceed the
expenditure by 60,000L
Suppose a war to take place, and the expenditure to be increased
to 60 millions, while its revenue continued, as before, 41 millions,
still keeping on the operation of the Commissioners with respect
to the investment of 1 million. If it were to raise war-taxes for
tile payment of the 20 millions additional expense, the million of
sinking fund would operate to the reduction of the nation,d debt
at compound interest as it did before. If it raised 20 _uillions
by loan in the stocks or in exchequer bills, and did not provide fi_r
the interest by new taxes, but obtained it by an addition to the
loan of the following year, it would be accumulating a debt of 20
millions at compound interest ; and while the war lasted, and the
same expenditure continued, it would not only be accumulating a
debt of 20 millions at compound interest, but a debt of 20 millions
per annum" and consequently the real increase of its debt, after
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allowing for the operation of tile million of sinking fund, _ ould be
at the rate of"19 millions l)cr annmn at compound interest.
But
if it provided by new taxes 5 per ccnt. interest for this annual loan
of 20 millions, it would, on the one hand, simply increase the debt
20 millions per annum; on the other, it would diminMl it by
1 million per annum, whh its compound interest,
if wc suppose
that, in addition to the 5 per cent. interest, it raised also by annual
taxes 200,000/. per annum as a sinking fired for each loan of 20
millions, it would, the first year of the war, add 200,000/. to the
sinking fired, the second year 400,000l., the third year 600,000/.,
and so on, _()0,000l. tbr every loan of 20 millions. Every year it
_vould add, by means of the a_lditional taxes, to its annual revenue,
without increasing its expenditure.
Every year, too, that part of
this revenue which was devoted to the purpose of purchasing debt,
would increase by the amount of the dMdends on the stock purchased, and thus Would its revenue still further increase, till at last
the revenue would overtake the expenditure, and then once again
it would have an efficient sinking fund for the reduction of debt.
It is evident that the result of these operations would be the
same, the rate of interest being supl)osed to be ahvays at 5 per
cent., or an)" other rate, if; during the excess of expenditure above
revenue, the operation of the (Jommissioners in the purchase of
stock were to cease. The real increase of the national debt must
del,end upon the excess of expenditure
above revenue, and that
would be noways altered by a different arrangement.
Suppose
that, instead of raising 20 millions the first )'ear, and paying off
l million, only 19 millions had been raised by loan, and the same
taxes had been raised, namely, 1,200,000/.
As 5 per cent. would
be paid on 19 millions only, instead of on 20 millions, or 950,000l.
for interest instead of 1 million, there would remain, in addition to
the original million, 250,000l. towards the loan of' the following
year, consequently the loan of the second year would be only for
18,750,000l. ; but as 1,?.00,000/. would be again raised by additional taxes, or 2,400_000/. in the whole the second year, besides
the original million, there would be a surplus, after paying the
interest of both loans, of 1,512,500/., and therefore the loan of the
third year would be for 18,487,500l.
The proga'ess during five
years is shown in the tbllowing table :--

1st year .............
2dyear .............
3d year .............
41"hyear ............
5th year ............

i
]

Loan
each Year.

Amount
oi" Loans.

Amount
of Interest.

Amount
of Taxes.

£
19,000,000
18,750,000
18,487,500
18,211,875
17,922,469

_
19,000,000
37,750,000
56,237,500
74,449,375
92,371,844

£
950,000
1,887,500
2.811,875
3,722,469
4,618,592

£
_o,200,000
3,400,000
4,600,000
5,800,000
7,000,000
....

Surplus.

£
1,250,000
1,512,500
1,788,125
9,077,531
9,38'1,408
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If, instead of thus diminishing the loan each year, the same
amount of taxes precisely hqd been raised, and the sinking fund
had been applied in the usual manner, the aulount of debt would
have been exaetly the same at any one of' these periods.
In the
third eolumn of the above table it will be seen, that in tlle fifth
year the debt had increased to 92,371,844/.
On the suppo_,itlon
that 200,000/. per annum had each year been added to the sinking
fund, and invested in stock by the Commissioners, the amount of
unredeemed debt wouhl lmve been the same sum of 92,371,844l.,
as will be seen by the last column of the following table :_

1st year

Loan

Amount

each Year.

Loans.

of

Debt
Redeemed
each 5.'car.

Amount
Debt

Interest
on Debt

Debt
remmnlng

Redeemed.

I',edeemed.

Unredeeined.

...

1.250.000
2d _-ear... 20,000,000140,000,0001,000.000
3d _'ear ... 20 000,000I 60,000,0001.512,500
4th'vear... 20:000,000 80,000,(}00'1,78S,125
2,077,531
5th _'ear...20,000,000100,000,000

50,(100

2.250,000
1.000,000
3,762,500
5,550.625
7,628,156

112,500
188,125
277,531
381,408

19,000.000

37,750,0(10
56,237,500
74,449,375
92,371,8.I4

A full consideration
of this subject, in all its details, has led
Dr Hamihon to the conclusion, that this first nmde of raising the
supplies during war, viz. by diminishing the amount of the annual
loans, and stopping the purchases of the CommlsJoners
in the
market, would be more economical, and that it ought therefbre to
be adopted.
In the first place, all the expenses of agency wouhl
be saved; in the second, the premium usually obtained by the
contractor forthe loan wouhl be saved on that part of it which is
rel)urehased by the Commissioners in the open market.
It is true
that the stocks may filll as well as rise between the time of contracting for the loan and the time of the purchases made by the
Commissioners, and therefore, in some cases, the public may gain
by the present arrangement ; but as these e}mnees are equal, and
a certain advantage is given to the loan contractor, to induce him
to advance his money, independently of all contingency of future
price, the public now give this advar_tage on the larger sum instead
of on the smaller.
On an average of years this cannot fall to
amount to a very considerable stun. But both these objections
would be obviated, if the chmse in the original sinking fund bill,
authorising the Commissioners to subscribe to any loan lbr the
public service, to the amount of the annual fund which they have
to invest, were uniformly complied with.
This is the mode whieh
w_ for several years strongly urged by Mr Grenfell, and it is tar
preferable to that which Dr Hamilton recommends.
Dr Halnilton
and Mr Grenfell both agree, that in time of war, when the expenditure excecds the revenue, and when therefore we are annually
increasing our debt_ it is a useless operation to buy a comparatively
L L
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small quantity of stock in the market, while we are at the same
time under the necessity of making large sales : but 1)r IIamilton
would not keep the sinking fired as a separate fund; Mr Grenfi_ll
would_ and would have it increased with our debt by some known
and fixed rules.
We agree with Mr Grenfell.
]I"a loan of 2(I
millious is to be raised annually_ while there is in the lmnd_ of
the Commissioners 10 millions which they annually receive, the
obvious and simple operation should be l"e'dly to raise only 10
millions by loan; but there is :t convenience in calling it 20
millions_ and allowing the Commissioners to subscribe 10 millions.
All the objections of Dr Hamilton are by these means removed ;
lhere will be no expense for "lgeney; there will be no loss on
•lecount of any difference of price at whieh the publie sell "rod buy.
By eallin__ the loan 20 millions the public will be induced more
e:{sity to "bear the taxes which are necessary for the interest "and
sinking fired of 20 millions.
Call the loan only 10 millions, abolish
during the war the very name of the sinking fund in ,dl your
l,ublie accounts, and it would be difficult to show to the people
the expediency of providing 1,200_000l. per annum by additional
taxation, for the interest of a loan of 10 millions.
The sinking
fired is therefore useful as an engine of taxation, and if the country
could depend on ministers, that it would be faithfully devoted to
the lmrposes for which it was established_ namely_ to affbrd at the
termin'ttion of war a clear additional surplus revenue beyond expenditure_ in proportion to the addition m'lde to the debt,'it would be
_ise and expedient to keep it as a separate fund_ subject to fixed
rules and regulations.
We shall presently inquire whether there can be any such
dependence_ and therefore whether the sinking fund is not an
instrument of mischief and delusion_ and really tending rather to
increase our debt and burdens than to diminish them.
It is objected both to Dr Hamilton's and Mr Grenfell's projects,
that the disadvantages which they mention are trifling in degree,
and are more than compensated by the steadiness which is given
to the market by the daily purchases of the Commissioners ; that
the money whieh those purchases throw into the market is "_
resource on which bankers and others_ who may suddenly want
money, with certainty rely.
Those who make this objection folget_ that if, by the adoption
of this plan_ a daily purchaser is widldrawn fi'om the market_ so
also is a daily seller. The minister gives now to one party 10
millions of money to invest in stoek_ and to another party as much
stock as 10 millions costs to sell, and as the instalments on the
loan are pald monthly_ it may tifidy be said that the supply is as
regular as the demand.
It cannot be doubted to% that a loan ef
20 millions is negotiated on worse terms than one of 10. It is
true that no more stock will remain in the market at the end of
the year_ whether the one or the other sum be raised by loan, but
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for a time the contractor must make a large purchase, ,_nd be must
wait befbre he can make Iris sale of 10 millions to the C_,mmlssloners.
He is induced then to sell much more largely before the
contract, which cannot fitil to affbct tim market price, and it nmst
be recollected, that it is the market price on the day of bidding
for the lo.'tn whicii governs the terms on which tile loan is neg_,tiatcd.
It is looked to both by the minister who sells ;rod the
contractor who pu,'chases.
The experiment on hit Grcnfbll's suggestion was tried ibr the first time in 1819 ; the sum required by
Government was 24 millions, to which the Commissioners subscribcll
12 millions.
In lieu of _tloan of 2.1 millions fi'om the contractor,
there was one only of 12 millions, and as soon as this :u'r'mgemcnt.
was kno_yn, previous to the contract, the stocks rose to 4 or 5 per
cent., and influenced the terms of the loan in th'tt degree.
The
reason was, that a preparation had been made ]br _4 or "30millions
h, an, and as soon as it was known tlmt it would be tbr 12 miilions
only a part of the stock sold was repurchased.
Another advantage
attending the smaller loan is, that _001. per million, which is paid
to the Bank for managc,ncnt
of the loan, is saved on the sum
subscribed by the Commissioners.
Dr Hamilton, in another part of his work, observes, " If the
sinking fund could be conducted without loss to the public, or
even if it were attended with a moderate loss, it would not be
wise to propose an alteration of a system which has gaincd the
confidence of the public, and which points out a rule of t'lxation
that has the adwmtagc at least of being steady.
If that rule be
laid aside, our measures of t:txation might becon,c entirely loo.-c."
"The means, and the only means, of restraining the progress of
national debt, are saving of expenditure and increase of revenue.
iNeither of these has a necessary connexion with a sinking fired.
But if they have an eventua] connexion, and if the nation, impressed with a conviction of the importance of a system established
by a popular minister has, in order to adhere to it, adopted measnres
either of frugality in expenditure, or exertion in raising taxes,
which it would not otherwise have done, the sinking fund ought
not to be considered as inefficient, and its ef_bcts may be of great
importance."
It will not, we think, admit of a doubt, that if Mr Pitt's sinking
fired, as established in 1792, had been always fairly acted upon_
it; for every loan, in addition to the war-taxes, the interest, and a
1 per cent. sinking fund had been invariably.supplied
by annual
taxes--we
should have made rapid progress m the extinction of
debt.
The alteration in principle which was made in the sinking
fund by the act of 1802 was, in our opinion, a judicious one : it
provided that no part of the sinking fund, neither that which arose
from the original million, with its addition of 200,000/. per annum.
nor that which arose from the 1 per cent. raised for the loans, since
1792, should be applicable to the 12ublic service till the whole ot
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the debt then existing was redeemed.
We should have been disposed to extend this principle further, and to make a provision,
that no part of' the sinking fund should be applicable to tile public
service until the whole of' tile debt then existing, and subsequentlp
to be created, should be redeemed.
We do not think th'tt there i_
nmch weight in the objection to this cl.'msc, which was made to it by
Lord Henry Petty in 1807, and referred to and more strongly urge(l
bv Mr Vansitt'lrt in 1813. Thc noble Lord said, " I need hardly
press upon the consideration of the committee all the evils likely
to result from allowing the sinking fund to accumulate without
any limit, tbr the nation would be exposed by that accumulation
to the mischief of having a large portion of capital taken at once
out of' the market_ without :my adequate means of applying it,
which would of course be deprived of its value.
" This evil must appear so serious to any nmu who contemplates
its character, that I have no doubt it will be t_lt, lmwever paradoxical it may seem, that the redemption of the whole national
debt at once wouhl be productive of' something like national bankruptcy;
for the capital would be equivalent almost to nothing,
while the interest he had befi)re derived If'ore it would be altogether
extinguished.
The other evils which would arise from, and which
must serve to demonstrate the m:sehievous consequence of a prompt
discharge of the national debt_ 1 will show presently.
Different
arrangcments were adopted in tim further pr_wlsmns made on tile
subject of the sinking fund in 1792 .'md in 1802. By the first the
siuking fund of 1 per cent., which was thencefbrward
to be provided tbr every new loan_ was made to accunmlate "tt compound
interest, until the whole of the debt created by such new loan
should be extinguished.
And by the second arrangement, all the
v'u'ious sinking fhnds existing in 1802 were consolidated, and the
whole were appropriated to accumulate at compound interest until
the discharge of the whole of the debt also existing in 1802. But
the debt created since 1802, amounting to about 100 millions of
nominal capital, is still left subject to the act of 1792_ which prorides for each separate loan a sinking fund of only 1 per cent. on
the nominal capital.
The plan of 1802, engrafted on the former
acts of 1786 and 1792, provided for the still more speedy extinction
of the debt to which it applied ; but it would postpone all relief
from the public burdens to a very distant period (computed in
1802 to be from 1834 to 1844) ; and it would throw such large
and disproportionate
sums into the money market in the latter
years of its operation, as might produce a very dangerous depreciation of tim value of money.
Many inconvemenees
might also
arise from the sudden stop which would be put to the application
of' those sums when the whole debt should have bccn redeemed_
and from the no less sudden change in the price of all commodities_
which must tbllow from taking off at one and the same moment
taxes to an extent probably then much exceeding 30 millions.
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The fate of merchants, manu_acturc,'s, mechanics, and every dcscrlption of dealers, in such an event, must bc contemplated
by cvc,'y
thinking man with ala,'m; and this applies to my ohservation
respecting a national bankrul,tcy ; for, sl,ould tile national debt be
discharged, and such a weight of taxation taken off at once, all the
goods remaining on hand wouhl be, comparatively speaking, of no
value to the holders, becausc, having been purchased or manufactured whilc such taxation prevailed, they must be undersold by
all those who might nmnufhctm'c the same ldnd of goods after
such taxation had ceased.
These objections were foreseen, and to
a certain dcgrcc acknowledged, at the time when the act of 1802
was passed, and it was then answered, that whenever the danger
approached it might bc obviated by subsequent ar,'angcnmnts."
A great many of these objections appear to us to bc chilnerical,
but, if well founded, we agree with thc latter part of" the extract,
" whenever the danger approached it might be obviated by suhsequent arrangements."
It was not necessary to legislate in 1807
or in 181;3 for a danger which could not lmppen till bctween 1534
and 1844. It was not necessary to provide "lgainst the evils which
would arise from a plethora of wealth at a ,'cmotc pc,'iod, when
our real difficulty was how to supply our immediate and pressing
wants.
What are the evils apprehended
fi'om the extravagant
_rowth
of the sinking fund towards the latter years of its existence ? Not
that taxation will be increased, because the growth of the sinking
fund is oeeasloned by dividends on stock purchased, but, first, that
capital will be returned too suddenly into thc hands of the stockholder, without his having any means of deriving a revcnue fi'om
it; and, secondly, that thc remission of' taxes, to the amount probablv of 30 millions, will have a great effect on the prices of partieubtr commodities, and will be very pernicious to the interest of
those who may deal in or manufacture such commodities.
It is obvious that the Commissioners have no capital.
They
receive quarterly or daily certain sums, arising from the taxes, whieil
they employ in the redemption of debt.
One portion of"the people
pay what another portion receive.
If the payers employed the
sums paid as capital, that is to say, in the production of raw produee, or manufimtured commodities, and the receivers, when they
received it, employed it in the same manner, there would be little
variation in the annual produce.
A part of that produce might be
produced by A instead of by B : not that even this is a necessary
consequence;
for A, when he received the money fi_r his debt,
might lend it to B, and might receive fi'om him a portion of the
produce for interest, in which ease B would continue to employ
the capital as befbre.
On the supposition, then, that the sinking
fund is furnished by capital and not by revenue, no injury wouhl
result to the community, however large that fund might be ; there
might or might not be a transti_r of e,aplo)'ments,
but the annual
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produce, the real wealth of the country, would undergo no deterioration, and the actual amount of capital employed would neither be
incrcased nor diminished. But if the payers of taxes, for the interest
and sinking fund of thc national debt, paid them from revenue,
then they would retain the same capital as bcfbre in active employment; and as this revenue, when recclved by the stockholder,
would bc by him employed as capital, there would be, in consc([uencc
Of this operation, a great increase of capital ; every year an
additional portion of revenue would be turned into capital, which
could be eml)loyed only ill fhrnishing new commodities to thc
markct.
1X'ow, tlle doubts of those who speak of the mischievous
cfthcts of the great accunm]ation of the sinking fund, proceed from
an opinion they entert:dn, that a country may possess more capital
than it can beneficially employ, and that there may be such a glut
of' commodities that it would be impossible to dlsposc of them on
such terms as to sccure to the producers any profits on their capitals.
Thc error of this reasoning has becn made m_mifbst by M. Say, in
his able work, .EcoTzomiePolitiqtle, and afterwards by Mr Mill, in
his excellent reply to Mr Spcncc, the advocate of the doctrine of
the Economistes.
They show that demand is only limited by production ; whoever can produce has ,_ right to consume, and he will
cxerclse his privilege to the grcatest extent.
They do not deny
that the demand fbr particular commodities is limited, and thercfbre they say there may be a glut of such commodities;
but in a
great and civilized country, wants, either for objects of necessity
or of luxury, arc unlimited, and the employment of' capital is of
equal extent with our ability of supplying ibod and necessaries for
Hm increasing population, which a continually augmenting capital
would employ.
With every incrcased difficulty of producing additional supplies of raw produce from the land, corn, and other
necessaries of the labourer, would rise; hence wages would rise.
A real rise of wages is necessarily followed by a real fall of profits,
and therefbre when the land of a country is brought to the highest
state of cuhivation, when more labour employed upon it will not
yield in return more food than what is necessary to support the
l'tbourcr so employed, that country is come to the limit of its increase both of capital and population.
The richest country in Europe is yet far distant from that degree
of improvement;
but if any had arrived at it, by the aid of foreign
commerce, cvcn such a country could go on for an indefinite time
increasing in weahh and population ; tbr the only obstacle to this
increase would be the scarcity, and consequent high wdue, of food
and other raw produce.
Lct these be supplied from abroad in
cxchange for manufactured
goods, and it is difficult to say where
the limit is at which you would cease to accumulate wealth, and
to derive profit from its employment.
This is a question of the
utmost importance in political economy.
We hope that the little
we have said on the subject will be sufficient to induce those who
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wish clearly to understand the principle, to consult the works of the
able authors whom we have named, to which we acknowledge ourselves so much indebted.
]f these views are correct, there is
then no danger that the accumulated capital which a sinking fund
under particular
circumstances might occasion, would not find
employment, or that the commodities which it might be made to
produce would not be beneficially" sold, so as to afford an adequate
profit to the producers.
On tt_is part of the subject it is only
necessary to add, that there would be no nccessity for stockholders to become thrmers or manuf'acturcrs.
There is always
to be found in a great country a sufficient number of responsible
persons, with the requisite skil]_ ready to employ the accumulated
capital of others, and to pay to them a share of the profits_ and
which in all countries is known by the name of interest tbr borrowed money.
The second objection to the indefinite increase of the sinking
fired remains now to be noticed.
By the remission of taxes suddenly to the amount probably of 30 millions per annum, a great
effect would be produced on the price of goods.
"The fate of
merchants,
manufltcturers,
lnechanics, and every description of
dealers, in such an event, must be contemplated
by every thinking m'm with alarm; tbr should the national debt be discharged,
and such a weight of taxation taken off at once, all the goods
remaining on han'l would be, comparatively speaking, of no value
to the holders, because, having been purelmsed or manui:actured
while such taxation prevailed, they must be undersold by all
those who might manufhcture the same kind of goods after such
taxation had ceased."
It is only, then, on the supposition that
merchants, manufacturers, and dealers, would be aft_eted as above
described, that any evil would result from the largest remission
of taxes. It would not of course be said, that by remitting a tax
,)f 5l. to A, 10l. to B, 100/. to C, and so on, any injury would be
done to them.
if they added these difihrent sums to their respective capitals, they would augment their permanent annual revenue,
and would be contributing to the increase of the mass of commodities, thereby adding to the general abundance.
_Ve have already,
we hope, successfully, shown that an augmentation
of capital is
neither injurious to the individual by whom it is saved, nor to the
community at false; its tendency is to increase the demand /br
labour, and consequently the population, and to add to the power
and strength of the country.
But they will not add these resi)ective sums to their capitals;
they will expend them as revenue!
The measure cannot be said to be either injurious to themselves or
to the community on that account.
They annually contributed a
portion of their produce to the stockholder in payment of debt,
who immediately employed it as capital; that portion of produce
is now at their own disposal; they may consume it themseh'es
ff they please. A farmer who used to sell a portion of his corn
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fi)r the particular purpose of furnishing this tax, may consume thia
corn himself; he may get the distiller to make gin of it, or the
brewcr to turn it into beer, or he may exchange it for a portion
of the cloth which the clothier, who is now released from the t:lx
as well as the fimncr, is at liberty to dispose of tbr any commodity
which he may desire. It may indeed be said, where is all this cloth,
bccr, gin_ &c., to come from; there was no more than necessary
for the general demand before this remission of taxes ; if every man
is now to consume more, from whence is this SUl)ply to be obtained?
This is an objection of" quite an opposite nature to tlmt which was
before urged.
Now, it is said there would bc too much demand
and no additional supply; before, it was contended that the supply
would be so great that no demand would exist for the quantity
supplied.
Onc objection is no better ibunded than the other. The
stockholders, by previously receiving the payment of their debt,
and cmploying the funds they received productively, or lending
them to some other persons who would so employ them, would
produce the very additional commodities which the society at large
would have it in their power to consume. There would be a general
augmentation
of revenue, and a general augmentation
of enjoyment ; and it must not for a moment bc supposed that the increascd
consumption of one part of the people would bc at the expense of
another part.
The good would be unmlxcd, and without alloy. It
remains_ then, only to considcr thc injury to traders from thc fidl
in the price of goods; and the remedy against this appears to be
so very simple, that it surprises us that it should ever have been
urged as an objection,
in laying on a new tax, the stock in
hand of the article taxed is commonly ascertained;
and, as a measure of justice, the dealer in such article is required to pay the
imposed tax on his stock.
Why may not the reverse of this be
done?
Why may not the tax be returned to each individual on his
stock in hand, whenever it shall be thought expedient to take off
the tax from the article which lie manufactures,
or in which hc
deals ? It would onl_ be necessary to continue the taxes tbr 't
vcry short time for this purpose.
On no view of this question can
we see any validity in the arguments which we havc quotcd, and
which were so particularly insisted on by Mr ¥ansittart.
There are some persons who think that a sinking fund, even
when strictly applied to its object, is of no national benefit wh.ttever. The money which is contributed, they say, would be more
productively employed by the payers of the taxes than by the commissioners of the sinking fund.
The latter purchase stock with it,
which probably does not yield 5 per cent. ; the formcr would obtain
from the employment of the same capital much more than 5 per
cent., consequently the country would be enriched by the difi_rence.
There would be in the latter ease a larger nett supply of the produce of our land and labour, and that is the fired from which ultimately all our expenditure
must be drawn.
Those who maintain
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this opinion do not scc that the commissioners merely rccelve
money from onc class of" thc conmmnity, and pay it to another
class, and that thc real question is, Which of these two cl'lsscs
will employ it most productively ? Forty millions per annum are
raised by taxes, of which 20 millions, wc will suppose, is paid ibr
sinking fund, and 20 millions fbr interest of debt.
After a year's
purchase is madc by the commissioners, this 40 millions will bc
divided diiferently;
19 millions will be paid for intcrcst, and 21
millions for sinking thnd; and so fi'om )'ear to )'ear, though 40
millions is always paid on the whole, a less and less portion of it
will be paid for interest, and a larger portion fbr sinking thnd, till
the commissioners h,tve purchased the whole amount of stock,
and then the whole 40 millions will bc in the hands of the commissioners. The sole question_ then, with regard to profit is, whether
those who pay this 40 millions, or those who receive ib will employ
it most productively;
the commissioners, in thct, never employing
it all, their business being to transfer it to those who will employ
it. ]qow, of this we are quite certt_in, that all the money received
by the stockholder in return for his stock nmst be .employed as
capital; for if' it were not so employed, he would be deprived of
his revenue, on which he had habitually depended.
If, then, the
taxes which are paid towards the sinking fired be derived front
the revenue of the country, and not from its capital, by this operation a portion of revenue is yearly realised into capital, and consequently the whole revenue of the society is incrcascd;
but it
might have been realised into capital by the payer of the tax
if' there had been no sinking fund, and he had been allowed to
retain the money to his own use. It might so, and if it had been
so disposed of, there can be no advantage in respect to the accunm1-ttlon of the wealth of the whole society by tire establishment
of
the sinking fund ; but it is not so probable that the pa.yer of the
tax would make this use of it as the receiver.
The receiver, when
he gets paid for his stock, only substitutes one capital for another ;
and he is accustomed to look to his capital for all his yearly income.
The payer will have all that he paid in addition to his ibrmer
revenue; if the sinking Jhnd be discontinued he may indeed realise it
into capital, but he may also use it as revenue, increasing his expenditure on wine, houses, horses, clothes, &c. The l)ayer might, too,
'have paid it from his capital ; and therefbre the employment of one
capital might be substituted
/br another.
In this case, too, no
advantage arises from the sinking fund, as the national weahh
would accunmlate as rapidly without it as with it; but if any
portion of the taxes paid expressly for the sinking fund be
paid ]?om revenue_ and which, if not so lmid, would have been
expended as revenue, then there is a manifbst advantage in the
sinking fund, as it tends to increase the annual produce of
our land and labour; and as _e cannot but think that this wouhl
be its operation, we are clearly of opinion that a sinkialg
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fund, honestly applied, is £tvourablc to tile accumulation
of
wealth.
I)r Hamilton has followed Dr Price in insisting much on the
disadvantage of raising loans during war in a 3 per cent. stock, and
not in _ 5 pcr cent. stock.
In the former, a great addition is made
to the nominal capital, which is generally redeemed during peace
at a greatly advanced price. Three per cents, which were sold at 60
will probably bc rcpurchased at 80, and may come to be bought
at 100 ; whereas in 5 pcr cents, there would bc little or no increase
of nominal capital, and as all the stocks are redeemable at pal',
thcy would be paid off with very little loss. The correctness of
this observation must depend on the relative l)riccs of these two
stocks.
During the war in 1798, the 3 per cents, were at 50, while
the 5 per cents, were at 73; and at all times the 5 per cents, bcar
:, very low relative price to the 3 per cents.
Here, then, is one
disadvantage to be put against another, and it must depend upon
the degrce in which the prices of the 3 per cents, and 5 per
cents. (lifter, whethcr it be more desir.tble to raise the loan in the
one or in the othcr.
We have little doubt, that during mm:y
periods of the war, thcre would have been a decided disadvantage
in making the loan in 5 per cent. stock in preference to 3 per cent.
stock.
The market in 5 per cent. stock, too, is limited; a sale
cannot be forced in it without causing a considerable thll, a circumstance known to the contractors_ and against which they would
naturally take some security in the price which they bid for a large
h)an if in that stock.
A premium of 2 per cent. on the market
])rice may appear to them sufficient to comI;ensate them for their
risk in a loan in 3 per cent. stock; they may requlrc one of 5 per
cent. to protect them against the dangers the), apprehend fi'om
taking the same loan in a 5 per cent. stock.
II. After having duly considered the operation of a sinking fund
derived from annual taxes_ we come now to the consideration
of
the best mode of providing for our annual expenditure,
both iu
war and peace; and further, to examine whether a country can
have any security that a fund raised for the purpose ofpayin_J debt
will not be misapplied by ministers, and be really made the instrument for creating new debt, so as never to afford a rational hope
that any progress whatever will permanently be made in the reduction of debt.
Suppose a country to be free from debt, and a war to take place
which should involve it in an annual additional expenditure of 20
millions--there
are three modes by which this expenditure may bc
provided; first, taxes may be raised to the amount of 20 millions
per annum, from which the country wotdd be totally freed on the
return of peace; or, secondly, the money might be annually borrowed and thnded_ in which ease, if the interest agreed upon was
5 per cent. a perpetual charge of 1 million per annum taxes would
be incurred for the first year's expense_ from which there would be
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no reilef during peace, or in any fi,ture war,--of
an additional
million for the second year's expense, and so on for every year
that tile war might last. At the end of" twenty years, if the war
lasted so long, the country wouhl be perpetually encnmbered with
taxes of 20 millions per annum, and would have to repeat the same
course on the recurrence of any new war. The third mode of proriding for the expenses of the war wouhl be to borrow annually the
20 millions required as befbre, but to provide by taxes a fund, in
addition to the interest, which, accumulating at COml)ound interest,
should finally be equal to the debt.
In the case supposed, if' money
was raised at 5 per cent., and a sum of 200,000/. per annum in
addition to the million for interest were provided, it would accumulate to 20 millions in forty-five sears; and by consenting to rai.-e
1,200,0001. per annum l)y taxes _br every loan of 20 millions, each
loan would be paid off in forty-five years fl'om the time of its
creation; and in forty-five years fi'om the tcrminntion of the war,
if' no new debt were cre'ttcd, tile whole would be redeemed, and
the whole of the taxes would be repealed.
Of these three modes we are decidedly of opinion that the
preference should be given to the first. T'hc burdens of tile war
are undoubtedly great during its continu'mcc, but at its termination
they cease altogether.
When the pressure of the w'tr is felt at once,
without mitig'ltion, we shall be less dist)osed wantonly to engage
in an expensive contest, and if" engaged in it, we shall be sooner
disposed to get out of it, unless it bc a contest for some gre'tt
national interest.
In point of economy there is no real diftb.rence
in either of the modes, for 20 millions in one llayment, 1 million
per annum for ever, or 1,200,000/. fbr forty-five years, are precisely
of the same value; but the people who pay the taxes never so
estimate them, and therefore do not manage their private ai_airs
.accordingly.
We arc too apt to think that the war is burdensome
only in l)roportion to what we are at tile moment called to pay fi_r
it in taxes, without reflecting on the l)rob'lblc duration of such
taxes. It would be difficult to convince a man possessed of 20,000/.,
or an)- other sum, that a perpetual payment of 50/. per annum was
equaliy burdensome with a single tax of 1000/.
He wouht have
some vague notion that the 50/. per annum would be paid by
posterity, and would not be paid by him; but if he leaves his
fortune to his son, and leaves it charged with this perpetual tax,
where is the difference whether he leaves him 20,000/. with the
tax, or 19,000/. without it ? This argument of charging postcr!ty
with the interest of our debt, or of relieving them f_om a 1)ortlon
of such interest, is often used by otherwise well inlbrmcd people,
but we confess we see no weight in it. It may indeed be said
that the wealth of the country may increase, ,rod as a portion of
the increased wealth will have to contrihute to the taxes, the proportion fMling on the present amount of wealth will be less, and
thus posterity will contribute ¢o our present expenditure.
That
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this may be so is true, but it mav also be otherwise ; tlle wealth of
the country may dhnlnish, indivi_luals ma_" withdraw from a countr-¢
heavily taxed, and thercfbre tile property retained ill the conntry
may pay more thnn the just equivalent which wouhl at the present
time be received from it. That an annual tax of 50/. is not deemed
the same in amount as 1000/. ready money, must have been observed
I)y every body.
If" an individual wcrc called upon to pay 1000/.
to the income-tax, he would probably endeavour to save the whole
ot" it from his income ; hc would do no more if, in lieu of this wartax, a loan had been raised, fbr the interest of which he would
have been called upon to pay only 50/. income-t'xx. Thc war-taxes,
then, are more economical, for when they "are paid an cfi_ort is
made to save to the amount of tlle whole expenditure of the war,
leaving the national capital undiminished.
In the other case, an
effort is only made to save to the amount of the interest of such
expenditure, and therefore the national capital is diminished in
amount.
The usual objection made to the payment of the lal_er
tax is, that it could not be conveniently paid by manufacturers
and hmdholders, fbr they have not large sums of money at their
command.
_Ve think that great efforts would be mad'c to save
the tax out of their income, in which case they could obtain
the money from this source; but suppose thcy could not, what
should hinder them fl'om selling a part of their property for moncy,
or of borrowing it at interest ? That there are pcrsons disposed to
lend is evident from the facility with which Government raises its
loans. Withdraw this great borrower from the markct, and private
borrowers would be readily accommodated.
By wise regulations
and good laws the greatest #heillties and secm'ity might be aflbrded
to individuals in such transactions.
In the case of a loan A advances
the money, and B pays the interest, and every" thing else remains
as before.
In the case of war-taxes A woul'd still advance the
money and B pay the interest, only with this difii_rence, he would
pay it directly to A ; now hc pays it to Government, and Government pays it to A.
These large taxes, it may be said, must fall on property, which
the smaller taxes now do not exclusively do. Those who are in
professions, as well as those who live fi'om salaries and wages, and
who now contribute annually to the taxes, could not make a large
ready money payment, and they would therefore be benefited at the
expense of the capitalist and'landholder.
We believe that they
would be very little, if' at all benefited by the system of war-taxes.
Fccs to professional men_ salaries, and wages, are regulated by the
prices of commodities, and by the relative situation of those who
pay and of those who receive them. A tax of the nature proposed,
if it did not disturb prices, would, however, change the relation
between these classes_ and a new arrangement of fees, salaries, and
wages would take place_ so that the usual level would be restored.
'£he reward that is paid to proi_ssors, &c., is regulated_ like
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every thing else, by demand and supply.
What produces the
supply oi' men, with certain qualifications, is not any particular
sum of money, but a certain relative position in society.
If w)u
diminish, by additional taxes, the incomes of landlords and cap_talists, leaving the 1)ay of' professions the same, the relative position
of professions would be raised--an
additional number of persons
would therefore be enticed into those lines_ and the competition
would reduce the pay.
The greatest advantage that wouhl attend war-taxes would be
the little pcrmantnt
derangtmcnt
that they would cause to the
industry of the country.
The prices of our commodities would
not be disturbed by taxation_ or if they were_ they would only be
so during a period when every thing is disturbed by other causes
during war. At the commencement
of peace every thing would
be at its natural prlcc again, and no inducement would be afforded
to us by the direct cttSct, and still less by the indirect cfii_ct of
taxes on various commodities_ to desert employments in which wc
have peculiar skill and facilities, and engage in others in which the
same skill and fhcilities art wanting.
In a st_te of freedom every
man naturally engages himself in th'lt employment fbr which hc is
best fitted, and the greatest abundance of products is the result.
An injudicious tax may induct us to import what we shouhl otherwise have produced at home_ or to export what we should otherwise have received from _broad ; and in both cases we shall receive,
besides the inconvenience of paying the t'_x, a less return for _
given quantity of our labour than what that labour would_ if
unfettered, have produced.
Under a complicated system of taxation it is impossible for the wisest legislature to discover all the
effccts_ direct and indlrect_ of its taxes; and if it cannot do this,
the industry of the country will not be exerted to the greatest
advantage.
By war-taxes wc should save many millions in the
collection of taxes.
We might get rid of at least some of the
expensive establishments., and the army of officers which they
employ would be dispensed with.
There would be no charges fbr
the management of debt. Loans would not be raised at the rate
of 50/. or 60/. for a nominal capital of 100/., to be repaid at 70/.,
80/, or possibly at 100/. ; and, perhaps, what is of more importance
than all these together, we might get rid of those great sources of
the demoralization of the people, the Customs and :Excise. In every
view of this question we come to the same conclusion_ that it would
be a great improvement in our system for ever to get rid of the
practice of funding.
Let us mcct our difficulties as they arise, and
keep our estates ti-ct from pernmnent encumbrances_ of the weight
of which we are never truly sensible till we are involved in them
past remedy.
We are now to compare the other two modes of defraying the
expenses of a war, one by borrowing the capital expended_ and preriding annual taxes permanentl$, t_or the payment of' the interest;
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ttle other by borrowing the capital expended, and, besides providlng
the interest by annual taxes, raising by the same mode, an additional revenue (and which is called the sinking fund), with a view,
within u certain determinate time, to redeem tile original debt, and
get rid cntlreh- of the taxes.
Under the t:irm conviction that nations will at last adopt the plan
of dcfra.ving their expenses, ordinary and extraordinary, at the time
they arc incurred, wc arc favourable to eve!'y plan which shall
soonest redeem us fi'om debt ; but then wc must be convinced that
the phm is efihctive for the object.
This, then, is the place to
examine whether we have or can have nnv security for tile due
application of the sinking fund to the payment of del_t.
When Mr Pitt, in 1786, established the sinking fund, he was
aware of the danger of entrusting it to ministers and P:trliamcnt ;
and therefore provided that ttle sums applicable to tile sinking ihnd
should bc paid by the Exchequer into the bands of commissioners,
by quarterly p'tyments, who should be required to invest equal sums
of money in the purchase of stock, on fimr days in each week, or
about fifty days in each qunrter.
The commissioners named were,
the Spe,_ker of the House of Commons, tile Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Master of the Rolls, the Accountant-General
of the
Court of' Chancery, and the Governor aml Deputy-Governor
of the
Bank.
He thought that, under such management, there could be
no misapplication of the funds, and he thought correctly, _br the
connnissioncrs have fitithfullv.i fulfilled the trust repGsed in them. In
proposing the establishment of a sinking ihnd to Parliament
in
178(;, Mr Pitt said, " V_ith regard to preserving the fund to be
invariably applied to the diminution of the debt inalienable, it w'ts
the essence of 4_is plan to keel, that sacred, and most effectually st,
in time of war. l{c must contend, that to sufihr tlle thud at any dine,
or on any pretence, to be diverted from its proper object, would be
to ruin, defeat, and overturn his plan. He hoped, therctbre, when
the bill he should introduce should pass into a law, that house would
hold itself solemnly pledged not to listen to a proposal for its repeal
on any pretence whatever."
"If this million, to be so applied, is laid out with its growing
interest, it will amount to a very great sum in a period that is not
very long in the life of an individual, and but an hour in the existence
.f :_gre_t nation ; and this will diminish the debt of this country
so much as to prevent the cxlgencies of war from raising it to the
enormous height it has hitherto done.
In the period of twentyeight years, the sum of a million, annually improved, would amoul,t
to 4 millions per annum ; but care must be taken that this fund be
not broken in upon : this/_as ]dtherto Seen the ba_e of lids countTT:
tbr if' the original sinking fund had been properly preserved, it is
easy to be proved that oar debts, at this moment, would not have
been very burdensome:
this ]_as Mtherto 3ee_Lin vain endeavo_red to
be w'everded by acts of Parliamcm ; the minister has unlformly_ when
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it sultcd hls convcnicncc, gotten hold of this sum, which ought to
have been regarded as most sacred.
What, then, is the way ot
preventing this ? The plan I mean to propose is this, that this sum
be vested in certain eommissloners_ to be by them applied quarterly
to buy up stock ; by this means, no sum so great will ever be ready
to be seized upon on any oeeasion_ and the fund will go on wlthm{t
interruption. Long andverylong has this country struggled under its
heavv load, without any prospect of being relieved ; but it nmy now
look ]brward to an object upon which the existence of this country depends ; it is therefore proper it should be lbrtified as nmch as possible
against alienation.
Bv this manner of paying 250,000/. quarterly
into the hands of commissioners, it would make it impossible to take
it by stealth; and the advantage would be too well ti?It ever to
sufl'cr a public act fbr that purpose.
A nfinistcr could not have the
contidence to come to this housc and desire the repeal of so benefici'd
a law, which tended so directly to relieve the people from burden."
Mr Pitt flattered himself most strangely, ttmt he had tbund a
remedy ibr the difficulty which " had hitherto been the bane of
this country :" hc thought hc lind di_-covered means tot preventing
" ministers, when it suited their convenience, from getting hold o_
this sum, which ought to be regarded as most sacred."
With the
knowledge of Parliament which he had, it is surprising that he
should have relied so firmly on the resistance which the IIouse ot
Commons would offer to any plan of ministers for violating the
sinking fund. Ministers have never desired the parti'd repc:d oi
this law, without obtaining a ready compliance fi'om Parliament.
We have already shown, that in 1807, one Chancellor of the
Exchequer proposed to relieve the country fi'om taxation, with "t
very slight exception, fro" several years, together, _hile we were,
during war, kccping up, if" not increasing, our expenditure, and
supplying it by means of annual loans. What is this but disposing
of a fund which ought to have been regarded as most sacred ?
In 180il another Chancellor of the Exchequer raised a loan, without raising any additional taxes to pay the interest of it, but pledged
a portion of t'he war-taxes fur that purpose, thereby rendering an
addition to that amount necessary to the loan of the tbllowing and
every succeeding year.
Was not this disposing of the sinking
fund by stealth, and accumulating debt at compound interest ?
Another Chancellor of the Exchequer, in 1813, proposed a partial
repeal of the law, by which 7 millions per annum of the sinking fund
was placed at his d_sposal, :rod which he has employed in providing
for the interest of new debt.
This was done with the sanction of
Parliament,
and, as we apprehend, in direct violation of all the
laws which had before been passed regarding the sinking fund.
But what has become of the remainder of this fund, after deducting
the 7 millions taken fi'om it by the act of 1813?"
It should now
' Some of the following observation_ refer to the period when this article was orig_
t'ally composeA.--Ev.
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be 16 millions, and at that amount it was returned in the annual
finance accounts last lald before Parllamcnt.
The finance committee appointed by the House of Commons did not tifil to see
that nothing can be deemed an efficient fund $br the rcdemption
of` debt in time of peace, but such as arises from an excess of
revenue above cxl)enditurc ; and as that exccss, under the most
|:avourable view, was not quite 2 millions, they considered that
sum as the real efficient sinking fund, which w._ now applicable to
the discharge ot' debt.
]f the act of 1802 had been complied with,
it" the intentions ot"Mr Pitt had been _hlfilled, we should now have
had a clear excess of revenue of above :_0 millions, apl)licable to
the payment of` the debt ; as it is, we have 2 millions only, and if'
_ve ask ministers what has become ot' the remaining 18 millions,
they show us an expensive peace establishment, which they have
no other means of det'raying but by draiis on this thnd, or several
hundred millions of 3 per cents., on which it is cml)loyed in discharging the interest.
If ministers had not had such an amount
o["taxes to depend on, would they have ventured, year after year,
to encounter a deficiency of revenue below expenditure, ibr several
years together, of" more than 12 millions?
It is true that the
measures ot" Mr Pitt locked it up from thcir immediate selzurc,
but they knew it was in the hands of" the Commissioners_ ;Lnd presumcd as much upon it, and justly, with the knowledge they had
of' Parliament, as if it had been in their own. They considered
the Commissioners as their trustees, accumulating money tbr their
benefit, and of` which they knew that they might dispose whenever
they should consider that the urgency of` the ease required it.
Thcy seem to have made a tacit agreement with the Commissioners,
th;lt they should accumulate 12 millions per annun_ at compound
interest, while they themselves accumulated an equal amount of
debt_ also at compound interest.
The facts are indeed no longer
denied.
In the last session of Parliament, for the first time, the
delusion was acknowledged by ministers, after it had become manif`est to every other person, but yet it is avowed to be their intcntlon
to go on with this nominal sinking f`und, raising a loan every year
|'or the difference between its real and nominal amount, and letting
the C,ommissioners subscribe to it. On what principle this can be
done it would be difficult to give any rational account.
Perhaps
it may be said that it would be a breach of _b.ith to the stockholder
to take away the sinking fund, hut is it not equally a breach of
tb.ith if" the Government
itself sells to the Commissioners
the
greatest part of the stock which they buy ? The stockholder wants
something substantial and real to be done for him_ and not any
thing deceitfhl and delusive.
Disguise it as you will_ if` of" 14
millions to be invested by the Commissioners in time of` peace, the
stock which lg millions will purchase is sold by the Government
itself, which creates it for the very purpose of" obtaining these 12
millions, and only stock tbr 2 millions is purchased in the market_
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and no taxes for sinking fund m" interest .ire provided for the 12
millions which Government takes; the result is precisely the same
to the stockholder, and to every one concerned, as if the sinking
thnd was reduced to 2 millions.
It is utterly unworthy of a great
country to countenance such pitiful shifts an_] evasions.
The sinking fund, then, has, instead of diminishing the debt,
greatly increased it.
The sinking fund has encouraged expenditure.
If, during war, a country spends 20 millions per annum_ in
addition to its ordinary expenditure, and l_aises taxes only for tile
interest, it will in twenty years accumulate a debt of 400 millions,
and its taxes will increase to 20 millions per annum.
Ii_ in addition to the million per annum, taxes of 200,000l. were raised for
a sinking fund, and regularly applied to the purchase of stock, the
taxes, at the end of twenty years, would be 24 millions, and its debt
only 342 millions ; for 58 millions will have been paid off by the
sinking fund ; but if at tile end of this period new debt shall be
contracted_ and the sinking fund itself, with all its aecumulations_
amounting to 6,940,000l._ be absorbed in the payment of interest
on such debt, the whole amount of debt will be 538 millions, exceeding that which would have existed if there had been no sinking
fhnd by 138 millions.
If such an additional expenditure
were
necessary, provision should be made for it without any interference
with the sinking fund. If_ at the end of the war, there is not a
clear surplus of revenue above expenditure of 6,940,000l. on the
above supposition_ there is no use whatever in persevering in a
system which is so little adequate to its object.
After all our experience, however_ we are again toiling to raise a sinking fund;
and in the last session of Parliament 3 millions of new taxes were
voted, with the avowed object of raising the remnant of our sinking
fund, now reduced to 2 millions_ to 5 millions.
Is it rash to
prognosticate that this sinking fund will share the i_ate of all those
which have preceded it ? Probably it will accumulate for a few
years_ till we are engaged in some new contest, when ministers,
finding it difficult to raise taxes fbr the interest of loans, will silently
encroach on this fund; and we shall be fortunate if, in their next
arrangement, we shall be able to preserve out of its wreck an amount
so large ,as 2 millions.
It is, we think_ sufficiently proved that no securities can be given
by ministers that the sinking fund shall be fifithfully devoted to the
payment of debt, and without such securities we should be much
better without such a fund. To pay off the whole, or a .great portion of our debt, is, in our estimation, a most desirable object, it_ at
the same time, we acknowledged the evils of the funding system:
and resolutely determined to carry on our future contests without
having recourse to it. This cannot, or rather will not_ be done by
a sinking fund as at present constituted_ nor by any other that we
can suggest; but if_ without raising any fund, the debt were paid
by a tax on property, once for all it would effect its object.
Its
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operation might be completed in two or three years during peace,
and if we mean honestly to discharge the debt, we do not see any
other mode of accomplishing it. Tile objections to this plan are the
same as those which we have already attempted to answer in speaking of war-taxes.
The stockholders, being paid off_ would have a
large mass of property, for which they would be eagerly seeking
employment.
Manufheturers
and landholders would want large
sums for their payments into the Exchequer.
These two parties
would not fidl to make an arrangement with each other, by which
one party would employ their money, and the other raise it. They
might do this by loan, or by sale and purchase, as the 3' might think
it most conducive to their respective interests ; with tiffs the State
would have nothing to do. Thus, by one great ef[brt, we should
get rid of one of the most terrible scourges which was ever invented
to afflict a nation ; and our commerce would be extended without
being subject to all the vexatious delays and interruptions which
our present artificial system imposes upon it.
There cannot be a greater security for the continuance of peace,
than the imposing on ministers the necessity of applying to the
people for taxes to support a war. Suflhr this sinking fund to
accumulate during peace to any considerable sum, and very little
provocation would induce them to enter into a new contest. They
would know that, by a little management_ they could make the
sinking fund available to the raising of a new supply, instead of
being available to the payment of' the debt.
The argument is now
common in the mouths of"ministers, when they wish to lay on new
taxes, for the purpose of creating a new sinking fund, in lieu of
one which they have just spent, to say, " It will make foreign countries respect us; they will be afraid to ins_flt or provoke us, when
they know that we are possessed of so powerful a resource." What
do they mean by this argument, if the sinking f'und be not considered
by them as a war fund, on which they can draw in support of the
contest ? It cannot, at one and the same timc, be employed in the
annoyance of an enemy, and in the payment of debt.
If taxes are,
as they ought to be, raised for the expenses of a war, what i_acility
will a sinking fund give to the raising of them ? none whatever. It
is not because the possession of _ sinking fund will enable them to
raise new and additional taxes that ministers prize it ; for they
know it will have no such effect; but because they know that they
will be enabled to substitute the sinking fund in lieu of taxes, and
employ it, as they have always done, iu war, and providing interest
for fresh debt.
Their m'gument means this, or it means nothing,
for a sinking fund does not necessarily add to the wealth and prosperity of a country ; and it is on that wealth and prosperity that it
nmst depend, whether new burdens can be borne by the people.
What did Mr Vansittart
mean in 1813, when he said that " the
advantage which his new plan of finance would hereafter give, in
furnishing a hundred millions in time of peace, as a fund against
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the return of hostilities, was one of great momcnt.
This would
place an instrument of force in the hands of Parliament, which
might lead to the most important results."
" It nfight be objected
by some, that keeping in reserve a large fund to meet the expenses
of a new war, might be likely to make the Government of this
country arrogant and ambitious, and thcrefore have a tendency
unnecessarily to plunge us in new contests ;" not a very unreasonable objection, wc should think.
How does Mr Vansittart answcr
it ? " On this subject he u-ould say, from long experience and
observation, that it would be better fbr our neighbours to depend on
the moderation of this country, than tbr this country to depend on
them.
He should not think the plan objectionable on this account.
If the sums treasured up were misapplied by tile arrogant or ambitious conduct of our Government, the blame must _all on the
beads of those who misused it, not on those who put it into their
bands for purposes of dcihnce.
They did their duty in furnishing
the means of preserving the greatness and glory of the country,
though those means might be used fbr the purposes of ambition,
rapine, and desolation."
These arc very natural observations from
the mouth of a minister ; but we are of opinion that such a treasure
would be more safe in the custody of the people, and th'tt Parliament have something more to do than to thrnish ministers with tim
means of preserving the greatness and glory of the country.
It is
their duty to take every security that the resources of the country
are not misapplied " by the arrogant and ambitious conduct of our
Government," or "used tbr the purposes of ambition, rapine, and
desolation."
On the extraordinary assumption that there was any thing in Mr
Vansittart's plan that would more effectually than the old plan allow
100 millions hereafter to be appropriated to the public service, Dr
IIamilton has the ibllowing observations :-" We are altogether :it a loss to form a distinct conception of
the valuable treasure here held forth.
So soon as any stock is
purchased by the commissioners, and stands invested in their name,
a llke amount of the public debt is in fitct discharged.
Whether :,
parliamentary declaration to the effect be made or not is only a
matter of form. If the money remain invested in the name of the
commissioners, no doubt it may be transibrred again to purchasers
in the stock excbange when war broke out anew; and money nmy
be raised for the public in this manner.
It is an application to the
public to invest their capital in the purchase of tiffs dormant stock."
" it is true, that if the taxes imposed during war for the purpose
of a sinking ihnd be continued after peace is restored, till a large
sum (suppose 100,000,000l.) be vested in the hands of the Commissioners, the public, upon the renewal of the war, may spend to that
amount without imposing fresh taxes,_an
advantage,"
observes
Mr
to this
plan,
but Huskisson,
una_ oidable "not
under only
any not
plan exclustvely
of a sinking belonging
fund in ume
of peace.
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.Air Vansittart
ought to have said, " If our sinking fired should
accumulate in time of peace to so large a sum that I can take
5 millions per 'mnum from it, I can spend 100,000,000/. in a new
war without coming to you tbr fi'esh taxes; the disadvantages of
my plan are_ that by now taking 7,000,000/. pcr annum from it,
and making a provision for speedily, and at regular intervals,
appropriating more of this fund to present objects, the sinking fund
will be so much diminished that I cannot so soon, by a great re:my
years, avail myself of the 5 millions tbr tl:e purpose which i imve
stated."
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A MOXARClI,or any other ruler, wishes to have no other check on
his actions but his own _ill, and would, if he could, reign despotically, uncontrolled
by any other power.
In every country of
the world, some check, more or xcss strong, exists on the will oi' the
Sovereign, even in those Governments which are supposed to bc
the most despotic.
In Turkey, and at Algiers, the people or the
army rise up in insurrection, and frequently depose .md strangle"
one tyrant, and elevate another in his place, who is checked in his
career by a dread of the same species of violence.
The only dif_hrence, in this point, between the Governments
of
countries which are called free and those which are called arbitrary,
is in the organization of this check, and in the fhcility and efficacy
with which it is brought to bear upon the will of the Sovereign.
In England, tile monarch's authority is checked by the fear of
resistance,
and the power of organizing and calling forth this
resistance is said to be ill the aristocracy and the people, through
the medium of the two Houses of Parliament.
It is undoubtedly true that the monarch would not long venture
to oppol_e the opinion decidedly expressed by tile tlouse of Commons, and therefore he may be said to be checked and controlled
by those who appoint the House of Commons.
All great questions
are decided in the House of Commons ; the House of Lords seldom
gives any opposition to important measures to which the other
House has given its sanction.
:Nor, when the constitution of that
House is considered, is such opposition necessary, for the I-louse of
Commons is not appointed by the people, but by the Peers and the
wealthy aristocracy of the country.
The really efficient power of
Government
is, then, in the hands of the wealthy aristocracy,
subject, indeed, to au irregular influence which I shall presently
explain. What is the consequence of this ?--A compromise between
the aristocracy and the monarchy ; and all the power and influence
which Government
gives are divided
between them.
The
monarch has the appointment to all places of trust and profit_
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to the ministry--to
the army and navy--to
the courts of law;
hc has also the power of appointing to many other lucrative situations, such as ambassadors, heads and subordinates of public offices,
&c., &c. Notwithstanding
this gTeat power, his measures can be
controlled by the House of Commons, and therefore, it is of importance to Government to get a majority in that House.
This is easily obtained by giving a portion of these lucrative
places to those who have the choice of the majority of the House
of Commons; accordingly, it is well known that no means are so
effectual for obtaining situations of trust and profit from the Crown
as the possession of parliamentary influence; and, as the appetite
for lucrative places is insatiable, both in ministers and their followers, and the oligarchy and theirs, places are often created fbr
the men, and others are frequently continued after they have
become unnecessary, for the advantagc solely of these fhvoured
individuals.
If, then, there were no other check on both thesc
bodies, England would not have to boast of a better Government
than what exists in those countries in which it is called despotic.
But, happily, there is another check, and that a tolerably efficient
one, which is with the people, and would not, without a violent
struggle, be wrested fi'om them.
The check on this Government,
which operates on behalf of the people, is the good sense and
infbrmation of the people themselves, operating through the means
of a free press, which controls not only the Sovereign and his
ministers, but the aristocracy and the House of Commons, which
is under its influence.
This is the great safeguard of our liberties.
Every transaction of the great functionaries of the State is, by
means of the press, conveyed in two days to the extremities of the
km¢,
"" _,dom, and the a 1arm is sounded if' any measure is adopted, or
even proposed, which might in its tendency be hurtful to the
community.
This check, then, like others that we have been
speaking of, resolves itself into the fear which Government and the
aristocracy have of an insurrection of the people, by which their
power might be overturned, and which alone keeps them within
the bounds which now appear to arrest them. The press, amongst
an enlightened and well-infbrmed people, is a powerful instrument
to prevent misrule, because it can quickly organise a formidable
opposition to any encroachment on the people's rights, and, in the
present state of information, perhaps there would not be found a
minister who would be sufficiently daring to attempt to deprive us
of it. This power, however, is irregular in its operation,
it is not
always easy to rouse the people to an active opposition to minor
measures, which may be shown to be detrimental to their interests ;
neither is it powerful, on ordinary occasions, in getting a repeal of
those laws, which, however detrimental, have been long in force;
and therefore it is in a certain degree braved.
In spite of the
thunders of the press, men continue to be placed in Parliament,
whose interests are often at direct variance with the interest of
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the people. The offices of State, and the lucrative situations under
Government, are not bestowed according to merit; bad laws continue to disgrace our statute-book,
and good ones arc rejected
because they would interfere with particular interests;
wars are
entered into for the sake of private advantage, and the nation is
borne down with great and unnecessary expenses.
Experience
proves that thc liberty of the press is insufficient to correct or
prevent these abuses_ and that nothing can be effectual to that
purpose but placing the check in a more regular manner in the
people by making the House of Commons really and truly the
representatives
of the people. Of all the classes in the community
the people only are interested in being well governed;
on this
point there can be no dispute or mistake.
Good government may
be contrary to the interests of the aristocracy, or to those of the
monarch, as it may prevent them from having the same emoluments,
advantage_ or power_ which they would have if Government was
not busied about the happiness of the many_ but chiefly concerned
itself about the happiness of the tew; but it can never be prejudicial to the general happiness.
If, then, we could get a House of Commons chosen by the
people, excluding all those, whether high or low, who had interests
separate and distinct from the general interest, we should have a
controlling body whose sole business and duty it would be to
obtain good government.
It is not denied that, in innumerable
instances, the interest of the aristocracy and that of the people
will be the same, and therefore nrany good laws and regulations
would be made if the aristocracy were to govern without control.
The same may be said of the Monarch;
but in man), important
instances they will also be opposed, and then it is tlmt we shall look
in vain for good laws and for good government.
A reform in the
House of Commons, then,_the
extension of the elective fi'anchise
to all those ag-ainst whom no plausible reason can be urged that they
have, or suppose they havc_ interest contrary to the general interest_
is the only measure which will secure liberty and good government
on a solid and permanent foundation.
This is so self-evident that
one is surprised that an argaament can be offered against it ; but, to
do the opponents of this measure justice_ they do not advance any
direct argument against it ; their whole endeavour is to evade it.
A House of Commons such as you contend for, they say, would
be a _ood. but how are you to obtain it.9 Has taot the country
flourished m spite of the imperfections you mention, and why wouhl
you wish to improve what is already demonstrated to be so good ?
_l'he House of Commons is not chosen by the people generally, but
it is chosen by men who have received a good and liberal education-whose
characters
are unimpeachable,
and who are much
better judges of what will conduce to the happiness of the people
than they themselves are. By extending the franchise you open
the door to anm zhy, for the bulk of the people are interested_ ot
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thinkthey areso,intheequaldivision
ofproperty,
and theywould
chooseonlysuch dcmagogues as held out thehope to them that
such division
shouldtake place. To which it may be answered,
that althoughit be true that the countryhas i%urishedwith a
House of Commons constituted
as ourshasbeen,itmust be shown
thatsuch a constitution
of itisfavourable
to thcprosperity
ofthe
country,beforesuchan argumentcan be admittedforitscontinuance. It isnot sufficient
to say thatwe have been successful,
and
therefore
we shouldgo on in the same course. The questionto be
askedis,notwithstanding
oursuccess,
has therebeennothingin our
institutions
to retardour progress
? A merch_mt may flourish
ahhough he isimposed upon by hisclerk,
butitwould be a worthlessargument to persuadehim to keep thisclerkbecausehe had
flourished
while he w_ in hisemploy. Whilst any evilcan be
removed,or any improvementadopted,we shouldlisten
to no suggestions
so inconclusive
as that we have been doing well. Such
an argument isa barto allprogrcssinhuman af{_irs.
Why havewe adoptedtheuseofsteam-engines
? Itmight have
been demonstratedthatourmanufactureshad flourished
without
them, and why notletwellenoughalone? _otbing iswellenough
whilstanythingbetteriswithinourreach; thisisa fallacy
_vhich
can onlybe advanced by the ignorantor designing,
and can no
longer impose on us. What' signifies_
too,the unimpeachable
characters
and thegood education
ofthosewho choosethemembers
ofthe House of Commons ? Let me know what thestateoftheir
interests
is,and I willtell
you what measurestheywill
recommend.
If thisargumentwere good forany thing,we might getridof
allthechecksand restraints
of law,asfarat leastas{heyregarded
a partofthecommunity. Why ask from ministers
an-accountof
thepublicincome and expenditureannually? Are theynot men
ofgood character
and education
?
What need of a House of Commons or of a House of Lords ?
Are they to restrain
the Soverelgn? Why shouldyou not place
theftfllest
reliance
inhisvirtueand integrity
?
Why fetter
thejudges by rules,
and burden them with juries
?
Is itpossible
that such enlightenedand good men could decide
unjustly
or corruptly
? To keep men good you must as much as
possible
withdrawfrom them alltemptationto be otherwise.The
sanctions
ofreligion,
of publicopinion,
and of law,allproceedon
thisprinciple,
and thatState is most perfect
in which allthese
sanctions
concurto make ittheinterest
of allmen to be virtuous,
which isthesame thingas to say,to use theirbestendeavourto
promotethegeneralhappiness.
The lastpointforconsideration
isthesupposeddisposition
ofthe
peopleto interfere
withthe rightsof property. So essential
does
itappearto me, to thecause of good government,thatthe rights
ofpropertyshouldbe held sacred,
that I would agree to deprive
those of the elective
franchiseagainstwhom it couldjustlybe
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alleged that they considered it their interest to invade them. But
in fkct it can be only amongst the most needy in the community
that such an opinion can be entertained.
The man of a small
income must be aware how little his share would be if all the large
fbrtunes in the kingdom were equally divided among the people.
He must know that the little he wouhl obtain by such a division
could be no adequate compcnsatlon fbr the overturning ofa pHnclple
which renders the produce of his industry secure.
Whatever
might be his gains after such a principle had been admitted, would
be held by a very insecure tcnure, and the chance of his making
any future gains would be greatly diminished ; fbr the quantity of
cmployment in the countrymust
depend, not only oil the quantity
of capital, but upon its advantageous distribution, and, "tbove all,
on the conviction of each capitalist that he will be allowcd to enjoy
unmolested the ii'ults of his capital, his skill, and his enterprise.
To take from him this conviction is at once to annihilate half the
productive industry of the country, and would be more fatal to the
poor labourer than to thc rich capitalist himself.
This is so self=
evident, that men very little advanced beyoml the very lowcst
stations in the country cannot be ignorant of it; and it may be
doubted whether any large number even of the lowest would, it
they could, promote a division of property.
It is the bugbear bv
which the corrupt always endeavour to rally those who have
property to lose around them, and it is from this fear, or pretended
fear, that so much jealousy is expressed of entrusting the least
share of power to the people.
But the objection, when urged
against refbrn b is not -m honest one, for, if it be allowed that those
who havc a sacred regard to the rights of" property should have a
voice in the choice of representatives, the principle is granted lbr
•
r_
,
whmh
reformers contend.
"ihey profess
to want only O'..ood government, and, as a means to such an end, they insist that-the power of
choosing members of Parliament
should be given to those who
cannot have an interest contrary to good government.
If the
objection made against reform were an lmnest one, the objectors
would say how low in the scalc of society they thought the rights
of property were held sacred, :rod there they wouhl make their
stand.
That class, and all abovc it, they would say, may tairly and
advant_lgcously be entrusted with the power which is wished to be
_iven them, but the presumption of mistaken views of interest in all
below that class would render it hazardous to entrust a similar
power with them_it
could not at least be safely done until we had
more reason to be satisfied that. in their opinion, the interest of the
community and that of themselves were identified on this important subject.
This concession would satisfy the reasonable part of the public.
It is not universal suflkage as an end, but as a mean% of good
government, that the partisans of that measure ask it for. Give
them the good government, or let them be convinced that you are
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really in earnest in procuring it for them, and they will be satisfied,
Mthough you should not advance with the rapid steps that they
think would be most advantageously taken. My own opinion is in
#avour of caution, and theretbre I lament that so much is said on
the subject of Universal Suffrage. I am convinced that an extension
of the sui_Yage, far short of making it universal, will substantially
secure to the people the good government they wish for, and
therefore I deprecate the demand f_lr the universality of the elective
fYanchise ; at the same time, I feel confident that the effects of the
measure which would satisfy me would have so beneficial an effcct
on the public mind--would
be the means of so rapidly increasing
the knowledge and intelligence of the public, that_ in a limited
space of time ailer this first measure of reform were granted, we
might, with tile utmost safety, extend the right of" voting _br
members of Parliament to every class of the people.
But it is intolerable, because the Itouse of Commons is not disposed to go the full length of what is perhaps indiscreetly asked of
them, that therefore they should refuse to grant any reformation of
abuses whatever, that, against the plainest conviction, they should
assert that a House of' Commons, constituted as this is, is best
calculated to give to the people the advantages of good government,
and that they should continue to maintain that the best interests
of the people are attended to mwhen it is demonstrated
that they
not only are not, but cannot be, whenever they arc opposed to the
interests of those who are in full possession of power, namely, the
King, and the Oligarchy, who are bribed to support his governmeat.

SPEECH

ON THR

PLAN OF VOTING BY BALLOT

Tltls speech appeared originally in the Scotsman of the 17th of July 1824, being introduced by the following paragraph :-"The following report of one of Mr Ricardo's speeches in l'arliament--mo_t
probably
the one he delivered on the 24th April 182_3,in the debate on Lord John Russell's motioi:
--written
in his own hand, was found among his manuscripts _ubscquently to his death.
His friends have kindly communicated
it to us, and we now lmblish it verbatim from
the manuscript, without any alteration of any kind whatever.
Mr Ricardo was always
_t decided supporter of the plan of election by ballot ; and he has here stated, with
that brevity_ clearness, and comprehensiveness of view peculiar to himself, the grounds
on which he approved of that plan. We will not presume to say that l_Ir Ricardo
has obviated all the ot_ections that have been urged agaiost the ballot ; but eve .ry
one will rcadily allow that his defence of it .;_ _,ble and ingenious, and that be ho._
said almost all that can be said in its behalf."

SPEECH.

SIR, 'rim general question of a reform in the rcpxcsentation
of
this House_ has been so fully discussed, and so ably supported by
ninny honourable gentlemen that have preceded me in the debate,
that'I shall not detain the Housc by offering any observations on it,
but shall confine myself to the consideration
of that part of the
subject, which has I_een little noticed, but which, in my opinion, is
of so much importance, that, without it, no substantial reform can
be obtaincd :--I mean, Sir, the changing the present mode of open
election 1br membcrs of Parl_.ament_ and substituting
in its room
the sccret mode, or ballot.
In order to appreciate the advantages which _ill result from the
proposed change, it may not be improper to state, as briefly as
possible, to the House, the inconveniences
attending the present
mode of election ; that having the nature of the evil before them,
they may be the bcttcr able to judgc of the efficacy of the proposed remedy.
By some, indeed, it may be thought a vain and
useless occupation of the time of thc House to recapitulate the evils
of our present system, for it may with justice be asked, who
amongst us is not acquainted with the bribery, the riots, the intoxication_ and the immoralities of every description, which take place
on the occasion of every general election ? These disgusting fhcts
are untbrtunately
too notorious, yet it may not bc unuseful to
submit them to the attention of the House.
The scenes which occur at such times, would disgrace a barbarous
people.
The reign of the law appears to cease, and impunity to be
proclaimed for every species of violence.
A rude and brutal populace_ the offscourings of our population, surround the hustings_ and
heap every sort of insult and indignity on the candidate who happens
not to enjoy their favour. Dirt, filth_ and often stones_ are thrown
at him_the
most unmanly attacks are made upon his person, and
it is frequently a task of difficulty to his friends to protect him from
the effects of their savage and brutal animosity.
_Nor is it the candidate only that is thus exposed to their rage,
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but every elector is applauded or hissed, caressed or furiously
attacked, as he may lqtvour or oppose by his vote, the favourite of
the mob. Idleness and the neglect of work always follow in the
train of an election--they
are succeeded by debauchery and intoxication, and fbr a period the country suffers under all the evils of
anarchy.
I know that these violences arc in almost all cases committed by the lowest of the mob, that they are not to be imputed
to the electors themselves, but to the assemblage of the idle and
disorderly which every great town affords, but the evil is not less
serious on that account_ and does not less imperiously call on us for
a remedy.
These, however, constitute but one portion, and indeed a very
inferior portion of the evil which attends the present mode of
election. Bad as it is, if even at this price we obtained a Parliament
freely chosen by the people, we should have some consolation,
although it would be our duty to endeavour to retain the good, and
get rid of' what was bad in the system. But this consolation is not
aflbrded us_ and, in addition to the evil which I have already mentioned, we have the far greater one to guard against, which arises
from the influence exercised over the voters at elections.
Of what
use is it to mark with precision how low in the scale of rank the
right of voting for members of parliament shall commence, if you
take no steps to secure to the electors the right which you propose
to accord to them ? It is the most cruel mockery to tell a man he
may vote for A or B, when you know that he is so much under the
influence of A, or the friends of A, that his voting for B would be
attended with destruction to him. He cannot justly be said to
have a vote, unless he have the f?ee exercise of it without prejudice
to his fortune.
Is this the case at present ? Is it not a delusion to
say that every freeholder of 40s. a year has a vote for a member of
Parliament,
when in most cases he cannot vote as he pleases
without ruin to himself?
It is not he who has the vote_ really and
substantially, but his landlord_ for it is for his benefit and interest
that it is exercised on the present system.
Of what advantage
would be the refbrm that is proposed_ of extending the elective
fi'anchise to all householders, or, .as others recommend, to all males
of twenty-one years of age_ if this increased number of electors
were to be_ as they now are, completely under the influence of the
same men, or of men having precisely the same views and interests
as those who play so grand a part in returning members to Parliament ? The, more extended the suffrage the more influence would
be possessed by peers and the wealthy aristocracy of the eountry_
and therefore the more certainly should we have a Parliament
which would be their representatives,
and the advocates of' their
particular interests, and not of the interests of the great mass of
the people.
In many llopulous cities householders are now said to
have votes fbr the representatives
of their city; but are not the
eases numerous in which they dare not openly exercise the a'ight
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Is it to be expected that they will expose themselves to a resentmcnt which will ovcrwhehn them, whether it be from their best
customers, the rich consumers, if they are shopkeepers,--the
magistrates, if they are publicans,--thcir
employers, if they are clerks,
and in subordinate situatlons,--or
any other class, who may be
supposed to have an influence over their property ? :By extending
the sufli'age, an additional security is afforded against bribery,
because the greater the nmnber of electors the more difficult will
it be to provide funds for the l)urpose of directly influencing
votes by means of bribes.
:But it must not be fbrgotten that
bribery is only one of the modes, and by no means the most cfficaclous mode, by which voters are influenced.
Mr Bentham's sagacity did not Pail to discover that terror was the great instrument of
influence and corruption.
Votes are more effectually secured by
the t_lr of loss than by the hope of gain.
Those whose characters
aflbrd security against the ofl_ring of bribes, and who would think
themseh'es disgraced by a practice which is universally condemned,
do not disdain to make use of the persuasive instrument of" t_ar.
In its operation it is silent_it
is not neeessary to proclaim to the
voter the danger which he runs ofdi¢obliging his landlord, or patron ;
it is understood without explan'ttion, and no one who hears me
can doubt of its powerihl eflhcts on every occasion.
Although,
then, by extending the suffrage you weaken the corruptivc effect
of bribery, you increase that which is produced by alarm and fear,
ibr in proportion as the fortunes of the voter are more humble, the
more surely will he be under the influence of those who have the
power to sway those tbrtunes.
Happily a security can be fbund
against this influence ; but if it could not, I should deem that an
improvement
which should raise the qualification, and limit the
number of voters ; for the chance of finding an independent spirit
in electors would be increased, if the qualification was raised to
100l. per annum, rather than if it continued as it is, or were lowered
below 40s. These, then, are the evils against which we have to
provide, and the House will readily perceive, that those which arise
ti'om riots, intoxication, and idleness, are of a different description
from those which are the consequence of undue influence exercised
over the minds_ directly or indirectly, of the electors ; and accordingly the bill before you of[_rs two distinct remedies.
To obviate
the first evil_ it is proposed to take the votes throughout the country
on the same day, and, instead of the elections being tbr the whole
of a country, and held in one single place, that votes be received in
several districts at the same time.
To obviate the second, it is
proposed that the b;dlot, or the secret mode of clection_ be substituted for the open mode.
These two propositions are very distinct, and they should not be_
as they often are, confounded ; tbr one might be rejected_ and the
other adopted.
Those, for example, who are of Olnmon that the
public and noisy assemblage of the rabble about the hustings is
N
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attended with benefits outweighing
the evils which have been
stated, might reject that clause which proposes to take the votes
by districts, but might, nevertheless, adopt the other which requires
that the election should be by ballot.
The people might assemble
about the hustings as they now do ; they might listen, or not
listen, to the speeches of the candidates, as their humour might
dictate;
they might show all the usual marks of their sympathy or
disapprobation, and yet the voting might be secret ; and, on the
contrary, those who are in fitvour of open voting, might approve of
votes being given in districts, although they rejected the ballot.
According to the best judgment which I can tbrm on this import:rot suhject, we ought to adopt both these clauses.
That
resl)ecting time and place of voting will give us sumcient security
against tile disgusting exhibitions and riotous proceedings which
have hitherto .tttended elections.
Through the medium of the
press, the candidate may make known his pretensions ; through the
same channel, objections may be made to his principles, or to his
former conduct--the
press is open to all--and the candidates would
no longer be subjected to an ordeal which is not a test of merit,
but of endurance.
:Because a man has the h(mest ambition of
representing
a populous city in Parliament, must he make up his
nfind to endure all the iusults which can be heaped upon him by
the lowest of the rabble ? It is said, that it is fit his claims should
be examined into,--that
without preparation he should be called
upon immediately to explaM what has been ambiguous in his former
conduct ;--what are his principles on the grand questions which
are likely to be submitted to him; and, that he should he called
upon to speak on any other matters which may be proposed to him.
This might be usethl if he presented himself before an impartial
tribunal;
but those who make this objection are bound to show
that candidates on both sides are fhirly listened to, and that even
the semblance of justice is extended to them.
One of the arguments now ofli_re(1in tb.vour of the borough system, and it is one
of considerable weight, is, that without such boroughs, many men
of merit would never be in Parliament--and
why? because they
are troubled with modesty, and with the fi_elings of gentlemen,
which makes it intolerable to them to submit to the injustice, the
insolence, and the insults of the lowest of the rabble.
That we
may be sure of the services of these men, then, I demand that this
clause be adopted.
These public meetings, it has been said, _,_e
useful in giving a tone to public feeling, and raising the lowest ot
the community in his own estimation, by making him feel that he
has a share in the government of his country.
Can he be said to
have this share if he is without a vote ? Does he show his importance by spitting at the candidate, by throwing dirt and filth
in his face ? This is not calculated to raise him m his own estimation ; and if it be right that he shouhl have a voice in the government of his country, give him that voice_ and allow him to exercise
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it legally, on the same terms with the 6rst elector in the land, but
do not delude us or him, by giving him the shadow, and calling it
the substance of power !
The other clause, namely, that which establishes the ballot, appears
to me to offer complete security against those evils which flow from
the influence of power.
If voting took place by ballot, all the
influence now 2ractised on voters would, in a great measure, cease ;
for, to what purpose would you threaten a man for the vote he
should #re, or how could you punish him for it when given, if_ by
the regulation, you were absolutely precluded fi'om knowing for
which candidate he voted ? :Establish tile ballot, and every elector
is from that moment in possession of a real, and not of' an imaginary
privilege.
Of what use would it be to threaten a publican with
the loss of his license, a farmer with the deprivation of his lease, a
tradesman with the loss of your custom, when you can never know
how he voted, unless he chose to communicate it to you?
The
elective franchise, if it should be thought expedient, might be extended.
The very extension would secure you fi'om direct briber)',
for no fortune would be equal to bribe a nation of electors, and
terror would cease to operate, ibr it would be in vain to endeavour
to mark the victims.
An honourable gentleman has said, that if
the ballot were established, it would not prevent candidates, and
the friends of c.mdidates, from endeavouring to get the promise of
votes ; and then he observes that, if the electors keep their promises,
there will be no advantage from the ball it, as they will vote then
precisely as they do now ; but if they do not keep their promises,
the), will be guilty of an immoral act, which may justly be charged
on this law. It is the latter proposition only which I am called
upon to answer, fbr if the voters give and keep their promises, no
objection can be made to the ballot on that account; it may be
said to be useless, but cannot be proved to be pernicious.
And
with respect to the immorality of not keeping promises, the guilt
would lie with those who exacted such unlawful promises.
To
make a promise of a vote whieh could not be conscientiously given,
would be a crime, but it would be a still greater crime to keep it.
The promise is unnecessary upon any other supposition than that
of its not being right to perform it. What occasion to exact a
promise of any man to do that which his own interest will lead
him to do .9 and, in giving his vote, he is called upon by duty to
act in conformity with his own interest.
It may be expedient to
instruct such a man,--to enlighten him on the subject of his real
interest, but here our efforts should cease, and we become criminal
if we induce him to act contrary to the dictates of his own conscience ; and, instead of condemning him tlar breaking a promise so
criminally exacted and given, the most enlightened morality would
teach and require that such promises should be violated. The law
does not recommend or encourage any species of crime or immorality,_it
is enacted with a view to correct an evil which is an
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insurmountable bar to good government; it requires that every
man shall vote according to his conscience without any deceit or
subterfuge ; and shall such a law be given up, because the enemies
of good government may take advantage of the respect with which
men ought to regard their promises, in order to subvert it ? If the
end we have in view be good, we must not be diverted from our
purpose by any partial evil which may attend the means by which
we are to attain it. All punishment is an evil, but is justified by
tile good end which it is to accomplish.
It might much more
rationally be objected to the excise laws that they should not have
been enacted_ because they offer temptations to crimes which would
not have been committed but for those laws. And what shall we
say of the laws against usury_ and against the exportation of the
coin?
The end of these laws is bad--they are binding only on
the conscientious, and have opened a wide door to the commission
of the crimes of fraud and perjury.
With these laws on our
statute-book_ arc we to be discouraged from making one, which
has the happiness of the people for its object, because it would be
immoral (as it is alleged) to break a promise unlawfully and immorally exacted.
But, supposing that the breaking of such promises
were immoral, would the practice be of long continuance ? Would
any man persevere in exacting promises_ when he found by experience that the promisers did not consider them binding?
He
would not be tempted to continue an offence with great trouble to
himself', as soon as he found that it was unattended with advantage.
The immorality, then, to whomsoever it nfight attach, would soon
be at an end_ and the law would be efficacious without even this
alloy.
One honourable gentleman has observed, that he is prepossessed
in favour of open voting, without being able to give any reason
why he prefers it. To that honourable gentleman 1 might answer,
that I have a different prepossession from him, and the instinct of
my mind woukl be just as good, as an argument, as the instinct of
his. In/'act, one mode of voting can be preferred to another only
as means to an end; in themselves they arc alike indifferent.
To conclude, Sir, the establishment
of the ballot would make
this House what it ought to be, the real representatives
of the
electors, and not the repreeentatives of those whose situation gives
them a commanding influence over the will of the electors.
I am
not now considering whether it would be desirable that the elective
franchise should be extended, kept on its present tboting, or contracted _'ithin narrower limits ; for on any of these suppositions, the
ballot appears to me to be equally expedient.
Whoever may be
the electors, the representatives
should represent them and their
interests, and not those whose interests may_ on many occasions,
be in direct opposition to theirs.
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rise of wages not necessarily productive of
a rise in the price of commodities, 57. A
diminution in wages raises profits, but has
no effect on the price of commodities,
75. The _ame rule which regulates the
value of commodities
in one country,
does not rcgulate the value of those
exchanged
between two or more, 75.
Why the prices of home commodities are
higher in those countries where manufactures flourish, 81. Evils of prohibiting a free trade in precious metals
when the prices of commodities are raised,
138.
Commodities are at a monopoly
price when no device can augment their
uantity, 150. A tax on, to afford a bounty
_rtheproductionofcorn,
wouldmakecorn
relatively cheap, and manufactures
dear,
193-195. A tax on corn for a bounty on
the production of commodities, would have
the opposite effect, 195. Thecost of production regulates the price of commodities, 232-250.
Monopolised commodities
vary in value, and why, 234. Efl_cts of
machinery in reducing the price of cornmodifies, 242. The production of corn
encouraged by a rise in its market, and not
in its real price, 253. Objections to the use

ofastandard commodityconsidered,400-2.
Commodities generally, can never become
a standard to regulate the quantity _nd
value of money, 401.
Effects of taxes
on a particular commodity, considered
463-5.
Consumers, they, and not the growers,
pay taxes on raw produce, 91.
_orn, or labour as a medium of value,
as variable and insufficient as gold and
silver, 11, 253.
:Fluctuations to which
corn is subject, ll.
Influence of the prices
of, on rent, 40. A rise in the price of
corn which increases the money wag.es of
the labourer, diminishes the money value
of the farmers' profits, 62. A country
enabled to manufacture commodities with
much less labour than her neighbours,
may, in return for these commodities, take
a portion of the corn she requires, though
more fertile, and producing corn with less
labour than that from which sheimports it,
77, n. Tim prices of corn aud labour will
be relatively higher in a country excelliv_g
in manufactures,
so as to occasion au influx of money, than in any other, 83.
Corn rents materially
affected both by
tithes and a money tax, 104. A temporary restriction on the importation o_,
when advisable, 161-2. Advantage
resulting from a relatively low price of corn,
163. Effects of a low price of corn on
wages and profits, 163. Bounties on the
exportation
of, lower its price to the
foreign consumer, but have rm permanent
effect on its price in the home market,
]81-2. Te.mporary effects of a .bounty on
its e_portauon, m raising _ts price, 184-7.
A bounty on its production raised from
a taxoncommodities,
would make cornre]ativcly cheap and manufacturesdcar,
193195. Abountyontheproductionofcommodities raised from a tax on corn would
have the opposite effect, 195. A bounty
on the production of, would have no real
effect on the annual produce of the land
and labour of the country, 195. Benefit
of a high price of, to landlords,
°02-3.
Investigation of the comparative value of
gold, corn, and labour, 226-9.
A fall in
the value of corn not so beneficial to
stockholders as to farmers, manulacturcrs,
and other employers of labour, 258-9.
Loss of rent the effect of a low price of
corn, 259. Importation
of foreign corn
considered, 259-260.
Essay on the iufluonce of a low price of corn on the profits
of stock, 371-390.
A remunerating price
of corn considered, 459-461.
Influence of
a rise of wages on the priceofcorn,
461-3.
Effect of abundant
crops on the price
of corn, 465-7. Effect produced on the
price of corn by Mr l'eel's bill for reJ,toring
the ancient staudard_ 467-475.
Effects o!
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a low valueof cornon therateofprofits,
' taresthereon,
234. The demand forla.
475-8. Under a system of protectingbour dependson theincrease
of circulardutiesgivingthe monopoly to thehome- ingand not offixedcapital,
241,n.
growersofcorn,prices
must befluctuating, De Tracy,M.,----correct
insaying that
478-486. Projectofadvancingmoney on labouris
a common measureoftherelative
loan to speculators
in cornat a low in- valueofitsproducts,
171-2. Has fallen
retest,
considered,
486-7. Quantitiesofl intothe same erroras M. Say asto the
oats,wheat, and wheat flourimported definitions
of value,riches,and utility,
from Irelandfrom 1818 to 1821,490. 171,n.
Account of the cornthatarrivedin the
Distress.Whether thepresentstateof
portof London from portsin GreatBri- agricultural
distress
can be attributed
to
tainand Ireland,
from 1817 to1822,and taxation,
considered,
487-491.
ofthequantities
soldinMark Lane from
Dividends. Remedy proposedforthe
Nov. 1818 to :Nov. 1822, 498.
mercantile inconvenience
caused by the
Cultivation, discouraged by a tax on the quarterly payments of, to the public crerent of land,102. Not discouraged more by ditors, 410-1.
tithes and taxes on land and its produce,
Duties.--Sce
TAXES.
than by other modes of taxation, wlfich
raise the exchangeable value of any cornE.
modities in very general demand, 105-9.
Economy, in labour, reduces the reinTendency to discourage both cultivation
tire value of a commodity, 18. Illustraand production, an evil inseparable from tions of this principle, 18.
all taxation,
109.--See also AGmCULEdinburgh
Review,--Quotation
from
_raz and LAND.
VOI. V. on the subject of a bounty on the
Currency,-Exchange
ascertained by exportation of corn, 182.
Argument in
estimating
the value of the currency of vol. i., p. 183, that an increase m the
one country in that of another, 84. The
paper currency will rmsc the paper but
currency may as effectually be increased
not the bullion price of commodities, com,_y paper as by coin, 214. Extracts from bated, 270, n. Edinburgh Reviewers mistheauthor'spamphlet,entitled,
"Proposals
taken in supposing that the exportation or
tbr an Economical and Secure Currency,"
importation of bullion takes place without
215-8. A currency is in its most perfect
reference to exchange, 275. The prinstate whcn it consists wholly of paper ciples laid downin the Review of the aumoney of au equal value with the gold it thors pamphlet on the High Price of
professcs to represent, 218. Tendency of Bullion, cxamined and controverted, 291the law against the exportation of coin. to 8nl.
depreciate the currency, 265-328.
A reEncyclopaedia Britannica.
Quotation
dundant currency the only temptation to trom article "Corn Laws and Trade" as to
export money" for goods, 267-8. Exchange
wlthdra_ al ofcapital from poorsoils, 161,n.
affords a tolerably accurate critermn of the
Fhe same article quoted as to the advandebasement of the currency, 274. Thedetages of Free Trade, 191, 7_. Essay on
preciation of our currency no cause el tim the Funding System written by the author
high price of the funds, 287. Different
for the Supplement to the sixth edition of,
effects of its depreciation, on the value of 515-548.
land, and on that of the funds, 287. ReExchange,--the
r_tte of, no critcrion of
reedy proposed for evils in the currency,
the increased value of money, 83-84. As287,300-1,366.
Consequences that would
certained
by estimating
the value of
follow the diminution or increase by onethe currency of one country in the curhalf of the currencies of other countries
rency of another, 84. May be ascer(exclusive
of England),
demonstrated,
rained also by comparing it with sonm
326-8. Proposals for an economical and standard common to both, 84. _,rhen
secure currency, 393-454.--Sce also GOLD exchanges between countries .arc at par,
and SILVER, and PAPV.R MOI'_EI'.
138. The effect of the exchange would
counterbalance
the effect of high prices
D.
caused by detaining gold and silver in a
Debt.--See _ATIO_AL DENT.
country by prohibitor)' laws, 139. Effects
Decker, Sir Matthew,--his
opinion
on exchange, of the debasement of the
(approved by Adam Smith), that certain gold and sih,er currency by clipping, or
taxes are repeated and accumulated four of a depreciation of paper money, 273-4.
or five thnes, is absurd, 140-1.
Statements of the rate of exchange with
Demandand
Supply.
The effect _)f, on Hamburgh at various periods, 298-9. How
prices only temporary, 232. Opinion of an unfavourable exchange may be uhiM. Say on this subject, quoted. 233. That
mutely corrected, 301. The variations of
of L_rd Lauderdale, quoted _ 233-4. Stileexchange with lbrcign countries can net dr'
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for any considerable time exceed the expense of transporting
and insuring the
recious metals, 306. Exchange
with
amburgh
considered,
308-315.
Exchange with :paris considered,
316-9.
Fallacy of the supposed
premium on
English currency in America, proved. 3193°0. Causes of the favourable exchange
with Swedcn cxplained, 320-1, and n. The
par of exchange between two countries,
one using gold and the other silver as a
principal
measure of value, cannot be
estimated
without taking
into account
their relative value, 310-322.
Exportation.
Bounties on the cxporration of corn lower its price to the foreign consumer, but have no permanent
effect on its price in the home market, 181-2.
Temporary effects of bounties on, in raising
thcpriceofcorn,
considcred, 184-7. Bountics on the exportation of manufactures,
raise their market, but not their natural
price, 188-9. :pernicious cffcctofabounty
on the exportation
of manufactures
or
corn stated, 189. Evils of prohibiting the
melting or exportation
of coin, and at
same time allowing the exportation
of
bullion, 265, 326.
Depreciation
of the
circulating medium counteracted by the
exportation
of the precious metals, 270
Lawineffectualto
prevent the melting and
exportation
of gold coin. 265, 279, 301,
_23-6.
F.
Farmers, a rise in the price of corn,
which increases the money wages of the
labourer, diminishes the money value of
the farmer's profits, 62. Rent always falls
on the consumers, and not on the farmers,
63. Interest of, to keep the price of raw
produce low, 63, 188, 477. A tax on the
farmer's profits how beneficial to thelandlord, 126-7. :Pay more poor ratez than
manufacturers,
in proportion to their respeetive profits_ 157. Injurious effects on
tim condition of the farmer, of the constantly fluctuating prices of corn under a
system of protecuve duties, 477-486.
:Foreign Trade, effects of an extension
of, 72. :Proofs that the profits of a favoured trade will speedily subside to the
general level, 73-4. Foreign trade, though
higldy beneficial to a country, h&s no tendcncy to raise the profits of stock, unless
the commodities imported are those on
which the wages of labour are expended,
75.
:France, the tail& in, before the revolution, ataxoftheobjectionabledescription,
that takes out and keeps out of the pockets
of the people, more than it brings to the
state, 108. Rates ofseignoragein:France
at different periodr_ 318, n: L)uty ott the

coinage of, and its effect on exchange,
318, n.
]_'ree Trade. importance
of, to Grcat
Britain, 190, 191, n.
Funded :property, the price of, not a
stead)" criterion of theratc ofimcrest, 179,
180. The holders of, how benefited by the
low value of corn, 258-9. The funds not
indebted for their high price to the depreciation of our currency, 287.
Opposite
effects of a depreciated
currency on the
value of land, and of fuudcd property,
287.
Funding System, Essay on the, writtcn
by the author for the Supplement to the
sixth edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, .515-548.
G.
Gilchrist, Mr, quotation from his cridencc as to the efli_ct of the restriction of
the issues of the Bank of England on the
i_sues of the Scotch banks, 348-9.
Gold and Silver, being variable,insufficlcnt as amedium for determining the v:tr-ring value of other things, 11. :Fluctuations to which the).are subject, 11. Gold a
commodity obtained undcr the same contingencies as every other, and requiring
labour and fixcdcapitalforitsproduetion.
28, 263. Gold approaches more nearly to
an invariable _tandard of value than any
other commodity, 29. Effects of thc discovcry of the American mines on the
value of, 46. Various adwmtagcs the)possess as astandard for money, 46. The
value of paper money influenced by sneh
causes only as influence thevalue of gold,
57. Improvements
of manufactures
in
any country tend to alter the distribution
of the precious metals among the nations
of the world, 78-80. On whom a tax on
gold would temporarily
and uhimatelv
fall, 114, 118. The market value of gol_l
is ultimately regulated by the eomparnrive facility or diffieuhy of producing it,
114. Effects of a tax on gold, 115-8.
Evils of prohibiting a free trade in precious metals when the prices of cornmodities are raised, 138-9.
Value of
gold and silver proportioned to thequantit)" of labour necessary to produce and
bring them to market, 213. The obligation to pay their notes in gold coin or
bullion, the only proper control over the
abuse of their power by issuers of paper
money, 215. A currency is in its most
perfect state when it consists wholly of
paper money of an equal value with the
gold it professes to represent, 218. The
use of paper instead of gold substitutes
the claeapest for the most expensive medium, 218. Remarks on the employment
of these metals in currency, 221-2. Their
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relative values at different periods accounted for, 221-4. Inconvenicnceofusing
each of the two metals as a legal tender
for debts of any amount demonstrated,
223-4. Checks against an excessive quantitv of silver coin, 225, t_. Investigation
of'the comparative vahte of gold, corn, and
labour, 226-9. Effects ofvariatlons in the
rclativcvalucofgoldandsilverconsidered,
270-5. Evident intention evinced by the
Legislature to establish gold as the standardofcurrency
in this counu:v, 272. Cause
of the trifling rise in the price of gold
on the Continent,
328-332.
PricEs of
gold iu Hamburgh, Holland, and England
at different times, 329.
Statement
of
the advantages
of silver over gold as
a standard,
403.-- See also BULLIng,
_IETALS,
and hIONEY.
Grentcll, _[r, his resolutions proposed
to t'arliament on the advantages derived
by the Bank from the management of the
:National Debt, and the balances of public
money in tbeir hands, qnoted, 417-451.
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I Improvements, effects of improvements
[ in agriculture, on rent, 41, Importance
/ of agricultural improvements considered,
J 43, n. Efi;ects of improvements in manu] factures, on thedistributionoftheprccious
/ metals, 78-80.
[ Income, taxes not necessarily taxes on
income or capital, hecause laid on these
respectively,
88.
Illustrations
of this
principle, 88. How the ohjccts of an income tax may be obtained without its
inconveniences, 94. Tithes a very burdensome and intolerable tax, beco.use they
increase with the,-TOSS and fall on the net
income, 105. Eflbct of an income tax, if
fairly levied, 357.
Interest, effects of the accumulation of
capital on profits and interest, considered,
174-180. Low rate of profits and interest
in Holland accounted
tbr, 175. Some
notion may be formed of the rate of profits, fl'om tim market rate of interest, 178.
In all countries the State ha_ interfered
] to prevent a fair and free market rate of.

of Grenville,
15th .March
Lord,1815,
extract
on the
fromimpolicy
his speech
of i at
179.different
Legal rates
remote
of interest
periods,in stated,
ttus country
17cJ.
protection to agriculture, 484.
The rate o_ ".hough ultimately governed
Gross llevenue, See REvr:.xuE.
hy the rate of profit, is subject to temporaD" variations from other causes, 179.
lI.
Causes of these variations considered, 179IIamburgb,
rates of exchange between
180. The price of funded property not a
Englaml and 11amburgh considered, 308- steady criterion of the rate of interest, 179.
815. Silver, the standard of value in, 311. The rate of interest for money regulated.
Hamilton, Professor, his " Inquiry conby the rate of profits derived fi'om the
ecrning tile riseand progress, the redempemployment of capital, 220. Tbe assisttion, and present state of the National
ante supposed to be given by the Batik to
Debt of Great Britain,"
quoted, 515-7, commerce, by lending money under the
520, 531,547-8.
market rate of interest, rather a disadvanllolland, low rates ofprofitsand
interest I tage than otherwise, 220-1. ltate of inrency of, 329.
in, ltouscs,
accountedrentfor,of,175,
distinguished
a. Silver into
the curtwo
parts--building
rent, and ground rent,
119. Difference between rent of houses
and rent of land, 119-120. By whom
taxes on houses are borne, 119-120.
Huskisson, Mr, his opinion as to the
effect of at, increase in the paper currency
on the value of gold, as an exportabl'e
eommod tv, quoted and commented on,
337-339. "ltis speech on the state of the
finance and sinking fund of 25th March
1813_ quoted, 518-9_ 526.
I.
Importation,
effects of high duties on
the importation of corn, considered, 187192. Pernicious effect of high duties on
the importation
of manufi_ctures or of
corn. stated, 189. Inexpediency
of restrictions on importation, considered, 371890. Quantities of oats, wheat, audwheat
flour imported from Ireland_ from 1818 to
1821_ 490.

scarcity of money, but of that part of
] terest
capital notnotaffected
consisting
by theof abundance
money, 284.
or
Rate of, cannot bc controlled
by any
] bank, 474. Project of advancing money
on loan, at a low interest, to speculators
[ in corn, considered, 486-7.
I
L.
j }_ahour, thcoriginalpurchasemonevpaid
I for all things, 10. The foundation o(thcir
I exchangeable
value, except where they
i cannot bc increased by human indust_,
. 10. The quantity of labour bestowed on
I the production of any object, and the
I quantity it can command in the markct,
used by Adam Smith, ns if they wcre
! equivalent
expressions,
II.
Labonr or
I corn asvariableamediunt
of value as gohl
and uilvcr, 11,253. Fluctuations
to which
it is subject, 12. Effects of improvements
in machinery on the value ot; 12. The
relative _aluc of different qnalitics of,
depends much on the comparative skill of
the labourer, and the intensity of tho
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labour performed, 15. The exchangeable
its productive powers, and obtain its provalue of commodities is in proportion to duce with less labour, 42. One of the
the labour bestowed not only on their objectious to tithes is, that it increases with
immediate production, but on all imple- the gross and falls on the net produce ot
ments. &c., required to assist that labour, land, 1o5. Different modes in which a
17. Economy of labour, whether in its land-tax may be levied, 107.
Capital
manufacture
or tile fmTnation of the expended in increasing ttle productive
capital /br its production, reduces the power of land becomes incorporated with,
relative value of a commodity, 18 IUas- and cannot at_er_vards be separated from
trations of this principle, 18. Unequal
it, 158, n. l_xamination of Adam Smith's
effect of a rise in the wages of, oil corn- doctrine concerning the rent of land, 197modities produced h3" circulating,.
.
_, and by. 203. Different effects of a depreciated
fixed capital, 21. lgo use m the value of, currency on the value of land, and that ot
without a fall of profits, 23. The price the funds, 287.
of, rises with ever)" difficulty of providing
Landlords, agricultural improvements,
ibr the maintenance of labourers, 27, n. though at first injurious, arc ultimately
With ever)-rise in the price of; new tempbeneficial to, 43, 7_. Difficulty of productationsare offered tottle use of machinery,
tion, how beneficial to, 44. Illustrations
27, n. The quantity of, necessary to obtain
of this, 44, 71. A tax on rent would fall
the produce of laud, regulates the rate whollyon, 102-107. As rentisconstitutcd,
of rent, profit, and wages, 31. Adam
it would be a tax on ttle profits of tile
Smith's theory of productive
and un- landlord,andwoulddiscouragecultivation,
productive labour considered, 39, n. Mr 102. .As landlords are compensated by
Buchanan's observations thereon quoted,
the rise of raw produce, and as wages, ai,_i
40, T_. Natural and market prices of, de- through them profits are affected, they arc
fined, 50. Increase of capital in quantity
the class peculiarly exempted from tile
alld vahm raises the natural and market
eft'cot of tithe, and every other land-tax
prices of labour, 51. Increase of capital
of that kind, 109. A taxon the farmer's
ia quantity, but not in value, raises the profits, how beneficial to ttle landlord,
market price of labour only, 51. Causes
126-7. A tax on wages does not fall on
of the difference
b-tween tile natural
the landlords as such, but on tlleprofits of
prices of labour in different countries, 52, stock, 136-140. So far onlyaslandlordsdland n. A diminution in the wages of, rectlyemploycd labour in the expenditure
raises profits, but has no effect on price, of their revenues, by supportingmenial
ser75. Tile prices of corn and labour will rants, &e., would they be subject to its
be relatively higher in a country, excelling
operation, 140. Have a decided interest
in manufacture._, so as to occasion an in the rise of the natural price of corn,
influx of money, than in any other, 83. 189, 378. Benefit of a high price of corn
Investigation
of tile comparative
value
to them, 202-3, 378.
of gold, corn, and labour, 226-9.
The
Land Tax, virtually a tax on rent,. 107.
demand for, depends on the increase
Different modes in which a land-tax may
of circulating, and not of fixed capital,
be levied, 107.
241. n.
Lauderdale, Lord, his theory that the
Labuurers, how their happiness and scarcity and monopoly of a commodity
comfort are affected by the relation be- increase wealth, controverted, 167. ]ntween the natural and market prices of _conclusive in his ar_m_ents as to the effect
labour, 51. Tile supply of, and demand I of the Mint regulation on the relative
for labourers one of the'causes of a rise or [ value of gold and bilver, 224-5, n. Opinion
fall of wages, 53. A rise in wages not I of. on the influence of demand and supply
always productive of comfort to, 55-_6. I on priees_ quoted and commented on,
Influence of machinery on the iuterests of } 233-4.
the labouring classes_ considered, 236-242. I Legislature, wages should never be conWhen and how the use of machinery may
be injurious to their interests, 238. "
"
I,and, the division of tile whole produce
of, between laudlords, capitalists, and hthourers, the criterion
of the rise or fall ot
....
rent, profit, and _ages, 31. The quantity
of labour necessary to obtain the produce
of, regulates the rate of rent, profit, and
wag_, 31. Nature of the rent of, considered, 34. The cultivation ofinferior, one
of the causes of the origin of reut, 36.
Effects of im.'_rovements which increase

i trolled hy the. 57.
, Liverpool, Lord, his Letter to the lLiug
] on the coinage, quoted, 333.
Loans, observationa on loans to the
I State, 146-9, 180, n. Projectofadvancing
money on loan at low interest to speenlators in corn, considered,486-7._See
also
lqATIONXLD_nT.
Locke, Mr, the inconvenience
of entploying each of two metals as legal tender
demonstrated
by, 223. Of opinion that
th", law forbidding the melting and ex-
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porting coin was inoperative. 324. His
theory relative to the recoinage in 1696,
considered, 332-3.
Luxuries, the advantages and disadvantages of taxes on, stated, 141-5. The
only effect of a tax on, is to raise their
price, 146. It falls wholly on the consumer,
and neither increases wages nor lowers
profits, 146.
M.
Machinery, effects of improvements in,
on the value of labour, 12. Every risein
the price of labour offers new temptations
to the use of, 27, n. How beneiicial to
the public" 27. When _ages rise, cornmodities made by machines th.ll, and that
in proportion to their durability, -°7.
l':ffects of improvements in agricultural
machine D" on the priceof raw produce,
and on rent, 42. Means of abridging
labour, either in the manufacture or conveyance of goods, operate on price, but
not on profits, 75. The discovery of, tends
to raise the relative value of money, and
to encourage its importation, 128. Machinery, and natural agents acting gratuitously, add to a commodity value in u.-e,
but not value in exchange, 172-8. Its
influence on the interests of the different
classes of society considered,
235-242.
The author'_ tbrmer views on this subject
corrected, 035-237.
The use of, though
advantageous to landlords and capitalists,
often injurious to the interests of the labouring cla.,_ °36. When and how injnriousto the latter, _38. Advantages of, in
accumuhtting capital and reducing prices,
considered, 241-2.
Malt, observations
on the tax on_
152-3.
Malthus, Mr. In 1815, his "Enquiry
into the _ature and Progress of Rent,"
and the "Essay on the Application
of
Capital to Land," by a Fellow of University College, Oxford, presented, nearly
at the same moment, the true doctrine
of rent, 5. His remarks on tim doctrine
that the relative values of commodities
will be governed by the relative quantities of labour bestowed on their prodnction, 30, n. Quoted as to the price of
labour being indicative of the wants of
society respecting population, 131. _._xamination of his opinions on rent, 248249.
His exposition of the causes of
the rise in price of raw produce in rich
and progressive
countries, quoted, 250.
Wrong in supposing that increase of population, and agricultural
improvements
are causes of the increase of rent, 250-2.
Ills supposition that the net income of the
country is diminished in proportion to its
gross i_leome disproved, 256-7. Remarks
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on his " Inquiry into tile lgaturc and
Progress of Rent," and "Tim Grounds
of all Opinion on the Policy of Restricting the Importation
of 1,'oreign Corn,"
371-390. His definition of tile rent ofland,
371.
Mansfield, Sir James, his opinion as to
the mode of compelling the Governor and
Directors of the Bank to produce their
books, &c., qumed, 434.
Manufactures,
improvements of, in any
country tend to alter tim distribution of
the precious metals among the nations of
the world, 78-80. Why the prices of home
commodities are higher in those countries
where manufactures
ilou,'isb, 81.
Are
subject to reverses and contingencies fi'om
which agriculture
is free, 159. Bounties on the exportation of, will raise tbr
a time their market, but not thcir natural
price. 188. The inconveniences re_ulting
from lev) ing a tax on manufactured commoditics at an early period of their
manufacture, are greatly magnified, -°30231.
Manufilcturers.
They pay less poor
rates than ihrmers, in proportion to their
respective profits, 157. Have no interest
iu the rise of the natural price of their
commoditie,,, 188. Are bcneiited while
the market price of their productions excoeds their natural price" 189.
Metals, the value of, subject to v'trialions like that of every other commodity,
45. Effects of the discovery of the Amerman mines on the value of, 46. Inconvenicncc denmnstrated,
of employing each
of two metals as legal tender for debts of
any amoun h 223-4. Laws which regulate
the distribution
of the precious metals
throughout the world, 270. A circulating
medium consisting of two metals, not condm.ive to the existence of a permanent
mem_ure of value, 270.
h_lellish, Mr, his resolutions proposed
concerning the Bank of England, 452-4.
/_lines. The principle which regulates
the rent of land governs also that of mine..,
45, 199. Vahm of their produce bubject
to variation like that of every other cornmodity, 45. Effects of discovering America and its rich nfines, on the value of
metals, 46. Improvement in the facility
of working the mines of precious metal's
willdiminish the vahmofnmneygenerally,
88. Observations on the rent of mine._,
198-200.
Mint, regulations that should be adopted
at the Mint, and the Bank of England,
215-8.
Money, not an invariable measure of
valne" 28. Variations to which it is std_ject, 28. Effects of variations in the value
of, on the price of commodities, 31. A
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rise in wages, from an alteration in its
value, produces a general effect on price,
and noue on profits, :_1. Variations m its
vahte, however great, do not affect the
rate of profits, 32. Advantages possessed
I,y gold and silver as astandard for money,
46. Improvements
of manufactures
in
any country, tend to alter the distribution
of money among the nations of the world,
78-80. Different value of money in dif
thrent countries accounted for, 81-3. :No
effect produced on the rate of profits either
from the influx or effiux of moncy, 81.
Improvement
in the facility of working
thc mines of precious metal_ will diminish
the value of money generally, 83. The
rate of exchange no criterion of the value
of, 84. A fall in the value of, one of the
causes of the high price of provisions, 94.
The demand for, regulated entirely by its
value, and its value, by its quantity, 114.
Tim discovery of machinery tends to raise
the relative value of money, and encourage
its importation, and all taxation to lower
it, and encourage its exportation,
1°-8.
Low value of, in Spain, prejudicial to its
mannfactm'es and commerce, 137. Obzervations on the rates of interest for, 178180. The value of, though partially, not
permancntly
degraded by a bounty on
corn, 186-7. The quantity of, cmploved
in a country, deprndent on its value, 213.
Effects of the State charging a seigamrage
on coining money, 213-4, 225. The establishmcnt of banks deprived the State of
the sole power of coining or issuing money,
214. An obligation to pay their notes in
gold coin or bullion, the onlyproper control over the abuse of their power by the
issuers of paper money, 215. Temptation
to export money in exchange for goods,
never arises but from a redundant currency, 267.
']'he rate of interest not
affected by the abundance or scarcity of
money, but of that par_ of capital not
consisting of money, 284. Adam Smith's
di._tinction between money and revenue,
quoted. 284. Commodities, generally, can
never become a standard to regulate the
j..quautity aud value of money, 401. Proect of advancing money on'loan at a low
interest to speculators in corn, considered,
486-7.--See
also CnRRr:SCY, GOL_ and
S_LVEI_,MI_'_S, and P._PER Mo_'Ev.
Monopoly, definition of monopoly price,
150. On what it depends, 150. Why
monopolized commodities vary in value,
234.
Mushet, :Mr, his acknowledgment of the
inaccuracy of his first tables as to exchange, quoted, 310-1. The principle on
which his amended tables are constructed,
310. Objections stated to the accuracy of
his amended tables, 311.

N.
National Debt, nature and effects of,
considered, 146-150.
_,lelon's definition
of the nature amt effects of a natioual
debt, as given by Say, quoted, 147. Best
mode of diminishing it, considered, 149.
:No .,inking fund can be efficient for diminishing the debt, unless derived t_om the
excess of the public revenue over the expendlture, 149. _fercantile inconvcniencc
resulting fi'om the quarterly payment of
dividends to the public creditors, and rereedy suggested, 410-411. Table showing
the amount annually paid by the public,
from 1797 to 1815, tbr management of the
British, Irish, German, and Portuguese
debt, 437. Table showing the total amount
annually received by the Bank, from 1797
to 1815, for receiving contributions
on
loans, 437.
Table showing the total
amount of unredeemed debt on 1st ]?ebruary 1815, 438. tlamilton's
" Inquiry
concerning the Rise and Progress, tim
Iledemption,
and Present State of the
:National Debt of Great Britain," 515-7,
50-0, 531. Consideration of the best mode
of providing for our annual expenditure
in war and peace, and whether a fund
raised for tbe purpose of paying debt will
not be misapplied by ministers, 538-548.
Net Revenue.--Sce
P.Evr_._uE.
:Newton, Sir Isaac, his report on the
causes of the exportation
of silver coin,
333.
P.
Paper Money, value of, influenced by
such causes only as influence the value of
gold, 57. Circulation of, explained, 214.
The currency may as effectually be increased by paper as by coin, 214. Payment in specie not necessary to secure its
value, 214. The quantity issued must be
regulated according to tbe value of the
standard
metal, 214, 403-4. Why thc
Bank of England was liable to be drained
of specie for its paper currency, 214-5.
An obligation to pay their notes in gold
or bullion, the only proper control over
the abuse of their power by issuers ot
paper money, 215. A currency is in its
most perfect state, when it consists wholly
of paper money of an equal value with the
gold it professes to represent, 218. The
use of paper instead of gold substitutes the
cheapest for the most expensive medium,
21_. Provided there be perfect security
against abuse of the power, it is immaterial
whether paper money is issued by the
State or by bank._ 218-219. Illustrations
of this, 219-220. Effect of redundancy on
the value of paper money, 278. The Bank
of Englandisthegreatregulatorofcountry
paper, 283. Advantages
attending
the
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use of, 397-9.--See
also CURRENCYand
_IOICEY.
Paris. exchange between England and
Paris considered, 316-9.
Parliamentary Reform, observations on,
by the author, printed in the Scotsman of
the 24th April 1824, 551-556.
Peace, the commencement
of, after a
long war, or the commenccment
of war
after a long peace, how productive
of
distress in trade, 160. The transition from
war to peace, how injurious to agriculture,
161.
Pearse, Mr, his statement presented to
the Bullion Committee, 298.
pealj Mr (now Sir Robcrt), erect of his
hi.. mr restoring the ancient standard, on
the price of corn, 467-475.
Perceval, Mr, his letter, in 1808, to the
Governor and Deputy Governor of the
Bank_ as to the participation of the public
in its advantages, 419. His proposals to
the Bank, 420.
Petty, Lord Heury, his speech in 1807
on the accumulation of the sinking fund,
quoted, 532-3.
Pitt, Mr, quoted as to the relief of thc
poor, 58, n. Remonstrance
of the Bank
to Mr Pitt, as to their embarrassment,
277, T, IIis speech, on the sinking fund,
of 17th Pebru.try 1792_ 521. Comparison
of the effects of his plan, and that of Mr
Vansittnrt,
on the sinking fund, 523-6.
His speech in 1786 on the sinking fund,
_42-3.
Political Economy, principal problem
in, to detel'mine the laws regulating the
distribution
of the earth's produce, 5.
Many of the errors in, have arisen from
considering an increase of riches and an
increase of value as synonymous, and from
unfounded notions as to a standard incasure of value, 166.
Poor Laws, pernicious effects of, considere_ 57, 58, 59. Their evil tendency
developed by Mr Malthus, 58. Remedy
pointed ou_'58,
Poor Rates, nature of, 155. Their operation under different circumstances, considereal, 155-8. How levied, 155-6. A
much larger amount falls on the farmer
than on the manufacturer, in proportion to
their respective profits, 157.
Population, increase of, one of the primary causes of the origin of rent, 36.
The diffic_ty of providing food for an
augmented population one of the causes
of a rise of rent, 40. :Improvements in
agriculture give a great stimulus to population_ 43, n. Relative increase of population and capital in countries differently
situated, considered_ 53-54. The deman_l
of an increasing
population,
ultimately
attended by increased cost of production,
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one of the causes of thc high price _f provisions, 94. Price of labour indicative of
the wants of society respecting population,
131.
Why population
increases more
rapidly in America than in Europc, 249.
Increase of, no cause of the rise of rent,
250.
Precious Metals.--See
GOLD and SILv_n.
Price, Adam Smith's definition of real,
quoted, 10. Of labour necessarily rises
with every, difficult), of providing t'or the
maintenance of men, 27, n. With every
rise in the price of labour new temptations
are offered to the use of machinery, 27, n.
Effects of variations in the value of money,
on the price of commodities, 31. A rise
in wages from an alteration in the value
of money, produces a general effect on
price, aud none on profits, 31. Of corn is
regulated by that produced with the greatest quantit)" of labour, 40. Rent does not
enter as a component part into the price of
corn, 40. Effects of agricultural improvemcnts on the price of raw produce, 42.
' l_atural and market price of commodities
distinguished,
and how affected by the
circulating capital of the monied class,
47-8-9.
]Natural and market prices of
labour dcfined, 50. How the relation
between it_ market and natural prices
affect the comfort and happiness of thc
l_tbourer, 51. Incrcase of capital in quantity and value, raises the natural
and
market prices of labour, 51. Increase of
capital in quantity, but not in value, raises
the market price only, 51. Causes of the
difference between the natu_'al prices of
labour in different countries, 52, and n.
The price of commodities on which wages
and labour are expended,
one of the
causesoftheirriseorfall,
53. Ariseinthe
price of commodities not necessarily produced by a rise in wages, 57. Interest of
the farmer to keep the price of produce
low, 63, 477. Means of abridging labour,
either in the manufacture or conveyance
of goods, operate on price, but not on
profits, 75. A diminution of the wages
of labour raises profits, but produces no
effect on price, 75. :Explained why the
prices of home commodities are higher
in those countries where manufactures
flourish, 81o3. A tax on raw produce
raises its price, 91. Monopoly price considered, 150-1o2-3.
Difference between
the regulation of the price of corn, and of
the price of manufactured commodities,
150. The influence of demand and supply
on prices only temporary, 232. The cost
of production regulates the real price of
commodities,
232-250.
Effects of machinery in reducing the price of commodities, -°42. A rise in the market price of
OO
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corn encomagesits production, 253. High ! land, the proper eritelSon tbrjudging ot
price of bullion aproofof the depreciation , the rate of profit, rent, and wages, 31.
,_fbanknotes.263-290.
Causesoftheexces' ]?.ate of, not aflbcted hv variations in the
of the market over the _Iint price of gold
value of money, 32. l:low affected by the
and silver bullioiL considered, 277, and n. circulating capital ol the monied class,
Influence of a low price of corn on the
47, 48, 49. A rise in the price of corn,
profits of stock considered, 371-390. A _hieh increases the money wages of tht.
remunerating
price of corn considered,
labourer, diminishes the money value of
459-461.
Influence of a rise ofwage_ on the farmer's profits, 62. Agricultural,
as
thepriee of corn, 461-3. Effect of abunwell us manutitcturing profits, arelowered
dant crops on the priee of corn, 465-7.
by a rise iu the price of raw produce, it'
Effect produced on the price of corn
aceompauiedbyariseofwages,
63. Proofs
by Mr Peel's bill for restoring the an- that profits depend on the quantity of lac_eut standard,
467-475.
Injurious of- boar requisite to provide necessaries for
feets of the constantly fluctuating prices
labourers on that land, or with that eapiof corn, 477. Under a system of proteetal, whicl_ yields no rent, 65-70. Effects
tire duties giving the monopoly to the of an extension of foreign trade on profits,
home growers of corn, prices must be flue- 72. Proofs that the profits of a favoured
tuating_ 478-486.
trade will speedily subside to the gener_d
Produce, the division of the produce of level, 73-74. These apply equallyto home
land among landlords, capitalists, and
trade, 75. Foreign trade hasno tendency
labourers, the criterion of the rise or fall to raise the profits of stock, unl_s the eomof rent, profit, and wages, 31. The quanmodities imported are those on which the
tity of labour necessary to obtain it, reguwages of labour are expended, 75. _teans
lates the rate of rent, profit, and wages,
of abridgiug labour, either in the manu31. Effects of agrieultural improvements
fiteture or conveyance of goods, operate
on the price of raw produce, 42. A rise on price, but llot ou profits, 75. 'In one
in the price of raw produce lowers agTi- and the same country profits are always
cultural as well as manufacturing
profits,
on the same level, but not so between
63. Nature and effects of a tax on ra_
different countries, 76. No effect produeed
produce, 91. The price of raw produce
t,n the rate of, either from the influx or
rises in proportion to the tax, which thus
cfltux of money, 81. Profits depend, not
falls on the consumer, 91,-3. G, jections
on nominal, but real wages, 82. A tax on
to taxing the produce of land eonzidered,
raw product, and the necessaries of the
and answered, 91-101.
A tax on raw
labourer, raises wages and lowers prcfits,
produce, and on the necessaries of the 93. Taxes on necessaries virtually taxes
labourer, raises wages and lowers profits,
on profits, 122. Taxes on profits eonsi93. One of the objections to tithes is, that
tiered, 122-8. A tax on the profits of the
they increase with the gross, and fall on farmer, how beneficial to the landlord,
the net produce of hind, 105. A land tax
126-7. A tax on wages, in fact, a tax on
imposed on all cultivated land is a tax on profits, 136. Effects of a low price of corn
produce, and will raise its price, 107. Mr on wages and profits, 163. Effects of the
Malthus' exposition of the causes of the accumulation
of capital on profits and
rise in price of raw produce in rich and
interest, considered, 174-180. Low rate
progressive countries, quoted, 250.
of profits and interest in Holland accountProdueer, remarks on the ineonveniened for, 175, n. Only ease, and that temeies supposed to result from the payment
porary, in which the accumulation
of
of taxes by the, 230-1.
capital may be attended with a fall of
Production, agricultural improvements
profits, 176. Extremely ditfieult to deter-which inereaseit, though at first injurious,
mine the rate of the profits of stock, 178.
are ultimately beneficial to landlords,
Some notion of the rate of profits may be
43, n.
Diflqeulty of, how beneficial to formed from the market rate of interest,
andlords, 44. Illustration of this, 44, n. 178. Inequality of profit .always-the inTendency to discourage both cultivation
ducement to remove eap_tal from one
and production, an eval inseparable from employment to another, 185. Profits can
all taxation,
109.
The cost of, ulti- onlybeloweredbyaeompetitionofeapitals
mutely regulates the price of eommoflinot consisting of circulating medium, 286.
ties, 232-250.
Influence of a low prlee of corn on the
Profits. lqo rise in the value of labour,
profits of stock considered, 371-390. Table
without a fall of, 23. A rise in wages,
showing the progress of rent and profit
from an alteration in the value of money,
under an assumed augmentation of capital,
produces a general effect on price, and 376.
Observations on the profits of the
therefore none on profits, 31. Quantity
Bank of England, 393. Statements as te
of labour in obtaining the produce of theirmisapplieation,
andremedyproposed_
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4fi3-4.35. Table showing theprofits of the
Bank fl'om 1797 to 1816, 427.
Estimate
of the profits of the Bank in different
years, 439-451.
Effcctsofa
low value of
corn on the rate of profits, 475-8.
Prohibition.
Effects of prohibiting the
importation of corn considered, 188-9.
Property.
Impolicy of taxes on thc
transference of, 89. Too much facility
cannot be given to the conveyance and
exchange of' 89.
Protection. Agriculturalprotcctionconsidered, 459-494.
Under a system of protecfing duties giving the monopoly to the
home growers of corn, prices must be
fluctuating, 478-486.
Provisions.
Causes of the high price
ol_ 94.
1st, A deficient supply, 94-5.
2d, A gradually increasing demand, ultim,ttely attended with increased cost of
production, 95-6. 3d, A fall in the value
of money, 96. 4th, Taxes on necessaries,
96-7.
"
R.
Rent, definition of] 34. Thc nature
of, in the strict sensc, and in the popular
one, 35. The term. as used by Adam
Smith, 34. Circumstances from which it
originates, 36. Progress of, considered,
36. Rise of, the effect of the increasing
wealth of the country, and the difficulty
of providing food for its augmented population, 40. Influence of the prices of corn
on, 40. Effects of agricultural improve.
ment on, 41, 42, 43. The principle which
regulates the rent of land, governs also
that of mines, 45. The iucreasing difficult)" of providing an additional quantity
of food with tim same proportional quantity of labour, which raises rent, also raises
wages, 55. l)ifference between the rise
of rent and the rise of wages explained,
55. Always falls on the consumer, and
not on the farmer, 63. A tax on. would
fall wholly on landlords, and could not be
shifted to any class of consumers, 102. A
tax on rent, as it is constituted, would discourage cultivation, 102. Corn rents materially affected both by tithes and amoney
ta, 104. A land tax levied in pro.no.rtion to, and varying w_tn _ts rent, is m
effect a tax on rent, and f,fll_ on the landlord, 107. Of houses distinguished into
two parts, building rent, and ground rent,
119. Ground rents, and the ordinary rent
ofland, not fit snbjeets for exclusive taxa_ion_ 121. Examination of Adam Smith's
doctrine concerning the rent of land, 197203. Examination
of Mr Malthus's opiaions on rent, 243-9. l_either increase of
population, noragricalturalzmprovements,
causes the rise of rent, 250-1. Loss of rent
the efihct of a low price of corn, 259-260.
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Table showing the progress of rent and
profit under all assumed augmentation cf
capital, 376.
Revenue.
Advantages
derived by a
country from a large gross, rather than a
large net revenue, constantly magnified
byAdam Smith, 210, and byM.Say,210,
n.
Examination
of their doctrine, 210-212.
The labouring classes have ml interest in
the manner in which the net income ot
the country is expended, 239. A diminution of gross, not necessarily followed
by a diminution of net income, 256-8.
Adam Smith's distinction between money
and revenue, 284.
Riches, definition of, 165. Difference
between value and riches explained and
considered, 165-173.
May be increased
in two ways,--by employing a greater portion of revenue for the maintenance
of
productive labour, thereby adding to the
quantity and value of commodities ; or by
making the same quantity of labour more
productive, thereby adding to the abnndance of commodities, but not to their
value, 168. Why the last mode of increasing them is preferable, 168-9. Erroneous views of IV[.Say in regard to value
and riches, considered, 160-173.
S.
Say, _I. "Economie Politlque" cited,
6. Quoted msto the use of natural agents,
35, n. As to the regulation of price 38, _.
His opinion that taxes on the transference
of property are impolitic, 89. lIis mistaken views ofthenature
and effects of the
English land tax considcred andcorrectcd,
110-1. His error as to taxes in kind. rectiffed, 111-2. His erroneous opinion that
the price of corn influences the price of
all other commodities, 136, n. His maxim
as to the best plans of fimmce and taxation,
quoted and commended, 141-5. His remar'l_ as to thcoperation of taxes on cornmoditics, quoted, 142-3-6, notes. His opinion as to the effcct of credit, quoted and
controverted, 150, n. Fallacy of his urgument, that taxes on raw p_oduce fall ou
the landlord, 153-4. Overstates the advantages
of commerce, 160, n. False
micrcime im has drawn as to the value
of ,qlver, 166, n. Remarks on the fallacy
and inconsistency of his views as to value
and riches being synonymous,
169-173.
Ovcrlooks the essential difference between
value in use, and value in exchange,
172-3.
His reasoning on the incon_'euiencc of public loans, inconclusive, 180,
n. Wrong in supposing that prohibition
of importation enables producers at home
)ermanentlv to raise tile market over the
natural price, 190-191_ notes. His contradictory opinions as to the profits oI
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home and foreign tmae, 191-2, notes_
Magnifies (as does also Adam Smith)
the advmltages of a large gross rather
than a large net revenue, 210, n. Observations on his overstatement of the ineonveulences of taxes paid hy the producer,
230-1. IIis opinion on the influence of
demand and supply on prices_ quoted, 233.
Mistaken ill his view of gross and net
produce, 256, n.
Scan'city. One of two sources of the
exchangeable
value of useful eommodities, 9. Tim value of some eomnmdities
determined by scarcity alone, 9.
Scotsman.
Observations
of the author on ParLiamentary
Reform, printed
in the Scotsman of the 24th April, 1824,
551-556. Speech of the author in Parliament, on the plan of Voting by Ballot,
printedin the Seotsmau of17th July1824,
559-564.
Scignorage.
Effects of the State charging a seignorage on the coining of money,
213-4, 225. Rates of seignorage in France
at different periods, 318, n.
Observalions on the principles of, 845-7. Limits
beyond which a seignorage cannot be advantageously extended, 345.
Silvcr.--See Go_D and SlLvsg.
Simonde, M., remarks on the opinion
of, as to the inconveniences
attending a
tax paid by the producer, 231.
Sinking Fund.
None can be efficient
for diminishing tile national debt, unless
derived from the excess of public revenue
over expenditure, 149. How managed in
England, 219. Account of the rise, progress, and modifications of the Sinking
Fund, with observations as to the probabilityof its accomplishing the object for
which it was instituted, 515-538.
Mr
Haskisson's speech of 25th March 1813,
on the state of the finance and Sinking
Fund, 518-9. Mr Pitt's speech of 17th
February. 1792, on the Sinking Fund, 521.
Effect of Mr Vansittart's
plan, on the
Sinking Fund, 523, m
Comparison of
the plans of :Mr Pitt and Mr Vausittart,
523-6. Lord Henry Petty's
speech in
1807, on the accumulation of the Sinking
Fund, 532-3. MrPitt's speechin 1786, on
the Sinking Fund, 542-3. The Sinking
Fund has greatly
increased
the debt
instead of diminishing it, 545. Mr Vansittart's speech in 1813, on the Sinking
Fund, 546-7.
Smith, :Dr Adam, not having viewed
correctly the principles of rent, has, in
consequence, overlooked many important
truths, 5.
His definition of value, 9.
His definition of real price, 10. Co_'n
or labour, his standard measure ,)f value,
alleged to be as _ariable as gold and
silver, 11. Ineorree.t in saving that la-

bout alone, never vuD-ing in its own
value, is the sole ultimate, and real startdard, 12. His doctrine correct, fllat the
proportion between the quantities of labottr necessary for acquiring
different
ohjects, is the only circumstance
which
can afford any rule for exchanging them,
13. Quoted as to tlle difficulty of aseerraining the proportion between different
quantities and sorts of labour, 15, n. His
statement, that the proportion between
different rates of wages and profits, is not
much affected by revolutions in the public
welfare, quoted, 15. His doctrine, tl,at a
rise in the price of labour is uniformly
followed by a rise in the price of all cornlnoames, unsound, 30. Strletures on his
defll, ition of rent, 34. His theory of produetive and unproductive labour eonsidered, _9, n. Mr Buchanan's
observation
thereon, 40,n. Cited, 49,72. His opinion
that taxes on the transference of property
are oppressive, 89. His ibur maxims, to
which all taxes should conform, 107-8.
His erroneous view of taxes on the produce of land, corrected, 108-9-10.
His
opinion that grmmd rents, and the ordinary rent of land are fit subjects for peculiar
taxation, quoted and objected to, 120-1
His opinion as t_ the immediate eflhct of
u tax on the wa_,es of labour, 129. Mr
Buchanan's
objections thereto confuted,
129-133. Though correct in his view of
the immediate, is incorrect in his view of
the eventual, operation of a tax on wages,
133-6-140.
Correction of his mistaken
view of taxes on necessaries, 140. Ably
explains the disadvantage of a low value
of ttle precious metals proceeding
from
forced abundance, 137. His argumentjust,
that the labouring classes cannot materially contribute to the burdcns of the State,
141. Correct in his statement, that the
malt tax falls on tim consumer, 152-3.
Mr Buehanan's
remarks thereon, 153.
Quoted as to the difference between the
real and tilt nominal price of commodities
and labour, 166, n. Gives an incorrect, as
well as a correct description of riches, 168.
Cites Holland as affording an instance of
the fall of profits _om the accumulation
of capital, without considering her peculiar
posiuon, 175. Wrong in saying thatwhea
the produce of any particular branch of
industry exceeds the demand, the surplus
must be sent abroad, 175, n. Mistaken as
to the origin of the carrying trade, 177-8.
Quoted as to the difficulty'of determining
the rate of profits, 178. Remarks on his
objectionable doctrines, as to bounties on
exportation and prohibitions of importation, 183-9. Falls into error from thinking that the money price of corn regulates
that of all other home made eommodi
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ties, 185.

lIis correct accoul_t of the ha- _ ancient

a bounty causes a pmnial degradation in
the value of money, 186. _,Vrong inference he has drawn from file great differeuce existing between corn and other
ture of value,
186. Rightin
saying
that
goods,
188. Strictures
on his
doctrine
concerning the rent of land, 197-203. Has
admirably explained the principle of rent,
when treating of mines, but has not upplied the same to land, as he should have
done, 199. Observations on ttle evils of
a monopoly of the colony trade, 204. He
overrates those evils, 208. Quoted as to
the effect of treaties of commerce, 205.
Constantly magnifies the advantages derived by a country from a large gross,
rather than a large net reveuue, 210. Ills
argument fallacious, that though the returns of the foreign trade of consumption
be as quick as the home trade, the former
gives but half the encouragement
to the
industry or productive labour of the courttry, 212. Strictures on his principles of
paper currency, 214-5. The superiority
he awards to the Scotch mode of affording
accommodation to trade by cash accounts,
'_anciful, 221. Not aware of the inconvenience of employing each of two metals
in currency as legal tender for debts of
any amount, 2'23-4. Examination of his
doctrine relative to the comparative value
of gold, corn, and labour in rich and poor
countries, 226-9. His error in supposing
the value of corn to be constant, 227.
Quoted as to the foundation of the high
price of precious metals, 263. His distinction between money and revenue, 284.
Quoted as to the pernicious effects of a
Statedlsguisingitabankruptcybydebasing
its coin, 288-9. Quoted as to the duty
forcoinage in :France, 318, n. His principle, thatthe papermoney of every kind
which can easily circulate in a country
can never exceed the value of the gol_t
and silver, of which it supplies the place,
344.
Spain, lowvalueofmoneyin,
prejudicial
to its manufactures and commerce, 137.
Speeie._Sec
GOLD and SILvE_ and
Mo_BT.
Stamp Duties, the levying of, impolitic,
as a tax on the transference of proper%',
89-131.
Standard,
an invariable standard of
value imaginary, 41-2. Objections to the
use of a standard commodity considered,
400-2.
Imperfections
of t_e standard,
402-403.
Effects of variations of the
currency below the standard, without a]lowance for the countervailing variations
above it, 403. Correspondence with the
standard, the rule for paper money, 403-4.
Effe_ct of Mr Peel'._ ".'d_.ifar restonng the
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on the price of corn,

Stock, essay on the influence of a low
price of corn on the profits of stock, 37 l390.
Stockholders, less benefited than farmers
I aud
467-475.
manufacturers by the low value ot
corn, 258-9.
Rcmed'y proposed for the
mercantile inconvenience caused by the
quarterly pa)anents of dividends to the
public creditors, 410-11.
Steuart, Sir James, quotedas to testing
the value of the currency by exchange,
275.
Supply and Demand.--Sec
DExta.sv
and SUPPLy.
Sweden, causes of the favourable exchange with Sweden considered, 320-1, _z.
T.
Taxes, on what, the ability to pay them
depends, 7. Their nature, and from what
sources they are ultimately paid, 87. In
what the great evil of taxation consists,
88. Taxes not necessarily taxes on capital
or incom% because laid on these respcctively, 88. Illustrations of this principle,
88. lmpolicy of taxes inevitably falling
on capital, 89. Of this nature are ta.xc_,
on the transference of property, borrowed
money, and legal proceedings, 89. Ou
whom and what, such taxes generally fall,
89. :Facility of their collection some cornpensation for their injurious effects_ 90.
Nature and efl'ccts of a tax on raw produce, 91. A ri_e in price, the only means
by which the cultivator can pay this tax,
9 I. It thus falls on the consumer, 91-3.
Objections to this tax considered and answered, 91-101. A tax on raw produce,
and on the necessaries of the labourer,
raises wages and lowers profits, 93. Taxation either must act on profit, or other
sources of income, or it must act on expenditUl'e, 98. Taxes on the profias of
stock applied directly or indirectly, provided all other income be taxed, have this
advantage over others, that no one can
escape them, and each contributes according to his means, 98. A tax on rent would
fall wholly on landlords, and could not be
shifted to any class of consumers, 102.
A tax on rent, as it is constitnted_ would
discourage cultivation,
102. Nature of
tithes, and difference between them, and
taxes on rent, and on raw produce, 104.
'rithcs an equal tax, 104. Corn rents
materially affected both by tithes and a
money tax, 104-5. Objections to tithes,
, 105-6_ Different modes in which a landi tax may be levied, 107. Iflevied in proI portion to, and varying with the rent of
I land. it is in effect a tax on rent, and falls
_ on the landlord. 107. If imposed on all
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cultivated laud, it is a tax on produce, and
will therefore raise its price, 701. A tax
ou all cultivated laud may be in proportion
to its quality aud produce, in the same
way as tithes, or it may be a fixed tax per
acre, 107. The latter contrary to one of
tile maxims to which all taxes should
(.onform, 107-8. The faille in :Frauce before the Revolution, a tax of this objec,
tioaable description, 10B. Tendency to
discourage cultivation and production, an
evil inseparable from all taxation,
109.
On whom a tax on gold would temporarily
aud ultimately fall, 114-8. Effects of a
tax on gold, 115-8. Taxes on houses, by
whom borne, 119-1_0.
Ground rents not
a fair subject for exclusive taxation, 120- I.
Taxes on n'eeessaries, virtually taxes on
profi% 122. Taxes ou profits considered,
122.128.
Tax on the farmer's profits,
bow beuefieial to the landlord,
196-7.
AU taxation tends to lower the relative
value of money, and to encourage its exportation, 128. Effects of taxes on wages,
129. Difference between a tax on notessaries and a tax on wages, 129. The resuits of a tax on wages, will be the same
as those of a direct tax on profits, 129136. What commodities are the fittest
objects of taxation, 144. The advantages
und disadvantages
of taxes ou luxuries
stated, 144-5. Effect of taxes to defray
the interest of loans, 145. Effect of a tax
on luxuries, 146. _ature
of poor rates,
and their operation under different circumstanees,considered,
155-8. High duties on the importation of manufactures or
of corn, or a bounty ou their exportation,
tile worst species of taxation,
189. A
bounty Oll the produetiou of eon_, raised
from a tax on commodities, would make
corn relatively cheap and manufactures
dear, and tnce versa, 395. The ineouvenienees supposed to result from the
levying of a tax on manufactured eommodities at an early period of their manufaeture, are greatly magnified,'230-1.
Con_iderable additions may be made to the
taxes of a country without a correspomlinginereaseinitscirculatiugmedium.
35.5.
Eft_cts of taxes imposed on a partit'ular commodity,
463-5.
Question--Can
the present state of agricultural
distre.,s
487-491.
be
attributed
to taxation?
considered,
Tenant._.--See
FAR_rZRS.
Thornton, .Mr, quoted as to tim embarrassment of the Bank, caused by an over
issue of notes payable in specie, 267. His
error, from confusing an increase in the
value of gold and an increase in its money
price, exposed, 267-8.
Quoted as to the
conduct of the Bank beforc the restriction,
276.
Quoted _s to the non-depreciation

ofcireulating paper, 278. Quoted as to the
iuefficieuey of the law to prevent the exportation of gold coin, 280. :Fallacy of
his argument, that the gains of the Bank
were in proportion to theirnotes in eLreu:_tion, and that no advantage was dexived
from the publie deposits, except that they
could thereby maintain more notes in eireulation, 412-3.
Tithes, nature of, 104. Difference between them and a tax on rent, 104. They
are an equal tax, 104. Difference between
them, and taxes on raw produce, 104.
Effects of, in different states of society,
104. Corn rents materially affected by.
104-5. Objections to, Ist, they are not a
permanent and fixed tax, but increase ill
value, as the difficulty of producing corn
increases ; 2d.they inere_.sewith the ga-oss,
and fall on the net produce of land ; and,
3d, they are injurious to landlords, as they
act as a bouuty on importation,
105-6.
They do not discourage cultivation more
than an equal amount would do, if raised
in any other manner, 105.
Torrens, Colonel, his Essay on the elternal corn trade quoted, as to the difference between
the natural
prices of
labour in different countries, 52, n. The
argumeuts
in his Essay on the impoliev of restricting the importation of corn
commended, and declared unanswerable,
164. n.
Trade. Theprofits of a favoured trade,
whether foreign or home, speedily subside
to the general level, 73-5. Illustrations
of this principle, 73-5. General causes
of sudden changes in the channels of,
159-160.
How injuriously affected bythe
commencement of war after a long peace,
or of peace after a long war, 160. A revulsion in, more severely felt in rich, than
in poorer countries,
161.
l_lature and
origin of carrying trade considcred, 177-8.
Importance of free trade to Great Britain,
190-1, 71. Observatlous on colonialtrade,
204-9. Temptation to export money for
goods, termed an mffavourable balance ot
trade, 267. Two ways inwhieh a country
may bc benefited by trade, 3B0-1.--See
als() CArtnlql_G TRADE, CoLoNIAL ThAI)E,
COXt_I;RCE,FORmGI_ TI_I_,
and Fl_l:E
i TRXD_.
Treaties. Effects of commercial
! considered ' 205-7.
'

treaties

U.
Utility. though not the measure of exchangeable value, essential to it, 9.

.
V.
!
Value. the sources of defined by Adam
I Smith, 9. "Utility, though not the mensure of, essential to exchangeable
value,
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e. Exchangeablevaluc
of useful eommoto farmersand manufacturers,258-9.
The
dities derived from their scarcity, and the
intrinsic value of gold and silver, from
quantity oflabour required toobtain them,
what sources derived, 263.
Different
9. Value of some commodities dctereffects of a depreciated currency on the
mined by scarcity alonc_ 9.
Corn or value of land, and of the funds, 287
labour as variable a medium of value as Causes of a fidl in the exchangeable value
gold and silver, 11. Effects of accumnlaof food, 379. Effects of a low value of
tmn of capital oil, 16. Exchangeable
corn on the rate of profit, 475-8.
value of commodities is ill proportion to
Vansittart, Mr, his application, in 1814,
the labour bestowed, not only on their
to the Bank, in which he alludes to the
immediate production, but on that of all participation
of the public in its advanthe implements and capital required to tages, 420. Effect of his plan on the
give effect to the producing labour, 17. sinking fund, 523, n. Comparison of tile
Economy in labour reduces the relative
effects of his plan, and that of _r Pitt,
value of a commodity, 18. Illusmttions
523-6. Hisspeech in 1813 on the sinking
of this principle, 18. Effects of a rise in
fund, 546-7.
wages on value, 19. The principle that
Voting by Ballot, speech of tile author
value does not vary with a ri_e or fall of in Parliament on this question, printed in
wages, how modified by the unequal durathe Scot,man of 17th July 1824_ 559-564.
bility of capital, 25. Impossible to have
an invariable standard measure of_ 28.
W.
Gold approaches nearer to an invariable
Wages.
Effects of u rise in, on relative
standard of_ than any other commodity,
value, 19. Natural and market rates of
29-46. Variations in the value of money
wage.s distinguished,
50-51. Increase of
do not affect the rate of profits, 32. The
capital in quantity and value, raises the
value of commodities regulated
by the natural and market rates of wages, 51.
quantity of labour necessarily bestowed
Increase of capital in quantity, but not in
on their production under the nmst unfa- valuc, raises the market rate of wages
vourable circumstances, 37. _. The general
only,, 51. Causes of the difference berule which regulates the value of raw
tween the natural rates of wages in difproduce and manufactured
comnmdities,
ferent countries, 52, and n. Wages subis applicable
also to metals, 45. El- jecttoariseorfallfromtwocauses_fi'om
fects of the discovery of American mines
variation in the supply of and demand for
on the value of metals, 46. The same
labourers, andfrnmvariationinthepriceof
rule which regulates the value of commo-' commvdities on which wages of labour arc
dities in one country does not regulate
expended, 53. The increasing difficulty of
tile value of those exchanged
between
providing an additional quantity of food
two or more, 75.
Different value of with the same proportional
quantity of
money in different countries accounted
labour, which raises rent, also raiseswage.s,
for, 81-3. Improvement in the facility of 5.5. Illustrations
of this principle, 55-6.
working the mines of precious metals will _Differeuce between the rise of rent, and
diminish the value of money generally, 83. the rise of wages explained, 55. A rise
Difference between value and riches ex- in wages not always productive of complained and considered_ 165-173.
]_Ia- fort to the labourer, 55-6. Ariseofwages
chincry, and natural agents acting gratuinot necessarily productive of a rise in
touslv, add to a commodity, value in use, tile price of commodities,
57. Should
but not _alue in excbange_ 172-3. The
never be controlled by the interference ot
value of gold and silver proportioned
the legislature, 57. The rate of profits
to the labour necessary to produce and
can never be increased but by a fall in
bring them to market, 213. The quanwages, 75. No permanent full ofwages.
tity of money employed in a country must but in consequence of a faU of the nccesdepend on its value, 213.
Payment in saries on which wages are expended, 75.
specie not nec_sary to secure the value
A diminution in the wages of labour
of paper money, 214.
Only necessary
raises profits, but produces no effect on
that its quantity
should be sufficiently
the price of commodities, 75. I'rofits delimited, 214.
A cut'rency is in its most pond not on nominal but real wages, 82.
perfect state when it consists wholly of A tax ou raw produce and the necessaries
paper money, of an equal value with of the labourer, raises wages, 93. Effects
the gold it professes to represent,
218. of taxes on, 129-136. Differencebetween
Investigation of the comparative value of a tax on necessaries, and a tax on wages,
gold, corn, and labour, in rich and poor
129. The results of a tax on, the same
countries, 2-°6-9. Afalllnthe
value of'. astboseofadirect
tax on profits, 129-136.
corn not so beneficial to stockholders, as ' Effects of a low price of corn oa wagc.s

(.
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and profits, 163. Influence of a rise of
wages on the price of corn, 461-3.
War, the commencement
of, after a
Long peace, or the commencement
of
peace after a long war, how productive of
distress ill trade. 160. Evil cffcet_ of a
transition from war to peace on agricul-

I
I
I
I
I
I

ture, 161. Suggestions for their remed_
quoted from the Encvc.lop_edia Britannica,
and approved o_ 16"1.
Wealth, a rise of rent always the effect
of_ncreasing wealth, 46.* The rise of rcn_
is a symptom, but never a cau,c of, 40.
Causcs of the increase of, 40-I 68.

THE END.
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